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North Carolina State University

GENERAL INFORMATION
North Carolina State University is a national center for research, teaching, and extension in the sciences and technologies, in the
humanities and social selences, and in a wide range of professional programs.
Founded March 7, 1887, by the North Carolina General Assembly under the provisions ofthe national Land-Grant Act, the universityhas marked more than a century of service to the state and nation. Sharing the distinctive character of land-grant universitiesnationwide, NC State has broad academic offerings, national and international linkages, and large—scale outreach, extension, andresearch activities.
North Carolina State University Historical Sketch
On March 7, 1887, the North Carolina General Assembly passed the act which authorized the establishment ofthe North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. The Watauga Club of Raleigh and the statewide farmers‘ movement had convinced thelegislature ofthe need to transfer the funds received by the state under the provisions ofthe Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862 from theUniversity ofNorth Carolina in Chapel Hill to a new land-grant college in Raleigh. The cornerstone ofA. and M. College was laid inAugust 1888, and its doors were officially opened on October 3, 1889.
Alexander Q. Holladay, the college’s first president (1889—1899), and a faculty of five offered courses in agriculture, horticulture,
pure and agricultural chemistry, English, bookkeeping, history, mathematics, physics, practical mechanics. and military science. Thefirst freshman class numbered about fifty students. By the end ofthe institution’s first decade, the resident enrollment had reached
300.
During the administration of George T. Winston (1899-1908) a new curriculum in textiles was developed and normal courses wereoffered in the summer for public school teachers, both men and women. The Agricultural Extension Service was established duringthe administration of Daniel H. Hill (1908-1916) and enrollment grew to more than 700. In 1917, during the administration ofWallace C. Riddick (1916-1923), the institution‘s name was changed to North Carolina State College of Agriculture andEngineering. The introduction ofthe word ‘engineering’ was intended to reflect the increasing emphasis on the professional andtheoretical as well as the practical aspects oftechnical education.
In 1923, a major reorganization ofthe administration ofthe college began, and President Riddick resigned to become the first dean ofthe new School of Engineering. Eugene Clyde Brooks (1923-1934), the fifth president of State College, continued the reorganizationwith the creation ofthe School of Agriculture (later named the School of Agriculture and Forestry), the School of Science andBusiness, the School of Education, the School ofTextiles, and the Graduate School. Resident enrollment rose to nearly 2,000 in 1929before the Depression caused enrollment to drop to approximately 1,500 in 1933. The first women graduates of State Collegereceived their degrees in 1927.
In the midst ofthe Depression the General Assembly of 1931 attempted to promote economy and prevent unnecessary duplicationamong the three leading state institutions of higher education by establishing a single consolidated administration for the UniversityofNorth Carolina in Chapel Hill, North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering, and North Carolina College forWomen in Greensboro. Dr. Frank Porter Graham. president ofthe University ofNorth Carolina, was elected president oftheconsolidated university, and Dr. Brooks, with the title ofvice president, continued as chief administrative officer at State College.Among the consequences of consolidation were the phasing out ofthe School of Engineering at Chapel Hill and the School ofScience and Business at Raleigh. A general college, later called the Basic Division, was established to prox ide two years of basiccourses in the humanities. social sciences, and natural sciences as a foundation for students in the arious degree-granting technicaland professional schools.
Colonel John W. Harrelson (1934-1953), Class of 1909, was the first alumnus to become administrative head of State College.Under the consolidated organization his title was Dean of Administration; later it was changed to Chancellor. During Harrelson’sadministration, the institution experienced the beginning of extraordinary growth in the aftermath of World War 11. Two new schoolswere established: the School of Design and the School of Forestry (novs Natural Resources). A multimillion-dollar expansionprogram was completed during the administration of Carey H. Bostian (1953-1959), and the program ofstudent actix ities vx asgreatly enlarged as the enrollment passed 5,000.
The faculty and student population more than doubled during the administration ofJohn T. Caldwell (1959-1975) and another newschool was organized: the School of Physical Sciences and Applied Mathematics (now Physical and Mathematical Sciences). TheSchool of General Studies, the successor to the Basic Division, was renamed the School of Liberal Arts and was authorized to offer afull range of bachelor’s and master’s degree programs in the humanities and social sciences. The name ofthe institution itselfwaschanged in 1965 to North Carolina State University, signifying its new role as a comprehensive university.
NC State’s enrollment rose to 20,000 during the administration of Chancellor Joab L. Thomas (1976-1981). The School ofVeterinary Medicine was established, the name ofthe School of Liberal Arts was changed to School of Humanities and SocialSciences, and North Carolina State University was recognized as one oftwo major research universities within the statewideUniversity ofNorth Carolina system.
Bruce R. Poulton (1982—1990) became chancellor in the fall of 1982. A major expansion ofthe university’s research budget, theestablishment ofa substantial endowment to provide enlarged resources for research equipment and endowed professorships, and theaddition ofthe 1,000 acre Centennial Campus occurred during this administration. All ofthe schools were renamed colleges exceptfor the School of Design and The Graduate School. In addition, the School of Education became the College of Education andPsychology.
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In 1990, Larry K. Monteith, an alumnus and former Dean ol‘the College of Engineering, became chancellor and NC State’sele\ enth chiel'administratb e ollicer. Among his early initiatives were the creation ol'the Division ol‘Undergraduate Studies and theFirst Year Experience Program. In 1992, the College 01‘ Management was established. and plans for a freshman college wereformali/cd, An Institutional Ad\ ancemcnt Division, no“ known as University Advancement, was organi7ed to include alumnirelations, uni\ ersity relations, de\elopment, and advancement services. A Board ol‘Visitors was created, comprised of nationallyprominent scholars. and business leaders, to advise the chancellor and Board ol‘Trustees. The College ol‘Textiles and ABB (AseaBron n Bo\ cri). NC State‘s lirst corporate partner, moved to Centennial Campus in 1991. Since then, the Centennial Campuscelebrated its 10th annbersaty and surpassed the ‘13 ()0 million mark in construction. The Engineering Graduate Research Center isthe ne\\ est building on that campus. In 1994, NC State \\ as authori7ed to establish the Zeta Chapter ofthe Phi Beta Kappa Society.
On August I, 1998, Dr. Marye Anne Fox, a chemist and member ol‘the National Academy ofSciences, became NC StateL niversity‘s 12th chancellor to assume the duties ol‘the top post at the state‘s leading science, engineering and technology university.Chancellor Fo\ \\ as the lirst female to hold this position at NC State. Chancellor Fox focused on building the campus community,promoting partnerships, and adopting a business model that works. She cochaired the first National Academy of Sciences symposiume\ er held at NC State and encouraged further growth on the uniyersity‘s Centennial Campus. Chancellor Fox traveled more than3.000 miles \\ ithin the state to visit the hometonns ofNC State students. She engaged business and community leaders and NC Statealumni to learn more about the citi/ens' needs and the vital role ofNC State in North Carolina’s economic growth and success.
Mission of North Carolina State University"
The mission ol‘North Carolina State University is to serve its students and the people ofNorth Carolina as a doctoral, research-cxtcnsi\e. land-grant university. Through the active integration ol‘teaching, research, extension and engagement. North CarolinaState Uni\ersity creates an innoyatiye learning an ironment that stresses mastery of fundamentals, intellectual discipline. creativity.problem sol\ ing. and responsibility. Enhancing its historic strengths in agriculture, science, and engineering with a commitment toexcellence in a comprehensbc range ofaeadcmic disciplines. North Carolina State University provides leadership for intellectual.cultural. social. economic and technological development \y ithin the state, the nation, and the world.
*xlppmrei/ hr the L'NC Board (2/ Gore/7701's 0n Sepicmher [4 300]
Campus
NC State Unix eisity is located \\ est ofdo“ nto\\ n Raleigh on 2.240 acres. The campus acreage includes Centennial Campus on 1.130acres and West Campus at 400 acres. The College of Veterinary Medicine and the stadium arena complex are located on the WestCampus. Nearby are research farms; biology and ecology sites: genetics. horticulture. and tloriculture nurseries and forests thatcomprise an additional 2,700 acres. Elsewhere across the state are research farms. 4-H camps and a research forest for a total of101,500 acres.
Research Triangle
NC State is one ofthe three Research Triangle universities along with Duke University in Durham and the University ofNorthCarolina at Chapel Hill. Within the 30 mile triangle formed by the three universities is the 7.000 acre Research Triangle Park. thelocation of many public research agencies and priy ate research centers of national and international corporations.
Faculty
The uniyersity has approximately 7,400 employ ees, including 1.975 instructional faculty. Among the many honors and recognitionsreceix ed by members ofthe faculty are ten memberships in the National Academy of Sciences and ten memberships in the NationalAcademy of Engineering. one member ofthe Institute ofMedieine, and over 400 members ofthe Academy of Outstanding Teachers.
Teaching and Research
The university is organized into ten colleges, the Graduate School, and the Division of Undergraduate Affairs. The colleges areAgriculture and Life Sciences, Design. Education, Engineering, Humanities and Social Sciences, Management, Natural Resources.Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Textiles, and Veterinary Medicine. These colleges offer baccalaureate degrees in 100 fields,master‘s degrees in 106 fields, and doctoral degrees in 60 fields. Together \\ ith more than 59 research centers and institutes. thesecolleges also support a broad spectrum of more than 4,000 sponsored scholarly endeavors.
Outreach and Extension Program
As the states only research university in the land-grant tradition, North Carolina State has a unique mission to serve the citizens ofNorth Carolina through technical assistance, professional dey elopment, lifelong education, technology transfer, and other means ofapplying knowledge to real world issues and problems. Faculty, students. and staff from every academic college engage incollaborative research, learning. and service partnerships with business, industry. government. and communities, in the Triangleregion and across the state. Extension and engagement imperatives include economic development, environmental stewardship, K—12education excellence, and leadership development. NC State Extension and Engagement, which encompasses the ten colleges andincludes such units as the Cooperative Extension Service, the Industrial Extension Service, the McKimmon Center for Extension andContinuing Education. Centennial Campus, and the NC State Economic Development Partnership. reaches more than one millionNorth Carolinians annually.
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Students
In the 2003 Fall Semester, the university‘s head count enrollment totaled 29,854. Included in this number were 20,314 students inundergraduate degree programs, 5,665 in graduate degree programs, 307 First Professional and 3,568 non degree-seeking students.The combined undergraduate and graduate enrollments by college were: Agriculture and Life Sciences - 4,379; Design — 708;Education - 1,284; Engineering 7,085; Natural Resources 1072; Humanities and Social Sciences 4,685; Management - 2,663;Physical and Mathematical Sciences - 1,468; Textiles 707; Veterinary Medicine — 393, and Undergraduate Affairs First Year College- 1,516. The student population included 2,920 African American students, 2,378 other minority students and 12,917 female students.Students at the university come from 47 states, three United States territories, and approximately 102 foreign countries. Theinternational enrollment is a distinctive feature of the institution as nearly 1505 international students give the campus acosmopolitan atmosphere.
Associations
The university is a member ofthe National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, the American Council onEducation, the Association of Governing Boards ofIm estigates and Colleges, the Oak Ridge Associated Universities, the NorthCarolina Association of Colleges and Universities, and the Cooperating Raleigh Colleges.
Accreditation
North Carolina State University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges ofthe Southern Association of Colleges and Schools(1866 Southern Lane. Decatur, Georgia 30033 4097: phone number (404)679-450 to award the doctoral, master‘s. baccalaureate, andassociate degrees.
In addition, many ofthe university’s professional programs and departments are accredited by national professional associations,including:

Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care 2001
Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology 2000
American Animal Hospital Association 2003
American Chemical Society 2002
American Psychological Association 2002
American Veterinary Medical Association Council on Education 2000
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 2000
Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs 1998
Council for Cooperative Program 2002
Computing Sciences Accreditation Board 1999
Council on Social Work Education 2003
Human Factors in Ergonomics Society 1997
International Association for Continuing Education and Training 2002
Landscape Architectural Accreditation Board 2002
National Architectural Accrediting Board 2000
National Association for Schools of Art and Design 2001
National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration 2000
National Collegiate Athletic Association 1995
National Council for Accreditation ofTeacher Education 2002
National Recreation and Park Association 2002
Society of American Foresters 1994
Society of Wood Science and Technology 1994

Equal Opportunity and Non-Discrimination Policy
It is the policy ofthe State ofNorth Carolina to provide equality ofopportunity in education and employment for all students andemployees. Accordingly, the university does not practice or condone unlawful discrimination in any form against students,employees or applicants on the grounds ofrace, color, religion, creed, sex, national origin, age, disability, or \cteran status. Nor doesthe university allow discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, with respect to internal university matters that do notcontravene federal or state law and do not interfere with the university’s relationships with outside organixations, including thefederal government, the military, ROTC, and private employers.
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Discrimination based upon race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, or veteran status is in violation of federal andstate law and North Carolina State University policy, and will not be tolerated.
Retaliation against any person complaining of discrimination is in violation of federal and state law and North Carolina StateUni\ersity policy. and \\ ill not be tolerated.
North Carolina State L ni\ersity will respond promptly to all complaints ofdiscrimination and retaliation. Violation ofthis policy canresult in serious disciplinary action up to and including expulsion for students or discharge for employees. Disciplinary action for\ iolations ofthis policy will be the responsibility ofthe Clean or director. supervisor, or Office of Student Conduct as may beappropriate in accordance \\ ith applicable procedures.
North Carolina State Uni\ersity hereby affirms its desire to maintain a work environment for all employees and an academiccm ironment for all faculty and students that is free from all forms ot‘unlawful discrimination and free from discrimination which isother“ isc prohibited by university policy or regulation. Unlawful discrimination is completely incompatible with the values andgoals ol‘North Carolina State University and will not be tolerated. North Carolina State University strives to maintain an environmentthat supports and re“ ards indi\ iduals on the basis ofsuch reley ant factors as ability, merit, and performance.
Every individual is encouraged. and should feel free, to seek assistance, information, and guidance from their department head, or theOffice for tqual Opportunity should s he have questions about the Equal Opportunity and Nondiscrimination Policy.

For more information, please contact:
The Office for Equal Opportunity phone: (919)515-3148l Holladay Hall fax: (919)513-1428Box 7530. NC State University TTY: (919)525—9617Raleigh, NC 27695 7530 wnwncsuedu equal op
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ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICES
Office of the Chancellor
Marye Anne Fox. ChancellorClare M. Kristofco, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor and Secretary ofthe UniversityP. J. Teal, Assistant to the Chancellor - AdministrationAndy Willis, Assistant to the Chancellorfor External Aflairs
Office of the Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
James L. Oblinger, Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor ofAcademic AflairsKatie B. Perry, Senior Vice Provostfor Academic AflairsJose A. Picart, Vice Provostfor Diversity andAfrican American AflairsJoanne Woodard, Vice Provostfor Equal Opportunity and EquityThomas E.H. Conway, Jr., Vice Provostfor Enrollment Management and ServicesDenis Jackson, Assistant Vice Chancellorfor Extension and EngagementSamuel F. Averitt, Vice Provostfor Information TechnologySusan K. Nutter, Vice Provost and Director: NCSU LibrariesThomas K. Miller, Vice Provostfor Distance Education and Learning Technology ApplicationsL. George Wilson, Vice Provostfor International AflairsJ0 Allen. Interim Vice Provostfor Undergraduate Affairs
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Johnny C. Wynne, Interim Dean and Executive Directorfor Agricultural ProgramsKenneth L. Esbenshade, Associate Dean and Directorfor Academic ProgramsJon F. Ort, Associate Dean, Cooperative Extension ServiceSteven Leath, Interim Associate Dean and Director; Agricultural Research ServiceSulvia Blankenship. Interim Associate Deanfor AdministrationLarry A. Nelson, Coordinator ofInternational ProgramsJohn C. Cornwell, Associate Director ofAcademic Programs, Director ongricultural InstituteBarbara M. Kirby, Assistant Director ofAcademic Programs
College of Design
Marvin J. Malecha, DeanJohn Tector, Associate Deanfor Undergraduate Academic AffairsFatih Rifki. Associate Deanfor Graduate Academic AflairsJames D. Tomlinson, Assistant Deanfor Research, Ertension and EngagementMarva Motley, Assistant Deanfor Student AffairsDottie Haynes, Assistant Deanfor Administration
College of Education
Kathryn M. Moore, DeanRuie J. Pritchard, Interim Associate Dean, Academic AflairsSamuel S. Snyder, Associate Dean, Research and Graduate StudiesAnona P. Smith-Williams, Assistant Dean, Student Services
College of Engineering
Nino A. Masnari, DeanRichard F. Keltie, Associate Dean, Academic AflairsSarah A. Rajala, Associate Dean, Research and Graduate ProgramsThomas K. Miller, Associate Dean, Distance Education and Information TechnologyJohn Strenkowski, Assistant Dean, Research ProgramsTony L. Mitchell, Assistant Dean, Engineering Student ServicesJerome P. Lavelle, Assistant Dean, Academic Affairs
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Linda P. Brady, DeanGail W. O’Brien, Associate Dean, Academic AflairsMatthew T. Zingraff, Associate Dean, Research and EngagementRandall J. Thomson, Assistant Dean and Director of Undergraduate ProgramsMonica T, Leach, Assistant Deanfor Academic Affairs and Director of Diversity ProgramsMichael L. Vasu, Assistant Dean, Information TechnologyAdalia A. “Jessie” Sova, Assistant Dean, Finance andAdminis/ration
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L) nda II. I lamlmurger. Direc to]: Undergraduate Enrollment ManagementAkram F. Khater. Direc tot; International Programs
College of Management
Jon Barlle). DeanGih‘oy Zttekennan, .Alswciale Dean, Academic Alia/rsSte\ C Allen. 'l\s'oc late Dean, Graduate Programs and ResearchGail /\. llankins. Ixsis'taut Dean, Academic Affairs
College of Natural Resources
Larry A. Nielsen. DeanAdrianna G. Kirkman. Associate Dean, Academic AffairsJB. Jett. .»lssociate Dean. Research
College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Daniel L. Solomon. DeanRaymond l2. Fornes. Associate Dean, ResearchJo—Ann Cohen. .Ilssociate Dealt. .‘lcademic .~i/_’/cii/'s'
College of Textiles
A. Blanton Godfrey. DeanDa\ id R. Buchanan, .-ls'soeiate Dean. Extension and Applied ResearchWilliam Oxenham. Associate Dean, .~lcademic Programs ,' Director of Graduate StudiesThomas M. Ferguson. Assistant to the Dean, Information TechnologyMelissa Griffith. Director o/Dcn'elopment, Assistant to the DeanPhilip R. Dail. Dircctor of'.-ldvi\ing and AdmissionsKentle) B. Hester, Director o/‘Stuclent and Career ServicesTeresa M. Langley. Student Services Manager, Direc tor of Textiles Officampus ProgramsTerry Bt‘as‘ter. Coordinator of‘Dii'eitsitv Programs; Director ofStudent Sen'icesHonora F. Nerz, Librarian, Burlington Textiles Librarv
College of Veterinary Medicine
Oscar J. Fletcher. DeanDa\ id G. Bristol. Associate Dean and Director: Academic AffairsNeil C. Olson, Associate Dean and Director Graduate Studies and ResearchMichael G. Davidson. Associate Dean and Director, Veterinary Services
Distance Education and Learning Technology Applications
Thomas K. Miller. Vice Provostfor Distance Education and Learning Technologv Applications
Distance Education Planning and DevelopmentRebeeca Swanson. DirectorLearning Technology ApplicationsSharon Pitt. Associate Vice Provost and Director
Diversity and African American Affairs
Jose A. Picait. Vice Provost/or Diversitv and African-American Affairs
African American Cultural CenterJanet Howard, Interim DirectorGender AffairsFrances Graham. Assistant Vice ProvostPrograms to Enhance PreparationsJanet Howard, Director
Division of Enrollment Management and Services
Thomas E.H. Conway. Jr.. Vice Provostfor Enrollment Management and Services
Registration and RecordsLouis D. Hunt. RegistrarScholarships and Financial AidJulia R. Mallette, Director; Associate Vice Provostfor Scholarships and Financial Aid
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Undergraduate AdmissionsThomas Griffin, Director
Division of Finance and Business
George Worsley, Vice ChancellorKathryn S. Hart. TreasurerStephen Keto, Associate Vice Chancellor: Resource Management andInformation SystemsCharles D. Leffler, Associate Vice Chancellorfor FacilitiesDavid Rainer. Associate Vice Cliancellorfor Environmental Health and Public SafetyVacant, Associate Vice Chancellorfor Human ResourcesErnest Murphrey, Executive Directorfor Financial Services
Administrative Computing ServicesMardecia S. Bell. DirectorBenefits Yvette McMillan. DirectorBookstoresRichard A. Hayes, DirectorBudget OfficeLisa Clough. DirectorCampus PoliceTorn Younce, Director ClziefCashier and Student Accounts OfficeBruce Forinash. DirectorCommunication TechnologiesJennifer Van Horn, DirectorConstruction ManagementCarol Woodyard, DirectorContracts and GrantsEarl N. Pulliam, DirectorEmployee Relations and Training Sen icesDianne Sortini, DirectorEmployment and CompensationTerree Kuiper, DirectorEnvironmental Health and Public SafetyDavid Rainer, Associate Vice ChancellorEnterprise Information SystemsGwen Hazlehurst, DirectorFacilities OperationsJack Colby, DirectorFacilities Planning and DesignBob Fraser, DirectorFoundations Accounting and InvestmentsJill Tasaico, DirectorInsurance and Risk ManagementJim Semple, DirectorMaterials SupportJim Hansen, Assistant DirectorNetwork and Client ServicesGreg Sparks, DirectorPurchasingRobert Wood, DirectorReal EstateHoward W. Harrell, DirectorTransportationTom Kendig, DirectorUniversity Accounting OfficeCliff Flood, ControllerUniversity ArchitectMichael HarwoodUniversity GraphicsRobert Wood, DirectorUniversity Payroll OfficeBrian Simet, Director
Division of Student Affairs
Thomas H. Stafford Jr., Vice ChancellorJerry W. Barker, Associate Vice Chancellor
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Emlyn Q. Reiman. Juana/e 17cc ('ltame/lorArthur L. White. .lnocia/c lice Chancel/orTim R. Luckadoo, .lswciatc J'ice Chancel/orN. Ale\andcr Miller, Ill, Associate l'icc Chancel/orLisa P. Yapala. :lssixtant lice Chancel/or
Arts DevelopmentAm) Roiselle. DirectorCaldnell Fellows ProgramJanice E. Odom, DII'L’L torCampus ActivitiesDch Luckadoo, DirectorCampus RecreationPeter Kay. DirectorCarmichael Facilities and OperationsDan n Sanner. DirectorCenter for Student Leadership. Ethics and Public ServiceMichael Giancola. DirectorCenter Stage/Arts OutreachSharon Moore. DircctorChaplains‘ Cooperative MinistryAnn Pearce. DirectorCounseling CenterM. Lee Salter. DirectorCrafts CenterJames V. Pressley Jr., DirectorDance ProgramRobin llan‘is. DirectorDistance Education and Technology ServicesLeslie Dare. DirectorEducational Talent SearchMarsha Boyd Pharr. Direc torGallery of Art and DesignCharlotte V. Bro“ n. DirectorGreek LifeJohn Mountz. DircctorMulticultural Student AffairsTracey Ray, DirectorMusic DepartmentRobert Petters, Direc torParents and Families ServicesJennifer Bell. CoordinatorPhysical EducationMarch L. Krotee. Department HeadResearch and AssessmentCarrie Zelna. DirectorROTC UnitsAir Force: Jeffery Webb. CommanderArmy: Michael Wawrzyniak. CommanderNavy & Marine Corps: Calton Puryear. CommanderStudent ConductPaul Cousins. DirectorStudent Health ServicesJeny Barker. DirectorMarianne Tumbull, Coordinator, [lea/117 PromotionStudent MediaBradley Wilson, CoordinatorTalley Student CenterDonald Patty, Director. Business OfficeUniversity Career CenterCarol Schroeder, DirectorUniversity DiningArthur L. White, Associate Vice ChancellorUniversity HousingTim Luckadoo. Associate Vice Chancel/or
University Scholars ProgramN. Alexander Miller. DirectorUniversity TheatreJohn Mcllwee, Director
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Upward BoundMarsha Boyd Pharr. DirectorWomen’s CenterFrances Graham, Director
Division of Undergraduate Affairs
Jo Allen, Interim Vice ProvostJohn T. Ambrose, Assistant Vice ProvostRoger A. E. Callanan, Interim Senior Director
Academic Support Program for Student AthletesPhilip Moses, DirectorCooperative EducationArnold Bell, DirectorFirst Year CollegeJohn T. Ambrose. DirectorHonors ProgramRichard L. Blanton, DirectorNew Student Orientation ProgramRoxanna MCGraw. Interim DirectorTransition ProgramRon L. Mimms, DirectorTutorial CenterMelissa Daniel, DirectorUndergraduate AssessmentMarilee Bresciani, DirectorUndergraduate Fellowship AdvisingDenise Wood, CoordinatorUndergraduate ResearchGeorge T. Banhalmus. DirectorVirtual Advising CenterAndrea lrby. Director
Equal Opportunity and Equity
Joanne Woodard, Vice Provostfor Equal Opportunity and Equity
ADA and Affirmatise ActionGreg Holden, Assistant Vice Provost, DirectorDisability Services for StudentsCheryl Branker, Directoz; Disability Se/vices for StudentsEquity and Harassment Prevention ProgramsRhonda Sutton, Assistant Vice Provost and DirectorOutreach and EducationBeverly Williams, Coordinator
Faculty Senate
Dennis M. Daley, Chair oft/2e Facultv
Honors Council
R. L. Blanton, Director and Chair
The Graduate School
Robert S. Sowell, DeanRebeca C. Rufty, Associate DeanDuane K. Larick, Associate DeanDavid Shafer, Assistant Dean
Information Technology Division
Samuel F. Averitt, Vice Provost/or information Technology
Communication Technologies — Network OperationsJennifer Van Horn, DirectorComputing ServicesBill Padgett, Director
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High Performance and Grid ComputingMladcn Vouk, Assoc late lit e Provost and DirectorlTD S) stemsAlan Galloway, /)lt't’( torTechnology Support and NC State University Help DeskSusan Klein, Director
Intercollegiate Athletics
Lee G. F0“ ler, Director
International Affairs
L. George Wilson, lice Provost for International Affairs
Office of International Scholar and Student ServicesMichael J. Bustle, DirectorStudy Abroad OfficeIngrid R. Schmidt, Director
Legal Affairs
Mary Elizabeth Kur7, lice Chancellor and General Counsel
McKimmon Center for Extension and Continuing Education
Denis Jackson, Assistant lice Chancellorfor Extension and Engagement
Continuing and Professional EducationJud Hair, Direc torCredit Programs & Summer SessionsBobby Puryear. Direc torCenter for Urban Affairs and Community ServicesYevonne Brannon, DirectorEncore Center for Lifelong EnrichmentTricia lnlo“, DirectorMarketing and CommunicationScott Cason, Dl/‘€( tor
The NCSU Libraries
Susan K. Nutter, Vice Provost and Director ofLibraries
Office of Research and Graduate Studies
John G. Gilligan, Vice ChancellorMatthew K. Ronning, Associate lice Chance/lorfor Sponsored Programs and Regulatory Compliance ServicesVacant, Associate lice Chancellorfor Technology TransferSteven Lommel, Assistant Vice Chancellorfor Research DevelopmentDonna Cookmeyer, Director of the Office of Technology Transfer
University Advancement
Terry Wood, Vice Chancellor
Advancement ServicesPaul Eberle, Associate Vice ChancellorAlumni RelationsLennie Barton, Associate Vice ChancellorPublic AffairsDeborah Griffith, Associate Vice ChancellorUniversity DevelopmentDavid Anderson, Associate Vice Chancellor
University Planning and Analysis
Karen P. Helm, Director
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
2004 Fall Semester
August
September
October
November
November
December
December
December
December
2005 Spring Semester
January
January
March
March
April
May
May
2005 First Summer Session
May
May
June
June

18
6
7~8
24-26
25-26
3
6-14
15
23 27

10
17
7-11
24—25
29
2-10
14

23
30
24
27—28

Wednesday
Monday
Thur-Fri
Wed-Fri
Thur-Fri
Friday
Mon-Tues
Wednesday
Thur—Mon

Monday
Monday
Mon-Fri
Thur-Fri
Friday
Mon-Tues
Saturday

Monday
Monday
Friday
Mon—Tues

2005 Second Summer Session
July
August
August

5
5
8-9

2005 Fall Semester
August
September
October
November
November
December
December
December
December

17
5
6 7
23-25
24-25
2
5-13
14
23-27

Tuesday
Friday
Mon-Tues

Wednesday
Monday
Thur—Fri
Wed-Fri
Thur-Fri
Friday
Mon-Tues
Wednesday
Fri—Tues

First day of classes
Holiday (Labor Day); university closed
Fall break
Thanksgiving vacation; no classes
Thanksgiving holiday; university closed
Last day of classes
Final examinations
Fall graduation exercises
Winter holiday; university closed

First day of classes
Holiday (Martin Luther King, Jr. Day); university closed
Spring break; no classes
Spring holiday; no classes
Last day of classes
Final examinations
Spring commencement

First day of classes
Holiday (Memorial Day); university closed
Last day of classes
Final examinations

First day of classes
Last day of classes
Final examinations

First day of classes
Holiday (Labor Day); university closed
Fall break
Thanksgiving vacation; no classes
Thanksgiving holiday; university closed
Last day of classes
Final examinations
Fall graduation exercises
Winter holiday; university closed

NOTE: Dates in this publication are those that have been approved by appropriate agencies of the university at the time ofprinting (May 2004). Changes may be announced in official university publications subsequent to this printing andmaintained online.
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ACADEMIC DEGREES AND PROGRAMS
Undergraduate Degrees
College of Agriculture and Life Sciencesagricultural business management; agricultural and environmental technology, agricultural and extension education; agronomy;animal science; applied sociology; molecular and structural biochemistry; biological engineering; biological sciences; biomedicalengineering; botany; criminology; environmental sciences; frsheries and wildlife sciences; food science; horticultural science;microbiology; natural resources; poultry science; loologyPreprofessional Programs — pre dental, pre medical, pre-optometry and pre-veterinary
College of Designarchitecture (fifth year program); cnvrronmental desrgn rn archrtecture; art and desrgn; graphrc desrgn; rndustrral desrgn; landscapearchitecture
College of Educationeducation. general studies; business and marketing education; mathematics education; middle grades educatron With concentratronsin language arts and social studies or mathematics and science; science educatron; technology education
College of Engineeringaerospace engineering; biological engineering; biomedical engineering; chemical engineering; civil engineering; computerengineering; computer science; construction engineering and management; electrical engineering; environmental engineering;industrial engineering; industrial engineering furniture manufacturing; materials science and engineering; mechanical engineering;nuclear engineering; paper science and engineering; textile engineering
College of Humanities and Social Sciencesanthropology; arts applications; communication; criminology; English; English education option; French; French education option;history; multidisciplinary studies; philosophy; political science; psychology; religious studies; science, technology and society; socialstudies education options; social \\ ork; sociology: Spanish; Spanish education option
College of Managementaccounting: business management; economics
College of Natural Resourcesen\ ironmental science hydrology; em ironmental technology; fisheries and wildlife; forest management; natural resources; parks,recreation, and tourism management; professional golfmanagement; paper science and engineering: wood products
College of Physical and Mathematical Scienceschemistry; em ironmental sciences; geology; marine sciences; mathematics; meteorology; natural resources; physics; statistics
College of Textilestextile chemistry; textile engineering; textile and apparel management; textile technology
Preprofessional Programs
Coordinator of Pre-Law ServicesLavs schools neither prescribe nor recommend a particular undergraduate curriculum for prospective candidates. A student mayprepare for law school by a careful use of electives within any ofthe baccalaureate curricula offered by the nine undergraduatecolleges. The Coordinator of Pre Law Services for the university, in conjunction with the student’s academic advisor, assists anystudent with an interest in law \A ith selection of appropriate electives and concentrations. The Coordinator also works with the Pre—Law Student‘s Association (PLSA) which is open to all interested students. During the year the PLSA provides programs which haveincluded: local attorneys. Law School students, Law School Directors of Admission, information on the admissions process. At thistime, the Pre-La“ Advising Program is administratively housed within the Division of Undergraduate AtTairs. For furtherinformation. consult Mary A. Tetro, Coordinator of Pre-Law Services, 57 Tucker Hall. (919)515-5830.
Pre—Medicine, Pre-Dentistry, and Pre-Optometry ProgramsHealth professional schools seek bright, broadly educated students from any four—year undergraduate curriculum offered at NC StateUniversity. Thus, students should choose a departmental major which suits their interests and talents and which would prepare themfor an alternatiy e career should they not be accepted into one ofthe professional schools.
The program of study should provide a strong foundation in the natural sciences (biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics),highly developed communication skills, and a solid background in the social sciences and humanities.
The University Preprofessional Health Sciences Review CommitteeThis committee assists students in preparing applications and providing evaluations to professional schools. For further information,consult Professor John Roberts, committee chairman or the program associate, Nancy Cochran, (919)515—5978. Detailedpreprofessional information may be viewed online at: ceres.cals.ncsu.edu/preprof guide.
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Pre-Veterinary ProgramThis area of study is a non—degree option offered by the College ongriculture and Life Sciences. This option is available to studentsmajoring in animal science, poultry science, zoology, or biological sciences as well as in many other science curricula, such asbiochemistry or chemistry. If a student is accepted to veterinary medical school before completion of their undergraduate degree,some course credits may be transferable from the veterinary program toward completion of the Bachelor of Science degree.Arrangements for this procedure should be made with the degree granting school or department prior to entering veterinary college.For further information, contact the Academic Programs Office ofthe College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, (919)515-2614, orthe Admissions Office for Veterinary Students ofthe College of Veterinary Medicine, (919)513 6205, for general informationconcerning admission to the Doctor of Veterinary Medicine program at NC State.
Undergraduate Minors
Some departments at NC State offer undergraduate minors for students wishing a systematic program of study in an area outside theirmajor. All minors require at least 15 credit hours and may be either departmental or interdepartmental. Courses within the minorprogram may be used to satisfy any ofthe general requirements, including free electives, ofa major curriculum. Minors arecompletely optional, the only requirement being that a student may not minor in the same discipline as their major. Students pursuinga minor must consult with a minor adviser on a plan of work and must file a copy ofthis plan with their major adviser at least onesemester before graduation. Satisfactory completion ofthe minor will be noted on the final transcript following graduation. For anup-to—date listing ofminors available at NC State, please see the following web site: www.ncsu.edu advising central minors.html

Accounting
Africana Studies
Agricultural & Environmental Technology
Agricultural Business Management
Agroecology
American Literature
Animal Science
Anthropology
Apparel Technology
Applied Sociology
Architecture
Art and Design
Arts Studies
Biological Sciences
Biotechnology
Botany
Business Management
Chemical Engineering
Chinese Studies
Classical Greek
Classical Studies
Coaching Education
Cognitive Science
Computer Programming
Creatix e Writing
Criminology
Crop Science
Design
Design Studies
Economics
English

Entomology
Em ironmental Science
Environmental Toxicology
Extension Education
Feed Milling
Film Studies
Fitness Leadership
Food Science
Forest Management
French
Fumiture Manufacturing
Genetics
Geology
German
Graphic Communications
Graphic Design
Health, Medicine, & Human Values
History
Horticultural Science
Industrial Design
Industrial Engineering
International Studies
Italian Studies
Japanese
Japan Studies
Journalism
Languages and Culture
Law and Justice
Linguistics
Materials Science and Engineering
Mathematics

Meteorology
Microbiology
Military Studies
Music
Nutrition
Outdoor Leadership
Parks. Recreation, &Tourism Management
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Poultry Science
Psychology
Pulp and Paper Technology
Religious Studies
Russian Studies
Science, Technology, and Society
Social Work
Sociology
Soil Science
Spanish
Statistics
Technical & Scientific Communication
Technology Education
Textile Chemistry
Textile Technology
Theatre
Wetland Assessment
Women's and Gender Studies
Wood Products
World Literature
Zoology
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Agricultural Institute
Admission to this tn o—year program requires the completion ot’a North Carolina State University Undergraduate Admissionsapplication, a high school diploma or equivalent, a minimum high school grade point average of2.0, and one letter ofrecommendation from a responsible citi/en, not a relative, attesting to the prospective student’s integrity and character. An Associateol‘Applied Science degree is awarded. Fields ofstud) are:

Agribusrness Management
Agribusiness Management (Horticulture Concentration)
Field Crops Technology
General Agriculture
Li\estocl\ and Poultry Management
Ornamentals and Landscape Technology
Pest Management Technology (Agricultural and Urban Concentration)
Turfgrass Management

Graduate Degrees
Consult the Circa/mile Cum/(2g at the NC State Unixersity Graduate School web site www.frs.ncsu.edu grad catalog cataloghtm orthe Graduate School for information on graduate programs and admissions procedures: Graduate School, 103 Peele Hall, Box 7102,North Carolina State Uniyersity, Raleigh, NC 27695-7l02, (919)515 2872.
Arts Studies
NC State offers a rich \ariety ofcourses in the history, analy sis, and production ofthe arts dance, film, music, theatre, and visualarts. Many ol‘these courses are open to students \\ ithout prerequisite, and are offered by 13 departments in four different colleges ofthe unhersity
ln addition to these courses, most of which focus on a single art form, the Arts Studies Program offers special topics courses, each ofwhich deals with several arts media or \\ ith the arts in connection with science and technology; information about these courses,\\ hich change each year, is available from the Office ofArts Studies.
For students \\ ho \\ant to concentrate in Arts Studies, a major in Arts Applications is available. It is administered by the Arts StudiesProgram in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. In addition, there are minors in Arts Studies, Music, Theatre, Design andFilm Studies.
Opportunities for students to participate in arts acti\ ities include many instrumental and choral organizations. student productions inUniversity Theatre, craft instruction and facilities in the Craft Center, the NC State Computer Music Studio, and the exhibitions oftheVisual Arts Program. For these acti\ ities, many of which are integrated with academic courses, see Student Activities in this sectionof the catalog.
The Arts Studies Program together \\ ith the Music Department sponsors the Arts New Series. The Series includes performances ofand lectures about contemporary performance vs orks that include music. Guest performers, composers, dancers, and Video artistsappearing in the series range from regionally based artists to international guests from Europe and South America.

HONORS AND SCHOLARS PROGRAMS
University Honors Program
The University Honors Program at NC State University provides a unique academic opportunity for a select group of academicallyoutstanding students. Designed to cultivate the next generation of knowledge builders and creative talents, it will broadenexperiences in and out ofthe classroom and position students for admission to graduate and professional schools. for excellentjobs,and for prestigious national scholarships. The University Honors Program demands critical thinking, an interest in problem solvingand teamwork. a desire to think “out ofthe box,” and the drive to attain an intellectual global perspective across disciplines. Based onspecific selection criteria, students are invited to apply for admission to the University Honors Program.
Honors students take full advantage of NC State‘s outstanding faculty who are recognized by their department and by students asbeing among the most talented teachers and researchers on campus. Most are also recognized nationally and internationally asprominent leaders in their disciplines. Four required interdisciplinary Honors Seminars (12 credit hours), adapted for only 20 to 25Honors students. are built upon discovery-, inquiry-, and creativity—based learning paradigms. The seminars encourage students toexplore the sources of the knowledge being taught (Who discovered/created the work and by what means?), the impact ofthediscovery art form on past and contemporary societies (Why and to whom does the work matter?) the ethical and religious issuesconsequential to the work (How does the work fit into what others or I believe?), and the responsibilities that researchers artists havein generating something new (Is all knowledge taken as good?)
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Honors students must complete a minimum of 6 credit hours of Honors Undergraduate Research/Independent Study that culminatesin a creative project or thesis. Students work with an NC State faculty mentor (or a scientist artist writer outside NC State) on theresearch creative project. Students are required to present the results of their work at the NC State Undergraduate ResearchSymposium or another symposium or exhibit appropriate to the discipline ofthe scholarly work. Both independent and collaborativework is encouraged throughout the program.
In addition to the seminars, the University Honors Program offers a variety ofworkshops to prepare students for their (1) DisciplinaryHonors research/creative project and the oral or poster presentation ofthe work, (2) application for admission to graduate orprofessional schools, (3) application for employment and special academic awards, (4) application to study abroad or conductresearch/creative projects at national institutes and centers, and/or (5) application for national scholarships and fellovx ships.
Honors students are invited to reside in the Honors Village, an interactive, learning—while living community, located on East Campusalong with the new Honors Program Office, a nevx dining hall, and Thompson Theatre. The Honors Student Governing Boardprovides a variety of fi'ee cultural, educational and social events for all Honors students. Honors advisers help students develop afour-year Honors Plan of Study. which will allow students to take advantage of such opportunities as study abroad, internships, orresearch while completing their degrees in an organized and timely manner; and they offer advice on admission to graduate andprofessional schools, national scholarship opportunities, or career development resources on campus.
Students invited into the University Honors Program at NC State have a full four years of Honors opportunities open to them.depending on their major. In the first two years students participate in four Honors Seminars and various workshops. Students in thejunior and senior years get more deeply into the subject oftheir major through participation in Honors in the Discipline (see list ofavailable college programs) and the diverse honors courses, graduate courses, seminars and research opportunities available. Studentsnot invited into the University Honors Program as freshmen may apply to enter as sophomores or may enter Honors in the Disciplineby earning the NC State total grade point average required by their disciplines.
University Scholars Program
”Man ’5 mind stretched to a new idea, never goes back to its original dimension. —0ll\‘€l‘ Wendell Holmes
Holmes was right, of course. and the University Scholars Program (USP) of North Carolina State University accepts this dictum as achallenge: To provide promising, academically talented students with a variety ofmind-stretching and unique educationalexperiences, both in and outside ofthe classroom, and to encourage these outstanding students to perform at the highest level ofachievement of which they are capable.
Cosponsored by the Division of Student Affairs and the academic colleges for almost twenty-five years, the USP combines specialcourses offered by the various academic departments with a series of cocun'icular and extracun‘icular opportunities.
Students in the USP may enroll in special sections of courses offered by departments for Unixersity Scholars and other high-achieving students. These sections frequently have lower enrollments and are taught by instructors known for their excellence inteaching. All ofthese classes fulfill requirements for graduation from NC State, thus students are not required to take additionalcourses in order to participate in the USP. To ensure that Uni\ersity Scholars are able to register for their required Scholars Forumand these special courses, USP participants receive “Scholars Ad\ anced Scheduling“ privileges.
Academic work in the Scholars Program is complemented and enriched by a series of special events called the Scholars Forum.These weekly activities are intended to broaden each student's personal, professional, and cultural horizons. Forum events mayinclude addresses by major public figures, conversations with distinguished faculty members, debates and discussions on significantpublic issues, and visits to museums and historic sites. They may also include introductions to cultural actix ities, viewing ofsignificant films, and explorations of opportunities open to students for personal growth and foreign study.
From bluegrass to opera, musical comedy to Shakespeare, and foreign films to international dinners, University Scholars have accessto a range of cultural opportunities, provided free through the program. Educational field trips extend the outreach ol‘tlte ScholarsForum across North Carolina and into other states. Visits to internationally renowned research centers and local museums. hikesthrough local nature preserves, wafting trips down nearby rivers to investigate local flora and fauna, overnights trips to historic andcultural centers (Washington, DC, Charleston, SC, and Richmond, VA, for example) are regularly included as part ofthe ScholarsForum Series. Students may also choose to participate in the USP Book Club or weekly USP Current Ex cnts Discussion Series, orattend a specially selected USP Film Series. University Scholars also have the opportunity to participate in the USP OutdoorLeadership Experience —trips that combine leadership skills work with rock-climbing, white water rafting, canoeing, hiking, campingand other outdoor activities as well as internships opportunities available exclusively to University Scholars: the Centennial CampusInternships, Kenan Fellows internships and ARTS NC State Internships. Additionally, the Scholars Council, the studentrepresentative body for the USP, plans a variety of social activities and special trips for University Scholars. and arranges for USPstudents to participate in worthwhile community service projects.
To foster community and to promote student learning and sociali7ation, University Scholars are invited and encouraged to live in the“Scholars Village” which is located in Sullivan Hall. Identified by University Housing as a “premier” residence hall, Sullivan is thehome to approximately 550 University Scholars. Located on NC State's West Campus, Sullivan has its own 24-hour Help Desk and24-hour computer lab, and is located by the largest dining hall on campus, a campus convenience store, and Lee athletic licld. One ofthe most active residence halls on campus, Sullivan is home to award-winning educational, social, and service programming providedby the Sullivan Hall Activities Council (SHAC) and the USP Scholars Council. The University Scholars Program Offices and theScholars Lounge are conveniently located inside Sullivan Hall.
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lior more inlormation concerning the USP, contact: University Scholars Program, Box 73 l 6, NC State University, Raleigh, NC27605 73H), phone: (919)515—2353, fax: (919)5l5—7168; e mail: university scholarsfioncsuedu or visit the Untverstty ScholarsProgram \vcb site at: www.ncsu.cdu univ scholars .

SCHOLARSHIPS
University Academic Scholarships for Entering Freshmen
Park Scholarships. “xlnterica K greatest resource is the youth of the land. An investment in the development ofthe talents andcapabilities o/ hig/llt‘ motivated t'oungr men and women is an expression of faith in the future ofthe State and Nation; it is also apublic \(’/'\‘l(‘L‘ ofunto/cl value, through the provision of successive generations offirst-rate scientists, scholars, and leaders to servethe State and Nation. " — excerpt from proposal to establish the Par/r Scholarships
The Park Scholarships were established at NC State in 1996 with a generous grant from the Park Foundation oflthaca, New York tofund an inaugural class 0125 Scholars. The merit-based scholarships are full, four—year awards covering tuition and fees, room andboard. textbooks. academic supplies. living expenses, and a stipend for a personal computer. Currently, the award is about $12,000per year for in state students or about $23,000 per year for out-of state students
Park Scholars are selected on the basis ot‘merit, exemplary character, exceptional potential for leadership and the sense of promisethat they may one day make contributions of enduring importance to the betterment ofthe human condition. The goal ofthe selectionprocess is to identify young people \\ ith demonstrated high achievement and leadership as well as those with unusual aptitudes,uncommon talents. and special gifts ofcreatn ity or entrepreneurial acumen. You must be a US. citizen to be eligible for the ParkScholarships.
Currently about 60 Park Scholarships are awarded per year. Two—thirds ofthe Scholarships are currently awarded to North Carolinaresidents and one third to residents ot‘othcr states. The awards are renewable contingent on high standards for the Scholars’ academicachie\ ement, commitment to the program ideals and personal conduct.
North Carolina high schools and selected high schools in other states are invited to endorse up to two oftheir very best students forthe Park Scholarships. We request that high schools announce the competition to their best students and that a committee beestablished to select and prepare the Park Scholarship candidates. Interested students should speak to their guidance counselor. Notethat applications are delivered online directly to the students once high schools have officially endorsed them in the fall.
Under certain exceptional circumstances there may be students with clearly superior characteristics or achievements who do not gainthe endorsement ofthe school but who may be viable candidates for the Park Scholarship. (eg. an outstanding student whojustmm ed and is not vv ell knon n by the nevv school faculty and staff.) In these extraordinary cases. such students are welcome to applydirectly to the Program by visiting the Park Scholarships web site to request an application - wwwncsuedu/park scholarships. Highschools that are not on our mailing list may also have outstanding candidates who may want to request an application.
The Park Scholarship program has as its namesake an individual synonymous with achievement and success, Roy H. Park ‘31. anati\e of Dobson. NC. At NC State. Park served as editor ofthe Technician, the school newspaper. His media interest culminated inhis establishment of Park Communications. Inc. which owned and operated newspapers and radio and television stations across theUnited States. Roy Park brought great honor to NC State because of his remarkable achievements over a long life of service.
Caldwell Scholarship Program. John T. Caldwell Alumni Scholarships are funded by the NC State Alumni Association as a tributeto John Tyler Caldwell, fomier Chancellor ofNC State. To be considered for Caldwell Alumni Scholarships, students must apply foradmission by November 1. Students identified as academically competitive will be invited via e-mail to provide additionalinformation for further consideration.
University Wide Scholarships. NC State offers competitive scholarships for entering freshmen in an effort to recognize andencourage exceptional academic ability and talent. Selection is merit-based and not restricted by major. To be considered forUniversity-Wide Scholarships. students must apply for admission by NO\ ember 1. Students identified as academically competitivewill be invited via e mail to provide additional information for further consideration.
University Need—Based Academic Scholarships. NC State offers scholarships to students who are deemed academicallycompetitive, exhibit special talents or characteristics. and demonstrate financial need. Selection criteria may be specific to county ofresidence or major. All students who apply for admission by November 1 and apply for financial aid by submitting the FreeApplication for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by March 1 will automatically be considered for these scholarships. Although notrequired, students may receive early consideration ifthey submit the CSS Profile Form by December 1.
NC State Merit Scholarships. NC State is a sponsoring institution in the National Merit Scholarship competition. Thesescholarships recognize outstanding seniors designated as National Merit Finalists with four-year renewable merit scholarships.Eligible candidates are finalists who designate NC State as their top college choice and are not offered another type ofNational Meritaward. For maximum consideration ofscholarship stipends, the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) should besubmitted before March I.
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Chancellor's Leadership Award. Entering freshmen who have financial need and demonstrated leadership experience or potentialare encouraged to apply for this award. Applications may be requested from the NC State Undergraduate Admissions Office.
College Based Scholarships. Scholarships, funded by alumni, friends ofthe university, college foundations and industry areavailable to entering freshmen as well as continuing students. Scholarship amounts and criteria vary. Scholarship committees withineach College are responsible for scholarship decisions. Consult the Dean's Office or specific college or department web site todetermine ifa separate application is required.
Outside Scholarships. NC State encourages students to search for scholarships offered by agencies not affiliated with the university.Many organizations offer awards based on place of residence, background, professional affiliations and or field of study. Studentsshould search and apply for outside scholarships independently. There are many free online scholarships search sites. In addition,book listings are available in bookstores and libraries.
University Academic Scholarships for Continuing Students
Caldwell Scholarship Program. John T. Caldwell Alumni Scholarships are funded by the NC State Alumni Association as a tributeto John Tyler Caldwell, former Chancellor ofNC State. The Caldwell Fellows Scholarship, a three—year award offered to first-yearNC State students, is one ofthe few merit scholarships for exceptional students already enrolled at the university. About 20 CaldwellFellows Scholarship recipients are selected in the spring tojoin 10 15 John T. Caldwell Alumni Scholars selected the previous spring.Together, they form an experiential, collaborative learning community known as the Caldwell Fellows Scholarship Program.
University Need-Based Academic Scholarships. NC State offers scholarships to students who are deemed academicallycompetitive, exhibit special talents or characteristics, and demonstrate financial need. Selection criteria may be specific to county ofresidence or major. All students vs ho apply for financial aid by submitting the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) byMarch I will automatically be considered for these scholarships.
College Based Scholarships. Scholarships, funded by alumni, friends ofthe university, college foundations and industry areavailable to entering freshmen as well as continuing students. Scholarship amounts and criteria vary. Scholarship committees withineach College are responsible for scholarship decisions. Consult the Dean's Office or specific college or department web site todetermine ifa separate application is required.
Outside Scholarships. NC State encourages students to search for scholarships offered by agencies not affiliated with the university.Many organizations offer awards based on place of residence, background, professional affiliations and or field of study. Studentsshould search and apply for outside scholarships independently. There are many free online scholarships search sites. In addition.book listings are available in bookstores and libraries.

SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Evening Undergraduate Degree Programs
The College of Humanities and Social Sciences offers courses toward undergraduate degree programs during the evening hours foradult part-time students. Sufficient courses are generally offered in the evening hours to complete majors in English, history,multidisciplinary studies, political science, and sociology. For more information, contact the Director of Undergraduate EnrollmentManagement, College ofHumanities and Social Sciences, Box 8101, NC State, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27695—8101; (919)515-3638.
Non-Degree Certificate Programs
Non-degree certificate programs are prescribed sets of regular academic courses which offer limited but structured continuingeducation opportunities. They are designed expressly for Lifelong Education students. Students enrolled in undergraduate or graduatedegree programs at NC State are not eligible to participate simultaneously in these certificate programs. Satisfactory complction ofthe prescribed courses is recognized by the issuing ofa certificate from the department or college that offers that program.
Course delivery mechanisms differ by program. Some programs utilize on—campus instruction, while others utilize Internet orvideocassette delivery. The inventory of available programs changes over time in response to changing continuing education needs.The following is a sample of available programs: Computer Programming, Geographic Information Systems, Training andDevelopment, Professional Writing, and Textiles. Several programs are designed for students who already possess a bachelor‘sdegree.
For information concerning enrollment requirements and prescribed courses for a particular certificate program, consult thedepartment or college offering that program or contact Credit Programs & Summer Sessions; (919)515 2265.
Supplemental Instruction
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is offered to students in selected sections of chemistry, mathematics, and physics. 81 sessions areattended voluntarily by students with a wide range of academic backgrounds and aptitudes. Sessions are open to all students whowant to improve their understanding ofthe course material. Three or four sessions are offered at various times each week, usuallyduring the late afternoon and early evening.
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SI sessions gi\ e students a chance to get together with peers to compare notes, to discuss concepts, to work problems, and to developstrategies for studying the material. The sessions are led by trained university tutors called SI leaders. Leaders are undergraduatestudents \\ ho pre\ iously e\ce||ed in the course and who have been selected for their outstanding communication abilities. The leadersattend class. take notes. and do homework assignments in preparation for the SI sessions.
During the semester. students may attend as many SI sessions as they wish. Session attendance is recorded for use in data analysisand program imprmcmcnt. The data re\eals a consistent record of higher grades and lower dropout rates for students who regularlyattend. Students attending SI at least once a week average halfa letter grade higher than students who do not attend.
for more inlormalion, contact the Undergraduate Tutorial Center, 5 1 5—3 I 63 or our web site at www.ncsu.edu/tutorial center si.html.
The Peer Mentor Program
The Peer Mentor Program is a student peer ad» iser program that targets first-year African American, Native American, and Hispanicstudents. The program recognizes the difficulty most first year students face as they embark upon this new and vastly differentsegment oftheir |i\ es. and acknowledges the complexity ol'this situation for minority students, particularly on a predominately whitecampus. The primary objective ol‘the Peer Mentor Program is to ease this situation by contributing to and aiding in the adjustment ofthese students to the academic. emotional and social aspects of college life. From a larger perspective, the program’s goals are toincrease and maintain the enrollment of minority students and to ensure each student realizes his/her own potential.
African \merican. Nati\ e American. and Hispanic upperclassmen are selected as mentors through application and interview, and aresubsequently paired \\ ith one to three Iirst year students. The mentor generally maintains close contact throughout the year with hisor her lirst year student(s) and acts as a “big brother“ or “big sister.” Whenever possible, the freshmen are paired vs ith upperclassmen\\ ho are in the same major and or college. Through training and personal experience. peer mentors are able to assist first year students\\ ith any problems or situation that may arise. refer them to the appropriate university resources, and insure a smooth transition fromhigh school to college. Though it is impossible to determine the many benefits ofthis program for each individual. the Peer Mentorremains re“ arding. both intrinsrcally and extrinsically. for first year students as well as mentors. This program is coordinated by theDepartment of Multicultural Student Affairs. call (9I9)515 3835 for more information.
National Student Exchange Program
The National Student Exchange Program at NC State offers students a wonderful and economical opportunity to study at anotheruniy ersity in the United States, \\ hile retaining full-time status at NC State University. Over 170 campuses are available for exchange,from Ha“ aii to Maine. Depending upon the college where they choose to study, students either pay their tuition and fees directly toNC State. or they pay tuition and fees at the in state rate at the campus they are attending. Students may participate in the exchangefora semester or academic year. Eligible students must be full-time undergraduates with a 2.75 grade point average or better and beselected by a screening committee. For further infomtation contact the National Student Exchange Office in 4130 Talley StudentCenter. (9195 I 3 1830. or isit the follow ing web sites: www.fis.ncsu.edu nse and www.nseorg.
North Carolina State Caldwell Fellows Program
NC State offers a self-de\ elopment experience known as the NC State Caldwell Fellows Program. The program is designed to assistoutstanding freshmen students develop their leadership potential at an accelerated pace, and to accomplish this in ways not usuallyafforded by the uni\ ersity. Each year approximately 30 new freshmen are selected to participate in the program as Caldwell Fellows.They receive a stipend that approximates in-state tuition and fees, as well as the opportunity to apply for additional support forleadership and self development activities. The program seeks to identify students of exceptional ability and motivation and toencourage their de\ elopment as potential leaders for business, govemmental, educational and other professional communities. Theprogram attempts to fulfill its goal by providing training and developmental opportunities.

NC STATE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
International Students
The Office of International Scholar and Student Services is charged with meeting the immigration advising and cross-culturalprogramming needs for the university's 2,000 international students and J—l Exchange Visitor scholars who come from more than 100different countries. Services pr0\ ided by OISSS include advising students and scholars on immigration regulations and universitypolicies; authorizing certain types of on or off-campus employment authorization for F-l and J-I visa holders; and providing culturalprograms designed to enrich the cultural and academic experience of international community: New International StudentOrientation, Culture Corps, I-SSERV volunteer program, English Conversation Club, cultural diversity workshops. and otherprograms. New international students are required to participate in New International Student Orientation and to check-in withOISSS upon arrival.
International applicants must apply to the Admissions Office by the stated deadlines and must meet all the necessary requirements foradmission. In addition, international applicants must meet certain language and financial criteria (see the TOEFL and FinancialInformation sections under Freshman Admission).
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Outline of minimum immigration requirements for F-l and J-I students:
- Keep all immigration documents current (passport and I 20 or DS-2019)
- Maintain full-time enrollment every semester (12 hours semester for undergraduates)
- Make good academic progress toward your degree
. Do not work or intem off campus without prior written approval from OISSS
. Do not work on campus more than 20 hours in any one week during the semester
' Update any address change in TRACS

Update OISSS immediately of any change in name, visa status, or marital status
Consult with an OISSS advisor BEFORE changing curriculum/majors, withdrawing, dropping below full-time, transferring to
another school program. etc,
Purchase and maintain the NC State University Student Health and Accident Insurance

- Be sure to keep your passport and recently signed visa certificate (I-20 or DS-2OI9) with you vshen you travel abroad. Consult
with an OISSS advisor about visa and travel questions

Further information about immigration requirements and restrictions are detailed on the OISSS web site. For individual advising,please call 515-2961 to make an appointment with an ad\ isor.
Office ofIntemational Scholar and Student Services (01888) phone: (919)515—296I320 Daniels Hall, 101 Stinson Drive, e-mail: oisssfl ncsu.eduCampus Box 7222, web site: www.ncsu.edu oisssRaleigh, NC 27695-7222
Summer Institute in English for Speakers of Other Languages
The Summer Institute in English for Speakers of Other Languages is a fix e week, intensive English language program for studentsfrom other countries. It is especially good for students from other countries who intend to pursue university studies or specializedtraining programs in the United States in the fall. The institute. which is jointly sponsored by the Department of Foreign Languagesand Literatures and the Division of Continuing Education, is held from early July to early August each summer. It is designed toprovide students with intensixe instruction and practice in the use ofthe English language. Emphasis is on de\ eloping integrated oraland written skills in English.
The institute also offers orientation to American life and institutions to give students insight into life in the United States and to helpthem to adjust to the new environment. There are films and field trips to places of historic. cultural, and scenic interest.
Prospective students usually have studied English and have some experience with spoken English prior to enrolling in the institute.However, all levels from beginners to advanced are welcome.
Admission to the institute does not imply admission as a degree candidate at NC State or any other campus ofthe University ofNorthCarolina System.
The TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) is administered to students who wish to take it at the end ol‘the program. Sincethis is an institutional administration ofthe test, scores are only accepted by the Admissions Office and Graduate School at NC State.For information, contact Jessica Wahler at (9 I 9)5 l 3- I 938 orjessica wahlerft ncsu.edu
Alexander International Program
Each year, students from an average of20 countries worldwide enter the university through the Office of Study Abroad. The majorityofthese students are assigned to Alexander International Hall for their term (semester or year) at North Carolina State University.Additionally, many degree-seeking international students choose to live in Alexander during their tenure. Roommates (one
international student and one American student) are paired to live together. The majority of residents in Alexander International Hallare upper class and graduate coed students.
Residents in Alexander International Hall represent more than 20 countries. This makes for a very rich and diverse culture within thehall. It is typical to find many students cooking native foods and conversing in natixe languages while educating others about theircultures. Resident Advisors (RAs) and Hall Council members are active in planning programs that encourage resident participation,such as cultural dinners and international film festivals. International and American residents are usually very eager to share theircultures and learn about other traditions.
Program activities in past years have included an international dinner and international coffeehouse series, emphasizing customs,foods, and entertainment from various cultures. Workshops on cultural differences, cross cultural communication and relationships,
international employment opportunities, and overseas studies are regularly included in the annual calendar ofprograms and activities.These activities provide an opportunity for American students to add an international dimension to their education while attendingNC State.
Participation in this international program is selective and based upon potential contributions to the program. Students are expected to
be active participants, to initiate programming, and to be supportive ofthe program goals. Students interested in applying or wishingadditional information should inquire at 105 Alexander International Hall, (919) 515—3078.
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Study Abroad
The Study Abroad Office assists students who would like to study, do an academic internship, volunteer, or work in another country.Opportunities are available for the summer. semester, or year, and many programs cost about the same as studying at NC State. TheStudy Abroad Office administers approximately $100,000 in campus based scholarships for study abroad each year, in addition tonational scholarship competitions such as Fulbright. Students may also use their financial aid to study abroad.
Study Abroad ProgramsStudy programs abroad allon students to take course work oycrseas in their major and or minor field, and or fulfill general educationrequirements. Programs are ayailahle for the summer, the semester. or the year. Most programs have no foreign languagerequirement. The Study Abroad Office will also assist students who wish to study on a program sponsored by another university ororganization to obtain academic credit for such programs. NC State sponsored study abroad options include:

NC State Exchange and University ofNorth Carolina Exchange Programs are available in Asia, Australia, Europe, NorthAmerica and South America. Students on these exchanges pay regular NC State tuition. Room and board costs are paid to thehost institution, but are typically ery similar to those at NC State. Requirements include a GPA ofat least 2.75 (some exchangesrequire a 7>.00) and at least intermediate leyel (through 202) language proficiency for programs in which the language ofinstruction is not English.
International Student Exchange Program (ISEP) sites are available in Africa, Asia. Australia. Europe, North America andSouth America. Students on these exchanges pay regular NC State tuition. room and board costs. Requirements include a GPA ofat least 2.75 (more competitiy e sites require a higher GPA) and at least intermediate level (through 202) language proficiency forprograms in which the language ol‘instruction is not English.
Non-exchange study abroad programs are available in Ghana (West Africa) and Spain. Students on these programs pay a setprogram charge. which covers the cost ofturtion. housing. excursions, insurance. and meals. Requirements include a GPA ofatleast 2.75 and completion ofat least the 202 le\el ol‘Spanish for the Spain program.
NC State Group Study Abroad Programs, directed by NC State faculty. are offered during the summer ey ery year, andsometimes during spring fall breaks or the semester. There are over 20 NC State Programs offered each summer. Students onthese programs pay a set program fee. “hieh generally covers tuition, housing. some meals. and excursions. although the detailsvary from program to program. Eligibility requirements vary, but many programs are open to students in good academic standing(2.0 GPA) who have completed the freshman year. Students typically earn 3 or 6 hours of credit on summer programs. Theprograms belo“ are scheduled for Summer 2004. For the full list of programs for the current year contact the Study AbroadOffice. Box 7344. study abroad ctncsuedu or see the web site wwwncsuedu studyabroad.

AfricaDURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA. This program provides a wonderful opportunity to study in KwaZulu Natal, the mostculturally diverse region in South Africa. for a five-week period. Students have the opportunity to experience Zulu history.language and culture. issues of politics. policy and community service. and the rise of art. architecture and film in modernSouthern Africa. as \\ ell as ideology and identity. Additionally. students have the opportunity to take part in a credit bearingservice learning course, \\ ith visits to urban and rural em ironmental and deyelopment projects.
ARUSHA. TANZANIA. EAST AFRICA. This intensi\ e 5 week program in Arusha, Tanzania offers two three credit hourcourses: African Culture and Society. and Globalization and Pan Africanism: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives.Classroom lectures are supplemented by trips to \arious sites in the region. including the Serengeti, Masai villages. localschools and markets, and Zanzibar. All students receive introductory courses in the “KiSwahili” language. Arusha is locatedon the slopes ofMt. Meru and in close proximity to Mt. Kilimanjaro.
GHANA, WEST AFRICA. There are two additional programs to Ghana, Africa that run every other year and are scheduledto run for 2005. One ofthese courses focuses on Art & Design and the other on Humanities. Please see the Study AbroadOffice vyeb site for full details.
AsiaNEW DELHI, INDIA. This is a five—week program in Hindi Language and Indian Culture where students attend courses,taught by NC State faculty, on the campus of Jawaharlal Nehru University on the outskirts ofthe city. The literature andculture courses are taught in English. The political capital of an enormous. diverse nation, New Delhi is a cosmopolitan citywith world class shopping, restaurants, and historical monuments. The program will include excursions to Bombay. Goa,Agra and Jaipur. No previous study of Hindi is required.
CHINA AGRO STUDY TOUR. This program is a unique study opportunity for undergraduates interested in agriculture andlife sciences to study Chinese agriculture and culture. Places visited in the tour include Shanghai, Hangzhou, Wuhan.Tianjin, Beijing, Hong Kong, and many others. Students earn 3 hours of credit in ALS Special Topics.
AmericasCARRIACOU. GRENADA. Located in the Caribbean, this program will teach students the fundamental skills required ofarchaeologists when conducting survey and excavation. NC State students work closely with students from Great Britainand the Netherlands to collect. examine and record cultural remains from sites on the island. while enjoying the beauty ofthe Caribbean. Students earn 6 credits in anthropology.
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CUERNAVACA, MEXICO. This language and culture immersion program is located 70 miles south of Mexico City in thecity of Cuernavaca, called the City of Eternal Spring because ofits mild sunny climate. Students live with Mexican familiesand attend the Center for Linguistic and Multicultural Studies. Included in the program are day trips to places of historic andcontemporary interest, in addition to an overnight excursion to Taxco and Acapulco.
LAKE ATITLAN, GUATEMALA ANTHROPOLOGY. This is a 7—week program of intensive ethnographic fieldworkfocusing on the problems of sustainable eco—tourism in Guatemala. During the program, students spend time living withGuatemalan families in the Lake Atitlan area ofthe Western Highlands. The focus is on ethnographic methods and learningabout the socio-cultural and economic issues surrounding Guatemala's tourism industry. Courses are taught in English.
LAKE ATITLAN, GUATEMALA SOCIAL WORK. Students will enhance their provision of social work services to Latinoclients through learning Spanish language. culture and social service responses and solutions in Guatemala. During theprogram, students live with a Guatemalan family in the Panajachel area. In addition to course work earning up to 6 credithours, students spend time each week in a hand's on service learning research experience working in a govemmental,neighborhood or community organization.
CUZCO LIMA, PERU. This six-week program begins with a twelve—day travel study focusing on the Incan and colonialheritage of Peru, including visits to Macchu Picchu and Cuzco. The travel study is followed by four weeks of study in Lima.There, students will live with local families and make several field trips to surrounding areas. Six credit hours are availablein Spanish literature and Latin American studies.
EuropeAIX—EN-PROVENCE, FRANCE. The three week program in Aix-en Provence offers three hours of course credit for BUS464: International Marketing. The program has two prerequisites: BUS 360: Marketing Methods, and FLF 101: ElementaryFrench, or its equivalent. Aix is famous for its grand boulevard the Course Mirabeau - and open squares that featurebustling markets in the mornings and outdoor bistros and cafes in the afternoons and evenings. Located 20 minutes from theMediterranean Sea, Aix enjoys long, sun—drenched summer days. The course is taught in English.
FLORENCE, ITALY. This program is sponsored by the University Scholars Program. The magical. historic city of Florenceis the backdrop for students to explore topics in history, architecture, philosophy, politics, artistic movements and civic lifeofthe Italian Renaissance period. Six credits are available through a variety of courses including art history, studio art, andItalian language, taught in English by the outstanding faculty at the Lorenzo de Medici Institute. The course “ItalianRenaissance Civilization and Culture” is required for all participants.
IRELAND SCOTLAND AGRO STUDY TOUR. This program is a unique study opportunity for undergraduates interestedin agriculture and life sciences to study Irish and Scottish agriculture and culture. Places visited in the tour include Dublin,Galway, Belfast, and more. Also included are visits to dairy. wild boar, and poultly farms. Students earn 2 hours of credit inALS Special Topics.
LILLE, FRANCE. This 5 l 2-v» eek program begins with a travel study through northern France, with visits that include theParis, Loire Valley Chateaux, Mont St. Michael, Versailles, Chartres, and the D—Day beaches of Normandy. The programthen continues for four weeks at the Catholic University of Lille. where students li\ e with French families. Students take onelanguage course (beginning, intermediate, or advanced French) and one French civilization course for a total of six credithours; previous study of French is not required.
LONDON, ENGLAND. This program provides American-style university—level classroom instruction in the heart ofLondon. NC State professors teach an arts course focusing on the arts, architecture, music and theater of London and asecond course either in literature or history, which rotates every year. Students reside and study at Canterbury Hall, aUniversity of London residence hall located in the Bloomsbury section, within walking distance ofthe British Museum,Charles Dickens House, and the theater district.
OXFORD, ENGLAND. This program offers courses entitled “Shakespeare”, “Art Treasures of Oxford”, and “Britain since1930”, all taught by British instructors. Students reside and study in St. Benet's Hall, a permanent private hall of OxfordUniversity. A country town and industrial center, Oxford is best known as the seat ofOxford University, England‘s oldestuniversity, and is celebrated for tradition, academic excellence and beautiful architecture.
POZNAN, POLAND. This 4-week program is designed for Biotechnology majors minors and offers courses in Animal CellCulture Techniques and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in Structural Genomics and Proteomics, A course in Polish history isalso offered. Located on the Warta River in west-central Poland, Poznan is a major cultural and literary center. Students arehoused and take courses at the Adam Mickiewicz University (AMU), vx hieh allows NC State students ample opportunity tointeract with local university students. Scheduled excursions include Krakow. Auschwitz, and Warsaw.
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC. Located in Prague, one of Europe's most beautiful and historic cities, this 6-\\ eek programoffers credit hours from the College of Design. International studio courses are offered in Landscape Architecture & UrbanDesign, Architecture, and Art and Design. The Art & Design studio offers workshops in lithography, intaglio and posterdesign, as well as a course on Animation. All courses are taught in English.
ROSTOCK, GERMANY. This three-week program offers a unique individualized research opportunity for studentsinterested in Science, Engineering and Technology. A variety ofcultural activities are planned that include \\ eekend visits toBerlin and Hamburg and other important historical sites. Social activities involve opportunities for interaction with
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counterpart German students. Courses are taught in English and students enroll in Contemporary Science, Technology andIluman Values and or Structure and Properties ol‘ Engineering Materials.
SEGOVIA, SPAIN. T he Segovia program is designed for engineering majors minors. Segovia, a small city 55 milesnorthwest of Madrid. has a unique historical mixing ol‘diverse cultures. It is an ideal setting for students who areconsidering the relationship betueen technology and culture and in finding their place in our global society. Classesencourage the ability to use thc Spanish language in authentic settings and allow students to study and experience the richculture ol‘Spain. Students take t\\o courses fora total ol‘si\ credit hours.
SPAIN AGRO STUDY TOUR. This program is a unique study opportunity for undergraduates interested in agriculture andlife sciences to study Spanish agriculture and culture. Places visited in the tour include Madrid. Seville, Valencia, Barcelona,and more. Also included are visits to olive. orange. Vt heat and sunllow er fields. fruit processing plants, and an orangemuseum. Students earn 3 hours ol‘credit in ALS Special Topics.
VIENNA. AUSTRIA. This tour-neck program in the heart of Europe offers students a chance to use the city itself as ali\ ing classroom. German language courses at the 200 and 300 level are offered. along with two additional courses. both ofwhich fulfill General Education Requirements and are taught in English: International Law, and Arts, Ideas and Values.Excursions include trips to Viachau in the spectacular Danube Valley and Zisterizien Serabtei Stift Heiligenkreuz, the oldestmonastery in the \\ orld. An ox ernight trip to the prox ince ol‘Styria is also planned.

The NC State Study Abroad Summer Programs \ary by year and some programs may not be listed here as they are offered everyother year. For the most up to date information. please visit our web site at “w“.ncsuedu studyabroad.
Volunteer and Work Abroad ProgramsIn addition to the academic programs listed ab0\ e. the Study Abroad Office can provide information about a wide variety ofvolunteer and paid \\ ork options around the world in which students may \\ ish to participate.

ADMISSION
The “Early Action" freshman application deadline is NO\ ember I. “Early Action" applicants will receive a response by early Januarybut still have until May I to confirm enrollment plans. The freshman application priority deadline for the Fall Semester and SummerSessions is February I; the transfer student priority is April I. Freshmen are strongly encouraged to apply during the fall ofthe senioryear in high school. Applications for the Spring Semester should be submitted prior to N0\ ember I. All applicants for the College ofDesign must submit applications by December I. The College of Design does not admit students in the spring. Each applicant mustcomplete an application form which may be obtained from high school counselors or by writing to:
Director of AdmissionsBox 7103 North Carolina State UniversityRaleigh. North Carolina 27695—7l03
A non refundable $55 fee must accompany the completed application.
We highly recommend that students apply online at: wwwncsuedu uga.
Freshman Admission
Admission to the uni\ ersity is competitive. and it is possible to be admissible to some programs but not all programs at NC State.Applicants are asked to indicate their first and second choices for a curriculum. including undeclared majors within a college, or. ifundecided, to indicate their choice ofpaiticipating in the First Year College. Applications which are not admissible in the firstcurriculum choice will be reviewed for admissibility in their second curriculum choice. Transfer between programs after a successfulfirst year may be possible. The admissions decision is based primarily on the evaluation ofthe high school record. including the leveland difficulty ofthe courses taken. the overall grade point average. rank in class. and scores on the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT)or the American College Testing Program (ACT). Extracurricular involvement and leadership are also considered. These factors arereviewed with the curriculum choice to determine admissibility as a freshman at NC State.
In addition, the Board of Governors ofthe University ofNorth Carolina System has determined that the minimum undergraduatecourse requirements for all constituent institutions. including NC State. shall include a high school diploma or its equivalent and thefollowing course units taken in high school:

I. Six course units in language, including
Four units in English
Two units in a language other than English

2. Three course units of mathematics in any ofthe following combinations:
- Algebra I and II, and Geometry
- Algebra I and II. and one unit beyond Algebra II or
' Integrated Math I, II. and Ill
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3. Three course units in science, including

At least one unit in a life or biological science, and
' At least one unit in physical science, and
At least one laboratory course

4. Two course units in social studies. including
- One unit in US. history
- One other unit in social studies

Beginning Vs ith the freshman class entering in the fall of 2006, an additional unit ofmathematics beyond Algebra II or IntegratedMath 111 will be required as well. It is recommended that ex ery student take a foreign language course and a mathematics course inthe senior year. Any additional entrance requirements for admission to NC State will be set forth in the Freshman AdmissionsBulletin for that year. The faculty members ofthe University Undergraduate Admissions Committee must approx e any exceptions tothe university admission requirements.
Applicants are accepted on eitherjunior or senior test scores, although senior scores are recommended. especially ifthe applicant isalso applying for financial aid or scholarships. An interview is not required and does not yy eigh in the admissions decision; aprospective student is always welcome to visit the Admissions Office. 112 Peele Hall. The Admissions Office conducts freshmaninformation sessions every Monday. Wednesday, and Friday at 10:30am and on Tuesday and Thursday at 1 :30pm. Campus tours ledby students are conducted each weekday, weather permitting, at 12:20pm on Monday, Wednesday. and Friday, and at 2:30 onTuesday and Thursday, leaving from the Talley Center fountain.
Two-Year Agricultural InstituteRequirements for admission to the Agricultural Institute, a two-y ear terminal program. include graduation from an accredited highschool with a 2.0 minimum grade point average or successful completion ofthe high school equiy alency examination administeredby the State Department of Public Instruction. The application should include either a copy ofhigh school records or a letterindicating the applicant has passed an equivalency examination. SAT scores are not required. Course \\ ork is not transferable to thefour year degree programs. Completion ofcourse work in the Agricultural Institute leads to an Associate oprplied Science (A.A.S.)degree. (See College of Agriculture and Life Science).
Standardized Test ScoresApplicants for admission as freshmen must submit scores from the College Board Assessment Tests (SAT) or the American CollegeTesting Program (ACT). Students should request that their scores be sent directly from the testing service to NC State. (SAT Code#5496, ACT code #3164) Information booklets and applications forms may be obtained from school counselors or by \\ riting directlyto the testing services:
SAT address: The College Board ATPBox 592Princeton, New Jersey 0854]
ACT address: ACT Records DepartmentPO. Box 451Iowa City, Iowa 52243-0451
SAT II (Achievement Tests)Although not required for admission, freshman students must present SAT II Mathematics Subject Test scores to ensure proper mathplacement at NC State. Students should take the Level II—C test.
Advanced Placement (AP)/Internati0nal Baccalaureate (IB)A student may qualify for advanced placement by one or more ofthe following means: (I) by passing a proficiency examinationadministered by a teaching department at NC State; (2) by attaining a score of 700 or higher on the \ erbal portion ofthe SAT; (3) bymeeting a specific minimum score on certain ofthe Advance Placement Program (AP) or 18 examinations; and (4) by attaining aminimum score on certain ofthe College Level Examination Program (CLEP) subject tests.
Out-of-State Students
Undergraduate applicants from outside North Carolina may be required to meet more competitive standards for admission than NorthCarolina residents. NC State is limited to accepting not more than 18 percent oftotal new undergraduate students from outside thestate.
Transfer Students
NC State welcomes transfer applicants, and in recent years. more than 25 percent ofour graduates started their college programs atother institutions. A transfer student should present at least 30 semester hours (or 45 quarter hours) ol“‘C” or better college le\ clwork, including an English class and a college level math class applicable to the degree program. Transfer admission is competithe.and the grade point average may very depending on the requested program ofstudy. Additional specilie course \\ ork is required forsome programs. Transfer students must be eligible to return to the last institution previously attended and must submit indi\ idualtranscripts from each institution.
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Students \\ ho graduated from high school since l990 must submit a hiin school record to verify that they have met minimumadmissions requirements for course nork as outlined in the Freshman Admissions section ofthis catalog. Exceptions to thisrequirement are students \\ ho \\ ill have earned an A./\., AS. or A.F./\. degree before enrolling at NC State. Individuals who do notha\ e the minimum admissions requirements at the high school level must complete at the college level six semester hours or ninequarter hours each of ltnglish. foreign language. mathematics, science. and social science to be eligible to transfer.
Pre\ ious college transcripts are ex aluated for credit that is transferable to the university as part ofthe admission application review. Agrade of“(“‘ or better is required before a course may be considered for credit. The college to which the application 15 made wrlldetermine the e\act amount ofcrcdit applicable tovx ard a degree at NC State.
International students are carefully screened for evidence of English language proficiency, adequate financial backing and academiccredentials indicating potential for success.
International Students
Applicants \\ ho are not citi/ens ofthe US. must complete and submit the “International Application For Undergraduate Admission,“fee. and related application materials directly to the Admissions Office at NC State University.
TOEFLApplicants \\ hose native language is other than English must submit TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) scores ase\ idenee oftheir ability to use English at a lmel ofcompetence necessary for university course work. A minimum score of213 isrequired for the computer based TOEFL exam. Some departments may have higher score requirements. (See www.et5.0rg forinformation on test dates and localities.)
Financial and Immigration InformationAll accepted applicants \\ ill receive a letter ofprox isional acceptance and a Certificate of Financial Responsibility (CFR). Inaddition. accepted applicants who are already in the US. \V ill also recci\e a Visa Clearance Form (VCF). Those applicants seeking aF—l or J 1 student visa must complete the Certificate ofFinancial Responsibility. The purpose ofthis form is to certify financialsol\ ency for the student throughout his her program ofstud). For more information on the CFR. please see the CFR Instruction Pagein the OISSS \\ eb site - \\ \\ wncsuedu oisss admissions cfrinstructions.html. Applicants \\ ho receive the VCF must provide proof oftheir current nonimmigrant status. This includes those indix iduals who are Permanent Residents ofthe US. (Once OISSS receivesproofofthe permanent residency. Permanent Residents \\ ill no longer be considered international students.) Applicants vsho arealready in the United States in a nonimmigrant visa category other than F-l orJ 1 (ex: Permanent Residents, I—I-4. F—2. J—2. E-2, etc.)are not required to complete and return the CFR. unless they plan to change to F-l or J 1 student status (if eligible). Applicantscurrently in the US. in another nonimmigrant status vs ho wish to change to F l or J-l status will need to consult with an OISSSadx isor to discuss change of status options. Please do not send financial statements or immigration documents to the AdmissionsOffice or OISSS before they are requested. Please consult the Admissions web site or the OISSS web site for the published deadlinesby \\ hich all CFR and VCF forms mtrst be submitted to OISSS. International applicants who cannot submit the CFR and VCF by thedeadline or “110 are not able to obtain a visa and enter before the academic term begins may have to re-apply for a later term.
Upon receipt ofthe CFR and. ifappropriate, the VCF. OISSS \Vill review the document(s) for approval. lfthe information providedby the applicant is incomplete or not duly supported by proper documentation (eg. sponsor and bank official signatures. bankstatements. etc.). the applicant \\ ill be notified that his her documents n ere not approved and why. Initial notification is done \ iae mail. then regular airmail if necessary. The applicant will then hax e an opportunity to correct the problem(s) and resubmit theform(s). Once OISSS approves the financial. and if necessary. visa clearance. documents, OISSS will notify the appropriateadmissions office that the applicant has been cleared for official full acceptance. Applicants can check the status oftheir applicationsdirectly with the Admissions Office. OISSS V\ ill prepare the appropriate Certificate ofEligibility (Form 1-20 or Form DS 2019) andmail it to the applicant. along with the full Admission Letter. and other important pre-arrival information. The applicant at this pointis considered frilly admitted to the university. New international students must check-in with OISSS upon arrival to campus.
For more information regarding the issuance of visa certificates or obtaining a visa. changing nonimmigrant status. transfer forinternational students. SEVIS. etc.. please contact OISSS. e—mail: oisssfi ncsu.edu; phone: (919)515-2961; web site: www.mcsueduorsss admissions indexhtm
320 Daniels Hall, 101 Stinson Drive, Campus Box 7222, Raleigh. NC 27695-7222
Unclassified Students
Unclassified students are those working for credit within a college but not enrolled in a degree-granting program. Admission as anunclassified student requires the recommendation ofthe dean of the school in which the student wishes to enroll. Unclassifiedstudents must meet the same entrance requirements as regular degree students and must meet the same academic requirement tocontinue. If. at a later date. unclassified students wish to change to regular status. their credits will be evaluated in terms oftherequirements of their intended curriculum.
Lifelong Education Students
The Lifelong Education student classification is designed for individuals who have not been formally admitted into a degree programat the unnersrty but who wish to enroll tn courses offered by the unixersity. Lifelong Education students are limited to a maximumcourse load oftVt 0 courses plus one physical educat1on course each semester or Summer Session.
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Lifelong Education student applications should be made through Credit Programs & Summer Sessions. at the McKimmon Center,corner of Western Boulevard and Gorman Street. lfLifelong Education students wish to become undergraduate degree candidates ata later date, they must make application through the Office of Undergraduate Admissions and are encouraged to make anappointment with that office to discuss entrance requirements. Lifelong Education students wishing to become graduate degreecandidates must make application through the Graduate School and should consult the Graduate Administrator in the chosen field ofstudy for ad\ ice or clarification ofinforrnation.
Servicemen’s Opportunity Colleges
NC State has been designated as a member ofthe Servicemen‘s Opportunity Colleges (SOC) General Registry a network ofinstitutions sponsored by the American Association of State Colleges and Unix ersities and the American Association of Communityand Junior Colleges. Servicernen are encouraged to take college level courses offered by accredited institutions and made available tomilitary personnel through SOC. Transcripts must be sent to the Director of Admissions directly from the institution offering thecourse. Seryicernen should submit an application for admission not more than one year before desired date of entry as a degreecandidate.
College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
The College-Level Examination Program® or CLEP is a national credit-by—examination program that provides students with theopportunity to demonstrate college-level achievement through a program of exams in undergraduate college courses. By provingsatisfactory knowledge ofa test subject. credit for corresponding college courses can be granted. There are approximately 1.400CLEP Test Centers across the United States. You should select the Test Center most convenient for you and contact them directly forinformation regarding registration. fees, test dates, parking. etc. For detailed information about CLEP, ax ailable exams and TestCenter locations contact the College Board at:
45 Columbus AvenueNew York, NY 10023phone: (212)713—8000web site: www.collegeboard.com clep
For information about the exams and required scores accepted by NC State and the corresponding NC State course credit granted,please refer to the following web site: www.ncsu.edu uga placemenhtm.
Graduate Students
Regulations governing graduate admission are outlined in the Graduate Adminis/ralive Ham/book. To view the GraduateAdministrative Handbook, go to the NC State University Graduate School web site at \\'W\\.fis.ncsu.edu grad_publicns handbook
New Student Orientation
Leazer HallRoxanna S. McGraw, ln/e/‘im Director
The mission ofNew Student Orientation is to provide nen ly admitted first year and transfer undergraduate students introductoryassistance and continuing services that will aid in their transition to NC State. Our programs expose students to broad educationopportunities, academic expectations and resources. as well as social and developmental opportunities. Most importantly. we beginthe process ofintegrating students into the life ofthe institution. As a component ofthe Division of Undergraduate Affairs, the OfficeofNew Student Orientation is also committed to providing leadership to enhance programs that respond to student transition needs.
Required Immunization Documentation
North Carolina state law requires all new enrollees in the university system to present pr‘ool‘ofimmunization to protect you andothers while you are at NC State.
Verified proofofimmunization against rubella, measles, tetanus. and diphtheria must be presented to Student Health Services no laterthan the first day ofclasses. A PPD skin test within 12 months ofthe first day ofclass is required for international students. Pleasenote that under North Carolina regulations, a student must be dropped from his or her classes if immunization requirements are notmet and a $100 charge levied for re enrollment. For assistance, contact Student Health Services, (919)5 l 5—7233.

REGISTRATION
Registration is conducted either by using the web TRACS LINK - www.ncsu.edu reg records or by phone (9 I 9)5 l S-NCSU. ASchedule of Courses is available for each semester prior to the beginning ofthe registration period. This contains all necessaryinstructions for completing registration.
Registration consists ofthree steps: (I) meeting with advisers to determine course requirements and to obtain a PersonalIdentification Number (PIN); (2) registering for courses using the TRACS system; and (3) paying tuition and fees and all other debts
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to the uni\ ersity by the established deadlines. Advising and registration dates and deadlines are published each semester and SummerSession.
For more information. contact:
Department of Registration and Records phone: (919)515-25721000 Harris llall fax: (919)515 2376Box 7313. NC State Unixersity e—mail: rr commentsfuncsueduRaleigh. NC 27695 web site: wwwncsucdu reg records
Cooperative Registration Programs
Two registration programs were de\eloped for the purpose of fostering cooperative educational activities. Under these programsstudents have the opportunity to register for courses at other institutions and to particrpate in cooperative library arrangements andjoint student aethities. For more information see: ww wncsuedu reg records ii title.html
Inter-institutional Registration ProgramUnder the Inter-institutional Registration Program. any degree student enrolled in at least eight credit hours may register for coursesat the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill. the Unix ersity of North Carolina at Greensboro. Duke University, North CarolinaCentral Uni\ersit) or the Unhersity ofNorth Carolina at Charlotte. lnter institutional Program registration forms are available fromthe Department of Registration and Records. 1000 Harris Hall. and require signatory approval from the student‘s adviser and collegeDean.
Cooperating Raleigh CollegesAny degree student enrolled in at least eight credit hours may register for courses at one ofthe Raleigh colleges: Meredith College.Peace College. St. Augustine's College. Cr Shaw Uni\ersity. CRC registration forms are available from the Department ofRegistration and Records. 1000 Harris Hall. and require signatory approval from the student's adviser and college Dean.
Schedule Revision (drops and adds)
Note: NC State University policies. rules and regulations are updated and reviewed as the need arises. For the most currentinformation regarding this section. please visit the following web site: www.ncsu.edu/policies/academic_affairs/pols regs/REG205.00.3.php.
Courses may be added during the first week ofa regular semester without permission ofthe instructor and during the second weekwith the permission of the instructor.
Courses may be dropped without regard to course load during the first two w eeks ofa regular semester. During weeks three throughsix ofa semester. full-time undergraduate students who wish to drop courses at any level and w hose academic load would thereby fallbelow the twelve hour minimum course load may do so only for documented medical reasons or other verified. unforeseen groundsof personal or family hardship.
Exceptions to the drop policies require the recommendation ofa student‘s adviser (or the departmental coordinator of advising or thedepartmental head) and approx al by the student‘s dean.
Students n he wish to drop all courses for w hich they are enrolled. must withdraw from the university for the remainder ofthesemester or Summer Session in which they are enrolled. A degree student who finds it necessary to drop all courses will initiatewithdrawal from the university at the Counseling Center. Student Health Center. 2815 Cates Ax enue. second floor.

NC STATE TUITION AND FEES
Note: Since tuition and fees for the 2004-2005 school year were not approved by the publication date, the rate schedules listedbelow represent estimated rates. These rates are subject to change. For the most current information available, please see thefollowing web site: www7.acs.ncsu.edu/cashier/tuition_index.htm.
North Carolina Resident - $1985.00 per semester (effective 2004-2005 academic year)
Nonresident - $7,909.00 per semester (effectixe 2004—2005 academic year)
A statement oftuition and fees is mailed to each pre-registered student before the beginning of any term. The statement must bereturned with full payment or complete verifiable financial aid information by the due date appearing on the statement. Normally. thedue date is two weeks before classes begin. Non pre—registered students will be billed for their tuition and fees plus late fees duringthe next Cashier’s Office billing cycle. Fees are the same for both residents and nonresidents and are required of all students.Nonresident students are required to pay an additional $5.642 per semester for tuition.
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Estimated Annual Undergraduate Expenses

Tuition and Fees First Semester Second Semester Full Year
NC Residents $ 1,985.00 8 1,985.00 $ 3,970.00
Out of State Residents $ 790900 $ 7,909.00 $15,818.00
Room Rent 8 1,960.00 $ 1,960.00 $ 3,920.00
Meals $ 1,288.00 S 1,288.00 8 2,576.00
Books and Supplies $ 400.00 $ 400.00 8 800.00
Personal Expenses $ 600.00 $ 600.00 $ 1,200.00
Transportation — in state S 250.00 S 250.00 $ 500.00
Transportation - off campus out of state $ 500.00 S 500.00 S 1,000.00
Total Tuition and Fees
NC Residents $ 6,483.00 $ 6.483.00 $12,966.00
Out of State Residents $12,657.00 $12,657.00 $25,314.00

NOTE:
1. Tuition and fees are fixed items of cost
2. Room rent is shown as main-campus, double occupancy rate
3. Meals, books and supplies, other personal expense, and transportation are shovm as estimates

Expenses Other than Tuition and General Fees
Application Fee: A nonrefundable fee of $55 must accompany each application for admission.
Room Rent: New incoming students receive room reservation instruction in the letter of acceptance. Continuing students receix eroom reservation information each January at their residence hall rooms. The 2004 2005 charge for room rent ranges from S 1495.00to $1835.00 per semester.
Meals: During their first academic year, new freshmen electing to reside on campus are required to participate in one oftheuniversity’s available meal plans. Meal plan costs in 2004-2005 range from S710 to $1,360. Other students pay for meals individuallyat the various dining facilities available both on and near the campus.
Books and Supplies: Books and supplies are usually purchased during the first week ofclasses directly from the Students SupplyStores. Allow approximately $400 per semester for purchasing books and supplies.
Personal Expenses: Personal expenses vary widely among students but the estimate of S600 is based on \A hat students report thatthey spend on these items.
Administrative Management Fee: A special administrative management fee of$250 per semester and $150 per Summer Session isrequired from a contracting agency sponsoring international students whose programs are coordinated through the university’s Officeof International Visitors.
Cooperative Education Program Fee: Required of all participating co—op students for each semester in n hich they are enrolled inan off campus work assignment. This fee, set at $338 for the 2004 Fall Semester, the 2005 Spring Semester, or the combined 2004Summer Sessions, is used for partial support ofthe Cooperative Education Program staff in job development and placementactivities. Students paying this fee are entitled to all university services, facilities, and programs during the semester or combinedSummer Sessions for which they are enrolled.
College of Engineering Computing Fee: All students enrolled in the College of Engineering, both graduate and undergraduate, willbe billed a $45 per semester fee to support the Engineering Computing Facility. Payment ol‘the fee will provide students with accessto standalone workstations which comprise the Engineering Computing Facility.
Engineering students who enroll in a co-op work session will not be billed for the Computing Fce unless they also enroll in NC Statecourses.
Required Fees
Required fees are levied for services, facilities, and programs available to all students whether or not the student takes advantage ofthem. Students are assessed fees based on the course load they are taking. An itemization ofrequircd fees and other detailedinformation concerning expenses or related data can be obtained by contacting the University Cashier‘s Ollice, NC State, Box 72 l 3,Raleigh, North Carolina 27695—7213,(9l9)5l5—2986 or at the following web site: www7.acs.ncsu.edu cashier tuition index.htm.
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Refund Policy
Refunds for official \\ ithdrawals from NC State L niversity are prorated based upon the percentage of the enrollment period attended.No refunds are made for official withdrawals after 50 percent ofthe period. The prorated withdrawal schedule for each semester ispublicized through Lllll\Cl’Slly media after it is established. In some instances. circumstancesjustify the waiving of rules regardingrefunds. An example might be withdraual because ofsickness. Students have the privilege ofappeal to the Fee Appeals Committee\\ hen they believe special consideration is merited. Applications for such appeals may be obtained from the University Cashier’sOffice, 2005 Harris Hall or at the follou ing web site: \v \\\v7.aes.ncsu.edu cashier forms indexhtm
Residence Status for Tuition Purposes
The basis for determining the appropriate tuition charge rests upon whether a student is a resident or a nonresident for tuitionpurposes. Each student must make a statement as to the length of his or her residence in North Carolina, With assessment by theinstitution ofthat statement to be conditioned by the following.
Residence. To qualify as a resident for tuition purposes. a person must become a legal resident and remain a legal resident for at leastt\\el\e consecutive months immediately prior to classification. Thus. there is a distinction between legal residence and residence fortuition purposes. Furthermore, twel\e months legal residence means more than simple abode in North Carolina. In particular, itmeans maintaining a domicile (permanent home ofindefrnite duration) as opposed to “maintaining a mere temporary residence orabode incident to enrollment in an institution of higher education." The burden of establishing facts whichjustify classification ofastudent as a resident entitled to in state tuition rates is on the applicant for such classification. who must shovv his or her entitlementby the preponderance (the greater part) ofthe residentiary information.
Initiative. Being classified a resident for tuition purposes is contingent on the students seeking such status and providing allinformation that the institution may require in making the determination.
Parents” Domicile. lfan indiv idual, irrespective ofage. has In ing parent(s) or court appointed guardian ofthe person, the domicileofsuch parent(s) or guardian is. prima facie. the domicile ofthe individual; but this prima facie evidence ofthe individual’s domicilemay or may not be sustained by other information. Further. non domiciliary status of parents is not deemed prima facie evidence ofthe applicant child‘s status ifthe applicant has ll\ ed (though not necessarily legally resided) in North Carolina for the five yearspreceding enrollment or registration.
Effect of Marriage. Marriage alone does not prevent a person from becoming or continuing to be a resident for tuition purposes, nordoes marriage in any circumstance insure that a person \\ ill become or continue to be a resident for tuition purposes. Marriage and thelegal residence ofone‘s spouse are. howe\ er, relev ant information in determining residentiary intent. Furthermore, if both a husbandand his \\ ife are legal residents ofNorth Carolina and ifone ofthem has been a legal resident longer than the other. then the longerduration may be claimed by either spouse in meeting the twelve month requirement for instate tuition status.
Military Personnel. A North Carolinian \\ ho ser\ es outside the State in the armed forces does not lose North Carolina domicilesimply by reason ofsuch service, and students from the military may mm c retention or establishment ofresidence by reference, as inother cases, to residentiary acts accompanied by residentiary intent. In addition. a separate North Carolina statute affords tuition ratebenefits to certain military personnel and their dependents even though not qualifying for the in-state tuition rate by reason oftwelvemonths legal residence in North Carolina. Members ofthe armed services, while stationed in and concurrently living in NorthCarolina, may be charged a tuition rate Iovt er than the out-of-state tuition rate to the extent that the total of entitlements forapplication tuition costs available from the federal government, plus less than the out-of—state tuition rate for the pertinent enrollment.A dependent relative ofa ser\ ice member stationed in North Carolina is eligible to be charged the in-state tuition rate while thedependent relative is living in North Carolina w ith the ser\ ice member and ifthe dependent relative has met any requirement of theSelective Serv ice System applicable to the dependent relative. These tuition benefits may be enjoyed only ifthe applicablerequirements for admission hav e been met; these benefits alone do not provide the basis for receiving those derivative benefits underthe provisions ofthe residence classification statute reviewed elsewhere in this summary.
Grace Period. lfa person (I ) has been a bona fide legal resident, (2) has consequently been classified a resident for tuition purposes,and (3) has subsequently lost North Carolina legal residence while enrolled at a public institution of higher education, that personmay continue to enjoy the in-state tuition rate for a grace period oftwelve months measured from the date on which North Carolinalegal residence vv as lost. lfthe th elve months ends during an academic term for which the person is enrolled at a State institution ofhigher education, the grace period extends, in addition, to the end ofthat term. The fact ofmarriage to one who continues domicileoutside North Carolina does not by itself cause loss of legal residence marking the beginning ofthe grace period.
Minors. Minors (persons under 18 years of age) usually hav e the domicile oftheir parents, but certain special cases are recognized bythe residence classification statute in determining residence for tuition purposes.

a) lfa minor‘s parents live apart. the minor’s domicile is deemed to be North Carolina for the time period(s) that either parent,
as a North Carolina legal resident, may claim and does claim the minor as a tax dependent. even if other law orjudicial act
assigns the minor’s domicile outside North Carolina. A minor thus deemed to be a legal resident will not, upon achieving
majority before enrolling at an institution ofhigher education. lose North Carolina legal residence ifthat person (1) upon
becoming an adult “acts, to the extent that the person’s degree of actual emancipation permits, in a manner consistent with
bona fide legal residence in North Carolina" and (2) “begins enrollment at an institution of higher education not later than
the fall academic term following completion ofeducation prerequisite to admission at such institution.”
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b) Ifa minor has lived for five or more consecutive years with relatives (other than parents) who are domiciled in North

Carolina and ifthe relati\ es have functioned during this time as ifthey were personal guardians, the minor \\ ill be deemed a
resident for tuition purposes for an enrolled term commencing immediately after at least five years in \\ hich these
circumstances have existed. If under this consideration a minor is deemed to be a resident for tuition purposes immediately
prior to his or her eighteenth birthday. that person on achieving majority will be deemed a legal resident ofNorth Carolina of
at least t“ elve months duration. This provision acts to confer in-state tuition status even in the face of other pr0\ isions of
law to the contrary: howe\ er. a person deemed a resident of twelve months duration pursuant to this pr0\ ision continues to
be a legal resident ofthe State so long as he or she does not abandon North Carolina domicile.

Lost but Regained Domicile. Ifa student ceases enrollment at or graduates from an institution ofhigher education \\ hile classifiedas a resident for tuition purposes and then both abandons and re-acquires North Carolina domicile vs ithin a t\\ el\ e month period. thatperson. if he or she continues to maintain the reacquired domicile into re-enrollment at an institution ofhigher education. may re-enroll at the instate tuition rate without having to meet the usual IZ-month durational requirement. I—Iowey er. any one person mayreceive the benefit ofthis pr0\ ision only once.
Change of Status. A student admitted to initial enrollment in an institution (or permitted to enroll following an absence from theinstitutional program which involved a formal withdrawal from enrollment) must be classified by the admitting institution either as aresident or as a nonresident for tuition purposes prior to actual enrollment. A residence status classification once assigned (andfinalized pursuant to any appeal properly taken) may be changed thereafter (with corresponding change in billing rates) only atintervals corresponding with the established primary divisions ofthe academic year.
Transfer Students. When a student transfers from one North Carolina public institution ofhigher education to another. he or she istreated as a new student by the institution to which he or she is transferring and must be assigned an initial residence statusclassification for tuition purposes.
Note: General Statue (0.8.) 116143.] is the prevailing statute governing residence status classification. Copies of theapplicable law and of the implementing regulations are available for inspection in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions.112 Peele Hall. This information is subject to change.

NC STATE FINANCIAL AID
To be considered for assistance by the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid. a student and his or her parents must complete thefederal government‘s Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) available from high school guidance offices as \\ ell as theNC State Ofiice of Scholarships and Financial Aid. This form must be submitted to the federal student aid processing center forevaluation ofthe family‘s ability to pay for educational expenses. Students who submit FAFSAs to the federal proceSsor by March Iare considered on time applicants and are given first priority for need-based scholarship and grant consideration. In addition to theFAFSA. entering freshmen are encouraged to complete the College Scholarship Service‘s PROFILE application in the fall oftheirsenior year in high school and have the results ofthat application sent to NC State. The PROFILE application pro\ ides early needanalysis information needed by the university in making early scholarship commitments for which need and merit are factors.
By completing the FAFSA. undergraduates are given consideration for all forms of federal financial assistance. including the FederalPell Grant, as well as most types of state and institutional financial aid (except for departmental and uni\ ersity merit anards. \\ hichmay require separate applications). Most financial aid avy ards are made based on the applicant‘s financial need. satisfactory academicprogress, and timely submission ofthe FAFSA. Determination ofthe applicant‘s need is based on estimated educational costs asestablished by the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid and a consideration ofthe family‘s financial strength. as determined bythe analysis ofthe FAFSA.
Aid is available on a non—discriminatory basis to all qualifying students. Financial aid a“ ards are usually made in the form of“packages" which consist ofa combination ofgift aid (scholarships and grants), loans. and or campus employment through theFederal Work-Study program. These aid packages include aid from all sources, including the federal government. state andinstitutional funds, and private entities. Students must reapply for aid each year, and renevxal is based on continued financial need aswell as satisfactory academic progress as defined by the POI/('1' on Saris/”(want Academir Progress/or Financial . lid E/igi/ii/iti' —www7.acs.ncsu.edu financial aid pdf satprorvpdf
A brochure giving a detailed explanation of the aid application and financial aid award process, as chI as types of aidavailable, may be obtained from the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid, 2016 Harris Hall, (919)515-2421.
Other Types of Scholarships and Financial Aid Services
Short-term Loans. Short-term loans are available in small amounts (usually not exceeding $l()()) to full time students \\ ith prC\ iousgood payment records. These loans are generally approved one day and distributed the following day. and are intended to prm idefinancial assistance to meet unexpected expenses. Short-term loans gcnerally must be repaid within 30 days or by the end ofthe term.whichever comes first.
Student Employment Service. The Office ofScholarships and Financial Aid coordinates an employment scr\ ice to assist studentswith information about part-time academic year or summer employment possibilities. No particular academic or financial
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qualifications are required to ohtainjobs on or offcampus. (Note: Federal Work-Studyjobs are need-based and are not included inthis listing). A current listing ol‘job openings is maintained by the Oflicc ofScholarshrps and Frnancral Ard and under studentemploy ment at \V \\ w.ncsu.cdu.

NC STATE STUDENT HOUSING
Residence Halls
The university operates t\\ enty residence halls across campus for almost 7.000 residents. A variety of residential options are availableto accommodate dixerse student interests and needs. The residence halls offer single gender and coed options in buildings ranging inage from Watauga Hall (1906) to Wood Hall (1983). Each hall is different. with amenities such as computer rooms. laundry rooms,kitchens. and air conditioning available. For Fall 2004. Uni\ersity Housing will open WolfVillage, a 1200 bed apartment complexfor upperclass and graduate students. This coed facility features four. single bedroom apartments that come equipped with fullkitchens. two bathrooms. a living area and washer dryer unit. The complex features a computer lab. fitness room. classroom andcampus eatery as \\ ell.
Unixcrsity Housing. in partnership \A ith NC State colleges and academic departments. offers residential li\ ing learning villages thatsupport our residents in both their intellectual and personal de\elopment. Currently. University Housing hosts the followrng lrvrnglearning \ illages:
First Year CollegeThe First Year College Village houses over 300 students in Owen and Tucker Residence Halls. The partnership between the Divisionof Undergraduate Affairs and University Housing has existed since the First Year College began. and the village council will providene\\ opportunities to collaborate. The transformation ofthat residential program to a living and learning \ illage will provide evengreater opportunities to serve students through close proximity to Academic Advisors. Resident Mentors. and “linked" courses whichpromote community among the participants.
Honors VillageThe Uni\ ersity Honors Village is comprised ofapproximately 50 students and is housed in the Quad residence halls of Berry. Bectonand Bag“ ell. The Honors Village is a partnership between the Uni\ersity Honors Program and Uni\ ersity Housing. Eight mentorsserve the residents ofthis village. assisting \\ ith all aspects ofvillage life. With the Honors Program headquarters in Clark Hall. theQuad em ironment is a natural frt for this Village. The Honors Village residence halls \\ ill be fully renovated in the Spring of2005.thus creating an ex on more attractive em ironment for this village.
SAY (Students Adx ocating for Youth) Education VillageThe Students Advocating for Youth Village was created from a partnership between the College of Education and UniversityHousing. Approximately 150 students living on tvro floors of Lee Hall comprise the SAY Village. While many ofthe students in theSAY Village are education majors. including Teaching Fellows. the \ illage is open to any student who is interested in working withyouth now or in the future. Five mentors V\ ere selected to live in the SAY Village to assist those residents with adjustment to collegeand other such issues
WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) VillageThe Women In Science and Engineering Village. This village is supported by the College ofEngineering. the College ofPhysical andMathematical Sciences. the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. the College ofNatural Resources and University Housing.Approximately 120 women live on two floors of Lee Hall this academic year. These women represent a variety of disciplines withinthe four colleges. Mentors live in the village to help the freshmen women to get acclimated to NC State and to be academically andpersonally successful. A program director is employed to administer the program.
University Scholars VillageThe University Scholars Village is evolving from the long-standing partnership between the University Scholars Program andUnixersity Housing. The University Scholars Program has resided in Sullivan Hall for nearly 20 years. and currently has over 450student residents. We believe that the village model will strengthen this partnership. Administrative council planning this year hasfocused on enhanced integration ofliving and learning activities within Sullivan Hall and finding ways to share resources. Recentdiscussions have centered on the long term facilities needs and program planning for the University Scholars Village.
To be eligible to live in University Housing during the Fall and Spring Semesters. undergraduate students must be enrolled in at leastnine credit hours. while graduate students must maintain at least six credit hours. Students who need to enroll in fewer hours. or whomust drop below these minimum requirements during the semester, should contact University Housing to request an exception. Incertain cases. students may be required to submit a letter of support from their advisor. During the Summer Sessions. housing isprovided for any enrolled student as space permits.
For more information about housing. or to see a 360 View ofa residence hall room. contact University Housing online atwww.nesu.edu housing indexphp, or visit 1112 Pullen Hall. Box 7315. NC State, Raleigh. NC 27695-7315. or call (919)515-2440.
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Edward S. King Village (ES King Village)
The university ovs ns and operates 295 apartments (efficiency, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom units). Eligibility to live in the EdwardS. King Village is contingent upon being a full-time student at NC State and one ofthe following: married and li\ ing with a spouseand/or children; a single parent living with a child or children for the duration of occupancy; graduate student; married studentunaccompanied by spouse or children; or nontraditional undergraduate student.
E. S. King Village staff and the Village Council implement programs and activities for students, spouses, and children. Recreationalareas. playground equipment, and other facilities have been recently enhanced to support the family community atmosphere. Formore information about apartment availability, contact ES King Village at (919)515 2430 or visit the web site at www.ncsu.eduhousing eskingvillage
Off-Campus Housing
University Housing maintains self—help listings of off-campus apartments, rooms, and houses for rent. These listings are notpublished, but are available in the University Housing Office, 1112 Pullen Hall, during the hours of 8:00am 5:00pm, Mondaythrough Friday.

ACADEMIC POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Note: NC State University policies, rules and regulations are continuously being updated and reviewed as the need arises. Forthe most current information regarding this section, please visit the Policies, Rules, and Regulations web site atwww.ncsu.edu/policies/homepage.php
Academic Advising
Most regularly enrolled students are assigned for academic advising to a faculty member who is normally a member ofthedepartment, which is, or is most likely to become, the student’s major department. Students vs ho are admitted into programs such asthe First Year College, the Transition Program, etc. will be advised by professional advisers in those programs who will aid thestudents in the process of selecting an appropriate major.
Responsibilities of the StudentStudents have the primary responsibility for planning their individual programs and meeting graduation requirements. This involveskeeping up-to—date with university, college, and department curricular requirements through materials available from the advisers ordepartmental coordinators of advising; keeping informed of academic deadlines and changes in academic policies; and consultingwith the adviser or departmental coordinator of advising during each registration period, following notification of academic warningstatus, and at other times as needed and required by academic policy; and diligence in attending class and meeting class objectivesand assignments.
Responsibilities of the AdviserAlthough students have the primary responsibility for planning their programs. advisers are expected to: be available for conferencesat appropriate times and places about which their advisees have been informed; provide accurate information about academicregulations and procedures, course prerequisites, and graduation requirements; assist students in planning academic programs suitedto their interests and abilities and their career objectives; discuss with their advisees appropriate course choices in fulfillingcurriculum requirements as well as possible consequences of various alternative course choices: inform their advisees when theadvisee's proposed course selections conflict with university academic or curricular regulations; assist advisees with following properprocedures for such things as exceptions to the course drop deadlines, auditing a course before or after taking it for credit, taking acourse under the credit by examination policy, registering for 19 more or more credit hours, registering for interinstitutional courses,or repeating a course previously passed; refer their advisees for special testing or counseling as needed; assist their advisees inconsidering the appropriateness of academic adjustments where these become necessary in cases of serious injury or illness.
Responsibilities of the Coordinator of AdvisingEach college or department has a coordinator of advising and teaching who is responsible for: assigning, training, and supervisingfaculty advisers; providing up—to date, printed course and curriculum information for advisers and students; reassigning to anotheradviser any student who so requests, assisting any student who wants to major in the coordinator’s area ofstudy but is ineligible at thetime to transfer into it. Students in this category keep their adviser in the department in which they are enrolled, but consultadditionally with the coordinator of advising and teaching for the department offering the curriculum in which they wish to enroll.Whenever appropriate, the coordinator will advise students that they should consider alternative curricula.
Progress Towards DegreeThe objective ofNC State University’s Progress Towards Degree Regulation is to encourage timely matriculation into a degreeprogram and reasonable progress towards graduation. This regulation applies to all NC State undergraduate degree seeking studentswho entered as first time freshmen or transfer students beginning Fall Semester 2002. Beginning in Fall 2006 all NC Stateundergraduate students regardless of date of entry are subject to the regulation.
Each student in consultation with their adviser will develop a plan ofstudy that serves as a planning tool for completing degreerequirements for the major(s) in which the student is matriculated. Students in the First Year College and other undeclared or
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undesignatcd programs \\ ill develop a plan ofstudy for the major(s) in which the student expects to matriculate. The Plan of Studycan include plans for tailoring the academic majors, minors, and other specralrzed academic opportumtres.
Enrollment in course work should be consistent with the student’s Plan of Study. The Plan requires a minimum enrollment of 12credit hours during consecutive semesters until graduation, and the successful completion ofat least 24 credit hours of NC State ortransferable course work each academic year, unless otherwisejustilied by an approved Plan of Study. All students must be in ormatriculate into a degree program by the beginning ofclasses in the first semester that the student hasjunior status (ie. 60 credithours earned — criteria established in Classification of Undergraduate Students regulation).
In order to meet the requirements for satisfactory progress towards degree completion, a full—time undergraduate student classified asa freshman must:
- by the end ofthe first year ofenrollment, have on file a registered Plan of Study that sen es as a planning tool for completing

degree requirements for the major(s) in which the students is matriculated, or expects to matriculate or transfer, and
- successfully earn at least 24 credits ofNC State or transferable course that is included in the approx ed Plan of Study each

academic year.
Comparable requirements exist for students in their sophomore, junior, and senior years.
Students \\ ho enter NC State as a part—time students or transfer students are also required to develop a Plan of Work in cooperationwith their adviser.
Students \\ ho fail to meet the requirements for Progress To“ ards Degree will be placed on Progress Warning Status and will have onesemester to work \\ ith their ad\ iser to develop a specific plan ofaction that restores “satisfactory progress” status in their currentmajor or to transfer or matriculate into an alternative major. Students who fail to meet the requirements for satisfactory progresstovx ards degree after one semester on Progress Warning status \\ ill not be permitted to enroll as an undergraduate degree-seekingstudent. Such students will be required to apply through the readmission process ifthey wish to return to degree seeking status.
For complete details and explanation ofthe Progress Towards Degree Regulation see the follow ing “Cb site: wwwncsuedu policiesacademic affairs pols regs REGZOS.OO.20.php.
Graduation Requirements
Students are eligible for graduation \A hen they hax e completed satisfactorily all the academic requirements oftheir degree program asspecified by their major department, their college, and the university.
NC State requires that, in addition to other university, college, and departmental requirements, all students must hax e a grade pointa\ erage of at least 2000, based on all courses attempted at NC State, in order to be eligible to receive a baccalaureate degree.
Minimum Hours Required for GraduationMinimum credit hours required in a baccalaureate curriculum that has not been designated a five-year program range from 120 to128. These are shown for each curriculum. Students may take more hours than the required minimum.
Length of Time to GraduationThe normal and expected length oftime to graduation is four years (eight semesters) provided the student completes an ax erage ofslightly more than 16 credit hours each semester (for most curricula) or attends one or more Summer Sessions.
By action of the NC. General Assembly, effective with the 1994 Fall Semesters, new students entering any of the sixteencampuses of the University of North Carolina system (including NC State), will be assessed a 25 percent tuition surchargeonce they have attempted more than 140 degree credit hours. (Degree programs at NC State require 128 hours or less forgraduation.) Courses taken in summer school at any UNC-System campus do not count towards the 140—h0ur limitation.Questions about this policy should be directed to the Department of Registration and Records, (919)515-2572.
In order to make continuous progress toward graduation, students are encouraged to take full ad\ antage ofthe unix ersity’s advisingand support services. Effective career decision-making and early, deliberate, long—range semester-by—semester planning of coursesand careful selection of extra—curricular commitments can provide direction and motivation necessary for effective use oftimetowards graduation.
Additional factors that may assure a student’s continuous progress toward graduation include good academic perfonnance infreshman and basic prerequisite courses, advanced placement for introducton courses, and enrollment in Summer Sessions. Studentsare discouraged from taking unrealistic course loads as a means to accelerate their progress toward graduation as this may result inpoor academic performance.
Students may take more than eight semesters to complete an undergraduate program at NC State. In some cases this is the result ofeffective decision making on the part ofthe student for such things as participation in cooperative education of study abroadprograms, a decision to be a part time student with a reduced course load for reasons ofhealth, necessary outside employment, orparental responsibilities, or attempting dual degrees, double majors, or academic minors.
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In other cases the length of time to graduation may be prolonged beyond the eighth semester as a result of incomplete or inadequatesecondary school background requiring some additional compensatory, developmental, or prerequisite courses. Poor academicperformance in the freshman year or early semesters, or late changes in curriculum could also impact time to graduation.
Semester-by-Semester DisplaysThe requirements for many curricula throughout this section are set forth in semester-by-semester displays. One purpose for thesedisplays is to illustrate how certain sequences of courses and prerequisites may be scheduled. Another purpose is to reflect whethercourses are normally offered in the Fall or the Spring Semester. Otherwise, the semester-by-semester displays are merely advisoryand not mandatory. The typical semester schedule shown in the displays may not be the appropriate one for many students. Studentsare required to consult with their faculty advisers prior to registration each semester. Semester by-semester displays are a\ ailableonline: www.ncsu.edu/reg records curricula
Limited D GradesSome colleges and departments ha\ e established limitations on the use ofD grades in certain courses or categories of courses forsatisfying graduation requirements.
Grade Point Average in MajorSome departments have established graduation requirements ofa grade point average of 2.000 on all courses attempted in the majorat NC State or a “C-” or better in some or all major courses. Such a requirement is in addition to the university grade point averagerequirement of2.000 for all courses attempted at NC State. Students are encouraged to inquire about specific requirements in majorsofinterest.
Residence RequirementsTo be eligible for a bachelor‘s degree, a student must be enrolled in a degree program at NC State. must have completed at least 25percent of credit hours required for graduation through courses offered by NC State, and must have earned at least 30 ofthe last 45hours of credit through NC State courses. In no case shall the proportion of credit hours taken at NC State and applied towards abachelor’s degree be less than 25 percent. Individual departments and or colleges may have additional residence requirements.
Note: The College of Engineering has a policy that transfer students normally must earn at least 48 oftheir last 60 hours ofcredit atNC State while enrolled as degree candidates.
Note: The College of Management has a policy that Accounting and Business Management majors normally must earn at least 30credit hours while officially enrolled as a degree candidate in either the ACC or BUS curriculum. Students in the Economics majors(EC/ECS) must earn at least I 2 oftheir required economic credits while enrolled in the EC or ECS curriculum.
Free Electives
All schools and colleges are encouraged to include free electives in their curricula to satisfy their educational objecti\ es. Moreover,students who would like to take courses beyond those required for their degree are encouraged to do so.
Classification of Students
Undergraduate degree students are classified according to the number of completed credit hours. The required number of hours ofeach classification is:

Classification Semester Hours of Earned Credit
Freshman (FR) Fewer than 30
Sophomore (SO) 30 or more, but fewer than 60
Junior (IR) 60 or more, but fewer than 92
Senior (SR) 92 or more

Agricultural Institute students are designated as first (0]) year ifthey have earned fewer than 30 semester credits and second (02)year ifthey have earned 30 or more semester credits.
Unclassified Students (UN) are those working for college credit but not enrolled in a degree granting program. Admission as anunclassified student requires the recommendation ofthe dean ofthe school in Vi hich the student wishes to enroll. Unclassifiedstudents must meet the same entrance requirements as regular degree students and must meet the same academic requirements tocontinue. If, at a later date, unclassified students wish to change to regular degree status, their credits will be evaluated in terms ofthcrequirements oftheir intended curriculum.
The Special Student (SP) classification includes Undergraduate Studies (UGS) and Post-Baccalaureate Studies (PBS) students:
Undergraduate Studies (UGS) students are United States citizens who have not obtained a baccalaureate degree and who takecourses but who are not currently admitted to a degree program. To be eligible to register as a UGS student, a person should either:(a) have acquired a high school diploma or a GED certificate; not have been suspended from any college or university (including NCState) within the last three years; and not be a degree candidate at NC State; or (b) be a high school student who has beenrecommended by his/her school and approved by Credit Programs & Summer Sessions to take lower level courses. Visiting SummerSessions students and visiting international students do not necessarily have to meet the above criteria.
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Post Baccalaureate Studies (PBS) students are United States citizens who take courses beyond the baccalaureate degree but who arenot currently admitted to a degree program. This classification is closed to international students with the following exceptions: (a)spouses of regularly enrolled NC State degree students; or (b) students enrolled in spectal programs such as AID or FAO who areapprm ed in advance by the International Student Office and the Graduate School.
All UGS and PBS students must register through Credit Programs & Summer Sessions \w hich is located in the Jane S. McKimmonCenter for Extension and Continuing Education. Persons found e/igib/e to study as UGS or PBS students are not to assume that theyhave revelred/brutal admission to [lie universitv as either um/ergraduate or graduate degree candidates. To become a degreecandidate, formal application must be made through the Undergraduate Admissions Office or the Graduate School.
The maximum course load for all UGS and PBS students is two courses plus one physical education course each semester or SummerSession. They may enroll in any course offered by the university. pr0\ ided they have satisfied any required prerequisites and space isavailable. The academic standards applicable to undergraduate degree candidates at the university, including the Continuation ofUndergraduate Enrollment Policy. apply to UGS and PBS students.
For the most current information regarding this regulation. please \ isit the follo“ ing web site:\\ ww.nesu.edu policies academic affairs pols regs REG205.00.6.php
Course Load
The maximum course load for undergraduate degree students is 21 credit hours a semester and two courses plus a physical educationcourse in a Summer Session. To carry more than the maximum, students must obtain the approx a1 oftheir adviser and oftheir collegedean. Undergraduate students who propose to register for 19 or more credit hours a semester must obtain approval from theiracademic adviser. First semester freshmen with admissions indices less than 2.000 and continuing students with a grade point averageless than 2.000 should be ad\ ised to carry no more than 16 credit hours in a semester.
For Undergraduate Students (UGS) and Post—Baccalaureate Studies (PBS) students the maximum course load is two courses plus aphysical education in a regular semester or Summer Session. Exceptions must be approved by Credit Programs & Summer Sessions.
The minimum course load for full time undergraduate degree students is 12 credit hours. except in their final semester when a lessernumber may be taken ifthat is all the student needs to fulfill the requirements for a degree. In order to receive financial aid a studentmust meet the minimum course load requirements ofthe appropriate funding agency.
The number of/tours/or nine/7 a student is official/1' enrol/ed is that number in Whit 17 the student is enrol/edfor credit at the end 0fthe second week Ofelasses (i.e., the last (la) to it'it/u/rau' or drop a course wit/7 a refttnd).
For the most current in formation regarding this regulation. please visit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu policies academic affairs pols regs REG205.00.8.php

Grading Scale and Grade Points
Grade Definition Grade Points per Credit Hour
A+ 4.333
A Excellent 4.000
A— 3.670
8+ 3.330
B Good 3.000
B 2.670
C 2.330
C Satisfactory (“Passing” for graduate students) 2.000
C- 1.670
D+ 1.330
D Marginal 1.000
D— 0.670
F Failing 0.000
grade ofa C satisfies a ”grade of C or better"prerequisite and other “C—Wall" requirement, unless a"C Wall " is identified as a C not a C— in a course syllabus.

For the most current information regarding this regulation, please visit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu policies academic affairs pols regs REG205.00.13.php
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Grade Point Average
The number of credit hours attempted in a semester of Summer Session (for which grades of A, B, C, D (including plus minus), or Fare received) IS d1v1ded into the total number of grade points earned to arrive at the Grade Point Average (GPA). The Grade PointAverage will be calculated to three decimal points to a maximum of4.000.
For example, ifa student takes 16 credit hours, earning an A in two 3-eredit courses, a B in one 3 credit course. and a
B in one 2—eredit course. a C in a 3-eredit course, and an F in a 2-eredit course, the grade point average would be:

Example GPA Calculation

6(credits of A) x 4(grade points per credit hour) 24
5(eredits of B) X 3(grade points per credit hour) 15
3(credits of C) x 2(grade points per credit hour) 6
2(credits ofF) x 0(grade points per credit hour) 0

45

The total number of grade points earned (45) divided by the number of credit hours attempted (16) equals the grade point av erage. inthis case 2.813.
Grading Guidelines
All instructors at NC State use the plus minus grading scale in their courses.
Students enrolled in each section ofa multiple section course in which the material, the sequencing of its treatment, and theexamination are common to all sections should be graded on the same scale.
The following grades are not used in the calculation of grade point averages.

S Satisfactory (Credit only and certain other courses)
U Unsatisfactory (Credit-only and certain other courses)
CR Credit by Examination or Advanced Placement
1N Incomplete
LA Temporarily Late
AU Audit
NR No Recognition Given for Audit
W Withdraw or Late Drop

Description of Letter Grades
D - Marginal. This grade is used to recognize that a student’s performance was marginal but Clearly better than that oi‘students whoreceive an F.
F - Failing. This grade is used to indicate that the student has failed the course
S - Satisfactory. This grade is used as a passing grade to be awarded only when the quality ol‘the student’s work isjudged to bc C— orhigher level. It is used as the passing grade for students who are taking Tree elective courses under the credit-only option. It may alsobe used for certain courses such as orientation courses, seminars, and research problems, in which regular grades are not appropriate.
U — Unsatisfactory. This grade is used to indicate that the student is not to receive credit l‘or a credit-only or other course for \\ hiehthe passing grade would be S (Satisfactory).
CR - Credit. This grade is used by the registrar to indicate course credit recei\ ed by examination or advanced placement as certilicdby appropriate departments or colleges. This grade shall be awarded only when the advanced placement testing indicates that thequality ofthe student‘s work in the course would have been expected to be ol‘C- or higher level.
IN Incomplete. This grade is used as a temporary grade. At the discretion oTthe instructor, students may be given an [N grade forwork not completed because ofa serious interruption in their work not caused by their own negligence. An [N must not be used.however, as a substitute for an F when the student’s performance in the course is deserving ol‘an F. An [N is only appropriate n/zcu{hes/1161617119 record in the course is such (1751/ the succ ass/ill comp/elm" Q/parlicu/ar assign/1161713, pro/eels, or lusts mixsct/ux u rem/I
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0/}: dm rune/lied serious event would enable Ilru/ slur/em to pass llie t nurse. War/t undertake/1 In Ina/(e up [lie IN grade should beInn/led [0 [lie III/"med n ()/'/\'.
An [N grade must be made Lip by the end ofthe next regular semester (not including Summer Sessions) in which the student isenrolled, pro\ ided that this period is not longer than twelve months from the end ofthe semester of Summer Session in which the\\ orl\ \\ as due. In the e\ ent that the instructor or department offering the course is not able to provide a student with the opportunityto make tip the incomplete work by the end of the next regular semester in which the student is enrolled or within twelve months,\\ hichex cr is shorter, the instructor or department offering the course must notify the Department of Registration and Records ofthedate ofthe extended deadline for removing the IN grade.
An) [N grade not remox ed by the end ofthe next regular semester in which the student is enrolled or by the end oftwelve months,\\ hichex er is shorter, or by the extended deadline authori7ed by the instructor or the department offering the course and recorded bythe Department of Registration and Records w ill automatically become a Failing (F) grade and will count as a course attempted.
Students must not register again for courses in w hich they have [N grades; such registration does not remove IN grades, and thecompletion ofthe course on the second occasion w ill automatically result in an F for the incomplete course.
When a graduating senior received an IN. the following procedures apply: (1) ifthe course is needed for graduation, the student willnot be allowed to graduate until the w orl\ has been made up, and (2) ifthe course is not needed for graduation, the college dean mustnotify. in \\ riting. the Department of Registration and Records either (a) that the course and the IN grade are to be deleted from thestudent‘s records; or (b) that permission has been given for the IN to remain and that a deadline has been established for thecompletion ofthe course. In the excnt that the course is subsequently not completed satisfactorily the college dean shall notify, in\\ riting, the Department of Registration and Records that the course and the IN grade should be deleted from the student‘s record orthat the IN should be changed to F.
LA- Temporarily Late. An emergency symbol to be used only w hen grades cannot be reported on time by the teaching departmentor the professor. The LA differs from the IN grade in that the student receix ing the LA has completed the work ofthe courseincluding the examination.
The LA should not be used by a teaching department or the instructor unless it is absolutely necessary. When it is used the followingprocedure applies:

l. Grade Submission must be entered at the regularly scheduled time with the LA clearly indicated; and
2. A Grade Change Report form must be secured from the Department of Registration and Records. completed. and returned at

the earliest possible time and not later than 15 days after the examination.
The semester grade reports of those students who receive an LA will not be complete. This situation often causes students to beuninformed as to their academic eligibility and as to the correctness oftheir schedule for the following semester.
Audits (Undergraduate)

AU- Audit. Gix en in recognition ofsuccessful completion ofa course audit.
NR— No recognition. Given for unsuccessful completion ofa course audit.

Students wishing to audit a course before or after taking it for credit must have the approval oftheir adviser and ofthe departmentoffering the course. Auditors are expected to attend class regularly. The degree to which an auditor must participate in class beyondregular attendance is optional with the instructor; any such requirements should be clearly explained in writing to the auditor at thebeginning ofthe semester. Should the instructor conclude that poor attendance has resulted in an auditor’s gaining little from thecourse. the instructor should mark NR (no recognition will be given for an audit) on the final grade report. Students who have take acourse for audit may. with their adviser’s approval enroll in the course for credit during a subsequent semester or Summer Session.For tuition cost purposes, audits are treated as full credit value. For all other purposes, hours of audit do not count in calculatingundergraduate course loads.
Note: Veteran’s benefits are gm erned by Veterans Administration regulation concerning audits. Public Law 94502 (GI. Bill)and Public Law 64 (sons and daughters of deceased or disabled veterans) consider only courses being taken for credit whendetermining a student’s course load for benefit purposes. For information, contact the Veteran’s Affairs Office, 1000 HarrisHall, (919)515-3048.
W- Withdrawal/Late Drop. Used on student’s grade reports and transcripts to indicate all courses for which they have receivedofficial approval to drop or from which they have received official approx al to withdraw after the deadlines for dropping.
Credit by Examination
Undergraduate students currently registered at NC State (degree, unclassified. or Lifelong Education) may request an examination forcourse credit in a course whether enrolled in that course or not, under the conditions described below. Students must initiate a requestwith their adviser (except when a teaching department awards credit based upon group testing for placement purposes). Should theadviser approve, the student must arrange for the examination with the department offering the course. The department mayadminister the examination in any manner pertinent to the materials ofthe course. Departments are encouraged to offer credit by
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examination in all courses but have the prerogative of excluding certain courses, which are demonstrably unsuited for credit byexamination.
The academic standards for credit by examination will be commensurate with the academic standards for the course. If a student’sperformance on the examination is judged to be of“C ” or higher quality, the department will notify the Department of Registrationand Records on a Grade Change Report that the student has received Credit by Examination for the course. The Department ofRegistration and Records will enter the appropriate number of credit hours on the student‘s permanent academic record. Creditsearned through Credit by Examination are not used in the computation ofa student’s grade point average.
The Department of Registration and Records will post course credit by examination to a student’s permanent academic record only ifthat student is currently registered at NC State. However, ifthe course credit by examination would enable a student to complete therequirements for a degree. that student would not have to be registered in order to receive the credit.
Ifa student fails to achieve “C—” or higher quality work on an attempted credit by examination, no action is required other than thedepartment’s notifying the student. However, that student is not eligible for another such examination in the same course.
Once a student has failed a course or has completed creditor audit for more than fifty percent ofa course, the student may not attemptcredit by examination for that course. Under unusual circumstances, exceptions may be made upon the written recommendation ofthe student‘s adviser and the approval ofthe department offering the course. A student vs ho receives credit by examination in a coursein which that student is currently enrolled must officially drop that course no later than mid-semester.
Credit by Examination Through Independent Studies
Persons who are not currently enrolled on campus and who have gained through study or experience, knowledge ofthe content ofundergraduate credit courses offered through Independent Studies may (with the approval ofthe independent Studies staff and theacademic department offering a course) receive credit for that course by special examination. Students may request approval toattempt credit by examination by completing and submitting a form available from independent Studies, The University ofNorthCarolina, Box 1020, The Friday Center, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 1020. (919)962—1104.
Currently enrolled students are not eligible for credit by examination through Independent Studies. These students should go directlyto the appropriate academic department to request credit by examination under the regular procedures in effect on campus.
Credit Only Option for Free Elective Courses
Each undergraduate student has the option to count toward graduation requirements a maximum of 12 semester hours in the categoryof credit-only courses (exclusive of physical education activity courses and other courses authorized to be graded on Satisfact01yUnsatisfactory basis). The student may select as credit-only any course offered by the university except those in Military Science andAerospace Studies. The selected courses must be included under the free elective category ofthe specific curriculum in which thestudent is enrolled. The student will be responsible for attendance. assignments, and examinations.
The student’s performance in a credit only course will be reported as S (satisfactory grade for credit-only course and gix en whencourse work is equivalent to C- or better) or U (no credit grade for credit-only course). The grade for a credit only course will ha\ e noeffect on the student’s Grade Point Average. The course and its grade will be counted in the cumulative hours attempted. Credit—onlycourses do not count in the calculation of eligibility for the Semester Dean’s List, which requires either twelve hours or fifteen hoursof course work for which grade points are earned.
Lifelong Education students may take on a credit—only basis any course for vs hich they satisfy prerequisites. Students should be awarethat many graduate and professional schools evaluate credit-only courses for which “U" grades were awarded as failing grades.
Transfer Credit
Transcripts of college course credit for new transfer students and for NC State students who have taken course work at anotherinstitution are evaluated by the dean ofthe appropriate school to determine how the work applies to fulfilling the graduationrequirements of each student’s intended curriculum. Students admitted to an NC State undergraduate degree program who wish totake courses at another institution must obtain prior endorsement from their academic department and prior written approval fromtheir school dean in order to insure that the transfer credits will apply toward fulfilling specific graduation requirements. Transfercredit is not recorded on former students” permanent records until after they have been readmitted and have re enrolled.
For the most current information regarding this regulation, please visit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu policies academic affairs enrollment admissions REG230.01.2.php
Academic Honors
High ranking students in their freshman year are eligible for membership in Phi Era Sigma and Alpha Lambda Della. Both ofthesenational scholastic honoraries require a 3.5 semester grade point average or better during the first semester or a cumulative average of3.5 for both semesters during the freshman year. Juniors ranking in the top three percent oftheir class, seniors ranking in the top sixpercent of their Class, and outstanding graduate students are eligible for election to membership in Phi Kappa Phi, the university’smost prestigious campus—wide scholastic honor society. Outstanding undergraduate and graduate students majoring in the arts andsciences are also eligible for election to membership in Phi Bela Kappa.
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For the most current information regarding this regulatlon, please visit the followmg web site:\\\\w.ncsu.edu policies academic affairs pols regs RI:G205.00. 1 .php
Semester Dean’s List. A full—time undergraduate student who earns a semester a\ erage of3.5 or better on 12 to 14 hours of coursework for \\ hich grade points are earned or a semester average of3.250 or better on 15 or more hours of course work for which gradepoints are earned \\ ill be placed on the Dean‘s List for that semester. Students are not eligible for the Dean’s List in any semester in\\hich the) recei\e an F or [N grade. When IN grades are resolved. however. students who are otherwise eligible shall be addedretroacthel) to the Dean’s List for that semester. Dean‘s List recognition shall be noted on the student’s semester grade report andpermanent academic record.
Graduation with Honors. Undergraduate degree honor designations are:

Cum Lulu/e for GPA 3.2.5 through 3.499
\lugml ( um Lam/c for GPA 3.5 through 3.749
Sum/m1 Cum Lam/t for GPA 3.75 and aboxe

To be eligible for degree honor designations students must ha\e completed at least t\\o semesters and at least 30 credit hours at NCState.
Valedictorian, Salutatorian. and Highest Ranking Scholar in a College. To be eligible for consideration as valedictorian.salutatorian. or highest ranking scholar in a college. an undergraduate student must haxe recei\ ed at least 100 academic credits at NCState (including credit by examination. advanced placement credit. and S U courses). These 100 credits may include no more than 20transfer credits through programs officially sponsored by NC State. Specifically. these programs are Cooperating Raleigh Colleges.National Student Exchange. International Student Exchange. NC State sponsored study abroad programs. and the affiliated hospitalprograms in Medical Technology. All students \\ hose accumulated grade point averages. based on all courses attempted at NC State.make them eligible for one ofthese honors. shall be so recognized. That is. in the case ofties. more than one student will receive thehonor. However in the case ofties for \aledictorian. no salutatorian \\ ill be recognized.
Grade Reports
Grade reports are not mailed at the end of each semester. Grades are posted online within 24 hours after instructors submit them tothe Uni\ersit) Registrar‘s Office.
The Department of Registration and Records provides four methods in which students may gain access to term grades:
- TRACS LINK: \\\\ \\.ncsu.edu reg records Requires your Unity ID and password.
- TRACS: (919)515 NCSU (6278) Requires your student ID number. Please use all 9 digits.

Toll Free: l—877—MY—GRADE (694-7233). Grades are provided toll free and are available telephonically during the exam period
until approximately two \\ eeks in the next succeeding semester.

- In Writing: A printed copy of semester grades can be issued only at the written request ofthe student concerned. The written
request should be submitted after the first day of classes. but before the last day of classes each semester and should include the
following information: student‘s full name. student identification number, PIN. correct correspondence address and signature.
The request should be mailed to: Department of Registration and Records. Box 7313. NC State University. Raleigh. NC 27695
7313.

- In Person: Students may come in person to the Department of Registration and Records. 1000 Harris Hall. and request a printed
copy of grades for their last enrolled term. The student must show a picture ID to receive grades. Office hours are 8:00am to
5:00pm. Monday through Friday

Transcripts of Academic Records
Official NC State University transcripts are a complete record ofa student‘s academic work at the uni\ ersity. These transcripts areissued on official “SCRIP-SAFE" paper and carry the pre-printed signature ofthe University Registrar, the date ofissue. and the pre-printed seal ofthe university.
An official transcript is issued only at the written request or authorization ofthe student concerned. Transcript requests can be madein person or in writing either by mail or fax to the Department of Registration and Records. 1000 Harris Hall, Box 7313, NC StateUniversity. Raleigh. NC 27695—7313; fax: (919)515 2376. TELEPHONE REQUESTS FOR TRANSCRIPTS WILL NOT BEHONORED.
When making a request. the student must include his her full name (including any names they may have used while at NC State),student ID number, date of birth, date oflast attendance. and the exact address (including ZIP code) where the transcript is to be sent.Requests must include the student’s signature.
CHARGES: Requests must be accompanied by a check. money order, or Visa or MasterCard number and expiration date.Transcripts are $5.00 per copy. A charge of$10 per copy is assessed for any transcript that must be faxed.
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Transcript requests will normally be processed at time of request. However, a longer period oftime may be required for processing atthe end of each semester. Offic1al transcripts are not issued for those people who are indebted to the university until suchindebtedness is paid or satisfactorily adjusted.
For more information, please contact the Department of Registration and Records, 1000 Harris Hall, (919)515-2575.
Change of Name, Address, Telephone, or E-mail
It is the student’s responsibility to notify the Department of Registration and Records of any changes in name, address, telephone, ore—mail. Failure to do so may prevent prompt delivery of important university correspondence and correct notification of hometownnewspapers ofhonors received. International students are required by law to notify the university of any change or correction in nameor address within 10 days. Updating address changes in TRACS fulfills international students' federal requirements for maintainingstatus in SEVIS.
Name changes can only be completed in person at Registration and Records, 1000 Harris Hall by providing a picture ID and proof ofthe name change (i.e. drix er’s license, social security card)
Changes of address, telephone or e-mail can be completed in one ofthe following 3 ways:
TRACS LINK: www.ncsu.edu reg records requires Unity ID and password
By Phone: (919)515—2576 Telephone requests will not be accepted during the first week of each semester. Students must provide.name, student ID, and PIN in order to change their address over the phone.
In Writing: The Change ofAddress form at www.ncsu.edu reg records remote forms pdf addr changepdf should be completed andsent to the Department ofRegistration and Records, Box 7313, NC State University, Raleigh, NC 27695 and must include your name,student ID number, PIN, new address and signature.
Double Degrees
Students who have satisfactorily completed the requirements for more than one bachelor’s degree may, upon the recommendation oftheir deans, be awarded two bachelor’s degrees at the same or at different commencement exercises. To earn two degrees, studentsregister in one school or department and, with the cooperation ofthe second school or department, “ork out their program to coverthe requirements for both. Students must file an approved Curriculum Change Form vx ith Registration and Records, 1000 Harris Hall.An Application for Degree Form must be submitted for each degree.
Intra-Campus Transfers (Curriculum Change)
Regulation1. A student who has attempted more than twelve credit hours at NC State may transfer to another curriculum provided that the

student meets the admission requirements of the intended new curriculum (See Appendix W ofthe Handbook for Advising andTeaching).
2. A student who has attempted twelve or more credit hours at NC State may transfer to another curriculum provided that the
student is eligible to do so under the intra-campus transfer policy which pertains to the intended curriculum.

Procedures for Intra-Campus Transfers
Undergraduate students wishing to change from one curriculum to another must report to the dean’s office ofthe college offering thecurriculum in which entrance is desired and request acceptance into the new college or curriculum. International students must meetwith an Office oflntemational Scholar and Student Services advisor and change their curriculum in SEVIS before submitting theCurriculum Change Form to the Department of Registration and Records.
Ifacceptance is approved, a Curriculum Change Form (See Appendix W ofthe Handbook for Advising and Teaching) will be issued,bearing the signature ofthe accepting dean.
Ifthe former curriculum was in a different college, the Curriculum Change For should be submitted for the signature ofthe releasingdean with the request that all records be transferred to the new college and department.
From the standpoint of advising, pre-registration, and adding and dropping courses, the student is considered to be in the newcurriculum as soon as the Curriculum Change Form is completed and filed with the Department of Registration and Records and therecords ofthe student have been transferred to the new department. (See also “Readmission of Former and Suspended DegreeStudents” and “University Policies and College Departmental Policies”)
For the most current information regarding this regulation, please visit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu polices/academic affairs pols regs/REGZOS.00.l6.php
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Academic Status
Continuation of Undergraduate EnrollmentThis regulation applies to: a) undergraduate students, including all Lifelong Education students, who enroll in NC State Universityfor the first time in the 2004 Fall Semester or thereafter, and b) students admitted to the university in an undergraduate degree seekingstatus in the 2004 Fall Semester or thereafter, regardless of initial university enrollment date. Beginning with the 2006 Fall Semester,all undergraduate students, regardless of \\ hen they first enrolled in NC State University. will be subject to this regulation.
Minimum Eligibility StandardThe minimum eligibility standard for continued enrollment for any undergraduate student is defined as achieving the requiredcumulative grade point a\ erage for the total number ofcredit hours attempted at NC State plus transferred credit hours according tothe Schedule of Performance Requirements for Continuing Undergraduate l<nrollment. referred to hereafter as the ContinuationSchedule.

Schedule of Performance Requirements for Continuing Undergraduate Enrollment
(Effective Fall 2004)

Credit Hours Attempted Minimum Requiredat VC State Plus Cumulative Grade Point AverageCredit Hours Transferred on all Courses Taken at NC State
1-59 1.8

60 or more 2.0
Undergraduate students “ho, at the end ofany Spring Semester, do not meet the minimum standards shown in the ContinuationSchedule will not be allou ed to continue their enrollment at the university during subsequent Fall and Spring Semesters, With thefollowing exceptions:
- no student will be suspended until the end ofthe student's second regular semester at NC State;

any student who begins a given semester with a cumulative GPA of2.00 or better will be eligible to continue in the next regular
semester in which the), seek enrollment regardless of academic performance in that given semester;

- students \\ ho are eligible to continue at the end ofa Spring Semester will be eligible to continue into the following fall.
regardless ofSummer Session performance:
students will be eligible to continue their enrollment until they have attempted at least twelve hours at NC State; and,

' suspended students re-admitted on appeal will be eligible to enroll on Academic Probation.
A student with a cumulati\ e GPA below 2.00 n ill be in one ofthree academic statuses: Academic Warning, Academic Suspension, orAcademic Probation.
Academic WarningEvery student \\ ho meets the criteria set forth in the above section, but whose cumulative grade point average is less than 2.00, theminimum for graduation, will be on Academic Warning Status. The Timely Advising Requirement applies to students on AcademicWarning Status.
Academic SuspensionAcademic Suspension Status is assigned at the end ofthe Spring Semester to students who do not meet the minimum eligibilitystandards and who were enrolled in either the Fall or Spring Semester. Academically suspended students are subject to the provisionsofthe regulation on Readmission of Former and Academically Suspended Undergraduate Degree Students. International studentswho are suspended Vi ill haxe their programs terminated in SEVlS and must immediately meet with an Office ofIntemational Scholarand Student Services advisor to discuss immigration consequences and limited options for readmission or transfer.
Academic ProbationAcademically suspended students may appeal to the University Admissions Committee for re-admission on Academic ProbationStatus in order to enroll in a regular semester (fall or spring). Students will not be considered in good academic standing while onAcademic Probation Status. The Timely Adx ising Requirement applies to students on Academic Probation Status. The Unit ersityAdmissions Committee may prescribe additional requirements as a condition of re-admission. Students who obtain a cumulative GPAabove the suspension level, after being placed on probation status, will have the probation status discontinued. Students who do notobtain a cumulative GPA ab0\ e the suspension level, by the end ofthe Spring Semester after being placed on probation, will return toAcademic Suspension Status.
Timely Advising RequirementAll students on Academic Warning Status or Academic Probation Status are required to meet with their academic advisers during thefirst four weeks of classes in regular semesters to review their academic situations and to formulate or review and revise as neededtheir plans of study. Any student in either ofthese statuses who does not comply with this requirement will not be allowed to registerand continue enrollment at the university during subsequent Fall and Spring Semesters unless the cumulative GPA ofthe student is2.00 or greater at the end ofthe semester in which the requirement was not met.
For the most current information regarding these regulations, please \ isit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu policies academic affairs academic progress REG02.05.1 .php
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Transition of Continuing Students to the Continuation of Undergraduate Enrollment Academic
Regulation
Through the end of second Summer Session 2006, students who entered the university as a regular degree seeking student for the firsttime prior to second Summer Sessron 2004 will continue to be subject to the Schedule of Performance Requirements for ContinuingUndergraduate Enrollment that became effective Fall 1995.

Schedule of Performance Requirements for
Continuing Undergraduate Enrollment

(Effective, Fall 1995)
Credit Hours Minimum Required

Attempted at NC State Cumulative Grade Point
Plus Credit Hours Average on all Courses Taken

Transferred at NC State
1-35 1.5
36-47 1.6
48-59 1.7
60-71 1.8
72-83 1.9

84 or more 2.0
Beginning vs ith the Fall Semester 2006, all NC State undergraduate students will be subject to the pr0\ isions ofthe new ContinuationSchedule (Effective Fall 2004).
Readmission of Former and Suspended Degree Students
An undergraduate degree student who fails to enroll or attend at all. during any regular semester, is considered a “former degreestudent", and must re-apply for admission to continue. Readmission applications should be submitted as soon as possible but no laterthan 30 days prior to the date of desired enrollment. Former students returning should be avx are that enrollment restrictions may beimposed at any time, which may affect their readmission.
A non-refundable charge must accompany all applications.
Readmission for Students Eligible to ContinueStudents who were eligible to continue at NC State at the time of leaving and who have a grade point a\ erage of at least 2.0 on allcourses taken at NC State are eligible to be readmitted to their former program. provided the program has the capacity to acceptadditional students.
A student who was eligible to continue at the time of leaving who has subsequently completed academic work at another institutionand earned less than a C- average on such work must complete a readmission form and write a letter ofpetition to the UndergraduateAdmissions Committee.
A student who was eligible to continue at the time ofleaving and whose grade point average is less than 2.0 on all courses taken atNC State will be:
' Considered for readmission on Academic Warning status ifthe student's GPA is not lovx er than the level required to be eligible to

continue under the current regulation; or
Considered for readmission on Academic Probation Status for one semester ifthe student‘s GPA is belovt the le\ cl required to be
eligible to continue under the current policy.
Former students returning who desire a Change of curriculum must be accepted into the desired major based upon current
matriculation requirements and submit a properly validated Curriculum Change Form (See Appendix W in the Handbook for
Advising and Teaching) to the Department of Registration and Records before readmission can be processed. (See lntra Campus
Transfers)

Readmission for Suspended StudentsA student whose grade point average on all courses taken at NC State is such that the student has been suspended may seekreadmission under the rules in Sections 4 through 6 below.
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Readmitted academically suspended students will be on Academic Probation Status and will not be considered in good academicstanding until such time as they meet the appropriate minimum cumulative GPA requirement based upon the university‘sContinuation ofUndergraduate Enrollment regulation.
Any academically suspended student needing l4 or fewer credit hours for graduation and having a GP (Grade Point) deficit of 10 orless \\ ill be automatically readmitted to the university on Academic Probation Status for one semester Without petitioning forreadmission.
- Such students will be permitted to register for successive academic semesters provided that, following readmission, each

semester GPA is at least 2,500 until such time as the cumulathe GPA is 2.000 or greater (at which time the Academic Probation
Status \\ ill be remm ed).

' Failure to achieve the required 2.500 semester GPA or the minimum overall GPA required by the Continuation of Undergraduate
Enrollment regulation \\ ill result in an additional notice ofacademic suspension from the university at the end of either the Fall
or Spring Semester.
So long as the student is on Probation Status, s be \\ ill be limited to a maximum of 14 hours registration each semester (any
exception must be appr0\ ed by the adviser and Academic Dean ofthe college in which the student is enrolled).

Automatic Readmission Based on Academic PerformanceA student \\ ho is academically suspended may enroll in NC State Unnerstty Summer Sessmn courses and NC State UnnersttyIndependent Studies courses in order to attempt to improye their overall academic performance.
With consent ofthe academic department in which the student was formally enrolled, a suspended student may enroll in NC StateUni\ersity Distance Education courses.
- Courses taken through this a\ enue must be consistent \\ ith the student's program of study.

To facilitate taking distance education courses, a student must contact his her academic adviser or the coordinator of adyising in
the student's major department to request departmental consent.

Enrollment in NC State University Summer Session, Independent Study. and or Distance Education courses will be limited to a totaloftwo courses (plus applicable labs) at any given time. An additional one credit hour Physical Education course can be added forstudents attending on campus Summer Sessions.
lfgrades earned through NC State Summer Session courses, Independent Study courses. or NC State Distance Education courses aresuffic1ent to remoye the suspension. the student may be automatically readmitted in the subsequent semester without admissioncommittee re\ iew
Readmission Based on Appeals to the University Admissions Committeelfthe student chooses not to pursue any ofthe ab0\ e course options or fails to earn grades sufficient to meet the minimum cumulativeGPA requirement (based on the university's Continuation ofUndergraduate Enrollment regulation), the following rules for appeals tothe Undergraduate Admissions Committee V\ ill apply:
First Notice of Academic Suspension. Upon receiving the first notice of academic suspension from the university, a mandatory oneregular semester break in enrollment will be imposed for the semester following receipt ofthe notice (i.e,. the Fall or SpringSemester).
During the one semester break in enrollment, a suspended student may take advantage of an alternative readmission program. Thisrequires a Psychoeducational Assessment offered by the University Counseling Center. The goal ofthis assessment is to helpsuspended students identify any underlying educational, behavioral, psychological. or medically related cause(s) ofthe previouslypoor educational performance and to make recommendations for adjustments. Students are strongly encouraged to participate in thisintervention program.
- Upon verification by the Counseling Center of completion ofthe Psychoeducational Assessment the student will be eligible for

readmission at the beginning ofthe next semester without admission committee review.
- For readmission in the Spring Semester, evaluations done at the NC State Counseling Center must be scheduled prior to August

15 and be completed by October 20. Note: Students would not be enrolled during the Fall Semester.
- For readmission in the Fall Semester, Ex aluations done at the NC State Counseling Center must be scheduled prior to May 1 and

be completed by July 15. Note: Students would not be enrolled during the Spring Semester.
- Off-campus, licensed mental health service providers under the guidelines provided by the NC State Counseling Center may also

conduct evaluations. Acceptable reports. however, must be filed and discussed by the student with a counselor at the Counseling
Center by the October 20 and July 15 dates.

After an absence of at least one regular semester following the first notice of academic suspension, students choosing not to takeadvantage ofthe alternatiye readmission process may petition for readmission through the Admission Committee. The petitionshould provide evidence of motivation and or achievement based on any academic work or systematic rey iew of previousperformance completed during the suspension period.
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Upon readmission the student must meet with their academic advisor to update their plan of study and revievs their strategies foracademlc success. Failure to meet With the adviser and to update their plan of study may result in the cancellation ofthe student'senrollment.
Second Notice of Academic Suspension. Upon receiving the second notice of academic suspension from the university, amandatory two regular semester break in enrollment will be imposed. At the end ofthe mandatory period, the student may petitionthe Undergraduate Admiss10ns Committee for readmission.
Petitions for readmission must be accompanied by:
- transcript of any courses (including grades) taken during the suspension. and
- a detailed plan of study, developed with the assistance and approx al ofthe adviser. or department designee. outlining courses to

be taken in each subsequent semester and the level of performance (GPA and number ofhours each semester) necessaly to
complete the degree requirements. and

- a written evaluation by the adviser candidly discussing the probability the student will be able to meet the performance
expectations, and

- evidence that the student participated in the specified inter\ ention program follo“ ing the automatic reinstatement after the first
academic suspension.

Ifthe Admissions Committee decides to readmit the student:
- The student as a mandatory condition of continued enrollment must follow the negotiated plan of study. The plan of study shall

specify the GPA to be maintained and the number ofhours to be carried by the student each semester until graduation.
' This plan of study cannot replace or supersede university graduation requirements. such as the 2.000 overall GPA required for

graduation. or any other requirements as may be specified in the student‘s curriculum regarding grade points. hours of D. etc.. for
graduation.
As long as the student's cumulative GPA is less than the minimum required. this plan of study. \\ hen accepted by the university,
will supersede the graduated Schedule of Performance Requirements for Continuing Undergraduate Enrollment (“continuation
schedule”) used to determine suspension.

- Failure to follovx the plan ofstudy will result in the cancellation ofthe student‘s enrollment and a third notice ofsuspension from
the university.

Ifthe student performs at a level to earn a cumulative GPA that exceeds 2.000. strict adherence to the plan of study may no longer berequired. However. a student whose performance drops in subsequent semesters. will then be subject. to a third suspension for pooracademic performance
Third Notice of Academic Suspension. Upon the third notice of academic suspension. the student will be permanently suspendedfrom the university, except as provided for under the Contractual Readmission Policy.
Contractual Readmission. (An appeal to Undergraduate Admissions Committee by students \\ ho have not been enrolled at NCState for three or more years) After not being enrolled at NC State (excluding Summer Sessions. Independent Studies. and NC StateDistance Education courses) for a continuous three year period or longer. a student whose former academic record at NC State wassuch that the student was suspended or would have been suspended under current policies. may petition the UndergraduateAdmissions Committee for contractual readmission.
The Committee will decide each case on its individual merits with special regard to the student‘s vs ritten appeal. the productive use ofthe three or more intervening years, evidence ofmotivation and achievement based on any academic work done during those three ormore years, and a supporting letter from the department offering the curriculum into which the student requests admission. This lettermust contain a proposed plan of study agreed to and signed by the student. the department head. and the dean. lfthe curriculum intowhich the student requests admission is different from that in which the student was last enrolled. the petition to the AdmissionsCommittee must also be accompanied by a Curriculum Change Form (See Appendix W in the Handbook for Advising and Teaching)approved by the accepting dean.
Ifa contractual readmission is approved. the following conditions will apply:
' The student's entire academic record at NC State will be recorded on any subsequent transcript. including a grade point ax erage

on all work attempted at NC State.
' For courses attempted prior to readmission. only vs ork of C- or better will count toward fulfilling graduation requirements.

providing that such courses meet current curriculum requirements.
' For purposes of suspension and eligibility for graduation. a second grade point average will be calculated based only on courses

that are attempted after readmission. Total hours for graduation and suspension will be based on all work at NC State after
readmission plus former work ofC- or better that is acceptable to the department plus hours transferred from other institutions.

' The student must maintain an overall grade point average of 2.0 or better on all courses attempted after readmission.
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- Students w ho fail to achie\ e an overall grade point merage ol‘2.0 will lose their contractual readmission status. Their status for

subsequent work as a degree student at NC State shall be determined on the basis of total hours attempted at NC State plus
transferred hours and their grade point a\ erage calculated using all courses attempted at NC State.
A student may be readmitted under this option only once.

Notice of ReadmissionOnce a student has recei\ ed notice of readmission. the student should pay the semester's tuition at the University Cashier‘s Office(llOl Pullen Hall) and register for the schedule ol‘courses agreed upon in consultation with her his adviser. The student's personal IDnumber w ill be included in the notice of readmission.
Withdrawal from the University
Students w ho wish to drop all the courses f0] which they are registered must withdraw from the university for the remainder of thesemester or Summer Session in which they are enrolled. Students who have registered and prepaid are considered to be registered andmust be officially withdrawn. unless they have notilied the university prior to the beginning ofthe first day ofclasses that they wishto ha\e their registration cancelled. (See Registration Cancellation and Refund ofTuition and Fees in the Ham/bookforAdvising andTeaching)
The procedure for withdraw ing is different in several ways from the procedure for dropping one or some courses but not all. First, theprocedure is not initiated in the academic department or college. Second. a Schedule Revision Form is not used. Third, it is highlyrecommended. but not required. that students considering withdrawal consult their faculty adviser or department coordinator ofadvising. The withdrawal process is as follows.
Degree candidates and Unclassilied students initiate the official withdrawal process with the Counseling Center. Student HealthCenter. 515-2423. Parental apprmal to withdraw may be required for single students who are under eighteen.
Lifelong Education students contact Credit Programs & Summer Sessions. McKimmon Center. 515—2265.
International students who wish to withdraw from the unixersity must meet with an Office oflntemational Scholar and StudentServices advisor to effect a withdraw al in SEVIS before withdrawing from the uni\ ersity in order to protect their immigration status.International students who are contemplating a withdrawal must call OlSSS. 515-2961 for an appointment.
NC State students carry ing course work at another campus under the interinstitutional arrangement must contact the Department ofRegistration and Records. 1000 Harris Hall. 5 l 5 3048. to initiate the paperwork necessary for removal from the class roll at the otherinstitution.
Students visiting from other institutions w ho are registered for NC State course work under the lnterinstitutional arrangement mustinitiate withdrawal on their home campus.
Financial Aid recipients who withdraw during the semester or Summer Sessions may be required to repay all or a portion ofthe aidreceived. depending on the date upon w hich the withdrawal is effecth e. All students are required to get clearance through the Officeof Scholarships and Financial Aid during the withdrawal process to determine their indi\ idual repayment obligations.
Withdrawal After the Last Day of the Official Drop PeriodIt is considered that after the last day ofthe official drop period a student has become a partner in an implied contract with theuniversity to continue until the end ofthe semester. Therefore. withdrawals without academic penalty are granted by the universityonly when exception circumstances exist.
Undergraduate and graduate degree students may receive late withdrawals through the Counseling Center under three conditions:

1. Certification by an appropriate medical professional of serious disruption in academic functioning for medical reasons. Such
medical petitions are subject to review by a uni\ ersity physician and by the Counseling Center.

2. Certification by the Counseling Center ofserious disruption in academic functioning because of an emotional problem or
crisis. It is important to verify that (a) there has been a significant decrease in the student’s usual level of psychological
functioning and (b) that regaining that previous level of functioning will in» olve a process of sufficient academic disruption
to make continuing as a student unreasonable. In this case a “hold” may often be placed on the student‘s readmission
pending certification by the Counseling Center and or independent psychologist/psychiatrist that the student has regained
and can be expected to maintain that usual level of psychological competence.

3. Verification by the office ofthe student‘s college dean that a decision has been reached in accordance with that college’s
policies and procedures that a documented hardship of any kind which. responsibly handled. resulted in it being
unreasonable to insist that the student continue. The hardship should normally have been reasonably unforeseeable.

Courses for which students are officially enrolled are recorded on the transcript without grades or grade points but with a notation of“W” to indicated approval to withdraw after the withdrawal deadline.
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Repeating Courses
Course Repeat PolicyStudents who repeat a course, regardless ofthe grade previously made, will have both grades counted in their cumulative grade pointaverage.
- Undergraduate students may be allowed as many semester hours as are appropriate in the departmental curriculum for courses

that are titled seminar, special topics, independent study or research (usually numbered 490-499 or 590 599) and cover topics
different from those studied when the courses were taken previously. Unless a course satisfies one or the other ofthe above
conditions, the semester hours will be counted only once toward the number of hours required for graduation even though
students repeat and pass the course both times.

- The adviser’s approval is required for students to repeat any course previously passed with a C- or better; no approval can be
given for a grade ofA or B. Nor will it be given vs hen: students wish to repeat a lower division course that they have passed with
a grade of C- or better after having successfully completed; students wish to take an introductory course after they have
successfully completed an advanced course dealing with similar material.
Students must not register again for any courses in which they have IN grades; such registration does not remove IN grades; and
the completion of the course on the second occasion will automatically result in an F for the uncompleted course.

For the most current information regarding this regulation, please visit the following web site:www.ncsu.edu/policies academic affairs pols regs/REG205.00.23.php
First Year Course Repeat PolicyFor courses first attempted in Fall 1995 and afterwards.
The first year course repeat policy is one of forgiveness that helps new NC State undergraduate students maintain good academicstanding. The policy is necessary because new students lack familiarity with the university. and as a result, are more likely to makeerrors in their choice of courses and total course load.
Effects

The eligible student who repeats a course while electing that the first year course repeat policy apply, will have the grade points
and the credit hours attempted and earned on the first completion ofthe course removed from the calculation ofthe cumulatix e
grade point average which will result from the removal ofthe grade points and credit hours attempted and earned on the first
completion ofthe course will be calculated and recorded on the student’s record after the second completion ofthe course.

' The course title and grade for the first completion will be shown on the official record with a code (R) to indicate that it was
repeated and that the first grade was removed from the computation ofthe cumulative grade point average.

- The recorded grade point average ofthe student for the semester in which the course was originally taken will not be changed.
Repeating a course and exercising the first year course repeat policy does not retroactively change the status ofthe student as to
semester academic hours, academic warning, probation, or suspension in prior semesters.

' Many graduate and professional schools recompute grade point averages in the process of considering an application for
admission to such programs. This recomputation of grade point averages may include restoring the cumulative grade point
average effects ofinitial attempts at courses repeated under this policy.

Eligibility
1. the initial attempt and the repeat under this policy must be an NC State course;
2. the course being repeated was completed for the first time after the Summer Session ll 1995;
3. the course being repeated must be at the 100— or 200- level;
4. the student received a grade below C- in the course that is to be repeated;
5. both attempts ofthe course were for letter grades; no unsuccessful audits or credit—only attempts may be repeated nor may

repeats under the policy be made for audit or credit-only;
6. the student has received credit for an advanced course dealing with the same subject matter as the course being repeated;
7. the first attempt ofthe course must have occurred within 12 months ofthe student’s initial enrollment in any classification at

NC State; this period is not lengthened by voluntary or involuntary failure to enroll in subsequent semesters or Summer
Session, nor by enrolling at less than a minimum fiill-time load following the initial date of enrollment;

8. the second attempt is for the same course or for an approved substitute course;
9. the second attempt occurs in a regular semester or Summer Session which ends within 12 months ofthe completion ofthe

first attempt ofthe course; ifthe course is not available during that period or ifthe student is not enrolled when it is
available, then the second attempt must occur in the next regular semester during which the student is enrolled at NC State
and the course is available;

l0. the notice of Exercise of First Year Course Repeat Policy is filed by the student with the Department of Registration and
Records on or before the “last day to drop a course without a grade for courses at the 400 level and below” ofthe semester
or Summer Session in which the course is repeated.
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Procedures

1. students are advised to consult with their advisers in making the decision to elect a course repeat under this policy.
2. the student must submit a Notice of Exercise of First Year Course Repeat to the Department Registration and Records on or

before the last day to drop a course without a grade at the 400 level or below ofthe semester or Summer Session in which
the course is repeated. Forms may be obtained from advisers, departmental coordinators of advising, associate deans for
academic programs, or the Department of Registration and Records.

Code of Student Conduct
All students who enroll at NC State are required to adhere to the Code of Student Conduct. This code “sets our the kind of behaviorthat disrupts and inhibits the normal functioning ofthe university, and what action it will take to protect the community from suchdisruption.” Academic and Non-Academic Misconduct, both on and off campus are addressed in the Code. Students will receivesanctions that may range from a warning to expulsion from the university. For more information contact the Office of StudentConduct at (919)515-2963 or access the code through the following web site: www.ncsu.edu/student_conduct.

NC STATE STUDENT SERVICES
Accident and Health Insurance
The university offers students a medical insurance program to purchase The insurance covers the surgical, accident, and hospitalneeds of participating students as a supplement to Student Health Services. Each year complete information is available to students atthe start ofthe Fall and Spring Semesters. Students are strongly encouraged to have medical insurance protection of some type.Continuous enrollment in the university's student accident and health insurance program is required of all international students on astudent visa (F-l or J-l ). All other students are strongly encouraged to have medical insurance protection of some type.

Bookstores
The official campus source for all course books is the NC State Bookstore,consisting ofthe main store, located on East Dunn Avenue, the NorthCampus Shop, located in the lower level of Erdahl Cloyd Annex oftheD. H. Hill Library, and the Century Shop located in Research 111,Centennial Campus. At the main store, the book division providestextbooks, fiction, nonfiction, technical and reference titles, publishers’overstock and remainders, college outlines, paperbacks, book reviews,periodicals, and calendars. The merchandise division carries schoolsupplies, personal computers with accessories and supplies, art andengineering supplies, greeting cards, health and beauty aids, imprintedsportswear, souvenirs, and convenience items. Special orders are acceptedfor books and merchandise. Purchases may be charged by VISA,MasterCard, Discover, American Express, or AllCampus Money Card.

During the opening of Fall and Spring Semesters, the main store is open specified evenings, in addition to each Tuesday evening andSaturday when classes are in session. North Campus Shop specializes in computer supplies, sale books, magazines, souvenirs, gifts,and convenience items. The entire operation ofthe Bookstore is completely self—supporting, with its annual surplus transferred to theNC State Scholarship Fund.
Campus Recreation
The mission ofthe Department of Campus Recreation is to provide diverse opportunities for the campus community ofNC StateUniversity and expand the knowledge of and participation in recreational activities, which foster healthy lifestyles, sportsmanship,teamwork, and leadership, The Department is composed of the following activity programs: Club Sports, Fitness/Wellness,Intramural Sports and Outdoor Adventures.
Club SportsA sport club is a registered student organization formed by individuals with a common interest in a sport or activity that exists topromote and develop interest in that particular activity. Clubs may be instructional, recreational, competitive, or some combinationthereof. Characterized by being student-initiated and student-managed, the basic structure of sport clubs allows members numerousopportunities for leadership. There are currently 46 affiliated sport clubs: Aikido, All-Girl Cheerleading, Australian Rules Football,Badminton, Baseball, Basketball (W), Bowling, Cricket, Cross Country/Track, Cycling/Mountain Biking, Dance Team, Disc Golf,Equestrian, Fencing, Field Hockey, Gymnastics, Ice Hockey, Lacrosse (M&W), Martial arts, Outing, Racquetball, Rodeo, RollerHockey, Rowing, Rugby (M&W), Sailing, Shaolin Kung Fu, Ski & Snowboard, Soccer (M&W), Social Ballroom Dance, Sofiball,Squash, Swimming, Table Tennis, Tae Kwon Do, Tennis, Triathlon, Ultimate (M&W), Volleyball (M&W), Water Polo, Water Ski/Wakeboard.
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Fitness/WellnessThere are approximately 38 hours of Group Fitness classes each week during the academic year and approximately 15 hours in thesummer. Classes such as step and hi/lo aerobics, cardio-boxing, hip hop, total body conditioning, pilates, mind—body-balance, coreresistance training, jump rope, slide, water fitness, and yogalates classes allow diverse and energetic opportunities to help participantsmeet their fitness goals. In addition, Fitness/Wellness Educational Workshops are offered that provide knowledge about topics like:injury prevention, time and stress management, relaxation and massage, nutrition, eating disorders, yoga, Latin dance, self—defense,weight training, body composition assessment, and goal setting.
Intramural SportsEighteen team and individual special events and co-recreational activities areoffered through the intramural sports program. Activities include basketball, flagfootball, soccer, softball, volleyball, badminton, bowling, cross country, golf,tennis, kickball, racquetball, squash, quickball, swimming, table tennis, and track &field.
Outdoor AdventuresOutdoor Adventures offers adventure-based trips, educational workshops, andoutdoor rental equipment. Adventure trips are offered by skilled and qualifiedguides to some of the most pristine areas of this country. Trips such as seakayaking, white water rafting, caving, hang gliding, backpacking, and canoeing areoffered. Educational Workshops include topics such as wilderness survival, backcountry cooking, rock climbing, and map & compass skills. Equipment check outoffers a variety of outdoor equipment. Available equipment includes: tents, backpacks, sleeping bags, lanterns, stoves and canoes. Inaddition, there are hours designated for recreational rock climbing on the indoor rock-climbing wall located in CarmichaelGymnasium.
The Department of Campus Recreation is located in room 1000 Carmichael Gym. For more information, please see the followingweb site: www.ncsu.edu/campus_rec.
The University Career Center
The University Career Center’s goal is two-fold: to assist students in developing their career objectives and to provide resources forstudents to link to the employment world. The University Career Center offers assistance to all students at the university on a year-round basis.
Services provided by the Career Center are designed to meet the needs of all students, from freshmen to graduate students, in theirvarious stages of career development. Career counselors provide individual counseling as well as campus wide, career-planningworkshops that cover topics such as resume development and interview strategies. In addition, the center helps students findinternships, summer, part-time, and full-time jobs related to their career objectives. Center staff members promote, arrange, andcoordinate job interviews between students and employer representatives, schedule visits of recruiters to campus, refer employers toview students’ on-line resumes, and maintain job vacancy announcements. The center maintains career andjob information on-lineand through its library.
The Career Center is located in 2100 Pullen Hall and at www.ncsu.edu/career.
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Chaplains” Cooperative Ministry
Ann Pearce. Director3106 Talley Student CenterBox 7306. NC State 27695

phone: (919)515—2414e mail: acpearcem unity.ncsu.eduwww.nesu.edu student affairs chaplains indexbtml
The Chaplains‘ Cooperatixe Ministry at NC State is an interfaith organization which both supports individual campus ministries andplans jointly sponsored interfaith programs for students, faculty. and staff. Its members, both ordained and non ordained. strive to beleaders \\ ithin the uni\ersity as inquiry. dialogue, and de\ elopment are engaged \\ ith trust at all levels.
The office has a prominent location on the third floor ofthe Talley Student Center. Ministries within member groups support thespiritual and emotional growth ofstudcnts through scriptural studies, \\ orship, meals, soeials, various outings, retreats. misston tnps,counseling, ser\ ice projects. and opportunities for leadership. Following is a list ofcurrent phone numbers and addresses:

Unhersity Liaison
Michael Giancola
3115 Talley, Box 7306, Raleigh. NC 27695
515-9248; e mail: mike giancolactnesuedu
Campus Christian Fellowship
Neal Alligood
PO Box 5182. Raleigh. NC 27650
602 4244; e mail: noalligo a unity.ncsu.edu
Catholic Campus Ministry
(Doggett Center for Campus Ministry)
Rex. Bill Long
600 Bil) eu Street. Raleigh. NC 27606
833—9668; e-mail: blong a unity.ncsu.edu
Disciples Student Fellowship
Rob Morris
718 Hillsborough Street. Raleigh, NC 27603
832-3953:e-mai1: ron hillyerehurehorg
Grace Community Church
Rev. Berk Wilson
201 Coorsdale Drive. Cary. NC 27511
447—7670; e-mail: graceforyoufljunocom
Lutheran Campus Ministry
Rex. Beverly Alexander
2723 Clark Avenue, Raleigh. NC 27607
828-1433;e-mai1: LCM Raleigh@att.eom
Presbyterian Campus Ministry (USA)
Rev. Allen Proctor
27 Home Street, Box 5635, Raleigh, NC 27650
834 5184; e—mail: allen@wrpc.org
Wesley Foundation (United Methodist)
Rev. Kirk Oldham
2503 Clark Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27607
833-1861; e-mail: raleigh-wesley@neeumc.org
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Baptist Student Union
Charity Roberson
2702 Hillsborough Street. Raleigh. NC 27607
834-1875;e-mai1: bsu4ra1eigharea6cbyahoocom
Campus Crusade for Christ
Mike Mehaffie
1912 Myron Drive. Raleigh. NC 27607
782-3393:e-mai1: miehaelmehafflefiusemorg
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
(Assemblies of God)
Brian Hargett
5204 Passenger Place, Raleigh, NC 27603
661 9005; e mail: ncsuxafiaolcom
Episcopal Campus Ministry
Rev. Deborah Fox
2208 Hope Street. Raleigh, NC 27607
834-2428; e—mail: episcost a bellsouthnet
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Amy Phillips
6201 Tributary Drive. Raleigh, NC 27609
754-8513; e-mail: amy_phi11ips@msn.com
Navigators
Todd Harrison
2017 Betry Place, Raleigh. NC 27603
274—5532; e-mail: tkh429@aol.eom
Reformed University Fellowship (PCA)
Rev. Ben lnman
209 Oberlin Road, Raleigh, NC 27605
546-0515; e—mail: hermsol@juno.com
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Interfaith Council
The lnterfaith Council is sponsored by the Chaplains’ Cooperative Ministry as an organization of leaders who represent registeredreligious'g‘roups at NC State. All members are proponents of inquiry, dialogue, and truth, and while not denying the truths of theirown tradltions, Willingly cooperate with and support the other members in the development of their communities.

Baha’i Club Hillel - Jewish Student Life
Omead Ahdieh Debbie Laxer
Box 7111, NC State Campus, Raleigh, NC 27695 8210 Creedmoor Road, #104; Raleigh, NC 27613
513-3257; e-mail: bahais_ncsu@hotmail.com 844-4613; e—mail: debbie@nchillel.org
www.ncsu.edu/stud_orgs/bahai www.ncsu.edu/stud_orgs/hille1
Latter-day Saints Institute of Religion Muslim Student Association
Erik Marlowe Omar Askar
6 Enterprise Street, Raleigh, NC 27607 PO. Box 5564, Raleigh, NC 27605
833-3484; e—mail: marloweek@ldschurch.org 389-6619; e-mail: esa1i@unity.ncsu.edu
www.1dsces.org/institutes www.ncsu.edu/stud_orgs/msa
Self Knowledge Symposium SGI - USA (Buddhist)
Ed Cheely Padmini S. Hands
402 East Hargett Street, Raleigh, NC 27601 6307 Chapel Hill Road, Raleigh, NC 27610
832-7436; e-mail: ed@selfl(nowledge.org 832-5083; e-mail: padmini@ncsu.edu
www.selfknowledgeorg www.sgi-usa.org

Counseling
The Counseling Center assists individuals in gaining a better understanding ofthemselves. Psychologists, professional counselors,and psychiatrists are available to work with students who desire assistance with concerns such as choosing a career, academicplanning, identifying and overcoming educational difficulties, developing greater self-understanding, developing greater self—understanding, developing more satisfying personal relations, and coping with stress or emotional crisis. All counseling is strictlyconfidential.
In addition to individual counseling, workshops, and support groups are offered throughout the year in a variety of areas, includingvocational exploration and stress reduction.
The Counseling Center is located in the Student Health Center, 2815 Cates Avenue, 2nd Floor. Appointments may be scheduled bycalling (919)515-2423 or by stopping by the office.
Disability Services
Disability Services for Students (DSS) facilitates accommodations and services for currently enrolled students with documenteddisabilities and health concerns. Accommodations and services are rendered based on the individual student’s documented needs andare determined in consultation with the student and his/her DSS service provider. DSS will maintain appropriate confidentiality ofrecords and communication regarding disability. To receive accommodations and services, please apply with the DSS office as far inadvance as possible. The DSS office is located in the Student Health Center, 2815 Cates Avenue, Suite 1900. Phone: voice —(919)515-7653, TTY - (919)515-8830, fax: (919)513-2840, web site: www.ncsu.edu/dss
Food Service
University Dining, the university’s food service department, has 18 campus locations to serve students,faculty, and staff. Awarded the Ivy Award by Restaurant & Institutions magazine in 1988, UniversityDining is recognized nationally for exciting and innovative concepts in campus dining.
Fountain Dining Hall, located on West Campus and East Campus Dining Hall, located on East Campusserve as the main hubs for the meal-plan program. Both Dining Halls offer patrons an all-you-can—eatmenu in a modern, comfortable atmosphere that breaks from the traditional cafeteria—style service. The unwgnmDining Halls are open seven days a week, with brunch and dinner served on weekends. A registered D'NIN:dietician is on staffto assist with dietary restrictions and to provide nutritional or diet counseling.
Meal PlansFreshmen who live in the residence halls are required to participate in one of many University Dining meal plans, each tailored tomeet different needs. All six meal plans are designed with both structure and flexibility. The structured element ofthe program is aset number ofmeals served in an all-you-can-eat fashion in the Dining Halls. The flexible element is a Board Bucks system. Part ofthe meal plan purchase price is directly converted to a non-refundable Board Bucks account that can be used only at University
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Dining locations on campus. Board Bucks are a dollar-for-dollar equivalence built into each meal plan to allow students theflexibility of eating meals away from the Dining Halls. The meal program rs desrgned to allow students to choose the number ofstructured meals and the amount of flexible Board Bucks.
University Dining takes pride in offering quality food and services designed specifically to meet the wants and needs of students.These six meal plans provide students with varied menu choices and the utmost in convenience. For more information on meal planscontact the AllCampus Office, West Dunn Building, (919)515-3090 or visit our web srte at www.ncsu.edu/drnrng.
Health
The university seeks to safeguard the health ofthe students in every way possible. Student Health Services, located in the StudentHealth Center, offers medical care to students on an outpatient basis. The facility is staffed by full time physrcrans, physrcranextenders, registered nurses. and other medical support personnel.
Health Services is open for outpatient medical care from 83m to 9pm, Monday through Friday, and 8:30am to 11:30am on Saturdaysduring Fall and Spring Semesters (excluding breaks). Physicians maintain regular office hours Monday through Friday and are oncall at other times. A nurse staffed clinic is operated during evenings and Saturdays. Patients are seen by appointment(515-7107); Gynecology (515-7762). Summer Session hours are Monday through Friday, 8am to 5pm with no after hours services.
All registered students pay a health fee which covers outpatient professional services; i.e. visits to a nurse or physician, somelaboratory procedures, some medications available in the student pharmacy, visits to the Counseling Center and to Health Promotion.There is a nominal charge for x-rays, most lab tests, allergy injections, prescription medications and special clinics. Students areresponsible for the cost of laboratory tests and x—rays which must be performed by'an off-campus agency, medications not availablein the student pharmacy, and expenses incurred when referred to an off-campus physician or hospital.
All health and medical information is confidential and is not divulged to anyone without the written consent ofthe patient.
Health Educators offer a variety ofinformation, programs, and services to students. Health topics include weight control, alcohol anddrug education, stress management. sexually transmitted diseases, women’s issues, and more. Call 515-WELL (9355) forinformation.

Transportation
Transportation is responsible for administering parking services, campus transit services,transportation alternatives and the maintenance oftransportation facilities on campus. Allvehicles parking on campus must display an appropriate NC State permit. Hours ofenforcement are 7am - 5pm, Monday through Friday, in most areas. Residential areas (zonesDW and DE) are enforced until midnight.
All students living on campus or further than a mile from campus are eligible to apply for aparking permit online during TRACS registration. When TRACS closes, Transportationopens a permit application on our secure web site - www.ncsu.edu/transportation.Instructions on the homepage will guide you through the application and permit process.Online payment is also offered. Permits do not rollover; you must apply each year to beeligible for pemiit assignment. Available permits are assigned based on class seniority anddate and time of registration. Permit assignment notifications are sent via e-mail in mid tolate summer to the e-mail address on file with Registration and Records. It's important tokeep this address updated in order to receive notification. Students are strongly encouraged tojoin the Packparking listserv to keep current on transportation news and events.
Transportation options include the university's Wolfline bus service, public transit,motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles, carpools, vanpools, and walking.

NC State Wolfline buses run every day classes are in session and during exams. Service frequency varies, but generally daytimeservice is available every 15 minutes. Wolfline provides intra-campus service, and service to McKimmon Center, Official UniversityHousing and park and ride lots. Visit the Wolfline web site - www.ncsu.edu/wolfline and subscribe to the listserv for the most up-to-date information about park and ride lots and locations, bus routes and schedules,
Currently, NC State Transportation plans on extending a pilot U-Pass program which entitles all students, faculty and staffto ride anyCapital Area Transit (CAT) or Triangle Transit Authority (TTA) bus for free, using the NC State ID card as a boarding pass.
Transportation is located in the Administrative Services Center, 2711 Sullivan Drive, Room 139, box 7221, Raleigh, NC, 27695-7221, (919)515-3424.
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NC STATE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The university makes every effort to provide surroundings that are pleasant and conducive to intellectual and personal growth. Inaddition, a wide variety of athletic, cultural and social opportunities are available to students. Through the services and activitiesaffiliated with campus life, as well as through extracurricular organizations and functions, students at NC State may acquireexperience in group leadership and community living to supplement and enrich their education.
Student Government
Every NC State student is a member ofa community that exercises executive, legislative andjudicial authority in matters of studentlife. Students have a v01ce in government through participation in campus—wide elections of officers and legislators and may apply toserve in the judic1al branch.
Clubs and Societies
Honorary. University-wide honorary societies include Golden Chain, senior leadership; Thirty and Three,junior leadership; Phi EtaSigma and Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman scholarship; Gamma Beta Phi, scholarship and service; and Phi Beta Kappa and PhiKappa Phi, junior, senior and graduate student scholarship.
Professional and Technical Organizations. The colleges and departments sponsor or supervise a large number of professional andtechnical societies and clubs. These organizations contribute substantially to the students‘ professional and social growth.
Greek Life (Fraternities and Sororities). There are over 40 Greek letter organizations at NC State University, and four pillars guideeach: Leadership, Scholarship, Service, and Sisterhood/Brotherhood. While the fraternal values of each organization are similar at thecore, each organization expresses itselfthrough its unique membership. At State, we also have social fraternities and sororities,historically African-American, Native-American, and Latino fraternities and sororities, Greek letter organizations that recruit byacademic focus, and those which are formed over common interest such as multiculturalism.
Regardless of affiliation, being Greek means more thatjust wearing Greek letters, attending meetings, and going to parties. Being ina fraternity sorority is about making friendships that will last far beyond your college years while enhancing your personaldevelopment by committing to ideals of scholarship, leadership, and service. It is being respected for your indi\ iduality while beingpart ofa brotherhood/sisterhood with individuals who share the same goals and values. Your brothers sisters are there to support you.making your transition to college easy and fun.
Membership is a solemn commitment. Joining a fraternity or sorority is a lifelong dedication to the ideals and principals of Greek life.Greek men and women are successful in life because the values learned during the undergraduate years of affiliation continue to beput into action long after graduation.
For more information on membership, educational programming or service opportunities, visit the Department of Greek Life‘s vs ebsite at www.ncsu.edu greek life, the office in 1104 Pullen Hall, or call (919)513-2910.
Pershing Rifles. This is a professional and social fraternity open to students enrolled in any ROTC courses. Members ofthe PershingRifles participate in ceremonies such as the Color Guard for NC State athletic events and Pennant Guard for home football games.Pledge period is one semester, and focuses on the history and traditions ofthe Pershing Rifles, as well as technical ability in themastery of drill and ceremonies.
The Ranger Challenge Team. Open to all members ofthe Wolfpack Battalion, Members participate in intercollegiate competitionsof military skills, including rifle marksmanship, hand grenades, ruck marching, patrolling, weapons assembly, the APFT, and ropebridge construction. NC State’s Ranger Challenge Team is consistently one for the best on the east coast. Sponsored by Army ROTC,it competes against other schools in North and South Carolina, as well as schools on the east coast.
Other Organizations. There are over 300 other student organizations. Students interested in exploring these organizations or increating a new organization, may contact the Student Organizations Resources Center, Box 7306. Room 1202 Talley Student Center,(919)515 3323; www.ncsu.edu sorc.
Student MediaNC State students have the opportunity to produce and manage a variety of student—oriented media. By working with these media,students may gain valuable extracurricular experience in journalism, broadcasting, production, design, leadership and management.There are six media staffed by students and supported in large part by a designed portion of each student‘s non-academic fees. Theyare governed by an advisory board with elected student members. Many staff positions are paid.
The Agromeck, the university's yearbook, is published in the fall and provides a record in words and pictures of student and campusactivities during the past year. Student staff members include photojournalists, writers, designers and editors, all with a commonmission — to document the history ofthe university. www.ncsu.edu/agromeck
Americana, the university‘s onlinejournal, features an, essays, poetry and editorials about a wide variety oftopics.www.americana.ncsu.edu
The Nubian Message provides news and features about the African-American community at NC State. www.ncsu.edu nubian
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Technician. the university‘s oldest student nevv spaper, is published daily V» hen school is in session during the Fall and SpringSemesters and \veekly during the summer. \\ ww.tcchnicianonline.com
The Wind/rover. the campus literary and visual arts maga/ine. is published each spring. It has received numerous national awards,including the Pacemaker from the Associated Collegiate Press. www.ncsu.edu wrndhover
WKNC (88.1 FM). the student radio station. operates at 25.000 watts and streams online enabling it to be heard all over Wake andadjoining counties as well as around the \vorld. The station operates 24 hours a day. using state-of—the-art computers and audiotechnology \\ ith a stal'l‘ol‘engineers. disejockeys and nevvs personnel. wn w.vvknc.org.
Several ol‘the colleges have their own publications dealing \\ ith material ofspecial interest to students in these areas. Thepublications include Agriculture and Life Sciences‘ Agri Lite. Forest Resources’ Pi Ne Tum; Engineering’s The Southern Engineer,Tevtiles‘ The Textile Forum; Designs The Publications ofthe School ol‘Design; and Physrcal and Mathematical Scrences’ TheScientist,
Center for Student Leadership, Ethics, and Public Service
The Center's mission is to provide leadership development and service opportunities for students who aspire to be principled,innm ativ e. and socially conscious contributors to a caring and en 11 socnety.
The Center offers the Leadership Dev eloprnent Series (LDS). which consists ofover 40 non—credit workshops that focus on differentaspects of leadership. Students have the opportunity to earn a Visionary Leaders Certificate and a Leadership Transcript. a dynamicresume supplement that informs employers of your commitment to developing personal leadership skills.
Each year \\e honor an outstanding regional. national. or international leader who inspires us with their personal view ofleadershipand the challenges today's ethical leaders encounter through the Role Model Leaders' Forum. The Leadership Library contains over300 leadership reference materials a\ailable for checkout (books. audio cassettes. \ ideotapes. newsletters). A complete listing isavailable on-line. \vvv \\.ncsu.edu csleps. Students can participate in domestic and international Alternative Fall and Spring BreakService-Learning trips \\ hich challenge students to help those in need \\ hile relating what they have learned in the classroom to theoutside \vorld.
Students can also participate in The LeaderShape Institute - a six-day leadership development experience designed to helpparticipants learn to “lead \\ ith integrity“ and work tovv ards developing visions for positive change.
We encourage students to become Serv ice—Leadership Consultants (SLCs) vs ho are trained to provide dynamic leadershipdevelopment and training experiences to indi\ iduals and organizations.
Also. \\e list more than 150 service opportunities on our \\ eb site. For further information and a complete listing ofour offerings,please stop by 3115 Talley Student Center. (919)5 l 5—9248 or \ isit. \\ ww.ncsu.edu.csleps.
Department of Campus Activities
The Department ofCampus Activities includes the Union Activities Board and CampusCinema. Parents & Families Services. Student Handbook, WolfCamp, and the Student .Organization Resource Center (SOURCE)
The Union Activities Board (UAB) is a student-directed programming network of fourcommittees that plan and implement a variety ot‘programs for the campus community.including the Films Committee (that schedules films for Campus Cinema). Leisure &Entertainment Committee. Issues and Ideas Committee. and the Diversity Committee.which has tvto subcommittees: the Black Students Board and the InternationalActivities Council. (it! Ii l! llll‘i \(ilh Ilit‘S
Parents and Families Services provides resources and programming for families ofNC State students including Parents‘ Orientation. Parents and Families Weekend. PackParents newsletters and the Parents' Helpline.

NE: STATE UNIVERSITY

WoIfCamp is a supplementary program to New Student Orientation that offers first year students the opportunity to get betteracquainted With the campus. their peers and upperclass mentors and faculty. WoIfCampers participate in programs on history andtraditions ofNC State. academic success skills and diversity appreciation.
The Student Organization Resource Center (SOURCE) provides registration and support for the over 300 organizations availableto NC State students, including mailboxes, meeting space and computer services. as vs ell as permits for solicitation and publicgatherings. among many others.
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_, ,5 The Women's Center"'1 ‘ . . .(31 I ' Known for their warm and welcoming atmosphere, the Women's Center and their resources are open to women«J and men. The Women's Center also provides time and space for support ofnetwork groups to meet in a safe,supportive atmosphere. Informal advising and consulting on advocacy issues for women, referrals to campusand community resources are services the Women‘s Center offers. In addition, the Women's Center offerssupport and ass1stance in dealing w1tli problems such as sexual harassment, rape and sexual assault and datingor relationship issues.

The Women's Center has a full range of audim isual and computer equipment, and can schedule meeting spacefor organizations and events by faculty. staff and students.
In all ofits activities, the Women's Center strives to promote the awareness of racial, cultural and ethnicperspectives both locally and globally. Programs reflect a wide range of viewpoints about women's concemsand gender equality; wwwncsuedu Vi omens center .

Ifyou are a person with disability and desire any assistive dex ices, services or other accommodations to participate in Women'sCenter activities. please contact us at (919)515-2012 during business hours (8:00am to 5:00pm) to discuss accommodations at least72 hours prior to the event.
Facilities
Talley Student Center is the location for a variety of facilities, programs, and services designed to offer rest, relaxation andrecreation, as well as cultural, social, leadership and artistic development. Facilities in the Talley Student Center building includeStewart Theatre, several lounge areas, the Wolves Den Game Room; and a variety ofdining opportunities, including the Wolves Den,Commons Cafe and the Emporium Convenience Store. The Talley Student Center has 18 meeting and activity rooms. which areavailable for reservation to all campus organizations, with access to catering and audio-visual services. Program offices include theChaplains’ Cooperative Ministry, Student Legal Services. and University Dining administratii e and catering offices. Serx ice areasinclude the Reservations and Events management Offices, Information Center, and Ticket Central.
Witherspoon Student Center (WSC) houses the African-American Cultural Center, Student Government Offices. the MediaAuthority and offices of six student-run media organizations - Americana (onlinejournal), Agromeck (yearbook). The NubianMessage and Technician (newspapers), Windhover (literary magazine), and WKNC FM 88.] (radio station).
The WSC also includes several lounge areas, including two balconies; one meeting room available by reservation; the African—American Cultural Center’s Multi Purpose Room, Gallery and Libraiy; and the Campus Cinema. used for films, lectures. and specialevents.
Price Music Center is the location for the Music Department and its programs.
Thompson Building is the location for University Theatre and The Crafts Center.
Arts NC State QThe six visual and performing arts programs ofARTS NC STATE — Center Stage, the Crafts Center, theDance Program, the Gallery of An & Design, Department of Music. and University Theatre - provideopportunities for our students and our community to explore, learn, create, and grow. Whether throughacademic courses, cutting edge performances or the preservation oftraditional crafts, ARTS NC STATEeducates our students for the let century V\ hile providing a living link to our rich cultural heritage. For Oadditional information. please visit the following web site: vswwncsuedu arts
Center Stage at Stewart TheatreExperience live, world—class performances at Center Stage, NC State's professional performing artsseries. Most shows take place in Stewart Theatre, located inside the Talley Student Center. A typical A R T 8Center Stage season features outstanding artists from a wide range of disciplines, includingja7z, world tmusic, modern dance, drama and comedy. Discounted tickets are available to NC State students. faculty. ~T”_“‘_—and staff, as well as parents of current NC State students. (Contact: 513 3030) \ i (’2 l \ l i;
The Crafts CenterThe Crafts Center is an extraordinary 20,000+ square foot educational facility. Considered to be one ofthe finest on any uni\ ersitycampus, The Crafts Center has served students and the community for over four decades! Students can participate in any of more than100 classes offered annually in art, potteiy, photography, fibers, woodworking, glass. lapidary, telescope mirror making, and more.Classes, weekend workshops, and shon courses are offered at all levels for the beginning student as well as the accomplished artist.Work side by side with other students, staff, faculty, and community artists and gain inspiration while utilizing studio space in wood,clay, glass, metals, lapidary, optics, photography or weaving. The Crafts Center Galleiy showcases both traditional and contemporarycraft exhibitions, many featuring the enormous breadth Ofaitistic talent found in our region. Everyone is in\ ited to become a memberOfthis supportive artists’ community! The atmosphere is relaxed and welcoming, providing a great place to meet people. to sharenew experiences and to learn about the creati\e process. (Contact: 515—2457)
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Dance ProgramThe NC State Dance Program offers opportunities in perlormancc through tvxo student companies: the NCSU Dance Company andDanceVisions. The NCSU Dance Company. a modern dance company, and DanceVisions, whose repertoire ranges from modem tohip hop. are both open by arrdition. present annual spring concerts, and perform in many other venues on and off campus throughoutthe year. The Dance Program presents the Student Concert. an annual formal concert dedicated to choreography by NC State studentartists who create their “ork in an independent study course \\ ith a group workshop component. The Dance Program also sponsorsthe Professional Projects Program, offers masterclasses and special programs. and works cooperatively with the NC StateDepartment ofPhysical Education in offering academic classes in dance. (Contact: 515 7034)
Gallery of Art and DesignThe Gallery ol‘Art & Design is NL State's museum and houses its growing collection ofcontemporary and historical examples ofceramics. textiles. glass. furniture. photography. folk and outsider art, and works on paper by artists from every continent. Thecollection pro\ ides the context and inspiration for an annual series ofchanging exhibitions of regional, national and internationalsignificance. The collection. e\hibitions and associated interpretative programs give the NC State community and the state uniqueaccess to work in these media.
The Gallery is located on the south side ol‘the Talley Student Center at 3302 Cates A\ enue. Exhibitions in the Foundations andCannon Galleries are free and open to the public. The collection database is accessible through the Gallery web site, www.ncsu.edugad. Student internships for course credit are offered each semester: Faculty, sttrdent groups and the public may schedule tours orarrange \ isits to the permanent collection by calling the Gallery's Administratixe Offices. (Contact: 515-3503)
Music DepartmentThe Music Department offers both performing ensembles and academic courses for the music minor program and elective credit.(Also see Department of Music) For description ol‘the academic courses. consult the NC State Unhersity Course Catalog.
Performing Ensembles. A wide variety ofperforming ensembles provide opportunities for participants to develop artistically andintellectually through applied music. In perlormance. the ensembles play an important part in campus life, presenting public concertsand performing at official functions and athletic e\ ents. Music ensembles receixe one academic credit uhich may be used to satisfyfree elective requirements in an) academic major. Membership in all ensembles requires an audition with the instructor.
Choral Ensembles. The Choral program offers students from all academic areas an opportunity to participate in the exploration andperformance ofthe highest qtrality ofchoral repertoire spanning frve centuries. The ensembles include Chamber Singers, ConcertChoir (including Men‘s Glee Club. Women's Glee Club). Unhersity Singers. and The New Horizons Choir. Performance highlightshave included concert tours ofthe Eastern United States. France. and Italy, performances \\ ith the North Carolina Symphony andDuke Symphony Orchestras. appearances at the North Carolina Music Educators Conference, as well as fall and spring concerts bothon and offcampus.
NC State Pipes and Drums. Students may play the bagpipes. an instrument known to many ofNorth Carolina's earliest settlers, inorder to represent the university through this unique and distinctive medium. Pipes. drums. and other equipment are furnished.Beginning pipe and drum lessons are a\ ailable to students \\ ithout pre\ ious experience.
Orchestras. The Raleigh Ci\ ic Symphony and Chamber Orchestra combine student and community musicians with professionalleaders, presenting concerts of innO\ ative programming on campus and in other Triangle Area venues. Area professionals serve asconcertmaster, principal cellist. and guest coaches. prm iding high level instruction and leadership to community and student players.Both orchestras are on the same artistic level and require an audition with the conductor.
Wind Ensembles. The wind program includes the Wind Ensemble. Concert Band, Jazz Ensembles, British Brass Band. MarchingBand and Pep Band. The Marching Band is acti\e during football season; the Pep Bands during basketball season. Other bands andensembles usually meet both semesters. Placement in a band or ensemble is made according to student ability and interest.
Piano. Beginning piano classes are offered to students from all academic areas for credit. No previous experience is required. Honorssections of class piano are available for beginning piano students who are music minors, or who qualify by departmental approval.Private lessons are offered to advanced piano students who hax e passed an audition and are admitted to the music minor program inpiano performance.
University Theatre
University Theatre is the university's volunteer student theatre, housed within the Division of Student Affairs. Each season, in fivemain-stage shows, the summer Theatrefest, Madrigal Dinner, and other special productions, the sold-out audiences see on stage theresult of hours of work, weeks of exploration, and months of preparation. Guided by a professional staff, students on stage and behindstage present shows that garner the highest praise from loyal audiences and enthusiastic reviewers. University Theatre offers a blendof student volunteer productions and academic theatre training. Productions are open to all NC State students, whether or not they areenrolled in theatre courses. Classes are available in acting, directing, introduction to theatre, and all areas oftechnical theatre,including stagecraft, costume, make-up, lighting. and scenic design. Students may receive a theatre minor through thecommunication department. Student theatre organizations, open to all NC State students, include Alpha Psi Omega and BlackRepertory Theatre. Contact: 515—2405 or 515-3927
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Ticket Central
Ticket Central serves as the centralized box office for ARTS NC STATE, and other campus and community events. Ticket Centraltickets events in a variety of performance venues including Stewart Theatre, Thompson Theatre, the Talley Student Center, andWitherspoon Student Center. The box office is located on the second floor of the Talley Student Center. Normal hours of operationare Monday-Friday 12—8pm and Saturdays 12-5pm. Hours vary during university holidays and during the summer. Tickets may bepurchased in person or by calling 515-1100.
Intercollegiate Athletics - G0 Pack!
The university's “Wolfpack” athletic teams are nationally recognized andenjoy a tradition of excellence as they compete in the prestigious AtlanticCoast Conference. The men's basketball team won national championships in1974 and in 1983 and holds 10 ACC titles. The Pack has been to the NCAATournament two of the past three years under Coach Herb Sendek. Thefootball team has been the Atlantic Coast Conference champion five times,co-champion twice, and has played in 22 bowl games, including four in thepast four years since Chuck Amato took over as head coach.
The Wolfpack women's cross country team won national championships in1979 and 1980 along with 19 ACC crowns. The men's cross country team haswon the ACC title 9 times, while the men's and women's soccer teams haveboth advanced to the NCAA's “Final Four” in the last eight years. Thewomen's basketball team, led by 1988 United States Olympic gold medal-winning and Naismith Hall of Fame coach Kay Yow, has advanced to theNCAA “Sweet 16" 10 times. Yow has over 600 career wins.
The wrestling team has won 12 ACC titles while the cheerleading squad has been recognized 3 times as national champions. NCState student-athletes have won numerous conference, NCAA and All-American athletic and academic honors, including medals insix Olympic Games.
The Department ofAthletics conducts the university's intercollegiate athletics program which includes 23 varsity sports, 12 men's, 11women's. The athletics program is administered by the Athletics Director, Lee Fowler. The Council on Athletics is appointed by theChancellor and serves in an advisory capacity to the Director of Athletics and the Chancellor.
The athletics program is self-supporting and is operated primarily through gate receipts, radio and television revenues, NCAAdistributions, and student fees. Funds for athletics grants-in-aid are provided through the North Carolina State Student AidAssociation (Wolfpack Club).
Men's varsity sports include soccer, cross country, and football in the fall; basketball, swimming, indoor track, and wrestling in thewinter; and outdoor track, golf, tennis, and baseball in the spring. Varsity sports for women include soccer, cross-country, andvolleyball in the fall; basketball, indoor track, swimming, and gymnastics in the winter; and track, golf, softball and tennis in thespring. The coed rifle team competes during the winter.
A $100+ million facilities development plan, now well underway, is due to be completed by 2006. Carter—Finley Football Stadiumpermanent seating has been increased to 51,500 while a state~of-the art 106,000 square foot Murphy Football Center was completedin 2003. The men‘s basketball team plays in the RBC Center, which seats 19,700. Reynolds Coliseum (12,400) is used for women'sbasketball, women's gymnastics and volleyball competition.
A $5 million renovation of Doak Baseball Field (3,800) was completed in March 2003 as well as construction ofa new WolfpackTennis Complex with four indoor courts. Paul Derr Track Stadium (3,000) is being redesigned to accommodate men's and women'ssoccer and a women's softball complex.
The Case Athletics Center is being converted to house Academic Support Services for Student-Athletes.Wolfpack athletics administrative offices and coaches' offices are primarily housed in the Weisiger BrownGeneral Athletics Facility with coaches offices also located in Reynolds Coliseum, the Murphy FootballCenter, the Wolfpack Tennis Complex and Doak Field.
The fundrasing offices ofthe Wolfpack Club and the athletic department marketing and ticket offices arelocated near Carter-Finley Stadium at 5400 Trinity Rd. (Suite 500), Raleigh, NC 27607. For ticketinformation call (919)515-2106 or 1-800—310-Pack. The main athletic department receptionist: 515-2101.Visit the official athletic department web site for complete information: www.gopack.com/
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GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
The program in General Education established the foundation fora lifetime of intellectual discovery, personal development, andcommunity service while preparing students for ad\anced work in various academic and professional disciplines. Through theteaching ofcourses offered in each ofthe following subject areas as \\ ell as in the delivery ofthe academic disciplines, the GeneralEducation program \\ ill:

I. Prm ide instruction that enables students to master basic concepts ofa broad array of the intellectual disciplines,
2. Help students develop \ersatility of mind, an ability to examine problems individually and collaboratively from multiple

perspectives. including ethical and aesthetic perspectites,
3. Provide students the guidance and skills necessary to become intellectually disciplined. to be able to construct arguments

that are clear. precise, accurate. and ofrclevant depth and breadth.
4. Encourage students to take personal responsibility for their education, including the ability to find, evaluate and

communicate new inlormation, setting the stage for life long learning.
For the most current information available, please see the following web site: ww\v.ncsu.edu protost academic_programs ger.
Mathematical Sciences
Rationale: A logical approach to problem sol\ ing is important for successful functioning in society. It is also important that studentsbe able to formulate models. be critical consumers of quantitathe information, communicate mathematically and solve problems.
Objectives for courses in the category of Mathematics: Each course in the Mathematical Sciences category of the GeneralEducation Requirements \\ lll prox ide instruction and guidance that help students to:

l. impr0\ e and refine mathematical problem so|\ ing abilities; and
2. de\elop logical reasoning skills.

Natural Sciences
Rationale: The natural sciences pursue basic questions about the workings ofthe universe, and the richness, variety andinterconnectedness ofthe \\ orld around us. Students today are exposed to an increasing \olume ofinformation. from a large varietyof sources, in diverse and changing formats. Training in the natural sciences is essential to help students develop skills to distinguishbetween testable and Lin-testable ideas. recognize scientifically \alid tests oftheories. and understand how information relates tothose tests. By studying the natural sciences. students learn to reason both inducthely and deducti\ ely, develop and test scientifichypotheses, and understand the aluc and limitations ofscientiflc studies. The development and application of new technologiesrequire scientifically literate citizens \\ ho can understand technological issues and e\aluate the role of science in society's debate ofthose issues.
Objectives for courses in the category of Natural Sciences: Each course in the Natural Sciences category ofthe General EducationRequirements will prox ide instruction and guidance that help the student to:

1. use the methods and processes of science in testing hypotheses, solving problems and making decisions; and
2. articulate, make inferences from, and apply to problem solving. scientific concepts. principles, laws. and theories.

Minimum Requirements in Mathematical and Natural Science for all Curricula (20 hours)A total ofsi.\ courses (20 hours) in the mathematical and natural sciences.
1. Two courses (6 hours) selected from mathematics. statistics. and logic; one must be a mathematics course.
2. Three courses (I l hours) from the natural sciences; two from different basic sciences (biology. chemistry, earth sciences.

and physics); two ofthe three courses must have a laboratory.
3. The sixth course (3 hours) selected from any ofthe mathematical science, natural science. or science, technology and society

courses.
Writing, Speaking and Informational Technology
Rationale: Writing and speaking are powerful ways of understanding ourselves and the world in which we lix e. It is through writingand speaking that the various disciplines and professions define the knowledge and methodologies that characterize them. Andbecause effectn e writing and speaking in academic and professional settings often demand proficiency in the use ofinformationtechnologies and resources, students must have a basic understanding of how information is identified and defined by experts,structured, organized, and accessed. in both the print and digital environments. Mastery ofcommunication arts and information skillsis central to engaging in the productive life of academic and professional communities.
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Objectives for courses in the category of Writing, Speaking and Information Literacy: Each course in the Writing and Speakingcategory ofthe General Education Requlrements will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

1. communicate effectively in specific writing or speaking situations, which may include various academic, professional, or
civic situations; and

2. understand and respond appropriately to the critical elements that shape communication situations. such as audience,
purpose. and genre; and

3. critique their own writing or speaking and provide effective and useful feedback to enable other students to improve their
writing or speaking; and

4. demonstrate critical and evaluative thinking skills in locating, analyzing, synthesizing, and using information in writing or
speaking activities.

Minimum Requirements in Writing and Speaking for all Curricula (7 hours)
1. One semester of composition and rhetoric during the freshman year.
2. One semester from any of the following:

a) advanced writing,
b) speech. or
c) foreign language (FL 201 or higher in the student's first foreign language or any FL course in a second language).

3. In addition, each curriculum is designed so that upper-level courses and other programmatic experiences help students write
and speak competently in the discipline, including the ability to retrieve, evaluate, and manage information in ways that are
appropriate to the discipline. In each curriculum, the design and delivery ofthat support are guided by various forms of
programmatic assessment.

Humanities and Social Sciences
Rationale: The humanities and the social sciences comprise the subjects and disciplines that use various modes ofrational inquiry tounderstand human nature and experience, organization and change in human societies, the nature ofthe world, and rational inquiryitself. An education in the humanities and social sciences requires reading significant works. gaining an exposure to a variety ofmethodologies, and learning to apply these in written exposition. An education in the basic humanistic disciplines is a necessary partofbeing truly educated -- of becoming a citizen with a broad knowledge of human cultures and with well-considered moral,philosophical, aesthetic, and intellectual convictions.
Objectives for courses in the category of Humanities and Social Sciences: Each course in the general humanities category oftheGeneral Education Requirements will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

1. understand and engage in the human experience through the interpretation of human culture and artifacts (this objective
must be the central focus of each humanities course); and

2. become aware ofthe act ofinterpretation itself as a critical form of knowing in the humanities; and
3. make academic arguments about the human experience using reasons and evidence for supporting those reasons that are

appropriate to the humanities.
In addition, each course appearing on one of the specific humanities and social science lists meets the objectives for thespecific category as detailed below:
Literature: The study ofliterature introduces students to the many ways of deriving meaning from the human condition and to themany forms in which meaning is expressed. Studying literature also develops students' capacity for critical analysis and personalexpression, their aesthetic sensitivity, and their reading and writing skills.
Objectives for courses in the category of Literature: Each course within the Literature category ofthe General EducationRequirements in the Humanities will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

1. understand and engage in the human experience through the interpretation of literature (this objective must be the central
focus of each literature course); and

2. become aware ofthe act of interpretation itself as a critical form of knowing in the study of literature; and
3. make scholarly arguments about literature using reasons and ways of supporting those reasons that are appropriate to the

field of study.
Objectives for courses in the category of History: The study ofhistory provides an understanding of continuities and changes inhuman thought and behavior and ofthe ongoing process in which individuals shape and are shaped by their societies and theirgovernments. Studying history also provides training in the analysis of process and the evaluation ofa wide variety of evidence.
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Each course in the History category ol‘thc General Education Requirements will provide instruction and guidance that help studentsto:

I. understand and engage in the human experience through the interpretation ofe\ idence from the past situated in geotemporal
context (this objective must be the central focus ofeach history course); and2. become an are ol‘the act of historical interpretation itscll‘, through which historians use varieties of evidence to offerper‘spccthcs on the meaning ot‘the past; and

3. make academic arguments about history using reasons and evidence for supporting those reasons that are appropriate to the
lield ol‘study

Philosophy: In the study of philosophy, students are exposed to the rigorous procedures of philosophical thought, to ethical issues,and to the insights ol'cthical reasoning.
Objectives for courses in the category of Philosophy: Each course in the Philosophy category ofthe General EducationRequirements \\ ill pr0\ ide instruction and guidance that help students to:

I. understand and engage in the human experience through the philosophical study ofhuman thought, human values, and theworld (this objective must be the central focus of each philosophy course); and
become a“ are ol‘the acts of understanding and engagement itselfas critical parts ofthe study of philosophy; andmake philosophical arguments using reasons and \\ ays ofsrrpporting those reasons that are appropriate to the field of study.Lu[J

Religion: In the stud) of religions, students are introduced to beliefs oftheir own and other cultures, and they learn how \ariousreligions have resol\ ed ethical issues and lime addressed the human condition.
Objectives for courses in the category of Religion: Each course in the Religion category ofthe General Education Requirements\\ ill provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

I, understand and engage in the human experience through the interpretation of religious cultures and artifacts (this objectivemust be the central focus ofeach religion course): and
become aware ot‘the act ofinterpretation itselfas a critical form of knowing in the study ofreligion; andmake arguments about religion using reasons and ways ofsupporting those reasons that are appropriate to the field ofstudy.DJ[J

Visual and Performing Arts: Courses in the visual and performing arts deal with aesthetic, personal, practical, and culturalsignificance ol‘the fine and applied arts. The visual and performing arts develop students' aesthetic sensitivities, critical judgment,and personal cream it). They also provide students with an understanding ofthe cultural and historical dimensions of artisticexpression.
Objectives for courses in the category of Visual and Performing Arts: Each course in the Visual and Performing Arts category ofthe General Education Requirements will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

l. deepen their understanding of aesthetic, cultural, and historical dimensions of artistic traditions; and2. strengthen their ability to interpret and make critical judgments about the arts through the analysis of structure, form, andstyle ofspecifrc works; and
3. strengthen their ability to create, recreate, or evaluate an based upon techniques and standards appropriate to the genre.

Social Sciences: The study ofsocial sciences enables students to understand individual and collective human behavior by exploringmeaning within a variety of social, cultural and political contexts; by analyzing the structures within which human goals areestablished and human choices are made; and by applying theoretical and quantitative models to specific cases.
Objectives for courses in the category of Social Sciences: Each course in the Social Science category ofthe General EducationRequirements will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

1. understand at least one ofthe following: human behavior, mental processes, organizational processes, or institutionalprocesses; and
2. understand how social scientific methods may be applied to the study ot‘human behavior, mental processes, organizationalprocesses, or institutional processes; and
3. use theories or concepts of the social sciences to understand real-world problems, including the underlying origins of suchproblems.
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Minimum Requirements in Humanities and Social Sciences for all Curricula (21 hours)The general education reqturements 1n the Humanities and Social Sciences are designed to expose students to content areas thatdemonstrate the relevant modes ofrnquiry:

1. One course in the study ofliterature (3 hours).
2. One course in the study of philosophy. religion, or history (3 hours).
3. One course in the study ofvisual and performing arts (3 hours). This requirement may alternatively be fulfilled by taking a

course in history.
4. Two courses from different content areas, in the study of psychology, economics, politics and government, sociology,

anthropology, and cultural geography (6 hours).
5. Two additional courses selected within Humanities and Social Sciences (6 hours). These hours could be used to pursue

specific interests, to provide additional breadth or depth by taking courses focused on a common theme.
6. Among the courses selected to fulfill the Humanities and Social Sciences requirement at last one must focus on a non-

English speaking culture.
Foreign Language
Rationale: In a sense, languages are keys to the world. The continuous expansion ofinternational relations makes the knou ledge offoreign languages increasmgly Significant. In learning a foreign language and studying its literature and cultures. students acquire abody ofknowledge about how humans think, view the world, express themselves. and communicate with one another.
Language learning also expands one's ability to create and discover new meaning in one's own language and culture. Knowledge ofthe lingurstic structures ofa second language helps students to understand their own language better. Likewise, an awareness ofcontrasting cultural concepts sensrtrzes students to the differences between their own culture and others.
Such awareness has become increasingly important as the communities ofthe world have become more interconnected andinterdependent. The needs of our global society require that more citizens have access to other languages and cultures in order tocooperate in the process ofirnproving the quality of human life.
Minimum Requirements in Foreign Language for all Curricula

1. Two years of high school foreign language are required as a prerequisite for admission to the university
2. Foreign language proficiency at the FL 102 level is required for graduation.

Physical Education
Rationale: The development of attitudes and skills for a healthy life is essential to a university student's education. In addition todeveloping and gaining an appreciation of health—related fitness and wellness concepts and fundamental motor skills, studentparticipation in physical activities and sport significantly decreases major health risks, reduces stress from the pressures of academiclife, and improves general social and mental well—being.
Objectives for courses in the category of Physical Education: Each course in the Physical Education category ofthe GeneralEducation Requirements will provide instruction and guidance that help students to:

1. learn the fundamentals of health related fitness, encompassing cardio-respiratory and cardiovascular endurance, muscular
strength and endurance, muscular flexibility and body composition; and

2. apply knowledge ofthe fundamentals of health related fitness toward developing, maintaining, and sustaining an acti\c and
healthy lifestyle; and

3. acquire or enhance the basic motor skills and skill-related competencies, concepts. and strategies ofphysical acti\ itics and
sport; and

4. gain a thorough working knowledge, appreciation, and understanding ofthe spirit and rules, history, safety, and etiquette of
physical activities and sport.

Minimum Requirements in Physical Education for all CurriculaTwo credit hours, one each in physical education
1. Two courses including one Fitness and Wellness course.
2. All courses will be available on a an S/U basis.

Science, Technology and Society
Rationale: North Carolina State University, as a land-grant university, has a mission that stresses the application ofscicncc andtechnology for the betterment ofhumankind. It is essential, therefore, that students be exposed to the \ ital interactions amongscience, technology, society, and the quality oflife.
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Objectives for courses in the ‘ategory of Science, Technology & Society: Courses fulfilling the Science, Technology & Society
requirement should have as a central instructional focus the following objectives. To provide sustained, rigorous, and substantive
instruction, efforts to meet the GER Science, Technology & Society objectives should be evident across the entire syllabus and be
reflected in course lectures, discussion, readings, projects, assignments, etc. Each course in the Science, Technology & Society
category ofthc GER will pr0\ ide instruction and guidance that help students to:

I. de\ elop an understanding ofthe mutual relationships between science or technology and societies, including the effects of
or the effects on cultures, values, industries, governments, or other facets ofthose societies.

2. de\elop an ability to critically evaluate information regarding these mutual relationships, recognizing that the information
may come from a variety ofsources and perspectives.

Minimum Requirements in Science, Technology and Society for all Curricula
Courses V\ hich satisfy this requirement can be oriented toward science and technology or toward the humanities and social sciences.
Students in science and technology should study this topic from a humanities and social sciences perspective. Students with majors in
the humanities and social sciences should study this topic from a science and technology perspective. This course can also partially
satisfy either the humanities and social sciences requirement or the mathematical and natural sciences requirement (#3) but not both.
This requirement can be satisfied by an interdisciplinary course designed to cover both perspecth es.
Computer Literacy
Rationale: Today‘s graduate must have a knowledge ofinformation technology and computer applications. E\ ery student needs a
basic understanding ofinformation processing. it is not necessary that every student be a programmer. Students should develop and
demonstrate proficiency in the use of computers. learning to use applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, database
management programs, e—mail, and packages and applications specific to their field of study.
The following may be used to fulfill computer literacy instruction:

1. instruction and assignments required within courses. and or
2. required use ofa computer to complete assignments.
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College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Academic programs in the college represent a unique blending ofthe agriculture and life sciences. Agriculture is a very diverseindustry that touches cveryonc‘s life in some way or another. The life sciences provrde foundations for studying medical and health-related disciplines as u ell as em ironmental experiences and molecular biology.
The goals ofthe instructional program in the College ongriculture and Life Sciences include proving relevant, scientific, andpractical knowledge ofthe food. agricultural. and life sciences to its students. These programs emanate from a highly qualified andaccomplished facult) committed to academic excellence and the development ofthe individuals to their personal and professionalpotential. Central to the college‘s goals is the cultivation ofinterdisciplinary problem—solving skills that will serve its graduates wellas they pursue a lifetime oflcaining and adaptation to change.
The overall objectives ofthe academic program include:
- To pr0\ ide an opportunity for a broad university education
- To provide a variety of learning experiences
- To offer a choice ofspecialization in agriculture and life sciences
- To pr0\ ide background for graduate or professional programs
Degrees

The Bachelor ofScicnce degree is conferred upon the completion ofone ofthe curricula in this college.
- The degrees ofMaster ofScience. Master ongriculture and Master ofLife Sciences are offered in the various departments in

the college.
The Doctor of Philosophy degree is offered in the following subject areas: animal science. biochemistry, bio—informatics.
biological and agricultural engineering. botany. crop science. economics. entomology, financial mathematics, food science,
functional genomics. genetics. horticultural science. immunology, microbiology, nutrition. physiology plant pathology,
sociology. soil science. toxicology. and zoology.

*Further information on graduate offerings may be found in the Graduate Catalog.
Curriculum Offerings and Requirements
A freshman enrolling in Agriculture and Life Sciences has common core courses. The first year—courses are appropriate in allcurricula. This approach allows the student time to explore various programs before selecting a curriculum. The student selects amajor in a department or interdisciplinary program. All departments offer science curricula (intended primarily for students whoanticipate attending graduate or professional school). several technology curricula. and the Agricultural Business Managementcurriculum is offered in the Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Departmental Majors
Business agricultural business management is offered through the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics. Aconcentration in biological sciences and the opportunity for double majoring in business and other programs are available.
Science. animal science. agricultural and extension education. applied sociology. biochemistry. biological engineering (joint programwith the College of Engineering). biological sciences. botany. fisheries and wildlife sciences (joint program with the College ofNatural Resources) food science. horticultural science. microbiology. poultry science. and zoology. Preprofessional courses areoffered in the science curriculum track. Technology agricultural and environmental technology. animal science. food science,horticultural science and poultry science.
Freshman Year
The curricula in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences have a common freshman year with the exception ofthe scienceprogram offered through the Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering. For the freshman year ofthat curriculum, seethe College of Engineering.
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Academic Minors
Several departments in the_College of Agriculture and Life Sciences offer a minor in their discipline. Students interested in additional1nformation regarding a minor should contact the appropriate departmental office. At present, the following minors are available:
Minor Department
Agricultural Business Management Agricultural and Resource Economics
Agricultural and Environmental Technology Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Animal Science
Applied Sociology
Biological Sciences
Biotechnology
Botany
Entomology
Crop Science
Feed Milling
Food Science
Genetics
Horticultural Science
Microbiology
Nutrition
Poultry Science
Soil Science
Zoology

Animal Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Biological Sciences
Biological Sciences
Botany
Entomology
Crop Science
Poultry Science
Food Science
Genetics
Horticultural Science
Microbiology
Food Science
Poultry Science
Soil Science
Zoology

Interdepartmental and Interdisciplinary Programs
These curricula offer the opportunity to select broad curriculum majors that involve two or more departments or colleges:
Agronomya technical curriculum dealing with the fundamentals ofcrop production and soil management. The curriculum is administered by theDepartments of Crop Science and Soil Science.
Biological Sciencesa curriculum with emphasis on biological and physical sciences, especially designed for graduate or professional courses requiring abiology background.
Environmental Sciencesa curriculum concerned with the development of new and more efficient ways to maintain and enhance the Vi orld’s environments forsociety’s benefit including ecological, technical and economic approaches. The curriculum is administered jointly by the College ofAgriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences.
Natural Resourcesa curriculum concentrating on the use, management, and improvement ofnatural resources. The curriculum is administeredjointly bythe College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, the College ofNatural Resources, and the College of Physical and MathematicalSciences.
In addition to these cited curricula, a number of arrangements are available that provide the student an opportunity to select areas ofcourse concentration.
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Student Activities
Students in the College ongriculture and Life Sciences have numerous opportunities to take part in broadening extracurricularacti\ ities. Most departments have student organi7ations that provide the professional as well as social experience. Representatives ofthese clubs form the Agri Life Council. This council is the student organi7ation representing the college. Student tours provide anopportunity to see firsthand the application ofclassroom principles. In addition, students representing agrimarketing, agronomy,animal science, horticultural science, food science, poultry science and soil science compete regionally and nationally in a number ofacti\ ities, pro\ iding student members a chance to learn by travel as well as by participation.
Honors Programs
The College ongriculture and Life Sciences has a comprehensive honors program for qualified students throughout their academiccareers. Both seminar discussion programs covering broad topics and an independent research program are included. Faculty provrdedirection on an indi\ idual basis to each student with the students selecting their projects.
Participation in the CALS Honors Program is limited to CALS students w ith a GPA of3.35 or above. The following ALS courses,30811. 49811, 49911. are required. In addition, a student must take at least 6 hours ofhonors course work (at least 3 credit hoursoutside CALS) or participate in the University Scholars Program for at least tvxo semesters. Honors course work must be completed\\ ith a C or better.
Joint College Honors Program
The Department of Molecular and Structural Biochemistry’s Honors Program, “hich is administered through the College ofAgriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, is designed to encourage excellentundergradrratc biochemistry majors to develop their academic potential through a selection ofcourses and research that will challengetheir abilities and better prepare them for postgraduate careers.
To be admitted to this program, a student must ha\ e at least a 3.5 overall GPA, including grades B or better in calculus (MA 141, 241,242), general chemistry (CH 101, 201, 202), organic chemistry (CH 221, 223). and calcultrs based physics (PY 205, 208). Tocomplete the program, the student must take two semesters of physical chemistry (CH 431, 433), and earn at least three credit hoursin biochemical-related research. A \xritten scientific report based on the student’s research is required. A minimum of9 credit hoursmust be dra\\n from at least mo of the follou ing three categories:

designated Honors courses, such as BCH 454H
- ad\ anced courses, such as 500-le\ el courses in related fields
- research. such as BCH 492, BCH 493, or ALS 498H and 499H
Honor Societies
Students in all majors \\ ith strong academic records are recognized by national organizations that have local chapters, Gamma SigmaDelta. Alpha Zeta, Alpha Epsilon Delta. and Phi Kappa Phi.
Scholarship Program
The College ongriculturc and Life Sciences an ards approximately 350 scholarships each year on a combination ofseleetion factorsincluding merit, financial need. and leadership.
Jefferson Scholars in Agriculture/Life Sciences and the Humanities(See College of Hrrmanities and Social Sciences)The Thomas Jefferson Scholars Program in Agriculture and Life Sciences and the Humanities is a joint program ofthe College ofAgriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. It is a double degree that permits participants tohat e two concentrations: one in an area ofagriculture life sciences and one in an area ofhumanities social sciences. The doubledegree program may be individually designed to meet each student’s particular interests and career goals. The purpose ofthe programis to produce potential leaders in agriculture and the life sciences who have not only technical expertise but also an appreciation forthe social, political, and cultural issues that affect decision-making. Each spring a number of entering freshmen are chose to receivescholarships to participate in the Jefferson Program. In addition, other qualified students may choose to pursue a double major inagriculture life sciences and the humanities under the Jefferson Program.
Students interested in applying to the Jefferson Scholars program should contact either ofthe following people before January 15.
Dr. Kenneth L. Esbenshade, Associate Dean Dr. Randy Thomson, Associate DeanCollege of Agriculture and Life Sciences College of Humanities and Social SciencesNCSU Box 7642, Raleigh, NC 27695 NCSU Box 8101, Raleigh, NC 27695phone: (919)515 2614 phone: (919)515-2467
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION
EDUCATION
Ricks Hall, Room 216phone: (919)515-2207www.cals.ncsu.edu/agexed
J. L. Flowers, Head and Coordinator of AdvisingG. E. Moore, Coordinator of Graduate Programs
Professors: G.W. Bostick, GE. Moore, R.D. Mustian, R.W. Shearon; Assistant Professors:D.B. Croom, E.B. Wilson; Extension Specialists-Educational Programs: J.G. Richardson;Extension Associates: J. Bledsoe, B. Forrest, D. Harris, H. Johnson, R.M. Stewart; AssociateFaculty: J. Groff, D.M. Jenkins, R.C. King, R.T. Liles, T.T. McKinney, M. Owen; AdjunctFaculty: M. Baker, D. Boone, E.J. Boone, J. Lee, D. Peasley, J. Sabella.
Agricultural and Extension Education is a broad field of study and practice representing theblending of agricultural and behavioral sciences into educational programs for youth and adults. Agriculture impacts everyone’s lifein terms of food, water, air, clothing, homes and the quality of life. Central to the department’s goals is the formal and non-formalteaching of problem-solving and learning skills for a lifetime of growing, evolving, and changing.

Numerous professional improvement opportunities area available to people participating in departmental programs. Graduates havethe choice to plan for teaching, administrative leadership and public relations positions in secondary schools, community colleges,Cooperative Extension, and universities and agribusinesses. Graduates are highly qualified in agricultural and extension educationand career placement assistance is provided to all graduates.
Curricula
The Agricultural Education curriculum encompasses areas of study that will enable students to participate effectively in planning,promoting, and initiating educational programs in agriculture. The program leads to a Bachelor of Science degree and is designed toprepare teachers of agriculture for secondary schools and community and technical colleges. The demand for agricultural educationteachers exceeds present supply in the Carolinas, Virginia, and throughout the nation.
The Extension Education/Extension Concentration curriculum is designed to prepare individuals for careers in the extension service.The program leads to a Bachelor of Science degree in Extension Education. Students are required to complete both classroom andlaboratory studies on the NC State campus and a closely supervised practicum in the field. A full semester internship in an office oragriculture-related industry during the senior year is required.
The Extension Education/Communication Concentration curriculum is designed to prepare individuals for careers in professionsrelated to communications in agriculture. The program leads to a Bachelor of Science degree in Extension Education. Students arerequired to complete both classroom and laboratory studies on the NC State campus and a closely supervised practicum in the field.A 45-hour field work experience in an agriculture industry during the sophomore year and a full-semester practicum experience in anagricultural-related industry during the senior year are required.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Nelson Hall, Room 232phone: (919)515-3107www.ag—econ.ncsu.edu
J. A. Brandt, HeadC. L. Moore, Associate Head and Extension LeaderA. W. Oltmans, Coordinator of Undergraduate ProgramsD. J. Flath, Graduate Coordinator
William Neal Reynolds Professor: M.K. Wohlgenant; Professors: J.A. Brandt, A.B. Brown, GA. Carlson, L.E. Danielson, J.B.Easley, E.A. Estes, T.J. Grennes, M.T. Holt, M.C. Marra, C.L. Moore, C.D. Satley, V.K. Smith, W.N. Thurman, T. Vukina, M.L.Walden, M.K. Wohlgenant; Adjunct Professor: J.B. Hunt, Jr.; Professors Emeriti: R.C. Brooks, A.J. Coutu, D.G. Harwood, Jr., D.M.Hoover, L.A. Ihnen, R.A. King, l-I.L. Liner, T.E. Nichols, Jr., D.F. Neuman, E.C. Pasour, Jr., GR. Pugh, R.A. Schrimper, J.A.Seagraves, R.L. Simmons, W.L. Turner, C.R. Weathers, R.C. Wells, J.C. Williamson, Jr.; Associate Professors: GA. Benson, P.L.Fackler, A.W. Oltmans, M.A. Renkow, GA. Wossink, K.D. Zering; Associate Professors Emeritus: J.G Algood, R.S Boals, H.C.Gilliam, Jr., DD. Robinson, P.S. Stone; Assistant Professors: F. Ciliberto, D.G. Hallstrom, A. lnoue, R.L. Lamb, D.J. Phaneuf, N.E.Piggott; Assistant Professors Emeriti: J.C. Matthews, Jr., EM. Stallings; Lecturers: M.L. Hendrickson, J.L. Phillips, J.S. Russ, H.A.Sampson, 111; Adjunct Instructors: R.K. Campbell, J.H. Kirchk, J.M. Kuszaj, M. Wohlgenant; Extension Specialists: S.G. Bullen,T.A. Feitshans, G. van der Hoven, L.S. Smutko, R.H. Usry.
The Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics serves agricultural, resource and related industries through its extension,research and teaching programs. Applying principles of economics, business, and related disciplines, these programs develop an
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understanding ol‘conteimiorary economic and business problems and equip students with a knowledge of business organizationfundamentals and decision making skills useful in the operation and management ofbusmess firms.
The department offers undergraduate programs leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Agricultural Business Management. Aconcentration in biological sciences and business management is offered within the agricultural business management program. Thedepartment also offers concentrations \\ ithin to campus—wide degree programs: a natural resources economics and managementconcentration leading to a Bachelor ot‘Science degree in Natural Resources (see natural resources curriculum) and an economicpolicy concentration leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Environmental Sciences (see environmental sciences curriculum).
The Agricultural Business Management Progiam prepares graduates for management. marketing, sales. finance and related careers.The program has sufficient flexibility to prov ide more extensive course work in basic and applied science and math for those studentsdesiring to prepare [or advanced graduate study as well. The concentration in biological sciences business management preparesgraduates for management. marketing. and sales careers in fields such as biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, health care, environmentalprotection. food processing and finance dealing with biological issues. This concentration is designed to be an attractive option forstudents \\ ith a strong background and interest in science \\ ho seek alternatives to technical science careers.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ ailable online: \\ \& w.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Opportunities
The grow ing number ol'speciali7ed business firms producing and marketing services and products in agriculture. resource and lifescience related industries has created an increasing demand for graduates trained in agriculture and btological sc1ences/bustnessmanagement. resource economics and management and em ironmental policy
Employment opportunities include careers with companies in purchasing. processing. and marketing food. fiber and related products;firms producing and marketing production inputs (feed, equipment. chemicals. drugs. etc.) and senices; banks; other financial andcredit agencies; cooperati\ es; natural resources management units and consulting firms: and natural resources and environmentaleducational or regulatory agencies.
Many graduates pursue careers in research and education w ith various state and federal gox eminent agencies. These agencies includethe Cooperatixe Extension Serv ice. the Agricultural Research Serx ice. the State Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,Em ironmental and Natural Resources. the United States Department of Agriculture. and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Minor in Agricultural Business Management
The Department ongricultural and Resource Economics offers a minor in Agricultural Business Management. This minor providesstudents an opportunity to learn basic concepts useful in many careers in agricultural business. A total of 15 hours of course work isrequired. including ARE 201. and four additional courses chosen from a list of selected courses in agricultural and resourceeconomics and related business fields. Consult the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics for specific information.
CURRICULA IN AGRONOMY
Williams Hall
J. Thomas Stalker, Head ofthe Department ofCrop ScienceD. K. Cassel. Head ofthe Department of Soil Science. Director ofGraduate Programs. Soil ScienceJ. Spears. Undergraduate Coordinator. Crop ScienceH. J. Kleiss. Undergraduate Coordinator. Soil ScienceD. Danehow er. Director ofGraduate Programs. Crop Science
Agronomy is the development and practical application of plant and soil sciences to produce abundant. high quality food. feed. fiberand specialty crops in an environmentally sustainable manner. Agronomists serve a vital role in global agriculture and themaintenance of environmental quality. Students may eam a Bachelor of Science degree within the technology curriculum oftheCollege of Agriculture and Life Sciences \\ ith a major in Agronomy. The agronomy curriculum is administered jointly by theDepartments ofCrop Science and Soil Science. Crop Science relates primarily to the genetics. breeding, physiology and managementof field crops and turf. Soil Science is oriented toward soil physics. chemistry. origin. microbiology. fertility and management. Forfurther information and employ ment opportunities. see the departmental headings for Crop Science and Soil Science.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wwwncsuedu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Agronomy. Agronomic Sciences ConcentrationCurriculum in Agronomy Agronomic Business ConcentrationCurriculum in Agronomy. Crop Production ConcentrationCurriculum in Agronomy. Soil Science ConcentrationCurriculum in Agronomy. Turfgrass Management Concentration
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DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCE
Polk Hall, Room 123www.cals.ncsu.edu/an_sci/home/home.html
R. L. McCraw, HeadJ. A. Moore, Undergraduate CoordinatorE. J. Eisen, Graduate Coordinator
Alumni Distinguished Professors: S.L. Ash, W.L. Flowers; William Neal Reynolds Professor: E.J. Eisen;Alumni Distinguished Professors Serving as Administrators: J .C. Comwell, K.L. Esbenshade;Professors: B.P. Alston-Mills, J.H. Eisemann, R.L. McCraw, R.A. Mowrey, Jr., J. Odle, R.M. Petters,O.W. Robison, J.W. Spears, S.P. Washbum, L.W. Whitlow; Professors Serving as Administrators: L.S.Bull, R.G. Crickenberger; Adjunct Professor: S.D. Perreault (Environmental Protection Agency);Professors Emeriti: A.V. Allen, T.C. Blalock, D.G. Braund, K.R. Butcher, E.B. Caruolo, D.G. Davenport,R.W. Harvey, W.L. Johnson, E.E. Jones, J.R. Jones, F.N. Knott, C.A. Lassiter, J.M. Leatherwood, J.G. Lecce, B.T. McDaniel, R.D.Mochrie, R.M. Myers, GS. Parsons, J.W. Patterson, B.R. Poulton, A.H. Rakes, H.A. Ramsey, F.D. Sargent, F.H. Smith, J.C. Wilk,G.H. Wise, J.R. Woodard; Associate Professors: C.E. Farin, B.A. Hopkins, R.E. Lichtenwalner, J.M. Luginbuhl, W.E.M. Morrow,M.H. Poore, M.T. See, C.M. Williams; Associate Professors Emeriti: E.U. Dillard, J.J. McNeil; Assistant Professors: S.L. Ash, J.P.Cassady, V. Fellner, R.J. Harrell, M.E. Hockett, GB. Huntington, J.A. Moore, E. van Heugten, T.A. van Kempen, C.S. Whisnant;Lecturer: J.L. Sandberg; Visiting Lecturer: K.D. Ange; Extension Specialists: J.S. Clay, P.A. Dukas, G.R. Griffin, D.C. Miller, D.E.Pritchard, M.J. Yoder; Extension Specialists Emeriti: B.C. Allison, J.H. Gregory, J.W. Parker, R.W. Swain; Associate Members oftheFaculty: G.W. Almond (Farm Animal Health and Resource Management, CVM), G.A. Benson (Agricultural and ResourceEconomics); J.C. Burns (USDA); W.M. Hagler (Plant Pathology, Poultry Science); D.K. Larick (Graduate School); J. Piedrahita(Molecular Biomedical Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine), M.D. Whitacre (Farm Animal Health and Resource Management,College of Veterinary Medicine).

Animal Science is a broad field centered on the biology, production, management, and care of domestic animals. Animals have,throughout history, provided man with a major source of food, fiber, pleasure, and companionship. Undergraduate students studysubjects related to various phases of animal science. Courses are offered in anatomy, physiology, nutrition, genetics, andmanagement, and there are opportunities for the application of basic scientific training in the husbandry areas. Use of animals andanimal specimens is critical to our educational program. To obtain full credit for Animal Science courses, students are required toparticipate in laboratory procedures involving animals and animal specimens. All activities with live animals are approved by theInstitutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Many lectures also incorporate animals or animal specimens into the course.Options for course selection by each student make it possible for those with varying backgrounds and wide-ranging interests tobecome involved in stimulating and rewarding experiences.
Opportunities
Opportunities for animal scientists are boundless and the areas of emphasis are diverse. Animal science graduates are qualified forpositions in a wide variety of areas such as: research and development at pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; livestock,horse, or companion animal management; animal breeding and production; feed and animal healthcare product sales and service;livestock marketing; consulting; state and federal departments of agriculture; breed associations; educational and financialinstitutions; livestock, horse, and companion animal publications and other media; animal technical services; extension services; andpublic relations. Animal scientists can be found across the nation and around the world in all phases of production, research, sales,
service, business, health, and education. Many students in pre-veterinary medicine obtain degrees in animal science, as do otherpreprofessional students including pre-medical and pre-dental. Students may elect graduates study, after which they will findopportunities in teaching, research, and extension. See listing of graduate degrees offered in the Graduate Catalog.
Curricula
The degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in animal science may be obtained under either the science or industry curriculaoffered in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. The science curriculum (SAS) is designed for students with interest in
advanced study in disciplines such as physiology, nutrition, and genetics. Many students in pre-veterinary medicine are enrolled inthis curriculum pursuing a Bachelor of Science Degree in Animal Science. The industry (IAS) curriculum is for students interested in
entry into the animal industry or allied businesses. It offers flexibility in complementing animal science with business, economics,and applied science course work.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaIndustry Curriculum in Animal ScienceSelence Curriculum in Animal Science
Minor in Animal Science
A minor in Animal Science is open to all interested baccalaureate students. This minor is appropriate for (but not limited to) studentsmajoring in Agricultural Business Management, Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Education, Agronomy, Food Science, PoultryScience and Zoology. Students completing a minor in Animal Science will become familiar with animal production and with itsrelated industries. The minor requires a minimum of 15 credit hours with a grade of“C-” or better, including 8 hours in requiredcourses and 7 hours in elective courses. The program is flexible in order that students may emphasize the discipline or species oftheirinterest. See: www.ncsu.edu/advisingficentral/minors_desc/animal_sci.html.
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DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND STRUCTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY
Polk Hall. Room 128phone: (9l9)5l5 25?“
D. T. Bro“ n. [leadF. S. Maxwell. Assistant Department head and Director ofUndcrgraduate Programs.l. A. Knopp. Umlergraduate Coordinator
William Neal Reynolds Professor: W.L. Miller: Professors: PF. Agris, L.K. llanley Bowdoin, ES. Maxvx ell, E.C. Sisler, P.L.Wolleruien: Adjunct Professors: K.S. Korach, M. Luther, J.D. Otvos. E.C. Thcil; Professors Emeriti: F.B. Armstrong, H.R. Horton,..lS. Kahn. [S Longmuir; Associate Professors: CC. llardin. C.L. Hemen“ ay. J.A. Knopp; Assistant Professors: A.C. Clark, M.B.Goshe. C. Mattos, R.B. Rose: Visiting Assistant Professors: D.G. Presutti; Research Assistant Professor: H.S. Gracz; AssociateMembers ofthe Faculty: S. Franzen (Chemistry), ll.M. llassan (Microbiology). J. Horowit/ (Veterinary Medicine), IW. Moyer(Plant Pathology). D.F. Sayers (Physics), R.R. Sederoff(Forestry, Genetics): Lecturer: A. Sylxia.
Biochemistry is the science Which is concerned \\ ith the discovery and understanding ofthe chemical principles oflife. It is a wide—ranging field from the composition. biosynthesis. structure and function ofbiomolecules to the control and regulation ofbiochem1calprocesses \\ ithin organelles. cells. organs and organisms. Biochemical principles form the baSlS of most laboratory procedures w1th1nthe life cycle.
Opportunities
The Biochemistry program provides B.S. graduates with the scientific background and skills required for employment inbiochemistry. molecular biology. biotechnology. and genetics and for the health fields ofmedicine, veterinary science pharmacology,and related fields.
Awards
The H. Robert Horton A\\ ard is gi\ en to the outstanding student in Biochemistry based on scholarly and research achievements asselected by the Biochemistry graduate students.
Honors
The honors program in Biochemistry isjointly administered \\ ithin the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and the College ofPh) sical and Mathematical Sciences. It is designed for students \\ ho wish to explore advanced courses and be rewarded foroutstanding academic achie\ement.
To be admitted to the honors program. a student must complete the three semester sequence of Calculus (MA 141, 241, 242) and thecalculus based Physics sequence (PY 205 and 208). Exceptions can be made for transfer students. Students with a GPA ofat least 3.5are in\ itcd into the program in their‘junior year. To complete the program, a student must take the two semester Physical Chemistrysequence (CH 431 and 433), at least three hours of research and six hours of adxanced or honors courses at the 300- or 400-level.Interested students should contact the Undergraduate Coordinator of Biochemistry for more detailed information.
Curricula
The curriculum emphasizes the fundamentals ofbiological and physical sciences. offering students both breadth of knowledge anddepth of understanding. It is designed to provide students V\ ith broad experience in biological and chemical sciences and to encouragethe development of experimental skills. One important aspect is the requirement of at least one semester experience in a Biochemistrylaboratory. Because ofthe breadth ofthe course requirements. many students can easily add a second major in Biological Sciences.Chemistry, or other science as “ell as add a minor in Genetics.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ ailable online: wwwncsuedu reg records curricula
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
David S. Weaver Laboratories. Room 100phone: (919)515—2694www.bae.ncsu.edu
l. H. Young. HeadR. 0. Evans, Jr., Department of Extension LeaderD. H. Willis. Director ofGraduate ProgramsS. A. Hale, Undergraduate Coordinator
Distinguished University Professor and William Neal Reynolds Professor: R.W. Skaggs; Professors: CG. Abrams, Jr., D.B. Beasley,S.M. Blanchard, CJ. Bowers. J12, M.D. Boyette, FJ. Humenik. GD. Jennings, T.M. Losordo. IE. Parsens, R.P Rohorbach, A.R.Rubin, RS. Sowell, L.F. Stikeleather, PW. Westerman, T.B. Whitaker (USDA), D.H. Willis, J.H. Young; Adjunct Professors: L.M.Safely, Jr.. S.S. Schiffman, L.F. Sykes; Professors Emeriti: IC. Barker, GB. Blum, Jr, J.W. Dickens. LB. D1‘iggers,J.M. Fore, G.W.Giles. E.G. Humphries, W.H. Johnson, G]. Kriz, W.F. McClure, F.M. Richardson, R.E. Sneed, C.W. Suggs, R.W. Watkins, EH.Wiser; Associate Professors: GR. Baughman, J.J. Classen, R.O. Evans, J11, S.A. Hale, R.L. Huffman. G.T. Roberson; Research
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Associate Professors: S.K. Lehir; Extension Associate Professors: J. Spooner; Assistant Professors: J. Cheng, M.S. Chinn, PL.Mente, R.R. Shanna; Research Assistant Professors: G.M. Chescheir; Assistant Professor: GL. Grabow; Adjunct AssistantProfessors: DD. Archibald, R.L. Langley, S.K. Seymour; Extension Specialists: W.F. Hunt, DE. Line, J.M. Rice, R.L. Sherman;Associate Members ofthe Faculty: C.R. Daubert (Food Science), B.E. Farkas (Food Science), A.E. Hassan (Forestry), K.M. Keener(Food Science), S.C. Roe (Companion Animal & Special Species Medicine), KP. Sandeep (Food Science), KR. Svs artzel (FoodScience).
The Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering offers two four—year undergraduate programs in Biological Engineering(BE) and in Agricultural and Environment Technology (AET). The BE curriculum includes concentrations in agriculturalengineering, bioprocess engineering, and environmental engineering. All concentrations within the BE curriculum emphasize basicscience and engineering courses that provide a sound background for application of engineering principles to biological andagricultural problems. The AET combines an understanding ofthe agricultural, biological, and physical sciences with technology andeconomics so that the focus is on applying engineering principles to agricultural and environmental systems.
Opportunities
BE students learn to solve a wide variety of engineering problems and Vs ill have opportunities for specialization. Scientific andengineering principles are applied: to analyze, understand and utilize mechanical properties of biological materials; to theconservation and management of soil and water resources; to the design of sensor-based instrumentation and control systems forbiological and agricultural applications; to the design and development ofmachinery systems for all phases of agricultural and foodproduction; to the design of structures and environmental control systems for housing animals, plant growth. and biological productstorage; to the design and evaluation of ergonomic devices for human and animal applications; and to the development of improvedsystems for processing and marketing food and agricultural products.
Graduates ofthe BE curriculum receive a “BS in Biological Engineering,” qualifying them for positions in design. de\ elopment, andresearch in both industry and public institutions. The curriculum also prepares students for post graduate work leading to ad\ anceddegrees. Some positions filled by recent BE graduates include: product design; development and testing; plant engineering andmanagement; engineering analysis and inspection for federal and state agencies; engineering analysis and inspection for federal andstate agencies; engineering consultant and research. Entry-level salary ranges for BE graduates are similar to those of Civil.Industrial, and Mechanical Engineering graduates.
The AET curriculum provides graduate opportunities in technical analysis, application and e\ aluation ofagricultural productionsystems and environmental systems. The curriculum’s flexibility enables students to specialize technologically in agriculture, theenvironment, or business management. Careers include technicaljobs in production agriculture, em ironrnental systems. agribusinesssales and service, and agricultural extension.
Curricula
The BE curriculum isjointly administered by the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering andcombines the fields of engineering, biology and agriculture. The BE curriculum is accredited by the Engineering AccreditationCommission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 111 Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore. MD 21201 4012;phone: (410)347-7700. BE graduates are qualified to become registered professional engineers by passing the appropriateexaminations and upon completing the engineering experience requirements.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
The program educational objectives ofthe Biological Engineering (BE) Bachelor of Science (BS) degree are to:
- Educate students for successful careers in engineering by mastering the fundamentals ofengineering and biology.
- Instill in the students time management skills and a sense of confidence in their ability to grasp and apply engineering principles

to solve complex, real-world problems.
- Impart a sense of professional responsibility and work ethic.
' Establish an educational environment in which students participate in interdisciplinary activities.

Offer a curriculum that provides students an opportunity to become broadly educated engineers and life long learners.
' Expose students to advances in engineering practice and research.
' Recruit students with high potential who will contribute to the future economic and social well being ofNorth Carolina.
The AET curriculum is administered by the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and is intended to uniquely prepare students forhands—on application oftechnology to efficiently manage agricultural and environmental systems. Flexibility within the programallows students to attain depth in science, business, or environmental areas. Graduates provide a critical link in the agricultural andenvironmental spectrum by interacting directly with both the production personnel as well as the designers and implementers ol‘technological systems.
The program objectives ofthe Agricultural and Environmental Technology (AET) Bachelor ol‘Science (BS) degree are to:
- Develop in students a contextual knowledge ofphysical and biological systems supporting agriculture and the environment.
' Develop a contextual knowledge of physical and biological systems supporting agriculture and the environment.

Develop depth and or breadth by choosing appropriate agricultural, environmental or business electives.
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- Utilize hands-on approaches in the formulation of solutions to practical problems.
- Apply critical thinking and existing technology to identify, evaluate, and solve problems with agricultural and environmental

systems.
- Communicate effectively between engineers, technicians, businesses, and consumers to gain information needed to solve and

problem present solutions.
- Motivate students to engage in life-long learning.
- Work effectively in teams.
Minor in Agricultural and Environmental Technology
A minor is offered to students interested in the applicant of engineering technology analysis in agricultural and environmentalsystems that utilize machinery, agricultural structures, food and feed processing, soil, water and waste management, electrical powerand controls, and agricultural safety and health technology. This minor is not open to AET majors and allows majors in otherprograms to understand engineering technology for equipment, materials, resources, processes, and facilities utilized in their majorarea of study. and be knowledgeable in the application oftechnology for managing environmental issues, impacts, and monitoring.

CURRICULUM IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Bostian Hall, Room 2717
W. C. Grant, Undergraduate Coordinator
Professors: W.C. Grant (Zoology), R.P. Patterson (Crop Science), E. Davis (Botany);Associate Professors: R.L. Beckmann, Jr. (Botany), M. Niedzlek-Feaver (Zoology), B.C.Haning (Plant Pathology), J.E. Mickle (Botany); Faculty Lecturer: L.D. Parks(Zoology); Laboratory Supervisor: P.M. Aune (Botany); Laboratory Manager: T.B.Johansson (Biological Sciences); Teaching Technician: W.F. Crumpler (Microbiology).
The Biological Sciences constitute a rapidly developing field offering many challengingand rewarding opportunities for well-trained students. The Biological Sciences Interdepartmental Program offers a BS. Degree inBiological Sciences for students seeking comprehensive training in biology and the supporting sciences. Many graduates ofthisprogram continue further studies in graduate schools in such diverse fields as botany, zoology, marine biology, physiology, genetics,biochemistry, biotechnology, pharmacology, and microbiology. Others attend professional schools in medicine, optometry, andveterinary medicine as well as other health-related fields.

The Biological Sciences curriculum provides a modern, flexible, undergraduate program to prepare students for rewarding careers inresearch and teaching as well as in business, industry, research institutes, and governmental agencies. A wide range of careeropportunities are available in technical sales, manufacturing and quality control, environmental management, and other positionswith pharmaceutical companies, food manufacturers, medical laboratories, public utilities, and other industries. A joint program withthe Department of Mathematics and Science Education leads to a double major and a teaching certificate.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
Minor in Biological Sciences
The minor in Biological Sciences is open to all interested baccalaureate students with the exception of Zoology and Botany majors,but is intended primarily to enhance the programs of students whose major field is outside the Biological Sciences area. Studentspursuing a minor in Biological Sciences will become familiar with fundamental principles of biology and gain a broad-basedperspective of the biological sciences. The minor requires a minimum of 17 credit hours. The minor program is flexible so thatstudents may take courses in areas of individual interest.
DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
Gardner Hall, Room 2214phone: (919)515-2727
M. E. Daub, HeadC. G. VanDyke, Undergraduate CoordinatorN. S. Allen, Director of Graduate Programs
University Research Professor: W.F. Thompson; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: R.L. Beckmann, C.G. VanDyke;Professors: NS. Allen, U. Blum, W.F. Boss, R.S. Boston, J.M. Burkholder, W.S. Chilton, E. Davies, R.C. Fites, H.E. Pattee (USDA),.1 .F. Thomas, CG. VanDyke, T.R. Wentworth; Professors Emeriti: C.E. Anderson, R]. Downs, J.W. Hardin, W.W. Heck (USDA),R.L. Mott, G.R. Noggle, ED. Seneca, J .R. Troyer; Associate Professors: R.L. Beckmann, J .E. Mickle, D. Robertson, J.M. Stucky;Assistant Professor: D. Robertson, .1. Xiang; Teaching Technician: D.S. Wright; Associate Members of the Faculty: H.V. Amerson(Forestry), K.O. Burkey (USDA), M.M. Goodman (Crop Science, Statistics, Genetics), S.C. Huber (USDA), M.D. Purugganan(Genetics), T.W. Rufty, Jr., (Crop Science), E.C. Sisler (Biochemistry), E.A. Wheeler (Wood and Paper Science), R.W. Whetten(Forestry); Adjunct Associate Professor: C.S. Brown, GK. Muday.
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The instructional program provides classroom, laboratory, and field experience in the major areas ofplant science. Undergraduatesmajoring in botany are gi\ en a broad background in the humanities and physical sciences and are encouraged to participate inindependent study in the senior year. Majors, as preprofessionals in the plant sciences, are prepared for ad\ anced study in botany andother biological fields, as well as in the applied plant sciences, such as horticulture, crop science, plant pathology, resourcemanagement and environmental biology.
Opportunities
The undergraduate degree is an excellent preprofessional degree in the plant sciences. Many majors continue with graduate studies;see list ofgraduate degrees. After obtaining a graduate degree, the undergraduate major will be qualified for teaching positions in thecommunity and junior colleges, colleges and uni\ ersities, for research positions in federal and state government laboratories and inprivate industry. Research technician positions in many life science areas in governmental and industrial laboratories are also careerpossibilities. The field of biotechnology provides additional technical opportunities Field botanists and naturalists find employmentin state and national park systems and nature interpretation programs.
Curricula
The Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Botany is offered under the science curriculum ofthe College ongriculture and LifeSciences. The Bachelor of Science with double concentration- one in economics, English, hist01y. philosophy, or political science,and the other in botany- is available in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. For details, refer to the appropriate sectionunder the College of Humanities and Social Sciences.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: w“ w.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Minor in Biotechnology
The Minor in Biotechnology is designed to provide a first hand experience with a variety oftechnologies that use gene manipulation.The laboratory courses should be started in the sophomore orjunior year, follow ing completion ofBlO 181 or ZO 160 and OrganicChemistry (CH 223) with a grade of C- or better. The Core Technologies course, BIT 360, is required for all students, but MB 409,ZO 480, or BCH 454 can be substituted. Other requirements for the minor include a 3 credit research internship. 4 credits ofadvanced biotechnology laboratory courses (BIT 461—468), and a 3 credit ethics course. Interested students should contact Dr. JohnChisnell in the Biotechnology Program Office, 216 Scott Hall, bio—techflncsuedu, for information and application materials.
DEPARTMENT OF CROP SCIENCE
Williams Hall, Room 2205phone: (919)515 2647
H. T. Stalker, HeadJ. F. Spears, Undergraduate CoordinatorD. A. Danchower, Director of Graduate Programs
Distinguished University Professor: M.M. Goodman; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: R.P. Patterson; William NealReynolds Professors: M.M. Goodman, E.A. Wernsman; Philip Morris Professor: G.F. Peedin: Professors: J.R. Anderson, D.T.Bowman, A.H. Bruneau, J.C. Burns (USDA), J.W. Burton (USDA), B.E. Caldwell. T.E. Carter, Jr. (USDA), F.T. Corbin. E.J.Dunphy, E.L. Fiscus (USDA), D.S. Fisher (USDA), J.T. Green. Jr., S.C. Huber (USDA), R.E. Jarrett, D.A. Knaufi, ll.M. Linker. R.C.Long, J.E. Miller (USDA), J.P. Mueller, J.P. Murphy, C.H. Peacock, R.C. Rufty, W.D. Smith, H.T. Stalker, J.B. Weber, W.W. Weeks.R. Wells, G.G. Wilkerson, RF. Wilson (USDA), J.C. Wynne, A.C. York; Adjunct Professors: J.R. Evans, K.D. Getsinger, D.G.Oblinger. D.T. Patterson, J.A. Ryals, GM. Werner; Professors Emeriti: R.R. Bennett, C.T. Blake. C.A. Brim, D.S. Chamblee. J.F.Chaplin, H.D. Coble, W.K. Collins, W.A. Cope, S.H. Dobson, D.A. Emery, W.T. Fike, D.U. Gerstel. W.B. Gilbert, W.C. Gregory.H.D. Gross, GR. Gwynn, P.H. Harvey, SN. Hawks, G.L. Jones, G.C. Klingman, J.A. Lee, W.H. Leuis, R.L. Loworn, RP. Moore.D.E. Moreland, A. Perry, L.L. Phillips, J.C. Rice, H. Seltman, G.A. Sullivan, D.L. Thompson, D.Il. Timothy, J.A. chbreu, A.D.Worsham; Associate Professors: D.C. Bovx man, K.O. Burkey (USDA), R.J. Cooper, D.A. Danchower, R.E. Dcuey, K.L. Edmisten,GP. Fenner, T.G. lsleib, S.H. Kay, RD. Keys, P. Kvx anyuen (USDA), D.P. Livingston (USDA), P.H. Sisco (USDA), V.A. Sisson, J.F.Spears, A.K. Weissinger, R. Wells, J. Wilcot; Associate Professors Emeriti: R.L. Davis, W.G. Toomey; Assistant Professors: R.W.Heiniger, D. Jordan, J.M. Luginbuhl, R. Qu, PR. Weisz, F.H. Yelveiton; Adjunct Assistant Professor: M. Fraser; ExtensionSpecialists: D.W. Daniel, C.M. Sasser; Crop Science Specialists: S.C. Bennett, C.E. Collins, GE. Martin; Associate Members oftheFaculty: R.L. Beckmann (Biological Sciences), M. Feaver (Zoology), W. Grant (Zoology), B. llaing (Biological Sciences), J. Mickle(Biological Sciences), L. Parks (Lecturer), C.W. Stuber (Genetics), W.F. Thomson, C.T. Young (Food Science): Visiting Professor:T.W. Rufty, Jr.
Crop Scientists seek to improve the productivity, profitability, and quality ofour major food, feed, fiber, and specialty crops: enhancethe quality ofturf and vegetative cover, enhance our environment, and improve the nutrition and economic health ofour \\ orld. TheCrop Science four year undergraduate program is offered within the Agronomy curriculum and is administered jointly by the CropScience and Soil Science Departments. Students may earn a Bachelor of Science degree in the technology curriculum with a major inAgronomy (See Agronomy Curriculum).
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Opportunities
Agronomy major graduates find employment as consultants, extension agents, farm managers, golf course superintendents,landscape specialists, research scientists, seed production specialists, sod production specialists, soil survey specialists, soil
conservationists, technical sales representatives, and waste management specialists. Graduate work can lead to careers in plantbreeding, biotechnology, crop physiology and chemistry, and crop management systems. (For Crop Science graduate programs, seethe Graduate Catalog).
Curricula
Students may earn a Bachelor ofScience degree in the technology curriculum with a major in Agronomy. The Agronomy option isadministered jointly by the Departments of Crop Science and Soil Science.
Minor in Crop Science
Open to any undergraduate degree student interested in gaining knowledge ofthe development, productivity and sustainability ofcrop management systems. genetic improvement and pest management strategies, and the interaction of crops with their physical andbiotic environment. It is intended to complement other curricula that are related to crop-environment and agro-ecological studies. Anappreciation of agronomic approaches which lead to a more efficient use of crop production inputs and to a less invasive impact onthe environment is emphasized. lt is not intended to prepare students for a professional career in Crop Science. Additional courses arerecommended for students who plan graduate work in this discipline
CURRICULUM IN DAIRY SCIENCE
(See Animal Science)

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY
Gardner Hall, Room 2301phone: (919)515-2746
J. D. Harper, HeadJ. R. Meyer, Undergraduate CoordinatorD. B. Orr, Director of Graduate ProgramsP. S. Southern, Department Extension Leader
Phillip Morris Professor: RS. Souther, J.W. Van Duyn; William Neal ReynoldsProfessor: F.L. Gould, G.G. Kennedy, R.M. Roe; Blanton J. Whitmire Professor: C.Schal; Charles G. Wright Professor: J. Silverman; Professors: J.T. Ambrose, C.S.Apperson, J.S. Bacheler, J.R. Bradley, Jr., R.L. Brandenberg, L.L. Deitz, F.P. Hain,
J.D. Harper, J.R. Meyer, B.M. Parker, K.A. Sorensen, R.E. Stinner, J.F. Walgenbach;Adjunct Professors: G. Gordh, D.M. Jackson, P.M. Marsh, D.E. Sonenshine;Professors Emeriti: R.C. Axtell, M.E. Barbercheck, J.R. Baker, W.M. Brooks, W.V.Campbell, M.H. Farrier, R.J. Kuhr, H.B. Moore, Jr., H.H. Neunzig, R.L. Rabb, R.L.Robertson, C.G. Wright; Associate Professors: D.B. Orr, C.E. Sorenson, B.M.Wiegmann; Adjunct Assistant Professors: D.E. Herbert, C. Nalepa; AssociateProfessor Emeritus: R.C. Hillman; Assistant Professors: CA. Casey, E.L. Vargo, D.W.Watson; Adjunct Associate Professors: A.K. Dowdy, K.R. Lakin, R. Sequiera, J.W.Smith, MD. Tomalski; Visiting Assistant Professor: M.G. Waldvogel; ExtensionSpecialists: S.B. Bambara, D.L. Stephan, S.M. Stringham, S.J. Toth, M.G. Waldvogel;Associate Members ofthe Department: Professors: R.B. Leidy (Toxicology), H.M. Linker (Crop Science); Assistant Professors: W.G.Buhler (Horticulture), D.J. Robison (Forestry), R. Rose (Toxicology).

Undergraduate instruction in entomology provides introductory and advanced courses in the basic science of entomology and themanagement of beneficial and pest insects. Courses at the 200- and 400—1evel courses fulfill General Education Requirements inNatural Sciences or Science and Technology and serve students majoring in biological sciences, agronomy, botany, horticulturalscience, agricultural education, crop science, and forestry. They also provide fundamental training for graduate study in entomology(see the Graduate Catalog).
Opportunities
For graduates with advanced degrees in entomology, opportunities include research, teaching, and extension positions in colleges anduniversities; research, development, production, control, and sales pOSItions in private industries; consultative positions in pestmanagement; curatorial positions in museums; and research and regulatory positions with state and federal agencies.
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Curricula
There is no entomologyundergraduate major. Those students with a primary interest in entomology are advised to choose a generalbiological sc1ences curricula and the minor in entomology.
Minor in Entomology
The Department of Entomology offers an undergraduate minor available to all baccalaureate degree students at North Carolina StateUniversity. The minor is especially appropriate for (but not limited to) students interested in biological or agricultural sciences,veterinary medicine, or other health sciences. A basic knowledge ofinsect biology may also be useful to students seeking careers ingovernment, industry, or education. The minor consists ofa minimum of 15 credit hours, including one core course (ENT 402 orENT 425). The remaining hours can be selected from a group ofrestricted electives.
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY
Toxicology Building, Centennial Campusphone: (919)515-2274www.tox.ncsu.edu
D. Shea, Head and Director of Graduate ProgramsC. S. Hofelt, Undergraduate Program Coordinator
William Neal Reynolds Professor (emeritus): E. Hodgson; Professors: G.A. LeBlanc, R.C. Smart; Adjunct Professors: J.A. Bond,A.M. Cummings, A.B. DeAngelo, J.A. Goldstein, L.E. Gray, W.F. Greenlee, KS. Korach, R.J. Langenbach, R.O. McClellan, R.J.Preston, D.C. Zeldin; Professors Emeriti: T.J. Sheets, RB. Leidy; Associate Professors: S. Branch, D. Shea; Adjunct AssociateProfessors: A.E. Chalmers, N. Chernoff, K.M. Crofton, HB. Matthews. Jr., B.A. Merrick, RT. Miller, L. Recio; Assistant Professors:W.G. Cope. M.F. Oleksiak, J. Tsuji, Y. Tsuji. A.D. Wallace; Visiting Assistant Professors: CS. Hofelt, R.L. Rose; Adjunct AssistantProfessor: D.J. Dix; Associate Members ofthe Program: Professors: College of Agriculture and Life Sciences K.B. Adler, J.E.Riviere, R.M. Roe, J.M. Cullen, H.M. Hassan. R.J. Kuhr, W.H. McKenzie, N.A. Monteiro—Riviere, M.A. Qureshi, PL. Sannes, l.W.Smoak, M.K. Stoskopf; Associate Professor: J.M. Law; Research Assistant Professor: J.M. Horowitz; Assistant Professors: R.E.Baynes, M. Hyman.
Toxicology is the science dealing with how chemicals and physical agents cause adverse effects on living organisms andenvironmental systems. This includes understanding where chemicals come from, Vt hat happens to them in the environment, howpeople and ecosystems are exposed to chemicals, and the cascade of ex ents that take place following chemical exposure to causeadverse effects. Toxicology is an interdisciplinary field of study that integrates many physical, chemical, and biological principlesthat help us better protect human and ecological health.
Opportunities
Students who participate in our undergraduate program will gain the scientific background and skills required for employment inenvironmental and biomedical careers with university. industrial, state, and federal research laboratories and regulatory agencies. Thecurriculum is especially suited to students preparing for graduate study in environmental sciences, biochemistry, molecular biology,biotechnology, and genetics and for the health fields of medicine, veterinary science. pharmacology and related fields.
Curricula
The Department of Environmental and Molecular Toxicology offers an undergraduate minor in Environmental Toxicology that isavailable to all baccalaureate degree students at North Carolina State University. The minor is intended to provide undergraduatestudents with an understanding of how chemicals and physical agents can adversely affect biological systems and the environment,including the mechanisms of chemically induced toxicity, the fate and effects of chemicals in the environment, and the evaluation ofchemical hazards and risks. The minor is especially appropriate for (but not limited to) students majoring in the biological oragricultural sciences, physical sciences or science education. For additional information on course, curriculum, and researchopportunities please visit our web site at www.tox.ncsu.edu or contact Undergraduate Coordinator Dr. Chris Hofelt atc hofelt@ncsu.edu.
CURRICULA IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
(Also see Interdisciplinary Programs or Physical and Mathematical Sciences)Nelson Hall, Room 2332; Williams Hall, Room 232]; North Gardner Hall. Room 3216
A. W. Oltmans, Coordinator, Economic Policy Concentration (Nelson Hall, Room 233E)H. J. Kleiss, Coordinator, Environmental Soil Science Concentration (Williams Hall, Room 232 l)S. C. Mozley, Coordinator, Ecology Concentration (Gardner Hall, Room 2t 04)
Environmental sciences, in the broadest sense, are concerned with the development of basic knowledge about the world’senvironments and the use ofthis knowledge to create new and more efficient ways to maintain or enhance the environment forsociety’s benefit. Given the complexity ofenvironmental processes and the many ways in which humans interact with naturalenvironments, a multidisciplinary systems approach is essential for understanding changes in natural environments. Society’s futureprospects maintaining and improving our environment depends on advances in economics, other social science and humanities andthe use ofthese advances to develop and maintain effective economic, political, and social structures.
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Public concern about em ironmental issues and the resource costs for protecting our environment is increasing. Protecting andimpro\ ing our environment imolves knowledge and systematic problem-solving skills will be essential for environmental scientists.Ecologists and other em ironmental scientists must be conversant with economics, other social sciences, and humanities, whileem ironmental economists and political scientists must be competent in the use ofmatherrratical models and statistics. North CarolinaState Unhersity‘s en\ ironmental science degree program provides sound training in each ol‘these areas. Successful completion ofthis di\erse and challenging program requires a sound academic background and hard work.
To accommodate the comple\ity and breadth ofcnvironmental sciences, the Bachelor ofScience degree in environmental science isa campus—wide program rm ol\ ing tuo colleges and fryc departments that administer six concentrations. A common core of 89 hoursproy ides a balanced lbundation in communication, humanities. social sciences. mathematics, and the natural sciences. The corerequirements include a freshman introductory environmental science course and a capstone course for seniors in which teams ofstudents from the \arious concentrations uork together on em ironmental problems from ecological, physical and economicpcrspecthes. Three departments within the College ongrieulture and Life Sciences offer an environmental sciences concentrationthat allous students to speciali/e in areas \\ithi11cmironmental science: Ecology, Economics Policy and Environmental Soil Science(see Department of Entomology). For inlormation on other concentrations, see the Department ofMarine. Earth, and AtmosphericSciences and the Department ofStatistics within the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences.
SpCClllC currietrlum requirements are ayailable online: \vancsuedu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Environmental Sciences, Ecology ConcentrationCurriculum in Environmental Sciences. Economic Policy ConcentrationCurriculum in Em ironmental Sciences, Soil Science Concentration
PROGRAM IN FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE SCIENCES
Ttrrner House. 1 l0 Brooks A\ enue
R. A. Lancia. Undergraduate Coordinator
The Departments of Forestry and Zoology share the program in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences. Undergraduate educationemphasizes ecological principles and their application to research problems and natural resource management needs. Majors are wellprepared for graduate \\ork and entry level professional positions.
Specific curriculum requirements are ayailable online: w“ w.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences. Concentration in Fisheries Scrence
DEPARTMENT OF FOOD SCIENCE
Schaub Hall. Room 100phone: (919)515-2951
K. R. Swartzel. HeadD. R. Ward. Associate Department Head and Department Extension LeaderL. G. Turner, Undergraduate Teaching CoordinatorD. K. Larick, Graduate Administrator
Distinguished University Professor: T.R. Klaenhammer; William Neal Reynolds Professors: E.A. Foegeding. K.R. Swartzel;Professors: J.C. Allen, L.C. Boyd. D.E. Carroll. Jr., GL. Catignani, Jr., AP. Hansen, T.C. Lanier, D.K. Larick. R.F. McFeeters(USDA), J.L. Oblinger. J.E. Rushing, T.H. Sanders (USDA). L.G. Turner. D.R. Ward: Associate Professors: C.R. Daubert, B.E.Farkas, DP. Green. L.A. Jaykus, S. Kathariou. K.M. Keener; Assistant Professors: F. Breidt (USDA), M.A. Drake. D.J. Hanson. K.P.Sandeep: Research Assistant Professor: J. Simunm ic; Professors Emeriti: L.W. Atrrand. H.R. Ball, T.A. Bell. R.E. Carawan. J.A.Christian, BS. Cofer, H.B. Craig, ll.P. Fleming. M.E. Gregory. M.W. Hoover. LD. Jones. V.A. Jones. N.C. Miller Jr., D.H.Pilkington. A.E. Purcell, W.M. Roberts, S.J. Schwartz, H.E. Swaisgood, FB. Thomas. W.M. Walter, Jr.; Associate Members oftheFaculty: K.E. Anderson (Poultry Science). A.M. Fraser (Family and Consumer Science). SA. Hale (Biological and AgriculturalEngineering), H.M. Hassan (Biochemistry, Microbiology, Toxicology). T.J. Hoban (Sociology and Anthropology). SA. Khan(Chemical Engineering). C.J. Lackey (Family and Consumer Sciences), HE. Pattee (Botany). B.W. Sheldon (Poultry Science);Adjunct Professors: P.A. Curtis, J.M. Drozd, R.C. Theucr. N.B. Webb.
The Department of Food Science pr'0\ ides undergraduate and graduate programs for the application and integration of chemistry,biology. and engineering to the development, processinO, packaging, quality control, distribution, and utilization of safe andnutritious foods. The Food Science Bachelor of Science program is compatible with preprofessional school curricula; many studentselect to double major in Food Science vy ith Biochemistry. Chemical Engineering, Poultry Science or other curricula. Minors in avariety of areas are also encouraged. The department maintains modern, fully-equipped laboratories for teaching and research in thedisciplines of food microbiology, food chemistry biochemistry, food engineering, and nutrition; and the product areas of dairy, fruit,meats, poultry, seafood, and vegetable products. Departmental programs address food safety, value-added food processing.environmental impact of food processing, and nutritional health. Food Science includes the most current information related tobiotechnology, engineering approaches, and computer applications as they relate to pr0\ iding safe foods \\ ith minimal impact on theenvrronment.
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Opportunities
Increasing consumer concern regarding food safety and demands for greater varieties of nutritious and convenient foods of uniformlyhigh quality creates many varied career opportunities in the food, pharmaceutical and allied industries. Career opportunities in foodindustries include management, research and development, process supervision, quality control, procurement, distribution, and salesmerchandising. Positions include sales and service in allied industries, consulting and trade association activities, and promotionaland educational services. Food Science graduates hold teaching, research and extension positions “1th colleges and universities.govjernmgntgl agencies employ food scientists whose work is directed toward research, regulatory control, and the development of00 stan ar s.
The food industry provides both meritand financial need scholarships to encourage students preparing for careers in Food Science.Ph1 Tau Sigma rnvrtes outstanding seniors to membership. and all students are encouraged to participate in the Food Science Club, astudent branch of the Instltute of Food Technologists.
Curricula
The Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Food Science is offered through curricula v» ith a science emphasis or a technologyemphasis. The science program is designed for students with interest in graduate school or for those desiring more rigorous sciencecourses for technical careers in the food industry. Students more interested in business opportunities for technically trainedindividuals find that the technology program permits greater flexibility in complementing Food Science coursework V\ ith business,agricultural commodity and computer science courses.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaScience Currrculum 1n Food ScienceTechnology Curriculum in Food Science
Minor in Food Science
The Food Science Minor is designed to provide students with important food science principles and concepts. It should give acompetitive edge to individuals seeking employment in the food, pharmaceutical and related industries as a chemist, microbiologist,engineer, nutritionist, business specialist or technical writer. A minor vs ill provide technical information to improve the student‘sknowledge and understanding of food and its manufacture. While a comprehensive coverage of Food Science cannot beaccomplished in 15 credit hours. flexibility in developing the minor permits tailoring each program to complement a student‘s major.An introductory course (FS 201) is required, but other courses at the 200, 300, and 400 level may be selected to build on the basicdiscipline courses in the student’s major.
DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS
Gardner Hall, Room 3513phone: (919)515-2292www.cals.ncsu.edu genetics
S. E. Curtis, Head and Director of Graduate ProgramsW. H. McKenzie, Undergraduate Teaching Coordinator and Undergraduate Minor Administrator
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: TH. Emigh, W.H. McKenzie: William Neal Reynolds Professors: W.R. Atchle),T.F.C. Mackay; Professors: S.E. Curtis, W.E. Kloos, S.L. Spiker, SB. Zeng; Adjunct Professor: MD. Chilton; Professors Emeriti:W.D. Hanson, CS. Levings, T.J. Mann, D.F. Matzinger, J.G. Scandalios, R.H. Moll, CW. Stuber, A.C. Triantaphyllou; AssociateProfessors: G.C. Gibson, J.W. Mahaffey, M. Purugganan, J.L. Thorne; Adjunct Associate Professor: MA. Conkling; AssistantProfessors: J. Alonso, P. Estes, L. Mathies; Assistant Adjunct Professors: P. Hurban, SJ. Uknes; Associate Members ofthe Faculty:R.R.H. Anholt, L. Hanley-Bowdoin (Molecular and Structural Biochemistry), R.S. Boston (Botany), RA. Dean (Plant Pathology).M.M. Goodman (Crop Science), F. Gould (Entomology), T.R. Klaenhammer, SA. Lommel (Plant Pathology), R.R. Sederoff(Forestry), C.H. Opperman (Plant Pathology), D. Robertson (Botany), W.F. Thompson (Botany), BS. Weir (Statistics).
The Department of Genetics offers courses at the advanced undergraduate and graduate levels. Undergraduate students interested ingenetics are encouraged to pursue a genetics minor (see below) in conjunction with a major in one the basic biological or agriculturalsciences. An undergraduate major in genetics is not available. The graduate program is designed to train scientists for research andteaching careers in genetics and molecular biology. Please refer to the Graduate Catalog for further information concerning the MS.and Ph.D. degrees in genetics and the Master of Genetics degree.
Minor in Genetics
The Department ofGenetics offers an undergraduate minor in genetics to provide students with strong preparation in the principles ofgenetics as well as preparation in ancillary fields such as statistics, biochemistry and microbiology. This minor is appropriate for (butnot limited to) students with majors in agronomy, animal science, biochemistry, biological sciences, botany, crop science,environmental sciences, fisheries and wildlife sciences, food science, forestry, horticultural science, medical technology,microbiology, poultry science, and 7oology. The genetics minor requires 18 hours-- 15 specified and 3 elective. A grade of“C“ orbetter is required for all courses to fulfill the genetics minor requirements.
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE
Kilgore Hall. Room 120phone: (9|9)5l5—3l3l
J. Kornegay. lleadB. ll. Lane. Undergraduate CoordinatorD. J. Werner. Director ofUraduate ProgramsD. W. Monks, Department Fxtension LeaderR. E. L) ons. Director. JC Raulston Aboretum
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: B.H. Lane: William Neal Reynolds Distinguished Professor: DM. Pharr. JCRaulston Distinguished Professor and Director OfJC Raulston Arboretum: R.E. Lyons; Professors: J.R. Ballington, Jr., T.E.Bilderback. SM. Blankenship. F./\. Bla/ieh. SD. Clouse. P.R. Fantz, WC. Fonteno. R.G. Gardner, L.E. Hinesley, W.E. Hooker, R.E.Lyons. T.J. Monaco. D.W. Monks. J.C. Neal. P.V. Nelson. MM. Peet. D.M. Pharr, EB. Poling, M.A. Powell, T.G. Ranney, D.C.Sanders. J.R. Schtrltheis. C.R. Unrath. S.L. Warren. TC. Wehner, D.J. Werner; Faculty Emeriti: WE. Ballinger, A.A. Banaduga, L.Bass. .l.R. Brooks. Jr.. FD. Cochran. llM. C0\ ington, A.A. DeHertogh, J.H. Harris, W.R. Henderson, GR. Hughes, J.M. Jenkins,T.R. Konsler. J.V\. L0\ e. CM. Mainland. Cl 1. Miller. D.T. Pope. WA. Skroch, J.H. Wilson, Jr.; Adjunct Professors: W.W. Collins,R.L. Szmyer. PS. Loner; Associate Professors: JD. Burton, N.G. Creamer, J.M. Davis, J.M. Dole, GM. Fernandez, M.L. Parker, B.E.Whipker; Adjunct Associate Professor: F.C. Wise; Assistant Professors: W.G. Buhler, P.A. Lindsey, A.M. Spafford, G.C. Yencho;Adjunct Assistant Professor: CE. Niedziela; Lecturer: B.H. Lane; Research Associate Professor: JD. Williamson; ResearchAssistant Professor: B.R. Sosinski; Researchers: RB. Batts. K.V. Pecota, SD. Rooks; Extension Specialist: R.E. Bir; ExtensionAssociates: RA. Allen. ED. L\ ans. W.R. Jester. W.E. Mitchem: Assistant Director ofJC Raulston Aboretum: F.T. Lasseigne;Associate Members ofthe Faculty: (J.l:. lloyt (Soil Science), MD. Boyette (Biological and Agricultural Engineering), F.H. Yelverton(Crop Science).
Horticulture is a dy namic segment ofagriculturc. The development. growth, distribution, and utilization offruits, vegetables, flowers,and Ornamental plants plus the arts of floral design and landscaping enriches our lives with nutritious foods and more attractivesurroundings. North Carolina‘s \ aried climatic conditions favor the production ofa wide variety of horticultural crops on acommercial scale. as is the de\ elopment ofparks and gardens. The population and amount ofindustry in the state are increasing, andwith them the use of ornamental plants. Designers skilled in residential and commercial landscaping, interior plantscaping, and plantmaintenance are in high demand. This has created an increased demand for plants and information about gardening by the consumer.
Undergraduate programs in horticultural science offer a broad based education in physical and biological sciences and a soundcultural background. Students can concentrate in areas of fruit and vegetable science. floriculture, woody ornamental plant science,landscape design. or pursue a general approach encompassing all the specialties. They are prepared for graduate study or for diverseprofessional service.
Opportunities
Horticulture graduates fill positions in production. processing, sales and service. Among these are county extension agents;ocational agriculture teachers; landscape designers. landscape contractors; farm operators; orchard, nursery, greenhouse, and gardencenter managers: research. production and promotional specialists with commercial seed, floral fertilizer, chemical and foodcompanies: inspectors and quality control technologists; USDA specialists and leaders in other phases of agricultural and industrialdevelopments. Students may also prepare for careers in research. teaching or extension in horticulture.
Curricula
The degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in horticultural science can be earned in either science or technology. Under thescience curriculum. specialized education is offered in fruit and vegetable crops, floriculture, and ornamental horticulture. Under thetechnology curricultrm, education is offered in landscape design or in a general approach, which allows for specialization.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records/curriculaScrence Curriculum in Horticultural ScienceTechnology Cun‘iculum in Horticultural Science, General Horticulture Concentration
Minor in Horticultural Science
The academic minor in Horticultural Science is offered to students who desire a strong foundation in the principles ofhorticulturalscience. Students may choose to enhance their own major by selecting courses in a specialized area ofhorticulture such as fruits andvegetables, ornamentals. floriculture, or landscape horticulture, or they may pursue a more general approach to the entire field ofstudy. Sixteen or se\ enteen credit hours are required for the minor, depending on courses selected.
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DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
Gardner Hall, Room 4515phone: (919)515—2391
H. M. Hassan, HeadG. H. Luginbuhl, Undergraduate CoordinatorS. M. Laster, Director of Graduate Programs
Professors: PE. Bishop (USDA), W.J. Dobrogosz, H.M. Hassan, J.M. Mackenzie, L.W. Parks;Professor Emeriti: G. H. Elkan, J.J. Perry; Adjunct Professors: L.A. Casas, R.E. Kanich, T. Melton,S.R. Tove; Associate Professors: J.W. Brown, 5.]. Libby; Adjunct Associate Professors: J. Caplan,J.M. Ligon; Assistant Professor: A. Grundon, M.R. Hyman, J.W. Olson, M.L. Sikes; AdjunctAssistant Professors: W. Casey, SH. Shore; Teaching Technician: W.P. Crumpler, V.M. Knowlton; Lab Supervisor: T.J. Schneeweis;Associate Members of the Faculty: C. Altier (Veterinary Medicine), P. Arasu (Veterinary Medicine), D.T. Brown (Biochemistry), F.J.Fuller (Veterinary Medicine), L. Jaykus (Food Science), R. Kelly (Chemical Engineering), T.R. Klaenhammer (Food Science), W.E.Kloos (Genetics), RE. Omdorff (Veterinary Medicine), B. Sherry (Veterinary Medicine), J.C.H. Shih (Poultry Science), R.G.Upchurch (Plant Pathology).

The microbiology program provides basic preparation in microbiology, virology, and immunology for professional microbiologistsand students in other scrences and an awareness of the microbial world as it relates to our daily lives for non-science majors.
Microbiology is concerned with the growth and development, physiology, classification, ecology, genetics, and other aspects of thelife process of an array of microscopic, generally single-celled, organisms and viruses. These organisms frequently serve as modelsystems for elucidation of fundamental processes that are common to all living cells. Most of the major discoveries that haveproduced the spectacular advances in biology and genomic science during the past decade have resulted from studies of microbialsystems. Future developments in biotechnology, production of food and fuel, and human and animal health will rely heavily onunderstanding microbial processes.
Opportunities
Microbiologists are employed in university, governmental and industrial research laboratories, diagnostic, environmental and qualitycontrol laboratories, teaching, and technical sales and service positions.
Curricula
The microbiology curriculum leads to a Bachelor of Science degree and is designed to provide the student with a strong foundation inmathematics, chemistry, and physics, and skills in oral and written communication. The student will also gain broad generalknowledge ofmolecular and cellular biology as well as a foundation in the basic areas of microbiology, virology, and immunology.Graduates of this curriculum will be prepared for work in research laboratories and production facilities or for further study ingraduate and professional schools.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
Minor in Microbiology
The Department of Microbiology offers an undergraduate minor available to all baccalaureate degree students at North Carolina StateUniversity who are not majoring in microbiology. The minor is especially appropriate for (but not limited to) students majoring in thebiological or agricultural sciences, physical sciences, or science education.
The minor requires 15 semester hours including 8 hours of required courses and 7 hours from a group of restricted electives. Anyprerequisite courses are in addition to these courses. A grade ofC or better is required for all courses taken to fulfill the minorrequirements.
CURRICULA IN NATURAL RESOURCES
A. W. Oltmans, Undergraduate Coordinator Agricultural and Resource EconomicsNelson Hall Room 233E
H. J. Kleiss, Undergraduate Coordinator Soil ScienceWilliams Hall, Room 2321
Wise use of all our natural resources (soil, water, air, minerals, flora, fauna, and people) for the benefit of current and future membersofsociety is the goal of natural resource management. This important challenge recognizes the interdependence of people with theirenvironment and requires an integrated, multi-disciplinary approach to solving society’s resource problems. Population growth,rising incomes, life style changes and urbanization lead to more intensive use of all natural resources. These trends present challengesto resource managers who must be trained in the basic principles of several disciplines in order to develop and apply soundmanagement strategies to our resource problems. Natural resource professionals must understand resources and the social systemsgoverning their use. They must be able to work in teams to analyze potential effects of resource use and to design ways to makeefficient use of natural and environmental resources for current and future generations.
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To accommodate the breadth and complexity of natural resource management, the Bachelor of Science degree in Natural Resourcesis a campus-wide program involving three colleges and four departments that administer seven concentrations. A common core of 84credit hours of course work provides a balanced foundation in communication, humanities, social sciences, mathematics and thenatural sciences. The core course requirements include a freshman orientation course and a senior level applications course thatnatural resource majors in all concentrations must complete. Within the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, threeconcentrations are available: Economics and Management, Soil Resources, and Soil and Water Systems. For information on otherconcentrations see the Department of Forestry in the College of Natural Resources and the Department of Marine, Earth andAtmospheric Sciences in the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/regflrecords/curriculaCurriculum in Natural Resources, Economics and Management ConcentrationCurriculum in Natural Resources, Soil Resources ConcentrationCurriculum in Natural Resources, Soil and Water Systems
DEPARTMENT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY
Gardner Hall, Room 2518phone: (919)5 5-2730
J. W. Moyer. Department HeadT. A. Melton, Departmental Extension LeaderD. F. Ritchie, Director of Graduate ProgramsL. F. Grand, Teaching Coordinator
Professors: O.W. Barnett, Jr., D.M. Benson, R.l. Bruck, M.E. Daub, J.M. Davis (Head, Department of Botany), R.A. Dean, L.F.Grand, J.S. Huang, S. Leath (USDA), S.A. Lommel (Assistant Vice Chancellor for Research), D.S. Marshall (USDA- ResearchLeader), T.A. Melton (Phillip J. Morris Professor), J.W. Moyer, C.H. Opperman, G.A. Payne, J.B. Ristanio, D.F. Ritchie, H.D. Shew,T.B. Sutton; Professors Emeriti: J.L. Apple, C.W. Averre, III, R. Aycock, K.R. Barker, D.F. Bateman (Dean Emeritus), M.K. Beute,G.V. Gooding, Jr., A.S. Heagle (USDA), R.K. Jones, A. Kelman (University Distinguished Scholar), C.E. Main, R.D. Milholland,N.T. Powell, R.A. Reineit (USDA), J.P. Ross, J.N. Sasser, P.B. Shoemaker (Philip J. Morris Professor), H.W. Spurr, Jr., (USDA),D.L. Strider, H.H. Triantaphyllou, J.C. Wells, N.N. Winstead; Associate Professors: D. McK. Byrd, M.A. Cubeta, E.L. Davis, B.C.Haning, P.B. Lindgren, G.J. Holmes, F. Louws, R.G. Upchurch (USDA); Assistant Professors: I. Carbone, S. Hu, L.P. Tredway, C.Y.Warfield; Research Assistant Professors: S.R. Koenning, T.K. Mitchell, B.B. Shew; Research and Extension Specialist: W.O. Cline;Director: Z. Pesic-VanEsbroeck; Adjunct Assistant and Associate Members ofthe Faculty: E.B. Cowling (University DistinguishedProfessor—at—Large), G.M. Hellman (R.J. Reynolds), J.L. Imbriani (NCDA), D.T. Kaplin (USDA, FL), M.D. Law (Novartis), C.M.Liddell (Paradigm Genetics), KJ. Leonard (USDA), S.C. Redlin (USDA), S. Spencer (NCDA), V. Subbiah (R.J. Reynolds).
Undergraduate instruction in plant pathology is designed to provide introductory and advanced courses on the nature and control ofplant diseases to students majoring in crop science, horticultural science, agricultural education and forestry. It also providesfundamental training necessary for graduate study in plant pathology. Thanks to the generosity of Dr. Arthur and Mrs. Helen Kelman,family and friends, the Department offers the SE. Kelman Memorial Scholarship to one or more outstanding undergraduates enrolledeither in the College ongriculture and Life Sciences, or the College ofNatural Resources. Selected applicants will gain researchexperience as interns working under the supervision ofa faculty member in the Department of Plant Pathology. For details of thisscholarship program, consult www.cals.ncsu.edu/plantpath/kelman.htm1.
Opportunities
Employment in research, extension and teaching is available to graduates with advanced degrees in plant pathology. Researchopenings are typically with the US. Department of Agriculture, state experiment stations, industry and private consulting. The rapiddevelopment of agricultural chemicals, biotechnology and other methods for disease control offers numerous opportunities
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DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY SCIENCE
Scott Hall, Room 203phone: (919)515-2626
G. B. Havenstein, HeadB.W. Sheldon, Department Extension LeaderS. L. Pardue, Undergraduate CoordinatorJ.T. Brake, Director of Graduate Programs
William Neal Reynolds Professor: J.T. Brake; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: C.R.Parkhurst, S.L. Pardue; Professors: K.E. Anderson, V.L. Christensen, W.J. Croom, Jr., G.S. Davis,F.W. Edens, RR. Ferket, J.L. Grimes, W.M. Hagler, Jr., G.B. Havenstein, J.F. Ort, J.N. Petitte, B.W.Sheldon, J.C.H. Shih, T.D. Siopes, M.J. Wineland; Adjunct Professors: M.R. Bakst, D. Balnave, W.L.Bryden, R.R. Diertert, K.K. Krueger, K.A. Schat, S.M. Shane, Z. Uni; Professors Emeriti: T.A. Carter,J.D. Garlich, E.W. Glazener, P.B. Hamilton, J.R. Harris, OH. Hill; Associate Professors: D.K. Carver,C.M. Williams; Adjunct Associate Professors: C.E. Whitfill; Assistant Professors: A. Gemat, PE. Mozdziak; Adjunct AssistantProfessors: T.F. Middleton, C]. Williams; Associate Members of Faculty: K.M. Keener (Food Science), A.M. Miles (College ofVeterinary Medicine), S.M. Stringham (Entomology), D.P. Wages (College of Veterinary Medicine).

The Department of Poultry Science provides instruction in the principles of vertically integrated poultry production and in suchrelated fields as nutrition, physiology, genetics, immunology, toxicology, biotechnology, and general poultry management. Throughteaching, research, and extension, the department serves students, poultry producers, and allied industries. Poultry production hasincreased rapidly during the last two decades and ranks first in North Carolina as a source of agricultural income. North Carolinaranks third nationally in the production of poultry products; the climatic and economic conditions in the state provide a sound basefor continued expansion.
Opportunities
The change from small farm operations to large commercial poultry enterprises has created more specialized positions than there areavailable poultry graduates. Production-oriented positions and off-the—farm operations in activities such as processing anddistribution offer new job opportunities. The allied industries-- feed, equipment, financing, pharmaceutical and other supplies—- needmore employees trained in poultry science. Graduates hold positions as managers and field representatives for business identifiedwith or serving the poultry industry. Graduates hold positions as managers and field representatives for businesses identified with orserving the poultry industry. Graduates are also employed in communication and public relations, as teachers, and as extension andresearch specialists. Some graduates develop their own poultry businesses.
Curricula
Students desiring the Bachelor of Science with a major in poultry science may choose either the science or the technology curriculumoffered by the Department of Poultry Science. One may obtain a double major in certain other curricula through careful use ofelectives and/or summer school attendance. The student should consult the undergraduate advisers in the department(s) concerned.Currently, the pre-veterinary science student may utilize all requirements toward a Bachelor of Science degree in the science option.The science curriculum is for the student interested in the basic biological and physical sciences. These students are better preparedfor advanced study in various disciplines such as genetics, nutrition, physiology, and pathology. Several pre—veterinary students arecurrently enrolled in this curriculum and are seeking a Bachelor of Science degree in poultry science. (See the PreprofessionalProgram in Veterinary Medicine).
The technology curriculum in poultry science is designed to prepare students for direct entry into the poultry industry upongraduation; allows a greater selection of courses in business and economics; and offers a student both basic and applied knowledge inpoultry production which can be used directly in a poultry operation upon graduation.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaScience Curriculum in Poultry ScienceTechnology Curriculum in Poultry Science
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
(See Humanities and Social Sciences)1911 Building, Room 301phone: (919)515-3180
W. B. Clifford, HeadP. L. McCall, Associate HeadD. A. Curran, Undergraduate CoordinatorD. T. Tomaskovic-Devey, Director of Graduate ProgramsS. C. Lilley, Department Extension Leader
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Sociology Teaching, Research and Extension Faculty: Goodnight—Glaxo Wellcome Endowed Professor: C.R. Tittle; William NealReynolds Professor: R.C. Wimberly; Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor: M.D. Schulman; Alumni DistinguishedUndergraduate Professor: L.R. Della Fave; Professors: V.M. Aldige, W.B. Clifford, T.J. Hoban, J.C. Leiter, P.L. McCall, R.L.Moxley, B.J. Risman, D.T. Tomaskovic—Devey, E.M. Woodrum, M.A. Zahn, M.T. Zingraff; Professors Emeriti: J.N. Collins, BM.Crawford. T.N. Hobgood, Jr., L.B. Otto, M.M. Sawhney, ME. Voland, J.N. Young; Associate Professors: M.P. Atkinson, R.F. Czaja,R.L. Engen, T.N. Greenstein, S.C. Lilley, M.L. Schwalbe. W.R. Smith, ME. Thomas, M.S. Thompson, R.J. Thomson, K.M. Troost;Associate Professors Emeriti: R.C. Brisson, SK. Garber, P.P. Thompson; Assistant Professors: S.M. DeCoster; Assistant ProfessorsEmeriti: CG. Dawson, T.M. Hyman; Associate Member ofthe Faculty: R.D. Mustian (Agricultural and Extension Education);Adjunct Professor: A. Thompson (NC A&T University); Adjunct Associate Professor: J.R. Thigpen (East Carolina University), C.R.Zimmer (University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill).
Anthropology Teaching and Research Faculty: Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: A.L. Schiller; Associate Professor:J.M. Wallace; Associate Professors Emeriti: G.S. Nickerson, J.G. Peck, I. Rovner, M.L. Walek; Assistant Professor: R.S. Ellovich.
This department teaches students the principles and techniques for understanding human group behavior. More specifically thedepartment seeks to educate students in understanding communities and organizations and the people who live and work within them,to qualify exceptional students at the undergraduate and graduate level for sociological research, teaching, and extension careers andto solve problems in human group relations. Applied sociology is good training for a wide variety of careers. It is useful for anyjobthat involves work with people, organizations or communities. it is also good preparation for professional organizations orcommunities and for professional careers in local government, personnel relations, law, the clergy, business and management.
Curricula
The Bachelor ofScience degree with a major in applied sociology is offered by the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Thisdegree includes the study of applied sociological topics and specialty courses in criminology that provide a general background indeviance, juvenile delinquency, the course system and correctional facilities, including field placement in an agency of criminaljustice system.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaCurriculum in Applied SociologyCurriculum in Criminology
Minor in Applied Sociology
The minor in Applied Sociology is aimed at providing a student with the basic conceptual framework of sociology and theinfomiation necessary for applying this approach to the resolutions ofproblems in work and organizational environments. The minorrequires 15 credit hours ofcoursework consisting of required and elective courses, and a grade of“C’ or better is required for allcourses used to fulfill the minor requirements.

DEPARTMENT OF SOIL SCIENCE
Williams Hall, Room 2234phone: (919)515-2655
D.K. Cassel, Head, Director ofGraduate ProgramsD. L. Osmond, Department Extension LeaderH. J. Kleiss, Undergraduate Program Coordinator
Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor: S.W. Buol; William Neal Reynolds Professors:S.W. Buol, J.W. Gilliam; Professors: A. Amoozegar, S.W. Broome, D.K. Cassel, M.T.Hoover, G.D. Hoyt, D.W. Israel (USDA), H.J. Kleiss, C.D. Raper, W.P. Robarge, T.J. Smy’th,M.J. Vepraskas, M.G. Wagger; Adjunct Professors: P.G. Hunt, R.L. Mikkelsen; ProfessorsEmeriti: M.G. Cook, F.R. Cox, C.B. Davey, W.A. Jackson, E.J. Kamprath, L.D. King, G.S.Miner, J.A. Phillips, P.A. Sanchez, R.J. Volk, A.G. Wollum; Associate Professors: D.A.Crouse, C.R. Crozier, D.L. Hesterberg, D.L. Lindbo, R.A. McLaughlin, D.L. Osmond;Associate Professors Emeriti: JP. Lilly, R.E. McCollum, G.C. Naderman, J.E. Shelton;Adjunct Associate Professors: R.C. Reich, R. Tucker; Assistant Professors: J.W. Rideout, W.Shi, J.A. Thompson, J.G. White; Adjunct Assistant Professors: C. Bogle, D. Hardy, C.K.Martin, B.F. McQuaid, B. Zanner; Associate Members of the Faculty: H.L. Allen (Forestry),T. Grove (Zoology), R.W. Skaggs (Biological Agricultural Engineering), J.B. Weber (Crop“ -' , .v‘ ’, y _' Science), J. Zublena (Cooperative Extension Service).

L" - i ‘ M‘ , The Department of Soil Science trains students in fundamentals of soils, develops anunderstanding and appreciation of soils as a resource, and presents principles of soilmanagement and utilization for both farm and non-agricultural purposes. Soils constitute one of the largest capital investments infanning, and proper soil management is essential for efficient production. Future world food needs will require people conversant insoil resources and use of fertilizers. Soil properties are important considerations in urban-suburban planning and development. Also,knowledge of soil and its interaction with potential pollutants is essential in maintaining environmental quality. Therefore, thedemand for people trained in soils by private consultants, agribusiness, research, service planning-development, education andconservation-related agencies should continue to be great.
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Opportunity
Soil science graduates fill positions of leadership and service in land resource planning, environmental science, conservation, naturalresource management and agriculture. Among these are opportunities as: farm operators and managers; county agricultural extensionagents; employees of other public advisory agencies; and Natural Resources Conservation Service and other conservation-relatedagencies concerned with soil resources. Graduates also serve as technical representatives and salesmen in fertilizer companies and inother agribusiness activities. Many opportunities exist for privately consulting soil scientists who serve a variety of clientele needs.Environmental concerns usually require soil science expertise, especially in land-based waste management. Provisions are made forstudents wishing for more thorough training in biological sciences, chemistry, mathematics and physics leading to graduate study.(See the Graduate Catalog for a listing of graduate degrees). Students with an advanced degree have greater opportunities in teaching,research, service and extension with state, federal and private educational or research institutions and agencies.
Curricula
The Bachelor of Science degree may be obtained with a major in agronomy, natural resources or environmental sciences. TheAgronomy Program is administeredjointly with the Crop Science Department. A soil science concentration is available in theAgronomy curriculum. Two soils concentrations are available in the Natural Resources curriculum, Soil Resources and Soil andWater Resource Systems. An Environmental Soil Science concentration is available in the Environmental Sciences curriculum. (TheAgronomy, Natural Resources, and Environmental Sciences curricula are shown previously within the College of Agriculture andLife Sciences).
Minor in Soil Science
The minor in Soil Science is offered to students desiring a strong knowledge ofthe principles of Soil Science to complement theirmajor. The program is intended to strengthen the understanding of basic physical and chemical soil properties that would be relevantto students interested in land management. These interests may include (but are not limited to) Forestry, Geology, Natural Resources,Environmental Sciences, Agronomy, Landscape Architecture, Horticulture, Biological and Agricultural Engineering, AgriculturalBusiness Management, or Agricultural Education. Fourteen hours of required courses and three hours of electives are necessary tocomplete the minor.
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY
Gardner Hall, Room 3212phone: (919)515~2741www.cals.ncsu.edu/zoology
T. L. Grove, HeadJ. F. Gilliam, Undergraduate CoordinatorJ. A. Rice, Director of Graduate Programs
Professors: R.H. Anholt, B.L.Black, J.A. Collazo (USDI), J.F. Gilliam, W.C.Grant, R.M. Grossfeld, T.L. Grove, H.F. Heatwole, J.E. Hightower (USDI),C.F. Lytle, J.M. Miller, K.H. Pollock, R.A. Powell, J.A. Rice, C.V. Sullivan,H.A. Underwood; Adjunct Professors: F.A. Cross, L.B. Crowder, D.E. Hoss,GR. Huntsman, PH. Kelley, G.W. Thayer; Professors Emeriti: PT. Bromley,P.C. Bradbury, B.J. Copeland, W.W. Hassler, M.T. Huish, G.C. Miller, R.L.Noble, T.L. Quay, J.F. Roberts, D.E. Smith, J.G. Vandenbergh; AssociateProfessors: R.K. Borski, H.V. Daniels, J.R. Godwin, J.M. Hinshaw, R.G.Hodson, T.J. Kwak (USDI), S.C. Mozley, M. Niedzlek-Feaver, T.R. Simons(USDI); Adjunct Associate Professors: W.J. Fleming, C.S. Manooch, K.Ritters, R.M. Shelley, H.W. van de Veer; Assistant Professors: J.A. Bucknel,B.J. Brizuela, N.M. Haddad, J.A. Lubischer, P.S. Rand; Adjunct AssistantProfessors: E.M. Bennett, A.E. Bogan, S.V. Chiavetta, J.A. Hare, R.J.Kavlock, R.W. Laney, M.R. Meador, M.S. Mitchell, WE. Palmer, W.C.Stames; Adjunct Instructors: A.L. Braswell, R.B. Hamilton; AssociateMembers ofthe Faculty: E.J. Jones (Extension Forest Resources), S.B.Harvey (Biological & Agricultural Engineering), S. Rebach (NC Sea Grant),T.G. Wolcott (Engineering and Marine, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences).
The Department onoology provides undergraduate and graduate instruction in specialized biological sciences areas. Undergraduatesstudy all levels of biological organization from the molecular to the community. Zoology majors are well prepared for graduate workin zoology and related fields of sciences. (See the Graduate Catalog for a listing of graduate degrees). Participation in supervisedprograms of research is strongly encouraged. A strong science background is provided for students planning to enter dentistry,medicine, optometry, veterinary medicine and allied health sciences, such as medical technology, physical therapy, and physicianassistant. Ecology, including wildlife, fisheries, behavioral ecology and marine biology, is a strong area. Cellular and molecularbiology, including reproductive endocrinology and neurobiology, are also emphasized.
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Opportunities
Bachelor ofSeicnce graduates in zoology have many career options. Graduates are well prepared for employment in variousgovernment agencies or private industries. Graduates may continue their education with studies leading to advanced degrees in manyareas of biological sciences such as 7oo|ogy, cell biology, wildlife and fisheries science, marine science and biomedical disciplines.Man) also choose to seek degrees in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine and other health—related areas.
Curricula
The Bachelor ofSciencc degree with a major in zoology is offered in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Within this majora student may speciaIi/e to pursue indi\ idual interests.
The 7oology curriculum (SZO) prepares students for graduate school. medical, dental or optometry school (SZO/SDM), and for\eterinar) schools (SZO SPV). Certain professional schools have specific requirements which differ slightly from the _zoologycurriculum. Students should consult catalogs ofspecilic professional schools to ensure completion of any spec1al requirements.
Other curricula offered by the Department onoology include the fisheries (SFF) and wildlife (SFW) sciences program and theen\ ironmental science program in ecology (ESC). Students are advised by faculty in their special areas ofinterest.
Specific curriculum requirements are atailablc online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Minor in Zoology
A minor in 7oolog) is available to all baccalaureate students at NC State University, except majors in other curricula within theZoology Department (Biological Sciences, Fisheries, and Wildlife Science, and Environmental Science Ecology Concentration(ESC)). This minor \\ ill be useful to students applying to professional schools such as medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, andother health sciences. Basic knon ledge in animal biolog) may be useful to students seeking careers in government, industry, oreducation. The minor consists ofa minimum of 15-16 credit hours, including three core courses: ZO 150*, ZO 250*, and 20 260*.The remaining courses must be selected from three— or four credit zoology courses.
* Grade of“C-" or better is required.
NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE
Patterson Hall, Room lOt)
J. C. Wynne, lnterim Dean. College ongriculture and Life SciencesS. Leath, lnterim Director and Associate Dean of NC Agricultural Research ServiceR. Crickenbcrger, Associate Director. NC Agricultural Research ServiceW. K. Collins, Coordinator, Tobacco ProgramsW. Hagler, lnterim Assistant Director. Agricultural SciencesG. Gibson, Part time Assistant Director, Life Sciences
The North Carolina Agricultural Research Sen'ice is the agricultural, life sciences. forestry, and home economics research agency ofthe State of North Carolina. It is funded principally by appropriations from the North Carolina General Assembly, federal formulafunds, grants, and contracts.
The NC. Agricultural Research Service provides the following public services:
' conducts research on the de\ elopment and maintenance of an effective agricultural and forestry industry in North Carolina,

including economically sound sources of supplies and equipment needed in agriculture and forestry and market outlets for the
products of agriculture and forestry;
improves rural homes. rural life, and rural environment;
maintains a reliable supply of agricultural and forestry products for the consuming public. This requires research to solve current
problems and research to provide a foundation of scientific knowledge in the biological, physical, and social sciences.

The NC. Agricultural Research Sen ice faculty brings well trained personnel to the university whose teaching in many specializedfields of agriculture, biology, and the social sciences assures the maintenance of curricula of high standards. It contributes to theadvanced training of students who are destined to become the leaders, teachers, and investigators necessary in the maintenance ofaviable agriculture and forestry industry.
Publications
The NC. Agricultural Research Service publishes bulletins and scientific papers on research conducted by the staff. Copies ofbulletins may be obtained from the Department of Communication Services and scientific papers from authors.
Services
The faculty ofthe N.C. Agricultural Research Service conduct original and other research bearing directly on and contributing to theestablishment and maintenance of permanent and effective agricultural and forestry industries in North Carolina. This research
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includes field and laboratory experimentation in the biological, physical, social, and environmental sciences. Primary emphasis hisgiven to the production, processmg, distribution, and consumption ofthe many agricultural and forestry commodities producedthroughout the state. Also, major attention is given to research programs aimed at improving the quality oflife of both rural and urbanpeoples.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
Ricks Hall, Room 104
J. C. Wynne, Interim Dean, College of Agriculture and Life SciencesJ. F. Ort, Associate Dean, Cooperative Extension ServiceJ. P. Zublena, Associate Director, and Director of County OperationsT. McKinney, Interim Head, 4-H and Youth
The Cooperative Extension Service OfNorth Carolina State University is a cooperative undertaking among the United StatesDepartment of Agriculture, the State ofNorth Carolina, the 100 countries in the state and the Cherokee Indian Reservation. Its workis supported by federal funds made available under the Smith-Level Act of 1914, as amended by state and county appropriations, andby grants and contracts.
The federal and state appropriations are used to maintain an administrative and specialist staff and to pay a portion ofthe salary andthe travel expenses ofthe county extension agents. Under this cooperative arrangement, the Cooperative Extension Sen ice serves asthe “educational arm“ ofthe United States Department ongriculture and as the “field faculty” ofNorth Carolina State Uni\ ersity inthe areas of agriculture and natural resources, family living, 4—H youth, and community and rural de\ elopment.
The primary purpose ofthe North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service is to provide the people ofthe state with the latest and bestinformation-- particularly that which is related to agriculture and natural resources, home economics, and youth, and ruraldevelopment and help them to interpret and use this information to build a more prosperous and satisfying life.
This program has sufficient flexibility to permit special attention, needs and interests of the people in each count). Count) Ad\i501yCouncils are utilized to determine and prioritize the county educational program content. Assistance is given to individuals, families,communities, agricultural and seafood processing and marketing firms, other business and certain organizations. This includes workwith adults and youth in both the city and rural areas.
In carrying out this educational program, a variety ofmethods and techniques are employed: method and result demonstrations;meetings; visits to farms, homes and businesses; organized groups of men, women and youth; tours; leaflets, pamphlets and otherprinted materials and mass media.
The basic sources ofinformation to be taught through this educational program are the findings and recommendations resulting fromresearch conducted by the Agricultural Research Service in this and other states and by the United States Depaitment of Agriculture.
AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE
Patterson Hall. Room 107
J. C. Wynne Interim Dean, College of Agriculture and Life SciencesK. L. Esbenshade, Associate Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and Director, Academic ProgramsJ. C. Comwell, Associate Director of Academic Programs and Director, Agricultural Institute
The Agricultural Institute is a two-year academic program that awards the Associate of Applied Science Degree upon successfulcompletion of at least one often curricula. The Agricultural Institute provides education and training in pest management. livestockmanagement, agriculture, horticulture, turfgrass management and agribusiness. It is part ofthe academic programs in the College ofAgriculture and Life Sciences at North Carolina State University. Provision for the Agricultural Institute was made by the 1959 NorthCarolina General Assembly and instruction began in the fall, 1960. The objective ofthe Agricultural Institute is to provide technicaltraining for those desiring a comprehensive education in the food and agricultural sciences, agribusiness and related areas. Theinstructional programs ofthe Agricultural Institute are organized and conducted as part ofthe overall academic program in theCollege ongriculture and Life Sciences. The Agricultural Institute is an addition to, and not a substitute for, the college‘s regulardegree-granting program. The Agricultural Institute uses the same facilities (classrooms, laboratories, farms) as the four yearprogram. The facilities are used extensively for both teaching and observing the application of technology in agriculture and otherclosely related areas.
The faculty ofthe four—year program are responsible for organizing and teaching courses offered by the Agricultural Institute.Emphasis is placed on practical knowledge and training, with many courses requiring laboratories using hands—on experience. TheAgricultural Institute offers majors in ten areas: Agribusiness Management; Field Crops Technology; General Agriculture; LivestockManagement and Technology (General, Swine & Poultry Options); Ornamentals and Landscape Technology; Pest Management(Agricultural and Urban Options); and Turfgrass Management.
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Opportunities
Rapid technical advancement has been important in changing agriculture from a small production industry to the nation’s largestindustry Closely associated \\ ith production agriculture are those areas related to recreation and beautification such as turfgrassmanagement, landscaping and ornamental plants.
Today‘s comple\ agriculture requires a large work force. This VtOl'k force must have some technical training and be able to deal witha vast array of problems and opportunities Graduates ofthe Agricultural institute have the education and training that is in demandby the food and agricultural industries and that permit them to assume responsible positions in agriculture and allied fields. Somecareer e\amples include farm and herd managers, golfcourse superintendents, nursery managers, pest control specialists, qualitycontrol technicians. food sen ice supervisors, sales and service ofagricultural equipment and products, food inspectors, lawn carespecialists and others. More job opportunities than graduates make salaries attractive and competitixe. The College ongricultureand Life Sciences maintains a Career Sen ices Office to assist graduates in addressing resume construction, interviewing strategies,successful job search techniques. location ol‘summer internships, and job market trends.
Entrance Requirements
Applicants must have graduated from an accredited high school \\ ith at least a 2.0 GPA (on a 4.0 system), or have successfully passedthe General Education Development (GED) test before being admitted to the Agricultural institute at NC State. An admissionapplication and supporting documents must be submitted directly to the Admissions Office at NC State University. The regularcollege entrance exam (Scholastic Aptitude Test- SAT) is not required. The 2.00 minimum high school GPA is waived for transferstudents and for applicants 21 years or older at the time ofenrollment in the Agricultural Institute.
For additional information, write: Director, Agricultural institute, Box 7642, 107 Patterson Hall, North Carolina State University,Raleigh. NC 27095-7642, phone: (919)515—3428, vxeb site: \wwwncsuedu cals agi.
Programs of Study
Graduates ol‘the Agricultural institute are awarded the Associate of Applied Science degree. The ten programs of study areAgribusiness Management; Pest Management and Technology (Agricultural and Urban Options); Field Crops Technology;Ornamentals and Landscape Technology; General Agriculture; Livestock Management and Technology (General Livestock Option,Poultry Option, S“ ine Option); and Turfgrass Management.
Non in its fifth decade, the College of Design at North Carolina State University has from the beginning prepared designers who. inthe broadest sense, shape the world. Design education is more than an attempt to teach a set oftechnical skills, The environment—including the spaces in \\ hich people live and work, the products they consume, and the messages they receive- have a powerfulimpact on hon humans function as a society. Good design, therefore, requires attention and sensitivity to social, economic, political,cultural, and behavioral issues. The aim ofall design curricula in the College of Design is to develop the designer’s perception,knou ledge, skills. and problem solving abilities.
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College of Design
The College of Design admits students through a selective process that ensures a highly motivated and heterogeneous designcommunity. The entering student body consistently ranks at the top of academic achievement in the university and the collegegraduation rates are the highest in the institution. While providing undergraduate and graduate study in multiple disciplines andencouraging individual plans of study, the college functions as a unified, interactive education center, dedicated to preparingdesigners capable ofshaping the environment to various scales, but always in response to society’s needs.
Design Fundamentals - The First Year Experience
All students entering the College of Design are admitted directly into their specific major ofchoice. The first year experience consistsofa common first semester studio and a major based second semester. Each semester earns 6 credit hours and meets 9 hours perweek. The work outside the class is substantial and is largely carried out in the same communal studio space, with students workingboth independently and in collaboration to solve the problems posed in the class. Most class time is spent in hands-on work,discussion, demonstration, critique, or field trips. Emphasis is on interaction, independence, self—discipline, and self-motivation.
In both semesters, the fundamentals experience emphasizes learning to use the design process, establishing disciplined workinghabits, talking about the work to others (communication with the language learned in the class), and working in collaboration withothers, thus forming the foundation of all subsequent design work, in the college and in the design professions.
Curricula and Degrees
The College of Design offers undergraduate instruction leading to the four-year Bachelor of Environmental Design in Architecture,Bachelor of Art and Design, Bachelor of Graphic Design, and Bachelor oflndustrial Design, as well as a five-year degree programleading to the Bachelor of Landscape Architecture and a one-year postgraduate program leading to the Bachelor of ArchitectureDegree. The General Education component of each curriculum consists of courses in mathematical and natural sciences, physicaleducation, science/technology/society, and communication and information technology. In addition to 6-credit design studios wherestudents apply their expanding knowledge and skills to theoretical and practical design problems, majors in the College of Designtake support courses dealing with design knowledge and skills, such as communication and presentation, human behavior,environment, history, philosophy, physical elements and systems, methods and management. The curriculum path has someflexibility, affording students the opportunity to concentrate in one area while making contact with the other design disciplines. Inaddition to their faculty mentors, students are exposed to a broad range of design professionals through guest lecturers, juries,projects, and workshops.
Graduate studies are designed for students who want to build on undergraduate education and professional experience, as well as forthose who come from non-design backgrounds and want to pursue advanced design degrees. The college offers graduate study in theMaster of Architecture, Master of Graphic Design, Master of Industrial Design, Master of Landscape Architecture, and Ph.D. inDesign programs. Please refer to the NC State University Graduate Catalog for curriculum information on master’s and doctoralprograms in the College of Design.

DaVinci Scholars Program
Thisjoint program between the College of Design and the College of Humanities and Social Sciencesallows students to earn two undergraduate degrees within five or six years - a bachelor’s degree in one ofthe five undergraduate disciplines in the College of Design and a BA. or BS. degree in the College ofHumanities and Social Sciences.
The primary purpose of the double degree is to provide students with a strong liberal education as acomplement to their professional interests in design. For example, students majoring in Graphic Design,with a second degree that focuses on writing, may improve their opportunities for employment incommunications. A student in Architecture with a second degree in history may improve opportunities forfocused graduate study in architectural history, preservation, or urban planning. Study of a foreignlanguage may improve students’ opportunities for international design practice.

DaVinci Scholars earn their first degree in design with no adjustment in their design requirements. They elect a second major fromany of those available in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. Most students complete their second degree within oneadditional year of study or two Summer Sessions plus one additional semester. Students will be designated as DaVinci Scholars onlyduring their first year of enrollment in the College of Design.
To qualify for the DaVinci Scholars Program students must:

present a minimum GPA of3.00 at the end of their first semester of study in the College of Design
declare interest in the DaVinci Scholars Program in writing to the Associate Dean for Undergraduate Academic Affairs of theCollege of Design within their first year of study in the College of Design

' be selected by a review panel composed of faculty in the College of Design and faculty in the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences and chaired by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs of the College of Design.

For more information, please contact office of the Associate Dean for Undergraduate Academic Affairs, College of Design, 200BBrooks Hall, Box 7701, NCSU, Raleigh, NC 27695-7701; (919)515-8310
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Minor in Design Studies (Non-Design Majors)
This minor’s objectives are to provide a general orientation to the practice and theory of design for students whose primary study andemployment will be in the other disciplines, to clarify the role design plays in society, and to create informed consumers who are ableto make intelligent decisions about communication, products, and environments in work and in their personal lives. Anyundergraduate student in the university who is not majoring in a design discipline would benefit from this program. Any studentseeking this minor should contact the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs in the College of Design for an application andassignment of a minor adviser.
Anni Albers Scholars Program
The Anni Albers Scholars Program, collaboration between the NC State University College of Designand the College of Textiles, provides students simultaneously with exemplary preparation in art anddesign and in textile technology. Because NC State University has both renowned Colleges of Designand Textiles, we are in a unique position to provide undergraduate education in textile design, which isunparalleled at other institutions in the US. This rigorous program will greatly improve graduates’creative flexibility and employment opportunities by combining professional skills in design with highquality technological knowledge, making them innovative leaders in the field.
Students completing the Anni Albers Program will earn two undergraduate degrees; a Bachelor of Artand Design in the College of Design, and a Bachelor of Science in Textile Technology in the Collegeof Textiles.
The program is named for a person who exemplifies the ideals and goals to which the program aspires; textile designer and artistAnni Albers. Anni Albers was educated in the Weaving Workshop at the Bauhaus and immigrated to the United States from WorldWar II Germany. Albers, a noted textile designer, artist, and writer, brought her influential beliefs in the importance of textiles toBlack Mountain School in North Carolina, and eventually to Yale University. Her work and writings have provided generations ofAmerican textile designers and fiber artists a philosophical framework and standard of excellence against which to measure progressand achievement in the medium.
ResourcesThe College ofDesign offers the Anni Alber Scholars a complete studio-based art and design education, beginning with a firmfoundation in one of the country’s best design fundamentals programs, followed by intensive upper level studios emphasizing designprocess and creative problem solving. Studio-based instruction in textiles is rooted in learning by making with the hands, thus allstudents make textiles on hand looms, and add color and pattern with hand screen printing and dyeing techniques. A basic knowledgeoftextile history underlies the entire curriculum. The Anni Albers Scholars take advantage of the Art and Design Department’s broadofferings in drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, color and light, illustration, animation and digital imaging. The collegeprovides a hand weaving lab; a printing/dyeing lab; the Harrye B. Lyons Design Library; college and departmental computer labs;and materials labs (shop).
The College of Textiles will provide the Albers Scholars with instruction in textile technology, operations management, textilechemistry, and computer technology in textiles and apparel. The curriculum provides a fundamental understanding of textiletechnology in three-dimensional body scanning, direct digital printing on fabric, computer aided design software for both knitted andwoven fabrics and apparel product development. CAD/CAM facilities are also available for creating fabrics and garments. TheModel Manufacturing Facility in the college is 100,000 square feet of lab space with industrial scale textile equipment that providescomplete manufacturing capability from bale-to-sale. Studio space is also available for design of fabrics and garments.
Anni Albers Dual Degree RequirementsApplicants to the program must have completed successful admission to both the College of Design (including portfolio review) andthe College of Textiles through the usual processes and meeting college deadlines. At the same time as applying to the colleges, orafter arrival at NC State, students may apply to the Anni Albers Program using the form and following the guidelines. Allapplications are reviewed by faculty committees in each college. Students admitted to the program must maintain a minimum 2.8GPA to remain in the program. To complete the program successfully, students must meet all requirements for the Bachelor of Artand Design degree in the College of Design, and all college-level requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree in TextileTechnology in the College of Textiles, including only one set of 52 credit hours in the General Education Requirements. GeneralEducation Requirements are arranged to meet the specified choices in both curricula. The degree requires five (5) school years andone summer to complete. Eventual scholarship support will make this less ofa financial burden on the student and family. On campusand off campus transfer students must have a 3.0 University GPA to qualify for the program.
AdvisingAlbers Scholars will have academic advisors in both colleges. Individual interests, directions, needs and transfer credits may changethe length oftime required for completion ofthe program.
Seminars and Study Abroad OpportunitiesAnni Albers Scholars will participate in special programs (seminars, lectures, field trips, study abroad classes, etc.) and meet as agroup for regular discussions and advising. Interdisciplinary seminars led by the College of Design and College of Textiles facultywill focus on issues relevant to the nature ofthe disciplines.
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In addition to the study abroad and internship programs regularly offered by the university, the College of Design, and the College ofTextiles. every effort will be made to identify opportunities that provide the best fit With each student’s academic program and careerinterest. For questions, please contact one ofthe Program advisers:
Professor Susan Brandeis Professor Traci May-PlumleeCollege of Design. Box 770l College ofTextiles, Box 830]NC State University Raleigh, NC 27695-7701 NC State University Raleigh, NC 27695-8301phone: (919)515—3876 phone: (919)513-4196fax: (9]9)515—7330 fax: (919)515-3733e-mail: susan_brandeistiunesuedu e-mail: traci_may—plumlee@ncsu.edu

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Brooks Hallphone: (9l9)515-8350
T. Barrie, DirectorJ. P. Rand, Associate Director
Professors: T. Barrie. P. Batchelor, G. Bizios, R. Clark, M. Malecha, W. Place, J.P.Rand. H. Sanoff, P. Tesar; Professor Emeritus: R. Burns; Associate Professors: F.Harmon, F. Rifki, K. Schaffer, J. Tector; Assistant Professors: GP. Borden, W.Redfield, J. Ficca; Associate Professor Emeritus: D. W. Barnes; AdjunctProfessors: C. Bishir, D. Dixon, E. Harris, J. Mann, B. Shawcrofi; AdjunctAssociate Professors: S. Cannon, E. Cassily, K. Hobgood, J. Lee, W.H.McKinnon, E. Weinstein; Adjunct Assistant Professors: B. Bell, V. Bell, B.Dautel, K. Dautel, D.S. Gomes, F. Gomes, D. Grifiith, T. Hicks, D. Hill, R.Lanou, T. Lineberry, T. Martin, T. McAuliffe, A.M. Taylor.
In a world of changing conditions- social, cultural, economic and technological—the central task ofthe architect remains to give meaningful form to the physicalenvironment. These rapid changes, however, force today’s architects to not onlyconcern themselves with traditional design issues like shelter, appropriateness,comfort, and beauty, but also to address emerging concerns like sustainability,environmental conservation, rapidly expanding cities, adaptive uses andpreservation of older buildings, providing built environments in a global market,and new means of producing architecture. The aesthetic revolution ofthe past fewdecades has also freed architects from the rigidity of earlier theory allowinggreater diversity and expressiveness in architectural design.

The School of Architecture has addressed the diversity of roles and responsibilities through its faculty and its curricula. Itsdistinguished faculty embraces a broad definition ofthe practice of architecture and is, therefore, free ofa singular, dogmatic, orstylistic bias. This diversity is evident in their experience, area ofinterest, national origins, and educational backgrounds ofthefaculty. The architecture curriculum balances mathematics, English, natural sciences and humanities are integrated with architecturaldesign studios and a rich selection of design support courses. The design studio- a working laboratory in which the student learnshow to design buildings under the guidance ofa professor- is central to the curriculum.
The undergraduate Bachelor of Environmental Design in Architecture is a preprofessional degree that stresses the education of theindividual and serves as the foundation for advanced, professional study in the discipline. The first semester is spent on designfundamentals in studio common to all students in the College of Design. Following this introductory experience student receive abroad introduction to architectural design, theory, history, technology, and design processes while exploring educational opportunitieswithin the university.
Following the preprofessional program students may continue their studies in either of two professional programs: the one-year, post-graduate Bachelor of Architecture or two-year Master ofArchitecture program (see the Graduate Catalog for information on the latterprogram). Entry into both of these programs is competitive. To be accepted students must demonstrate potential for professionalaccomplishment, capability in design, and satisfy a specific set of professionally—oriented undergraduate requirements. Manystudents spend one or more years gaining professional experience in architecture firms or related fields before pursuing the advanceddegrees. Educational enrichment is an important characteristic ofthe architectural program. The College of Design regularly presentspublic lectures by leading professionals and exhibitions of design and artwork. Electives are available in related disciplines- painting,sculpture, photography, landscape architecture, industrial design, and graphic design. Also available are field trips to buildings inurban centers of architectural interest and a variety of foreign study programs.
Curricula
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaCurriculum in Architecture, Bachelor of Environmental Design in ArchitectureCurriculum in Architecture- Fifth Year Professional Program, Bachelor of Architecture
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Accreditation
In the United States, most state registration boards require a degree from an accredited professional degree program as a prerequisitefor licensure. The National Architectural Board (NAAB), which is the sole agency authorized to accredit US professional degreeprograms in architecture, recognizes t\\ 0 types of degrees: the Bachelor of Architecture and the Master of Architecture. A programmay be granted a five-year, three—year, or tvs 0-year term of accreditation, depending on its degree of conformance vs ith establishededucational standards.
Masters degree programs may consist ofa preprofessional undergraduate degree and a professional graduate degree, which, whenearned sequentrally, comprise an accredited professronal education. Howex er, the preprofessional degree is not, by itself, recognizedas an accredited degree.
The accredited professional degrees at the School of Architecture at North Carolina State University are the Bachelor of Architectureand the Master of Architecture degrees. The Bachelor of Environmental Design in Architecture is the prerequisite preprofessionaldegree for both ofthe professronal degrees. The School ofArchitecture currently enjoys full NAAB accreditation.
DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
Leazer Hallphone: (919)515-8315
C. Cox, Chair
Professors: S. Brandeis. C. Joyner, M. Pause: Professors Emeriti: CM. McKinney, W. Taylor; Associate Professors: C. Cox, L.M.Diaz, P. Fitzgerald, D. Raymond, C. Raub, S. Toplikar; Assistant Professor: V. Plume: Adjunct Associate Professor: K. Rieder;Adjunct Assistant Professors: T. Buie, M. Cuales.
The Art and Design Department awards the Bachelor of Art and Design degree. The pedagogical core ofthe program aims toreinforce the foundation principles of design theory as applied to two—and three dimensional design. Our curriculum addresses broadcultural, ecological, and societal considerations and promotes in our graduates the ability to meet the challenges ofcollaborath edesign. We emphasize the application of creative thinking and problem solving to design projects ranging from single to mass-produced artifacts. The areas of application span the range from traditional fine art to interactive media. Examples of current areas ofstudy include interactive computer graphics. animation, illustration, sculpture, painting, draw ing. fiber, exhibition design, andemerging areas in the media arts.
The Art and Design Department firmly believes there is an essential need for students in the technically-based research university toengage in course work that fosters creative thinking. To meet this need, the department offers courses to non majors as well as aminor in Art and Design, available to majors in any field in the university. Four specific options are currently a\ ailable: fibers andsurface design, painting, drawing, and sculpture.
Opportunities
Career opportunities for graduates ofthe Department of Art and Design span the range from traditional fine art to new mediasystems. Graduates of this department are currently vx orking in fields such as advertising, multimedia. illustration, exhibition design,textile design, fashion design, art and design education, photography, filmmaking, special effects, set design, and in all areas offineart.
Curricula and Degrees
The Art and Design Department awards the Bachelor of Art and Design degree. The Bachelor of Art and Design degree is a broadlybased, multidisciplinary undergraduate experience that fully utilizes a diverse faculty and bridges the fine arts and design. Through awell-planned sequence ofincreasingly complex and in depth studios and close work with faculty, students are able to constructoptimal learning paths that meet their individual needs. This degree program provides a sound, well-rounded \ isual arts educationand focuses on providing students with skills that allow them to perform and succeed in a V\ ide \ariety ofart and design positionsafter graduation.
While the degree is professionally non—specific, students selecting the Bachelor of Art and Design degree may wish to use it as afoundation for later graduate study in a specific art or design discipline. The goal ofthe Art and Design curriculum is to provide thestructure for the creation ofa new model of art and design professional. These individuals artistic and practical talents are developedas different expressions of one potentiality. We emphasize proficiency of skills in advanced visualization and interactive media incombination with a strong focus on traditional fine arts and design.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Minor in Art and Design (Non-Design Majors)
The Minor in Art and Design’s objectives are to discover basic design principles through hands-on activities, to apply design processand theory to solve problems creatively and efficiently, to increase aw areness ofone’s selfand environment, and to foster anappreciation and understanding ofthe disciplines of A11 and Design. Any curious undergraduate student in the university who is notmajoring in design and who seeks alternative methods ofexperiencing the environment in which n 0 live will benefit from this minor.
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The Minor in Art and Design consists of 15 credit hours of study. A student must successfully complete two prerequisite courses_(6
credit hours approved by the chair ofthe Art and Design department) before applying for entrance Into the Minor in Art and Desrgn.These two courses provide an essential foundation in design. A grade point average of 2.75 or above and a faculty revrew are alsorequired.
After completion ofADN l l l and 6 credit hours, the student must then complete 9 hours of recommended courses selected from thecourses listed in the information provided by an Art and Design minor advisor. Six (6) hours must be above the 100 level and anotherthree (3) hours at or above the 300 level. A grade ofC or better will be required for credit in all courses in the Minor in Art andDesign program. The course selection will be determined with the guidance of the student’s minor adviser and tailored to the needs,interests, and goals ofthe student.
DEPARTMENT OF GRAPHIC DESIGN
Brooks Hallphone: (919)515—8326
D. Gonzales Crisp, ChairM. Davis, Director of Graduate Programs
Professors: M. Davis, M. Scotford; Professor Emeritus: A. Lowery; AssociateProfessors: K. Bailey, D.G. Crisp, S. Townsend; Assistant Professors: P.A. Brock;Adjunct Assistant Professors: M. Dillon, S. Donahue, N. Irvine, D. Karam, M.Revelle. I. Sueda, W. Temple.
Graphic design is the process of bringing meaningful visual form to communication. Graphic designers translate communicationgoals through printed, environmental, and electronic presentations ofinformation. Graphic designers use words and images toexpress messages that inform, persuade, and incite people to action. Graphic designers are active in all aspects of communicationdesign. For example, they design books, magazines, newspapers, and CD-ROMS for the publishing industry. They also create printedmaterials such as logotypes, symbol, annual reports, newsletters, business forms, stationary systems, and other related literature forcorporations. institutions, businesses, and governmental agencies. Graphic designers create multimedia presentations, web sites,computer interfaces. and motion graphics such as film titling and typographic treatments for video, as well as on-air graphics fortelevision. Graphic designers are employed in a variety of settings, including graphic design offices, advertising agencies,communication business, as well as corporations, institutions, or governmental agencies as part of internal communicationsdepartments.
The Bachelor of Graphic Design is a professional degree recognized by the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) and isaccredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD) The program includes the study ofvisual, theoretical,historical, and technical aspects ofthe discipline. The curriculum provides comprehensive experiences in the analysis ofcommunication problems. the development of creative solutions to those problems, and the implementation and evaluation of thosesolutions. Required support courses in typography explore the role of words and language in graphic communication, while coursesin imaging provide students with experiences in a range of photographic, videographic, and computer media. Instruction in computersoftware programs is fully integrated in design studios and support courses and is not taught as a separate activity. In their studios,graphic design majors prepare for careers in the field through the execution of demonstration projects of varying complexity andscale. In the last studio, graduating students prepare their portfolios for job searches and demonstrate their expertise in a particulararea of practice.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricu1a
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Brooks Hallphone: (919)515-8322
B. Laffrtte, ChairP. Hooper, Director of Graduate Programs
Professors: V.M. Foote, H. Khachatoorian, G. Lewis; Professor Emeritus: A. Cooke; Associate Professors: P. Hooper, B. Laffitte;Assistant Professor: B. Jin; Adjunct Assistant Professors: T. Buie, C. Jordan, H. Nickerson, R. Osborne.
The Department of Industrial Design awards a bachelor degree in Industrial Design. The pedagogical core of the department aims toreinforce the foundation principles of design theory as applied to traditional and advanced technologies, i.e. new media, materials,and production techniques. Our curriculum addresses broad cultural, technological, and societal considerations and promotes in ourgraduates the ability to meet the challenges of technological complexity through collaborative design. We emphasize the applicationof creative thinking and problem solving to design projects ranging from single to mass-produced artifacts. The areas of applicationspan the range from industrial design to interactive multimedia.
Opportunities
Career opportunities for graduates of the Department of Industrial Design span the range from industrial design to new mediasystems. Graduates of this department are currently working in fields such as product development, fiarniture design, recreational
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product design, toy design, exhibition design, textile design, fashion design, photography, film making, special effects, set design,ergonomics and textile des1gn.
Curricula and Degrees
The Department of Industrial Design awards four-year bachelor degrees in Industrial Design. Industrial Design is concerned with allhuman aspects of machine—made products and their relationship to people. The industrial designer is responsible for product safety,aesthetics, maintenance, and cost. Industrial designers deal with consumer, and with industrial products. In order to achieve theseends, designers must be involved in four major design and research areas: human behavior, human-machine relationships, theenvironment, and the product itself.
Areas of study in the Bachelor of Industrial Design include furniture, textiles, house wares, appliances, transportation, tools, farmequipment, medical instruments, electronics, human-computer interfaces, and recreational support equipment. The goal of theIndustrial Design curriculum is to teach the design and development of products or systems and their relationship to human beingsand the environment.
Graduates of the Bachelor of Industrial Design program have career opportunities in three general types of practice: corporate designoffices in manufacturmg companies, independent consulting offices, and governmental agencies.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaCurriculum in Industrial Design, Bachelor of Industrial Design
DEPARTMENT OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Brooks Hallphone: (919)515-8340
A. Benzinberg—Stein, Chair
Professors: A.R. Abbate, A. Benzinberg-Stein, R. Moore, A.R. Rice; ProfessorsEmeriti: R. Stipe, R.R. Wilkinson; Associate Professors: F. Magallanes, S. Raval;Associate Members of the Faculty: H. Devine (Parks Recreation and TourismManagement); Research Associate Professor: J. Tomlinson; Adjunct AssociateProfessors: C. Burger, S. Hatchell, M. Jennings, R. Mandell, D. Swanson, W. Swink;Teaching Assistant Professor: K. Boone; Adjunct Assistant Professors: K. Friedlien, V.George, M. Gruber, J. Sherk.
The mission of the Department of Landscape Architecture is to nurture and educationsocially and ecologically responsible professionals to serve communities byinvestigating, understanding, creating and celebrating landscapes, throughinterdisciplinary practice, to sustain the cultures and resources of planet Earth.
Landscape architecture is a multi-faceted profession dedicated to the welfare of thephysical environment and the living communities of the earth. It is a diverse andgrowing design profession that combines art, science, engineering, and technology.Landscape Architecture at the College of Design is especially concerned with thestewardship, restoration, and regeneration of the natural and cultural environments inurban, rural, and wilderness settings. The five-year Bachelor of LandscapeArchitecture degree program provides an educational experience that develops instudents the skills necessary to deal creatively and responsibly with the human and natural forces that inevitably shape the land.
The Bachelor of Landscape Architecture program stresses the development of the student’s intellectual capacity through the mediumofa comprehensive design education. The program offers an integrated, broad—based education in the discipline of LandscapeArchitecture and it emphasizes interdisciplinary design work, national and international experience, and ecologically soundcommunity-based design and planning. Students develop the ability to think, visualize, analyze, and synthesize ideas usinginformation and skills from diverse fields of study.
This professional degree program fosters the development of an individual’s sense of responsibility to society as a steward ofthecultural and natural environments. Graduates of the Bachelor of Landscape Architecture program have an understanding of theprofession, its role in society, and their own potential role. Graduates offer employers and clients strong intellectual problem solvingabilities and the professional skills necessary to evaluate, develop, and communicate solutions to a variety of design and planningproblems including, but not limited to, the design of parks, trail systems, recreational environments, resorts, urban plazas,communities, and conservation plans.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/regurecords/curricula
The Department of Landscape Architecture currently enjoys full Landscape Architecture Accreditation Board (LAAB) accreditation.
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The College ol‘ I‘ducation, as a technologically ad\anccd, diterse learning community prepares educational professionals, advancesknowledge through research, and renders service to constituents globally. With emphasis on the preparation ol‘ middle grades, highschool, and post-secondary teachers, counselors, supervisors, and administrators, the college is committed to being a leader andinnmator in research, application. and dissemination ol‘cl‘l‘ective strategies for teaching and learning, especially through technology.Composed ol‘the departments oI‘AduIt and Community College Education, Educational Research and Leadership and Counselorlidueation, Curriculum and Instruction, and Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education, the college seeks students dedicatedto the dc\ elopment ol‘all persons and sensitive to the complexity ol‘ the teaching learning process.
Undergraduate degree programs are oll‘ered in education general studies, business and marketing education. mathematics education,middle grades education, science education, and technology education. In addition to being admitted to a curriculum, all teachereducation candidates must meet program requirements for admission to candidacy in teacher education (including a 2.5 or higher0\ erall grade point a\ erage alter the sophomore year) and for admission to student teaching (including a 2.5 or higher GPA overall inone‘s teaching Iicld. and in professional studies.)
Degree programs lead to a license to teach in technology education or business and marketing education (grades 9-12); andmathematics education and science education (grades 9 12). Also ol‘l‘ered is an undergraduate degree program in middle gradesteaching with concentrations either in language arts social studies or mathematics science (grades 6-9).
A program 01‘ professional preparation is prm ided for those students enrolled in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences whowish to become teachers ol‘seeondary English or social studies (grades 9-I2) and teachers of French and Spanish (grades K-IZ). TheCollege ol‘ \griculture and Lil‘e Sciences and the College 01‘ Education jointly pr0\ ide a program to prepare students to becomeagriculture teachers (grades 9 I 2).
Students enrolled in a natural sciences or a mathematical sciences curriculum may double major in the Department of Mathematics.Science. and Technology Education and earn a license to teach (6 9 or 9-12).
Most ol‘the college‘s teacher education programs are in fields ol‘teacher shortage. Graduates haxe little difficulty finding teachingpositions. Because of limited l‘aculty resources, space in some programs is limited.
\lost ol‘the education programs listed in the follow ing pages also offer graduate-Ie\el degree programs. In addition, the College ofEducation has graduate programs in:
Adult and Community College Higher EducationCounselor Education Middle Grades EducationCurriculum and Instruction Reading EducationEducational Administration Special EducationEducational Research and Policy Anal) sis Training and DexelopmentElementary Education
See the Graduate Catalog or contact faculty members For information on graduate programs. Public schools post-master‘s Iicensureprograms are available in some curricular areas.
All ol‘the bachelor‘s level and graduate level Iicensure programs are approved by the North Carolina State Board of Education. Thecollege is accredited by the Council for the Accreditation of Counseling and Related Programs (CACREP), and the National Councilfor the Accreditation ol‘ Teacher Education (NCATE).
The College of Education is located in Poe Hall. It includes a Learning Resources Library. a Learning Technology Resource Center.and an Instructional Computing Facility. The building houses laboratories for technology education, reading. science, counseling andtesting actix ities.
Scholarships
The College ot‘Education has a scholarship program distinct from the campus Merits and A“ ards Program. 0\ er 2O scholarships area\\ arded to undergraduates each year. Several scholarships are a\ ailable to encourage students from under-represented populations toenroll in the college.
North Carolina State Uni\ersity is one of 14 institutions participating in the NC. Teaching Fellows Program and has over 130teaching fellows enrolled. Each fellow receives $6,500 per year for four years in exchange for a commitment to teach for four yearsin-state.
Many students receive awards through the North Carolina State Board of Education‘s Scholarship Loan Fund for ProspectiveTeachers and through other sources. High school counselors recei\ e information about, and applications for, all ofthese scholarshipsand a“ ards.
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Honors Programs
The College of Education has an honors’ society in education and technology education. Kappa Delta Pi has a chapter on campus,Omicron Rho. It elects those to membership \\ ho exhibit the ideals of scholarship, high personal standards, and promise in teachingand allied professions. Kappa Delta Pi is an international honor society of. about. and for educators. Selection as a member is basedon high academic achievement, a commitment to education as a career, and a professional attitude that assures steady growth in theprofession.
SAY Village
The college and University Housing have partnered to prox ide a residential village housed on the 5th floor of Lee Hall for studentsinterested in working With youth. No matter what the major or aspirations for the future, advocating for youth spans many fields ofstudy. For more information. visit www.ncsu.edu housing communities say.
International Activities
Several faculty members have been involved in overseas projects in China, Ghana. Japan. Peru, Puerto Rico, Russia. and SouthAfrica. Some ofthe foreign language teacher education students spend a year in France or Spain in an exchange program. Theenrollment ofinternational students in several ofthe education programs and elsewhere at NC State also offers on-campus multi-cultural opportunities.
DEPARTMENT OF ADULT AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATION
(See Graduate Catalog)
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH & LEADERSHIP AND
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
(See Graduate Catalog)
DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Poe Hall, Room 602phone: (919)515-3221ced.ncsu.edu Ci
E. S. Vasu, Department HeadS. S. Osborne, Director of Graduate Education
Professors: C.L. Crossland, D.A. Cullinan, BJ. Fox, T.P. O’Brien, C.A. Pope, R.J. Pritchard, H.A. Spires. E.S. Vasu; AssociateProfessors: M. Alibrandi, CM. Beal, P.L. Marshall, S.S. Osborne, A.J. Reiman, E.J. Sabornie; Assistant Professors: J.T. DeCuir,A.D. Dixson, A. Foley, IL. Nietfeld, W. O’Steen. J. Osborne. J. Steelman; Visiting Assistant Professors: L.E. Huffman: AdjunctProfessors: D.D. Copeland, R.A. Edelfelt; Adjunct Assistant Professors: S.B. Buckner. L.L. Grable; C.J. Messina, “R. Parker;Professor Emeritus: BM. Parramore, BR. Poulton; Associate Professor Emeritus: L. Thies—Sprinthall.
The Department of Curriculum and Instruction prepares undergraduate students to become teachers of middle grades language artsand social studies, and secondary business and marketing education. The Department currently includes a diversity ofhighlyqualified students. All programs emphasize scholarship and individually designed study, and include cross—disciplinary work andfield—based experiences.
CURRICULUM IN BUSINESS AND MARKETING EDUCATION
Poe Hall, Room 402phone: (919)515-1743
T. O‘Brien, Coordinator
The Business and Marketing Education curriculum is specifically designed to prepare teachers for Business and Marketing Educationprograms in secondary schools. In addition, it provides the necessary pedagogical and technical preparation needed by business andmarketing instructors in community and technical colleges, as well as for selected training and development roles in business andindustry. The combination ofa broad general and professional education, business and marketing courses, and supervised workexperience in marketing occupations provides a unique preparation for educators in a rapidly expanding professional field.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Marketing Education, BS. in Marketing Education
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CURRICULA IN MIDDLE GRADES EDUCATION
Middle Grades Education, Language Arts and Social Studies Concentration
Poe Hall. Room 402phone: (919)515-6231C. Beal. Coordinator
Specific curriculum requirements are axailable online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaMiddle Grades Education, Language Arts Social Studies Concentration
For Middle Grades Education. Mathematics Science Concentration. see the Department ol‘Mathematics. Science, and TechnologyEducation.
CURRICULA IN EDUCATION, GENERAL STUDIES
Poe Hall. Room SOZLphone: (919)515 I749
J. R, Kolb. Coordinator ol‘Adxising
The General Studies Education program has tuo areas ol‘emphasis. Emphasis A serves those students who are interested in thosefields ol‘education that do not require formal licensure. such as ju\ cnile homes. day care. and other public and private agencies.Emphasis B serves those students previously enrolled in teacher education programs at North Carolina State Uni\ ersity. but whosecareer goals have changed.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: a Vl \\.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaEmphasis AEmphasis B
ENGLISH TEACHER EDUCATION
Tompkins Hall. Room 268phone: (919)5 l 5-4167
Barbara Bennett. Coordinator ofAd\ ising
Students desiring to become secondary English teachers in grades 9-12 \\ ill be enrolled in the College ofHumanities and SocialSciences. In that College‘s section ol‘this catalog. curriculum requirements for the teacher education option can be found under theDepartment ol‘English. Students desiring to become language arts teachers in grades 6-9 Vi ill be enrolled in the College of Education.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \\ wwncsucdu reg records curricula
FRENCH TEACHER EDUCATION
1911 Building. Room 126phone: (919)515 9293
Diane Adler. Coordinator ot‘Adx ising
Students desiring to become teachers of French will be enrolled in the College ofHumanities and Social Sciences. In that College’ssection ofthis catalog, curriculum requirements for the teacher education option in French can be found under Foreign Languagesand Literatures. See the follou ing web Site for more information: sasw.chass.ncsu.edu fl
SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHER EDUCATION
Poe Hall, Room 528phone: (919)515-9655
K. A. Troost, Coordinator ofAdvising. SociologyG. Surh, Coordinator of Ad\ ising. HistoryK. Vickery, Coordinator of Advising, HistoryS. Carey, Coordinator of Advising, Political Science
Students desiring to become secondary social studies teachers in grades 9-12 will be enrolled in the College of Humanities and SocialSciences. Curriculum requirements for the teacher education options can be found under history. political science and publicadministration. and sociology and anthropology in that College’s section. Students desiring to become social studies teachers ingrades 6-9 will be enrolled in the College of Education. For details, consult the Middle Grades Education description.
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SPANISH TEACHER EDUCATION
1911 Building, Room 142phone: (919)515-9288
Susan Navey-Davis. Coordinator of Advising
Students desiring to become teachers of Spanish will be enrolled in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. The curriculumrequirements for the'teacher educatlon option in Spanish can be found under Foreign Languages and Literatures in the College ofHumanities and Socral Seiences section.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Poe Hall. Room 326phone: (919)515-2238ced.ncsu.edu/mste
J. E. Penick, Head Alice Y. Scales, Assistant HeadJ. R. Kolb. Director of Graduate Programs for Mathematics EducationJ. C. Park, Director of Graduate Programs for Science EducationW. W. Deluca, Director of Graduate Programs for Technology Education
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: JR. Kolb, J.C. Park, L.V. Stiff, L.W. Watson; Professors: L.M. Clark. G. Jones, J.R.Kolb: Professors Emeriti: D.A. Adams, ND. Anderson, A. Howe, HE. Speece; Associate Professors: G.S. Carter. V.W. DeLuea, W.J.Haynie III, K.S. Norwood, J.C. Park. R.E. Peterson. R. Tzur, W.M. Waters, Jr., L.W. Watson. RE. Wenig, J.H. Wheatley; ResearchAssociate Professor: HS. Stubbs; Assistant Professors: L.A. Annetta, T.J. Branoff, A. Clark, K. Flanagan, K. Hollebrands. W. Kelly.E. Parsons. A.Y. Scales. E.N. Wiebe; Assistant Professor Emeritus: J.L. Crow, W.J. Vanderwall; Instructors: B. Matthews; ClinicalInstructor: E. Williams, Lecturer: JF. Freeman; Lecturers Emeriti: G.K. Hillard, B.D. Webb.
The Department of Mathematics, Science and Technology Education prepares undergraduate students to become teachers ofmathematics, science and technology. The department traditionally prepares competent professionals Vt ho have strong subject matterbackgrounds and pedagogical skills. Departmental majors may seek licensure for teaching high school grades 9- 12 or middle grades6-9. Students in the high school curriculum in mathematics or science education take approximately 45 percent oftheir program inscience and mathematics and may complete a double major, receiving a second degree in mathematics or one ofthe sciences.Students in Technology Education may be licensed as teachers oftechnology programs in middle grades and high schools. 7-12. Allpre—service teaching programs provide a broad background; an in-depth study in mathematics, technology or an area of science; andthe development ofprofessional competencies. In addition, the technology education curriculum provides a non-teaching option it itha general background for a variety of employment opportunities in business and industry. A minor in Technology Education isavailable.
The department also offers a minor in Graphic Communications in which the student develops proficiency in applying graphictechniques in both career and leisure activities.
Scholarships and Awards
The Speece Scholarship is awarded to as many as three outstandingjuniors or seniors either in mathematics education or scienceeducation. The department sponsors two undergraduate organizations: the Mathematics and Science Education Club and theTechnology Education Collegiate Association. Annual awards are given to the outstanding seniors in Mathematics Education (9 12).Science Education (9 12), Technology Education (7-12), and Middle Grades Education (6-9) in mathematics and in science.Technology education students are eligible for the Epsilon Pi Tau Leadership Award.
CURRICULA IN MIDDLE GRADES EDUCATION (GRADES 6-9 LICENSURE)
Middle Grades Education, Mathematics (with Science) Concentration
Poe Hall, Room 510Ephone: (919)515-6907
N. S. Norwood, Coordinator ofAdvising
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Middle Grades Education, Mathematics/Science Concentration
Poe Hall, Room 3158phone: (919)515-6920
G. S. Carter, Coordinator ofAdvising
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
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College of Engineering
Men and \\ omen \\ ho seelt a challenging technical career in research and development, design, construction, production,maintenance, technical sales, management, teaching, or other careers requiring a methodical, creative solution of problems, shouldconsider an engineering or computer science education. At NC State, the College ofl,nginecring has a distinguished andinternatitmally recogni/ed faculty. The faculty, together vs ith the curricula ofthe undergraduate and graduate programs, offer anopportunity for ambitious men and women to become the leaders and prime movers ofour increasingly technological world. Becauseofthe great influence ofscienee and technology on our everyday lives, today’s engineers and computer scientists must be acutely.mare of. and responsible for, the impact that their creations may have on society. In addition to safety, aesthetics, economics, andenergy, today ‘s technologist must consider en\ iromnental, sociological, and other “human concern" costs.
The college‘s graduates may be found in \\ idely Lll\Cl‘SlllCLl careers throughout the vvorld. Most are practicing in the engineeringprofession, but because their education has equipped them \y e11 to deal \\ ith problems in a wide variety of fields, many College ofEngineering graduate haye become corporate presidents, leaders in government, lawyers, and medical doctors, to name a few TheCollege of Engineering is organi/ed into twelve departments. Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Biomedical Engineering,Chemical Engineering, C i\ ii, Construction and Em ironmental Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical and ComputerEngineering. Industrial Engineering. Materials Science and Engineering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. NuclearEngineering. Textile Engineering, Chemistry and Science and Wood and Paper Science. Seventeen undergraduate degree programsare offered in these t\\elve departments. 1n addition, a degree program in Engineering is offered by special arrangement to the veryfe\\ students \\ ho can clearly demonstrate the need for an individualized program ofstudy. All departments also offer advancedstudies leading to master‘s degrees and the Doctor of Philosophy degree. (Consult the Graduate Catalog for graduate degrees).
The College of Engineering requests and receives accreditation from the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe AccreditingBoard for Engineering and Technology (ABET) for f] fteen ofits undergraduate engineering degree programs. These are aerospaceengineering, biological engineering. chemical engineering. ciy i1 engineering, computer engineering, electrical engineering,en\ ironmental engineering. industrial engineering, industrial engineering-furniture manufacturing, materials science andengineering. mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering, and textile engineering. The two neyy est programs in the college.Biomedical Engineering and Paper Science and Engineering are seeking accreditation this year. Accreditation ensures that theseprograms satisfy requirements for acceptance by these nationally recogni7ed agencies. All curricula and programs are designed tomaintain the college‘s national and international reputation while meeting the needs ofthe people and industries ofthe state andrcgion through effecti\ e instruction, competent research, and the development ofneyy and meaningful contributions to scientific1\noy\ ledge.
The Career Planning and Placement Center is maintained by the uni\ ersity to assist continuing students and graduating students inachiey ing their career goals.
Degrees
Entering students recei\ e assistance in planning an appropriate program of study and hay e available continued guidance fromacademic advisers throughout their academic careers. Beginning freshmen enroll in the First Year Engineering Program for one totwo years. After successfully completing matriculation requirements, students may be admitted to a departmental Degree Program. Inorder to be eligible to apply for admission into a degree program, unmatriculated students must successfully complete the followingcourses: MA 141 and MA 241; PY 205; ENG 101: CH 101, 102(1ab); E 101 and a satisfactory grade in E 115. In addition. studentsmust haye achiey ed a total GPA of2.9 within the first 60 hours of enrollment at \1C State.
Bachelor of Science: The baccalaureate program pr0\ ides preparation for entry into industry, goy ernment, business or privatepractice as \\ ell as graduate school. Graduates With a BS. degree in engineering or computer science may be engaged in designdeyelopment, production, construction, sales, maintenance. or the planning, operation or management ofindustrial units.
The undergraduate curricula offer programs ofstudy leading to bachelor‘s degrees in aerospace engineering, biological engineerinO.biomedical engineering, chemical engineering, ciy i1 engineering, construction management, computer engineering. computerscience, electrical engineering, em ironmental engineering, industrial engineering. industrial engineering furniture manufacturingoption, materials science and engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering, paper science and engineering, and textileengineering. Graduation requirements include completion of one ofthe seventeen curricula with an O\ erall grade point average 0f2.0and a grade point average of2.0 in the major courses. The total number of required credits ranges from 120 to 128 semester hours.
Double Degree Programs
NC State students may \\ ish to earn Bachelor of Science degrees in t“ 0 fields from the College of Engineering. When the twocourses of study are planned early and carefully, a number of courses can simultaneously satisfy requirements in both degrees.Humanities, social science, physics, mathematics, chemistiy, English, and physical education sequences are common to mostcurricula. Students interested in such a program should consult the Office ofAcademic Affairs (118 Page Hall).
Other students may wish to combine a Bachelor of Science in engineering or computer science with a Bachelor of Science orBachelor of Arts degree in another college or school at NC State Uni\ ersity. Here also. a number of courses required for one degreemay also satisfy requirements for a second degree. When the two courses ofstudy are planned early and carefully, a double—degreeprogram can be completed in as few as five years. Students interested in such a program should contact the Office of AcademicAffairs.
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College of Engineering
Student Activities
Each curriculum in the College of Engineering has a technical society open to e\ ery student enrolled in the curriculum. In most cases,these are student chapters ofnational professional organizations. Each curriculum also has one or more honor societies to giverecognition to students who have earned superior academic records. In addition, there are college-wide honor. professional, andservice societies that offer personally and educationally rewarding opportunities for students.
Student representatives may serve on the Engineer’s Council. The Council is the coordinating agency for college wide activities suchas the Engrneers’ Week. the Annual Engineering Career Fair. and the Senior Awards Banquet.
Humanities and Social Sciences
Each student in the College of Engineering is required to take a minimum of21 credit hours ofhumanities and social science courses.At least one course used to fulfill the requirements must be selected from the list of courses w hich focus on a non English speakingculture. All ofthe courses used to satisfy the humanities and social science requirement must be taken from the College ofEngineering list of approved courses and all must be completed \\ ith regular grading.
Cooperative Education Program
This optional program is structured so that the student \\ ill alternate semesters of study xx ith semesters of practical work assophomores andjuniors. The freshman and senior years are spent on campus. while sophomore andjunior academic work is spreadover a three-year period to permit alternating academic semesters with Vi ork-experience semesters. Students earn a salary while theyare in industry. and they may earn a sufficient income to finance much oftheir college education. The co-op plan can be completed infive years, during which time the student receives 12 to 18 months ofindustrial experience.
Students in all curricula in the College of Engineering may apply for the co—op program ifthey have a grade point average of2.25 orbetter. Application for admission into the co-op program should be made early in the Spring Semester ofthe freshman year, hon e\ er.later applications resulting in fewer work semesters prior to graduation will be considered during the sophomore year or the firstsemester ofthejunior year. Students must be admitted into an engineering degree program prior to beginning the first co—opassignment. Further information may be obtained from the Office of Cooperatiye Education. 300 Clark Hall.
Benjamin Franklin Scholars Program
A limited number of freshmen in the College of Engineering are selected to participate in the Benjamin Franklin Scholars program.In addition to their major courses. each Benjamin Franklin Scholar develops an indi\ idualized. five-year plan of \\ ork focused on acentral theme in the humanities and social sciences. Students completing the program receive a Bachelor ofScience in an engineeringdiscipline or computer science and a bachelor‘s degree in multidisciplinary studies.
This double-degree program provides a unique opportunity to integrate a solid base of knowledge in technology or science \\ ith abroad philosophical perspective ofthe humanities. The curriculum for the double degree program has four main components: (I ) astrong general education, (2) specifically designed interdisciplinary and problem-defining courses, (3) all technical courserequirements associated with the engineering or computer science degree. and (-1) a thin) hour multidisciplinary concentrationdesigned by students in consultation with their advisors. With careful planning, this program can be completed in five years.
For more information, contact Dr. Joseph l-Ierkert. Department of Multidisciplinary Studies.
Computers
During their first semester, new freshmen in the College enroll in a computer literacy course, E l 15, which is taught using the E05student computing facility. Following completion ofE 115, it is expected that students will incorporate the use oons norkstationsinto all curricular areas, including the preparation of reports and papers in non—technical subjects. In either the freshman orsophomore year, most students V\ ill complete a course in computer programming and. thereafter. will increasingly use computers asan engineering tool. The college policy is that all ofits students will be provided with the computing resources required tosuccessfully complete their course of study. However, some students may find that owning a computer is beneficial in terms ofconvenience and ready access to computational capability.
International Opportunities
The college is actively working to provide its students with opportunities for overseas study experience. in addition to the StudyAbroad Program, which is available to all students at NCSU, College of Engineering students can participate in an exchange programwith Compe’gne, France; Rostock, Germany: Sergovia. Spain; among others.
Transfer Program
Students with non-engineering degrees or one or more years of academic work completed at other institutions may apply for transferadmission to the College of Engineering through the University Admissions Office. Students are admitted from appropriate programsfrom four—year institutions, as well asjunior and community colleges.
Students currently attending or anticipating attendance at other institutions are advised to contact the Office ol‘Academic AlTairs Forinformation regarding admission to NC State and credit for courses taken elsewhere.
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College of Engineering
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Da\ id S. Weaver Laboratories. Room |()()phone: (919)5l5 2694\\ \\ \\'.bae.ncsu.edu
(Also see Agricrrlture and Life Sciences)
J. 11. Young. lleadR. O. Exans. Jr. Department F\tension LeaderS. A. llale. L ndcrgraduate Coordinator
Distinguished Unixersity Professor and William Neal Reynolds Professor: R.W. Skaggs; Professors: C.F. Abrams. Jr, D.B. Beasley.C..l. Bouers. Jr. MD. Boyette. R.(). Exans. Jr. F.J. llurncnik. GD. Jennings. T.M. Losordo. J.E. Parsons. R.P. Rohrbach. A.R.Rubin. R.S. So“ ell. .l. Spooner (Extension). Ll. Stikeleathers. P.W. Westerman. T.B. V) hitaker (USDA). D.H. Willits. J.H. Young:Adjunct Professors: L.M. Safley. .lr.. SS. Sehiffman. L.F. Sykes; Professors Emcriti: J.C. Barker. GB. Blum, Jr.. J.W. Dickens. LB.Driggers. .l.M. Fore. UM. Giles. EC}. llumphries. W.H. Johnson. GJ. Kriz. W.F. McClure. F.M. Richardson. R.E. Sneed, CW. Suggs.R.W. Watkins. E.ll. \Viser; Associate Professors: GR. Baughman. J.J. Classen, SA. Hale. R.L. Huffman. GT. Roberson; AssistantProfessors: l\1. Chinn. J. Cheng. S. Shah. R. Shanna; Research Assistant Professors: GM. Chescheir; Extension Assistant Professor:M.R Burehell. GL. Grabou. W.F Hunt. lll: Adjunct Assistant Professors: D.M. Amatya. SK. Seymour: Extension Specialists: D.E.Line. .l.M. Rice. R.L. Sherman: Associate Members ofthe Faculty: C.R. Daubert (Food Science). B.E. Farkas (Food Science). A.E.HaSsan (Forestry). K.M. Keener (Food Science). SC. Roe (Companion Animal & Special Species Medicine). K.P. Sandeep (FoodScience). K.R. Swart/el (Food Science).
The Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering offers a four-year undergraduate program in Biological Engineering(BE). The BE curriculum includes concentrations in agricultural engineering. bioprocess engineering. and emironmentalengineering. All concentrations emphasize basic science and engineering courses that provide a sound background for application ofengineering principles to biological and agricultural problems.
Opportunities
Students learn to sol\ e a \\ ide ariety ofengineering problems and \\ ill ha\e opportunities for specialization. Scientific andengineering principles are applied: to analyze. understand and utilize mechanical properties of biological materials: to theconsenation and management ofsoil and water resources: to the design ofsensor—based instrumentation and control systems forbiological and agricultural applications: to the design and development of machinery systems for all phases of agricultural and foodproduction; to the design ofstructures and en\ ironmental control systems for housing animals. plant growth. and biological productstorage; to the design and evaluation ofergonomic devices for human and animal applications: and to the development ofimprox'edsystems for processing and marketing food and agricultural products.
Graduates ofthe BE curriculum receive a “BS. in Biological Engineering." qualifying them for positions in design. development.and research in both industry and public institutions. The curriculum also prepares students for post-graduate work leading toadvanced degrees. Some positions filled by recent BE graduates include: product design: de\elopment and testing: plant engineeringand management; engineering analysis and inspection for federal and state agencies: engineering consultant and research. Entry-levelsalary ranges for BE graduates are similar to those ofCivil. Industrial. and Mechanical Engineering graduates.
Curricula
The BE curriculum isjointly administered by the College of Engineering and the College ongriculture and Life Sciences andcombines the fields ofengineering. biology and agriculture. The BE curriculum is accredited by the Engineering AccreditationCommission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology. lll Market Place. Suite 1050. Baltimore. MD 21302 4012phone: (410)347—7700. Graduates are qualified to become registered professional engineers by passing the appropriateexaminations and upon completing the engineering experience requirements.
The educational objectives ofthe Biological Engineering (BE) Bachelor of Science (BS) degree are to:
- Educate students for successful careers in engineering by mastering the fundamentals ofengineering and biology.

Instill in the students time management skills and a sense ofconfidence in their ability to grasp and apply engineering principles
to solve complex. real world problems.

- Impart a sense of professional responsibility and work ethic.
- Establish an educational environment in which students participate in inter-disciplinary actix ities.
- Offer a curriculum that provides students an opportunity to become broadly educated engineers and life—long learners.
- Expose students to ad\ ances in engineering practice and research.

Recruit students V) ith high potential who will combine to the future economic and social well—being of North Carolina.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \V\\ w.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Biological EngineeringCurriculum in Biological Engineering — Agricultural Engineering ConcentrationCurriculum in Biological Engineering Bioprocessrng Engineering ConcentrationCurriculum in Biological Engineering - Envrronmental Engineering Concentration
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College of Engineering
JOINT DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
432 Daniels Hallphone: (919)515—3578nww.bme.ncsu.edu
H. T. Nagle, Founding ChairS. M. Blanchard. Interim Associate Head and Director of Undergraduate Programs
Professors: CF. Abrams, Jr, SM. Blanchard, H. Hsaid, C. Lucas, C. Kleinstreuer, H.T. Nagle; Associate Professors: E. Grant, J.Johnson, S. Knisley, M.G. McCord; Assistant Professors: D.S. Lalush, E.G. Loboa, J. MacDonald, P.L. Mente.
Biomedical engineering is a profession that develops and applies engineering knowledge and experience to solve problems in biologyand medicine and to enhance health care. Biomedical engineers are professionally trained to combine the rigors of medical andbiological studies with the power of engineering analysis and design. People become biomedical engineers to be of ser\ ice to others,to enjoy the excitement of understanding living systems, and to use state—of-the—art science and technology to solve the complexproblems of medical care. The emphasis in biomedical engineering is on finding solutions by researching. testing. and applyingmedical. biological, chemical, electrical, and materials information. Biomedical engineers are unique individuals Vi ho makecontributions to health care that are both satisfying to themselves and beneficial to others.
Opportunities
Biomedical engineers are employed by hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, medical device and testing companies, g0\ ernmentagencies, universities. and medical schools. With so many areas ofspecialization \V ithin the field, graduates are encouraged to furthertheir education by attending graduate or professional school after graduation from NC State. Graduates from this program haveattended graduate programs in biomedical engineering. physical therapy, mechanical engineering, industrial engineering.microbiology, virology. public health. and sports physiology at many different institutions. Graduates who hax e taken additionalcourses to satisfy entrance requirements have also been accepted by medical, dental and pharmacy schools.
Curriculum
The department offers the Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering. The objectives ofthe curriculum are

1. To educate students to be successful in biomedical engineering by emphasizing engineering and biology as related to basic
medical sciences and human health,
To produce biomedical engineers able to communicate effectively with diverse audiences and prepared to work in
multidisciplinary teams,

3. To develop in students professional, ethical, and societal responsibility in biomedical engineering practices, and
4. To expose students to advances in biomedical engineering practice and research and to instill in them a life-long thirst for

knowledge.

l\.)

Novel aspects ofthe undergraduate program include capstone engineering design projects that combine real world engineering designand community outreach, opportunities to apply for industrial internships after completingjunior-level engineering courses,continuous and caring faculty advising, student involvement in program evaluation and impr0\ ements, and engineeringSpecialization in one ofthree areas: Biomechanics, Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering, or Biomedical Instrumentation. Computersare used throughout the program. Graduates will be prepared for professional employment in research. design. development, andsales in government or industry and for graduate and professional education in engineering and the life sciences. The program isjointly administered by the College of Engineering and the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. First year students interested inthis curriculum should enroll in the College of Engineering undesignated program and indicate BMU as their curriculum choice.
The current specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Scholarships
Students in this degree program are eligible for scholarShips from the College of Engineering and the College of Agriculture and LifeSciences.
Facilities
Teaching facilities are located in the David S. Weaver Laboratories on the central campus. These facilities include state—of—the-artclassroom and laboratory facilities, study space, and convenient access to computing resources. Faculty offices are located in DanielsHall, Weaver Laboratories, the College of Textiles. and various other academic areas on campus. Contact offices for advising aremaintained in Daniels Hall and in Weaver Laboratories. Extensive Internet and video conferencing capabilities are deployed tofacilitate convenient faculty-student contact.
Research facilities are located in Weaver Laboratories, Daniels Hall, and the College ofTextiles as well as in the laboratories of manyother faculty from throughout the university who do research in biomedical engineering areas. Facilities include access to advancedmaterials testing instrumentation, imaging resources, rapid prototyping facrhties, biomedical instrumentation, and clinical resources.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Riddick Engineering Laboratories. Room 13phone: (9l9)515—2324
P. K. Kilpatrick. lleadP. S. Fedkiw. Associate HeadS. A. Khan. Director ofGraduatc ProgramsL. G. Bullard. Director ofL ndergraduate Studies
Frank Ha“ kins Kenan Distinguished Professor: R.G. Carbonell; Distinguished Unixersity Professors: D.F. Ollis. K.E. Gubbins;Alcoa Professors: C.K. llall. R.M. Kelly; Camille Dreyfus Professor: H.B. Hopfenberg; H. Clark; Hoechst-Celanese Professors: R.G.Carbonell. R.M. Felder; Professors: R.G. Carbonell. J.M. DeSimone. P.S. Fedkin. K.E. Gubbins. CK. Hall. R.M. Kelly, S.A. Kahn.P.K. Kilpatrick. P.K. Lim. D.F. Ollis. M.R. Overcash. G.N. Parsons. G.W. Roberts. R]. Spontak‘. Adjunct Professors: A.L. Andrady.M.L. Balmer Miller. G.K. Fleming. DJ. Hammond. DJ. Kiserow. J.B. McClain. l. Pinnau. C. Quah. K.L. Roberts. M, SliwinskiaBartowiak. J..l. Spitey. A.H. Weher. R.F. Weimer. S. White. P. Vlcek; Professors Emeriti: K.J. Bachman. K.O. Beatty. R.M. Felder.H.B. Hopfcnberg. C.J. Setzer. ll. Winston; Associate Professors: CR. Dattbeit. C.S. Grant. H.H. Lamb. S.W. Peretti; AssistantProfessors: J. Genzer. .I.M. Haugh. J. Van Lanten. O. Veler.
The sound management of material. environmental. and energy resources. taking into account natural economic constraints. guidesthe performance ofchemical engineering practice. Chemical engineering education integrates design and analysis. science andtechnology. with communication skills deteloped through exposure to the humanities and the social and economic sciences.Chemical engineering organizes these diverse skills into a coherent discipline uniquely suited to the needs ofthe chemical.biochemical. em ironmental. petroleum. plastics. textile. and pulp and paper industries.
Facilities
Departmental teaching and research acti\ ities are based on the four floors comprising the east wing ofthe Riddick EngineeringLaboratories. Equipment for study ing the principles of fluid flow. heat transfer. distillation. absorption. and drying is maintained inse\ eral laboratories. Chemical reaction kinetics. including heterogeneous catalysis and polymerization. are studied on speciallydesigned equipment. Extensixe apparatus is a\ ailable for characterizing the relationships between molecular structure and bulkproperties ofpolymers. A 2.000 square foot biotechnology laboratory has been equipped to include a pilot plan for studyingbiologically-mediated chemical reactions. Specialized digital computational equipment complements campus-wide universitycomputer resources. The department makes constant use ofthe College of Engineering Eos computer system that is accessible for use24 hours a day by students and faculty.
Opportunities
Graduates find employment at attractive salaries in di\ erse subdisciplines including research and development. production.management and administration: process control. technical service. and sales; estimation and specification writing; consulting andteaching. Students desiring careers in teaching. research. or consulting are adx ised to consider graduate training (consult the GraduateCatalog). Chemical engineering graduates often pursue careers in law or the medical sciences since the broadly structuresundergraduate curriculum provides strong preparation for graduate study in a wide range ofprofessional specialties.
Minor in Chemical Engineering
In addition to BS. graduates ofthe chemical engineering program at NC State. there is a pool ot‘students in other disciplines whoseprofessional \\ ork assignments may require a knowledge of chemical engineering nomenclatures. technologies and methods. Theminor in chemical engineering is intended to allow such students to dexelop an understanding ofthe fundamental concepts andpractice of chemical engineering. This minor should be most attractix e to undergraduate students in environmental engineering. pulpand paper technology. and chemistry. and it will allow non chemical engineering majors to prepare themselves for graduate study inchemical engineering \\ ith a minimum amount of prerequisite work following their acceptance into the graduate program.
Students enrolled in the minor in chemical engineering must complete CHE 205. CHE 225. CHE 311. CHE 315. CHE 316. and CHE446. All the courses must be completed with a grade of“C-" or higher. An application for the minor must be submitted to theCoordinator of Advising in the Department of Chemical Engineering. Admission to the minor will require a minimum 2.5 over—allgrade point average at NC State. and a grade of“B " or higher on the first enrollment in CHE 205.
Curricula
The successful practice of chemical engineering requires a broad. diversified preparation. The spirit of research and experimentalinquiry is vital; students. therefore. require sound scientific backgrounds essential to original and disciplined though. enthusiasticinquiry and. ultimately. original and constructive accomplishment. The undergraduate curriculum emphasizes the scientific.engineering. and economic principles involved in the design and operation of chemical processes.
Design methodologies are practiced in all core chemical engineering courses. This integrated design experience culminates with thesenior design sequence. CHE 450 and CHE 451. The background in organic. physical. and inorganic chemistry is comparable to thetraining offered to chemistry majors. Mathematics. physical sciences. and distributed humanities courses are also required. Thechemical engineering program is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board forEngineering and Technology. 111 Market Place, Suite 1050. Baltimore, MD. 21202—4012; phone: (410)341—7700.
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College of Engineering
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.mcsuedu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Biosciences OptionCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Electronic Materials ConcentrationCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Pollution Prevention ConcentrationCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Polymer Science ConcentrationCurriculum in Chemical Engineering, Honors Program
Program Educational Objectives
Our department’s mission is to excel in teaching and research within the discipline of chemical engineering. To accomplish this, weare committed to the followmg educational objectives:
- To educate students to apply a strong core ofkno“ ledge and practice that represents chemical engineering, engineering science,

and analytical problem solx ing.
- To encourage our students to enhance their educational experience by offering in a series of advanced chemical engineering

topics including honors programs, CHE options. and classes.
- To prepare students with professional skills to COHV ert knovx ledge into the implementation ofideas, often leading to success in

new ventures.
- To commit faculty time and resources to providing our students \\ ith a comprehensive. quality education

Biomolecular Concentration in Chemical Engineering
By enhanced exposure to the biological sciences, the biomolecular concentration enables the student to develop insight intobiological systems and processes.
Nanoscience Concentration in Chemical Engineering
The nanoscience concentration in chemical engineering allows the student to develop an understanding ofthe understanding ofthescientific and technological principles associated with the design and manufacture ofpattems and devices with features and advancedfunctionality on the nanometer scale.
Green Chemistry & Engineering Concentration in Chemical Engineering
The nanoscience concentration in chemical engineering introduces students to the design of chemical products and processes thatreduce or eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances.
Honors Program in Chemical Engineering
The honors program allows talented students to gain a deeper understanding of chemical engineering principles than would beacquired by completing the standard CHE curriculum Admission to the program requires students to ha\e eamed a minimum overallGPA of3.5 and a minimum GPA of3.5 in CHE 205 and CHE 225. An honors thesis is required for completion ofthe honorsprogram.
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Mann Hall, Room 203phone: (919)515 233www.ce.nscu.edu
E. Downey Brill, Jr., HeadD. W. Johnston, Associate Head for Graduate ProgramsM. A. Barlaz, Associate Head for Undergraduate ProgramsD. W. Parish, Coordinator of Advising
Distinguished Professor of Civil Engineering and Construction: S. Rizkalla; Professors: M.A. Barlaz, J.W. Baugh, Jr., E.D. Brill, Jr.,R.C. Border, R.H. Borden, J.S. Fisher, M.A. Gabr, AK. Gupta, D.W. Johnston, NP. Khosla, Y.R. Kim, H.R. Malcom, V.C. Matzen(Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor), A Mirmiran. J.M. Nau (Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor), W.J.
Rasdorf, N.M. Rouphail; Adjunct Professor: K.H. Reckhow; Distinguished Unhersity Professor Emeritus: J.M. Hanson, P.H.McDonald, P.Z. Zia; Professors Emeriti: M. Amein, PD. Cribbins, R.A. Douglas, J.F. Ely, K.S. llavner, C.L. Heimbach, Y. Horie,S.W. Nunnally, C.C. Tung, H.E. Wahls; Associate Professors: L.E. Bernold, A.C. Chao, ll.C. Frey, T. llassan, JE. Hummer, D.R.U.Knappe, M.L. Leming, M.F. Overton, MS. Rahman, SR. Ranjithan, J.R. Stone, A.A. Tayebali; Adjunct Associate Professors: LR.Goode, P.C. Lambe, D.R. van der Vaart; Associate Professors Emcriti: W.L. Bingham, E.D. Gurley, J.C Smith; Assistant Professors:FL. de los Reyes, J.J. Ducoste, M.N. Guddatie, A. Gupta, M.J. Kowalsky, D.F. Laefer, G. Mahinthakumar. BM. Williams; ResearchAssistant Professor: D.H. Loughlin; Lecturer: R.A. Nunez, E.C. Weaver; lnstruetor: E.A. Sumner; Adjunct Assistant Professor: J.D.Bowen, J.C. Brantly; Adjunct Lecturers: B.A. Doll, B. Koehler, D.J. Lombardi; lnterinstitutional Adjunct Faculty: J.S. Wu, LE.King, R.A. Luettich, S.M. Rogers, Jr.
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The Department of Cit il l’nginecring offers several degree programs concerned with the improvement and care ofboth public andpri\ ate inli'astructurc and natural en\ ironments. The degree programs address the planning. design, construction, operation. andmaintenance of buildings, dams, bridges, harbors, power facilities, pollution control facilities, water supply and transportationsystems. The curricula proy ide academic preparation for students considering careers in civil, construction, or environmentalengineering.
The department offers undergraduate degree programs leading to the Bachelor ofScicnce in Civil Engineering, the Bachelor ofScience in Construction Engineering and Management. and the Bachelor ofScience in Environmental Engineering. All threeprograms are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology(ABET), l I 1 Market Place, Suite l050. Baltimore, MD. 21202 4012; phone: (410)347 7700. Graduation from an ABET accreditedengineering degree is the first step toward registration as a Professional Engineer. All three programs also prepare students forgraduate education,
Opportunities
People \\ i|| aluays nccd constructed facilities to liye, work, and sustain their liy es and environment. and civil. construction, andenvironmental engineers \\ ill always be needed to plan, design, and construct these facilities. Ciy il. construction, and environmentalengineering comprises such a di\ersified field that graduates hayc a \\ ide choice in locations and type of employment. Jobs rangefrom federal, state, or municipal agencies to a variety of manufacturing and processing industries, consulting firms or constructioncompanies. The \\ ork' may be performed partially or \\ holly in an office or in the field and may be located in a small community, a bigcity. an industrial center. or e\ en in a foreign country. Careers in either professional practice or teaching and research are common formany graduates \\ ho complete advanced degrees.
Facilities
The Department ofCi\ il Engineering has \\ ell-equipped laboratories. including a computer laboratory. The College of Engineering at\JCSU maintains a state—of the—art computing environment known as Project E05. a large—scale distributed system that consists ofapproximately 665 workstations in 23 labs. 0\ er 80 ofthese machines are housed by the Department Civil Engineering in MannHall. A eomprehensiye suite ofengineering applications is delivered to three platforms: Sun Solaris, Microsoft Windows. and RedHat Linux. Project Eos is operated by a professional support group that prox ides consultation and basic system and software services.A he“ classroom outfitted for computer—based instruction opened in Vlann Hall in January 2003,
The Department‘s other laboratories contain a variety ofspecial equipment for instruction and research in structures, mechanics,soils. construction materials. construction engineering. hydraulics and environmental engineering.
The Constructed Facilities Laboratory (CFL) on Centennial Campus features unique facilities dey oted to all aspects of constructedinfrastructure research and assessment. Facilities include: specially designed reaction floors and walls for testing large—scalestructural systems to failure. such as full scale bridge girders up to 100 feet long and beam-column systems subject to earthquakeloading; and large pits up to 20 feet deep for testing granulary and compacted soils for foundation strength. State-of the-art facilitieslike these heighten students‘ learning experiences by exposing them to the forefront oftechnological ady ances.
Curricula
Each curriculum is designed to prepare the graduate for a career in the respective field and for lifelong learning through graduateeducation, continuing education and or self study.
The Cix il Engineering curriculum provides academic discipline in mathematics, the physical sciences, the humanities and socialsciences, and the technical aspects of ciy il engineering. After introductory exposure to several ofthe professional areas such asenvironmental and water resources, geotechnical, structures, and transportation engineering, the student builds additional depth inone of these specialties.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Educational Objectives in CM] EngineeringThe Department of Civil Engineering at NC State is home to the educational programs in Civil Engineering, ConstructionEngineering and Management, and Environmental Engineering. A single department head and management structure direct theeducational missions of these three related fields. The educational objectives ofthe Bachelor of Science degree program in CivilEngineering are as follows:
- To prepare students for entry into successful careers in Ciy il Engineering, emphasizing the mastery of engineering fundamentals,

the ability to solve engineering problems, the importance of engineeringjudgment and engineering experimentation, and the
process of engineering design.

- To instill in students the sense of pride and confidence that comes from applying their knowledge of engineering principles and
procedures to the economic and social benefit of society.

- To encourage in students an understanding ofthe professional and ethical obligations ofthe engineer, to conduct themselves as
professionals, recognizing their responsibility to protect the health and welfare ofthe public, and to be accountable for the social
and environmental impact oftheir engineering practice.
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- To establish an educational environment in which students participate in multi disciplinary, team oriented, open-ended activities

that prepare them to work in integrated engineering teams.
- To offer a curriculum that encourages students to become broadly educated engineers and life—long learners, with a solid

background in the basic sciences and mathematics. an understanding and appreciation ofthe arts, humanities, and social
sciences, an ability to communicate effectively for various audiences and purposes, and a desire to seek out further educational
opportunrtres.

- To expose students to advances in engineering practice and research as preparation for opportunities in professional practice and
graduate education.

- To acquire, maintain, and operate facilities and laboratory equipment appropriate to the civil engineering program. and to
incorporate traditional and state-of—the art technology and methods.

. To recruit, dex elop, and retain faculty \\ ho are committed to the educational mission of the civil engineering program, to ensure
that these educational objecti\ es are met.

The Construction Engineering and Management curriculum is designed for the student interested in the planning, design,direction, and management of construction projects. It includes the core course requirements in mathematics, the physical sciences,and the humanities and social sciences. After exposure to engineering fundamentals and engineering design of facilities, thecurriculum pr0\ ides a series of specialty courses in construction engineering related to the analysis, design, and management oftheconstruction building, residential, high“ ay, and heavy construction industry. The Mechanical Construction Concentration is designedfor students pursuing a mechanical construction career, emphasizing systems for buildings, residences, and industrial facilities.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \\'W\v.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaConstruction Engineering and Management, General Construction ConcentrationConstruction Engineering and Management, Mechanical Construction Concentration
Educational Objectives in Construction Engineering and Management- To prepare students for entry into successful careers in Construction Engineering and Management, emphasizing a fundamental

understanding of construction engineering and management principles, the ability to solve a broad set of engineering problems in
construction, the importance of engineeringjudgment and the creative process of engineering design.
To introduce students to the practice of construction engineering, the design ofthe construction process, and the management of
construction projects to achieve safety, quality, durability, and economic objectives.

- To enable an understanding ofthe societal and economic impacts of construction engineering practice and the professional and
ethical responsibilities ofthe construction engineer.

' To provide learning opportunities which prepare the construction engineering and management graduate to function in team-
oriented, multidisciplinary, open—ended engineering activities.
To provide a curriculum which broadly educates students with: a solid background in the basic sciences and mathematics; an
ability to communicate effectively; an understanding and appreciation for the humanities, social sciences, and management
services; and an ability to engage in life—long learning through graduate study, mentoring, self study, or continuing education.

' To establish and maintain the institutional support and financial resources to recruit. develop, and retain faculty \\ ho are
committed to the program objectives and the uni\ ersity missions, and to acquire, maintain, and operate adequate facilities to
meet program objectives and promote learning.

The Environmental Engineering curriculum is designed for students interested in environmental protection. The curriculumprovides students with basic knowledge ofthe chemical. biological and physical processes that govern the transport and fate ofpollutants in the environment as well as the design of engineered treatment systems. On graduation, students are prepared to \\ ork in
the areas of water and wastewater treatment, air pollution control, solid waste management, and hydrology and w ater resources. Thecurriculum emphasizes the interdisciplinary nature of environmental engineering with courses in both engineering and life sciences,including specialized courses on pollution control and waste management.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www,ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Educational Objectives in Environmental Engineering' To prepare students for entry into successful careers 1n Envrronmental Engineering, emphasizing the mastery ofenvironmental

science and engineering fundamentals, the ability to solve engineering problems, the importance ofengineeringjudgment and
the creative process of engineering design.
To introduce students to engineering practices for the management and protection ofair, water, and terrestrial environments and
the protection ofhuman health, and to encourage students to develop an understanding ofthe overall significance ol‘both
scientific and policy issues as they relate to the environment.

' To provide students with an understanding ofthe professional and ethical obligations ofthe engineer, to encourage them to
conduct themselves as professionals in recognition oftheir responsibility to protect the health and welfare ofthe public, to
explain to students their accountability for the social, economic, and environmental impacts oftheir engineering practices.

' To provide students with an understanding ofthe role ofthe environmental engineer in engineering projects and to prepare
students to function in cross-disciplinary, team—oriented, open ended activities.
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- To prepare broadly educated engineers with: an ability to communicate effectively; an understanding ofthe need for life—long

learning; and an appreciation for the arts. humanities. and social sciences.
To expose students to the role of research in environmental engineering and to prepare students for opportunities in graduate
education.

Post-Baccalaureate Study
Ifa student is interested in more intense specialization in one particular area. advanced level training is available leading to the
Master ofCiviI Engineering. the Master ot‘Science or the Doctor ofPhiIOSOphy. Specialization areas include coastal engineering,computer—aided engineering. construction engineering and management, construction materials. environmental and water resourcesengineering. geotechnicai engineering. mechanics and structural engineering and transportation engineering. Withjudicious choicesofelectives during the BS. program. a student may also prepare for additional studies in law. business administration, businessmanagement and city and regional planning.
Student Activities and Scholarships
Student chapters ofthe American Society ofCiviI Engineers. Associated General Contractors. National Association of HomeBuilders. Institute of Transportation Engineers. and Air and Waste Management Association undertake projects to further studentexposure to the profession. Guest speakers representing various aspects ofengineering practice speak at weekly lunch meetings.
Students who accumulate outstanding academic records may be considered for membership in the Chi Epsilon Honorary Society.Through the generosity of industry and program alumni. many scholarships are available on a competitive basis to students inaddition to university. college. and need-based financial aid.
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
Withers Hall. Rooms 208 and 226phone: (919)515—2858
M. A. Vouk. HeadD. J. Thuente. Director ot‘Graduate ProgramsJ. Hatch. Coordinator ofAdvisingD. A. Lasher. Director of Student Services
Distinguished University Research Professor: D.L. Bitzer; AlumniDistinguished Undergraduate Professor: A.L. Tharp; SAS InstituteChair Professor: J. Doyle; Emeritus Professors: W. Chou. D.C. Martin.W.E. Robbins: Professors: D.L. Bitzer. E.W. Davis. Jr.. J. Doyle. R.J.Fomaro. RE. Funderlick. S.P. lyer. D.F. McAIIister. H.G. Perros. D.S.Reeves. R.D. Rodman. G.N. Rouskas. C.D. Savage. M.P. Singh. W.J.Stewart. A.L. Tharp. M.A. Vouk: Associate Professors: A.I. Anton.DR. Bahler. E.F. Gehringer. C.G. Healey. T.L. Honeycutt. J.C. Lester.I. Rhee. R.A. St. Amant. M.F. Stallmann. D.J. Thuente; AssistantProfessors: R.Y. Chirkova. R. Dutta. V. Freeh. K. Harfoush. S. Herber. J. Kang. X. Ma. F. Mueller. P. Ning. L.A. Williams. P.R.Wurman. J. Xu. R.M. Young. T. Yu; Visiting Research Professor: F. Brglez; Adjunct Professors: R.J. Plemmons; Adjunct AssociateProfessor: A.O. Zaghloul: Adjunct Assistant Professors: D. Pase. A. Rindos. M. Singh: Lecturers: K. Branting. J. Hatch. D.A. Lasher.CS. Miller. T.E. Nelson. J. Schwarz; Director of Multimedia Lab: D.H. Kekas; Director of ePartners: Ken Tate; ResaesrchAssistants: J.C. Bass. J.E. Robinson; Associate Members of the Department: J.W. Baugh. Jr. (Civil Engineering), G.T. Byrd(EIectricaI and Computer Engineering). T.M. Cont (Electrical and Computer Engineering). A.G. Dean (Electrical and ComputerEngineering). M. Devetsikiotis (Electrical and Computer Engineering). E. Kaltofen (Mathematics). G. Lazzi (Electrical andComputer Engineering). C.D. Meyer. Jr. (Mathematics). T.K. Miller (Distance Education and Learning Technology Applications),M.A. Rappa (Business Management). E. Rotenberg (Electrical and Computer Engineering). J.S. Scoggs (Mathematics). M.L. Sichitiu(Electrical and Computer Engineering). W.E. Snyder (Electrical and Computer Engineering). Y. Solihin (Electrical and ComputerEngineering) I. Viniotis (Electrical and Computer Engineering) W. Wang (Electrical and Computer Engineering).
Computers
Computers and computing are ubiquitous in modem society. The discipline of computer science has evolved during the past threedecades with the expanding role of computers. New applications of computers continue to appear. They are used to design.manufacture and operate our automobiles. airplanes and spacecraft; to design our highways. bridges and buildings; to managebanking transactions; to help managers make decisions; to analyze farm production; to help the research scientist; and to monitormanufacturing processes and utilities. Computer science is the essential technology for infonnation access and transfer.
Opportunities
Computer scientists have many career choices because of the diversity of computer use. A graduate may be involved in the design.implementation, or management of software systems or may adapt computers to new applications. Whatever your ambitions andpreferences. computer science offers opportunities pursuing an advanced degree. working in a team or alone. interacting frequentlywith people or not. working with tried and true systems or designing the latest technology.
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Curriculum
This undergraduate curriculum leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science. This program is accredited by theComputer Science Accreditation Commission of the Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, a specialized accrediting bodyrecognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the US. Department of Education. Core courses provide thefundamentals of programming concepts, computer science theory, data structures, computer organization, operating systems, andsoflware engineering. Restricted electives, chosen in consultation with one’s adviser beginning in the junior year, allow explorationof specific computer science sub-areas such as database management systems, operating systems, graphics, multimedia technology,artificial intelligence, networks, computer-human interfaces and architecture. New areas include network and data security, datamining, and eCommerce, among others.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Daniels Hall, Room 232phone: (919)515-2336
Robert J. Trew, Head and Alton and Mildred Lancaster Distinguished Professor of Electrical and Computer EngineeringJ.J . Brickley, Jr., Associate HeadH.J. Trussell, Director of Graduate ProgramsC.W. Townsend, Coordinator of Advising
Distinguished University Professor: B.J. Baliga; Distinguished Professor ofElectrical and Computer Engineering: J .R. Hauser, N.A. Masnari; Professors: W.E.Alexander, S.M. Bedair, G.L. Bilbro, M.Y. Chow, T.M. Conte, P.D. Franzon, J.J.Grainger, B.L. Hughes, G.J. lafrate, K.W. Kim, R.M. Kolbas, W.T. Liu, L. Lunardi,T.K. Miller, H.T. Nagle, A.A. Nilson, C.M. Osbum, M.C. Ozturk, S.A. Rajala, W.E.Snyder, M.B. Steer, J.K. Townsend, H.J. Trussell; Named Professor Emeritus: D.R.Rhodes Professors Emeriti: T.H. Gilsson, A.J. Goetze, J.F. Kauffman, M.A.Littlejohn, L.K. Monteith, J.B. O'Neal, Jr., A. Reismann, J.J. Wortman AssociateProfessors: S.T. Alexander, M.E. Baran, M. Devetsikiotis, A. Duel-Hallen, E.F.Gehringer, E. Grant, A.H. Krim, G. Lazzi, V. Misra, l. Viniotis, M.W. White;Associate Professor Emeritus: W.T. Easter; Assistant Professors: D. W. Barlage,G.T. Byrd, H. Dai, W.R. Davis, AG. Dean, D.Y. Eun, K. Gard, X. Liu, J.F. Muth, E.Rotenburg, S. Sair, M. Sichitu, Y. Solihin, W. Wang, Z. Zhang; Visiting Professor:J. Mink; Visiting Associate Professor: J.J. Brickley, Jr.; Visiting AssistantProfessors: R.T. Kuehn, H.O. Ozturk, M.L. Reed, SJ. Walsh, D.G. Yu, P. Zhao;Visiting Research Professor: W.C. Holton; Research Professors: J .F. Schetzina, R.E. Singleton; Research Assistant Professor: A.A.Kiselev; Visiting Instructor: C.W. Townsend; Lecturer: B.J. Greene; Adjunct Professor: R.K. Cavin, J. Chang, M. Dutta, R.C. Luo,W.T. Lynch, M.A. Stroscio, R.J. Ulman, J.M. Zavada; Adjunct Associate Professor: D.J. Bradley, J.R. Burke, W.W. Edmonson, C.S.Gloster, R.S. Gyurcsik, D.J. Herr, S.S. Lee, HZ. Massoud, A.S. Mortazawi, N.C. Strole, D. Temple, D.L. Woolard; Adjunct AssistantProfessor: T.M. Bradicich, W.J. Chimiak, W.E. Cohen, D.L. Dreifus, E.W. Fulp, MD. Gerhold, M.J. Gorman, D.W. Hislop, F.Y. Jou,A. Jungreis, A.W. Kelley, P.K. McLarty, K.J. Molnar, A.S. Morris, A.J. Montalvo, D. Novosel, R.O. Onvural, S.D. Rampal, A.J.Rindos, P. Satago, J.C. Sutton, E.M. Vogel, C.K. Williams, A.J. Yezzi, M. Yousif; Adjunct Lecturer: J. Branigan, H.C. Cranford, C.A.Sastre, J.P. Streck; lnterinstitutional Adjunct: J. Brock, Laboratory Supervisor: J.N. O'Sullivan, Associate Members oftheDepartment: D. Bitzer (Computer Science), S. Blanchard (BME), E. Davis (Computer Science), J. Herkert (MultidisciplinaryStudies), W. Jasper (Textiles), G. Lucovsky (Physics), D. McAllister (Computer Science), J. Narayan (Materials Science andEngineering), H. Perros (Computer Science), W. Robbins (Computer Science), J, M. Stallman (Computer Science), M. Vouk(Computer Science).
The professions ofelectrical engineering and computer engineering are concerned with the analysis, design, construction and testingof systems based on electrical phenomena. In contemporary society, electrical methods are used to communicate and storeinformation, control equipment and systems, perform mathematical operations, and convert energy from one form to another.Frequently, two or more ofthese functions are important in the design of systems such as television, radio, telecommunications,COmputer, robots and intelligent machines, telemetry systems, solid-state electronics, vehicle safety systems, biomedical devices,environmental controls, electric machinery, and electric power generation and transmission facilities.
Computer engineering is a field in which digital techniques are used in system design. Low-cost solid—state microprocessors and
memories permit computers to be widely incorporated in many different types of devices from toys to traffic control systems. ToWork effectively in this rapidly growing field, the computer engineer must understand both hardware and software techniques andmust effectively use both in order to design, build and test c0mplex digital systems. Both the electrical engineering and the computerengineering programs, which lead respectively to the degrees, Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering and Bachelor of Sciencein Computer Engineering, are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineeringand Technology (ABET).
Scholarships and Awards
Superior academic performance is recognized within this department in three ways: election ofstudents to membership in theelectrical engineering honor society, Eta Kappa Nu; awarding merit scholarships; and presentation of awards to outstanding seniors.
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The department has one endowed merit scholarship for rising sophomores, the Eugene C. and Winifred Sakshaug Scholarship, and
sixteen endowed scholarships \\ hich are usually awarded tojuniors and seniors: William E. Clark. Elizabeth P. Cockrell. William andTipton Gray. John and Ann llauser, Llewellyn Hewett. William and Carol Highfill. L. A. Mahler, Amelia N. Mitta. Frank T.Pankotay, Pratt Family. William DeRosset Scott III. E. Chester Seewald, Herbert B. Walker. Simon B. Woolard. North CarolinaElectric Membership Corporation, and William D. Stevenson, Jr., the latter tvvo ofwhich are for students studying electric power
systems. The department also from time to time has scholarships provided by industrial organizations such as the Square D, DukePo“ er. Progress Energy. Lockheed Martin, and Sprint. Academic merit is generally the primarily requirement for these awards, but
other characteristics. such as demonstrated leadership, may also be specified, In addition, the endowed William M. Cates ScholarshipProgram provides multiple scholarships for students having documented financial need and high academic performance. These are
awarded each fall tojuniors, \\ ith pr0\ ision for continuation in the senior year.
Facilities
Many courses are accompanied by coordinated laboratory vxork and projects. These assignments typically focus on real-worldsystems and problems and involve computer simulation and analysis. design. development and testing ofhardware and software
associated with electrical, electronic. and electromechanical systems. circuits, and devices. Extensive facilities are provided forexperimental study ofanalog and digital circuits, microprocessors. computers, VLSl devices. robots and intelligent machines andtelecommunications. The Eos System. a network ofstate—of-the art engineering workstations. provides a powerful computingen\ ironment available to all students. An Eos laboratory suite with more than sixty vsorkstations is located within the department.The department provides knowledgeable lab operators for this facility throughout the v» eek. A student may log in at over 500workstations located in this lab and se\ eral other facilities throughout the College of Engineering. Powerful software is provided onthe system for engineering analysis, design and testing, symbolic mathematics. sophisticated color graphics, scientific spreadsheets.programming languages. work processing. document formatting and other special applications. Some ofthis industry-standardsoftware is not ax ailable on personal computers. The department has the William F. Troxler Design Center which provides resourcesfor many required industry—sponsored. semester-long design projects. Weekly sessions are scheduled in the Undergraduate TeachingCenter by teaching assistants to answer student questions about course material.
Core Courses
The electrical and computer engineering curricula share core courses comprising a substantial portion ofthe first three years ofstudy.Most ofthe core courses are offered three times a year in fall. spring. and summer. A strong emphasis is placed on fundamentalconcepts in core courses, so that graduates are prepared for rapid technological changes common in the electrical and computerengineering professions. A comprehensive foundation in mathematics and the physical sciences in the freshman year is followed insubsequent years by additional core courses in mathematics, physics. electric circuit theory. digital logic. computer systems,electronics, and linear systems. Laboratory work is designed to demonstrate fundamental principles and to prov ide experience indesigning and testing electronic hardware and computer software. Both curricula have required senior design project courses whichgive students comprehensive experience in designing. building. and testing physical systems.
Curricula
In addition to the core courses described above. students in the electrical engineering curriculum take six specialization electives inareas oftheir choice within the discipline and two technical electi\ es. which are selected engineering courses offered by otherdepartments. Beyond the core, students in the computer engineering curriculum take courses in discrete mathematics. data structures.embedded systems. and complex digital systems, in addition to four specialization electives in areas oftheir choice and one technicalelective. For both curricula. a variety ofelective courses are offered in communications. computational intelligence. controls. digitalsignal processing. digital systems, mechatronics, microelectronics. netvt orking robotics. and VLSI design. There are typically adozen or more ofthese courses offered each Fall and Spring Semester and two or three available each summer.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Computer Engineering. Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Electrical Engineering. Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum. B.S. Computer Engineering. M.S. Computer EngineeringCurriculum, B.S. Electrical Engineering. MS Electrical Engineering
Individualized Degree Program in Engineering
Page Hall. Room 118phone: (919)515—2315
The BS. in Engineering degree offers an individualized academic program for those exceptional students vs ho have academic andcareer goals that cannot be accommodate by the other engineering degree programs. Before being admitted into the program, studentsmust complete the freshman year, and have at least a 2.5 grade point average, have completed the requirements for admission into anengineering degree program and have a plan of study approved by the student’s advisory committee and the Dean of Engineering. Forinformation. contact the Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs at (919)515-2315
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Mechatronics Concentration in Engineering
Degree Offered: BS. in Engineering
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This degree offers students a multi-disciplinaiy education in design and product development processes. The curriculum integratesthe classical fields of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, computer science, and computer engineering. This multi-disciplinary field of study is known today as “Mechatronics” and instills the basic principles needed to design and build intelligentsystems or products that exhibit automated, precise performance. The design of these modern mechanical systems is characterized bythe integration and extensive use of sensors, actuators, optics, microelectronics and computers. The spectrum of application includesnumerically controlled machines, robotics, engine and motor control systems. and microelectromechanical devices, to name but afew. Design considerations within the curriculum address aspects of system reliability and efficiency, in addition to function. TheMeehatronics concentration for the curriculum supports the “synergistic integration of precision mechanical engineering, electronicscontrol, and systems thinking into the design ofintelligent products and processes.” Students enrolled in the BSE-MechatronicsConcentration are resident at UNC-Asheville in Asheville, NC. The degree is granted by NC State.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Riddick Engineering Laboratories, Room 328phone: (919)515—2362www.ie.ncsu.edu
J. R. Wilson, HeadC. L. Smith, Assistant Head and Director of Undergraduate ProgramsS. C. Fang, Director of Graduate ProgramsH. L. W. Nuttle, Associate Director of Graduate Programs
Henry A. Foscue Professor: C.T. Culbreath; University Professor: S.E. Elmaghraby; Walter Clark Professor: S.C. Fang; James T.Ryan Professors: T.J. Hodgson; Professors: M.A. Ayoub. RH. Bernard, X. Chao, Y. Fathi, R.E. King, W.L. Meier, H.L.W. Nuttle,S.D. Roberts, J.R. Wilson, R.E. Young; Professors Emeriti: R.E. Al\ arez, C.A. Anderson, IR. Canada, R.G. Pearson, A.L. Prack,W.A. Smith, Jr.; Associate Professors: D.R. Cormier, D.B. Kaber, M.G. Kay, Y.S. Lee, GA. Mirka, E.T. Sanii; Assistant Professor:O.L.A. Harrysson; Lecturer: C.S. Alderman, C.L. Smith.
The Department oflndustrial Engineering offers an undergraduate 8.8. program in Industrial Engineering. Four areas of educationalfocus are provided under this program: operations research, production systems, ergonomics and manufacturing. Additionally, aBSIE Furniture Manufacturing degree track is offered as an accredited specialization V\ ithin the standard BSIE. In a cooperativeeffort of faculty representing all focus areas, the following undergraduate educational objectives were developed.
The educational objectives ofthis department are:

1. To actively recruit and retain qualified students and to prepare those students for entry into successful employment as
industrial engineers in industry, service, consulting, and or government organizations or for ad\ anced study at leading
graduate schools in engineering, business. management, or other technical or non technical fields.

2. To educate students in a broad range of areas related to effective and established engineering practice, including engineering
design, physical as well as engineering sciences, mathematics, infonnation technology, and analytical problem solving.

3. To encourage students to pursue meaningful work experiences through cooperative education and internships and through
course practicum project experiences and to provide students the tool of systems and management engineering, preparing
them for the professional and ethical management of people, processes. systems, and products in a wide variety of settings.

4. To encourage teamwork skills, particularly the ability to work with people from other fields in integrated engineering teams
and the leadership skills for maximizing the performance ofthose teams.

5. To offer a curriculum that encourages students to become broadly educated engineers and life long learners, with an
understanding and appreciation ofthe arts, humanities, and social sciences, an ability to communicate effectively with
various audiences and purposes, and a desire to seek out further educational opportunities.

6. To expose students to advances in engineering practice and research as preparation for opportunities in graduate education.
7. To obtain resources necessary to recruit, develop, and retain faculty, laboratory, teaching and research assistants and other

support staffwho are committed to the educational mission ofthe department and to acquire, maintain, and operate facilities
and laboratory equipment appropriate to our engineering program.

The Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering, Furniture Manufacturing prepares graduates for both engineering and managerialpositions in the furniture industry. The furniture industry is one of the largest industries in North Carolina. The curriculum offersindustrial engineering students a concentrated study ofthe materials, products, and processes ofthe furniture industry.
The Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering (as well as the optional Bachelor ofScience in Industrial Engineering, FurnitureManufacturing) is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering andTechnology, ll 1 Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202—4012; phone: (4I0)347—7700.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: ww w.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Industrial EngineeringCurriculum in Industrial Engineering, Furniture Manufacturing
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Minor in Industrial Engineering
The minor in Industrial Engineering is designed to provide undergraduate engineering students and other science majors in curriculaother than Industrial Engineering \\ ith the fundamentals of industrial engineering necessary for advanced study in the discipline andor employ ment in industrial engineering to acquire some level ofexpertise in areas common to all industrial engineers as well as adeeper knon ledge in at least one specific area of interest.
Admissions and Certification of MinorStudents should contact Clarence Smith, 3 l Q-A Riddick Engineering Laboratories, (919)515-6416, Clarence smithfoncsuedu foradmission to and certification ofthe minor in Industrial frigineering. The minor must be completed no later than the semester in\\ hich the student expects to graduate from his or her degree program. Paperwork for certification can be found in 331-A RiddickEngineering Laboratories and should be completed no later than during the registration period for the student’s final semester at NCState.
Minor in Furniture Manufacturing
The minor in Furniture Manufacturing is open to all undergraduate degree students at NC State who are interested in gainingspeciali/ed knon ledge of furniture product engineering and related manufacturing processes and desrgn. A set of four coheswecourses provides for a concentrated study ofthis manufacturing industry as \\ ell as the application ofindustrial engineeringfundamentals.
Admissions and Certification of MinorStudents should contact Clarence Smith, 319—A Riddick Engineering Laboratories. (919)515-6416. Clarence smithfincsuedu foradmission to and certification ofthe minor in Furniture Manufacturing. The minor must be completed no later than the semester inwhich the student expects to graduate from his or her degree program. Papernork for certification can be found in 331 A RiddingEngineering Laboratories and should be completed no later than during the registration period for the student‘s final semester at NCState.
Accelerated Baccalaureate/Masters (ABM) Program
This program \\ ill allou exceptional undergraduate students to complete both undergraduate and graduate degrees at an acceleratedpace. The student is allon ed up to |2 credit hours to be counted towards both the undergraduate and graduate degrees.
Requirements:
- Ha\e completed a minimum of 75 credit hours and tip to a maximum 01‘96 credit hours by the end ofthe current semester

(includes transfer credits).
- Earned a GPA ofat least 3.5 for all courses and 3.5 for all lndustrial Engineering courses.
- Satisfied all prerequisite requirements for 400 level courses.
- A letter of recommendation from the undergraduate teaching adviser identifying the applicant as a participant in the ABM

program should accompany the application as \\ ell as the course numbers and titles ofthe 12 credit hours to be used for both the
bachelor‘s and master‘s degree programs.

Whether in the traditional BS. or combined B.S. MlE MSIE, ABET and university requirements will be satisfied based upon thefour (4) year curriculum.
DEPARTMENT OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Riddick Engineering Laboratories, Room 229phone: (919)515 2377
J. M. Rigsbee, HeadC. C. Koch, Associate HeadR. O. Seattergood, Director of Graduate ProgramsC. M. Balik. Director of Undergraduate Programs
Kobe Steel Professor: R.F. Davis; Distinguished Research Professors: J.J. Cuomo. J. Nara) an; Professors: K. Bachmann, C.M. Balik.D.W. Brenner, RB. Benson, Jr., J.J. Hren, N. El-Masry. A.I. Kingon, C.C. Koch. K.L. Marty, J.M. Rigsbee, G.A. Rozgonyi, RE.Russell, R.O. Scattergood, Z. Sitar, R. Spontak; Associate Professor: J. Kasichainula; Assistant Professors: G. Duscher. M. Johnson,JP. Maria; Professors Emeriti: W.W. Austin, H. Conrad, A.A. Fahmy, K.L. Moazed. H. Palmour Ill, H.H. Stadelmaier, R.F. Stoops;Associate Professor Enteritis: J. Hamme; Visiting Professor: K. Dawes; Visiting Associate Professor: D. Griffis; Senior Lecturers: Y.Fahmy, T.M. Hare; Adjunct Professors: O. Auciello, G.L. Doll. J.T. Glass, J.T. Prater. R. Reeber, J. Russ, F. Shimura; AssociateMembers ofthe Faculty: D. Aspnes (Physics), J.A. Bailey (Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering), S.M. Bedair (Electrical andComputer Engineering), KS. Havner (Professor of Ci\ il Engineering), H. Lamb (Chemical Engineering). G. Lucovsky (Physics),R.J. Nemanieh (Physics), G. Parsons (Chemical Engineering), I. Rovner (Sociology and Anthropology); Inter-institutional AdjunctFaculty: J. Sankar (NC A&T State University).
The Department of Materials Science and Engineering offers programs to qualify graduates for positions in this industry, R & Dlaboratories. educational institutions, and governmental agencies. This basic education involx es design, development selection, and
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processing of engineered materials. Industries served by graduates in materials science and engineering are aerospace, automotive,chemical and chemical processing, communications, electronics, energy production, manufacturing, nuclear. and transportation. Thisprogram has been accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering andTechnology, 111 Market Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 212024012; phone: (410)347—7700.
The educational objectives ofthe Materials Science and Engineering curriculum are:

To produce graduates who are able to apply the principles ofmathematics, science, and engineering, so they are prepared forentry level engineeringjobs or graduate school.
- To produce graduates who are knowledgeable about a variety of engineering materials (including metals, semiconductors,

ceramics. polymers, and composites), and the relationships among processing, structure, properties. and performance.
- To produce graduates who are able to define and solve problems. especially those involving materials selection and design, and

are capable of developing, implementing and evaluation solutions via integration oftheir basic scientific skills and kno“ ledge.- To produce graduates who are able to communicate effectively and who demonstrate the ability to function on multi—disciplinary
teams.

- To produce graduates who are skilled at using modern engineering tools for analysis, design, and communication.' To produce graduates who are able to understand their responsibility to their profession and society in a global conte\t and vs ho
are prepared for and realize the importance of life long learning.

Graduates ofthe Department of Materials Science and Engineering will be prepared to define and solve engineering problemsthrough the application ofmodern engineering tools and basic principles ofmathernatics, science, and engineering. Graduates will beknowledgeable about all types of engineering materials and able to communicate effectively and function in interdisciplinary teams.Graduates will operate with a clear understanding of professional ethics and will recognize the global context oftheirjobs and theimportance oflifelong learning.
Opportunities
The continuing industrial and technological growth ofthe United States, the general southeast. and the state ofNorth Carolina hasbeen marked by a particularly strong and increasing demand for materials engineers and scientists. Modem technological advancesrequire new materials and novel processing and or fabrication methods. At the national level, materials research is prominentlymentioned in most lists of critical or enabling technologies. As our understanding ofmaterials science advances, common featuresand elements tend to unite many different industries. As an example, consider that our current knowledge of silicon is necessary inthe electronics, photovoltaics, optical fiber technologies, lasers, pollution control, and biomedical industries. Ad\ ancedunderstanding of polymers also crosses and unites several different industries such as plastics, textiles, electronics, and recycling.
Education in materials science and engineering provides career opportunities in a Vi ide range of industries from those that produceand/or use metals, glass, polymers, or ceramics, to those which use such materials in an integrated fashion such as themicroelectronics industry. These opportunities include careers in research and development ofnew materials. new processes forproducing them, failure analysis. product design and reliability, and technical management at all levels of business. The importanceand growth potential ofthe materials science and engineering discipline is reflected by a recent US. Department of Labor studywhich predicts that over the next decade the demand for materials engineers and scientists will exceed that of any other engineeringdiscipline.
Curricula
The materials scientist and engineer must understand the wide range ofphenomena that occur in all classes of materials: metals,polymers, composites, and electronic materials. The undergraduate curriculum is designed to provide balance by addressing thescientific and engineering principles applicable to all classes ofmaterials as well as the particular engineering and design conceptsunique to each class of material. Further emphasis in a specific area is provided by choosing one technical elective dealing withprocessing (metallic, ceramic, polymeric or semiconducting materials) and one technical electi\e dealing with specific applications(composite materials or electronic materials). The basic science elective allows students to gain more fundamental knowledge ineither solid-state theory, organic, or physical chemistry. The required senior design courses (MAT 423 424) serve as capstone coursesand provide a strong preparation for dealing with real industrial situations. MAT 423 covers open-ended classroom exercises andinvolvement in group dynamics and proposal preparation. MAT 424 provides direct involvement Vi ith an industrial sponsor \\ orkingon real problems submitted by industry. The remaining required courses are distributed among mathematics, ph) sical sciences, andthe humanities and social sciences.
The materials science and engineering program, which is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission oftheAccreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), leads to the degree Bachelor of Science in Materials Science andEngineering. A fifth year professional program is available for the advanced study and further specialization. Graduate degrees arealso offered (consult the Graduate Catalog).
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Minor in Materials Science and Engineering
The Minor in Materials Science and Engineering provides a fundamental understanding of materials to non-MSE undergraduateengineering students (mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, etc.) and other scrence majors. The Minor in Materials Scrence and
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Engineering offers a concentration in basic principles and a choice ofspecilie areas of interest including ceramic, polymeric,metallic. or electromc materials. This minor requires I7 19 hours ofconcentration including MAT 201 and MAT 2 I O. The GPA forminor courses must be at least a 2.0. l‘urther intormation regarding a Minor in Materials Science and Engineering is available fromthe Director of L ndergraduate Programs.
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERlNG
Broughton Hall. Room 32|1|phone: (919)5l5-2365
M. N. Noori. R. J. Reynolds Professor and [leadW. R. Roberts. lV. Associate Professor and Associate lleadR. D. Gould. Professor and Director ofGraduate ProgramsR. T. Nagel. Professor and Director ofthe Aerospace ProgramH. Davoodi. Lecturer and Director ofUndergraduate DevelopmentM. L. Gonzale/. Lecturer and Director ofUndergraduate Ad\ ising and Curricula
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: E.M. Afrfy. M.A. Boles. R.R. Johnson: Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professors:F.R. DeJarnette. ll.r\. llassan; Professors: T.A. Dow R.F. Keltie. C. Kleinstreuer. D.S. MeRae. P.l. Ro. L.M. Sil\erberg. J.S.Strenkouski. E.G. Yuan. M.A. Aikry; Professor and Senior Extension Specialist: H.M. Eckerlin: Adjunct Professor: J.P. Archie:Professors Emeriti: .l.A. Bailey. M.l l. Clayton. J.A. Edwards. F.J. Hale. F.D. Hart. T] l. Hodgson. E.G. Humphries. C.J. Maday. J.C.Mulligan. M.N. Ozisik. L.H. Royster. F.O. Smetana. F.Y. Sorrell. J.K. Whitfield. CF. Zoro“ ski: Associate Professors: J.R. Edwards.Jr.. J.W. Eischen. CE. Hall. Jr.. E.C. Klang. A.V. Kuznetsm. J.W. Leach. K.M. Lyons. A. Ma7zoleni. M.K. Ramasubramanian. S.Seelecke: Adjunct Associate Professors: P.B. Corson; Assistant Professors: G.D. Buckner. T. Echekki. A. Gopalarathnam. N. Ma. G.Ngaile. K.J. Peters. A. Rabiei. J. Tu. T. Zeng. F. Wu: Adjunct Assistant Professors: M.M. Nazcmi: Lecturers: S.N. Heinzen. C.M.Tran.; Adjunct Lecturer: B. Bahrain; Researcher and Extension Specialist: S. D. Terry
Aerospace engineering is the application of science and engineering principles to the design. de\ elopment. and implementation ofsystems or \ehicles that tra\el aboye the surface ofthe earth. The \ehicles may include a \ ariety' ofaircraft and spacecraft such aslow—speed propeller-pow ered aircraft. high—speedjet-pow ered aircraft. remotely piloted \ehicles. micro air vehicles. hovercraft, andhelicopters. along with space related \ehicles and systems that include rockets. spacecraft. space stations. planetary rovers. andvarious specialty equipment such as heat shields. and other protective and deployment dey ices. The design ofthese vehicles andsystems is both difficult and challenging because they must operate reliably and efficiently in harsh en\ ironments. AerospaceEngineering is intimately in\ 01\ ed in the design. manufacture. control. and operation of these systems coupled with a considerationofenvironmental. economical. ethical. and social issues.
Mechanical engineering imohes practical application ofmechanical and thermal sciences to research. design. development. testing,and manufacturing ofa \\ ide variety ofproducts. The diverse areas to which mechanical engineers contribute include transportation,power generation and energy com ersion. environmental control and pollution abatement. noise control. and biomechanics. Recentdevelopments haye increased interest in such areas as robotics. mechatronics. precision engineering. automated manufacturingsystems. combustion. and propulsion. Student projects include Min—Baja. Formula Cars. and walking machines.
Aerospace: The program is supported with laboratories where students obtain hands-on experience with state of the—artinstrumentation and computers. Lo“ speed and high-speed \\ ind tunnels and structural and material facilities are used for testingprototype models. A prominent feature ofthe program is the student‘s im 01\ ement in design. construction. and flight-testing of novelaircraft designs. a pedagogical device pioneered by the Aerospace Engineering Program at NC State Uni\ ersity. The spacecraftdesign in\ olves construction and flight readiness testing ofsatellites and spacecraft. In addition. the program is supported by strongresearch actiy ities and dedicated faculty who provide personalized attention to students.
Mechanical: The mechanical engineering program is comprehensive in that it consists ofboth analytical numerical and experimentalactiy ities and laboratories. Computational facilities consist ofthree computer laboratories. using both UNIX and Windows NTplatforms. Computational software a\ailable includes mathematical and solution algorithms. as well as modem design and analysistools. The experimental laboratories include measurements and data analysis. performance e\ aluation ofthermal systems and powerplants. and testing and analysis of mechanical components. The senior design laboratOijointly supported by the department andindustry. This is a unique laboratory facility. which is the involvement ofstudents in solving actual industrial problems by designino.building, and testing prototype machines. The laboratory facilities are supported by a machine shop and an electronics facility. Alsohoused in the mechanical engineering program are the Applied Energy Research Laboratory (AERL). the Precision EngineeringLaboratory (PEC) and the Industrial Assessment Center (IAC).
Opportunities
Aerospace: The Aerospace Engineering undergraduate curriculum includes a variety ofcourses that proy ide the student withknowledge of aerodynamics. aerospace materials. structures. propulsion. flight mechanics. and vehicle stability and control plusknowledge ofselected topics in orbital mechanics. space environment. attitude determination and control. telecommunications. spacestructures, and rocket propulsion. The program educate students to define. formulate. and solve complete aerospace engineeringproblems in aeronautics and astronauties. to function on rnulti disciplinary teams. to communicate effecth ely and to integratepertinent technical areas to meet a stated objective through the use Oftrade-off studies and compromises to satisfy the quality andintegration objectives. In addition to related industries and industries with similar interests such as automobile design. AerospaceEngineering graduates are typical employed by government laboratories such as NASA. NAVAIR. and the Air Force. a wide varietyof aerospace industries. or they go to graduate school to pursue advanced degrees.
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Mechanical: Because ofthe wide range of applications and needs, mechanical engineering is one ofthe broadest engineeringdisciplines, and thus offers a Wide range of employment opportunities. The program provides students with the knowledge andexperience that equips them to enter a wide range of functional areas, including design, development, manufacturing, plant operation,testing and experimentation, consulting, sales and service. Employment may readily be found in industry, government and serviceorganizations. Students are also well prepared to enter graduate school to pursue advanced degrees in engineering. science orbusiness, as well as professional degree programs such as medicine, accounting and law
Curricula
Because ofthe close relationship between mechanical and aerospace engineering. both curricula are administered by one department.They are nearly the same for the freshman and sophomore years but quite different in the junior and senior years. Each program isdesigned to provide the student with an understanding of both the science on which the discipline is founded and the applied scienceand technology which characterizes its specific character. In addition the programs provide students with an opportunity to developthe skills for applying their acquired knowledge. The aerospace engineering and the mechanical engineering programs, which areaccredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology. Graduatedegrees are also offered (consult the Graduate Catalog).
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wn w.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Educational Objectives
The objectives of the mechanical and aerospace engineering degree programs are:
- To prepare students to enter into successful careers in the mechanical or aerospace engineering professions, haV ing acquired the

knowledge and skills to analyze engineering problems and to engage in the creatix e engineering design process in the areas of
thermal and mechanical systems or in the areas of aeronautics and astronauties.

- To have developed skills in the basic sciences, mathematics. engineering fundamentals, and engineering design that meet the
standards of an education in mechanical and aerospace engineering and foster the concepts of integrated engineering teams.

- To have acquired the necessary skills to use the modern computational and experimental technologies ofmechanical and
aerospace engineering.

' To have the necessary background in humanities. social sciences. and contemporary issues to practice the mechanical and
aerospace engineering profession ethically, responsibly, and with awareness ofthe impact ofthe engineering acti\ ity in a global
and societal context.
To have the exposure theory and advances in engineering practice and research as preparation for opportunities in graduate
education.
To have developed the ability to communicate ideas effecti\ ely and the desire to seek out further educational opportunities for
lifelong learning.

DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Burlington Engineering Laboratories, Room 110phone: (9l9)515—2301www.ne.ncsu.edu
P. J. Turinsky, HeadM. A. Bourham, Undergraduate AdministratorM. S. Yim, Director of Graduate Programs
Professors: M.A. Bourham, R.P. Gardner, J.G. Gilligan, CW. Mayo, KL. Murty, PJ. Turinsky; Research Professor: B.W. Wehring;Professors Emeriti: DJ. Dudziak, TS. Elleman, R.L. Murray, K. Verghese; Adjunct Professors: RM. Lindstrom, D. McNelis. A.Sood, B. Wieland, M.S. Wechsler; Associate Professors: J.M. Doster, M.S. Yim; Assistant Professors: D. Anistratov, O.E. Hankins:Associate Professor and Director ofNuelear Reactor Programs: A.l. Hawari; Health Physicist: G.D. Wicks; Nuclear Ser\ icesManager: S. Lassell; Director of Outreach Programs: L. Marshall; Manager of Reactor and Engineering Operations: A. Cook
Nuclear engineering is concerned v\ ith the engineering aspects ofthe control. release, and utilization of nuclear energy from bothfission and fusion. Nuclear reactors serve many functions— they serve as heat sources for electric power plants and are the basis ofradioactive isotopes for a variety of peaceful applications. Nuclear methods are applied in medical diagnosis and treatment, scientificresearch, and the search for new resources. The nuclear engineering program educates individuals in scientific and engineeringprinciples essential for effective and productive contributions in industrial, university and government service.
The Department ofNuclear Engineering maintains its national undergraduate and graduate rankings of4 and 5 respectively.
Opportunities
Nuclear power reactor construction continues with over one hundred reactors operating in the nation, increasing our reliance uponnuclear energy as a substitute for energy from fossil fuels. Development of breeder and fusron reactors offers the potential of vast
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”C“ energy sources. Industrial and medical applications of radiation continue to increase in diverse industries. A demand for nuclearengineers e\ists within the electric power industry and national laboratories, naval reactors, and other industries. According to theNational Society of Professional Engineers, nuclear engineers are among the top four best compensated ofthe engineeringdisciplines.
Scholarships and Awards
Several special scholarships e\ist for NC State nuclear engineering students, including the Bechtel. Progress Energy, Duke Energy,Eastern Carolinas ANS. Piedmont ANS. Institute for Nuclear Power Operations, and American Nuclear Society scholarships. Aspecial department fund supports scholarships for incoming freshmen and exceptional upperclassmen. NC State nuclear engineeringstudents ha\e received special recognition awards at the Undergraduate Research Symposium and have gained national recognitionby se\ eral times receiving the Student Design Award ofthe American Nuclear Society. NC State nuclear engineering students arealso frequent recipients of nationally awarded fellowships.
Facilities
facilities for nuclear education include a nuclear research reactor (PU LSTA R), which can be operated at a steady state power of]MW; the Scaled Pressurized Water Reactor facility (SPWR), an operating 1 9 scale mode ofa nuclear power plant; radiationdetectors and multi channel anaIy/ers; nuclear materials laboratory; thermal hydraulic laboratory; prompt gamma facility; neutronradiography unit; numerous computer facilities including graphic terminals. numerous departmental computer workstations, severalCollege of Engineering EOS engineering \xorks‘tations. and microcomputers: plasma generation and diagnostics laboratory, plasmascience laboratory. and plasma launchers laboratory; neutron activation analysis laboratory. high— and low level radio-chemistrylaboratories; reactor simulation laboratory.
Mission
The Department ofNuclear‘ Engineering has four primary missions. these being:

Pr0\ ide a quality education at both the undergraduate and graduate lex els to students who desire to pursue careers in nuclear
science and engineering:

- De\elop research programs in areas ofcmphasis related to applications ofnuclear science and engineering;
‘ Assist industries and gm ernment in North Carolina. nationally and internationally in their efforts to apply these nuclear

technologies to the betterment ofthe economy and the environment in a safe. effective. and innox ative manner; and
- Enhance. promote. and utili/e the PU LSTAR research reactor and associated facilities in an exemplar) manner. leading to

national recognition as a premier 1 MW Nuclear Reactor Program dedicated to research. teaching. and extension.
Consistent \\ ith the Nuclear Engineering Department‘s mission, the Department ofNuclear Engineering has developed the followingobjectives for undergraduate education.

1. To prepare students for successful careers in Nuclear Engineering. emphasizing the mastery of engineering fundamentals.
the ability to sol\e engineering problems. and the creative process ofengineering design.
To instill in students an understanding ofthe professional and ethical responsibility to perform engineering tasks at a high
level and to be accountable for the social and en\ ironmental impact ofengineering practices.

3. To establish an educational em ironmcnt in \\ hich students participate in cross—disciplinary activities.
4. To offer a curriculum that prox ides students the opportunity to become broadly educated engineers and life-long learners,

with a solid background in the basic sciences. engineering sciences, and mathematics. To provide an understanding of. and
an appreciation for. the humanities and the social sciences. To further provide the written and oral communication skills
necessary for students to communicate effectnely \\ ith a \ ariety of audiences. and a desire to seek out further educational
opportunities.

5. To expose students to advances in engineering practice and research and to prepare them for opportunities in graduate and
professional education.

6. To attain the institutional support and financial resources to recruit. develop. and retain faculty who are committed to the
educational and research mission of the department and to acquire. maintain. and operate facilities and laboratories
appropriate to our engineering program.

l\)

Curriculum
Nuclear engineers work in nuclear systems research, design, dex elopment. testing, operation, environmental protection, andmarketing. The Bachelor of Science program prepares graduates for positions in industry. national laboratories, or for graduate study(consult the Graduate Catalog). The curriculum incorporates basic sciences and engineering. with emphasis on mathematics andphysics, followed by course Vt ork in nuclear science and technology. Design concepts are introduced in numerous nuclearengineering courses throughout the curriculum to pr0\ ide an integrated educational experience, capstoned by the senior nuclearreactors and radiation systems.
”Attention is also given to the efficient utilization of energy resources and to the environmental aspects of nuclear energy.Computers are widely used throughout the curriculum.
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The nuclear engineering program, which is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board forEngineering and Technology (ABET), leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Engineering. Advanced undergraduateswho desire to attend graduate school at NC State and specialize in the areas ofFission, Fusion/Plasma, or Radiological Engineeringmay enter a combined 5-year B.S. MNE professional program or BS. MS. combined bachelor/master degree program during theirsenior year which will culminate at the end oftheir fifth year V\ ith both the Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Engineering and theMaster ofNuclear Engineering or the Master of Science degrees.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Nuclear Engineering, Bachelor of Science
PAPER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Biltmore Hall, Room 2105phone: (919)515-5807
M. J. Kocurek, HeadJ. A. Heitmann, Director of Undergraduate and Graduate Programs
(For a list of Faculty, See College ofl\atural Resources. Department of Wood and Paper Science)
The wood based industry ofNorth Carolina, as well as throughout the South, is a vital part ofthe nation's economy. In terms of thedollar \ alue of shipments ofw ood and paper products, the South leads all regions ofthe country North Carolina manufactures morewood household furniture than any other state, ranks third in shipment value for all wood and paper products. and is second in thenumber of employees and wages paid. Thus, many opportunities exist in North Carolina and other southern states for careers in thewood—based industry.
Curricula in Paper Science and Engineering
The Paper Science and Engineering curriculum prepares students for careers in the paper industry, which ranks as the fifth-largestmanufacturing industry in the United States. Science. engineering, and mathematics form the basis for a multidisciplinary approachto understanding the fundamental manufacturing principles involved. Students study the technology and engineering ofwood pulpingprocesses, chemical and by-product rec0\ ery systems. and pulp bleaching. In addition, various papermaking operations. such asrefining, sizing, coating, and drying are studied. These topics along Vi ith the chemistry of wood, pulping, and papermaking. and thephysics of paper as it relates to product characteristics and design form a fundamental core of courses that all students in thecurriculum take.
Two concentrations are available emphasizing the different engineering aspects of pulping and papermaking. The Paper Science andEngineering concentration provides an extensive background in the pulp and paper manufacturing processes and elective credit hoursfor studies in chemistry, marketing, economics, management or other areas of interest to the student. Greater depth in generalchemical engineering principles can be obtained from the Chemical Engineering Concentration. Students who have completed theChemical Engineering Concentration in Paper Science and Engineering can, in cooperation with the College of Engineering and withan additional semester of study, earn a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering as a second degree.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaPaper Science and Engineering. Paper Science & Engineering ConcentrationPaper Science and Engineering, Chemical Engineering Concentration
Opportunities
Graduates ofthis curriculum find opportunities for challenging careers as process engineers, product development engineers, processcontrol engineers, chemists, technical service engineers, quality control supervisors, and production supervisors. Design andconstruction engineering companies employ graduates as project engineers, and pulp and paper machinery companies use theireducation and skills for technical service and sales positions. Opportunities for managerial and executi\ e positions are a\ ailable tograduates as they gain experience.
Summer Internship
(See College ofNatural Resources, Department of Wood and Paper Science)
Regional Program and Scholarships
(See College of Natural Resources, Department of Wood and Paper Science)
Minor in Paper Science and Engineering
The Paper Science and Engineering Minor is available to all undergraduate students enrolled in the university as degree candidates,except Paper Science and Engineering Majors. The minor requires 15 credit hours. Six hours of required courses prox ide acomprehensive overview of pulping and papermaking science and technology, including pulping, bleaching, chemical recovery,recycled fibers, papermaking, coating, printing, converting, and paper properties. Nine elective hours may be chosen from areas
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including “ood chemistry. wet end chemistry. unit operations. process design and analysis. project management, paper physics,
process control. or to gain more in depth exposure to the basic pulping. bleaching. and paper making process.
The Paper Science and Engineering Minor. \\ ith its focus on papct'making science and technology, is intended to. be especially
\aluable to sttrdcnts majoring in programs leading to careers in corporate or government posttrons which would interface With the
paper and related industries. Students interested in business. scientific or engineering specialties, which may interface with, or are
employ ed by these industries \\ ill lind the minor especially useful.
Admissions and Certification of MinorAll undergraduate students enrolled in the university as a degree candidate. other than PSE majors are eligible for admission to the
PSE minor program. The PSE Minor Adviser \\ ill serve as adviser and certify completion ofthe minor. Paperwork for certification
must be submitted to the minor ady iser no later than the registration period for the student's flnal semester at NCSU. The minor must
be completed no later than the semester in \\ hich the student expects to graduate form his or her degree program. Contact Person: Dr.
John A. Heitmann. Minor Ady iser. 2| ll Biltmore llall. (9l9)515-77l l john heitmannm ncsu.edu
TEXTILE ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Textile Building Centennial Campus. Room 3250
K. R. Beck. Head. Department ofTextile Engineering. Chemistry and Science
J. P. Rust. Associate Head. Director of Undergraduate ProgramsH. S. Freeman. Associate Head. Director ofGraduate Programs
(For a list of Faculty. See College ofTextiles. Department ofTextile Engineering. Chemistry and Science)
The textile industry is rapidly changing to become a capital intensive. high-technology industry. Applications ofcomputing
technology. robotics. bio-textiles. and information system technology are commonplace in the modem textile manufacturing facility.The Textile Engineering program. \\ hich is accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission ofthe Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET). leads to the degree of Bachelor ofScience in Textile Engineering. The one degree trackcomprises four concentrations: Machine Design. Chemical Process Design. Textile Product Engineering, and Information SystemsDesign. Additionally. dotrble major programs \\ orking \\ ith the Department of Chemistry are offered by the Textile Engineering
program.
Facilities and Scholarships
(See College of Textiles. Department ofTextile Engineering. Chemistry and Science)
Opportunities
The TE program oiTers each student a solid engineering education upon which one can build a successful professional career in awide range of professional job functions. These include Information Systems Engineer. Machine Designer, Product Design Engineer,Chemical Process Engineer. R&D Engineer. Technical Management. Plant Engineering. Industrial Engineering, Technical Sales,Consulting and others. Textile engineers are employed in a wide variety of industries that include aerospace, automotive, chemical.
composites, management consulting. fiber processing. medical devices. and textile processing.
The Textile Engineering Program provides a fundamental engineering degree w ith a working knowledge ofthe very large textileindustry as well as its allied industries. Our program is designed to graduate approximately 35 students per year; therefore, we havesmall classes that allow you to receive individual attention to help you reach your maximum potential. We have our own career
placement center to assist students in identifying and selectingjobs. Many of our graduates selectjobs that are located in theSoutheast. but others who desire to \\ ork in other regions ofthe country haVe opportunities to do so. Our graduates work in thebiomedical industries in California. the automotive industry in Michigan. the aerospace industry in Texas, as well as the specialtyfabrics industry in Maryland.
Curriculum
The TE program has four curriculum tracks to alloxx you to tailor a program that fits your specific educational goals. The tracksemphasize Information Systems Engineering, Chemical Process Engineer. Machine Design Engineering. and Product DesignEngineering. Students in the Information Systems Engineering track take Computer Science and Industrial Engineering classes tosupplement the core TE classes \\ hile students in the Machine Design track take Materials Engineering classes. Minors in theassociated engineering fields are strongly encouraged. Foreign language minors are also encouraged as part of your academic plan.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Textile Engineering. Chemical Processing ConcentrationCurriculum. BS. in Textile Engineering MS. in Management. Chemical Processing ConcentrationCurriculum in Textile Engineering, Information Systems ConcentrationCurriculum, BS. in Textile Engineering MS. in Management. Information Systems ConcentrationCurriculum in Textile Engineering, Machine Design ConcentrationCurriculum. BS. in Textile Engineering MS. in Management. Machine Design ConcentrationCurriculum in Textile Engineering. Product Design ConcentrationCurriculum, BS. in Textile Engineering MS in Management. Product Design Concentration
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College of Humanities and Social Sciences
The College ol‘ I Iumanities and Social Sciences offers programs ol‘study which lead to baccalaureate and advanced degrees in thedisciplines ot‘the humanities and social sciences. The college also oII‘ers courses in these disciplines that are required in allundergraduate programs. In this way the university provides its students the opportunity to prepare for a full life in the professionsand occupations that require intellectual flexibility, broad knon ledge. and a basic comprehension ofhuman beings and theirproblems.
CI IASS is comprised ol' nine departments: Communication, English. Foreign Languages and Literatures, History. Philosophy andReligion. Political Science and Public Administration. Psychology, Social Work. and Sociology and Anthropology (also a departmentin the College oI‘AgricuIture and Life Sciences). Interdisciplinary programs are administered through Academic Affairs in theCI IASS Dean‘s OI‘Iice.
The college ol't‘ers undergraduate majors in: anthropology; arts applications; communication; criminology; English; French; history:muItidisciplinar) studies; philosophy; political science; psychology; religious studies; seience, technology and SOCiety; sOCiaI work;sociology; and Spanish. In addition. special options or concentrations are available Within some ofthe major programs:

Anthropology Communication English Philosophy
\merican Politics Communication Disorders C reative Wi iting Philosophy of Lavx
International Politics C ommunication Media Language & Literature
La“ and Justice Public & Interpersonal Communication Language. Writing and Rhetoric Political Science
Public PoliC) Public Relations Teacher Education Applied Anthropology

World Literature
Psychologv
Human ResourceDevelopment

A Teacher Education Option is mailable in English. French. Spanish. and social studies (history. political science and sociology).
Degrees granted include the Bachelor ot‘Arts, Bachelor ot‘Science, Bachelor of Social Work. Master of Arts, Master of Fine Arts,Master oI‘Science. and Doctor of Philosophy. as well as professional degrees in political science and sociology.
CHASS First-Year Seminar Program
Completion ol‘a CHASS First-Year Seminar is required oFaII students who enter CHASS with fewer than 15 credit hours, effectivein the Fall 01‘2000. Students entering CHASS with 15 or more credit hours (exclusive ole or AP credit) are not required to take aCHASS First—Year Seminar.
Academic Minors
The College ot‘llumanities and Social Sciences offers 38 minors:
At‘ricana Studies Film Studies PhilosophyAmerican Literature French Political ScienceAnthropology German PsychologyAl'tS Studies Health, Medicine & Human Values Religious StudiesChinese Studies History Russian StudiesClassical GreekClassical StudiesCognitive ScienceCreatixe WritingCriminologyEnglishEnvironmental Science

Dual Degree Programs

International StudiesItalian StudiesJapan StudiesJapaneseJournalismLaw and JusticeLinguisticsMusic

Jefferson Scholars in Agriculture and the Humanities

Science. Technology. and SocietySocial WorkSociologySpanishTechnical and Scientific CommunicationTheatreWomen‘s and Gender StudiesWorld Literature

The Thomas Jefferson Scholars Program in Agriculture and the Humanities is ajoint program ofthe College of Agriculture and LifeSciences and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. It is a dual degree which permits participants to ha\e twoconcentrations: one in an area of agriculture life sciences and one in an area ofhumanities social sciences. The dual degree programmay be individually designed to meet each student’s particular interests and career goals. The purpose ofthe program is to produce
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College of Humanities and Social Sciences
potential leaders in agriculture and the life sciences who ha\ e not only technical expertise but also an appreciation for the social,politrcal, and cultural issues that affect decision-making.
Each spring a number of entering freshmen are chosen to receix e scholarships to participate in the Jefferson program. In addition.other qualified students may choose to pursue a dual major under the Jefferson program.
Students interested in applying to the Jefferson Scholars program should contact Dr. Kenneth Esbenshade, Associate Dean, Collegeongrrculture and L1fe Scrences, Box 7642, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695 (919)515-2615 before January 15.
DaVinci Scholars ProgramThe DaVinci Scholars Program is ajoint program betvs een the College ofHumanities and Social Sciences and the College of Design.Students completing the DaVinci Scholars program will earn two degrees within five or six years: a bachelor’s degree in one ofthefive undergraduate disciplines in the College of Design and a BA. or BS. degree in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences.DaVinci Scholars will earn their first degree in design vs ith no adjustment in their design requirements. They will elect a secondmajor from any ofthose available in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, including multidisciplinary studies. They mustmeet all requirements for both degrees.
The primary purpose ofthe dual degree program is to provide students with a strong liberal education as a complement to theirprofessional degree study. In some cases. however, students will also improve their employment opportunities by selecting study thatdirectly supports their profession in design. For example, students majoring in graphic design who take a second degree that focuseson writing improve their opportunities for employment in communications. A student in architecture vs ith a second degree in historymay improve opportunities for graduate study in architectural history, preservation, or urban planning. Study of foreign language mayimprove opportunities for international design practice.
Students who wish to participate in the DaVinci Scholars should apply to the Associate Dean ofthe College of Design within theirfirst semester of study in the College of Design and by the time of formal declaration ofmajor in their second semester of study.DaVinci Scholars will participate in special programs and meet as a group for regular discussions and advising. Interdisciplinaryseminars led by College of Design and College of Humanities and Social Sciences faculty will focus on issues relevant to the natureof the disciplines. Other programs may include lectures and field trips. Depending on the availability ofthe funds, DaVinci scholarswill receive scholarships toward participation in the program.
Benjamin Franklin Scholars ProgramA limited number of freshmen in the College of Engineering are selected to participate in the Benjamin Franklin Scholars program.In addition to their major courses, each Benjamin Franklin Scholar develops an individualized, five year plan of work focused on acentral theme in the humanities and social sciences. Students completing the program receive a Bachelor of Science degree in anengineering discipline or computer science and a bachelor’s degree in multidisciplinary studies.
This dual degree program, ajoint undertaking of the College of Engineering and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences.provides a unique opportunity to integrate a solid base of knowledge in technology or science with the broad philosophicalperspective ofthe humanities. The curriculum for the dual degree program has four main components: a strong general education,specially designed interdisciplinary and problem-defining courses, all technical course requirements associated with the engineeringor computer science degree, and a 30-hour multidisciplinary concentration designed by students in consultation with their advisers.With careful planning, this program can be completed in five years.
For more information, contact the Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs, College of Engineering. 118 Page Hall, or the AssistantDean for Undergraduate Academic Affairs, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, 106 Caldwell Hall.
Alexander Hamilton Scholars ProgramThe Alexander Hamilton Scholars Program permits students to earn a BA. in Multidisciplinary Studies emphasizing internationalstudies and a BS. in Accounting, a BS. in Business Management, or a BA. in Economics. The BA. in Multidisciplinary Studies is aspecially designed program focusing on a specific region ofthe world and one ofits major languages. Students may choose from thefollowing regions: China or Japan and the Pacific Rim, France or Germany and Western Europe, Francophonic Africa, LatinAmerica, and the Middle East.
Key elements ofthe Alexander Hamilton Program include at least three semesters of foreign language study beyond the levelrequired for admission to the university, at least two courses in history, political science, literature, or anthropology directedspecifically at the region of study, a management capstone course (business policy and strategy or economics seminar) with a strongglobal orientation, and several additional courses on tOpics such as international relations, global affairs, and interculturalcommunication. Each Hamilton scholar is required to complete at least one field experience lasting a minimum of six weeks whichwill provide immersion in the language and culture ofthe student’s focus region.
Hamilton scholars will participate in special programs thrOughout their enrollment that are designed to increase their exposure toleading—edge management practices, international business. and foreign cultures. These programs will include activities such as
special lectures and seminars, corporate tours and field trips. and scholar’s banquets. For additional information about the AlexanderHamilton Scholars Program, contact the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, College ofManagement, 112 Nelson Hall, or the
Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Academic Affairs, College ofHumanities and Social Sciences, 106 Caldwell llall.
Gifford Pinchot Scholars ProgramThe Gifford Pinchot Scholars Program. ajoint program Vt ith the College ofNatural Resources, follou s the mode established by other
dual degree programs. Academically talented students are in\ ited to pursue simultaneously a BS. degree in Forest Management
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through the College oliNatural Resources and a BA. degree in a major in Humanities and Social Sciences. The Pinchot Scholars
Program is limited to a small number ( 10 or few er per year) of highly qualified and motivated students. Scholarship support IS
axailable to some participants in the Pinchot Scholars Program.
Pinchot Scholars follow the requirements for the BS. in Forest Management (with one exception: the physics sequence PY 211 212
is not required.) For the B.A. degree. they follow a 30—hour major concentration in multidisciplinary studies. Included in this major
are two core requirements: MDS HO Perspectixes in Agricultural History (3 credits) and MDS 498 Senior Thesis (3 credits).Participants also complete an additional multidisciplinary studies seminar (1 credit). In addition. Pinchot Scholars complete all thegeneral education requirements fora BA. degree in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. A total of 155 credit hours arerequired for the double degree. which students can complete in four and a halfyears.
The theme ofthe multidisciplinary studies major will my 01\ e placing forest management in the context ofcross-cultural perspectives,global issues. and public policy. The exact set ol‘courscs that w ill constitute the major will be determined by students in consultation\\ ith their ad\ isory group. subject to the approval ofthe Multidisciplinary Studies Committee. Each student is assigned an advisory
group consisting ol‘an academic ad\ iser from each college. plus a mentor from the forest industry. Pinchot Scholars also participatein existing cooperathe aeti\ ities with other dual degree program scholars. For more information. contact the Associate Dean forAcademic Affairs. College ofNatural Resources. 1022—N Biltmore. Box 8001. or the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate AcademicAffairs. College ol‘llumanities and Social Sciences. 106 Caldwell. Box 8101.
Eli Whitney Dual Degree Program in Textiles and International StudiesThis joint program between the College of Textiles and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences allow 5 a student to earn a BS.in Textile and Apparel Management and a BA. in Multidisciplinary Studies with a concentration in international studies. This dual
degree IS designed to prepare students for \\ ork in the increasingly international textile industry. The program includes all thetechnical course requrrements associated \\ ith the te\tile and apparel management degree. For the BA. in Multidisciplinary Studies.students choose from among three areas ofconcentration: the Pacific Rim (language study in Japanese or Chinese). Latin America(language study in Spanish). or Europe (language study in German or Italian). The program. \\ hich takes four to five years tocomplete. also includes possible overseas internships. Merit scholarship awards are a\ ailable for high-achieving students whoparticipate in the dual degree program in textiles and intemational studies. For more information. contact Dr. Helmut Hergeth. TextileManagement and Technology. 3318 Textile Building. (919)515-6574 or the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Academic Affairs.College of Humanities and Social Sciences. 106 Caldwell Hall. (919)515-2468.
Cooperative Education
Cooperatn e Education in humanities and social sciences seeks to broaden the student‘s intellectual horizons and at the same time topr0\ ide an introduction to the \\ orld ofbusiness. industry. g0\ ernment. or finance in preparation for a career after graduation. In thisprogram. the Freshman and senior years are usually spent on campus while the sophomore and junior years are devoted either toalternate periods ol‘on-campus study and full time \\ ork experience or part time \\ ork and study on a continuous basis. The student ispaid for work experiences by the employer. Ordinarily the program takes fix e years to complete. but those who are willing to attendsummer school or take on a summer co op assignment can finish in four years. Transfer students are eligible. and all interestedstudents are urged to apply early in the academic year. The program is also open to graduate students although less time is required onw ork assignments.
Further information may be obtained from Cooperati\ e Education. 300 Clark Hall. or at (919)515—4425.
Honors Program
Each department in the College offers an honors program designed to encourage outstanding students to de\ elop their intellectualpotential to the fullest extent possible through individualized study. special seminars. and close association with faculty members intheir major field.
Scholarships
In addition to the unix ersity—wide awards available. the College of Humanities and Social Sciences offers a number of need—basedand non-need scholarships.
For further information contact Lynda H. Hambourger. Director ofUndergraduate Enrollment Management. College of Humanitiesand Social Sciences. North Carolina State Uni\ ersity. Box 8101. Raleigh. NC 27695—8101.
Folger Institute
North Carolina State University is a member ofthe Folger Institute of Renaissance and Eighteenth-Century Studies. a uniquecollaborative enterprise sponsored by the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington. DC. and 20 universities in the Middle Atlanticregion. Each year the institute offers an interdisciplinary program in the humanities seminars. workshops. symposia. colloquia. andlectures. Admission is open to faculty and students of North Carolina State University. and a limited number of fellowships areavailable through the campus Folger Institute Committee.
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Curricula
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg records curriculaBachelor of Arts ProgramBachelor of Science Program
INTERDISCIPLINARY DEGREES
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science in Multidisciplinary Studies
The Multidisciplinary Studies program allows students to design their own academic majors. Instead of folloxx ing the requirementsfor amajor in one ofthe traditional discrplrnes, the candidate for the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree inMultrdrserplrnary Studies has the respons1b111ty of organizing a concentration or field of specialization from one or more disciplines.
The freshman and sophomore basic requirements for the multidisciplinary studies programs are the same as for the other Bachelor ofArts and Bachelor of Science programs in humanities and social sciences. In satisfying basic requirements in language, humanities,social science, mathematics, and natural science, students should, whenever possible, choose those courses that are most appropriateas background for the courses in their major concentrations.
To become candidates for a self designed major in multidisciplinary studies, students must first get applications forms andinformation from the CHASS Dean‘s Office and then prepare a tentative proposal which includes a list of courses comprising 30credit hours for the BA. and 27 credit hours for the BS and an essay of 500 words explaining the reasons for making this set ofcourses the field of specialization The student’s proposal is reviewed by a faculty sponsor and submitted to the MultidisciplinaryStudies Degree Committee for consideration.
After a thorough examination to determine whether the set of courses proposed as a multidisciplinary major is academically soundand coherent. the committee wrll appr0\ e the proposal or suggest specific improvements.
Bachelor of Arts in Arts Applications
The Arts Applications program, which allows students to develop a foundation in one ofthe arts (film, music, theater. or \ isual art),and on that foundation. learn the social or technological applications of the arts in a modern world. Examples are computers and thearts, scientific illustration, arts management, and arts education.
Students take 21 hours in foundation courses, 6 hours in linking courses, (such as computers and music or arts and politics), a 3 hourscapstone course (ARS 494) designed for Arts Applications majors, and an advised elective to support their particular interests andcareer objectives. To enroll in the program, students should apply at the CHASS Dean’s Office, 106 Caldwell.
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science in Science, Technology, and Society
STS is an interdisciplinary field of study that seeks to explore and understand the many \i ays that modern science and technologyshape modern culture, values, and institutions, and how modern values shape science and technology. Students may obtain a BA. orBS. degree in this field.
Students complete an introduction to the field, four advanced courses, a four—course student-designed specialty, and a capstonecourse, along with two eo-requisite courses. To apply, students should contact the CHASS Dean’s Office. 106 Caldu ell.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Interdisciplinary Studies provides able students the opportunity to integrate the \ arious strands oftheirconcentrations in a capstone project. The program also provides a context in n hich students can sharpen their thinking on the uniqueChallenges and opportunities of interdisciplinary work.
To be admitted into the IDS Honors Program, students must have earned nine credit hours in an IDS major, ha\e an overall GPA of3.25 and a major GPA of3.25.
To graduate with Honors in IDS, students must have a GPA of3.25, and must have completed the IDS capstone course, “IndependentStudies for IDS Students” with a grade ofB+ or better, and have earned six additional credit hours in courses that are both Honorscourses and also part oftheir IDS majors.
Minor in Africana Studies
The minor in Africana Studies provides a comparative and interdisciplinary study ofthe Black experience in Africa and theAmericas. Three required courses include an Introduction to African—American Studies (IDS 240), Black American Literature (ENG248), and Afro-American History (H1 372 or 373). Two elective courses may be selected from a list ofdesignated courses in suchdisciplines as anthropology, history, language, sociology, social work, and communication. The minor is designed to bring togetherstudents from diverse backgrounds and curricula who share a common interest in the African American experience.
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Minor in Arts Studies
The Minor in Arts Studies is open to all undergraduate majors in the university. This interdisciplinary minor is designed to enrich thestudent‘s university experience, to serve as a foundation for learning and understanding the arts beyond the university years, and tostimulate intellectual development in ways that may reinforce or complement the objectives ofthe student’s major. This minorprovides the student with a fundamental understanding ofthe historical, theoretical, and practical disciplines ofthe arts.
A total ofeighteen credit hours must be taken to complete this minor. Students interested in the minor should refer to the. Arts Studiescourses listed under “Arts Studies” in the course description section ofthis catalog. These courses are described in detail under theirdepartmental prefixes
Minor in Environmental Science
The Environmental Science Minor provides a pathway for students from all disciplines to acquire a basic understanding oftheirbiophysical and socioeconomic environments, and the effects of humankind’s activities upon these environments. With thisknowledge, individuals will be better able to interpret environmental issues that emerge daily, and to influence public and privateactivities that affect the environment.
The minor consists of 15 credit hours of course work, selected from more than 20 eligible courses subdivided into four groups. Tocomplete the minor. a student must take at least one course from each group, plus one additional course.
Minor in Film Studies
(See Department of English) The Departments of English, Communication, and Foreign Languages and Literatures offer a Minor inFilm Studies. The minor provides an introduction to the nature ofthe film experience, some background in the history ofthe medium,and the opportunity for in-depth study of selected topics.
Fifteen hours ofcourse work are required to complete the minor: ENG 282 and either COM 364 or COM 374, plus nine credit hoursselected from the following: ENG 382, ENG 492, COM 244, COM 364 or 374 (whichever course was not taken to fulfill therequirement above), IDS 496, HI 336, and DN 3 l 6 (prerequisite waived, consent ofinstructor). Any students taking this minor cannotcount courses from the minor toward their majors.
Minor in Health, Medicine, and Human Values
The Minor in Health, Medicine, and Human Values offers students an opportunity to assess critically a range ofissues that arefundamental to the health of individuals as well as of society. From such an understanding, students as citizens will be moreadequately prepared to meet these challenges in both private and public arenas.
Minor in International Studies
The International Studies Minor is offered to all students in the university who want to add a significant international dimension totheir departmental majors. This minor program enables students to explore international topics, issues and research from cross—cultural, transnational perspectives. The program will provide some tools that students can use to understand better the global contextofthe modern world and to learn the international dimensions oftheir chosen fields of study.
Minor in Science, Technology, and Society
The Minor in Science, Technology and Society is a fifteen—hour, interdisciplinary minor providing students an opportunity toappreciate and understand better the roles that science and technology play in the larger sociocultural context. A goal of the minor isto help students develop the ability to order and integrate the diverse aspects oftheir educations.
Two essential components ofthis ability are sensitivity to the moral dimensions of scientific and technological inquiry as affectinghow people may live or want to live and an appreciation ofthe practical implications of scientific and technical theory. In addition,the Minor in Science, Technology, and Society enables students to increase the breadth oftheir familiarity with science andtechnology.
Minor in Women’s and Gender Studies
The Women’s and Gender Studies Minor provides all students in the university the opportunity for interdisciplinary study in women’sand gender issues from a wide variety of cultures, backgrounds, and historical eras. In addition, it introduces the ofienunacknowledged contributions made by women and men in various fields of endeavor through course offerings in nine departments.The undergraduate minor helps students to examine common assumptions about gender relations using feminist theory andmethodologies across disciplinary boundaries.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
Winston Hall, Room 201phone: (919)515-2450
C. A. Smith, HeadK. Zagacki. Associate Head, Director of Undergraduate ProgramW. J. Jordan, Associate Head. Director of Graduate ProgramS. Stein, Assistant Head, Instructional TechnologiesS. Stallings, Coordinator of Advising
Professor: R.M. Entrnan, W.J. Jordan, R.L. Schrag, CA. Smith; Professors Emeriti: L.R. Camp, W.G. Franklin, CA. Parker;Associate Professors: PC. Caple, D.A. DeJoy, E.T. Funkhouser, VJ. Gallagher, M. Johnson. R. Leonard, S. Stein, K. Zagacki;Associate Professor Emeritus: B.L. Russell; Assistant Professors: K. Albada, D. Dannels, C. Farr, J. Ingram, S. Jackson, J. Jameson,J. Kiwanuka-Tondo, J. Macoubrie, J. Storr, S. Wiley; Assistant Professor Emeritus: N.H. Snow; Lecturers: J. Alchediak, J. Heaton,C. Ptrllen, S. Stallings; Instructor: J. Pheloung; Teaching Technician: R. Bell
The Bachelor ofArts in Communication program provides opportunities for study and training in human communication forprofessionals entering business, industry. non profit organizations, or government service. Today, many organizations are seekinggraduates with demonstrated competencies in human communication to fill positions that require constant and skillful contact with awide variety of internal and external publics. Depending on their area of specialization. graduates may find employmentopportunities as communication consultants. media specialists, trainers, public relations specialists, therapists. or performers. Manygraduates choose to enter graduate or law school.
Programs of Study
The Communication major calls for the successfiil completion of at least 36 semester credit hours of Communication (COM) courses.All majors must take COM 230, COM 240, and COM 250 one-at-a-time, in sequence, and earn a “C-“ or better in each course. Inaddition, all majors must take COM 110 and or COM 112 (depending upon their concentration). Students select one ofthe fix edepartmental concentrations in which they take the remaining credit hours in the major. The concentrations are:
Communication DisordersThe preprofessional curriculum in this concentration prepares students for admission into a graduate program in Speech-LanguagePathology or Audiology. Coursework covers typical and atypical speech and language development, speech science. the anatomicaland physiological bases of speech and hearing, and fundamental diagnostic and intervention procedures employed in a clinicalcontext.
Mediated CommunicationThis concentration focuses on the construction, distribution, use, and effects of visual images, sounds, and \\ ords conveyed through awide range of communication media, including print, television, the lntemet, and emerging technologies. Students create andproduce media content, and also conduct empirical and critical analyses ofissues related to media economics. history anddevelopment, social and global impact, and public policy.
Public and Interpersonal CommunicationThis concentration investigates analytical. theoretical, and skills approaches to the study of human communication processes andproblems, including interpersonal relationships, group processes, conflict management, public and political discourse, argumentation,persuasion, and ethics.
Public RelationsThis concentration focuses on the communication theories, methods, principles, and ethical practices used by organizations toestablish and maintain mutually beneficial relationships with an organization's internal and external publics (such as employees,stockholders, and customers). Students are instructed in strategic planning and communication techniques used in a variety oforganizations, including corporate, govemment, and non-profit entities.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Communication provides academically talented students an opportunity to expand their curriculum andabilities through in-depth, guided study. Candidates for the Program must have achievedjunior standing \\ ith a TGPA of at least 3.25
and a minimum GPA in the major of3.5 after completion ofat least nine credits ofCommunication courses.
Students admitted to the Program must complete a total ofnine credit hours, including an Honors Research Seminar, an independentStudy during which the honors thesis will be written, and on 300—level or higher course in the Department ol‘Communication oranother department, covering subjects related to the thesis project. Honors students will select and work closely with an honorsfaculty advisor.
Students seeking to enter the Program must submit a plan ofstudy to the director ofthe Honors Program for approval. Students who
complete an approved plan of study meeting the above requirements and graduate with a minimum TGPA 013.25 and a GPA for
Communication courses of at least 3.5 will have successfully met the Honors program criteria. Completion ofthe Program will benoted on the student's transcript and diploma, and in the Commencement and Honors Convocation programs.
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Curriculum Notes

Students must enroll in COM 230 during their first semester as a Communication major.
- Internal transfers must have completed [5 hours at NC State \A ith a minimum ox erall GPA of2.7 to transfer upon request from

another curriculum to the Communication major. External transfers must have a GPA of3.0. Students with GPAs less that 2.7 but
abo\ e 2.0. ha\ ing ()0 or fewer hours. and having completed two COM courses may apply for a Waiver ofthese requirements for
transfer admission to the major. Two Waiver Application periods are scheduled each year. Contact the department for an
application form and deadline in formation. Relatively fevx students are granted waiver.

- No final grades below “‘-“L are permitted for courses used in the Communication major.
- To qualify for graduation. each student must have a minimum GPA of2.0 for all courses completed at NC State, and at least a 2.0

GPA for all courses taken in the Communication major. The Public Relations Communication Concentration has additional
requirements.

Minor in Theatre
The Department ofCommunication offers an academic minor in theatre to all NCSU undergraduate degree—seeking students exceptthose majoring in Communication. The minor includes a combination ofcourses from traditional theatre and the communicationtheor) curriculums.
Internships
The Department operates an Internship Program that offers qualified seniors the opportunity to gain work experience in thecommunication field. The lntcmship is required ofall students in the Public Relations Concentration. but students from the otherCommunication concentrations are also encouraged to participate in this Program.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Tompkins Hall. Rooms 221. 246phone: (919)515 3866
M. II. Thucnte. HeadL. R. Se\ erin. Associate Head. Coordinator ofAdvisingB. \/l. Blackley. Assistant Head for Scheduling.l. Morillo. Director ofGraduate ProgramsA. M. Penrose. Director ofFirst Year Writing Program
William C. Friday Distinguished Professor: W.A. Wolfram; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: A. Davis-Gardner,M.T. Hester. L.H. MacKethan; Professors: C. Anson, BJ. Baines. J. Balaban. J.W. Clark. I.Ferster, J.A. Gomez, .l.M. Grimwood, C.Groxs. A.H. Ilarrison. D. Herman. M.T. Hester. J.J. Kessel. T. Lisk. L.H. MacKethan. CR. Miller, ME. Orr. J.O. Pettis. CA. Prioli,A.F. Stein. M.I I. Thuente. IN. Wall .lr.. W. Wolfram. R.V. Young; Professors Emeriti: GW. Barrax, P.E. Blank Jr.. L.S. Champion.ID. Durant. M. Halperen. L.T. Holley, H.G. Kincheloe. AS. Knowles. BG. Koonee. D.L. Laryea. F.H. Moore, J.J. Smoot, H.C.West. MC. Williams. P. Williams Jr; Associate Professors: W. Barnhardt. MP. Carter, D.H. Covington. A.M. Davis—Gardner. S.Dicks. N. Halpern. SB. Katz. SM. Katz. R.C. Kochersberger. D.L. Laiyea. L. May, J.D. Morillo. C. Nwankwo, A.M. Penrose. M.Pramaggiore. S. Setzer. L.R. Severin. K. Shepherd-Barr. S. Smith McKoy. E. Thomas. J.F. Thompson. H.C. West. D.B. Wyrick;Assistant Professors: A. Baker. B. Bennett, A. Bolonyai, Cl. Cobb, E.A. Hariston. P. LaCoste Lynn. D. Orgerou, M. Orgerou, D.Rieder. .I. S\\ai't/. C. Warren; Senior Lecturer: PR. Cockshutt.
The Department of English offers basic and advanced courses in writing. language. and literature. The freshmen course required ofall undergraduate student develops skill in expository writing and in analytical reading. Advanced courses in writing available to allstudents cover a \ ariety of areas. includingjournalism, technical and business writing. and creatix e writing. These courses givestudents opportunities to pursue special personal and career interests. as do courses in literature. linguistics, film. and folklore.
The department offers a Bachelor of Arts major in English vs ith five options: creative writing; language and literature; language,writing, and rhetoric; world literature; and teacher education. It also offers a Bachelor of Science major. Internships available toqualified students provide practical experience as well as an understanding of how academic studies are relevant to the workplace.
In addition. the department offers three graduate degrees: a Master of Arts in English. a Master of Science in TechnicalCommunication. and a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing. (See Graduate Catalog for details.) A five-course certificate programin Professional Writing, available to students not seeking a degree at NC State, offers preparation in practical writing and editing,including both journalism and technical writing.
Opportunities
A degree in English provides both liberal education and practical knowledge about the role of writing and language in the everydayworld. It leads to careers in such fields as teaching, journalism. advertising, public relations. personnel management, technicalwriting. business writing, and creative writing. It sharpens the analytical and interpretive skills needed for professional andmanagerial careers, and it serves as an excellent preparation for students planning to study lavs or medicine and for those intending todo graduate work in literature and rhetoric.
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English Honors Program
The Honors Program in English provides courses that enrich the intellectual life ofthe English major. The Honors student contributesto and learns from seminar settings, takes up the obligation ofindependent study, produces documents representing sustained andlogically articulated research practices, and earns recognition for excellent work beyond ordinary requirements.
For admission, students must have a minimum GPA of3.25 and must have completed at least three English courses ab0\ e thefreshman level With a minimum GPA of3.25. Successful completion ofthe Honors Program requires completion of9 hours of honorscourses With grades ofA or B, a GPA of at least 3.25 in NC State English courses, and a minimum overall GPA of3.25.
Bachelor of Arts in English
Major in English, Language and Literature ConcentrationThis curriculum provides a strong general education with an emphasis on the study of the English language and of British andAmerican literature. It leads to a broad range of careers in education, business, government, law. etc. The major includes 36 hours ofEnglish courses beyond freshman composition, nine courses that satisfy categorical requirements and three electix e English courses.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wwwncsuedu reg records curricula
Major in English, Creative Writing ConcentrationThe student must schedule 36 hours beyond freshman composition. Within these hours, students must take eighteen hours ofliterature (including the CHASS Six hours), SIX hours oflinguistics, rhetoric or \xriting practice, and 12 hours of creative writingelectives.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \\'WW.1‘1CSU.€dU reg records curricula
Major in English, World Literature ConcentrationThe Lawrence Rudner Concentration in World Literature pr0\ ides a strong general education in the humanities while enablingstudents to study literature in a global context by mixing courses in English and American literature with courses in foreign—languageliteratures. It prepares for a broad range of post—graduate options. including graduate and professional school. and a wide variety ofcareers in business, education, govemment. and law. It is especially appropriate for students intending to pursue careers ininternational relations. Students must schedule 36 hours beyond freshman composition. The 36 hours include two courses in rhetoric,linguistics and writing practice; nine courses that meet categorical requirements in historical periods. cultural regions, and literarymodes; and one elective course in literature. At least 18 ofthese hours must consist of ENG or ENG FL courses; at least 12 ofthemmust consist of FL or ENG/FL courses.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Major in English, Language, Writing, and Rhetoric ConcentrationThis curriculum provides a strong general education, a basic exposure to literature. and an emphasis on the study ofwritten English inits theoretical, cultural, and practical applications. It can lead to a broad range ofprofessions. with a special focus on careers thatinvolve creating, designing and producing documents: the 116“ s media, business and technical communication, the writing andpublishing professions. Students may also focus their studies upon rhetoric. composition. and linguistics and prepare for graduatestudy in these areas or for law school, teaching, and other professions. Students must schedule 36 hours of English courses beyondfreshman composition. including 6 hours ofCHASS literature electives, 15 hours from the English core. and 15 hours from a focuseddistribution of courses specially designed for LWR majors.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wu w.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Major in English, Concentration in Teacher EducationEnglish majors may enroll in the Teacher Education Concentration offered by the College of Humanities and Social Sciences incooperation with the College ofEducation. Students who complete this program are eligible to apply for certification to teach Englishin secondary schools in North Carolina. The requirements ofthis program include 25 semester hours in professional courses and 36semester hours in English beyond freshman composition (total 125 credit hours required for graduation). Admission to the programrequires thejoint permission ofthe English department and the College of Education. Formal applications are required for Admissionto Teacher Education Candidacy and Admission to the Professional Semester.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Science in English
The Bachelor of Science in English provides students with a broad but structured foundation in both the sciences and in language andliterature. It requires 30 hours of English requirements, plus a 15 hour science technology option.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: WWWJlCSLLCdLl reg records curricula
Minor in American Literature
The Department of English offers a minor in American Literature to NC State students, except for LAN and LIT English majors. Theminor consists ofany five courses in American literature, three ofwhich must be at the 300 level or above, and one ol‘which must be
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at the 400 lexel or above. Students may transfer in no more than six hours toward the minor. This minor will focus on the Englishlanguage literature ofthc United States and ofthe British colonies out ofwhich the United States emerged.
Minor in Creative Writing
A minor in Creatixe Writing is available from the Lnglish Department for NC State students, except LCW English majors.
Minor in English
The English Department offers a minor in English to majors in any field except English. The minor program will allow students topursue general interests in \xriting. literature, and language.
Minor in Film Studies
The Departments of English. Communication. and Foreign Languages and Literatures offer a minor in Film Studies open to studentsacross the unixersity. The minor prox ides a comprehensive introduction to the art and Industry ofthe Cinema through courses in filmanalysis, history, theory criticism. screen \\ riting, and production.
Minor in Journalism
The Department of English and the Depaitment ofCommunication offer a minor in Journalism to NC State students, except LWREnglish majors. The minor \\ ill prox ide course \\ ork in writing and editing news and features [or print and non-media as well as anintroduction to the profession ofjournalism.
Minor in Linguistics
The Department of English and the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures offer a minor in Linguistics to NC Statestudents. except LWR English majors. The minor is designed to investigate the structure and function oflanguage as a cognitive andbeha\ ioral science. Fi\c courses in designated areas oflinguistics are required in the minor. Among students likely to be attracted tothis minor are those who expect to pursue graduate study in linguistics. those interested in foreign languages or English as a secondlanguage, and those interested in communication sciences.
Minor in Technical and Scientific Communication
A minor in Technical and Scientific Communication is a\ ailable from the English Department for NC State students. except LWRmajors, \\ ho are interested in supplementing their studies in technical. scientific. or other academic fields \\ ith strong writing andcommunication skills. Students minoring in Technical and Scientific Communication \\ ill be introduced to numerous genresincluding internal and external documents such as proposals. repons, science writing, users guides. reference manuals. and onlinedocumentation. Critical perspecthes towards the role of communication in the creation of scientific and technical knowledge will beexamined. The minor may lead to career opportunities in technical and scientific writing and communication.
Minor in World Literature
In keeping \\ ith the unix ersit) ‘s mission to provide an international CLlITlCLllLIm, the World Literature minor offers NC State students,except for LAN and LlT English majors. an opportunity to broaden their perspectives on foreign cultures through the study ofliterature outside the Anglo—American tradition. Students will also dex elop critical, analytical, and linguistic skills essential in today’sjob market. The minor offers choices from a range of courses in literature. in translation or in the original language, from Europe,Asia, Africa, and Latin America. World Literature courses are cross listed in the Department of English and the Department ofForeign Languages and Literatures.
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
1911 Building, Room 117phone: (919)515-2475
R. V. Gross. HeadD. M. Marchi, Associate HeadA. B. Kennedy. Coordinator of Advising
Professors: T.P. Feeny, YB. Rollins, M.L. Sosoxx er, M.A. Witt; Professors Emeriti: M. Paschal. J. Kelly, E.M. Stack; AssociateProfessors: V. Bilenkin, H.G. Braunbeck, GA. Dawes. M.M. Magill, A.C. Malinowski, D.M. Marchi, JP. Mertz, M.L. Salstad;Associate Professors Emeriti: R.A. Alder, V.M. Prichard, SE. Simonsen, H.Tucker J12; Assistant Professors: L.M. Barovero, M.L.Darhower, J.S. Despain, H.A. Jaimes, J. Mari, E. Tai, E.L. Vilches; Lecturers: D.F. Adler, T.P. Brody, AB. Kennedy. S. Navey—Davis.H. Young.
Opportunities
The expansion of international relations makes the knowledge of foreign languages a critical need for today’s professional. Thestudent of foreign languages is not limited to teaching, translating or interpreting. There are careers in politics, diplomacy, commerce,business, agriculture, science, and research in which a thorough knowledge of foreign languages is cnieial for success. The demandfor multilingual personnel extends to all fields of human enterprise and vx ill continue to grow in the coming years.
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Bachelor of Arts in French or Spanish
All the general requirements for Bachelor ofArts degree must be met. Degree designations are BA. in French Language andLiteratures, BA. in Spanish Language and Literature, BA. in French Language and Literature with Teacher Education option, andBA. in Spanish Language and Literature wrth Teacher Education Option.
Outstanding students may become members of the Alpha Lambda chapter of Phi Sigma Iota, National Foreign Languages HonorSoc1ety or ofthe Sigma Delta P1, National Hispanic Honor Society. A department honors program in French and Spanish is alsoavailable to eligible students.
Major in French or SpanishStudents must complete 36 hours beyond the 201 level, including a senior seminar capstone course. Majors must take 12 additionalhours of advised electives. These are waived for students who choose to double major (in Business Management or Political Science,for example), and for those who choose the Teacher Education Option.
Major in French or Spanish with Teacher Education OptionIn collaboration with the College of Education and the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, the Department of ForeignLanguages and Literatures offers a program leading to a French or Spanish teaching license in North Carolina. grades K 12.
The requirements ofthe program include 30 semester hours in professional education classes and 39 semester hours in French andSpanish beyond the 102 level. Candidates must consult with their academic adviser as early as possible for the proper planning oftheir curriculum. Application for admrssron to teacher education candidacy is made during the Spring Semester ofthe sophomoreyear
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Foreign Languages and Literatures assists academically talented majors to realize their fullest potential asundergraduates in the field. To participate, students must have an overall GPA of3.25 and a departmental GPA of3.25 after 9 hoursin the major. Successful completion ofthe program requires an overall GPA of3.25. with 9 hours of Honors work, at least 6 ofthemin Foreign Languages and Literatures.
Students will extend their critical thinking skills, refine foreign languages skills. and dISCOV er significant scholarly areas ofpaiticularinterest to them through various avenues. such as: Honors options in regular classes, in which students explore the material in greaterdepth or breadth; development and execution of an independent project, assisted by a faculty mentor and; an approved study abroadproject. Completion of departmental Honors is noted on the student‘s transcript and at Commencement.
Programs Abroad
Summer study programs are offered in France, India. Mexico, Spain, and Peru.
Minors in Foreign Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Minor programs in the Department ofForeign Languages and Literatures include courses in language, literature. and cix ili7ation. Theminor program requires 15 hours of study in Chinese, classical Greek, classwal studies, French. German. Italian, Japanese, Russian,or Spanish.
Undergraduate students majoring in any area of study at NC State are eligible to minor in a foreign language. Students may not.however, major and minor in the same language.
ESL at NC State
The English as a Second Language program serves the academic and professional language needs ofinternational university students.Courses are designed to help both undergraduate and graduate students perfect their language skills. The English Placement Test maybe required for new students. Check with the ESL section for details.
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Harrelson Hall, Room 162phone: (919)515-2483
J. K. Ocko, HeadD. A. Zonderman, Associate HeadJ. E. Crisp, Assistant HeadK. P. Vickery, Director of Undergraduate AdvisingA. W. Mitchell, Director of Graduate ProgramsD. P. Gilmartin, Director ofthe Honors ProgramJ. D. Smith, Director ofthe Public History Program
Professors: J.R. Banker, C.H. Carlton, A.J. DeGrand, D.P. Gilmartin, W.C. Harris, O.J. Kalinga, A.J. LaVopa, J.K. Ocko, S.T. Parker,R.S. Sack, R.W. Slatta, E.D. Sylla, K.S. Vincent; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: J.M. Riddle; Graduate AlumniDistinguished Professor: J.D. Smith; Associate Professors: RS. Bassett, H. Brewer, J.E. Crisp, AF. Khater, W.A. Jackson, MG. Kim,
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W.C. Kimler. KP. Luria, S. Middleton, A.W. Mitchell, S.L. Spencer. G. Surh, P. Tyler, KP. Vickery, D.A. Zonderman; AssistantProfessors: M. Allen, D.R. Ambaras, BM. Kelley; Adjunct Professor: .1. Cron ', Adjunct Assistant Professors: W. Atkins, V.L. Berger,.1. Caddell, B. Cain, A. Daniel, _I.R. Lankford Jr; Visiting Assistant Professor: N. (justke; Professors Emeriti: B.F. Beers, M.L.Brown. MS. Downs, R.W. Greenlaw, J.P, llobbs. DP. King, L.O. McMurry, M.E. Wheeler, B.W. Wishy.
The History Department at NC State brings ali\ e the treasure of human experience and cultures, from the ancient near East to thepost Cold War world, from Shang China to Mandelas Africa, from the Roman senate to the US Senate. We are particularly strong inthe history of race relations, law and society, and history ofseienee and technology, but “6 maintain a diversity of scholarly fieldsand haxe a strong record of publications, grant and fellowship awards. and public outreach.
llistory melds personal experience with the human experience and the \\ isdom ofearlier ages. Through dialogue with the past,History deepens and enriches our appreciation ofthe present. llistory graduates Vt ill be better informed and more sophisticated aboutthe world and their place in it than more specialist majors. We provide general skills of information gathering and analysis that aretranslatable into a variety ofcareers and professions in an information age economy. Our students can be expected to have theintellectual, social, and cultural flexibility needed to cope \\ ith a rapidly changing work world.
History teaches that understanding a situation requires identifying \\ ith people who li\ ed in other times and places. History is adiscipline \\ hose very method seeks and applies fair and appropriate norms to understand and judge human behavror. Students w111learn to exercise independentjudgment as well as to tolerate differences.
We encourage students to develop their own interests: our clusters focus on such topics as the History of Science and Technology andthe History of La“ and Society.
We offer a several undergraduate majors, a minor. the MA. in History. and the MA. in Public History. The departmental HonorsProgram pr0\ ides a guided experience in independent research. Outstanding History students are eligible for membership in PhiAlpha Theta. the national history honor society.
Opportunities
There are many reasons to major in History. History teaches us hon to put forward the best argument based on the known facts. Thatis one reason it pr0\ ides such an excellent preparation for the study oflaw About 1 5 ofour graduates go on to pursue teachingcareers. But training in gathering all the relex ant facts and developing the most persuashe explanation has application in business,g0\ ernment. journalism. and all the other professions.
Honors Program
The departmental honors program allon s selected students to pursue intensix e indi\ idually directed work in history. Students arein\ ited to enter the honors program (usually in thejunior year). Students must take 9 hours ofindi\ idual, directed study (H1 498, 495,496) leading ton ard the writing of an Honors Thesis. Students must also take an extra history seminar (H1 491) and participate fortwo—semesters in a non credit honors reading seminar.
Majors in History
Bachelor of Arts in History (LAH)
Requires 30 hours of history course work (in addition to the 6 hours required of all College ofHumanities & Social Sciences majors),including the H1 300 and HI 49] seminars. At least 24 ofthe 30 hours must be at the 400 level, and 9 ofthe 24 must come from threegroups: pre-modern and non westem history (3); European history (3); and American history (3). This degree allows 33 hours of freeelectives for a total of 122 hours. History courses are scheduled in order to make possible the completion of the BA. degree byevening attendance.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \V\\W.1‘lCSLl.€ClLl reg records curricula
Bachelor of Arts, Teaching Option in History & Social Studies (LTH)
Students \\ ho complete this program are eligible for certification to teach social studies and history in secondary schools in NorthCarolina and most other states. Students are required to take professional courses in education and psychology and additional socialscience courses.
The degree requires 30 hours of history course work, including the HI 300 and H1 491 seminars, plus 12 additional hours of socialscience coursed from a prescribed list and 25 hours of professional courses in education and psychology. The degree is completedwith 120 hours and includes no free electives. Contact Professor Ken Vickery.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Science in History (LSH)
The importance of science and technology in our society makes a background in science and technology valuable even for humanitiesmajors. The BS. degree offers a way for students to get both the analytical and writing skills that come from a history major and the
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technical proficiency that comes with coursework in science and engineering. This combination is very helpful in a wide variety ofcareers, including law, business, and publlc policy. This degree is particularly well suited for students transferring into history from asc1ence or engineering major.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
It requires 27 hours of history course work, including the 6 hours required of all College of Humanities & Social Science majors, theH1 491 seminar, and at least 4 other courses at the 400 level. H1 300 is highly recommended. This degree allows students to integratea broad base in science and math, specialized study in a single area of science and technology, and a history education. This programincludes 18 hours of free electives for a total of 122 hours. Contact Professor Ross Bassett.

Minor in History
The minor in history is flexible in that it can provide depth to a variety of majors bygranting a larger historical understanding of a subject. Thus students majoring inpolitical science but with a special interest in the Middle East of Europe can gain amuch deeper understanding of how events in the past have shaped present dilemmas.Likewise, those wishing to attend law school can choose from a range of courses inlegal history. You can tailor the minor to suit your individual interests. History coursesteach not only background, but also methods of research, analysis, and writing.

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
Winston Hall, Room 101phone: (919)515-3214
M. J. Pendlebury, HeadJ. W. Carroll, Assistant HeadM. K. Cunningham and DD. Auerbach, Coordinators of Advising
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: W.R. Carter, M.K. Cunningham, T.H. Regan; Professors: W. Adler, W.R. Carter,G.L. Comstock, D.M. Jesseph, C.M. Pierce, T.K. Stewart; Professors Emeriti: P.A. Bredenberg, R.S. Bryan, T.H. Regan, A.D.VanDeVeer; Associate Professors: D.F. Austin, J.W. Carroll, M.K. Cunningham, R.M. Hambourger, TJ. Hinton, B.B. Levenbook,H.D. Levin; Associate Professors Emeriti: W.C. Fitzgerald, W.L. Highfill, R.S. Metzger; Assistant Professors: T. Al-Jamil, D.D.Auerbach, A.B. Bigelow, J.C. Bivins, M.F. Bykova, R.P. Endicott, K.M. McShane, D.N. Schmid.
Philosophy and Religious Studies confront the most important questions with the most rigorous standards, relying on over twomillennia of accumulated wisdom from the best minds. They provide excellent training for any line of work where there’s value inthe ability to think straight and express oneself clearly-— virtually every line of work. Law school, medical school and otherprofessional school admission boards know this. A double major in this department and another (e.g., political science for law,biochemistry for medicine) can make an applicant very attractive to a professional school. Majors receive excellent training forgraduate school in Philosophy or Religious Studies, as is shown by the department’s record in placing graduates in top graduateprograms in each field.
The Department of Philosophy and Religion is located online at: www.ncsu.edu/ncsu/chass/philo/
Opportunities
For students interested in postgraduate study, information compiled by post-college professional schools reveals that undergraduatemajors in philosophy and religion who apply to graduate schools of management have in the past scored extremely well in combinedtotal scores on the Graduate Management Admission Test, with exceptional scores on verbal fields.
Those undergraduate philosophy majors who apply to law schools have been shown to be more likely to be admitted than virtuallyany other field represented. Students intending to study philosophy and religion in graduate programs have consistently scored muchhigher than other students on the verbal section of the Graduate Record Examination. Because of this capability of scoring so well onthe various postgraduate tests, many businesses and industries welcome philosophy and religion majors into their training programs.
Philosophy Honors Program
The honors program in Philosophy offers an enriching and challenging educational experience to qualified majors.
Admission to the program requires junior standing, completion ofnine hours in the major, and a 3.25 GPA overall and in the major.Honors students must complete at least nine credit hours of option course work in Philosophy (including PH] 335 and PHI 498) andwrite an honors thesis (PHI 498) to be evaluated by the instructor for PHI 498 and one other member ofthe Philosophy faculty.Graduation requires a 3.25 GPA overall and in the major.
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Sueeesslirl completion ol‘the program is noted on the student‘s transcript and in the commencement and honors convocationprograms.
Religious Studies Honor Program
The honors program in Religious Studies gtrides outstanding majors in independent, critical inquiry olthe academic study ofreligion.
Admission to the program requircsjunior standing. completion olnine hours in the major. and a 3.25 GPA overall and in the major.llonors students must complete at least nine credit hours 01‘ honors option cotrrse work in Religious Studies (including at least one400 le\e1 course) and \‘l rite an honors paper as part ol‘an independent study course (REL 498) which rs evaluated by an honorscommittee.
Graduation requires a 3.25 GPA 0\ crall and in the major. Successful completion ofthe program is noted on the student’s transcriptand in the commencement and honors comocation programs.
Bachelor ofArts in Religious Studies
Candidates for the Bachelor ol‘Arts in Religious Studies must complete 33 credit hours in the major. The courses in religious studiesmust include one course in Western religious traditions (REL 317. 320. 323. 326. 327); one course in non-Westem religious traditions(REL 331. 332. 407. 408); one course in Biblical Studies (REL 202. 311. 312. 314; GRK 202): and a minimum of9 hours ofadxanced studies (REL 402. 407. 408. 460. 481. 484. 491*. 496*. 498*).
*Can be taken t\\ ice l‘or credit.
Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy
Candidates for the Bachelor ol‘Arts in Philosophy must complete 27 hours in philosophy. in addition to the three hours in philosophyrequired 101‘ all CHASS students. included are two courses in the development ofWestem philosophic thought (two of: PHI 300, 301,or 302); a course in logic (one 01‘ LOG 201 or 335); one course in value theory (one of: PHI 275. 321. 306. 309. 311. 313. or450); onecourse in contemporary philosophy (one of: PH] 330. 331. 332. 333. or 440); one-credit vs riting courses in each ofthree core areas ofphilosophy (all of: PHI 494.495. and 496); and four additional LOG or PHI courses.
\lajor in Philosophy with a Concentration in Philosophy of LawThe concentration requires 30 hours. in addition to the three hours of philosophy required ot‘all CHASS students. including PHI 275or PIII 321. two adx ised electives. three core courses (all of: PHI 309. 312. and 313). one course in de\ elopment ofWesternphilosophical thought (one of: PH1300. 301. or 302). a course in logic or practical reasoning (one of LOG 201. 335. or PHI 250). onecourse in contemporary philosophy (one of: PHI 330. 331. 332. 333. or 440). and one credit writing courses in each ofthree centralareas ot‘philosophy (all of: PHI 494. 495. and 496).
Bachelor of Science in Philosophy
Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree in Philosophy must complete 27 hours in philosophy. in addition to the three hours inphilosophy required ofall CHASS students. Included are two courses in the de\ elopment of Western philosophic though (two of: PHI300. 301. 01‘302); a course in logic (one 01‘: LOG 201 or 335); one course in value theory (one of: PHI 275. 321. 306.309.311.313.or 450); one course in contemporary philosophy (one of: PHI 330. 331. 332. 333. or 440): one course in philosophy of science (oneof: PHI 340 or 440); one-credit writing courses in each ofthree core areas of philosophy (all of: PHI 494. 495. and 496): and threeadditional LOG or PHI courses ofthe student‘s choice to meet the minimum 30 hours required.
Minors
Students \\ ishing to take any ot‘the following academic minors need to complete the departmental form declaring intention to do so.
Minor in Japan Studies
Students Vt ho take a Minor in Japan Studies are required to complete with a grade 01°C or better 18 hours of courses distributed asfollow s: Tested language competence through FLJ 202. with at least six hours of Japanese language instruction at NC State at orabove the FLJ 201 level and four ofthe following cognate courses: EC 470; ENG FL 394; HI 263; H1 264; H1472; PS 342; REL 334.With the minor adviser-”s approval. additional Japan related classes may be used to fulfill the cognate course requirement.
Minor in Cognitive Science
Students \\ he take a Minor in Cognitive Science must complete 15 credit hours with a grade ofC or better distributed as follows: T“ oofthe three advanced core courses (two of: PHI PSY 425. PSY 420. CSC 41 1), three additional complementary courses chosen fromthe following list for a total of 15 credits: CSC 312. CSC 333. CSC 411. ENG 210. ENG 324. ENG 524. ENG 525. ENG 527. LOG335. PIII 331. PHI 332. PH] 425 PSY 425. PSY 340. PSY 400. PSY 420. PSY 430. Courses from at least three ofthe four primarydisciplines of cognitive science must be represented in the minor. For purposes ofthe minor. the primary disciplines are philosophy(including logic). psychology. computer science. and linguistics.
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Minor in Philosophy
Students who take a Minor in Philosophy are required to complete with a grade ofC or better fifteen hours of courses in selectedfields in philosophy, including a course in the history ofphilosophy (3 credit hours), a course in normative (ethics and ethics-related)philosophy 33 credit hours), a course other than one in normative philosophy. but not including logic or the history ofphilosophy (3credit hours .
Minor in Religious Studies
Students who take aMinor in Religious Studies are required to compete Vt ith a grade ofC or better fifteen hours of courses inselected fields of religious studies. In order to ensure a wide study ofthe field, students are required to select at least one course inWestern religious traditions and at least one course in non-Western religious traditions. REL 101 and REL 102 may not be counted inthe minor.
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Caldwell Hall, Room 211phone: (919)515 2481
J. H. Svara, HeadE. O’Sullivan, Director of Public Administration Graduate ProgramsJ. 0. Williams, Director of Political Science ProgramsH. Hobbs, Director, Master oflnternational StudiesS. Carey, Director of Advising
Professors: C.K. Coe. D.M. Daley, G.D. Garson, M.S. Soroos. J.H. Svara, JD. Williams; Professors Emeriti: WJ. Block, W.Holtzman, ER. Rubin; Associate Professors: C. Griffin, F. Hayes, S.H. Kessler, RS. Moog, E. O’Sullivan, TV. Reid. R.F. Stephen,J.E. Swiss, A.J. Taylor, M.L. Vasu: Associate Professors Emeriti: J.H. Gilbert, HG. Kebschull, J.M. McClain; Assistant Professors:M.D. Cobb, N. Damall, S. Greene, F. Hayes, VP. Munoz, N. Romanova; Visiting Assistant Professors: H. Hobbs. J.R. Horner. SK.Strauss: Lecturers: SM. Carey, IA. Delp, PM. Pavlik.
The Department ofPolitical Science and Public Administration offers basic and advanced courses in all major fields ofthe discipline:American government and politics (local. state, and national), public law and criminal justice, public administration, comparatixepolitics, international relations and global issues, political theory, and methodology of political science. The department affordsopportunities for the study of government and administration to students in other curricula and schools.
Graduate courses in political science are available to advanced undergraduates. See the listing of graduate degree programs andconsult the Graduate Catalog.
The department provides academic credit for internships with political parties and campaigns, lobbyists, non-profits, and all levels ofgovernment, including the North Carolina General Assembly Legislathe Internship Program. Majors in political science withdistinguished academic achievements are annually invited tojoin the Zeta Epsilon Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, the national politicalscience honor society. The department also supports a Model United Nations team.
Opportunities
A degree in political science is excellent preparation for a number of careers and graduate opportunities. Political science majorsstudy critical issues surrounding such things as international security. public policy, and government practices. They develop real—world skills such as solving problems logically and systematically, vx orking Vt ith others in \ eitically and horizontally organizedarrangements, expressing a position and defending it with corroborating evidence, and writing clear and correct prose. They alsodevelop citizenship and leadership competencies that include the personal obligation to participate in public life. Consequently,political science majors are well-positioned for careers in teaching, the legal profession, criminal justice agencies, state and localgovernment, urban planning, the federal bureaucracy,journalism or in any ofthe organizations that seek to monitor politicalprocesses or to influence the content of public policy. Private firms also seek managers and public affairs specialists who ha\ e aknowledge ofthe functioning ofthe political system and ofpolitics in general.
Honors Program
The honors program includes nine credit hours of speciali7ed coursework designed to challenge academically talented majors andallow them to realize their greatest potential as political science students. Required for admtssron to the program: 3.25 GPA bothoverall and in the major, completion of9 hours of PS coursework, and completion of PS 371.
Majors admitted to the program complete a substantial research project in consultation with a faculty honors adviser (6 credit hours).Also required: either one 500 level PS course or an honors option 400 level political seiencc course (3 credit hours). Successfulcompletion of the program is noted on the student’s transcript, and at commencement.
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Curricula
Bachelor ofArts in Political Science
Major requirements are: 19 hours ol‘corc courses that emcr major political science sub fields (i.e., American government,international relations. theory. public 11m and policy. and research methods) as well as courses that develop computer competenciesand an orientation to the discipline; 15 hours of political science electi\ es. 12 ofvt hich must be taken at the 300 level or above, andone of \\ hiclr must be a 400 lm e| senior seminar. \\ lrich includes a substantial research requirement. Grades ofC- or better are
required for courses applied towards the major. At graduation. a minimum GPA of2.0 is required for all political science coursestaken. For a semester by—semester guide to the course requirements for the Bachelor ofArts curriculum, including all oftheconcentrations described belou. see the departmental \\ eb site at \\\\ w2.chass.ncsu.edu pspa .
Students \\ ho wish to focus their studies in a specific sub field may elect one ofthe following concentrations under the Bachelor ofArts program:
American PoliticsThis concentration de\elops skills that benefit students interested in graduate and professional school, administrative careers, andbusiness careers that ln\0l\C gox ernment relations and policy Major requirements are: 21 hours of core courses; 9 hours ofcoursesspecifically related to the stud) ofpolitical processes. institutions. political culture, and political events u ithin the American system;and 4 hours ofcourse \\ork that de\ elops computer competencies and orients students to the discipline of political science.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ai1able online: \\\\ wncsuedu reg records curricula
International PoliticsThis concentration de\elops skills that benefit students interested in graduate or professional school. careers in government service,inter national organi/ations. issue ad\ ocacy. and businesses with international interests. Major requirements are: 15 hours of corecourses; 12 hours ofeoncentration electives in regional and world politics; 3 hours ofconcentration electives in any political sciencesub field: and 4 hours ofcourse \\ ork that de\ elops computer competencies and orients students to the discipline of political science.
Specific curriculum requirements are mailable online: \\‘\\\\.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Law and JusticeThis concentration de\ elops skills that benefit students interested in graduate or professional school (particularly law school), lawenforcement.judicial administration. and careers with agencies imolved in the administration ofjustice. Major requirements are: 18hours ofcore courses; 12 hours ofemphasis electives in either tlrejustice system or law and theory; and 4 hours of course work thatde\ elops computer competencies and orients students to the discipline of political science.
Specific curriculum requirements are axailable online: \\ \vw.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Public PolicyThis concentration prepares students for careers with public institutions where they will work with the processes. formulation.implementation, and e\a1uation ofpublic policy at international, national. state. and local lex els. Major requirements are: 15 hours ofcore courses; 15 hours ofconcentration electi\ es: and 4 hours ofcourse work that de\elops computer competencies and orientsstudents to the discipline ofpolitical science.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ailable online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Social Studies Teacher OptionStudents may combine the coursework for a Bachelor ofArts in Political Science with the coursework necessary to seek certificationto teach at the 9-12 1e\ e1 in the North Carolina Public School System. Major requirements are 31 hours of political science coursework c0\ ering the social studies competencies established by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. Grades of C- orbetter for courses applied towards the major with a minimum GPA of 2.0 for all political science courses taken are required. For asemester by—semester guide to the course requirements for the Social Studies Teacher Option curriculum. see the departmental website at wwvr 2.chass.ncsu.edu pspa.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Science in Political Science
Major requirements are 27 hours of political science course“ ork. At least 6 hours must be taken from each ofthe following groups:Group A—American politics or public policy and administration; Group B- international affairs comparative politics; and Group C-political theory scientific methods. At least 18 hours ofcoursework must be at the 300 level or higher. At least 6 hours ofcourseworkmust be at the 400 or 500 level. including one course that is designated as a senior seminar. Grades ofC- or better for courses appliedtowards the major \\ ith a minimum GPA of 2.0 for all political science requirements for the Bachelor of Science curriculum, see thedepartmental web site at www2.chass.ncsu.edu pspa
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
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Minor in Political Science
Minor requirements are 15 hours of political science coursework with grades of C- or better in each course and a cumulative GPA of2.0 for all political science courses. A minimum of 12 hours must be taken at the 300 level or above, including one 400 level seniorseminar. Coursework must cover at least two ofthe following three groups: Group A American politics or public policy andadministration; Group B- international affairs comparative politics; and Group 0 political theOIy scientific methods.
Minor in Law and Justice
Minor requirements are 15 hours of political science coursework with grades of C— or better in each course and a cumulative GPA of2.0 for all political science courses. These 15 hours must include: PS 205 (Law and Justice); 12 hours of elective courses, at least oneof which must be a 400 level seminar or a 500 level graduate course in political science. This minor program is designed for studentswho have a special interest in the areas of public law, criminal justice and political theory.
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Poe Hall, Room 640phone: (919)515—2251www.ncsu.edu psychology
D. W. Martin. HeadD. H. Mershon, Associate HeadS. A. Converse-Lane, Assistant Head, Undergraduate Coordinator
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: K.W. Klein, D.H. Mershon, S.S. Snyder; Professors: L.E. Baker-Ward, J.W.Cunningham, D.W. Drewes, W.P. Erchul, D.O. Gray. A.G. Halberstadt, T.M. Hess, J.W. Kalat, TE. LeVere, J.E.R. Lunginbuhl, R.W.Nacoste, D.W. Martin, D.H. Mershon, J.J. Michael, SE. Newman, FJ. Smith, B.W. Westbrook, M.S. Wogalter; Adjunct Professors:A.D. Hall, J.L. Howard, W. Tornow. LG. Tomatsky; Professors Emeriti: K.L. Barkley, J.C. Johnson, HG. Miller, P.W. Thayer;Associate Professors: C.C. Brookins, S.A. Lane, P.F. Horan, M.E. Haskett, KW. Klein, S.B. Pond, A.C. Shulte. MA. Wilson;Adjunct Associate Professors: B.H. Beith, B.A. Braddy-Buirus, BF. Corder; Associate Professors Emeriti: J.L. Cole, R.F. Rawls;Clinical Assistant Professors: M.Y. Bingham, P.W. Collins; Assistant Professors: DJ. Bauer, SB. Craig, CB. Mayhorn, R. Mitchell;Adjunct Assistant Professors: J.W. Fleenor, C.L. Kronberg, CE. Lorenz, S.N. Palmer. B.H. Rogers; Associate Members oftheFaculty: CD. Korte (Interdisciplinary Studies), R.G. Pearson (Industrial Engineering), J.L. Wasik (Statistics).
Psychology is one ofthe basic majors in liberal arts and sciences. Psychologists use the methodology of science to study humanbehavior and experience. A bachelor’s degree in psychology forms an excellent foundation for careers in business and government,as well as enhancing life skills such as parenting and human social interaction. Students can also use this degree as an entry intofurther education leading to an advanced degree in applied or experimental psychology, or to such fields as law, medicine, business orsocial work.
There are two programs for undergraduate majors in psychology: The General Option (PSY) and Human Resources Dex elopment(HRD). Each emphasizes different aspects of psychology. Separate descriptions ofthese programs are included in the next section.
Honors Programs
Honors tracks reside within the General Option and the Human Resource Option. The goals ofthe programs are to provide acurriculum that will expose the most talented majors to a more rigorous set of courses both within and outside ofpsychology than isrequired of standard undergraduate tracks and to provide them some pre-graduate school experiences. In addition, the programprovides Honors students a close working relationship with individual faculty in research and data collection. By these means,Honors students develop transcript records attractive to graduate schools and are formally recognized for their superior achievement.To be eligible for admission, students must complete a minimum of45 semester hours of course work (at least 15 at NC State) andhave a grade point average of3.25 or better. Additional details as to admission and requirements are available from the PsychologyDepartment.
All undergraduate majors are members ofthe Psychology Club, which provides a number of enrichment activities, includingsponsorship ofthe Carolinas Psychology Conference. One ofthe largest undergraduate conferences in the United States, it is heldannually in cooperation with Meredith College and other Cooperating Raleigh Colleges. There is also an active chapter of Psi Chi,the national psychology honor society, which provides enrichment to the program.
Curriculum in Psychology — General Option
The General Option is oriented toward the student who wants a broad understanding ofthe types ofproblems vs ith which psychologyis concerned and the ways in which psychologists approach and attempt to solve these problems. Curriculum requirements in theGeneral Option are sufficiently flexible for students to concentrate, ifthey wish, in another area ofstudy as well as psychology, andthereby prepare themselves for a variety of careers or professional programs. By wise choice of elective courses, a student canprepare for medical, legal, business, or education graduate training, while at the same time acquire a basic background in the socialscrences.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wwwncsuedu reg records curricula
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Minor in Cognitixe Science
The Departments of Psychology and Philosophy and Religion offer an interdisciplinary minor in cognitive science. The minorpr0\ ides a general introduction to contemporary interdisciplinary research within the framework ofthe “computer model” mind, andoffers the student the opportunity for in depth study ol‘selected topics ot‘such as the nature ofhuman information processing, and theacquisition and use of machine intelligence.
To complete the minor. 15 hours are required, distributed as t‘ollovx s: PSY 420 (Cognitixe Processes); PSY 340 (Ergonomics) or PSY7-1-1 (1 luman lnlormation Processing); P1 11 331 (Philosophy ol‘Language): Plll 332 (Philosophy of Psychology); PHI/PSY 425/525(introduction to Cognitive Science).
Minor in Psychology
The Psychology Department offers a minor in psychology to majors in any field except p3) chology. To complete the minor, eighteenhours ol‘courses are required. six of these hours in the basic science of psychology. and nine in the applied aspects of psychology.PSY 200 is a required prerequisite. All must be passed with a grade ol“‘C” or better.
Human Resource Development
The Human Resource Development (llRD) Option is designed to pr0\ ide a ground“ ork of skills and experience for students who\\ ish to enter human sen ice careers with a B.A. degree. With appropriate curriculum modifications, the program can also provide asound background for students \\ ho wish to go into advanced degree programs in psychology. management, personnel, social work.counseling. guidance. education. and other areas. Students interested in graduate school should confer with their advisers in order toplan an appropriate course ofstudy.
The llRD Option focuses on enabling students to gain direct experience in the areas in \Ahich they would like to work. HRD studentsde\ ote a semester to learning principles and skills related to \\ orking \\ ith human problems. and subsequently each HRD studentspends a semester \\ orking part—time or full-time in ajob related to his her on n area ofinterest. The HRD Option accepts a maximumof20 students each year. Interested students already in the general option can apply for admissions to HRD during the SpringSemester of their sophomore orjunior year. Further information about the HRD option is available through the PsychologyDepartment office.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: uwwncsucdu reg records curricula
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK
1911 Building. Room 231phone: (919)515-2492
J. Pennell. HeadC. E. Waites. Assistant HeadL. Williams. Director of Field Education
Professor: J. Pennell; Associate Professor: C.E. Waites; Assistant Professor: N. Ames. J. Taliaferro; Lecturer: LR. Williams
The Department of Social Work is fully accredited by the Council on Social Work Education and offers the Bachelor of Social Work(B.S.W.) degree. Students complete a curriculum based on the liberal ans that incorporates a professional foundation, including socialwork practice. human behavior and diversity. community social serx ices. social policy. and research methods. Optional courses offeropportunities to study in depth \ arious social work practice areas such as child “elfare. health care, substance. abuse, AfricanAmerican families. and school social w ork. Students will complete preprofessional placements and a 480 hour field placement in asocial service setting. A minor in Social Work is available.
The purpose ofthe Department ofSocial Work is to prepare students for entry—level professional practice in social work or foradvanced graduate-level academic work. The cun'iculum is a liberal arts base that includes English, literature, history, naturalscience, math. foreign language, philosophy, social sciences, physical education. and free electives. Forty-six hours of core socialwork courses, 3 hours of social work electives, and 3 hours ofstatistics complete the 122 hour graduation requirement. Enrollment inpractice and field classes is limited to social work majors, and no credit towards the social work degree is given for student lifeexperiences.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Opportunities
Social work is an exciting, challenging. and dynamic profession. No matter what the political climate or the changing nature ofpersonal or social need, social workers will be in demand. Social workers are employed in a variety of settings which include healthcare, mental health, services to the aging, child welfare, public welfare, substance abuse, public schools, developmental disabilities,and many other public and private settings. In each ofthese areas there is recognition for professional preparation, and the B.S.W.graduate will be prepared to embark upon a career in his or her chosen field. All states, including North Carolina, have licensing orcertification procedures for social work practice. Graduation from the Department of Social Work makes the student eligible for suchlicensing or certification.
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Minor in Social Work
The minor is designed to familiarize students with the social serx ice system, major social welfare programs, and elements oftheprofeSSion of soc1a1 work. The student takes four required courses and selects one additional courses from electi\ e offerings. whichrepresent the contribution of profeSSional soc1a1 work in a number of settings.
Student Organizations
Student Social WorkAssociation (SSWA) is open to all social work majors and provides an opportunity for students to socializeand become in) olved in the profess1ona1 community outside the school through a wide variety of campus and community acti\ itiesand aids in maintaining a sense ofunity and purpose among the students.
Student Association of Black Social Workers (SABSW) provides students Vt ith peer support. a chance to socialize \\ ith other socialwork majors, to process educational material, and examine how the curriculum fits the needs of African American social work majorsand social work agencies in the community.
Phi Alpha Honor Society is national honor society for social work students. A student is eligible for membership after achievingnational and local chapter reqUirements which include having sophomore status, achieving a 3.0 overall grade point a\ erage and a3.25 grade pomt average in required soc1a1 Vs ork courses, and completing 9 hours of social \\ ork courses.
Student Organization of Christian Social Workers provides students \\ ith the oppominity to glorify God through the profession ofsocial work and to learn how, as Christians, to work in the field of social work. The organization promotes the open discussion ofpotential ethical dilemmas that may arise when Christian and secular viewpoints conflict.
Matriculation into the Professional Degree Program
The social work faculty is committed to helping all entering students evaluate career goals and objectives to ensure that the studentsmeet minimum academic standards; have goals and objectives compatible vs ith the major; and know specifically what the professionof social work is in terms ofits philosophy. value base, and fields of practice. The admissions procedure is intended to strengthen thestudent’s certainty regarding career choice and to enhance the student’s focus and sense of purpose in curriculum planning. Specificcomponents of the admissions procedure include: completion with a grade of B- or better of SW 201and 290: participation in anorientation session; completion of the application for matriculation; and a personal interview with the Department Student ReviewCommittee. The department is committed to assuring that adequate resources and suppOit services are a\ ailable to meet theeducational needs of students; therefore. admission decisions will be made twice a year on a space-available basis “1111111 anestablished facultyzstudent ratio. The Department of Social Work Student Handbook spells out further details ofthis procedure. aswell as other elements ofthe department.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
1911 Building, Room 301phone: (919)515-3180
W. B. Clifford, HeadP. L. McCall, Associate HeadD. A. Curran, Undergraduate AdministratorD. T. Tomaskovic-Devey, Director of Graduate ProgramsS. C. Lilley, Department Extension Leader
Sociology Teaching, Research and Extension Staff: Goodnight Glaxo Wellcomc Endowed Professor: CR. Tittle: William NealReynolds Professor: R.C. Wimberley; Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor: M.D. Schulman; Alumni DistinguishedUndergraduate Professor: L.R. Della Fave; Professors: V.M. Aldige. W.B. Clifford, TJ. Hoban, J.C. Leiter. P.L. McCall, R.L.Moxley, B.J. Risman, D.T. Tomaskovic Devey, E.M.Woodrum, M.A. Zahn, M.T. Zingi'aff: Professors Emeriti: LN. Collins, E.M.Crawford, TN. Hobgood Jr., LB. Otto, M.M. Sawhney, M.E. Voland. TN. Young; Associate Professors: MP. Atkins, RF. Czaja,R.L. Engen, TN. Greenstein, S.C. Lilley, ML. Schwalbe, W.R. Smith, M.E. Thomas, M.S. Thompson, RJ. Thomson, K.M. Troost;Associate Professors Emeriti: R.C. Brisson. SK. Garber, P.P. Thompson; Assistant Professor: S.M. DeCoster: Assistant ProfessorsEmeriti: C.G. Dawson; Associate Member of the Faculty: R.D. Mustian (Agricultural and E\tension Education), J.R. Thigpen (SeaGrant); Adjunct Professor: A. Thompson (North Carolina A&T State Unhersity); Adjunct Associate Professor: C.R. Zimmer (UNCChapel Hill).
Anthropology Teaching and Research Faculty: Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: /\.L. Schiller: AssociateProfessors: TM. Wallace; Associate Professors Emeriti: G.S. Nickerson, .I.G. Peck, 1. R0\ ner, M.L. Walck: Assistant Professors: D.T.Case, R.S. Ellovich, S.M. Fitzpatrick, J.K. Jacka, A.H. Ross.
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology offers introductory and advanced courses in sociology and anthropology coveringthe major subfields ofthe two disciplines. it also offers supervised fieldwork and practical evperienees required for certain curriculain the department.
Aims ofthe departmental offerings are to provide majors with academic background and experience useful for many careers ingovernment and industry or for pursuing advanced academic work (for a description ofthe graduate degrees offered by thedepartment, see the Graduate Catalog) and to provide service courses to other students.
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fhc department.jointly administered by the Colleges of l lumanities and Social Sciences and Agriculture and Life Sciences, offersso en undergraduate curricula. The live curricula administered by the College of l lumanities and Social Sciences are Bachelor ofArts in Sociology. Bachelor ofArts in Criminology, Bachelor ofArts in Sociology with Social Studies Teacher Education Option,Bachelor ol‘Arts in General Anthropology. and Bachelor ofArts in Applied Anthropology.
Honors Program
In this program. outstanding majors pursue an individual program ot‘study involving close working relations with departmentalfaculty. T\\cl\ e credit hours of honors courses w ill allovr students to enhance their expertise in sociology and anthropology. Honorscourses combine nine hours ofcredit in regular and independent study classes with a three credit honors thesis done in consultation\\ ith a faculty honors ad\ iser.
To be admitted. students must have earned I2 hours in their major and have a 3.25 overall GPA and a 3.25 in the major. To graduate\\ ith Sociology Anthropology llonors, the student must haye a 3.25 GPA overall and in the major. Successful completion 0ftheprogram is noted on the student‘s transcript diploma and at commencement.
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology
Sociology studies the beha\ ior and interaction of people as they operate in society. The groups that people form such as families,peers. ethnic groups. and social classes are im estigated. The follo“ ing departmental requirements must be met by all studentsmajoring in sociology: A minimum of31 hours in the major field including SOC 300; theory. SOC 400 or 40]; at least three but nomore than six credit hours 01200 lexel sociology courses; at least 15 credit hours of400 level or above sociology courses includingSOC 400 or SOC 401. Additional electi\cs in sociology may be at the 300 level or abox e. ST 3 ll is also required.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ailab|e online: \v\i\\.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Major in Sociology with Social Studies Teacher Education OptionThis curriculum prepares the student for state certification in social studies in the secondary school system (125 hours required forgraduation). The inclusion ofa professional semester v» ith practice teaching and the need for a broad base in the social sciencesmakes this a comparath ely demanding program. Courses in education and psychology are taken beginning in the sophomore year inpreparation for the teaching experience. The student learns the basic concepts of anthropology. geography. history, and politicalscience. as \\ ell as sociology.
Specific curriculum requirements are mailable online: w“ wncsuedu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology
The major introduces students to anthropology with basic and advanced offerings in the subdisciplines ofthe field. The comparativenature ofanthropology is reflected by courses based in a variety of geographical areas. Theory and methods courses are required. Aninternship is required for the applied concentration.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: \\ ww.nesu.edu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Arts in Criminology
The Criminology degree seeks to develop a professional orientation that will be relevant both to occupational goals and participationas a citizen in community affairs. Courses provide‘a general background in the causes of crime and the agencies of criminal justice.More specific areas covered deal with deviance,juvenile delinquency, the court system. correctional facilities, and the like, includingfield placement in an agency ofthe criminal justice system.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Minor in Anthropology
A minor in Anthropology focuses on the comparative study of human beings. with emphasis on biology and behavior. A flexibleselection ofcourses (15 credit hours) includes offerings from anthropological subdisciplines such as cultural anthropology, physicalanthropology, archaeology, and linguistics.
Minor in Criminology
The criminology minor emphasizes criminological theory and research. The minor is grounded in sociological theory and methodsand allows students flexibility in the choice of specralized criminological study such as juvenile delinquency. sociology oflaw.formal institutions of social control. community and crime, and data analysrs in criminology, ideology and social justice.
Minor in Sociology
This minor emphasizes sociological theory and research with substantive applications. The minor builds on theory and methodologyand allows students flexibility in the choice of sub-specialties such as stratification. race and ethnic relations, agriculture,development, Vl ork and organization, or the family.
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College of Management
The mission ofthe ( ollege ol‘Management is to prov 1th the citi/ens ofNorth Carolina high quality education in accounting. businessmanagement and economics; to produce distinguished research and publications: and to provide high quality executive education andoutreach programs. The college‘s undergraduate and graduate degree programs are the core of its mission and are distinguished bytheir cvcellence and their emphasis on the management of technology and thos ‘ aspects of management that interface with the othertechnical and professional disciplines at North Carolina State Uni\ ersity.
Vision
The College of Management will be recogni/ed for excellence in management education. for its emphasis on the management oftechnology and for its unique dual—degree and cross disciplinary programs \\ ith other colleges at North Carolina State UniverSIty..
About the College
The College of Management offers a variety ofcurrieula that prepare graduates to become leaders in a global business environment.Students may prepare for careers in fields such as accounting. information technology. financial management. supply chainmanagement. marketing. sales. economic anal) sis. human resource management. management information systems.entrepreneurship. and general management. Opportunities for employment include corporations. consulting and public accountingfirms. gov ermncnt agencies. and non—profit organi/ations. l\lan_v graduate pursue advanced studies in lavv, professional accounting.economics and business administration.
The curricula provide all students vv ith a broad liberal arts background combined vv ith a strong concentration in accounting. business.and economics. Communication skills and computer usage are stressed throughout the course work. The college faculty are dedicatedto e\cellence in teaching and research. An outstanding faculty combined with innov ativ e curricula provide students with theopportunity to acquire the basic k'novv ledge and management skills necessary to become leaders in the business vv orld. Many coursesare offered in the evening as vv ell as the day and provide part time education opportunities to employed adults.
The three departments in the college. Accounting. Business Management. and Economics. graduate more than 500 students annually.Four undergraduate degree programs are offered: BS. in Accounting. BS. in Business Management. and BA. and BS. inEconomics. The accounting and business management degrees are professionally oriented while the economics degrees are bothliberal arts degrees. Nevv freshmen and transfer students with fevv er than 40 hours ofcollege credit may enter an Undeclared Major inthe college. After completing 40 credit hours. students in the undeclared major enter a degree program. Graduate degrees offeredinclude: Master ofAccounting. Vlaster of Economies. Master of Business Administration. and PhD. in Economics,
The College of Management‘s programs in business management and accounting hav e earned accreditation by AACSBInternational The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Accreditation brings the college into the select ranks ofthe best business and management schools internationally and adds value to the degrees students earn from the college.
The Alexander Hamilton Scholars Program is a dual degree program sponsoredjointly by the College ofManagement and theCollege ofHumanities and Social Sciences at \Jorth Carolina State Univ ersity The program is designed for undergraduate studentswishing to complement a management degree vv ith a strong emphasis on international studies. For further information, contact Dr.John Dutton. program Co-Director at 515-6948.
Academic Minors
Academic minors for students in other majors are offered in accounting. business management. and economics. Students should beaware that it 15 currently very drttrcult to earn a minor in busrness management. For more information. please see the followingaddress: \v\vvv.mgt.ncsu.edu academic bsbusmgthtml.
Student Activities
There are two honor societies: Beta Gamma Sigma for accounting and business management majors and Omicron Delta Epsilon foreconomics majors. Students also have the opportunity tojoin many management related organizations including the AccountingSociety. Alpha Kappa Psi (professional business fraternity). Ambassadors Club. American Advertising Federation. College ofManagement Student Advisory Board. Economics Society. Entrepreneurs Club. Ethics Society. Institute of ManagementAccountants. National Association of Black Accountants. Pre-Lavv Student Association. Society of African-American CorporateLeaders. and the Society for Human Resource Management. These organizations sponsor social events and hold regular meetingswhere business leaders discuss current issues and provide career advice.
Facilities
Nelson Hall. the home ofthe College of Management. was nevv 1y renov ated in 2000. A large computing lab in Nelson Hall providesstudents access to multimedia personal computers served by a local area network and linked to the Internet. All ofthe college‘sprimary classrooms are equipped for multimedia presentations.
Student Services
The College of Management prov ides comprehensiv e academic advising services to undergraduate students. Nevv freshmen and off-campus transfer students are assigned to specrahzed adv tsers. All students have access to a faculty adviser and the college’sprofessional advising stafflocated 1n the Acadernrc AtTairs Office. Nelson Hall.
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Scholarships
In addition to university-wide awards, the college has several scholarships for College of Management majors, primarily for enteringfreshmen. The college contacts all freshmen applicants for admission who may be eligible for scholarships. Upperclassmen areencouraged to contact thelr department, as well as the University Financial Aid office for more information on availability.
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING
Nelson Hallphone: (919)515-2256
F. A. Buckless, Head
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: K.A. Krawczyk, R.L. Peace; KPMG Professor: F.A. Buckless; Professors: J.W.Bartley, A.Y. Chen, R.L. Peace, PF. Williams; Associate Professors: M.S. Beasley, B.C. Branson, D.P. Pagach, L.M. Wright, G].Zuckerman; Assistant Professors: M. Bradford, J.F. Brazel, JG. Jenkins, K.R. Nunez; Lecturers: ER. Carraway, J.W. Giles, H.O.Griffin, W.A. Koole, R.E. Thomas.
The accounting program provides education and training to individuals who will pursue careers as professional accountants inbusiness, government, and industry. The Department of Accounting currently offers a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting. Thedegree requires the student to specialize in one ofthree concentrations: Information Systems, Financial Analysis or Managerial. Inorder to meet the demands of employment markets for more high skilled accounting professionals and respond to the AmericanInstitute of Certified Public Accountants’ mandated ISO-hour education requirement, the Department of Accounting also offers agraduate Master of Accounting (MAC) degree program.
The Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting consists ofa broad foundation in humanities, social science, science and mathematics;a comprehensive business core; a comprehensive accounting core; and a concentration in a functional accounting area. Studentsdevelop strong communication and team skills. Many courses prepare students to use information technology to solve accounting andbusiness problems.
Opportunities
Accounting systems and the accountants who maintain them are absolutely essential to the functioning of business enterprises of alltypes and sizes, to government at all levels; and to nonprofit organizations. Many career opportunities are available to accountinggraduates. Starting salaries are among the highest of all university graduates, and potential earnings over a lifetime are excellent.
The accounting profession is organized into three major employment groups:
' approximately 60 percent of accountants are employed in business entities;
- another 10 percent work in non-business entities
- about 30 percent are in public practice.
Public accountants offer auditing tax preparation and planning and management consulting to individuals, businesses, and otherorganizations on a fee basis. Management or industrial accountants design financial and cost accounting systems and provide theircompanies with financial management, financial analysis, planning and budgeting, product costing, and operational auditing.Governmental units and other not-for-profit entities have informational needs similar to private businesses. Accountants employed bysuch entities perform many ofthe same functions. Accountants in some governmental agencies, such as the SEC, IRS, and FBI, servethe dual function ofauditing and law enforcement. Certified public accountants (CPAs), certified management accountants (CMAs),certified internal auditors (CIAs), and certified cost analysts (CCAs) are individuals who, like doctors, dentists, and lawyers, arelicensed to practice their profession. Such certifications are granted to those accountants who pass a qualifying examination and meetcertain accounting experience and educational requirements.
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Honors Prog ‘am
The Accounting Honors Program is designed for academically talented and highly motivated students seeking a richer educationalexperience. Students can expand their understanding ol‘accounting‘s role in society and to investigate accounting problems andissues in greater depth. The instructional environment gives students opportunities to dcxelop critical thinking, problem—solving. andcommunication skills. Students will be better prepared for entry into graduate programs and employment possibilities.
Admission RequirementsCompletion ol‘30 hours ol‘course work at NC State w ith at least a 3.25 0\ erall GPA.
Graduation Requirements for HonorsStudents must achicye at least a 3.25 overall GPA and at least a 3.25 GPA in all honors courses completed.
llonors Coursework:- l2 credit hours of honors course \\ ork' minimum required. The 12 hours ofhonors course work must contain courses from at least

two ol‘the follow ing categories: Special courses. advanced courses. and independent study.
- In their senior year. all honors students must take either a regularly scheduled honors section ofACC 490 or a faculty-initiated

honors option in ACC 490. ACC 490 \\ ill include a major project and or a small group tutorial that meets the Honors Program
requirement for “independent study.”

Remaining 9 hours credit must be selected from among the following categories:1. llonors sections of any 300— or 400—level ACC courses
Student or l‘acultv initiated honors options in any 300 or 400 lm el ACC course
Honors credit through honors section. student initiated honors option. or faculty initiated honors option in any EC or BUS
course (no more than 3 credit hours from EC or BUS courses may count to“ ards the remaining 9 credit hours.)
Ad\ anced courses: 500—level MAC courses taken as elective courses or as substitutes for 300- or 400—level courses, subject
to apprm al by the Honors Program Director.

2.q.3

Curriculum and Degree Requirements
All Accounting majors are subject to a departmental residency requirement that they complete a minimum of 30 credit hours ofcourse work at NC State after being formally admitted to the BS. degree program in Accounting (or the BS. in BusinessManagement). In addition. Accounting majors must complete at least 30 hours of major courses and at least six ofthe followingcourses in residency at NC State: ACC 310. 31 l. 320. 330. 410. 450. and 490. A “General Policies“ statement for all College ofManagement majors is available in Nelson Hall. It serves as an addendum to the curriculum requirements and describes GPArequirements for graduation. residency requirements. suspension policy. required grades in specific courses. course repeat policy. etc.
Minor
The accounting minor is offered to students interested in gaining a basic knowledge of accounting and an understanding of howaccounting information is used to make rational decrsrons by 1nd1\ rduals. businesses. and society. The minor required 15 hours ofaccounting courses an includes an introduction to financral. managerial. and tax accounting.
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Nelson Hallphone: (919)515-5567
S. H. Barr. Department HeadP. J. Bostic. Director ol‘M.B.A. Program
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: J.P. Huggard. C.B. Kimbrough; Professors: SG. Allen, S. Barr. R.L. Clark. R.A.Handfield. C.P. Jones. M. Montoya Weiss. M.A. Rappa; Associate Professors: L. Aiman-Smith. D.L. Baumer. CC. Bozarth. SN.Chapman. K.S. Da\ is. J.C. Dutton. SK. Markham. J.K. MeCreery. K. Mitchell. P. Mulvey. A. Padilla. J.C. Poindexter. Jr.. J. Powell,B.B. Tyler. G. Voss, G. Young; Assistant Professors: R. Bergey. J. Blackhurst. J.B. Earp. D. Henard. L. Lundstrum. K. Malkewitz. A.McFadyen. S. Moon. PC. Payton. SE. Scullen. D. Sirdeshmukh. M. Walker. R. Wan‘. D. Warsing; Lecturers: J.P. Huggard. PG.Palin. J. Powell. W. Sloan; Associate Members ofthe Faculty: A. Kingon. M.E. Kurz.
The Department of Business Management offers a Bachelor ofScience degree in business management that prepares students forcareers in business. government, or nonprofit organizations and for graduate study in business. law. and related fields. The curriculumoffers a broad professional education with a specialization in a business field such as finance. human resources. marketing.management information systems. and operations supply chain management. Career opportunities are available in areas such asretailing. banking and financial services. high tech manufacturing. transportation. consulting. and government agencies.
The Bachelor of Science degree in business management consists ofa broad foundation of humanities. social science. sciences. andmathematics; comprehensh e business courses; and a concentration in a functional business area. The program emphasizesmanagement in a highly competitive global economy. Students develop strong communication skills and learn to work in teams.Many courses prepare students to use information technology and computers to solve real business problems. Required courses in the
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major include topics such as: accounting, business strategy, communications, economics, finance, information technology, legalenv1ronment of busmess, marketing, operations management, organizational behavior, and quantitative methods. Businessmanagement students also complete a four course business concentration.
Curriculum and Degree Requirements
All Business Management majors are subject to a departmental residency requirement that they complete a minimum of 30 credithours of course work at NC State after being formally admitted to the BS. degree program in Business Management (or the BS. inAccounting). In addition. Business Management majors must complete at least 30 credit hours ofthe major course requirements ofthe degree while in residency at NC State. A “General Policies" statement for all College of Management majors is available inNelson Hall. It serves as an addendum to the curriculum requirements and describes GPA requirements for graduation, residencyrequirements, suspension policy, required grades in specific courses, course repeat policy, etc.
Specific curriculum requirements are ax ailable online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Honors Program
This is open to academically talented and highly motivated students seeking a more thorough preparation for future careers inbusiness. Students are exposed to a richer set of business problems taught in smaller classes by distinguished faculty. Opportunitiesare provided for students to develop critical thinking, problem solving. and communication skills. Students w ill be better prepared forentry into graduate programs and attracti\ e employment possibilities.
Admission RequirementsCompletion of 30 hours of course work at NC State with at least a 3.25 overall GPA.
Graduation Requirements for HonorsCompletion of 12 credit hours of honors course work and achie\ ement of at least a 3.25 ox erall GPA and at least a 3.25 GPA in allhonors courses completed.
Honors Coursework' 12 Cred1t hours minimum ofhonors work is required. The 12 hours ofhonors course work must contain courses from at least two

ofthe following categories: Special courses, advanced courses. and independent study
In their senior year, all honors students must take either a regularly scheduled honors section of BUS 480, Business policy and
Strategy or a faculty initiated Honors option in BUS 480. The honors BUS 480 \\ ill include a major project and or a small group
tutorial that meets the Honors Program requirement for “independent study."

Nine (9) Credit hours of honors course work must be selected from the following categories:Honors sections of 300 or 400-level BUS courses (special courses).
2. Faculty initiated honors options in 400-level BUS concentration courses (special courses).
3. Subject to approval ofthe Honors Program Director. SOO—level MBA (daytime) courses taken as substitutes for required

courses or electives (advanced courses).
4. Maximum of one honors section (3 credit hours) in any 300— or 400-level ACC or EC course (special course).

Minor in Business Management
The Department ofBusiness Management offers a minor in Business Management to undergraduates other than those majoring in theBS. degree in Accounting (ACC). Students majoring in Textile and Apparel Management (TXM) or Agricultural BusinessManagement (ABM) must meet the standard course requirements for the Business Management Minor including at least threecourses (9 credit hours) that are not required courses for their major (or part ofa list ofalternative courses that meet a majorrequirement). Students should be aware that it is currently very difficult to earn a minor in business management. Also, changes to thebusiness management minor are pending. For more information please see the following address: Vl \\ w.mgt.ncsu.edu academicbsbusmgthtml.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
328 Nelson Hallphone: (919)515 3274
P. Pearce, HeadD. J. Flath, Director ofGraduate Programs
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: D.N. Hyman, J.S. Lapp, M.B. McElroy; Professors: S.G. Allen, R.L. Clark, L./\.Craig, E.W. Erickson, T.J. Grennes, A.R. llall, M. Holt, D.M. Holthausen, C.R. Knoeber, J.S. Lapp, S.E. Margolis, RB. Palmquist,D.K. Pearce, JJ. Seater, W.N. Thurman, WJ. Wessels; Associate Professors: D.S. Ball, A.E. Headen, CM. New mark, T.C.Tsoulouhas; Assistant Professors: A. Chanda, D. Pelletier; Associate Member ofthe Faculty: D.A. Hickey (Statistics).
The Department of Economics offers Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor ol‘Science degrees in Economics. An undergraduate program ineconomics prepares a student for careers in business or government as well as for graduate and professronal schools. Economics
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students can develop their understanding of economic issues in a variety ofareas, including financial institutions, international tradeand finance, labor and industrial relations, health care economics, industrial organization environmental and natural resourceeconomics, public finance, and economic history. An economics degree is attractive to employers because it provides a rigorousanalytical training with a broad understanding ot‘the workings ofthe economic system. Its flexibility also allows students to tailortheir education to specific interests and career goals. An undergraduate degree in economics has long served as the foundation foradvanced professional degrees in business and law, as well as for graduate study in economics.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Economics is designed for academically talented and motivated students who desire a richer educationalexperience than offered in regular courses. The primary goal ofthis program is to help students develop the ability to apply economicanalysis to issues involving choice at the individual, household. firm and government level. Admission to the program requiresjuniorstanding, completion ot‘at least 30 hours at NC State with a 3.0 GPA, and grades ofB or better in EC 301, and 302. To graduate withhonors in economics. a student must have at least a 3.25 overall GPA and 3.25 or better in all economics courses taken at NC State. Inaddition, the student must take the Honors Seminar (EC 490H) and at least two ofthe following honors sections of EC 301, EC 302,faculty-initiated Honors Option EC courses, or ECG courses.
Curricula
The Bachelor of Arts in economics is a broad and flexible program of study. The major course work for the Bachelor of Arts ineconomics includes 9 semester hours of economic theory and 15 hours of mathematics, statistics, and computer science. In addition,students study at least 18 semester hours of advanced. applied economics. The program provides for substantial flexibility so thatstudents, in consultation with their faculty advisers, may tailor their studies to their particular interests and long-term objectives.
The Bachelor of Science in economics puts particular emphasis on training in analytical methods in economics. It differs from theBachelor of Arts by having less emphasis on the liberal arts and greater emphasis on courses in mathematics, science, and statistics.A “General Policies“ statement for all College of Management majors is available in Nelson Hall. It serves as an addendum to thecurriculum requirements and describes GPA requirements for graduation, residency requirements, suspension policy, required gradesin specific courses, course repeat policy, etc.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaCurriculum in Economics, Bachelor ofArtsCurriculum in Economics, Bachelor ofScience
Minor in Economics
Open to all undergraduate majors outside the Department of Economics, the minor in economics is designed to give students a basicunderstanding of economic analysis and involve them in applied work in one or more fields of economics. The minor in economics isan excellent complement to many majors within the university, including political science, statistics, business, accounting, andengineering. To complete the minor in economics, students must take EC 205 (or EC 201 ), EC 301, EC 302, and two additionaleconomics courses at the 300 level or higher for total of 15 semester hours. Please contact the Academic Affairs office in Nelson Hallfor specific information about admission and other requirements.
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College of Natural Resources
The mission ofthe College of Natural Resources is to improvethe use and stewardship of renewable natural resources. We seekto strengthen natural resource management, enhanceenvironmental quality, increase productivity of forest enterprises,expand recreation and tourism opportunities, and encouragesound regional economic development. To these ends, weprovide superior professional education, discover newknowledge, and disseminate credible and timely information.
The success of our students is our top priority and isaccomplished through an unwavering commitment to excellencefrom all individuals involved in the educational enterprise. TheCollege of Natural Resources is a place where the physical,biological and social sciences intersect. The interaction ofdisciplines, all ofwhich are dependent upon the natural resourcesbase, makes the College ofNatural Resources 3 dynamic,diverse, and exciting place to study and to work. Our goal is toprovide educational programs, facilities, and services for apopulation of students, faculty, and staff that reflect the diversityin culture of our state, our country, and our world. In our College

diversity is characterized in many ways, such as the geographic origin, age, gender, ethnic background, the career paths ofourstudents, and the professional disciplines of our faculty. Faculty, staff, administrators, and students come from the northern, southern,eastern, and western parts ofthe United States and from many nations including: Australia, Canada, the Czech Republic, China,Egypt, India, Iran, and the Philippines.
The College of Natural Resources offers students professional and technical curricula that emphasize finding solutions to real worldproblems. Our College consists of students and professionals dedicated to the highest achievement in science-based global foreststewardship, research and development of forest products that raise the standard of living for all people, and recreation that enrichessocieties and cultures through responsible enjoyment of our natural resources. Although interrelated, the three academic departments-- Forestry; Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management; and Wood and Paper Science-- draw faculty and students with very differentcareer aspirations. The common thread is the sustainable and wise use ofthe world's natural resources.
Students within the College of Natural Resources find an intellectually challenging environment and an educational community thatis conducive to learning. With the increasing diversity and size ofthe college's population, our goal of raising the standard oflivingfor all people becomes a realistic and inspiring goal.
Degree Programs
The College of Natural Resources offers programs of study leading to baccalaureate and graduate degrees in the management and useof natural resources, and also offers courses in these areas to students in other colleges. Eight professional curricula are administeredin the college through its Departments of Forestry; Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management; and Wood and Paper Science, andtwo additional curricula are offered through shared programs in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences and Environmental Technology withthe College ongriculture and Life Sciences. These programs provide a broad education in the biological, physical, and socialsciences as well as a sound cultural and professional background. Baccalaureate degrees prepare students for careers in the fields offisheries and wildlife management; forest management; natural resources assessment and management; environmental monitoringand testing; parks, recreation and tourism management; professional golf management; paper science and engineering; environmentalscience-watershed hydrology; and wood products.
Graduate degrees offered include Master of Science, Master of Forestry, Master of Natural Resources Administration, Master ofWood and Paper Science, Masters of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management, and the Doctor of Philosophy. Graduate degreeprograms may be tailored to a variety of specialized and interdisciplinary topics related to the teaching and research activities of thecollege. In addition, a graduate certificate in Graphical lnforrnation Systems is available to NC State students who wish to developrecognized academic credentials in the GIS area. Applicants should consult the Graduate Catalog for additional information aboutthese programs.
Student Activities
Each department in the college has a student curriculum club and/0r student chapter of the appropriate national professionalorganization. All of these organizations provide opportunities for professional development, for interaction with faculty and otherstudents, and for participation in local, regional, and national student and professional activities. Student representatives from eachorganization and curriculum serve on the College of Natural Resources Council. The Council provides overall coordination forstudent activities, allocates funds for student activities, and oversees production ofthe Pinetum, the College ofNatural Resources.student yearbook.
Facilities and Laboratories
In addition to standard classrooms and teaching laboratories, the College of Natural Resources has a unique complex of indoor andfield facilities that are utilized in the academic programs. Computer facilities include a general computer lab, two labs withcomputers and workstations for applications in geographic information systems and remote sensing, and access to the universitycomputer network. Also available are several different analytical and biotechnology facilities, a photo interpretation lab, an extensive
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herbariurn, and a wood sample collection. Facilities for field instruction and projects include 80,000 acres in the forest: the HofmannForest on the Coastal Plain; the Hill, Schenck, Hope Valley and Goodwin Forests in the Piedmont; and the Slocum summer camp atthe Hill Forest in Durham county. Specialized pilot plant laboratories unique to wood and paper science are contained in the HodgesWood Products Laboratory and the Reuben B. Robertson Pulp and Paper Laboratory. Equipment in the Hodges Laboratory includescomputer controlled woodworking machinery, dry kilns, veneer lathe and numerous other items required to convert wood intoproducts. The Robertson Laboratory is a 50,000 sq. ft. facility, which contains laboratories and modern pulping and paper makingequipment dedicated to teaching and research activities. Examples of equipment are secondary frber recycling equipment, a therrno—mechanical pulping unit, a pilot—scale paper machine, process control equipment, paper testing laboratory, and pulping digesters.
Field of Instruction and Work Experience
All curricula in the college have strong components of hands—on field and laboratory instruction and experience, and all either requireor strongly recommend voluntary on-the-job work experience, All students are required to complete the equivalent ofone or more ofthe following summer activities: camp, internship, practicum, and work experience. The Forest Management and Fisheries andWildlife curricula both have required summer camps. Undergraduates enrolled in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Managementcomplete a 9-week internship immediately following the completion ofthejunior year. All Paper Science majors complete a 12 weekinternship in an industrial setting approved by the college. Wood Products students attend a summer practicum following thefreshman year and are required to complete a summer internship in the industry. Students in all curricula may also participate insummerjobs and the cooperative education program to gain work experience.
Local field trips are a regular part of many courses. Additional field instruction and scheduled trips to representative industries andagencies are frequently required as part of regular class assignments.
Honors and Scholars Programs
The College ofNatural Resources participates in the University Honors Program, the Unix ersity Scholars Program, and the Womenin Science and Engineering (WISE) Program in which exceptional nevs students (freshman or transfer) are selected for specialcourses and activities that provide an expanded educational experience.
The College ofNatural Resources also offers a disciplinary honors program \x hich offers the opportunity for advanced students withoutstanding records to enhance the depth of study in their major field. Students with an overall GPA of3.0 or better and a major GPAof3.25 or better are invited to participate in the Honor‘s Program. Students must have at least 40 hours of credit. Honors studentsdevelop more rigorous programs of study, frequently taking advanced courses in mathematics, science, or social science, or graduatecourses in the chosen curriculum. With the adviser's consent honors students may substitute preferred courses for normally requiredcourses in order to develop strength in special interest areas. Honors students are required to undertake a program of independentstudy, which can involve a research problem or special project during theirjunior or senior year, and they must participate in thesenior honors seminar.
Two honor societies in the College ofNatural Resources promote and recognize academic excellence: Xi Sigma Pi (for all majorswithin the college) and Rho Phi Lambda (for recreation majors). Advanced undergraduate and graduate students with high academicachievement are invited to become members ofthese societies. High achie\ ing forest management and natural resources students arealso eligible for recognition by two agriculture honor societies, Alpha Zeta and Gamma Sigma Delta. All students are also eligible forrecognition by the campus—wide honor societies.
Gifford Pinchot Scholars Program
The Gifford Pinchot Scholars Program, ajoint program with the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, follows the modelestablished by the Jefferson, Franklin, and Whitney Programs. Academically talented students are invited to pursue simultaneously aBS. degree in Forest Management through the College ofNatural Resources and a BA. degree through the College of Humanitiesand Social Sciences. The Pinchot Scholars Program is limited to a small number (10 or fevr er per year) ofhighly qualified andmotivated students. Scholarship support is available to some participants in the Pinchot Scholars Program.
Pinchot Scholars follow the requirements for the BS. in Forest Management (with one exception: the physics course PY is notrequired). For the BA. degree, they follow a 30 hour major concentration in multidisciplinary studies. Included in this major are twocore requirements: MDS 340 Perspectives in Agricultural History (3 credits) and MDS 498 Senior Thesis (3 credits). Participantsalso complete an additional MDS seminar (1 credit). In addition, Pinchot Scholars complete all the general education requirementsfor a BA. degree in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. A total of 155 credit hours are required for the double degreewhich students can complete in four and a halfyears.
The multidisciplinary studies major will involve placing forest management in the context ofcross cultural perspectives, globalissues, and public policy. The exact set of courses that will constitute the major will be determined by the students in consultationwith their advisory group, subject to the approval ofthe Multidisciplinary Studies Committee. Each student is assigned an advisorygroup consisting of an academic adviser from each college, plus a mentor from the forest industry. Pinchot Scholars also participatein existing cooperative activities with other double—degree program scholars. For more information, contact the Associate Dean forAcademic Affairs, College of Natural Resources, 1022-N Biltmorc, Box 8001 or the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate AcademicAffairs, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, 106 Caldwell, Box 8101.
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Scholarships
The College ofNatural Resources administers a large program of academic scholarships that is separate from the University MeritAwards Program. Academic scholarships (ranging from $1,000 to $l0,000 per year), renewable annually, are awarded in severalprogram areas to entering freshmen and transfer students. The appropriate departments accept applications, and based on academicexcellence and leadership award the scholarships that are administered through the North Carolina Forestry Foundation and the Pulpand Paper Foundation. The awards include a total of over 170 scholarships for students in the fisheries and wildlife science; forestmanagement; natural resources; parks, recreation and tourism management; paper science and engineering; and wood productscurricula.
Computer Competency
Extensive use of microcomputers and workstations is incorporated throughout all curricula ofthe College ofNatural Resources.Students are expected to use the computer for increasingly complex class assignments and for the preparation of papers and reports.Computing resources are available for student use in the college and elsewhere on campus, but many students find it advantageous interms of convenience to purchase a personal computer. Questions about such a purchase should be directed to the Associate Dean forAcademic Affairs or the appropriate departmental curriculum coordinator.
International Activities
Students in the College ofNatural Resources are exposed to the international dimensions oftheir programs in a variety ofways.Many faculty members regularly travel abroad and a number are active in major projects in foreign countries, including aninternational cooperative research project concentrating on Central American and Mexico and a faculty exchange program withSweden. With that faculty experience, the international aspects of many topics are covered in core courses, and several electiveundergraduate and graduate courses focus specifically on the international dimensions of natural resource management. In addition,many international students enroll in the college with as many as 21 different countries represented in recent years. There are also in-the—major study and work—abroad opportunities, some ofwhich are led by faculty from the college, which range from two-week tripsto five-week Summer Sessions, to ten-week jobs in a variety of locales.
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Jordan Hall, Room 3119phone: (919)515-2891
F. W. Cubbage. HeadJ. P. Roise, Director of Undergraduate ProgramsR. C. Abt, Director ofGraduate Programs
Distinguished University Professor: EB. Cowling; Alumni DistinguishedUndergraduate Professor: GB. Blank, R.R. Braham, R.A. Lancia; Carl AlwinSchenck Professor: H.L. Allen; Edwin F. Conger Distinguished Professor:RR. Sederoff; Professors: R.C. Abt, H.L. Allen, R.l. Bruck, V.L.C. Chiang,E.B. Cowling, F.W. Cubbage, P.D. Doerr, W.S. Dvorak, E.C. Franklin, D.J.Frederick, L.F. Grand, J.D. Gregory, A.E. Hassan, J.B. Jett, S. Khorram, R.A.Lancia, S.E. McKeand, L.A. Nielsen, T.J. Mullin, J.P. Roise, RR. Sederoff;Research Professor: V.P. Aneja; Professors Emeriti: A.W. Cooper, C.B. Davey,D.L. Holley, R.C. Kellison, R.L. Noble, T.O. Perry, L.T. Tombaugh, B.J.Zobel; Associate Professor: H.V. Amerson, R.E. Bardon, G.B. Blank, R.R. Braham, H.M. Cheshire, L.J. Frampton, B. Goldfarb, G.R.Hess, G.R. Hodge, E.M. Jones, B. Li, L. Li, B—H. Liu, TH. Shear. A.M. Stomp, R.W. Whetten; Associate Professor Emeriti: LG.Jervis, R.J. Weir; Assistant Professor: J. Callazo, B.L. Conkling, D.W. Hazel, F. Isik, S.E. Moore, C.E. Moorman, S.A.C. Nelson,E.G. Nichols, DJ. Robison, E.O. Sills, T.A. Steelman, G. Sun, L.M. VanZyl; Visiting Assistant Professor: E.S. Goldgeier, S.Pattanayak, R.H. Schaberg; Lecturers: J.L. Cox, T.H. Litzenberger; Associate Members ofthe Faculty: P.T. Bromley, W.J. Fleming,R.A. Powell, T.R. Simons (Zoology), H.A. Devine, L. Gustke, R. Moore, B.E. Wilson (Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management),F.B. Hain (Entomology), L.E. Hinsley (Horticultural Science), D.E. Moreland (USDA-Crop Science), E.A. Wheeler (Wood andPaper Science), S.T. Warren (Multidisciplinary Studies).
The undergraduate program of the Department of Forestry prepares students for professional challenges, personal growth, and alifetime of service as managers of renewable natural resources. The curricula endeavor to produce well-educated forestry and naturalresources graduates who have the basic knowledge, skills, flexibility, and attitude needed for successful professional performance ina wide variety of career opportunities. Graduates will be prepared to face the challenges of competing uses of natural resources andthe environment, and the pressures for increasing production of goods and services from natural ecosystems while maintaining theirquality for future generations.
The Department of Forestry strives to enroll and graduate a high-quality culturally and racially diverse student body to enhance thediversity and richness of forestry and natural resources professionals. Its academic curricula are enriched by out-of-class contactsamong students, faculty, and practicing professionals, which promote a sense of professionalism and professional community.Gaining practical experience is encouraged through participation in summer employment and the cooperative education program.
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The department has six Bachelor of Science programs: Forest Management, Natural Resources Ecosystem Assessment, NaturalResources-Policy and Admrnrstratron. Frsherres and Wildlife Sciences. Environmental Sciences-Watershed Hydrology, andEnvrronmental Technology. The Forest Management curriculum provides the broad-based forestry education needed for direct
employment into positions in a wide \ariety of forestry or forestry related organizations. The Fisheries and Wildlife Sciencescurriculum provides specialization in biological science and management needed by non-profits. govemmental agencies, andindustries. The Natural Resources curricula provide more generalized. interdisciplinary programs in natural resources managementthat focus on the area indicated in the curriculum titles. The curriculum in Environmental Sciences Watershed Hydrology focuses onthe specialized area of hydrologic science and watershed management. The Buy ironmental Technology curriculum provides broadbases and applied skills for the assessment and management of our society's impact on our environment.
Instruction and practice in communications skills (both writing and speaking) are integrated into the required forestry (FOR) coursesthroughout the Forest Management curriculum and to a lesser extent in natural resources (NR) courses of the Natural Resourcescurriculum, and in several of the professional courses ofthe Environmental Sciences Watershed Hydrology curriculum. Thecommunications—across the curriculum program produces graduates who are highly competent and confident in the communicationskills needed by successful natural resource managers and environmental sciences professionals.
The use of computers is integrated into all ofthe curricula in the department. Practical assignments on the use of computers as a toolin natural resource management are integrated into many ofthe advanced courses. The curriculum in Environmental SciencesWatershed Hydrology. in particular. has a very heavy emphasis on computer applications (including programming) throughout thegeneral math and science courses as well as the advanced professional courses.
Information on department programs may be obtained by contacting Ms. Kris Fovy Ier, College ofNatural Resources RecruitingCoordinator. NCSU. Box 8001, Raleigh. NC 27695 8001. phone (919)515-5510 or Dr. Joseph P. Roise. Director of UndergraduatePrograms, Department of Forestry, NCSU, Box 8008. Raleigh NC. 27695 8008. phone (919)515 7783. e mail: joe roise a ncsu.edu.
Scholarships
The Department of Forestry annually awards four types of scholarships that are a\ ailable to freshmen, transfers. and advancedstudents: Academic, Forestry Summer Camp. Industrial and Work Study. About 35 Academic Scholarships varying betueen $3000and $4000 are awarded annually in April for the following academic year and are renevy able provided that superior progreSs is madetoward a degree. Nine endowments provide these awards: John M. and Sally Blalock Beard. Edwin F. Conger. Hofmann Forest,James L. Goodwin, and Jonathan Wainhouse Memorial, and RB. and Irene Jordan, Class of 1960. Duke Poer. Leonard Killian—National Association of Foresters.
Five scholarships support students attending forestry summer camps. Each award provides $500—$900. Five endowments supportthese awards; Ralph C. Bryant, Victor W. Herlevick, Lany and Elsie Jervis, Maki Gemmer Johnson. and Donald Steensen.
Four Industrial scholarships are available each year. In addition to cash awards of 82000, the Industrial Scholarships pr0\ ide practicalwork experience with industrial forestry organizations. Industrial Scholarships are supported by grants from Canal WoodCorporation, Chesapeake Corporation, Georgia Pacific Corporation. and Squires Timber Company.
Approximately 15 Work-Study Scholarships are awarded each year. generally to juniors and seniors. Work Study Scholarships,currently at $2400 each, carry a work requirement, which is usually satisfied by assisting with operational actiyities on the collegeforests. This requirement means that recipients must be advanced students with some field skills. Four endovy ments pr0\ ide theseawards: Biltmore Forest, James L. Good“ in, George K. Slocum, and Dan K. Spears.
Scholarship applications or questions should be directed to Dr. Richard Braham, Forestry Scholarship Coordinatorphone: (919)515 7568, fax: (919)515 8149. e-mail: richard brahamflmcsuedu.
Cooperative Education and Summer Work Experience
Practical work experience is an important component ofthe professional degree programs in the Department of Forestry. Experiencemay be gained through participation in the Cooperative Education Program or through summer work. The department has close tieswith a number of employers in the field of forestry and natural resources and provides placement assistance for the \\ ork experienceprograms. The Cooperative Education Program, vs hich requires a minimum 2.25 GPA after at least one year ofstudy for participation(many employers require a higher minimum), involves alternating semesters or summer periods on thejob with semesters on campusfor classes. A total of 12 months of work experience is required. Students who successfully complete the co op program are in highdemand by employers. Interested students should contact the department placement officer, Mr. Joseph Cox. phone: (919)515-7576,fax: (919)515 8149, e-mailzjoe coxfoncsuedu.
Dual Degree Programs
Students enrolled in one ofthe department's degree programs who have a strong interest in another degree topic may obtain a secondbaccalaureate degree in addition to the primary one. Such dual degree programs may be designed to provide a broader base in arelated technical field such as wood products, or soil science or to broaden the student's knowledge and skills in a supporting fieldsuch as business, economics, sociology, or political science. Joint programs require coordination ofthe courses required in bothcurricula and the additional time required to complete them depends on the similarity between the curricula and the use ol‘electives inone to satisfy required courses in the other. One to several extra semesters may be required to complete tvy 0 degrees but expandedemployment opportunities are a definite benefit.
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"It'ansfer Students
The Department of Forestry accepts NC State students as on-campus transfers, as well as students from other accredited colleges anduniversities with good academic records. Students at community colleges,junior colleges, or other baccalaureate institutions whoplan to transfer to one ofthe department's degree programs should closely follow the desired curriculum by taking the equivalentcourses available. Only equivalent courses will be credited to the appropriate degree program after enrolling at NC State, and the timerequired to complete the degree will depend on the courses remaining in the degree track. Students applying for the ForestManagement curriculum must have at least 30 credits equivalent to those in the freshman and sophomore years and must transfer herein the fall ofthe sophomore year in order to complete the courses required for summer camp. Formal articulation agreements existwith the four forestry programs at North Carolina community colleges and those students do not need to attend Summer Camp.Questions about transfer procedures, admissions criteria, or courses should be directed to Dr. Joseph P. Roise, Director ofUndergraduate Programs, phone: (919)515-7783, e-mail: joe_roise@ncsu.edu.
Curriculum in Forestry Management
The curriculum in Forest Management is a professional program accredited by the Society ofAmerican Foresters that has long beenranked as one ofthe best among the 50+ such programs in the country. With a rigorous math and science base, the curriculumproduces graduates with a broad education in the natural sciences, humanities and social sciences, communications skills, computercompetency, and the technical knowledge and skills needed for sound management ofthe multiple resources of natural and managedforest ecosystems. Preparatory courses in the freshman and sophomore years are followed by the 10-week forestry summer campwhere the woods knowledge and field skills that are essential for all foresters are acquired. Core courses ofthejunior and senior yearsfocus on forest ecosystem processes, applied economics, operational practices in- the forest stand management, measurement andanalysis of forest stand components, policy issues in natural resource management and the management decision-making tools andskills needed to develop and implement forest management plans.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
Opportunities
Graduates in Forest Management are in demand by state and federal land-managing agencies, by industrial concerns growing woodas raw material, by state forestry and agriculture extension services, by forestry-related organizations such as nurseries and landscapemanagement firms, and by urban natural resource management agencies. Some graduates, after acquiring professional forestryexperience, are self—employed as consultants and as operators or owners of forestry—related businesses. Several recent graduates havebecome high school teachers, some havejoined the Peace Corps, some are working in forestry-related sales and marketing and infinancial management and others havejoined environmental consulting firms. Many, of course, go on to graduate school to specializein a wide variety of forestry and related programs. Employment opportunities are with the forest products industry, natural resourceagencies, consulting firms, and environmental organizations.
Forestry Summer Camp
An intensive, full-time, 9-week summer camp experience, with forestry training in the Coastal Plain, Piedmont, and Mountainregions ofNorth Carolina, is required in the Forest Management curriculum. The camp is based at the college's Hill DemonstrationForest with trips taken to other regions. Students take the summer camp after completion of the sophomore year and earn 9 semestercredits for courses that provide a base of knowledge and skills for the advanced courses to come.

Minor in Forest Management
The Forest Management minor is open to all undergraduate degree students at NC State who are interested in learning the basics ofthe structure and functioning of forest ecosystems and the policies and practices of forest management. The minor will be useful tostudents in unrelated career fields that wish to have a better understanding of the scientific and policy issues involved in the soundstewardship of the nation's forests. The minor will be useful to students in related career fields who may be responsible formanagement of natural resources or interacting with foresters.
The minor in Forest Management requires a minimum of 17 credit hours that includes two required courses, FOR 212 Dendrologyand FOR 460 Renewable Resource Policy and Management, and 10 credits of elective courses. Students who wish instruction andfield experience in forestry technical skills may choose to attend Forestry Summer Camp. For additional information, contact Dr.Joseph P. Roise, Director of Undergraduate Programs phone: (919)515-7783.
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Minor in Wetland Assessment
The Undergraduate Minor in Wetland Assessment is an interdisciplinary, interdepartmental minor that is designed to provide NCSUgraduates with the requisite knoxxledge of skills needed for entry— lex e1 competence in the field ofxvetland delineation andassessment. The soils, hydrology, and plant identification eouises ofthe minor build the scientific background and skills needed tounderstand the structure and functions of wetland ecosystems and to apply assessment protocols The capstone course, NR 421Wetland Assessment, Delineation, and Regulation, focuses on further development of knowledge and skills in applying wetlandsassessment, delineation, and regulation procedures. The Undergraduate Minor in Wetland Assessment consists of 17 credit hours. BO405 and FOR (NR) 420 are prerequisites ofNR 421, and therefore, must be completed before enrolling in NR 421.
Curricula in Natural Resources
The two natural resources curricula offered by the Department of Forestry are components ofthe campus wide baccalaureate degreeprogram in Natural Resources. The curricula are designed to produce natural resources professionals with a broad interdisciplinarybackground coupled with a specific focus in natural resources management. The Natural Resources curricula xx ill begin the programin a common introductory course. NR 100, and complete the program in a commonjunior course, NR 300, that focuses on naturalresources measurements and a senior course, NR 400, that focuses on natural resource management. Those common courses willhighlight the integrated nature ofa broad field and provide experience in the important professional practice of working together ininterdisciplinary teams.
The curriculum in Natural Resources Ecosystem Assessment will produce graduates who have the knowledge and skills needed toinventory and describe the characteristics ofnatural ecosystems and ex aluate the impacts ofmanagement practices. Ecosystemassessment or environmental impact assessment is an extremely important and somewhat specialized arena in the environmental fieldthat requires individuals who understand ecosystem stmeture and processes; who can identify, measure. anCIltOI’y, and describeecosystems; and who can apply standard evaluation and classification systems such as \\ ildlife habitat evaluation procedures and thefederal wetland delineation criteria. To the strong science base ofthe core is added a concentration that prox ides ad\ anced courses insampling and measurement and in x egetation. soils, hydrology, and wildlife and fisheries. Many ofthe 400 level courses also addresstechniques and issues of natural resource management.
The curriculum in Natural Resources Policy and Administration will produce graduates who have the knoxx ledge and skills tomanage natural resources programs in a x ariety of settings and organizations with an emphasis on public agencies. The advancedcourses ofthe curriculum provide a broad background in economics, policy, government. public administration, and natural resourcesmanagement. An economics track begins with introductory microeconomics and culminates xx ith environmental economics andpublic finance. Courses in the various levels of government and public administration provide in—depth knowledge of how publicinstitutions work Courses in forest1y,vxi1dlife and fisheiies, and outdoor 1ec1eation p1ovide background on issues and techniques ofmanaging natural ecosystems for va1ious uses A common thread ofhoxx public policy on natural resources is influenced anddeveloped runs through many of the courses aheady noted and culminatesin txx o senio1 cotuses that focus on policy.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wxxw.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaNatural Resources Ecosystem AssessmentNatural Resources Policy and Administration
Opportunities
Graduates with the kind of knowledge and expertise provided by the Natural Resources Ecosystem Assessment cun'iculum areneeded in a variety of public agencies and private organizations that are involved in environmental regulation and management.Examples are the wetlands protection programs that are involved in environmental regulation and management. Such as the wetlandsprotection programs ofthe US Environmental Protection Agency and the US Army Corps of Engineers and the variousenvironmental regulatory programs of state and local governments. Prix ate environmental consulting firms need entiy—lex e1professionals with broad skills in the field of environmental assessment. The broad natural resources background provided by thiscurriculum also provides a strong base for students who wish to go on to graduate school or enviromnental laxv or build additionalspecialties focused on specific job oppominities or career tracks.
The curriculum in Natural Resources Policy and Administration is designed to produce administrators and managers for publicagencies and private organizations that are involved with management, administration. policymaking. preservation, or regulation ofnatural resources. Examples are the USDI National Park Service, the US Enx ironmental Protection Agency, the US GeologicalSurvey, state and local government agencies, and not-for-profit environmental organizations. The broad background in government,economics, policy, and natural resource management also provides a strong base for students who wish to pursue a graduate programin the natural resources economics and policy arena.
Curriculum in Environmental Sciences/Hydrology
Hydrology is the science of water that is concerned with the origin, circulation, distribution, and properties ofthe waters ofthe earth.Watershed hydrology then is the application ofthat science to the study ofthe storage, movement, and quality of water in the contextof the natural landscape unit, the wate1shed, and the effects ofman's activities on that vxater The eturieulum in Enx ironmentalSciences, Watershed Hydrology will produce g1aduates who have the knowledge and skills needed to analyze the hyd1ologicfunctioning ofwatersheds to plan and implement watershed management practices and to deal with the ecologic social, political,and economic aspects ofwater resources problems. The Envnonmental Sciences c01e piovidcs a stiong educationin the basicphysical, biological, and mathematical sciences; the humanities and social sciences; and the structure and functions ofnaturalecosystems. Advanced courses ofthe concentration in Watershed Hydrology focus on hydrologic processes in watershed;
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applications of hydrology in environmental management; skills of measurement, analysis, and communication; and computerapplications. For information on entrance requirements for freshmen and transfer students, contact the program coordinator: Dr.James D. Gregory, Department of Forestry, NCSU. Box 8008, Raleigh, NC 27695-8008, phone: (919)515-7567, fax: (919)515-6193,e-mail: jim_gregory@ncsu.edu
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula

Opportunities
The increasing stresses on water resources resulting from population growth will maintain demand for hydrologists in a variety ofcareer positions. Hydrologists are needed in research, technical, environmental assessment and management positions in a variety offederal and state agencies and private organizations. The Environmental Sciences, Watershed Hydrology curriculum meets thecriteria ofthe US Office of Personnel Management for the position of Hydrologist; therefore, graduates will be qualified to serve ashydrologists in federal agencies such as the US Geological Survey, US Forest Service, US Army Corps of Engineers, and the USDASoil Conservation Service. State agencies such as the Office of Water Resources and the Division of Environmental Management arealso excellent sources of employment. In the private sector, hydrologists are needed by environmental consulting firms andenvironmental organizations and by companies that own and manage large areas of forested, agricultural, or urbanized land. Therigorous scientific and quantitative background in the field of hydrology in this curriculum also provides excellent preparation forstudents who wish to pursue a graduate program in water resources.
Curriculum in Environmental Technology
Environmental Technology focuses on the assessment of impacts to the environment and the technology for managing those impacts.This curriculum prepares students to collect data on real world environmental problems, analyze and interpret those data, anddetermine appropriate solutions, communications, and computer operation to acquire the technical knowledge and skills needed forsound environmental assessment and management. Many Environmental Technology courses emphasize hands-on training withstate-of—the—art monitoring equipment. A parachuting to obtain actual working-world experience is required. Career opportunitiesinclude technical positions with: firms that offer environmental services; manufacturing companies that are required to maintainsophisticated environmental monitoring networks; consulting and audit firms that perform independent environmental audits; andstate and federal regulatory agencies.
Opportunities
Environmental Technology graduates have found a wide array of professional jobs including-Environmental Consulting Firms- Air,Water, Environmental Assessment, Radiation Monitoring, State Government (DENR), Federal Government (EPA), AnalyticalLaboratories, Hospitals, non-profits, such as the Peace Corps. A number of graduates have also pursued graduate degrees.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
Curricula in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences
Program Coordinator: Dr. Richard A. Lancia,
Box 7646, Forestry Department Turner House, 110 Brooks AvenueNC State University Raleigh, NC 27607Raleigh, NC 27695-7646 phone: (919)515-7586richard_lancia@ncsu.edu
The Department of Forestry administers the Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences Program, which is shared with the Department ofZoology in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. The undergraduate curriculum prepares the student for the Bachelor ofScience in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences degree concentrating in either Fisheries Science or Wildlife Science. The programemphasizes ecological principles with socioeconomics in their application to natural resource management needs. A concerted effortis made to provide a thoroughly balanced approach to the study of wildlife, fisheries and aquaculture. Students observe and analyzesystems at the population, community and ecosystem levels. Unique to the NC State Fisheries and Wildlife Program is theundergraduate six—week summer camp experience taught at Hill Forest, one hour from the NCSU campus. This course offers a periodof intense study and practical application in fisheries and wildlife sciences, bringing many real-world concepts and techniques tofisheries and wildlife research and problem solving.
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The Fisheries and Wildlife Program facilitates and provides opportunities for student intemships. cooperative education andprofessional society interactions that are extremely valuable in preparation for future employment. Utilizing close associations withother learning institutions, private industry, and state and federal agencies, 60% of students obtain employment during theirundergraduate program. Job placement activities and alumni tracking help assure that graduates may take the fullest advantage oftheir education. The Student Chapter ofthe Leopold Wildlife Club, and the North Carolina Chapter ofthe American Fisheries Societyoffer students in all levels of study the opportunity to network and learn from professionals in their chosen field.
Opportunities
Graduates are well integrated for post—graduate work and entry-level professional positions in gox emment agencies, non—profitorganizations and private industry. Students who graduate from the undergraduate curricula are prepared for certification by theWildlife Soc1ety or the American Fisheries Society.
Scholarships
Thomas Quay AwardThe Thomas L. Quay Wildlife and Natural Resources Undergraduate Experiential Learning A“ ard is available annually to highlymotivated and qualified students majoring in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences, Em ironmental Science, or Natural ResourcesEcosystem Assessment. The award honors Professor Emeritus Qua), a leader in consen ation in North Carolina. The avx ard will beprovided in the form ofa check directly to the winner at an awards ceremony during the semester prior to the experiential learningopportunity.
Felton P. ColeyThis award was established by Durham Cmporation in honor oer. Coley's 41 years of service. Students vx ithin Fisheries andWildlife Sciences who are interested in wildlife conservation and management are considered. The scholarship is based on merit withconsideration being given to financial need. One $1,750 award is made annually.
Summer Camp ScholarshipsSeveral scholarships are given each year to students attending wildlife summer camp. Some a“ ards are based on financial need.academic achievement and participation in the Leopold Club. The Carteret County Wildlife Club and the student chapter at NCSU ofthe American Fisheries Society generously provide summer camp scholarships,
Camp Younts FoundationThis scholarship, established in 1955 by members ofthe Camp family. supports educational oppominities for deserving individuals.Awards are based on academic achievement, professional promise, leadership potential. and financial need. Preference is gix en tostudents from Virginia and North Carolina.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: WVV w.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Biltmore Hall, Room 4008phone: (919)515-3276www.cfr.ncsu.edu pitm
D. Wellman, HeadC. G. Vick, Undergraduate CoordinatorB. Wilson, Graduate Coordinator
Professors: H.A. Devine, PE. Rea, C.D. Siderelis, J.D. Wellman; Professors Emeriti: W.E. Smith, RE. Sternloff, M.R. Warren;Associate Professors: A. Attarian, G.L. Brothers, L.D. Gustke, M.A. Kanters, R.L. Moore, C.G. Vick, B.E. Wilson; Visiting ResearchAssociate Professor: P.K. Baran; Associate Professor Emeriti: C.C. Stott; Assistant Professors: L.J. BLll'lOll, Y. Leung, E.K. Lindsay;Instructor: K. Hamilton Brown; Visiting Instructor: D.E. Carter; Adjunct Instructor: GR. Worls; Lecturers: A.C. Moore. RW. Wade;Visiting Lecturers: J.l. Connors, J.B. Shields, S.K. Tebbutt.
The department offers an interdisciplinary program allowing students to focus on careers in park management, recreation, tourism,golf management or sports. Standards adopted by the recreation profession make college graduation a requirement for employment.NC State University has an established reputation for comprehensive, professional education in the study ofparks, recreation,tourism, golf and sport management. The program is nationally accredited. The department offers a curriculum in Professional GolfManagement and Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management.
Opportunities
As increased discretionary time becomes available for large segments ofthe American population, opportunities for growth in theleisure service professions have increased dramatically. A recreation and park professional's goal is to influence people to use theirdiscretionary time wisely and to improve the quality oftheir lives. This goal is accomplished by providing recreation programs andfacilities for people in a variety of settings.
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Career opportunities include employment by park and recreation departments operated by county and municipal governments; stateagencies. such as state parks; federal government, with agencies Such as the National Park SerVIce, Corps of Engineers, and US.Forest Service; resorts and country clubs; and sport agencies.
Other major employers include youth and family service organizations, such as the YMCA, YWCA, Boy's Clubs, and Boy and GirlScouts. Industries employ recreation directors to head employee recreation programs. Areas with perhaps the greatest growthpotential for employment are tourism agencies and commercial recreation establishments, such as resorts, private clubs, theme parks,and convention and conference centers. Sport management is also a growing profession with a variety of career opportunities.

Curriculum in Parks, Recreation and Tourism
Management
The curriculum in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management offers abroad, general education background, basic professional and technicalcourses, and the opportunity to specialize in a particular field. Generaleducation courses are in natural sciences, psychology, sociology, English,mathematics, communication, and economics. A specialized course isrequired in statistics.
The curriculum is designed to prepare men and women for a variety ofpositions in a dynamic and challenging profession. The focus ofthecurriculum is on management rather than face-to-face leadership. Thecurriculum provides 37 hours of professional coursework that includesrecreation philosophy, management techniques and skills, fiscalmanagement, supervision. facility and site planning, programming,administration. and analysis and evaluation. A computer laboratory is utilized in many courses to provide the student with the bestcurrent technology available.

In addition to the general education requirements and the core professional requirements, students can begin to attain specializedtraining through concentration courses. In the second semester ofthe student's sophomore year, they choose one ofthe followingconcentrations: tourism and commercial recreation, park and natural resource management. program management, or sportmanagement.
Academic studies on campus are supplemented by practical laboratory experiences in the Raleigh area, out—of—state field trips andstudy opportunities. and a 10—week internship with a park. recreation or tourism agency. Cooperative work—study programs areavailable.
Concentrations
Park and Natural Resource Recreation (18 hours, plus 6 hours of advised electives)Prepares students for positions planning, managing and maintaining parks and other natural resource oriented areas at the federal,state, regional or local levels and in settings ranging from primitive to urban.
Required Courses (10 hours):PRT 442 Recreation and Park Interpretive ServicesPRT 462 Intro to Geographic Information SystemsBO 360 Introduction to EcologyBO 365 Ecology Lab
Concentration Electives Courses (8 hours)
Advised Electives Courses (6 hours):Select both Concentration Electives and Advised Electives from a recommended list.
Tourism and Commercial Recreation (18 hours, plus 6 hours of advised electives)The tourism and commercial recreation concentration prepares students for positions in planning, marketing and managing tourismfacilities, attractions, and products. The positions could be with private companies, nonprofit groups or public agencies.
Required Courses (18 hours)*:PRT 320 Convention & Visitor Services (3) ORPRT 420 Resort Management & Operations (3)ACC 280 Managerial Accounting (3)BUS 201 Introduction to Business Processes (3)PRT 458 Special Events Planning (3)PRT 407 Services, Facilities and Event Marketing (3)PRT Elective **
Advised Elective (6 hours):Any two BUS courses at the 300 or 400 level.
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* Completion of all required business concentration courses, advised electives, and one additional business course will qualifystudents to apply for a Minor in Business Management. Students are strongly encouraged to submit their application in accordancewith guidelines outlined by the College ofManagement.** Any PRT course other than PRT core courses.
Sport Management (18 hours, plus 6 hours of advised electives)Prepares students for posmons 1n sports environments, including recreational sport administration, athletic administration,professional sports, sport marketmg and sport tourism.
Required Courses (18 hours)*:PRT 266 Introduction to Sport ManagementBUS/PRT 406 Sports LawPRT 407 Services, Facilities and Event Marketing‘ PEC 479 Sport ManagementACC 280 Managerial AccountingBUS 201 Introduction to Business Processes
Advised Electives (6 hours):Any two BUS courses at the 300 or 400 level.
* Completion of all required business concentration courses and advised electives may qualify students to apply for a Minor inBusiness Management. Students are strongly encouraged to submit their application in accordance with guidelines outlined by theCollege of Management.
Program Management Concentration (18 hours, plus 6 advised electives)Prepares students to develop and manage organized recreation activities for individuals and groups.
Required Courses (9 hours):PRT 315 Org. and Admin. ofAdventure ProgramsPRT 266 Introduction to Sport ManagementPRT 442 Interpretive ServicesPRT 458 Special Events Planning
Concentration Electives Courses (9 hours)
Advised Electives Courses (6 hours):Select both Concentration Electives and Advised Electives from a recommended list.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.mcsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
Curriculum in Profession Golf Management
NC State University is one of a select few universities across the United States to offer a PGA of America Accredited Bachelor ofScience degree in Professional Golf Management. Located in the heart of a great golf state, NC State's PGM program, in partnershipwith the College of Management, Turfgrass Management, Food Sciences, and Physical Education, is uniquely qualified to becomeone of the best in the nation.
The golf profession today requires expertise in a variety of areas, including turfgrass management, retail operations andmerchandising, food and beverage management, personnel management, accounting, risk management, marketing, and customerservices in addition to teaching golf. A unique interdisciplinary combination of business, life sciences, physical education, parks,recreation and tourism management courses, with extensive co-op experiences, will help students achieve competencies in each ofthe above areas.
In addition to PGM course requirements, PGM students will complete 16 months of cooperative education at approved golf facilities.PGM students are also required to complete all requirements for levels one, two, and three of the PGA-Professional GolfManagement Apprentice Program prior to graduation. Specific curriculum requirements for each level of the PGA-PGM Apprenticeprogram are available at the following address: www.pgalinks.com/pro/program3.cfm#gptp
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curricula
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Minor in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
The academic minor in Parks. Recreation and Tourism Management is offered to students interested in gaining a basic knowledge ofthe parks. recreation and tourism fields and an understanding ofthe importance ofleisure and recreation in American society. It is not
intended to prepare students for a professional career in parks, recreation and tourism. Seven hours of required courses and nine hoursofelectives are necessary to complete the minor. The program provides a background in recreation and park management which isuseful to students who will assume full—time careers associated with recreation and park services and become involved in the parkand recreation field as a volunteer. program leader. or policy making board member with such organizations as the Scouts, Y's, artadvisory councils. and conservation organizations.
AdmissionAny undergraduate student enrolled in the university as a degree candidate is eligible for admission to the minor program. Theundergraduate curriculum coordinator of Parks. Recreation and Tourism Management wrll advrse students regarding their plan ofwork and process all necessary records.
Requirements for Admissions and CompletionStudents should see the minor adviser. Dr. Candace Goode Vick for both admission and certification ofthe minor. She can be reachedat (919)515-71 18. or candaceugoodefléncsu.edu. The minor must be completed no later than the semester in which the student
expects to graduate from his or her degree program.
Paperwork for certification should be completed no later than dtiring the registration period for the student's final semester at NCState.
Requirements:A minimum of 15 hours (5 courses required to complete the minor in Park, Recreation & Tourism Management)
- Student must take six hours of required courses and nine hours of electives

A grade of“C-" or better is required in all courses to be used toward the minor.
DEPARTMENT OF WOOD AND PAPER SCIENCE
Biltmore Hall. Room 2105phone: (919)515-5807
M. J. Kocurek. HeadJ. A. Heitmann. Director of Undergraduate and Graduate ProgramsM. Byrd. Undergraduate Coordinator. Paper Science and EngineeringP. Peralta. Undergraduate Coordinator. Wood Products
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: M.W. Kelly; Alumni DistinguishedGraduate Professor and Elis & Signe Olsson Professor: H. Jameel; Reuben B.Robertson Professor: H-M. Chang; Buckman Distinguished Scientist: M.A. Hubbe;Professors: D. Argyropoulos, H—M. Chang. J. Denig. J.A. Hietmann, Jr.. H. Jameel,B. Kasal, M.W. Kelly. A.G. Kirkman. M.J. Kocurek. J.S. Stewart; ProfessorsEmeriti: A.C. Barefoot, E.L. Deal. E.L. Ellwood, I.S. Goldstein. J.S. Gratzl, C.A.Hart, R.G. Hitchings. L.G. Jahn. H.G. Olf, R.G. Pearson. R.J. Thomas. E.A. Wheeler;Adjunct Professors: L.L. Edwards, H.L. Hergert. T.W. Joyce. P.J. Kleppe. T.K. Kirk. J.J. Renard. R. Szymani; Associate Professors:M.A. Hubbe. P.H. Mitchell, P.N. Peralta. I.S. Peszlen, M.K. Ramasubramanian. R. A.Venditti; Adjunct Associate Professors: E.K.Andrews, R.B. Phillips. H.A. Stewart; Associate Professors Emeriti: R.C. Allison, RC. Gilmore, 8.]. Hanover; Assistant Professors:U. Buehlmann, M.V. Byrd. J.J. Pawlak. O. Rojas; Adjunct Assistant Professor: R.C. Peters. A.G. Raymond, Jr.; Research Associates:R.L. Lemaster; Research Assistants: W.S. Bryan; Associate Member ofthe Faculty: R.D. Gilbert.
The wood-based industry ofNorth Carolina. as well as throughout the South. is a vital part ofthe nation's economy. In terms ofthedollar value of shipments of wood and paper products. the South leads all regions ofthe country. North Carolina manufactures morewood household furniture than any other state. ranks third in shipment value for all wood and paper products, and is second in thenumber of employees and wages paid. Thus. many opportunities exist in North Carolina and other southern states for careers in thewood—based industry.
The Department of Wood and Paper Science offers two curricula leading to Bachelor of Science degrees- Paper Science andEngineering. and Wood Products. Both curricula prepare men and women for careers in the wood. paper, and allied industries or ingovernment agencies connected with wood resources.
Curricula in Paper Science and Engineering
M. Byrd, Undergraduate Coordinator
The Paper Science and Engineering curriculum prepares students for careers in the paper industry, which ranks as the fifih-largestmanufacturing industry in the United States. Science, engineering. and mathematics form the basis for a multidisciplinary approachto understanding the fundamental manufacturing principles involved. Students study the technology and engineering ofwood pulpingprocesses, chemical and by-product recovery systems, and pulp bleaching. In addition, various papermaking operations, such asrefining, sizing, coating, and drying are studied. These topics along with the chemistry of wood, pulping, and papermaking, and the
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physics of paper as it relates to product characteristics and design form a fundamental core of courses that all students in thecurriculum take.
Two concentrations are available emphasizing the different engineering aspects ofpulping and papermaking. The Paper Science andEngineering concentration provides an extensive background in the pulp and paper manufacturing processes and elective credit hoursfor studies in chemistry, marketing. economics, management or other areas ofinterest to the student. Greater depth in generalchemical engineering principles can be obtained from the Chemical Engineering Concentration. Students who have completed theChemical Engineering Concentration in Paper Science and Engineering can, in cooperation with the College of Engineering and withan additional semester of study, earn a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering as a second degree.
Specific curriculum requirements are a\ ailable online: w“ w.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaPaper Sc1ence and Engineering, Paper Sc1ence & Engineering ConcentrationPaper Science and Engineering, Chemical Engineering Concentration
Opportunities
Graduates ofthis curriculum find opportunities for challenging careers as process engineers. product development engineers, processcontrol engineers, chemists, technical service engineers, quality control supervisors, and production supervisors. Design andconstruction engineering companies employ graduates as project engineers. and pulp and paper machineiy companies use theireducation and skills for technical service and sales positions. Opponunities for managerial and executive positions are available tograduates as they gain experience.
Summer Internship
All paper science and engineering majors are required to Vs ork one summer in a pulp or paper manufacturing facility. One hour ofacademic credit is granted after completion of 12 u eeks ofthis work and presentation ofan engineering report of professional quality.In addition, students are urged to work in manufacturing facilities the other tn 0 summers, as the \\ ork provides valuable practicalexperience. Departmental advisors assist students in locating summerjobs. which are found throughout the US and some are eveninternational.
Regional Program
The pulp and paper curriculum is a regional program appr0\ ed by the Southern Regional Education Board as the undergraduateprogram to serve the Southeast in this field.
Scholarships
Approximately 125 undergraduate academic scholarships are granted annually to new and continuing students by more than 50companies comprising the Pulp and Paper Foundation.
Minor in Paper Science and Engineering
The Paper Science and Engineering Minor is available to all undergraduate students enrolled in the university as degree candidates.except Paper Science and Engineering Majors. The minor requires 15 credit hours. Six hours ofrequired courses provide aeomprehensixe overview of pulping and papermaking science and technology, including pulping, bleaching. chemical recovery,recycled fibers, papermaking, coating, printing, converting, and paper properties. Nine elective hours may be chosen from areasincluding wood chemistry, wet end chemistry, unit operations, process design and analysis, project management. paper physics,process control, or to gain more in depth exposure to the basic pulping. bleaching. and paper making process.
The Paper Science and Engineering Minor, with its focus on papermaking science and technology. is intended to be especiallyvaluable to students majoring in programs leading to careers in corporate or government positions vshich would interface with thepaper and related industries. Students interested in business, scientific or engineering specialties, which may interface with, or areemployed by these industries will find the minor especially useful.
Admissions and Certification of MinorAll undergraduate students enrolled in the university as a degree candidate, other than PSE majors are eligible for admission to thePSE minor program. The PSE Minor Adviser will serve as adviser and certify completion ofthe minor. Papem ork for certificationmust be submitted to the minor adviser no later than the registration period for the student's final semester at NCSU. The minor mustbe completed no later than the semester in which the student expects to graduate form his or her degree program. Contact Person: Dr.John A. Heitmann, Minor Adviser, 21 ll Biltmore Hall, (919)515-77l 1 john heitmannfl ncsu.edu
Curriculum in Wood Products
P. N. Peralta, Undergraduate Coordinator
The wood products industry is ofmajor importance to the economy of North Carolina and the Southeast. lt ranks third in the state inthe value of shipments, behind only textiles and tobacco products, and it is second to textiles in the number ofcmployees. The careeropportunities for graduates with a BS. in Wood Products are excellent. The Wood Products curriculum is a material sciencecurriculum based on the renewable, natural resource, wood. The anatomical, physmal, mechanical, and chemical properties ofthe
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material are emphasized and the IS semester hours ol‘tcchnical electives and the 9 hours of free electives in the base curriculumallows the student to select courses to meet individual career goals.
There are two concentrations available in Wood Products—— Manulacturing and Business Management. The Manufacturingconcentration provides a concentrated exposure to Industrial engineering principles and practices. This concentration is for the WoodProducts students who have as career goals either process and product engineering or upper level plant management in a large woodmanufacturing company. Students competing the Manufacturing concentration earn a minor in Industrial Engineering. The BusinessManagement concentration provides a concentrated exposure to business management practices, including financial and operationsmanagement. accounting practices. and marketing. This concentration is for the Wood Products students who have as career goalsowning an enterprise or having responsibility for the business operations aspect ofa company and who desire acquiring businessmanagement skills to complement the technical background in wood. Students completing the Business Management concentrationearn a minor in Business Management.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/regflrecords/curriculaBachelor ofSeicnce in Wood Products. Business Management OptionBachelor ofScience in Wood Products. Manufacturing Option
Opportunities
The Wood Products curriculum is accredited by the Society of Wood Science and Technology. Graduates have a strong foundation inthe production and processing of wood products and find numerous opportunities for careers in the wood industry. Entry positions arefrequently as quality control technicians in composite plants. process or product engineers in the furniture industry, or in sales withthe huge supplier industries. such as finishes. equipment. glues. and hardware. Advancement to positions ofincreased responsibilitiescomes quickly to those with dedication and active involvement in career development.
Scholarships
There are seven endowed scholarships within the program and seven non—endowed industrial scholarships. These are awarded onmerit through a selection process involving faculty and industrial representatives.
Minor in Wood Products
The Wood Products minor is available to all undergraduate students. except Wood Products majors. enrolled in the university asdegree candidates. Due to the various semester credit hours 0fthe elective courses. the semester hours required for this minor may beas low as 17 or as high as 20 credits. Eleven hours of required courses provide a general background in wood anatomy. physicalproperties. and wood-based composites. Elective courses (minimum two courses required) may be chosen from areas including woodprocessing. wood mechanics. quality control. and plant infrastructure.
The Wood Products minor. with its focus on wood properties and processing. is designed to be especially valuable to studentsmajoring in programs leading to careers in areas such as structural design. furniture manufacturing. and forestry. Students interestedin natural and renewable materials will also find the minor useful.
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College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
I he College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences offers programs for students whose interests lie in the basic as well as the appliedphysical science and mathematical areas. These programs ofstudy and research are offered at both the undergraduate and graduateIe\ els and lead to many career opportunities. In addition. the college provides the core physical science and mathematical educationsupport for the entire uni\ ersity. The college consists of live academic departments: Chemistry. Mathematics, Physics, Statistics. andMarine. ltdl'lil. and Atmospheric Sciences. Itjointly administers academic programs in Biochemistry with the College of Agricultureand Life Sciences. The Center for Research in Scientific Computation, the Institute ofStatistics. the State Climate Office; and theCenter for Marine Science and Technology are also associated in vx hole or in part with the college.
Graduates ofthe college are in demand and valued for their well developed analytical thinking and problem—solving skills. They arerecruited for technical and administrative positions in industrial research and dexelopment laboratories, universities and colleges,non-profit research organizations. and government agencies. A large percentage ofthe graduates undertake advanced study inrnedrcal. Ian. business. or other professional schools as well as further study leading to the Master of Science and Doctor ofPhilosophy degrees.
The high school student who enjoys computers. mathematics. statistics. chemistry. geology. marine science. meteorology, or physics;who has an interest in natural phenomena and their fundamental descriptions. and Vi ho hopes to make a difference In the quahty oflife should consider the career opportunities opened by degrees in the physrcal and mathematical scrences.
Degree Programs
The college offers undergraduate programs of study leading to the Bachelor ofScience degree \\ ith majors in chemistry. geology,mathematics. applied mathematics. meteorology. natural resources. environmental sciences. physics. and statistics and the BachelorofArts degree \\ ith majors in geology. chemistry. and physics. In some programs, students may choose to highlight their studies withconcentrations in compatible disciplines. For example. they may select an earth systems history concentration in geology; an airquality. geology. or statistics concentration in an em ironmental sciences curriculum; or marine and coastal resources concentration ina natural resources curriculum.
Curricula \\ ithin the college have similar freshman years enabling a freshman to change from one department to another in thecollege \\ ithout loss oftirne. A time—limited Physical and Mathematical Sciences Undesignated (PMU) “curriculum" is offered tostudents \\ ho \\ ant to major in one ofthese curricula but ha\ e not yet made a decision.
Minors are offered in geology. mathematics. meteorology. physics. and statistics.
Pre—Medical Sciences
Medical and dental schools as \\ ell as many other health-related professional schools have long regarded degree programs in the corephysical and mathematical sciences as excellent preprofessional curricula. Some professional schools prefer the in-depth knowledgegained by this route 0\ er those curricula V\ hich offer a cursory view ofa variety of topics. For further details. contact Ms. Jennette C.Herbert. Director of Undergraduate Enrollment.
Dual Degree Programs
Students may wish to earn bachelor‘s degrees in to 0 fields \\ ithin the college. Other students may wish to combine a bachelor’sdegree in the college \\ ith one in another NC State college. With effective planning a number of cotrrses can satisfy core. generaleducation. or elective requirements simultaneously in both degree programs. For example. many students choose to pursuesimultaneous degrees in mathematics and mathematics education or one ofthe physical sciences and science education.
Student Activities
In addition to university-wide extracurricular activities and honor organizations. the College of Physical and Mathematical Scienceshas student chapters ofthe following professional and honor organizations: Sigma Pi Sigma (Physics Honor Society); Society ofPhysics Students; Pi Mu Epsilon (National Mathematical Honor Fraternity); Society for Undergraduate Mathematics (A StudentChapter ofthe Mathematical Association of America); Phi Lambda Upsilon (National Honorary Chemical Society); AmericanChemical Society; National Organization for the Professional Advancement of Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers; Mu SigmaRho (Statistics Honorary Society); Statistics Club; American Meteorological Society; Society of Mining Engineers Society ofExploration Geophysicists (Geology Club); National Association of Environmental Professionals (Student Chapter); and the nation‘sfirst chapter ofthe Society of African—American Physical and Mathematical Scientists.
Facilities
Faculty and students within the college have access to an extensive array of computational and network services. Extensive use ofcomputers to fulfill the daily task requirements encompasses word processing. e-mail. information access from the library andInternet. and the use ofnumerous specialized software tools. The college provides a large number of workstations for use byundergraduate and graduate majors and is a participant in the university’s campus-u ide workstation net“ ork. Individual departmentseither utilize these workstations or pr0\ ide additional platforms for work with discipline specific programs; for example instructionor research in mathematics. statistics. satellite data acquisition and analysis. weather modeling. chemistry. or physics. Additionally.students have access to university facilities for additional vs orkstations. peripherals. and services. There is a fully staffed help desk toassist students with problems that they might encounter.



College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Cooperative Education, Field Experience, and Undergraduate Research
The college recognizes the value of career-related work experience to students and encourages its majors to avail themselves of suchopportunities whenever possible. That experience may be gained through the university’s Cooperative Education Program,department sponsored field experience, academic research, and summer employment. Advisers work with students to develop a planof study that balances a challenging course load with appropriate extracurricular activities.
Scholarships
College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences majors may be eligible for a variety of freshman and undergraduate college anddepartmental scholarships in addition to those administered at the university level. The awards are based on a combination of factors,with a strong emphasis on academic excellence. Some scholarships are renewable for up to four years, and some carry opportunitiesfor significant career-related work experience.
Community Outreach
The college of Physical and Mathematical Sciences demonstrates its commitment to community outreach primarily through itsScience House. The Science House offers programs for K—12 students and teachers to enhance their understanding of, appreciationfor, and involvement in mathematics and physical sciences. The Science House, located on the Centennial Campus, housesclassrooms, laboratories and a teaching resource library. Vans from the Science House carry Science on the Road demonstrationprograms and teaching laboratory equipment to schools across North Carolina.
Tutorial and Audio-Visual Assistance
Most ofthe departments in College offer students some form of free tutorial assistance, including regularly scheduled review sessionsand Supplemental Instruction (SI) for selected sections of chemistry, mathematics, and physics. Several departments providefacilities for students to use supplementary videotaped or computer assisted instructional materials on a voluntary basis.
Graduate Study
The Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees are available with majors in biomathematics, chemistry, marine, earth, andatmospheric sciences, mathematics, applied mathematics, statistics, and physics. The Master of Biomathematics, Master ofChemistry, and Master of Statistics are also offered. The Departments of Statistics, Mathematics, and Physics offer B.S.-M.S.programs which allow students to enroll in up to twelve credit hours of graduate level course work which may be applied toward therequirements of both the bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Dabney Hall, Room 108 Undergraduate Science Teaching Laboratoryphone: (919)515-2355

B. M. Novak, Howard J. Schaeffer Distinguished Professor of Chemistry andDepartment HeadK. W. Hanck, Associate Head and Director of FacilitiesC. B. Boss, Director of Undergraduate StudiesE. F. Bowden, Director of Graduate StudiesC. J. Wertz, Executive Officer
Glaxo Distinguished University Professor: J.S. Lindsey; Alumni DistinguishedUndergraduate Professor: A.J. Banks; Alumni Distinguished UndergraduateProfessor Emeriti: F.C. Hentz, Jr., W.P. Tucker; Professors: E.F. Bowden, C.L.Bumgardner, D.L. Comins, B.E. Eaton, C.B. Gorman, K.W. Hanck, J.D. Martin,B.M. Novak, M.H. Khaledi, D.A. Shultz, G.H. Wahl, M-H. Whangbo, .l.L. Whitten;Professors Emeriti: R.D. Bereman, H.H. Carmichael, L.D. Freedman, F.W. Getzen,R.H. Leoppert, S.G. Levine, G.G. Long, S.T. Purrington, A.F. Schreiner, E.O.Stejskal, RC. White; Associate Professors: C.B. Boss, D.L. Feldheim, S.F. Franzen,A.I. Smimov, W.L. Switzer, J.L. White; Associate Professor Emeritus: T.C. Caves, Y.Ebisuzaki, D.W. Wertz; Assistant Professors: A. Deiters, T.B. Gunnoe, L. He, M.T.Oliver—Hoyo, P.A. Maggard, Jr., C. Melander, T.l. Smimova; Research ProfessorEmeritus: R.A. Osteryoung; Research Assistant Professors: M. Taniguchi, A.G.Tkachenko; Adjunct Professor: B. Wang; Associate Faculty: D.W. Brenner(Materials Science and Engineering); Lecturers: P.A. Brown, D.A. Canelas, J.C.Folmer, M.T. Gallardo-Williams, S.M. Hendrickson, G.A. Neyhart, L.M. Petrovich,K.A. Sandberg, L.E. Sremaniak, R.W. Warren; Lecturer Emeritus: S.L. Levine;Laboratory Supervisors: M.L. Belisle, RD. Boyle, J.L. Burtness, HS. Gracz, G.L. Hennessee, S.K. King, M.M. Lyndon, S.S. Sankar;Laboratory Demonstrator: S.G. Cady; Teaching Technician: HM. Simmons
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Honors Program
To be im ited to join the Chemistry Honors Program at the end ofthe sophomore year. a student must have a GPA of3.25 or higher.Only students in the Chemistry BS. program \\ ill be invited tojoin.
Chemistry llonors students rntrst maintain a GPA ofat least 3.25 to graduate with honors. In addition, the departmental requirementsfor students in the Ilonors Program are the completion of9 extra credit hours ofwork that is NOT required for their degrec(s).Betoeen } 6 credit hours can come from research conducted in laboratories in the Department ofChemistry. Research in otherlaboratories ofrnolecular sciences may also be considered. ”on ever. in the latter case. prior approval is required. A 3-page report anda letter from the super\ isor indicating the nature ofthe work. time spent in the lab. and performances are required at the end (beforefinals week) ol‘the semester. in \\ hich the research is conducted. It should be noted that simply working in a research lab does notnecessarily meet the requirements ofthe Honors Program. The nature ofthe work must be meaningful research. The rest ofthe credithour requirements can be met \\ ith 500 In cl or higher courses in chemistry. biochemistry. polymer sciences. materials sciences,biotechnological sciences and pharmacological sciences. Courses in other subject areas may be considered. However, prior approvalis required. lfyou are in doubt as to \\ hether a particular course \’\ ill count toward the Chemistry Honors Program, please contactProfessor T. Brent Gunnoe at brent gtrnnoe u ncsu.edtr.
Curricula
The B.A. program offers a tlc\ib|c course ofstudies for students \\ ho may not plan to become professional chemists but who desirean interdisciplinary program \\ ith an emphasis on chemistry. The proper choice ofelectiyes will prepare the graduate for any of thefollowing: medical. \ cterinary or dental school; \\ork in chemical sales and management; teaching in secondary schools; work inenvironmental science: or graduate school in an allied science. Since the first three semesters are essentially identical to those oftheBS. program. students may enter the BA. program either directly from high school or some later point after entering the university.
The BS. curriculum. accredited by the American Chemical Society. includes a strong. broad background in mathematics. physics.and the liberal arts. The basic areas of organic. physical. inorganic. and analytical chemistry are stressed. Laboratory and classroomwork develop the skills. kno\\ ledge. and inquiring spirit necessary for a successful career in chemistry. The advised elective creditsallow individual di\ ersity' at the jtrnior and senior lcy els. Many undergraduates participate in current departmental research throughpart—time employment or research projects. The BS. curriculum prepares the student to enter the job market directly as a chemist orto enter various professional schools or graduate school in chemistry or an allied science. This route is also an excellent premedicalprogram.
The Bachelor ofScience in Chemistry—Marine Sciences Concentration prm ides students the knoyt ledge associated with a BS. degreein Chemistry. but also applies that knon ledge to a natural em ironmental setting (in this case. the marine em ironment). Manystudents ha\e an em ironmental a\\ areness and a desire to pursue em ironmental issues along \t ith their interest in physical science.This degree allon s a student to take all ofthe courses necessary to become an accredited ACS (American Chemical Society) chemistalong \\ ith the oceanography courses necessary to apply that chemical information to an interesting and complex environment likethe ocean.
Specific curriculum requirements are ayarlable online: wncsuedu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Chemistry. Bachelor ofArtsCurriculum in Chemistry. Bachelor ofScienceCurriculum in Chemistry. Marine Sciences Concentration
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Harrelson Hall. Room 360phone: (919)515 2382
B. A. Mair. Department IleadJ. E. Franke. Associate HeadJ. S. Scroggs. Director of Undergraduate ProgramsJ. R. Griggs. Coordinator ofClassroom InstructionH. J. Charlton. Scheduling Officer and Director of Summer School
Professors: H.T. Banks. S.L. Campbell. I\I.T. Chu. E.N. Chukyyu. L.O. Chung. J.D. Cohen. A. Fauntleroy. J.P. Fouque. J.E. Franke.R.O. Fulp. R.E. Hartwig. A.G. Helminck. H. Hong. I. Ipsen. K. Ito. N. Jing. E.L. Kaltofen. C.T. Kelley. A. Kheyfets. K. Koh. X.B.Lin. B.A. Mair. R. H. Martin. N. Medhin. C.D. Meyer. KC. Misra. E.L. Peterson. MS. Putcha. S. Schecter. J.F. Selgrade. F.H.M.Semazzi. M. Shearer. C.E. Siewert. J.W. Silverstein. M. Singer. R. Smith. E.L. Stitzinger. H.T. Tran. R.E. White; Adjunct Professors:E.M. Peck. P. Schlosser: Professor Emeriti: J.W. Bishir. E.E. Burniston. R.E. Chandler. J.C. Dunn. J. Luh. L.B. Martin. C.V. Pao. N.J.Rose; Associate Professors: GD. Faulkner. P.A. Gremaud. T. Lada. Z. Li. A.Lloyd. S. Lubkin. L.K. Norris. LB. Page. 8.0. Paur, J.Rodriguez. JS. Scroggs. S. Tsynkm. W.M. Waters; Associate Professor Emeritus: R.T. Ramsay; Assistant Professors: B. Bakalov. R.Buche. H.J. Charlton. A. Chertock. M.A. Haider. K. Jenssen. M. Kang. I. Kogan. D. Labate. MS. Olufsen. T. Pang. A. Szanto. D.Zenkov; Assistant Professor Emeritus: DJ. Hansen: Lecturers: SS. A1 Ashhab. B. Bums Williams. R. Kenney. J.R. Griggs. MS.McCollum, A. McRae.
The undergraduate majors in mathematics and applied mathematics provide a core ofbasic mathematics courses along with flexiblechoices of electives. vs Inch permit both a yr ell rounded education and preparation for math—related careers. Because ofthe current
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College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
employment market (for both baccalaureate and graduate students), students are advised to give serious consideration to the appliedmathematlcs program.
Career objectives can be directed toward employment in math-related jobs in business industry or government, teaching at thesecondary school level, or graduate study in mathematics and/or related areas.

Facilities and Laboratories
The math department houses a media center which provides a wide variety ofsupport servicesto students and faculty. The center consists of a computer classroom with 20 Sunworkstations, a Macintosh equipped room with computer equipped carrels for individualwork, and a large table for tutoring and group work. Both rooms are adjacent to PAMScomputer labs housing Sun and Linux workstations.
In addition, Harrelson 314 and Harrelson G 108 are large PAMS computer rooms which areheavily used by the math department for computer testing and classroom computer work.These rooms are particularly heavily used by the engineering calculus classes formathematical computing, and by online math classes for computer-based testing.
For students, the media center is the focal point for all computer work related to math classesat NCSU. Students go to the media center for individual work, tutoring, and class meetings.The proximity ofthe media center to PAMS computer labs means that students working in thePAMS labs have quick access to all support services provided by the media center.
The media center also houses a large collection of videotapes for introductory level mathclasses. These, however, are in the process of being phased out as a newer digital video libraryis under development.

Student Activities
The Society for Undergraduate Mathematics is a club for all students interested in mathematics, and is a Student Chapter oftheMathematical Association of America. Club activities include monthly meetings and participation in regional and nationalprofessional activities.
Undergraduates in the Mathematics Department can participate in research programs with members of our faculty. In addition, manymathematics majors participate in off-campus programs, such as the NSF sponsored Research Experience for Undergraduates and theBudapest Semester in Mathematics.
Finally, undergraduate mathematics major can participate in local, regional and national mathematics contests. Many of our studentsperform well in these contests, and several have received national recognition.
Honors and Awards
The department recognizes its superior students with the following annual awards:
- Hubert V. and Mary Alice Park Scholarship- An award made to an outstanding risingjunior or senior in mathematics.
- John W. Cell Scholarship- An award for an outstanding risingjunior or senior in mathematics.
- Carey Mumford Scholarship- An award to an outstanding sophomore, junior, or senior in mathematics.
' Levine—Anderson Award- An award for that student who has the best performance in the William Lowell Putnam Examination.

(This award is not restricted to mathematics majors)
' Charles N. Anderson Scholarship— An award for an outstanding sophomore in mathematics.
' Charles F. Lewis Scholarship- An award for an outstanding senior who is a double major in mathematics/mathematics education.
' Mrs. Roberts C. Bullock Scholarship - An award for an outstanding mathematics major who has also demonstrated an interest in

the English language.
' Dr. Rebecca R. Bullock Memorial Scholarship Endowment- An award for an outstanding mathematics major who has also

demonstrated an interest in the English language.
' Howard A. Petrea Scholarship- An award for an outstandingjunior or senior in mathematics.
The department also has a chapter ofthe National Mathematical Honorary Fraternity Pi Mu Epsilon. Membership is open to thosestudents with superior performance in mathematics courses.
Curricula
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/regfirecords/curriculaCurriculum in Mathematics, Bachelor of Science _Curriculum in Applied Mathematics, Bachelor of Sc1ence
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Minor in Mathematics
The minor program consists ofthe successful completion with a grade of C or better ofany l5 hours selected from the MathematicsDepartment‘s list ofapprm ed courses. The list includes MA 225 Foundations of Advanced Mathematics as well as any MA coursesat the 300. 400. and 500 le\els.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Cox Hall. Room I 10phone: (919)313—252I
C R. Gould. lleadR. A. Egler. Assistant HeadC. E. Johnson. Director ofUndergraduatc ProgramsM. A. Paeslcr. Director ofGraduatc Programs
Named Professor: D.E. Aspnes. J. Bcrnholc, G. LucOVsky: Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor: G.E. Mitchell, RJ. Nemanich:Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors: R.J. Beichner. CR. Gould. D.G. Haase. R.R. Patty. S.P. Reynolds; Professors: H.Ade. D.E. Aspncs. R.J. Beichncr. J. Bernholc. J.M. Blondin. R. Chabay. S.R. Cotanch. D.C. Ellison. R.E. Fornes, CR. Gould, D.G.llaase. CR. Ji. CE. Johnson. .J. Krim. F. Lado Jr.. G. Lucov sky. G.E. Mitchell. J.R. Mowat. R.J. Nemanich, M.A. Paesler, S.P.Reynolds. J.S. Rislcy. CM. Roland, D.E. Sayers; Professors Emeriti: J.W. Cook. K.T. Chung. W.R. Davis, W.O. Doggett, G.L. Hall.A.W. Jenkins. K.L. Johnston. G.H. Katzin, ER. Manning. J.D. Memory. J.Y. Park. RR. Patty. J.F. Schetzina. L.W. Seagondollar. PJ.Stiles. D.R. Tilley; Associate Professors: J.D. Bro“ n. H. Hallen, P.R. Huffman. M.A. Klenin. L. Mitras, G.W. Parker, T.M. Schaefer,A.R. Young; Associate Professor Emeritus: CG. Cobb. D.H. Martin; Assistant Professors: M. Buongiomo Nardelli, L.l. Clarke, D].Lee. G. McLaughlin. T.P. Pearl. M.C. Sagui. K. Weninger; Assistant Professor Emeritus: H.L. Owen.
Physics is the fundamental science ofobsen ation. measurement and description ofthe natural n orld. Physicists seek to establish amathematical description ofall physical phenomena. ranging from the interactions of quarks in nuclei to the collisions ofgalaxies inthe universe. Together \\ ith scientists in engineering and other physical. biological. and mathematical sciences. physicists collaborateto develop ne\\ materials and MC“ insights in all areas ofmodern science and technology.
Curricula
The Physics undergraduate curricula provide a strong background in the fundamentals. and offers course options for deeper studies inareas ofintercst. Undergraduates ha\e the opportunity to \y ork in research laboratories with faculty in: astrophysics. atomic physics.biological physics. physics education. nuclear and particle physics. synchrotron radiation. near—field optics, and materials physics,solid state and condensed-matter physics. Undergraduates are frequently co—authors on scientific papers. Physics majors are part ofaclose—knit community a small highly motivated group ofpeople who have wide—ranging interests and a passion for soly ing problems.
Bachelor of Science in Physics
This degree equips students \\ ith a broad technical background. prov iding a solid basis for graduate study in physics or relatedsciences. enrollment in professional schools such as law or medtcme. and employment in government or industrial laboratories.Specialized concentrations within the BS. degree are also available in Material Sciences and Computational Physics.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wvy \\.ncsu.edu reg records curricula
Bachelor of Arts in Physics
This degree offers a flexible course of studies for students who may not plan to become professional physicists but who desire aninterdisciplinary program \x ith a strong emphasis on physics. The proper choice of electives will help to prepare the graduate forprofessional careers in education, law. business. journalism, or graduate school in an allied science. It is especially suitable as part ofa double major or as preparation for high-school teaching. Since the first three semesters are essentially identical to those ofthe B.S.program. students may enter the B.A. program either directly from high school or at some later point after entering the university.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: wwwncsuedu reg records curricula
Honors Programs
The Physics Department Honors Program offers students the opportunity to develop their academic potential by increasedim olvement and participation in physics study and research. A minimum GPA of3.5 in physics courses and overall GPA of3.0 isrequired for admission. Students must complete three (3) hours of PY 499, Independent Research. and submit a written scientificreport based on the student’s research. Students must also complete an additional nine (9) hours of upper—level physics courses drawnfrom the following two categories: 300- and 400— level physics courses taken \\ ith the faculty-initiated honors option, and 500-1evelphysics courses.
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Minor in Physics
The Physics Department. offers a minor in physics to majors in any field except physics. To complete the minor, 17 hours of specifiedphysrcs courses are required, consrstrng ofPY 205, 208, 407 (or 201, 202, 203) and tvx o ofPY 328, 341, 401. 402, 411, 412, 413, 414,415.
DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS
Patterson Hall, Room 220phone: (919)515-2528
S. G. Pantula, HeadW. H. Swallow, Director of Graduate Programs for StatisticsC. E. Smith, Interim Director of Biomathematics Graduate ProgramM. L. Gumpertz, Director of Undergraduate Programs in Statistics
William Neal Reynolds Professor: B.S. Weir; Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor: BB. Bhattacharyya, M. Davidian: AlumniDistinguished Undergraduate Professors: E.J. Dietz. W.I-I. Swallow; Professors: R.L. Berger, P. Bloomfield, D.D. Boos, C. Brownie,D.A. Dickey, T.M. Gerig, M.L. Gumpertz, J.F. Monahan, S.G. Pantula, KH. Pollock, D.L. Solomon, L.A. Stefanski, A.A. Tsiatis, SB. Zeng; Adjunct Professors: J.R. Chromy, J.H. Goodnight, P.D. Haaland, N. Kaplan; Professors Emeriti: F. Giesbrecht, A.H.E.Grandage, T. Johnson, L.A. Nelson, CH. Proctor, GP. Quesenberry. J.O. Rawlings, D.L. Ridge“ ay, R.G.D. Steel, J.L. Wasik, O.Wesler; Associate Professors: P. Arroway, S. Browning, M. Fuentes, M.G. Genton, J.M. Hughes-Olix er, A. Lloyd, S.R. Lubkin, S.V.Muse; Assistant Professors: P.J. Arroway, S. Ghosal, K. Gross. W. Lu, J.A. Osborne. J. Tzeng, D. Zhang, H. Zhang; ResearchAssistant Professor: D.M. Nielsen, J.R. Thompson, R. Woodard; Adjunct Assistant Professor: M.A. O’Connell; Assistant ProfessorEmeritus: B.J. Stines; Research Associate Statistician: A. Anderson; Senior Statistician: CJ. Basten, SB. Donaghy: AssociateMembers ofthe Statistics Faculty: W.R. Atchley (Genetics), T.H. Emigh (Genetics), M.M. Goodman (Crop Science). A.R. Hall(Economics), M.W. Suh (Textiles): Associate Members ofthe Biomathematics Faculty: H.T. Banks (Mathematics), J.W. Bishir(Mathematics), J.F. Gilliam (Zoology), GR. Hess (Forestry), T. Johnson (Economics), D.W. Nychka (Statistics), HE. Schaffer(Genetics), J.F. Selgrade (Mathematics). R.E. Stinner (Entomology), H.T. Tran (Mathematics), G.G. Wilkerson (Crop Science);Adjunct Professor of Biomathematics: L.B. Crowder, P. Dixon, PH. Morgan; Adjunct Associate Professor of Biomathematics: T.K.Pierson; Adjust Assistant Professors of Biomathematics: J.S. Kimbell, M.M. Lutz.
Statistics is the body of scientific methodology that deals with the logic of experiment and survey design. the efficient collection andpresentation ofquantitative information. and the formulation of valid and reliable inferences from sample data. The computer is usedas a research tool by the statistician to perform the tasks ofmanagement and analysis of data collected from experiments and surveys.The Department of Statistics is part ofthe Institute of Statistics, which includes Department of Biostatistics and Statistics at ChapelHill. The Department of Statistics provides instruction, consultation, and computational services on research projects for otherdepartments of all colleges at North Carolina State University including the Agricultural Research Service. Department staff areengaged in research in statistical theory and methodology. This range of activities furnishes a professional environment for trainingand students in the use of statistical procedures in the physical. biological and social sciences in industrial research and dex elopment.
Opportunities
The importance of sound statistical thinking in the design and analysis of quantitative studies is generally recognized and is reflectedin the abundance ofjob opportunities for statisticians. Industry relies on statistical methods to control the quality of goods in theprocess of manufacturing and to determine the acceptability of goods produced. Statistical procedures based on scientific sampling
have become basic tools in such diverse fields as weather forecasting, opinion polling, crop and livestock estimation, and businesstrends prediction. Because one can improve the efficiency and use ofincreasingly complex and expensive experiment and survey
data, the statistician is in demand wherever quantitative studies are conducted.
Scholarships and Awards
The Department of Statistics recognizes the importance ofSuperior academic performance through the awarding ofscholarships andcertificates of merit. Scholarships are available for the freshman year for the purpose of attracting academically superior students.There are two named departmental scholarships: F.E. McVay Scholarships and SAS Institute Scholarships. The department’s NSFVIGRE program provides advanced training and support for outstandingjuniors and seniors. The North Carolina Sate University
Chapter of Mu Sigma Rho, the national statistics honorary fraternity, accepts as members students u ho have had superiorperformance in statistics courses. Also, outstanding senior statistics students are recognized through the avx arding ofengraved
plaques.
Honors Program
The Department ofStatistics allows exceptional undergraduate students to design a program of study that typically includes advanced
courses not ordinarily taken by statistics majors and one or two semesters ofindcpendent study or rescarch. Students in the program
complete a minimum of9 credit hours in courses drawn from at least two ofthc following three categories: MA 245, MA 246, or
other courses designated as appropriate by the honors adviser, 500-levcl courses in statistics or mathematics, and 400- or 500—levelcourses in independent study. Interested students should contact thc Honors Adviser in the statistics department for additionalinformation.
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Curricula
The undergraduate curriculum provides basic training for a career in statistics or for graduate study and leads to the Bachelor ofScience in Statistics. In addition to statistics, the curriculum includes study in mathematics, computer science, and the biological/physical sciences. While fulfilling their major elective requirements, students can either elect a minor or distribute their study acrossfields exploring the application ofstatistics in other fields. such as agriculture and life sciences, computer science, economics andbusiness, industrial engineering, and the social sciences. A cooperative work-study option is also available.
The Department ol‘Statistics also advises for the Em ironmental Sciences, Statistics Concentration major. The environmentalsciences. \\ hether concerned w ith basic research or monitoring the status ofenvironmental health, are heavily involved inexperimental and or sampling design. collection of data, data analysis and interpretation. Statistics is the science ofdesigningefficient studies for the collection ofdata to address specific research questions, and the analysis 0fthese data to provideunderstanding ofthe nature ofthe process or population under study. It is important that environmental scientists by aware ofthe roleofstatistics in research and be familiar \\ ith basic statistical methods in order to properly plan and execute these studies. TheStatistics Concentration \\ ill prepare students to perform and thejunior statistician level so they can become intimately involved inthe research process and in the ideal situation become a full member ofthe interdisciplinary research team attacking theem ironmental problem. Successful completion ofthe Environmental Sciences. Statistics Concentration will prepare students forgraduate study
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: w“ w.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Statistics. Bachelor ofSctenceCurriculum in BM ironmental Sciences. Statistics Concentration
Minor in Statistics
The Department ofStatistics offers a minor in statistics to majors in any field except statistics. The importance of statistical reasoningto solve real \xorld problems has been recognized by the business. goxemment, and scientific communities. This minor program willpr0\ ide students \\ ith an opportunity to become competent in the use ofstatistical methods to summarize information and/or provideans“ ers to policy research questions. Students completing this program of study will also be provided with experience in the use ofthe computer as a statistical tool. The typical minor program consists ofthe successful completion of ST 301—302, ST 371 372 or ST42 1 «122. and one other appr0\ ed Department ofStatistics course with a grade ofC or better in each course. Other sets offive coursesmay be acceptable: see the Director of Lndergraduate Programs.
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE, EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Jordan Hall, Room l 125phone: (919)515—3711
J. C. Fountain. HeadC. J. Thomas. Sponsored Program De\e|opment DirectorD. L. Wolcott, Undergraduate Director and Marine Sciences Undergraduate ProgramE. F. Stoddard. Geology Undergraduate ProgramA. J. Riordan. Meteorology Undergraduate Programs
University Distinguished Scholars: R. Braham. T. F. Malone: Scholar in Residence; Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professors:V. V. Cavaroc. Jr. Emeritus, E. C. Knowles Emeritus; Professors: V. P. Aneja, S. P. Arya. N. Blair. J. M. Davis, D. J. DeMaster, R.V.Fodor, JP Hibbard. G.S. Janouitz, D. L. Kamykowski. Y. L. Lin, J. M. Morrison. S. Raman. V.K. Saxena, F. H. M. Semazzi, T. G.Wolcott; Adjunct Professors: S.W. Chang, W. J. Cooper, J. J. DeLuisi. A. H. Hines, S. K. Leduc, R. V. Madala, S.T. Rao, R.W.Reynolds, S. R. Riggs. M. L. Strobe], John T. Wells; Professors Emeriti: H.S. Brown. V. V. Cavaroc, L.J. Langfelder, C.J. Leith, J.M.Parker, W. J. Saucier, C. Welb): Research Professors Emeriti: T.S. Hopkins. D.A. Russell; Associate Professor Emeritus: G.F.Watson; Associate Professors:, D. B. Eggleston, D. Genereux, M. M. Kimberley.E. L. Leithold, A. J. Riordan. P. T. Shaw. W. J. Showers, E. F. Stoddard. D. L. Wolcott. L. Xie; Research Professors: T. F. Clark, H. G.Reichlel; Research Associate Professors: E. M. Buckley.M. Kaplan; Visiting Research Associate Professors: D. S. Kim; Adjunct Associate Professors:D. Byun. C. A. Davis, B. K. Eder, D. G. Evans, R. S. Harmon, P. S. Kasibhatla, L. A. Levin,R. Mathur, H. Mitasm a, C. R. Tomas. R. W. Weiner; Assistant Professor: C.N. Cudaback,G. Lackmann, J. Liu. M.H. Schvseitzer, Y. Zhang; Visiting Assistant Professors: C. J. Thomas; Research Assistant Professor: D. S.Niyogi; Adjunct Assistant Professors: K.V. Alapaty,R.E. Barrick, L.D. Carey, D.M. Checkley, C.J. Coats. A. S. Frankel, A. F. Hanna, J.A. Hare,T. Holt, C. Jang. G. T. Kellison, G. J. Kilpatrick, A. J. Lewitus, J. E. McNinch, J. C. Reid,P. A. Roelle, S. W. Ross, B. Subrahmanyam, R. C. Tacker; Lecturer: C.E.S. Baitek; Visiting Assistant Faculty: EM. Bingham, L.B.Cahoon, NF. Hadley, D.G. Lundquist, J.F. Parnell,J. Pawlik, M. Posey, P.J. Robinson, R.D. Roer, J.D. Wiley; Visiting Scholar: J.N. McHenry; Adjunct Instructor: RM. Wooten
The Department ofMEAS covers a broad range of disciplines with one overarching goal: adeeper understanding ofthe Earth's environment. MEAS takes an interdisciplinary approach to studying our planet's air, earth andVt ater, combining meteorology, earth science, and oceanography in a single department.
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This interdisciplinary viewpoint is particularly important today. in light ofaccelerating global changes and increasing corporate andpublic interest in environmental health and \\ ise use of natural resources. Many pressing questions require more than narrow trainingin a single discipline. MEAS graduates can be equipped for tasks as diverse as improving se\ ere storm forecasting; assessingpotential effects of oil exploration; modeling global climate trends or coastal flooding: understanding the transport of tree-killing airpollutants from industrial centers to the North Carolina mountains; developing non polluting technology for mining; ascertainingdinosaurian physiology and ecological niches; im estigating global ozone depletion, or devising plans to minimize erosion andpollution of coastlines.
MEAS offers degrees in meteorolog , geology, marine sciences. environmental sciences and natural resources. Marine sciencemajors learn how the oceans, solid earth. and atmosphere interact. Marine sciences courses are highly interdisciplinaq and areavailable in chemical oceanography. physical oceanography. biological oceanography. coastal geology. and marine meteorology.Earth science courses encompass the entire earth. from the core. through the crust, to the minerals. sediments. ground water. and landforms ofthe surface. Tools learned allon students to understand and characterize the physical and historical earth. Course \\ ork in allareas of geology equips students to reduce potential disasters from geological hazards and to ameliorate the negath e impact ofhuman society on the geological resources ofthe eanh. An earth systems history concentration produces graduates knowledgeableabout the evolution ofthe earth ecosystems. The meteorology program stresses a quantitative understanding ofatmospheric structureand processes. It addresses problems like air pollution. climate changes. and severe weather, such as thunderstorms. tornadoes. winterstorms. and hurricanes. Forecasting and climate studies are enhanced by using real-time satellite imagery. radar data products. andstate-of—the—art computer technology. MEAS majors in En\ ironmental Sciences and Natural Resources fill a unique need in today'ssociety as experts who can interpret their science to public policy shapers and decision makers. The training they recei\ e ineconomics, political science, and policy issues. and management. (for Natural Resources majors) equips MEAS graduates to interactwith industry. and with regulatory and conservation agencies.
Planet Earth is MEAS‘s natural laboratory. While most scientists conduct experiments under controlled conditions designed toreplicate some facets ofnature, \\ e use ships, submarines. aircraft. and satellites and unattended monitoring instruments to directlyand remotely probe the natural environment itself. Computer modeling helps us \ isualize the real-world information. and to designthe next experiments. Field study is an integral part of MEAS educational programs. enabling students to apply concepts learned inthe classroom to projects in the field. Summer field courses take students to the Soutlm est or to the North Carolina coast for intenshetraining in field methods. Shorter field trips are part ofclasses in all disciplines.
Opportunities
MEAS undergraduate degree programs provide talented students with the foundation ofscientifrc knowledge for careers ingovernment, industry or academe. Many students pursue graduate degrees.
Marine Sciences graduates can go on to become oceanographers, to manage our coastal resources. model air-sea interaction. andexplore global climate change. They may conduct pure and applied research. serving as environmental consultants for industry andgovernmental agencies, policy and management experts for governmental agencies. and em ironmental science educators. Graduateswith a Natural Resources degree are versed in the fundamental processes and interdisciplinary nature ofthe coastal /one. Asscientists. managers, administrators. and regulators. they make decisions regarding use and conservation ofeoastal and marineresources.
Geology graduates address society‘s needs for dealing effectively with earth processes. such as water supply and \\ ater quality (fromresidential and industrial supply and disposal. to ecosystem health in rivers and estuaries). or assessment ofstability of land forms.They work for engineering firms and permit—issuing agencies. and they are recruited by industries that rely on geological resources.Earth systems history geologists are familiar \\ ith the evolution of ecosystems through time. and provide a perspecthe on potentiallong—term reactions ofthe biosphere to both past and current changes and stresses. Their expertise is used in education. including
museums, and in theoretical and practical study ofbiosphere response. Those with Environmental Science degrees are trained to
assess and monitor geological resources like ground w ater contamination. Marine geologists are experts in the complex issues facingindustry, municipalities and residents in the dynamic and ecologically vulnerable coastal 7one.
Meteorology graduates may enjoy careers in areas such as weather forecasting. air quality assessment. development of weatherproducts and services, broadcast communications, and advanced research. Marine meteorologists study ocean—generated \\ eathersystems. Their research is yielding practical benefits like refined prediction ofstorm surge. \\ hich has streamlined evacuation efforts
during severe storms along the Carolina coast. Environmental Sciences graduates with an air quality emphasis may xx ork forenvironmental firms, regulatory agencies, and in applied research. Study ofair quality and how air pollution is transported anddispersed is a rapidly expanding field in the atmospheric sciences.
MEAS graduates play a key service role for the State ofNorth Carolina. assisting in everything from analyzing the impact of
atmospheric pollutants on agriculture and our estuaries, to determining the effects ol toxic waste disposal on quality 01 surface and
ground water.
Honors Program
Participants receive enhanced coverage ofacadcmic material and are involved in research. Eligibility is based on scholastic
achievement. Minimum requirements are a GPA of3.5 overall and 3.5 in the major. including required mathematics. chemistry and
physics courses taken to date. Students are reviewed for eligibility after the first semester ofthe sophomore-year and again as firstsemesterjuniors. Participation is optional. To successfully complete the honors program. a student will aequrre a mrmmum of‘) credithours ofhonors work, including 3 to 6 hours ofindcpendent study culminating in a vx rrtten scrcntrlrc report. and oneol‘thc follon rngoptions: oral presentation in the department. a poster presentation at the Sigma Xl Undergraduate Research Symposium. or
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presentation at a professional meeting. The remaining honors credit is earned in honors‘ sections Ofundergraduate courses, and inathanced (graduate) courses. Students must graduate with a 3.4 grade pornt average overall.
Undergraduate Research, Cooperative Education and Internships
Honors Program participants. as many as 10 percent of MLAS undergraduates. obtain valuable experience assisting with researchprojects. L:\amples of past research projects include studies ofcoral reef fish in the Bahamas to understand age, growth, and lifehistory transitions; assessment of Lake Victoria's impact on the climate of East Africa; examination ofthe relationship betweenatmospheric o/one and meteorological parameters as measured \A ith instrumented balloons; experiments on generation of oxygenfrom moon rocks to supplement a manned moon station; and reconstruction ofevcnts during past volcanic eruptions on Hawaii.Outstanding MEAS students can recei\ e career training with pay through the NC State Cooperative Education program. aftercompleting the first year of undergraduate studies. Co—op and internship students have completed assignments with the NationalWeather Scry ice. US Geological Sun ey. L S Air Force. US Em ironmental Protection Agency, NC Museum ofNatural Sciences, NCState Climate Offrce. NC Division of Marine Fisheries. NASA. local em ironmental consulting firms, and other state and federalagencies. Many students co op or intern at the internationally renovs ned Research Triangle Park. After graduation, eo—op studentsoften are hired full-time by the same companies 01 agencies.
Facilities
The home base of MEAS is .lordan llall. an award a inning structure that accommodates regular and tele-video classrooms, teachinglaboratories, computing facilities. and offices of faculty and staff. Jordan Hall has several facilities housing networked computers,some for unstructured student use. and some. like the Weather Analysis and Forecasting Laboratory. for teaching. This laboratoryhouses 25 \mrkstations providing access to real—time and archn ed satellite. radar. surface. and upper-air observations plus a wideariety of numerical model liclds. From the rooftop Weather Observatory. detailed \xeather measurements are automatically loggedand archi\ ed and \\ eather balloons are launched. Other new structures include the Research 111 building on NC State's CentennialCampus. which houses the Facility for Ocean and Atmospheric Modeling and Visualization (FOAM V). supercomputing centersupporting teaching. research and extension. especially in the MEAS focus on air—sea interaction. Research III also houses the StateClimate Offrcc. \\ here many students gain skills in instrumentation. data acquisition. data analysis, and interaction with the public.For class \\ ork and field research in coastal settings. students may tray CI to NC State's Center for Marine Sciences and Technology onthe shore of Bogue Sound. in \/Iorehead City.
Students \\ ho attend a research-intensiye (“Research I“) uniyersity benefit from the opportunity to engage in research asundergraduates and to study with professors \\ hose iny oly ement in research keeps their knov~ ledge and enthusiasm fresh. The facultyof MEAS are internationally ackno“ ledged research scientists. and the department maintains an extensi\ e inventory of bothlaboratory and freld research equipment and facilities. As a member ofthe Duke UNC Oceanographic Consortium. MEAS has accessto the R V Cape llatteras. a l35' coastal oceanographic research \essel. “hich sen es as a platform for \\ ork on the physics,chemistry. geology. biology and meteorology ofthe sea offshore. Training cruises on the R/V Cape Hatteras occur each semester,pr0\ iding practical experience in oceanography for marine science majors.
Speciali7ed equipment in the department supports teaching and research in: geological materials (electron microprobe. X—rayfluorescence spectrometer. an automated X ray diffractometer. neutron acti\ ation analysis), geophysical measurements (GPS.gravimcter. magnetometer. seismic reflection). and sedimentology (microcomputer—controlled grain—size analysis). Stable— and radio-isotope laboratories support research in biogeochemical cycling. paleoelirnatology and paleoeeology. The Center for the Explorationofthe Dinosaurian World prox ides research opportunities for students ofEarth Systems History. Ecological studies are supported bya Motion Analysis System. a biotelemetry laboratory. and the departmental membership in the Cooperathe Institute of FisheriesOceanography. a joint venture ofNOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service and a number of universities within the state.Ady ancements in Air Sea Interactions come through the Satellite Oceanography and Image Analysis Laboratory; the PhysicalOceanographic Research Laboratory with its complement of equipment to monitor the ocean's motion and composition; the PlanetaryBoundary-Layer Laboratory with its instrumentation for monitoring physical processes at the land-air and sea air interfaces; theFOAM V facility, and the center for Marine Sciences and Technology at the coast in Morehead City, NC.
Curricula
The department offers several curricula in each ofthe areas of marine, earth and atmospheric sciences. Each prepares students foremployment at graduation or for further professional training. There are three Bachelor of Science (BS) curricula in atmosphericsciences: Meteorology, Marine Meteorology, and Environmental Sciences -- Air Quality. Most students in meteorology or inforecasting are employed with private organizations and public agencies. Air quality graduates are employed by consulting firms,private industry and public agencies. The marine sciences offer four BS curricula Vl ith concentrations in Chemistry. Geology,Meteorology, and Physics. Earth sciences house seven curricula: B.A. (Bachelor of Arts) and BS in Geology, BS in Geology witha concentration in Marine Science, BA. and BS in Geology with a concentration in Earth Systems History, and BS inEnvironmental Sciences -- Geology concentration. The BA. and BS. degree programs require similar core courses, but the BA.contains more social sciences and humanities, and the BS more mathematics and other physical sciences. The marine sciencesconcentration adds marine sciences to the geology curriculum. Earth Systems History includes core geology courses, but with anincreased emphasis on paleontology, paleobiology, and paleoeeology. All em ironmental sciences degrees combine core knowledgein the science with economics. politics, and policy. Geologists are employed in both the private and public sector. The BS in naturalresources, \\ ith a concentration in marine and coastal resources. combines marine sciences with economics, politics, policy. andmanagement, to prepare scientists who can interface with policy—makers and regulators.
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Specific curriculum requirements are ax ailable online: wwwncsuedu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Marine Sciences, Chemistry Concentration Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Marine Sciences, Geology Concentration Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Marine Sciences, Meteorology Concentration Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Marine Sciences, Physics Concentration Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Geology. Bachelor of ArtsCurriculum in Geology, Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Geology, Earth Systems History/Bachelor of ArtsCurriculum in Geology, Earth Systems History Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Geology, Marine Sciences ConcentrationCurriculum in Meteorology, Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Meteorology, Marine Science ConcentrationCurriculum in Natural Resources, Marine and Coastal Resources ConcentrationCurriculum in Environmental Sciences, Environmental Geology ConcentrationCurriculum in Environmental Sciences, Air Quality Concentration
Minor in Geology
The Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences offers a Minor in Geology to majors in any field except geology. Thisprogram provides a means of recognition for students in any field who have a curiosity about the materials, structures, and processesofthe solid earth. Admission to the program requires a grade ofC or better in MEA 101 and MEA 110. Successful completion oftheprogram requires a C- or better in at least 15 hours of geology or geophysical course work which must include MEA 101, MEA 110and two additional laboratory courses.
Program Administrator and Contact
Dr. Skip StoddardBox 8208, (919)515 7939Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences2140 Jordan Hallskip stoddardfincsuedu
Minor in Meteorology
The Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences offers a Minor in Meteorology to majors in any field exceptmeteorology. Admission to the program requires a grade ofC or better in MA 141. 241, and 242, and in PY 205 and 208. Successfulcompletion ofthe program requires a grade ofC or better in the following courses: MEA 213, 214. 311. 312, 313, 314. and 421.MEA 130 may substitute for MEA 213.
Program Administrator and Contact
Dr. Al RiordanBox 8208, (919)515-7973Department of Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences5147 Jordan Halla] riordan@ncsu.edu
Marine Sciences Concentration in Chemistry(See BS. Chemistry)
Marine Sciences Concentration in Geology(See BS. Geology)
Marine Sciences Concentration in Meteorology(See BS. Meteorology)
Marine Sciences Concentration in Physics(See BS. Physics)
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College of Textiles
The field oftcxtiles is broad. lt coy ers almost eyciy aspect ofour daily lives \y ith applications in medicine, space, recreation and
sports. personal safety. eny ironmcntal impro\ ement and control. transportation, household and apparel uses. These versatilematerials. textiles. are made to design specifications by a variety of modern high speed processes, utili7ing tools such as lasers,
electronics and computers. Textiles begins yy ith the synthesis of fibers by man or by nature. Textiles are carried through manyprocesses for fabric formation, including the steps necessary to make fabrics useful, such as the manufacture of dyestuffs andcolorants, chemical auxiliaries and finishes. and cutting and fashioning into end-use products.
The approximately 5.000 alumni ofthe College ofTextilcs hold diyersc positions, many in North Carolina. In the textile and relatedindusti ies, occupations range from manulacturmg management, marketing and sales, and corporate management to designing andsty ling, research and dmelopmcnt. technical sery ice, quality control and personnel management. These textile graduates are in the
creatiye and management decision-making aspects ofthe industry. They plan the flow ofmaterials, processes and information. Theycreate styles. designs, patterns, colors, textures, and structures for apparel, home and industrial uses. They engineer systems andproducts required ofindustrial space. medical apparel and other uses oftextiles products. They deal with computers, automation,
product quality, plant performance and en\ ironmental problems. They manage large and small companies, personnel, and systems.
Opportunities remain excellent. \\ ith the college maintaining one ofthe university'sbest placement records. Demand for textilegraduates from NC State Uniyersity is particularly strong, due mainly to the strength ofthe academic programs. These programs areoffered by two degree granting departments: Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management, and Textile Engineering, Chemistry,and Science.
Degree Programs
The College ofTextilcs offers a broad choice ofcurricula from \\ hich to choose. Bachelor of Science programs in TextileTechnology. Textile and Apparel Management. Textile Engineering. and Textile Chemistry are available. These programs allowstudents to choose from a \\ ide range ofcourses in addition to required core courses. The textile student's curriculum includes
humanities. social sciences and basic sciences and may include concentrations in business, economics, industrial engineering,mathematics. physics. chemistry. computer science. or statistics. A variety of dual degree possibilities are open to textile students,usually requiring at least t\\o semesters ofadditional study. Since professional textiles study is concentrated in the last two years ofthe student's program. it is possible for students from junior or community colleges, or other institutions of higher learning to transferto the College of Textiles w ith a minimum loss oftime.
Upon completion ofprograms in either textile technology. textile and apparel management, textile chemistry, or textile engineering.the degree ofBachelor of Science is conferred. A Bachelor of Science in Textile Engineering is offeredjointly by the College ofTextiles and the College of Engineering.
The College of Textiles offers the following graduate degrees: Master ofTextilcs. Master of Science in Textiles, Master of Science inTextile Chemistry, Master of Science in Textile Engineering. Doctor of Philosophy in Fiber and Polymer Science, and Doctor ofTextile Technology and Management. For general requirements, consult the Graduate Catalog. By faculty agreement. candidates forthe Doctor of Philosophy degree in other schools ofthis university may specialize in textile related subjects. In such cases, researchis usually done in textiles.
Double/Dual Degree Programs
Dual Degree Program in Textile Engineering and Chemical Engineering
This dual degree program provides for meeting all requirements for bachelor‘s degrees in both Textile and Chemical Engineering inonly 9 semesters. Students in this dual degree program select the Chemical Processing Concentration of Textile Engineering.Graduates ofthis program enjoy the benefits oftwo engineering degree programs that have long been successful in placing engineersinto exciting and well paying careers. for more information on this dual degree program, contact Jon P. Rust (jon rust@ncsu.edu).
Eli Whitney Double Degree Program in Textile and Apparel Management and International Studies
Thejoint program bet“ een the College ofTextiles and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences allows a student to earn a BS.degree in Textile and Apparel Management and a BA. degree in Multidisciplinary Studies with a concentration in InternationalStudies. This dual degree is designed to prepare students for work in the increasingly global textile industry.
The program includes all the technical course requirements associated with the Textile and Apparel Management degree. For theBA. in Multidisciplinary Studies. students choose from among three areas of concentration: the Pacific Rim (language study inJapanese or Chinese), Latin America (language study in Spanish), or Europe (language study in German or Italian). The program,which takes fne years to complete. includes possible overseas internships.
Merit scholarship awards are available for high achieving students who participate in the double degree program. For moreinformation. contact Dr. Nancy Cassill, Room 3313, Textiles Complex.
Anni Albers Scholars Program
College of Design, Art and Design ProgramCollege of Textiles, Textile Technology ProgramNorth Carolina State University
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The Anni Albers Scholars Program, a collaboration bet“ een the NC State University College ofTextiles and the College of Design,provides students simultaneously with exemplary preparation in design and in textile apparel technology. Because NC StateUniversity has both renowned Colleges of Textiles and Design, we are in a unique position to provide undergraduate education intextile design that is unparalleled at other institutions in the US. This program improves graduates' creative flexibility and enhancesemployment opportunities by combining professional skills in design with high quality technological knowledge
Students completing the Anni Albers Program will earn two undergraduate degrees: a Bachelor ofArt and Design in the College ofDesrgn, and a Bachelor of Selence in Textile Technology in the College of Textiles.
The program is named for a person who exemplifies the ideals and goals to \\ hich the program aspires: textile designer and artistAnni Albers. Anni Albers was educated in the Weax ing Workshop at the Bauhaus and immigrated to the United States from WorldWar 11 Germany. Anni, a noted textile designer, artist, and writer, brought her influential beliefs in the importance oftextiles to BlackMountain School in North Carolina, and eventually to Yale University. Her work and vsritings have provided generations ofAmerican textile designers and fiber artists a philosophical framework and standard of excellence against which to measure progressand achievement in the medium.
Facilities
The College of Textiles on the Centennial Campus is the center for textile education and research in the US. Within its walls are acritical mass of students. faculty, facilities. and programs that \x ill “make a difference” for United States fiber, textile. and sewnproducts.
Minors
College of Textiles majors are encouraged to minor in areas outside Textiles. Of particular interest are minors in Design. Business,Foreign Language, Paper Scrence. and Industrial Engineering.
Cooperative Education Program
This is a voluntary program Vt hich combines academic study \vithjob experience. To be eligible for the program, a student must havecompleted two semesters at NC State (one semester for transfer students) and have a minimum GPA of 2.25. The program providesfor alternating semesters of full-time study and full-time work. A minimum ofthree periods is required to complete the program.
Honors and Scholars Program
This program offers exceptional students the opportunity to explore areas of special interest through various forms of research orindependent study. Students of high academic level, after their first or second year of study, are inx ited to participate in this program.Special lectures, discussion groups and seminars in the freshman and sophomore years offer possibilities for future development inthe honors program. Additional advising is available and recommended in order to create and define degree programs which meetstudents' needs. Honors sections and graduate level classes are open to these students. The College of Textiles honor student willconduct a literature review and conduct an honors research project in an area of special interest. The honors project ranges from ascholars from a scholarly review ofa special topic to a discussion of an experimental research problem.
Honor Society
Sigma Tau Sigma is the scholastic textile fraternity which was founded in the College of Textiles in 1929 to honor students who havea grade point average of3.250 or higher. The main goal ofthis fraternity is to create a high standard of scholarship among textilestudents. Twice every year the local chapter selects as its prospective memberjunior textile students who meet the above criteria.Sigma Tau Sigma also promotes excellence by awarding a trophy to the graduating senior with the highest overall grade pointaverage in the college.
Textile Scholars-in-Residence Program
This program is sponsored by the College ofTextiles and the Division of Student Affairs. It is a four—year program with emphasis ona textile seminar series and educational and cultural enrichment activities. These co-curricular activities include seminars on specialtopics related to the textile curriculum and profession, tutorial sessions, field trips and musical and drama performances. Students areinvited to join this program after their acceptance at NC State based on their predicted performance and must maintain a GPA of3.0to continue. All students are housed together with upperclassmen living with freshmen whenever possible.
Scholarships
The Directors ofthe North Carolina Textile Foundation and friends ofthe College of Textiles have established an outstandingfreshman scholarship program for incoming freshmen, transfer into the College ofTextiles and current Textile students. The Collegeof Textiles currently has the largest college-based scholarship program at NC State University.
Centennial Scholarships are currently valued at $10,000 per year for in state students with a full differential for out of statestudents. This scholarship program also offers a $7,500 enrichment fund per recipient for educational enhancement activities.Candidates must be nominated by his or her high school or home school by November Ist, or must selfnominatc before Decemberlst. North Carolina Textile Foundation (NCTF) Scholarships (total value: $20,000) and Textile Foundation Prestige Scholarships
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(total value: $10,000) are also awarded through the Centennial Scholarship Process. Application deadline for all Textile scholarshipsis December 1. Restrictions do apply. Contact Kent Hester at (919)515-6530 for full details.
Field Trips
For certain textiles courses, it is desirable for the student to see the manufacturing process under actual operating conditions. Whenpossible, student groups visit outstanding manufacturing plants. Trip participation IS requ1red. Transportation costs and other travelexpenses, while held to a minimum, are paid by the student.
Summer Employment
Job opportunities for summer employment are available for textile students. Placement assistance is available through the collegecareer services office and frequently can be arranged in the student's home community. Qualified students may arrange to rece1veacademic credit through the Industrial Intern Program.
Four-in-One Program
The College ofTextiles has a program which permits a student with a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college or universityto complete the requirements for a Bachelor of Science degree in Textiles, Textile and Apparel Management or Textile Chemistryafter the satisfactory completion ofa minimum of one year of study.
Applicants should have completed basic economics, mathematics, physics and chemistry requirements comparable with thoserequired for the textile degree sought. Under these conditions, the student generally may complete the degree requirements in twoSummer Sessions and two regular semesters. Students not meeting specific requirements in business, economics, sciences, ormathematics should remove deficiencies prior to entering a specific degree program, otherwise the program of study may requirethree or more semesters.
Each applicant's undergraduate program is considered individually and, in most cases, a complete transfer of credits is possible.
Associate of the Textile Institute (ATI) Diploma
The Textile Institute, with headquarters in Manchester, England, is a prestigious international textile organization. This organizationrecognizes graduates from most ofthe College of Textiles programs who have achieved a GPA of 2.8 or higher. These graduates willbe granted full exemption from the ATI examination.
Exchange Program
Selected students enrolled in textiles are given the option to spend at least one semester studying at a different university. Thefollowing list of opportunities are available. Brazil - Seni Citiqt; England - Leeds University, University of Hull, University ofManchester Institute of Science and Technology; Europe — AUTEX; France - University of Lille (ENSIT); Finland — TempereUniversity; Germany - University of Dresden, University of Munster; Guatemala - University ofValle; Hong Kong - Hong KongPolytechnic University; Japan ~ Shinshu University; Mexico - ITESM.
Additional information about these exchanges can be obtained from the Academic Programs Office.
Special Services
The College of Textiles offers several services and programs which enrich its academic programs. Textile and Apparel Research isconducted on a wide variety of problems relating to the fiber, textile and apparel industries. Frequently, the problems areinterdisciplinary and involve team effort. Students have an opportunity to participate in the solution to current problems. The Officeof Student Servicesis responsible for career services and scholarship programs ofthe College of Textiles. The career services officebrings together industry recruiters and students for interview sessions for permanent and summer employment. Alumni may also takeadvantage ofthe placement office The scholarship functionIS operated by a committee. It15 possible for any United States Citizen orPermanent Resident student to pursue an education in textiles through scholarships, loans or grants, as long as he or she maintains theuniversity's academic standards.
Textile Off-Campus Program
The College of Textiles offers a distance education program for undergraduate and graduate courses via the Internet, VHS tape, andCD. Courses are available to on—campus students but must be approved by the department. For information, please visit our web siteat www.tx.ncsu.edu/academic/distance or call Deborah Savage at (919)515-6627.
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DEPARTMENT OF TEXTILE AND APPAREL, TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
Centennial Campus, Room 3245phone: (919)515-6633
T. J. Little, HeadG. L. Hodge, Associate Head and Director of Graduate ProgramsA. M. Seyam, Associate Head and Coordinator ofUndergraduate Programs
Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Professor: P. Banks-Lee; Professors: R.A. Barnhardt. SK. Batra, N. Cassill, R.A. Donaldson,T.K. Ghosh, A.B. Godfrey. M. King. T.J. Little, W. Oxenham, B. Pourdeyhirni, A.M. Seyam, M.W. Suh; Adjunct Professors: R.W.Dent, WA. Klopman, D. Sikema, T. Theyson; Professors Erneriti: A.H. El-Shiekh, W.C. Stuckey Jr., S.C. Winchester; AssociateProfessors: P. Banks-Lee, H.H.A. Hergeth, G.L. Hodge, C.L. lstook, G.W. Smith; Associate Professors Emeriti: H. Davis, PB.Hudson, A. Hunter. W. King, T. Lassiter. M.L. Robinson; Adjunct Associate Professors: W. Barrie Fraser, C. Priestland, RE. Sasser,D. Shiftler; Assistant Professors: M. Jones. T. May-Plumlee, K.A. Thoney; Assistant Professor Emeritus: F.W. Massey; Instructor: G.Lawrence, L. Parillo Chapman.
The Department of Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management offers Bachelor of Science degrees in Textile and ApparelManagement and in Textile Technology. Each degree permits the student to specialize in concentrations. The curricula combine afoundation both in textile management and textile technology principles and applications. The BS. Textile and Apparel Managementdegree has a Management concentration and an Apparel concentration, while the BS. Textile Technology degree offers a TextileDesign option.
Curricula
The BS. in Textile and Apparel Management. together Vt ith its concentrations, provides opportunities for the student to get additionalbackground in apparel manufacturing, production factors, law and labor relations, management science, finance and accounting.
The BS. in Textile Technology offers the student a background in the technology of manufacturing, design, development andevaluation of textile products. The textile technology program is both flexible and diverse, requiring students to acquire anunderstanding of all aspects oftextile manufacturing processes and products. The program im olves many academic disciplines andoffers a well—rounded versatile degree, which prepares students to a wide range of careers. Popular minors include Design, ForeignLanguage, Industrial Engineering, Business and Economics.
The Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management Department administrates the Eli Whitney Scholarship program for studentswishing to undertake a study ofinternational business in conjunction with their studies in Textile and Apparel Management. Thisprogram permits the student to earn a BA. degree as offered by the College of Humanities and Social Science and a BS. degree inTextile and Apparel Management. The Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management Departmentjointly adrninistrates with theDepartment ofArt and Design the Anni Albers Scholars Program for students wishing to double major with a BS. degree in TextileTechnology and a BA. degree in Art and Design.
Students taking either the BS. in Textile Technology or BS. in Textile and Apparel Management may elect to add one ofthe medicaltextile tracks offered in the College of Textiles. Three tracks are available: Biomedical Textiles, Medical Textiles, and HealthcareManagement.
The Department of Textile and Apparel Technology and Management has state ofthe art laboratories including the Digital DesignLaboratory, Nonwovens Pilot Laboratory, Filament and Technology Lab, Sara Lee Apparel Lab, Anni Albers Design Labs, SpecialtySoftware Computer Lab, Microscopy and Image Analysis Lab, and Management Research Lab.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu reg records curriculaCurriculum in Textile Technology, Bachelor of ScienceCurriculum in Textile and Apparel Management, Apparel Management ConcentrationCurriculum in Textile and Apparel Management, Textile Management Concentration
Minor in the Sciences of Nonwovens
The minor in the Science of Nonwovens is available to all undergraduate students enrolled in the university as degree candidates,except Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management majors. The minor requires 15 credit hours. Nine hour's ofrequired coursesprovide a comprehensive overview ofnonwoven products and processes including various manufacturing techniques, and productprocess property interactions. Six elective hours may be chosen from areas including bonding technologies, nonwovencharacterization methods and nonwoven product development.
Journal
The Department publishes an online electronicjournal for students and professionals in the field. The Journal ofthe Department ofTextile and Apparel, Technology and Management can be accessed at www.tx.ncsu.edu jtatm
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DEPARTMENT OF TEXTILE ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND SCIENCE
Centennial Campus, Room 3250phone: (9l9)515-6558
K. R. Beck, HeadJ. P. Rust, Associate Head, Director ofUndergraduate ProgramsH. S. Freeman, Associate Head, Director ofGraduate Programs
Burlington Industries Professor: R.L. Barker; Ciba-Geigy Professor: H.S. Freeman, Cone Mills Professor of Textile EngineeringChemistry and Science: C.B. Smith; Kosa Professor: A.E. Tonelli; Professors: K.R. Beck, D.R. Buchanan, T.G. Clapp, B.S. Gupta, H.Hamouda, S.M. Hudson, GN. Mock, J.P. Rust; Adjunct Professors: A.P. Aneja, R. Goldman, G. O’Neal, DJ. Prezant; ProfessorsEmeriti: J.R. Bogdan, D.M. Cates, J.A. Cuculo, A.H.M. El-Sheikh, P.D. Emerson, R.D. Gilbert, PL, Grady, D.S. Hamby, S.P. Hersh,C.D. Livengood, P.R. Lord, R. McGregor. M.H. Mohamed, H.A. Rutherford, M.H. Theil, C. Tomasino, PA. Tucker, W.K. Walsh,W.M. Whaley; Associate Professors: P.J. Hauser, WJ. Jasper, D. Hinks, M.G. McCord; Adjunct Associate Professors: W.P. Behnke,L.D. Claxton, R.G. Keuhni, G. Montero, T. Montgomery, l.D. Shin; Associate Professors Emeriti: T.H. Guion, A.C. Hayes, T.G.Rochow; Assistant Professors: R.E. Gorga, J.P. Hinestroza, .l.A. Joines, R. Kotek, W.E. Krause; Adjunct Assistant Professors: H.A.Boyter, Jr, L. Dickinson; Associate Members ofthe Faculty: SK. Batra, W. Oxenham, R.A. Donaldson, T.K. Ghosh, B.Pourdeyhimi. R.J. Spontak, M.W. Suh (Textile and Apparel Technology Management), R.E. Fornes (Physics), Professors Emeriti:R.A. Barnhardt, H.G. Olf; Associate Professors P. Banks-Lee (Textile and Apparel Technology and Management.
The Department ofTextile Engineering, Chemistry, and Science offers Bachelor of Science degrees in Textile Chemistry and TextileEngineering. Students receive a fundamental knowledge ofthe science and engineering involved in the production of polymers,fibers, yarns and fabrics, and products based on them, and the process of dyeing and finishing.
Curricula
The BS. in Textile Chemistry is a new, highly flexible, rigorous program that provides courses in fundamental chemistry, whileincorporating the unique areas of applied chemistry known as textile chemistry. The applied courses are heavily oriented to thechemistry and technology of polymers, including polymer synthesis, extrusion and characterization. In addition, the color chemistrycomponent ofthe degree includes the synthesis and application of dyes and other compounds associated with the coloration ofmaterials, as well as the science of color perception and color measurement.
The degree program offers two concentrations: American Chemical Society (ACS) Certified, and Science and Operations. The ACSCertified concentration is designed for students wishing to pursue advanced studies in chemistry and related subjects, for instance,medical school. Each concentration incorporates a large number of electives allowing students to develop focus areas inenvironmental chemistry, medical textiles, polymer chemistry, color chemistry, among others.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg~records/curricula
The BS. in Textile Engineering provides a broad base of fiindamental engineering courses as a foundation for studies in textileengineering. The textile engineering courses deal with the application of scientific and engineering principles to the design andcontrol of all aspects of fiber, textile and apparel processes, products and machinery. These include natural and man-made materials,interaction of materials with machines, safety and health, energy conservation, and waste and pollution control. The BS. in TextileEngineering is offered jointly with the College of Engineering. For more details about the program, see description under the Collegeof Engineering.
Specific curriculum requirements are available online: www.ncsu.edu/reg_records/curriculaCurriculum in Textile Chemistry, Science and Operations ConcentrationCurriculum in Textile Chemistry, American Chemical Society Certification Concentration
Minor in Textile Chemistry
The Textile Engineering, Chemistry, and Science Department offers a minor in textile chemistry to majors in any field except TextileChemistry. The program is designed to expose students to the technical and scholarly disciplines of polymer chemistry, fiberformation, color physics, dyeing, and chemical modification'of fibers and fabrics, and gives them an opportunity to learn how basicdisciplines are applied in an industrial environment. Any interested students should contact the associate department head of TextileEngineering, Chemistry, and Science for information about the minor and its prerequisites.
B.S. Degree in Textile Engineering
(See Textile Engineering curriculum in the College of Engineering)
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VETERINARY MEDICINE

4700 Hillsborough Street
NCSU Box 8401

Raleigh, NC 27606
phone: (919)513-6262, Admissions; (919)513-6205, Recruitment;

(919)513-6212, Academic Affairs; fax: (919)513-6197

Oscar J. Fletcher, DeanDavid G. Bristol, Associate Dean and Director, Academic AffairsNeil C. Olson, Associate Dean and Director, Graduate Studies and ResearchMichael G. Davidson, Associate Dean and Director, Veterinary ServicesRichard [3‘ Fish, Director of Laboratory Animal ResourcesJeff Huckel, Director of Student Services



College of Verterinary Medicine
No specific undergraduate degree track is associated with a preprofessional veterinary medicine program. Faculty members from theCollege ongriculture and Life Sciences serve as advisers to undergraduate students interested in Veterinary Medicine that areenrolled and pursuing a baccalaureate program usually in a science-related field. Preprofessional course requirements are listedbelow. After completion ofthe required courses, students may be eligible to apply for the professional veterinary program. Courserequirements may be changed annually and are determined by the Committee on Admissions in the College of Veterinary Medicine.
Undergraduate students with interest in veterinary medicine are expected to be pursuing a baccalaureate degree (to include the socialscience and humanities requirements in the appropriate curriculum). Minimum requirements and course stipulations for curriculumplanning should be followed through by each ofthe students and their preprofessmnal adVISers in order to be knowledgeable of therequirements.
All courses listed below should be completed by the time of application to the veterinary college, except for two courses which maybe pending completion in the Spring Semester, term, or quarter, ofthe year of application.

Preprofessional Course Requirements
BCH 451 Principles of Biochemistry 4 MA 131 Calculus for Life Management or 3
BIO 125 General Biology or 4 MA 121 Elements of Calculus or 3
BIO 183 General Biology with Lab 4 MA 141 Calculus I 3
CH 101 Chemistry I and CH 102 4 MB 351 General Microbiology 3
CH 201 General Chemistry and CH 202 4 MB 352 General Microbiology Lab 1
CH 221 Organic Chemistry I with Lab 4 PY 221 College Physics I and Lab 4
CH 223 Organic Chemistry II with Lab 4 PY 212 College Physics 11 and Lab 4
ENG 101 Academic Writing and Research 4 ST 311 Introduction to Statistics 3
GN 41 1 Principles of Genetics 4 Humanities and Social Science Electives 6

Business and Finance Electives 6
Professional Degree Programs and Career Opportunities
Veterinary medicine is a science career dealing with the recognition, treatment, control and prevention of disease in animals. Careeroptions are unlimited and varied as animal health affects the health and economic welfare ofthe nation. D.V.M. candidates may selectseveral career options upon graduation. Federal government, private industry, private practice, and research and teaching activities ina university setting are all possible for licensed graduates. Successful completion ofthe professional training program should preparestudents for appropriate North Carolina state licensing examinations. Persons interested in the professional courses offered mayreceive information by contacting the College of Veterinary Medicine, Student Services Office, Raleigh, NC or view the college website at www.cvm.ncsu.edu.
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College of Verterinary Medicine

NCSU - CVM FOR D.\’.M. ADMISSIONSPre-requisite or Required Courses for the 2005 Admissions Cycle
Required Courses Semester NC State University Equivalent

Hours
Required

Composition & Writing, 6 7 Any combination ofthe following: ENG 101 Academic Writing andPublic Speaking, Research (4), COM 110 Public Speaking (3), COM112 Interpersonal
Communications Communications (3), COM146 Business and Professional Communications

(3). COM 211 Argumentation and Advocacy (3)
Calculus or Logic 3 MA 12] Elements of Calculus (3) or MA 131 Calculus for Life

and Management Sciences (3) 0r MA 141 Calculus I (4)01:
LOG 201 Logic (3)

Statistics 3 ST 311 or ST(BUS) 350 Introduction to Statistics
Physics with Labs 8 PHY 211 College Physics I (4) & PHY 212 College Physics 11 (4)01‘PY 205

Physics for Engineers and Scientists I (4) and PY 208 Physics for Engineers
and Scientists II (4)

General Chemistry with 8 CH 101 Chemistry A Molecular Science (3) w lab CH 202 (l) and CH 202
Labs Chemistry A Quantitative Science (3) W lab CH 202 (1)
Organic Chemistry with 8 CH 221 Organic Chemistry 1 Lab included (4) and CH 223 Organic
Labs Chemistry 11 Lab included (4)
Biology with Lab 4 B10 125 General Biology (4) or BIO 183 Introductory Biology 11 (4)0120

160 Intro to Cellular and Developmental Zoology (4)
Genetics 4 GN 411 Principles of Genetics (4)
Microbiology \A ith Lab 4 MB 351 General Microbiology (3) and MB 352 General Microbiology Lab

(1) MB 411 Medical Microbiology (3) and MB 412 Medical Microbiology
Lab (1)

Biochemistry 3 BCH 451 Principles of Biochemistiy (4)
Humanities and Social 6 Humanities courses include history, foreign language, arts, music, language.
Sciences Social Science courses include psychology, sociology, and anthropology.
Business and Finance 6 Any business, finance, accounting, economics, or agricultural economics

course.
* Required courses must be completed with a “C—” or higher grade. All but two ofthe required courses must be completed by the endofthe Fall Semester during which the student applies. The remaining two courses must be completed in the Spring Semester oftheapplication cycle year.
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
C. McGahan, Interim Headphone: (919)513—6220
Professors: KB. Adler, C.F. Brownie, G. Cole, L.N. Fleishcr, N.C. Olson, M.G. Papich, J. Piedrahita, P.L. Sannes, B. Sherry. J.E.Smallwood, l.W. Smoak, D.E_ Thrall; Professors Emeriti: AL. Aronson, R.A. Argenzio, P.J. Bentley, T.M. Curtin, C.E. Ste\ ens, C.S.Teng; Associate Professors: M. Brcen, G. Dcan, J.E. Gadsy, W.A. Horne, L.C. lludson, NE. Lovc, RE. Meyer, M.G. Papick, B.P.Peters, K.A. Spaulding, C.R. Swanson; Assistant Professors: MJ. Burkhard, J. Barnes, L. Martin,_M. Rodriguez-Puebla. D.S. Reddy,Visiting Assistant Professor: J.P. Douglass; Research Professor: MC. McGahan; Research Assoc1ate Prolcssor: .l. Horown7;Research Assistant Professor: J. Gookin; Clinical Assistant Professor: J. Neel, C. Stanton; instructor: J. Khosla.
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DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL SCIENCES
E. A. Stone, Professor and Headphone: (‘)l9)5l3-6230
Professors: CE. Atkins, EB. Breitsehwerdt, M.G. Davidson, K. Flammcr. R.B. Ford, B.C. Gilger, EM. Hardie, EC. Hawkins, B.W.Keene. N.A. Montciro—Riviere, [J Noga, T.J. Olivry, EA. Stone. M.K. Stoskopf, L.P. Tate: Associate Professors: K.F. Bowman,B.A. Brcuhaus. D.G. Bristol. L.A. Degernes, R.E. Fish, B.D. Hansen, GA. Lewbart, DJ, Marcellin, K.G. Mathews, K.R. Mufiana,S.C. Roe. S.L. Vaden; Assistant Professors: A.T. Blikslager. T.C. DeFrancesco, S. Gardner, CA. Harms, M.L. Hauck, H.A. Jackson,S. Jones, B.D. Lascelles. T. Micheu—Miller, N.J. Olby, L.E. Williams; Clinical Professor: R.A. Mansmann (Director of Equine HealthStudies Program); Clinical Associate Professor: W.R. Redding, Clinical Assistant Professors: SA. Bissett, K.K. Ferris, M.P. Gerard,K.M. Murphy, S. Pizzirani. M.S. Rembert (Asst. Director ofLaboratory Animal Resources), S. Sullivan, K.H. Taylor; ResearchAssistant Professor: P.R. Hess
DEPARTMENT OF POPULATION HEALTH AND PATHOBIOLOGY
J. Floyd. Headphone: (9 l 9)5 l 3-6240
Professors: G.W. Almond. K.L. Anderson. H. Barnes. T. Brown, P. Carter. J. Cullen. O. Fletcher, J.G, Floyd, F. Fuller, C. Grindem, J.Guy. B. Hammerberg. M. Levy, D.H. Ley. D. Mcuten. P. Orndorff, M.C. Roberts. M. Tompkins. W. Tompkins, D.P. Wages, AssociateProfessors: C. Altier. M.T. Con'ea. P. Cowen. P. Farin, J. Law. J. Levine. MB. McCaw. B.D. Slenning, S. Tonkonogy, J.P.Vaillancourt. M.D. Whitacre. Assistant Professors: R.E. Baynes. D. Capucille, W.A. Gebreyes. K. Linder. A.M. Miles, C. Pinto, J.D.Roberts. G. Smith. Clinical Assistant Professor: A.L. Cannedy. J. Flowers, Research Professor: E. Havell, Research AssistantProfessor: R. Gehring. Research Associate Professor: S. Kennedy-Stoskopf, Adjunct Professor: V. Schijns, Adjunct AssociateProfessor: A. Bogan. E. Gonder. L. Kooistra. D. Marshall, D. Rives, A. Scheidt, W. Starnes, Adjunct Assistant Professor: S. Clark, D.Malarkey. T. McGinn, R. Morales. M. Stebbins. Distinguished Professor: J.E. Riviere. Poultry Extension Specialist: D. Carver, SwineExtension Specialist: M. Morrow, Director, Electron Microscopy: Michael Dykstra.
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OTHER ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes
Reynolds Coliseum www.ncsu.edu/aspsa/NC State Box 7104 phone: (919)515-2464Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 fax: (919)515-1619
Philip Moses, Director
The Academic Support Program for Student Athletes provides academic support for morethan 500 undergraduate and graduate students who represent NC State in NCAAcompetition. All student athletes are provided with advising and counseling support in orderto allow them to balance the rigors of academic course work with the rigors of competition atthe NCAA Division I level.
Biotechnology Program
Robert M. Kelly, Director
The Biotechnology Program at NC State includes some 170 faculty representing 24 departments in the Colleges of Agriculture andLife Sciences, Engineering, Natural Resources, Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Veterinary Medicine, and Humanities andSocial Sciences. The Program administers minors in Biotechnology at the undergraduate, MS, and Ph.D. levels. Research inbiotechnology is multidisciplinary encompassing three main areas: molecular biology, bio-processing/bio-analytical techniques, andin-vitro cell culture. One of the unique aspects of our graduate and undergraduate Biotechnology Minors is the focus on laboratorytechniques. Many curricula offer a great deal of theory about molecular biotechnology, but few allow for the level of hands—onexperience that our program does. For more information about the Biotechnology Minor, please visit www.ncsu.edu/biotechnology.
Computer Training Unit
Betty Gardner, Assistant Directorphone: (919)515-8163
Since 1989, the NC State Computer Training Unit has been a leading provider for the IT training needs ofthe Triangle. CTU operatesout of McKimmon Center, utilizing four dedicated, state-of-the-art labs. New classes are introduced on a quarterly basis andtomorrow’s technology is becoming a reality to hundreds of people today.
Whether an individual is looking for a single class to become familiarized with an operating system or is committed to eight weeks ofcertification training, the Computer Training Unit can address this need. The certifications currently offered include industryfavorites from vendors such as Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco, CIW and Sun as well as newer programs like Biolnformatics and techniciantraining through the Red Hat Academy curriculum. By keeping pace with today’s technology trends, the Computer Training Unit hasintroduced programs specifically for K-12 educators with it’s NC TEACH-IT program. Courses are offered to Raleigh’s growingHispanic community with instruction in Spanish.
The NC State Computer Training Unit strives to meet the needs of each student. With a hands-on approach to technology, qualitytraining and career guidance are provided to each participant.
Visit the NC State Computer Training Unit web site today at www.mcsu.edu/ctu for a complete course schedule and certificationinformation.
Continuing and Professional Education
Judson Hair, Directorphone: (919)515-2261
In keeping with the land-grant tradition of the university, Continuing and Professional Education offers noncredit education andtraining to all the people. CPE encompasses three sub-units: Office of Professional Development, The Computer Training Unit, andMcKimmon Conference and Training Center, focusing on the development, facilitation, and delivery of continuing education andprofessional programs for business, industry, and other organizations. Intensive learning experiences include practical case studies,problem solving exercises, and presentations from campus as well as noncampus. Up-to-date computer training is also available on avariety of different levels and on a wide range of topics. Special efforts are made to meet the training needs of industry andgovernment agencies through general as well as customized offerings. The university awards Continuing Education Units toparticipants in qualified programs. Continuing Education Units are part of a nationwide system that provides a uniform measure ofattainment in noncredit educational programs.
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North Carolina State University
Cooperative Education Program
300 Cox llall ww wncsucdu co—op edNC State Box 7110 phone: (919)515 2300Raleigh. NC 27695-7110 fax: (919)515-7444
A. S. Bell. Director
This optional program is structured so that students will alternate semesters of study with semesters of practical work as sophomoresand juniors. Academic \\01'1\' is spread over a three—year period to permit alternating academic semesters with work—experiencesemesters. Students earn a salary \\1111011]Cy are in industry. and they may earn a sufficient income to finance much oftheir collegeeducation. The C0 op plan can be completed in l'ne years. during which time the student receives 12 to 18 months ofindustrialexperience.
Students in all curricula may apply for the Co-op program ifthey have a grade point average Of2.25 or better. Application foradmission into the Co op program should be made early in the Spring Semester ofthe freshman year. however. later applicationsresulting in fen er \\ ork semesters \\ ill be considered during the sophomore year or the first semester ofthejunior year. Undesignatedstudents must be admitted into a degree program prior to beginning the first Co—op assignment. Further information may be obtainedfrom the Office ol‘Cooperative Education. 300 Clark Hall.
Credit Programs & Summer Sessions
B. L. Puryear. Directorphone: (919)515 2265w“ \v.ncsu.edu acp
Credit Programs 8: Summer Sessions (CP&SS) provides access to the university‘s courses and programs to individuals who areunable due to time. location. and other restraints to take ad\antage of full-time. on—campus study.
- Individuals in the Triangle area register through CP&SS as Lifelong Education (non degree) students on a part—time basis into

day and evening classes. CP&SS promotes this opportunity to area citizens and provides advisement, registration. and referral
services to registrants. Approximately eight percent ofthe unixersity‘s head count is made up ofthis population-- many ofwhom
e\entua1|y matriculate as regular. degree seeking students.
CP&SS plays a key role in the overall administration of NC State‘s many and varied distance education courses and programs.
Student serx ices to registrants at-a—distance are coordinated through CP&SS. Over 2500 indi\ iduals register each semester in
courses delivered across North Carolina and beyond. utilizing a \ariety 0fde1i\ ery mechanisms.

- CP&SS administers NC State‘s Summer Sessions in which 0\ er 900 Classes are taught to more than 13.000 students during two
fn e—\\ eek sessions and a ten week session. The Summer Sessions are designed to meet the needs ofNC State‘s own degree-
seeking students as they make progress toward completing their degrees. The Summer Sessions also attract a number of summer
visitors from other colleges and universities \\ ho are drawn here by the breadth and depth ofthe course offerings.

- The CP&SS has a staff ofprofessional advisers Vl ho assist nontraditional students in their transition into unix ersity life.
Academic ad\ ising. placement testing in mathematics. test proctor-mg. and career assessment services are provided.

Division of Undergraduate Affairs
140 Leazer Hall w wwncsuedu undergrad affairsNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)515 3037Raleigh. NC 27695—7105 fax: (919)515-4416
Jo Allen. Interim Vice Prox 0stJohn Ambrose. Assistant Vice ProvostRoger Callanan. Interim Senior Director
Undergraduate Affairs Staff: J. Allen. J. Ambrose. T. Appling—Biel. F. Artis, A. Atkin. K. Baker. G. Balthalmus. A. Bell. L. Blanton.J. Bong. M. Bowden. K. Bowman, M. Bresciani. B. Bukhay. D. Burton. D. Callaghan. R. Callanan. P. Cellini. C. Chafm. C.Christopher. E. Clegg, M. Daniel. J. Dockery. A. Dupont. S. Foley. K. Franklin. D. Freeman-Patton. M. Gainey. L. Gonzalez. J.Gottlieb. K. Hauschild. J. Hawkins-Morton. A. Hunt. A. Irby. L. Jacovec. G. Johnson, S. Jones. B. Langston. C. Leger. S. Matney. R.McGraw. C. McLean. R. Mimms, P. Moses. J. Moylan. C. Newkirk—White. L. Nietfeld, K. Outing. A. Patrick, K. Powell, E. Reid, J.Robinson. V. Ruffin-Jenkins. C. Stonehouse. M. Taliaferro. M. Tetro. K. VanDreumel, Y. Walker. K. Wallace. G. Wical, M. Wicker. V.Williams. L. Wilson. B. Windom. D. Wood
NC State Unix ersity’s Division of Undergraduate Affairs (UGA) promotes excellence and effectiveness in undergraduate education.UGA is charged with the development ofa coherent vision for undergraduate education. the coordination of academic policy andcurricular programming, and the strengthening of all academic support programs. UGA seeks to engage undergraduate students in awide range of academic activities that enhance their learning and result in more profound intellectual and civic development.
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North Carolina State University
The First Year College
43 Tucker Hall www.ncsu.edu/fyc/NC State Box 7925 phone: (919)515—8130Raleigh, NC 27695—7925 fax: (919)515—8267
John Ambrose, DirectorJanice Odom, Associate DirectorAndrea Atkin, Assistant Director for Curriculum and TeachingJacqui Hawkins—Morton, Assistant Director for Advising and TrainingMary Tetro, Assistant Director for Advising and Administration and Coordinator of Advising
The First Year College at North Carolina State University provides a point of entry for students whoare undec1ded about their choice of major, but interested in the institution’s mix of science,technology, profeSSional and liberal studies offerings.
The program employs a student-centered approach to the development of an effective teaching andlearning environment. As part ofthat effort, the First Year College takes into account criticaladjustments necessary for successful transition from the demands of high school to those of college. Based on a cognitive-developmental model that promotes the total university experience, the program brings into closer alignment the in-class and out-of-class experiences of students with the intellectual environment to achieve academic success through active involvement andresponsibility for their own learning.

At the core ofthe program are elements of access to quality academic advising, formal and informal interactions with Universityfaculty, support from academically successful upper—class students, guided exploration ofthe university and its colleges, structuredreality—based discussions of issues associated with transition from high school to college and deliberate reflection on the cultural andsocial offerings available at the university. These elements are addressed through an orientation course taught each semester of thefreshman year, specially programmed residence halls, and the Faculty Fellows Program, through which faculty from across theuniversity volunteer to work in various capacities with First Year College students and advisers.
The Graduate School
R. S. Sowell, DeanR. C. Rufty, Associate DeanD. K. Larick, Associate DeanD. M. Shafer, Assistant Dean
The Graduate School provides instruction and facilities for advanced study and research in the fields of agriculture and life sciences,design, education, engineering, natural resources, humanities and social sciences, management. physical and mathematical sciences,textiles, and veterinary medicine.
The school is currently composed of more than 2, 000 graduate faculty members within the ten colleges. Educated at majoruniversities throughout the world and established both in advanced teaching and research, these scholars guide the university’sgraduate student body of some 5,800 men and women from all areas ofthe United States and many other countries.
The faculty and students have available exceptional facilities including libraries, laboratories, modern equipment, and specialresearch areas. For a list of graduate degrees offered at NC State and details on programs and admiss10ns, consult the GraduateCatalog.
Information Technology Division
S. F. Averitt, Vice Provost for Information TechnologyM. A. Vouk, Associate Vice Provost and Director High Performance and Grid ComputingB. W. Padgett, Director, Computing ServicesS. W. Klein, Director, Technology Support Services and NC State UniverSity Help DeskA. C. Galloway, Director, SystemsD. V. Norris, Director, Computer Operations and Facilities .J. L. Van Horn, Director, Communications Technology — Network Operations
NC State has a tradition of offering its students a leading-edge academic computing environment. Information “technology is now. animportant part of most aspects ofNC State student life. Many NC State administrative and academic units are involved in prov1dingonline services, information, and other resources for students. Academic computing resources are prov1ded by indiv1dual collegesand central IT units.
The Information Technology Division (lTD) designs and Supports campus—wide academic computingsystems and services that areavailable to all NC State students. These include the campus multifgigabit network backbone, a growmg Wireless computinginfrastructure, high—speed lntemet access (ResNet) for students livmg in campus housmg, the multi-platform (Window, Unix,Macintosh) distributed academic computing system called Unity, hundreds of software packages available for student use fromcomputing labs, e-mail systems, the university's central web servers, file space, and friendly IT support staff available to help
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students and others use the resources a\ ailable. ITD also supports high performance and grid computing for researchers and studentsin computational science.
All NC State students. faculty and staffautomatically receive Unity computing accounts (or Eos accounts for engineering students).Unit) lios accounts ])l‘0\ ide access to the campus \\ ide academic computing environment, e-mail services, an allocation of networkfile space \\ ith support for personal \xeb pages. and access to Unity computing labs. soft“ are applications, and the Internet. Unity/Eos accounts and lile space can also be accessed ia ResNet and off campus Internet service providers. Instructions for logging intoaccounts and finding help \\ ith learning the system are provided during student orientation sessions, online, in Unity computer labs,and from the NC State Uni\ersity Help Desk.
All NC State students may use Unity computer labs. They are equipped with Windows. Unix, and Macintosh workstations thatpr0\ ide direct access to the resources ol‘thc Unit) computing em ironmcnt. Colleges and academic departments support additionalcomputing facilities. and o\ erall there are more than 80 student-computing labs on campus, with over 2500 workstations with high-spced net“ ork connections axailable for student use. NC State does not require all students to own computers, although specificcolleges or programs may make this requirement. Information about computer recommendations, specifications, and purchasingoptions are published online and updated each semester.
For the most current information about NC State‘s computing resources. including online tutorials. student—owned computerrecommendations. and acceptable use rules and regulations. see \V \\ wncsuedu it essentials . Visit the NC State University HelpDesk located in Room llillsborough Building. Check the online Help database at: help.ncsu.edu or call 515 HELP (4357), or sende mail to help u ncsuedu.
Institute for Emerging Issues
N. Pickus. Directorphone: (919)515 7741
The Institute for Emerging Issues charts ne\\ directions in science. technology. and public policy. It brings together North Carolina,southern. and national leaders to generate innovati\e policies and spur multisectoral collaborations. The Institute’s annual EmergingIssues Forum is a public service program designed to bring the highest le\ els of public policy debate to the people ofNorth Carolina.
Materials Research Center
R. F. Daxis. Director
The Materials Research Center \\ as established in 1984 at NC State as an interdisciplinary program involving persons representingthe Departments ofCliemistr). Electrical and Computer Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, and Physics. The principalthrust area ofthe center ins olves fundamental studies in the epitaxy of compound semiconductors. The center serves as a focal pointfor this cooperative research. However. the experimental efforts are conducted within the four departments noted above.
McKimmon Center for Extension and Continuing Education (MCE&CE)
\\ \\ \\ .mckimmon.ncsu.edu
Denis S. Jackson. Assistant Vice Chancellor for Extension and EngagementAlice S. Warren. Associate to the Assistant Vice Chancellor for Extension and EngagementBobby L. Puryear. Director of Credit Programs and Summer Sessions and Special Assistant for Academic Affairs
As the “outreach arm“ oftlie Provost‘s office. the McKimmon Center for Extension and Continuing Education (MCE&CE) enhancesaccess to the academic resources ofthe campus by nontraditional students and other diverse audiences. Units within MCE&CE assistin the identification of educational needs and the dmelopment of relevant programming in collaboration with the faculty,departments. colleges and external constituents; facilitate the registration and advising of individuals with respect to both credit andnoncredit offerings; management. program support sen ices and a state-of-the-ait conference facility; and deliver technical assistanceand applied research.
Specifically, the McKimmon Center for Extension and Continuing Education
- administers the Lifelong Education (LLE) student program for part time. non-degree enrollment in day and night courses offered

on-or off campus,
manages the university's Summer Sessions.
partners with DELTA to provide student services for registrants in distance education courses and programs.
affords volunteer opportunities for students in collaboration with the University Honors Program and Service Learning Program,
develops and delivers noncredit continuing education programs to meet the professional development or training needs of
business industry, governmental agencies and nonprofit organizations,

- offers customized programs for interested clients,
- provides a wide array of software-specific and certification courses for individuals and organizations, with VA benefits for

completion of selected Computer Training Unit offerings,
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operates the McKimmon Conference and Training Center which is a large, flexible facility that hosts educational meetings forgroups ranging in size from 5 to 1,200,

- provides opportunities for lifelong enrichment for people over the age of 50 through a robust leaming-in-retirement program,
conducts program evaluation and outcomes research, survey research, technology application and customized consultingservices for federal/state/local governmental agencies and nonprofit organizations,- performs a key role in the public schools statewide testing and accountability program, and
serves as the campus provider of Continuing Education Units (CEUs) that are earned through participation in approved noncredit
courses.

The McKimmon Conference and Training Center
Valerie Jones, Assistant Director, Reservations and Client Relations DepartmentFreddie Sinclair, Assistant Director, Physical Environment and Technical Servicesphone: (919)515-2277
The McKimmon Center provides the meeting facilities, audiovisual equipment, and support services for adult education programs.Administrative services are available to organizations that desire assistance in planning and implementing conferences, short coursesand other educational activities. Catering coordination provided by the staff is beneficial to the planning and successfulimplementation of banquets and related functions. The Center accommodates small meeting groups and large national andinternational conferences. There are 15 meeting rooms (which can be divided into 20 areas) that can be arranged for any type or sizeaudience ranging from a typical conference room to an llOO-person theatre style hall. Four rooms are dedicated as ComputerTraining Unit teaching labs. Downlink teleconferencing and other technical services are available in a new video production room toenhance the total learning experience.
The NC State University Women’s Center
Frances D. Graham, Director
The NC State Women’s Center, located in 3120 Talley Student Center, serves as a resource and referral center for campus andcommunity programs and services for and about women and gender equity issues. The Women’s Center is a unit of Student Affairs.The mission ofthe Center is to promote, support, and empower women on campus, to advocate for a university environment whicheliminates barriers, diminishes prejudice and bigotry and extends a supportive climate to all women; increase awareness andunderstanding of multicultural women’s concerns and gender equity issues, including an emphasis on how these issues affect bothwomen and men; provide visibility for women, women’s concerns, and women’s contributions.
The NC State Women’s Center provides resources for women and men at a time when gender roles are changing within the NC StateUniversity community and society at large. Emphasis is placed on empowering women as leaders and agents of change on campuswith particular concern for issues of sexual violence, race ethnicity, class, national origin, physical challenge, disability and sexualorientation. Specific programs, services, or student groups, such as the Wolfpack N.O.W., are designed to provide students with peersupport, leadership experiences, and positive role modeling. Such experiences create support networks for female students (many ofwhom are pursuing careers in fields not traditionally open to women), promote personal growth and encourage a positive genderidentity.
Programs reflect a wide range of viewpoints about women’s issues and gender equity. They are designed to increase understanding ofgender issues, empower women to explore options in their lives and motivate both women and men toward greater involvement inthese issues. The Women’s Center offers an array of programs for students, faculty and staff throughout the school year.
The office also provides confidential assistance, information and referrals for sexual harassment, sexual assault, and domestic/relationship violence. The Director of the Women’s Center serves as a Sexual Harassment Resolution Officer and as an Advocatetrained to respond to rape survivors.
The Molly Hays Glander Rape and Sexual Assault Response Line is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Advocates aretrained volunteers who provide caring, confidential support as well as resources, referrals, and information for survivors of rape andsexual assault. Anyone who is dealing with a rape or sexual assault may call an Advocate for help and assistance. To reach anAdvocate, call the Rape and Sexual Assault Response Line at 218—9102.
For more information contact the Women’s Center, 3120 Talley Student Center at 515—2012.

The NCSU Libraries
S. K. Nutter, Vice Provost and DirectorC. D. Argentati, Associate Vice Provost and Donald E. Moreland Deputy Director ofLibrariesK. A. Antelman, Associate Director for Information TechnologyK. R. Brown, Assistant Director for Planning and ResearchJ. H. Kemp, Associate Director for Collection Management, Organization and PreservationW. L. Scott, Assistant Director for Organizational Learning and Design
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’l he NCSU Libraries consists ol‘the D. 11. Hill Library and four branch libraries. The branch libraries The Burlington TextilesLibrary in the College ol"l“e\ti|cs, the llarrye B. l yons Design Library in Brooks Hall, the Natural Resources Library in Jordan Hall,and the Veterinary Medical Library in the College ol‘ Veterinary Medicine— serve the special needs oftheir respective colleges. Alsoalliliated \\ ith the NCSU Libraries are the Learning Resources Library in Poe Hall and the African American Cultural CenterReading Room in the Witherspoon Student Center Annex. The D. 11. Hill Library operates a 24-hour schedule during the Fall andSpring Semesters.
The NCSU Libraries hold more than 3.1 million \olumes ol‘books, bound journals, and federal government publications. over 51,000print and electronic serials, and 0\ er 5.0 million microforms. Collections strengths are in the biological and physical sciences,engineering. agriculture, forestry, textiles, and architecture, with the arts, humanities, and social sciences also well represented. TheNCSU Libraries has been a depository for U. S. gm ernrnent publications since 1924 and receives over 80 percent ofthesepublications. The library is also a partial depository for NC. government documents.
NCSL Libraries‘ \\eb site is \\W\\.lib.ncsu.edu. This extensive neb site proy ides information about the Libraries’ collections andservices. as \\ ell as serving as a gate“ ay to Internet resources and databases that support the university curriculum. Numerousbibliographic and full text databases in all disciplines are also ayailable through the Libraries‘ web site to users both on and off—campus. An online catalog permits rapid identification ol‘ materials in the collections ofthe NCSU Libraries as Vt ell as those of DukeUni\ ersity. UNC Chapel Hill. and NC. Central. An automated circulation system gives users a quick and easy way to checkoutmaterials. Through the \\ eb based electronic reserx e serx ice. students can obtain course readings and other materials that supplementclassroom instruction.
Digital library ser\ ices include the ayailability. via e—mail or \\eb. ofrel‘erence assistance and interlibrary loan request forms.Resource sharing. made possible through Libraries‘ participation in the Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN), includes adcliyery sery ice for NC State students and greatly enhances the research capabilities ofthe NCSU Libraries. A Digital MediaLaboratory in the D. 11. Hill Library offers equipment and assistance for creating and eomerting digital images and other materials.Students may also borroxy PC and Macintosh laptop computers for in-building use.
Facilities and equipment are available for both indi\ idual and group use ofaudiovisual media. The Libraries has a large collection ofideo. audio. and multimedia titles. The Libraries‘ Media Center is equipped \\ ith audio and video equipment in carrels designed forviewing and listening.
New Student Orientation
123 Leazer llall \\ \\\\.ncsu.edu orientationNC State Box 7525 phone: (919)515-1234Raleigh, NC 27695-7525 l‘ax: (919)515—5844
Roxanna McGrayy. Interim Director
Ne“ Student Orientation pr0\ ides newly admitted first year and transfer undergraduate students introductory assistance andcontinuing sery ices that \y ill aid in their transition to NC State. Our programs expose students to broad educational opportunities,academic expectations and resources. as \\ ell as social and developmental opportunities. Most importantly, we begin the process ofintegrating students into the life ofthe institution. As a component ofthe Division of Undergraduate Affairs, the Office ofNevsStudent Orientation is also committed to proy iding leadership to enhance programs that respond to student transition needs.
North Carolina Japan Center
F. A. Moyer, Director
The North Carolina Japan Center, part ofthe College ofHumanities and Social Sciences, works to promote better understanding anddeeper relations between North Carolina and Japan to the benefit of our state. Activities include a wide range of outreach services andeducational programs. including the annual “North Carolina and Japan: Trade Investment" Conference each fall. and the monthly“First Thursday Club” which presents a diverse range ofprograms on Japanese culture and society. The Center maintains a library ofbooks. periodicals, and videotapes about Japan and a reference collection about study and employment opportunities in or relating toJapan. The Japan Center cooperates closely with the NC State Japanese language program (one ofthe largest in the Southeast) andprovides study abroad scholarships for summer language study and full year exchange programs in Japan. For more infomiation.please contact Francis A. Moyer at (919)515-3450.
Office of Professional Development
Chip Futrell, Assistant Directorwww.continuingeducation.ncsu.eduphone: (919)515—2261
The Office of Professional Development (OPD) develops, promotes, and coordinates noncredit seminars, workshops, andconferences to a broad market on a wide range oftopics. Program areas include accounting and taxation, communications, education,engineering, environmental, management, parks and recreation, substance abuse professional training, test preparation, textiles. andgeneral interest. Special events management services are available to help both campus and noncampus individuals and groups tomore efficiently and productively administer seminars, workshops and conferences.
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Office of Research and Graduate Studies
John Gilligan, Vice ChancellorSteve Lommel. Assistant Vice Chancellor for Research and DevelopmentMatthew K. Ronning, Associate Vice Chancellor for Sponsored ProgramsVacant, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Technology Transfer
The Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies acts for the Chancellor and Prox 0st in the general area ofresearchadmimstration for the univerSIty. The Dean ofthe Graduate School reports jointly to the Vice Chancellor for Research and to theProvost.
The Vice Chancellor acts as the principal liaison representative between granting agencies and the university; assists faculty.department heads, and cleans in identifying support for research programs. preparing and processing proposals, negotiating contracts,grants and cooperative agreements and de\ eloping intercollegiate and interinstitutional research programs and projects; manages thetechnology transfer acti\ ities ofthe university, administers the allocation of faculty research dex elopment funds; advises the Provostand Chancellor on the coordination ofintercollegiate and interinstitutional research programs and facilities; and mm ides generalinformation on all grant and contract acti\ ities.

Sea Grant College Program
R. Hodson. Director
The Nonh Carolina Sea Grant College Program is a state federal partnership programinvolving all campuses ofthe UNC system Headquartered at NC State, NC Seat Grant alsohas regional offices in three coastal communities. Sea Grant combines the university‘sexpertise in research. extension and education to focus on practical solutions to coastalproblems. Graduate and undergraduate research opportunities are available through SeaNorth CBI‘OlIna Grant funded researchers and through two North Carolina fellowships and t\\ 0 nationalfellowship programs.

Transition Program
141 Leazer Hall \\\\'\\.ncsu.edu undergrad affairs transprghtmlNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)515-7053Raleigh. NC 27695—7105 fax: (919)515 4416
Ronald Mimms. Director
The Transition Program is a small. highly selective program for students who are academically eligible for admission to NC State butnot into their first or second choices of colleges. The one year program is designed to help students who demonstrate academic ortransitional needs make appropriate decisions and accommodations for their academic success at NC State.
Undergraduate Assessment
126 Leazer l-lall wuwncsuedu undergrad affairs assessment assesshtmNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)515-6433Raleigh. NC 27695—7105 fax: (919)515-4416
Marilee Bresciani, Director
Undergraduate Assessment in the Division of Undergraduate Affairs provides support for continuous program imprm ement for alldepartments serving undergraduate students by offering education and consulting regarding on going assessment ofstudcnt leamingand development.
Undergraduate Fellowship Advising
207 Clark Hall wvx w.ncsu.edu oufaNC State Box 8610 phone: (919)513-4077Raleigh, NC 27695-8610 fax: (919)513-4392
Denise Wood, Coordinator
The Office of Undergraduate Fellowship Advising (OUFA) makes information about major national fellowships and otherscholarship and grant opportunities available to students campus wide. helps students identify thcir potential for competition, workswith students to enhance their writing, speaking, and interviewing skills. and provides support for the competition process.
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University Honors Program
Clark llall, 2nd floor www.honors.ncsucduNC State Box 8610 phone: (919)511—4078Raleigh. NC 27695—8610 fax: (919)513—4392
Larry Blanton. Director
The L ni\ersity Honors Program prepares excellent students for admission to and success V\ ithin graduate and professional schools inthe United States and abroad and positions students for national scholarships and fellowships. The program centers on NC State’smission and institutional strengths in discoy ery—. inquiry-. and creatiy ity-based scholarship. i.e.. research. The Honors Program willoffer a series of 1 [ON Seminars and \y orkshops. including a significant capstone research or creative experience that includes facultyguidance and focuses on the creation or expansion of nen knowledge. patticularly as a foundation for experiences that are conduciveto post-baccalaureate education
Undergraduate Research
l-loA Leazar Hall \\ \\ \\.ncsu.edu undergrad-researchNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)513 4187Raleigh. NC 27695-7105 fax: (919)515-4416
George T. Batthalmus. Director
The Office of Undergraduate Research supports and promotes excellent undergraduate opportunities in discovery . inquiry- andcreativity based scholarship through mentored research experiences with NC State faculty and other national and internationalscholars and professionals. Undergraduate Research is scholarly study in any discipline in \yhich independent scholarship culminatesin ad\ ancements in science. technology. engineering. business. the arts. or humanities. Undergraduates work under the mentorship ofacknowledged scholars. experts and professionals. Any student chosen by a mentor may participate in undergraduate research.Students from any discipline can engage in the excitement ofscholarly research. Motivated students from high schools. communitycolleges. and uniyersities from North Carolina. the nation. and the \\ orld are im ited to participate.
Undergraduate Tutorial Center
147 Lea/ar Hall wyy w.ncsu.edu tutorial centerNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)515-3163Raleigh. NC 27695-7105 fax: (919)515—4416
Melissa Daniel. Director
The Undergraduate Tutorial Center provides academic assistance to undergraduates enrolled in many 100 and 200 level (and 300le\ e1 Statistics) classes. Students are invited to use the various tutorial drop-in sery ices or schedule one—on one appointments asneeded. Additionally. students may request to meet \\ eekly with a one—on one assigned tutor. Students are also encouraged to attendweekly Supplemental Instruction (81) help sessions for selected large lecture classes. Finally. all undergraduate and graduate studentsare invited to utilize Writing and Speaking Tutorial Services (WSTS) for assistance with writing or speaking.
Virtual Advising Center
Lee Residence Hall w“ w.ncsu.edu ad\ ising centralNC State Box 7105 phone: (919)515-5594Raleigh. NC 27695—7105 fax: (919)515 4416
Andrea lrby. Director
Advising Central is NC State‘s virtual advising center, designed to provide e—mail and Internet-based advising to prospective andcurrent undergraduate students. The goals of Advising Central are to make academic policies clear and meaningful for students. tohelp them navigate through NC State‘s human resources to find advice from the most knowledgeable person in a particular field. andto help students clarify their academic direction and strengthen their academic skills.
Water Resources Research Institute
K. H. Reckhow, Director
The Water Resources Research Institute is a unit of the University ofNonh Carolina System and is located on the campus ofNCState.
The institute was established to promote a multi—disciplinary attack on water problems. to de\ elop and support research in response tothe needs ofNorth Carolina. to encourage strengthened educational programs in water resources. to coordinate research andeducational programs dealing with water resources. and to provide a link between the state and federal water resources agencies andrelated interests in the university. Research and educational activities are conducted through established departments and schools of
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the university system. All senior colleges and universities in North Carolina are eligible to participate in the institute’s researchprogram.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Price Music Center. Room 203Campus Box 7311Raleigh. NC 27695-731phone: (919)515—2981fax: (919)515-4204e-mail: robert_petters(cincsu.edu
R. B. Petters, Director of MusicJ. C. Kramer, Associate Director of MusicAssistant Directors: J. A. Entzi. R. M. Foy, J. A. Fuller. P. D. Garcia, M. S. Lynch. R. A. Meder, P. H. Vogel, E. B. Ward
The .Music Department is committed to providing broad-based educational opportunities for NC State students through a variety ofmusical experiences and introductory and upper-level academic courses. Departmental faculty seek to assist students in developingmusrcal insrghts, rnusrcal skills, and the capac1ty to perceive and respond to music in its historical and cultural contexts.
Opportunities for direct student participation as performers include many choral and instrumental organizations. Membership in anyensemble is open to students with a disciplined interest in music. Auditions are scheduled during summer orientation, at thebeginning of each semester. and by appointment V\ ith the conductor ofthe group. For further information, please call the MusicDepartment at 515—2981.
The department offers a variety of courses, most of which may be taken to fulfill specific general education requirements. Any coursemay be taken as a free elective. An eighteen hour music minor is offered for qualified undergraduate students \\ ho wish to engage inthe serious study of musrc. Emphases include performance, piano. instrumental, vocal, history literature, and theory composition.
The department also serves as a cultural resource for the university community and the public at large through concerts presented bystudent musical organizations, music faculty, and visiting artists. Concerts are open to students and the public. (Also see Arts NCState)
Minor in Music
The Department of Music offers an 18 hour minor in Music for qualified undergraduate students Vi ho \\ ish to engage in the seriousstudy of music within a curricular frame“ ork. This minor is designed to foster creatix e thought, aesthetic understanding, and artisticself—expression. Students may choose one ofthree emphases: Theory-Composition, History-Literature, Performance. Core coursesinclude one music theory course and a two-semester survey ofmusic in Western Cix ilization. Applications are available in PriceMusic Center Room 203.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Carmichael Gymnasium, Room 2000
March L. Krotee, Professor & Head
Associate Professors: S.V. Almekinders, H.L. Brown, J.L. DeWitt, T.W. Evans, R.G. Gwyn, S.C. Halstead, V.M. Leath, l.F. Ormond,C.E. Patch, G.W. Pollard, T.C. Roberts, J.L. Shannon. RR. Smith; Lecturers: J.R. Carroll, J.A. Kagendo-Charles, W.A. Cheek, K.Clark, T.S. Dash, P.S. Domingue, K. Douglass, GT. Holden, J. Home, T.D. Jones, R.H. Kidd, MR. Lester, K.K. Lewis, C.S. Ousley,M.S. Rever, L.E. Scott, EV. Smith, GE. Wall, T.C. Winslow, GR. Youtt; Part—time Lecturers: O. Ashe, RN. Bechtolt, EM. Fink, R.Harris, B.G. Kearse, L. Kerigan, H. Lenahan, DD. Smith, M.A. Stevenson, EC. Stoddard, S.M. Yates
All North Carolina State University students are required to complete two semesters of physical education to meet the university
General Education Requirement (GER). Students must take a Physical Education l00—level course in Fitness and Wellness and oneadditional Physical Education course.
Students may participate in an activity they are familiar with or choose to experience a new activity. Students vs ith disablingconditions will be assisted by Physical Education, Student Health Service, and University Disability Services for Students inChoosing appropriate classes. Only “activity” courses, not elective “theory” courses, may be used to satisfy the NC State GERphysical education requirement.
Minor in Fitness Leadership
The Department of Physical Education offers a 17-hour minor in Fitness Leadership. It is designed to prepare students to assumefitness leadership responsibilities in both the public and private sector. The minor provides students with the fundamentals of
anatomy, physiology, biomechaniCS, and nutrition. The deVelopment and assessment of fitness programs and protocols using variousexercise modes and equipment/technology and the ability to apply these skills through a practicum is also part ofthe minor. Foradditional information, contact Nita Home at (919)515-6382.
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Minor in Outdoor Leadership
The Department of Physical liducation offers a l7—hour minor in Outdoor Leadership. which is designed for undergraduate studentsdesiring to pursue careers as outdoor leaders ofadventure-lutsed programs or for those who wish to enhance their personaldevelopment and enjoyment. Students obtaining this minor will develop a foundation ofesscntial leadership skills and experiencethrough course \\ orl\ focusing on outdoor skills and leadership training as well as an opportunity to apply theory to practice through apracticum. For additional information, contact Terry Dash at (9 l ‘))5 l 5 1392.
Minor in Coaching Education
The Department of Physical Education offers a |‘)—hour Minor in Coaching Education designed to prepare students to assumecoaching responsibilities \\ ith a sound theoretical and practical background. The minor provides students with a foundation ofessential coaching skills and concepts as \\ ell as the basic principles ofcoaching philosophy. sport psychology, sport management,and pre\ ention and care ofsport related injury. The practical application ofsport science, anatomy, physiology, and kinesiology, as\\ ell as strategies inyol\ ed in coaching specific sports. are also addressed. For additional information, contact Dr. Charles Patch,(019)5l3 l547.

MILITARY SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES (AIR FORCE ROTC)
Colonel .leffery Webb. Professor ofAerospace Science
Instructors: Major Jay N. DeLancey, Major Rodney L. Fauth, J12. Captain Matthew T. Guise
AFROTC Program
There is a four year and a too year program that leads to a commission in the United States Air Force (USAF). The four—yearprogram allows freshmen to enroll in Aerospace Studies courses in the same manner as other college courses for the first two years.Students take these courses as free electi\ es and incur no military obligation unless they are receiving an AFROTC scholarship.These first No years are called the General Military Course (GMC). The last two years ofAFROTC comprise the ProfessionalOfficer Course (POC). Non—AFROTC sophomore students may compete \\ ith GMC cadets for a position in the POC and obtain acommission under the too—year program.
The t\\ 0-year program is a\ ailable to those who do not take the first two years of Air Force ROTC. Interested students must contactthe ProfeSsor ofAerospace Studies early in the first semester oftheir sophomore year. Accepted students will attend a six—weeksummer field training encampment.
Students at e\ ery le\ el have numerous opportunities to further their RHO“ ledge ofthe Air Force. as \\ ell as their leadership. A varietyofprograms during the summer allon freshmen to \ isit bases or participate in programs such as the US Air Force Academy Free Fallprogram. soaring, combat sury ival, and numerous other activities. POC students ha\ e similar opportunities, focusing primarily.hovx e\ er, on programs related to the cadets desired aetiy e duty career area, both in the US. and abroad. Throughout the school year.cadets have opportunities to examine all aspects of life in the Air Force and gain leadership experience through Air Force base visits,flying opportunities, and social activities.
Upon graduation and satisfactory completion ofthe POC, the student is commissioned a second lieutenant in the USAF and isobligated to serve a minimum of four years on active duty.
All students V\ ho complete the academic program ofstudy with a minimum of 15 hours in military studies are eligible to receive aMilitary Studies minor. This applies even to students who are not pursuing a military commission. Contact the Aerospace Studiesdepartment for more details.
Financial Aid
Air Force ROTC students are encouraged to apply for scholarships for too or three years. Scholarships pay for tuition, fees. books.and provide students a stipend each month during the academic year for miscellaneous expenses. Stipends vary according to thestudent‘s year of academic enrollment in AFROTC. For example, freshmen currently receive $250 per month. sophomores S300 permonth, juniors $350 per month, and seniors $400 per month. Scholarships are awarded by the Air Force based primarily on collegeacademic achievement. All scholarships have minimum academic standards that must be maintained. Students in the GMC. otherthan scholarship students, receive no monetary allowance. Additionally, special scholarships are awarded to fill critically neededacademic majors vr ithin the Air Force. Currently, the Electrical Engineering and Meteorology students who meet minimum gradepoint average and physical standards qualify for these scholarships.
Curriculum
The AFROTC educational program provides professional preparation for future Air Force officers. Courses in the first two years(GMC) focus on Air Force missions and organization, other military services. and the history of airpower. The focus in the last twoyears (POC) is on leadership and management and in-depth examination ofnational security, American defense strategy. and the
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methods formanaglng conflict. A progressive development of communicative skills. oral and written, is integrated into each course.Officershlp is developed through leadership laboratOIy. traditional military social functions, base orientation trips, and cadet-centeredprograms.
Eligibility
All full-time freshman and sophomores may enroll in the GMC without obligation to the Air Force. To enter the POC, students mustpass an Air Force OfficerOuahfieanns Test, meet physical and academic requirements, and be selected by the Professor ofAerospace Studies and Air Force ROTC headquarters. In addition. some age restrictions apply; contact the department for moredetails. Students deSlrlng to enter the four-year program Simply register for the freshmen Aerospace Studies course. All studentsShould contact the ROTC office on campus in room 133 Reynolds Coliseum, (919)515—2417; or write to: Professor ofAerospaceStudies. NC State, Box 7308. Raleigh, NC 27695-7308.
Organization
The AFROTC COlps. nicknamed “Wolfpack Warriors," is organized as a cadet wing staffed entirely by cadets for leadershipdevelopment. They are assisted and adVISed by the instructors. Two collateral organizations, Arnold Air Society and drill and colorguard teams, support the \V mg organization as well as the university.
Uniforms
Uniforms are provided by the federal government and are only worn on the day of Leadership Laboratory or as specified by the cadetcorp leadership.
View the NCSU Air Force ROTC web site at the following address: www.ncsu.edu airforce rotc intro.html
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE (ARMY ROTC)
Commander Michael Wavx rzyniak, Professor of Military (PMS)
Instructors: Major Tracy Dax idson, Captain Sean Truax, Master Sergeant Marc Tuttle, Sergeant First Class Lee Holliday
Mission
The mission 0fthe Army ROTC Program is to train college men and women to become commissioned officers in sufficient numbersto meet Active Army. Anny Reserve and National Guard requirements.
Program of Instruction
The Army ROTC program consists ofa voluntary Basic Course (freshmen and sophomore level) and a two-year Ad\ anced Course(junior and senior level) that includes a six week camp in the summer prior to the senior year. One may enter the Ad\ anced Coursewithout participating in the Basic Course by any ofthe following methods:
Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP): Members of Reserve or National Guard units may take advantage ofthis programand, ifaccepted, enroll directly into the Advanced Course. SMP participants w ill be assigned to a unit near NC State or home for part-time monthly officer training and will receive the ROTC Advanced Course subsistence payment of $350 per month for Juniors and$400 for Seniors, plus approximately $150 per month for the one weekend of Reserve or Guard training. In addition, m o \\ eeks ofAnnual Training will be required for which the individual will receive full pay.
Prior Service: Service veterans are eligible for placement into the Advanced Course.
Leader's Training Course (LTC): Successful completion ofthe four-week basic summer camp, held at Ft. Knm, Kentucky is analternative to the Basic Course.
Transfer Credit: Students entering as transfer students from other institutions may receive credit for work completed at other SeniorROTC units.
Junior ROTC: Students who have participated in a Junior ROTC in high school may receive placement credit as determined by theProfessor of Military Science.
Eligibility
All full-time freshmen and sophomores may enroll in any Military Science Basic Course offering without obligation to the Army. Tobe eligible for participation in the Advanced Course, applicants must be in good academic standing and demonstrate satisfactmyperformance in the Basic Course. Additionally, applicants for commissioning must be able to be commissioned by their 30thbilthday. An age vxaiver may be obtained as long as the individual will be commissioned prior to his her 32nd birthday A studentmust have a minimum oftwo years remaining as a full-time student at either the undergraduate or graduate level.
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Professional Military Education
There are the Professional Military [Education tPMl;) courses \\ hich must be taken or have an approval ofa waiver obtained forthem. All but one content area (Military History) are automatically met by completion of the unrversrty's General EducationDistribution Requirements. PMli requirements must be completed or Vt’diVCd prior to commissioning.
Delays for Graduate Study
Qualified ROTC graduates may delay their entry into active service in order to obtain advanced academic degrees. Fellowships forad\ anch academic study are a\ailable to selected ROTC graduates. allowing up to two years of graduate study whrle recervrng fullpay and allo\\ ances plus payment for tuition. all fees. tevtbooks, and requrrcd supplres.
Financial Aid
Army scholarships oftno to four years \\ hich pay for tuition. all fees and textbooks are available on a competitive basis to studentswho are strongly motivated and academically qualifred. Students in the Advanced Course who are preparing for commissioningrecei\c a subsistence allowance of5350 per month for Juniors and $400 per month (tax free) up to a maximum of$4000. AllAd\ anccd Course cadets are paid approximately one halfthc basic pay ofa second lieutenant while attending the six week AdvancedCamp. plus travel allonances to and from camp.
Service Opportunities
Scholarship recipients may serve four years active duty upon commissioning or eight years in the United States Army Reserve orNational Guard. Service consists of one weekend drill per month and two weeks annual trarnrng.
Program Features
Army ROTC classes are unique. offering instruction and a practical. working knoyx ledge ofleadership. Students are challenged earlyin the ROTC training to enable them to develop soundjudgment. the desire to achieve. acceptance of responsibility. personalconfidence. and to learn the principles ofpersonnel management. The primary \ehicle for this training during the academic year isLeadership Laboratory. \vherc cadet officers and non-commissioned officers conduct instruction under the supervision ofthe MilitaryScience Department's faculty. The intensive summer Ad\ anced Camp is extremely effectiy e in developing one emotionally, mentallyand physically. All Army ROTC training is focused on preparing the student to meet the challenges oftomorrow's society, whether ina military or ci\ ilian career.
Distinguished Military Students
The uni\ ersity names outstanding Army ROTC students as Distinguished Military Graduates.
Uniforms
Uniforms for ROTC are pr0\ ided by the federal government.
Departmental Offices
Our Administratne Office is located in Room 145 Reynolds Coliseum.
NAVAL SCIENCE (NAVAL ROTC)
Captain Calton Puryear. Professor ofNa\al Science
Associate Professors: Lt. Col. Russell Paulsen. Capt. Edward Sager; Instructors: Lt. Keith Reed. Lt. Clinton J. Warren, Lt. JasonGeddes. Lt. Mark F. Monturo
Mission
The purpose ofthe Na\ a] Reserve Officers Training Cops is to deyelop midshipmen mentally. morally. and physically and to imbuethem with the highest ideals of duty. honor, and loyalty in order to commission college graduates as naval officers who possess abasic professional background. are motivated toward careers in the naval service. and have a potential for future development in mindand character so as to assume the highest responsibilities ofcommand. citizenship. and government.
4-year NROTC Program
There are basically two NROTC programs leading to a commission as a Navy or Marine Officer upon graduation: the ScholarshipProgram and the College Program.
Scholarship Program: The Scholarship Program leads to a commission in the Navy or Marine Corps. For students who receive aNavy Marine Corps scholarship. the Navy will pay tuition and fees. supply uniforms, and pay $150 per month tax-free subsistenceallowance and provide a $250 book allowance each semester to help defray the cost ofnormal board at the university. During thesummers between school years scholarship students will receive 4-6 weeks of at-sea training conducted on ships. submarines, and
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aircraft ofthe Navy’s first line force. Upon graduation and commissioning, scholarship students are obligated to serve a minimum offour years on active duty.
College Program: For those students who are interested in a commission and do not desire a scholarship, or for those who areseeking an opportunity to qualify for a scholarship after entering NC State, the College Program is available. Selection for theCollege Program is made from students already enrolled at NC State. Vt ith applications being accepted and considered by the staff ofthe NROTC unit. Students enrolled in the College Program are pr0\ ided uniforms and NaV al Science textbooks. College Programstudents compete for selection to continue NROTC in Advanced Standing at the end oftheir sophomore year. Selection is based onacademic and demonstrated professional performance. Those selected for Advanced Standing receive $150 per month subsistenceallowance during the final No years ofthe program. College Program midshipmen receive a single summer training cruise betweenthejunior and senior year. Except for administratix e differences, no distinction is made between the Scholarship and CollegeProgram midshipmen. The minimum active duty commitment following graduation for a College Program Student is three years.
Students in the College Program are eligible to compete for scholarships at regular inten als. Most College Program students whohave demonstrated average academic and professronal performance in the unit hax e recei\ ed scholarships.
Two-Year Programs
The Two Year Programs offer an opportunity to participate in NROTC in the final two years of University study. Both Scholarshipand College Programs exrst. offering the same advantages to the student having tvx 0 years of college remaining as the respective fouryear programs.
Applications for this program must be completed by March 15 prior to the starting year. Upon selection, the candidate attends a sixweek training course at Newport, Rhode Island, during the summer bet“ een the sophomore and junior years so that he or she mayreceive instruction in the Naval Science subjects normally covered in the first tn 0 years at the uni\ ersity Participants in this trainingcourse receive uniforms. room and board. and officer candidate pay during the period and. upon satisfactory completion oftraining,enter the NROTC program as third year students. The application process can be time consuming. In order to meet the March 15deadline. students are encouraged to contact the Department ofNaval Science before December 1 oftheir sophomore year.
The Marine Option
A limited number of quotas are available for students \& ho \i ish to enter either of NROTC Programs as Marine Officer candidates.For others who may decide up on a Marine Corps commission afterjoining NROTC program as third year, selection for the MarineOption may be made in the sophomore year. A midshipman‘s status as a Marine Option will result in some modifications to thecurriculum and the final summer training period.
Curriculum
Due to the increasingly advanced technologies being employed by the Navy and Marine Corps, candidates for Navy Commissionsare encouraged to select academic majors in mathematics, engineering. or screntilic disciplines. However, each student in theNROTC program is free to choose his or her area of major study.
The NROTC training program emphasizes academics. leadership. militaiy organization. and physical fitness. Required NavalScience courses are fully accredited, taken for free elective credit and include Naval Orientation. Engineering, Weapons S) stems.Navigation. Naval Operations, and Leadership and Management. Marine Option midshipmen substitutes Evolution of Warfare andAmphibious Warfare for selected courses. Additional University courses may be required depending upon one's major, however. allNavy option scholarship midshipmen must complete one year of calculus and physics. In addition to the courses taken for Uni\ ersitycredit, midshipmen will attend one leadership laboratory period each \\ eek.
Midshipmen Life
Academic excellence is emphasized through the NROTC Program with commensurate participation in the full range ol‘campus extracurricular activities. The NROTC unit is organized as a midshipmen battalion to facilitate leadership development. The battalion isstaffed entirely by midshipmen under the supervision ofstaffinstructors. Additionally, midshipmen have opponunities to examine allaspects Oflife in the Navy and Marine Corps and gain leadership experience through licld trips, summer cruise, sail training. andsocial activities. Further information regarding application for and admission into the NC State Naval ROTC may be obtained oncampus in Room 186 Reynolds Coliseum or by writing to the Professor ofNaval Science. Box 7310. NC State. Raleigh, NorthCarolina 27695-73l0 or by calling Mr. Jimmy Ledbetter at (919)5 l 5—2757.
The Department ofMilitary Science (Army ROTC). the Department ofAer-ospace Studies (Air Force ROTC), and the Department ofNaval Science (Naval ROTC) are separate academic and administrative subdivisions ofthe institution. Students in the ROTCprograms will receive free elective credit for Aerospace Studies (AS), Military Studies (MS). or Naval Science (NS) courses up to thelimit of free electives in their curriculum.
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RESEARCH CENTERS AND FACILITIES
Research Triangle
NC State is one ofthe three Research Triangle universities along with Duke University in Durham and the University ofNorthCarolina at Chapel Hill. within the 30 mile triangle formed by the three universities IS the 7,000 acre Research Triangle Park. locationol‘many public research agencies and private research centers of national and International corporations.
The unique “Research Triangle" in North Carolina has captured national and international attention. It is comprised ofthe ResearchTriangle Park. a vvorld-renovv ned research park. and three major research universities. Because ofthis wealth of educational andresearch opportunities. the Triangle contains one ofthe highest total of PhD. scientists and engineers per capita, in the nation. TheTriangle Univ crsities North Carolina State University. the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill. and Duke University-— havea subsidiary campus in the Research Triangle Park- RTI International. RTI. vv hich operates as a contract research organization, has anannual research review of approximately $206 million.
The Research Triangle Park. founded in I959. novv has more than I40 private and public industrial research facilities, situated on7.000 acres ofland. Over 25.000 people \vork in the Park and over 40.000 additional jobs have been created outside the Park as aresult of its existence. Organizations in the park’ include such government facilities as the National Humanities Center, the NationalInstitute of Environmental Health Science. and the Environmental Protection Agency. Private companies such as GlaxoSmithKIine,Nortel Netvvorks. and Cisco Systems are located in the Park Faculty and companies like GIaxoSmithKline. IBM. and BDTechnologies frequently hold adjunct appointments in one or another ofthe Triangle Universities.
Animal and Poultry Waste Management Center
C. M. Williams. Director
The Animal and Poultry Waste Management Center establishes partnerships among universities. agribusiness and other organizationsto address vv aste management concerns. Partner universities are Georgia. Iowa State. Kentucky. Michigan State. Mississippi State.Ohio State. Oklahoma State. and Virginia Polytechnic Institute; commodity groups are also members. Environmental groups andregulatory agencies serv e the Center in an advisory role. Center-sponsored projects include technology applications targetingenvironmental emissions from li\ estock operations and the improvement ofvv ater quality associated vv ith animal waste management.Other Center work includes providing facilities and equipment for carrying out research and teaching activities focusing onconverting animal by-products into economically feasible and socially acceptable value—added products.
Center for Advanced Computing and Communication
Dennis Kekas. Director
The Center for Advanced Computing and Communication (CACC) is a National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored IndustryUniversity Cooperative Research Center with research sites at NC State University and Duke University. An advisory boardcomprised of representatives of member companies and government agencies meets tvv ice a year to direct the Center’s researchactivities. Faculty and graduate students also work closely \\ ith each members technical staffon a variety of research projects.Current members include CipherOptics. Cisco Systems. Ericsson. IBM. ISIC Corporation. Nortel Networks. Naval Surface WarfareCenter. National Security Agency and Telcordia technologies.
The Centers mission is to carry out basic and applied research on problems having both industrial and academic relevance. totransfer these results to our members. and to provide our students with a challenging educational opportunity. Our research goal is tocreate concepts. methods. and tools for use in the analysis. design. and implementation of advanced computer and communicationsystems. CACC is uniquely equipped to serve as a test bed for new networking hardware. software. and protocols because ofits state—of—the-art Networking. Multimedia and Imaging Laboratories.
Center for Advanced Electronic Materials Processing (AEMP)
C. M. Osburn, Director
The Center for Advanced Electronic Materials Processing was established in 1988 as a National Science Foundation EngineeringResearch Center. It now includes the SRC SEMATECH Research Center program on Front End Processes for advanced semi-conductor devices. The Center’s program is interdisciplinary involving collaboration among chemists. physicists. materials scientistsand electrical, chemical and mechanical engineers. The research focuses on the development of processing technologies capable ofproducing nandometer scale electronic devices. The program emphasizes rapid-thermal and Iovv temperature processing of newmaterials. It is ajoint effort involving researchers from eight other major US research universities. Undergraduate Scholar Awards areavailable for qualified undergraduates with interest in electronic materials and devices.
Center for Advanced Processing and Packaging Studies
K. R. Swartzel, Site Director
The Center for Advanced Processing and Packaging Studies v\ as established in October 1987 to promote cooperative researchbetween university and industrial researchers and to further scientific knowledge in areas of food and phannaceutical asepticprocessing and packaging. The mission and focus ofthe center is to conduct industrially relevant research directed at developlng
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methods and technologies for the safe production of marketable, high quality aseptic and refrigerated extended shelf—life products.The center is funded by industrial members from the food, processing and packaging industries and receives support from theNational Science Foundation and the universities involved. Students working on CAPPS projects will be exposed to industrialconcerns and be giy en the opportunity to work first—hand with industry in solving problems and making practical application oftheirresearch'Cooperative research opportunities are available in the Department of Food Science at NC State and also at otheruniverSities.
Center for Engineering Applications of Radioisotopes
Robin P. Gardner, Director
The Center for Engineering Applications of Radioisotopes was established in 1980 within the Department ofNuclear Engineeringand associated with the Department of Chemical Engineering. It is composed primarily of faculty and their graduate students andpost doctoral students doing research related to the measurement applications ofradiation and radioisotopes in industry. Thisincludes the use of short lived radioactix e tracers, radiation gauges, radiation analyzers, and computed tomography. CEAR hasdevoted much effort to the development and use of Monte Carlo simulation for the design and inverse analysis use oftheseapplications. Excellent experimental facilities are available including solid state and very large Nal detectors and the NC StatePULSTAR Nuclear Reactor. The Center's programs are financed largely by an Associates Program for oil well logging and grantsfrom industry and federal agencies such as NIH and DOE.
Center for Research and Development in Mathematics and Science Education
S. B. Berenson, DirectorGlenda S. Carter, Associate Director
The center. one often centers in the North Carolina Mathematics and Science Education Network. is the only research anddevelopment center in the network. Established in 1984, the center is in the Department of Mathematics, Science, and TechnologyEducation, and conducts research and development activities for precollege students. pre—service teachers. in—service teachers, andUniversity faculty. The center identifies areas in need ofmathematics and science education and forms partnerships with federal.state, local, and private funding agencies to work collaboratively to address the needs. Grants have been obtained from the NationalScience Foundation, Office of Education. State Department of Public Instruction, Local Education Agencies, the Ford Foundation,and IBM to introduce changes that incorporate technology and active learning into the mathematics and science curriculum, K 16. Inaddition, the center supports graduate students and provides them with opportunities to write grants and to design, conduct, andreport on educational research.
Center for Research in Scientific Computation
H. T. Banks. Director
The Center for Research in Scientific Computation (CRSC) is a formally recognized, multidisciplinary center ofthe greaterUniversity ofNorth Carolina System. The CRSC is administered by NC State and the College of Physical and MathematicalSciences. The purpose ofthe Center is to promote research in scientific computing and to provide a focal point for research incomputational science, and applied mathematics. Data—massive and or computationally intensive problems provide ideal projects fortraining and graduate students in applied mathematics. With advanced computing methodologies students and post doctoral fellowsaddress important issues in applications involving model development and control design.
Research topics ofinterest to CRSC faculty include a variety of problems in scientific computation, numerical analysis, andnumerical optimization with applications to such areas as fluid mechanics and flow control. smart materials and structures.nondestructive testing, acoustics, material sciences and manufacturing processes, population dynamics, environmental sciences,signal processing, computer performance e\ aluation and nuclear reactor physics.
The CRSC, in cooperation with the Department of Mathematics, sponsors a uni\ ersity industrial research project program. The maingoal ofthe Industrial Applied Math Program (IAMP) is to provide substantive non-academic research related experiences forgraduate students, postdoctoral and faculty participants while contributing to the research efforts of industrial participants.
Center for Transportation and the Environment
J. S. Fisher, Director
The Center for Transportation and the Environment conducts programs of research, education, and technology transfer that seek tomitigate the impacts of surface transportation on the environment. Funded by the U. S. Department ofTransportation, Vt ith matchingmonies from North Carolina DOT, CTE is the only university transportation in the country that pursues ways to impr0\ e surfacetransportation systems while protecting the environment. CTE is considered a national resource for current information abouttransportation and environmental research, policies, and best practices. The Center conducts an innovative and aggressive outreachprogram, using satellite- and computer-based technologies, to assist transportation and environmental professionals with their mostcritical information needs. For more information, visit CTE’s web site at: itre.ncsu.edu cte.
Chemical Toxicology Research and Pharmacokinetics
J. E. Riviere, Director
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The Center for Chemical l‘ovicology Research and Pharmaeokinctics performs scientilie research on cutaneous function andstructure focused on cutaneous toxicology, metabolism and pharmacokinetics and transdermal drug delivery, employing innovativeanimal and mathematical models and other predictive systems including cell cultures and novel analytical techniques. This providesthe necessary research base to support a rigorous graduate and post-graduate training program in comparative pharmacology andtoxicology designed to produce health scientists for academia, industry and government. Besides laboratory research, CCTRP alsooperates the US and global Food Animal Residue Avoidance Databank (FAR/\D), performs the residue avoidance data analysis, andpro\ itlcs assistance to those who have questions about how to prevent residues in animal—derived food.
The CVM Laboratory for Advanced Electron and Light Optical Methods
M. .l. Dykstra. Director, LAl‘LOM
The LAELOM is a full service facility providing clinical and research support for the CVM as well as the full NC State campus. TheLAl‘LOM houses a Fl~ lCO Philips EMZOXS transmission electron microscope and a JEOL JSM—o360LV low vacuum scanningelectron microscope with all the necessary support equipment for tissue preparation as \y ell as extensive darkroom facilities for theproduction ofelectron microscopy images. The LAELOM also houses an extensive collection oflight microscopy instruments,including an Olympus Vanox motori/ed compound light microscope that can capture images \\ ith film. a 3 CCD video camera] (liveimages) or a high end SPOT Rf Slider cooled CD camera. Bright field. polarized, and epiflouresence images can be recorded withthis microscope. A V\ ild photomieros‘cope is also available for viewing and recording images from larger specimens with bright anddark field optics. A Nikon C—l confocal scanning laser microscope system \\ ith a heated stage coupled to a Nikon Eclipse 2000Emotori7ed imerted photomieroscope is equipped for bright field. polarized. and epiflourescence image capture with a digital camera.
Electric Power Research Center
P. ,l. Turinsky. Executive Director
The Electric Po“ er Research Center. established in 1985 within the NC State College of Engineering, is supported via membershipfees, enhancement grants, and normal research contracts by organizations from the various sectors ofthe electric utility and powerindustry. including national laboratories and private interests. The purpose ofthe center is to collaborate in enhancing the excellenceofa \\ ide range of research and graduate ley el degree programs in nuclear power systems. This primary purpose is accomplished bysupporting interested faculty and students‘ in\ olvement in basic and applied research directly relevant to the needs ofthemultifaceted nuclear pO\\ er industry. Motiyation to work \\ ith the center deriyes from the close University membership interaction.the leverage afforded members ia pooled resources, and the enhanced professional and research opportunities proy ided to facultyand students in nuclear po\\ er engineering.
The current research program involves faculty from the Department ofNuclear Engineering.
Electron Microscope Facilities
There are four electron microscope facilities at NC State a\ailable to graduate students and faculty for research purposes. TheCollege ol‘Agriculture and Life Sciences Center for Electron Microscopy is located in Gardner Hall. the Engineering ResearchMicroscope Facility is in Burlington Engineering Labs. and the Department of Wood and Paper Science Electron Microscopy Lab isin Biltmore Hall. The College of Veterinary Medicine Laboratory for Advanced Electron and Light Optical Methods (LAELOM) islocated at 4700 Hillsborough Street in Raleigh.
The College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Center for Electron MicroscopyJ. M. Mackenzie, J11, Coordinator. CALS Center for Electron Microscopy
The College ongriculture and Life Sciences Center for Electron Microscopy occupies approximately 300 square feet in thebasement ofGardner Hall. It is a centralized facility that sery ices the ultra structural needs oft“ enty—two departments.
The College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Center for Electron Microscopy offers complete ser\ ice support in all areas ofBiological Electron Microscopy. The Center has two scanning microscopes: a Philips 505T and JEOL 5900LV which has lowvacuum capabilities and two transmission electron microscopes: a JEOL 1008 and a Philips 400T. Both scanners are equipped withall ofthe necessary biological. preparatory equipment including a Balzers freeze-etch apparatus.
The Center prov ides adx anced. digital imaging capabilities. All computers including those on dedicated instruments are networked totwo high—speed servers and to our University system. We provide access for Macintosh, PC and UNIX based systems allowingtransparent information transfer regardless of user’s platform preference. Our sen ers proy ide support for both Windows NT andN0\ ell Clients.
Formal instruction is provided through the Microbiology curriculum for transmission electron microscopy. scanning electronmicroscopy, ultramicrotomy and digital imaging. The Center also proy ides support, service, and training in a wide variety ofadvanced digital imaging. Advanced techniques are usually taught on an individual basis.
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Institute of Statistics
Sastry G. Pantula, Director
The Institute of Statistics is comprised oftwo sections, one at NC State and the other at UNC-Chapel Hill. At NC State, the Instituteof Statistics sponsors statistical collaborations within the university and with its partners in industry and government. It also sponsorsmethodological and theoretical research in the statistical sciences and cross disciplinary research. The Institute coordinates theteaching of statistics at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Instructional functions and the granting of degrees are performed bythe Department of Statistics, which forms a part ofthe Institute.
Institute for Transportation Research and Education
Nagui Rouphail, Director
The Institute for Transportation Research and Education conducts research and training for numerous public agencies at the federal.state, and local levels ofgovernment and for some private firms. Established in 1978, the Institute conducts programs in public transitoperations, highway operations. transportation finance, geographical information systems, pupil transportation, and technologytransfer. The Institute is also the home ofthe Center for Transportation and the Environment, a prominent national research facility.
Integrated Manufacturing Systems Engineering Institute
T. J. Hodgson, Director
The Integrated Manufacturing Systems Engineering (IMSE) Institute was established in 1984. IMSE provides multidisciplinarygraduate—level education and practical training opportunities in the theory and practice of integrated manufacturing systemsengineering at the masters lex el. IMSE focuses on providing a manufacturing presence and a program environment in the College ofEngineering where faculty. graduate students and industry can engage cooperatively in multidisciplinary graduate education, basicand applied research. and technology transfer in areas of common interest related to modern manufacturing systems technology. Theobjective ofthe IMSE program is to offer students with traditional discipline backgrounds in engineering and the physical sciences anopportunity to broaden their understanding ofthe multidisciplinary area of manufacturing systems. Core areas ofconcentration areoffered in manufacturing systems, logistics, and mechatronics.
Nonwovens Cooperative Research Center
B. Pourdeyhimi, Director
Nonwovens Cooperative Center (NCRC) vxas established in 1991 and has been funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), StateofNorth Carolina and industrial membership. The NCRC is located at the College of Textiles in the Centennial Campus. The Centerserves the nonwovens industry through its programs of generic fundamental and applied research in the technologies ofthe industryas well as through an active program of technology transfer. The core research program centered on product performance. processdevelopment and analysis, and materials application development. The Center also pursues non-core research projects sponsored bycompanies on specific problems on a propriety basis.
The Center provides opportunities to gain hands-on experience in nonwovens research to students studying ton ard BS, MS, andPh.D. degrees. Faculty members from NCSU, Georgia Tech, Clemson University, University of Tennessee, etc., are in\ 01\ ed inseveral research projects funded by NCRC.
Major industrial members include DuPont. Freudenberg, PGl, P&G. 3M, Albany International, Cotton, lnc., Wellman, Goulston.Fiber Visions, Fiber Innovation Technology, Kimberly Cla
Nuclear Services
Scott Lassell, Manager
Specialized nuclear service facilities are available to the university faculty. students, state and federal agencies, and industry. Thepurpose ofthese facilities is to further the use ofnuclear technology in engineering research and in scientilic and public ser\ iceprograms. The facilities include: a I megawatt steady-state, pool type, nuclear research reactor (PU LSTAR) \\ ith a variety oftestfacilities; a neutron activation analysis and radioisotope laboratory; a prompt gamma facility; a neutron radiography facility and alow level counting laboratory equipped with liquid scintillation systems and alpha spectrometry systems.
Nuclear Services also provides short courses in radioactivity usage, and laboratory experiments for related courses in otherdepartments.
The 50,000 square-foot Burlington Engineering Laboratories complex houses the Department ofNuclear Engineering and theDepartment of Materials Science and Engineering with their associated offices and laboratories. All ofthe facilities including thePulstar reactor are on the NC State campus.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU)
NC State has been a sponsoring institution oank Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) since 1949.0RAU is a private, not forprofit consortium of colleges and universities and a management and operating contractor [or the
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U. S. Department oflinergy (DOE) with principle offices located in Oak Ridge. Tennessee. Founded in 1946, ORAU provides andde\ clops capabilities crucial to the nation’s technology infrastructure. particularly in energy, education. health, and the environment.ORAL works with and for its member institutions to help faculty and students gain access to federal research facilities; to keepmembers informed about opportunities for fellowship. scholarship. and research appointments; and to organize research alliancesamong our members in areas where their eollectiye strengths can be focused on issues of national importance. Contact Ray Fomes,(010)515 7865 for more information about ORAL programs or see w ww.orau.org.
Plant Disease and Insect Clinic
Tom Melton. Director
The Plant Disease and Insect Clinic (PDlC) prm ides a unique diagnostic and educational service to plant growers in North Carolina.It is an integral part ofthc e\'tension program in the Plant Pathology and Entomology Departments. The FDIC receivesapprmimately “5.500 problem samples each year. County Agents. Extension Specialists and growers submit samples from nurseries,greenhouses. agricultural crops. forests and urban landscapes. This provides an opportunity to observe and work with practicalproblems currently de\ eloping and causing damage.
Rapid changes in agricultural technology in lluence the range of pest problems encountered and require new types ofassays and moresophisticated laboratory e\aminations. Plant problems must be correctly diagnosed and proper control strategies employed as quicklyas possible for grow ers to minimize losses. The PDlC provides a ital link between the numerous highly specialized resources andfaculty members at NC State and problems as they arise in the field. New or unusual outbreaks of plant diseases and insects can bequickly detected through the PDlC.
Power Semiconductor Research Center
B. .l. Baliga. Director
The Pow er Semiconductor Research Center was established as an industrial consortium at NC State University on July 1. 1991. It hasgarnered support from around the world with more than a dozen companies participating in the venture. The mission ofthe center isto perform fundamental studies on semiconductor technology for power electronics applications. Although many centers have been
established in the past for performing research in the area of microelectronics. PSRC w as the first center to focus the research towardspower electronics applications. The pow er electronics that will benefit from this research have widespread utility in society. Theseapplications are computer power supplies and automotive electronics at relatiy ely low operating voltages (50 to 100 volts); displays,telecommunieations. appliance controls. and motor drives at medium operating \oltages (300 to 1.500 wits); and traction (electrictrains). and power transmission systems at high operating oltages (2.000 to 10.000 \ olts). Pow er semiconductor devices determinethe pace for technological ady ancements in power systems because ofthe continuing trend to reduce size and weight and to improvethe elliciency. This has important social implications in terms ofconsery ation offossil fuels and reduction of environmentalpollution.
The applications require three basic components: (1) three terminal power switches. (2) power rectifiers. and (3) power high voltageintegrated circuits. The research program at PSRC was structured with the goal of de\ eloping improved power semiconductor Chipsin all ofthese three categories from a short and long term perspective. The following research thrust areas have been worked on sincethe inception ofthe center: (a) Power rectifiers. (b) Power MOS-Gated Thyristors. (c) Large Area Power MOS Technology. (d)licensed Isolated De\ ices for Power Integrated Circuits. (e) Silicon Carbide Technology for Power Devices. and (D CryogenicOperation of Power Devices. Although the research is directed toward the de\ elopment of generic. pre-competitive technology. carehas been taken to maintain strong industrial relevance. Silicon de\ ices have been developed which allow 2 to 20 fold improvement inperformance for low \ oltage applications. This technology has already been licensed for product introduction. Theoreticallyprojected performance ofsilicon carbide high voltage devices has been confirmed experimentally. This technology is expected toplay an important role in the 3 1 st century. The research has been documented and shared with the sponsors in the form of 45 patentsand 259 technical reports pr0\ ided to them 0\ er the last 10 years ofoperation. Due to the strong support ofthe international industrialcommunity. this center is now recognized as the premier research organization for pow er semiconductor technology in the world.
Precision Engineering Center
Thomas A. Dow. Director
The Precision Engineering Center. established in 1982. is a multidisciplinary research and graduate engineering program dedicated toproviding new technology for high precision manufacturing. It encompasses measurement and fabrication of optical. electronic. ormechanical devices w here the tolerances required for operation are on the order of 1 part in 100.000: that is. for a 25mm (1 inch) longpart the error must be less than 250nm (250 x 10—9). Components that need this technology include contact lenses and other opticalcomponents. hard disk heads for computer memory devices. integrated circuits. space telescopes. injection molding dies. bearingsand gears. Current projects in the Center in\ olve de\ elopment of new mechanical designs and control algorithms. novel actuators thatinclude piezoelectric or magnetic dri\ ers. unique fabrication and measurement techniques and high-speed controllers to implementthese concepts. With support from government and industry, the PEC pulls together faculty, staff. and students from across theuni\ ersity to de\ elop new ideas and transfer those ideas to US industry.
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The Research Analytical Instrumentation Facility (AIF)
P. E. Russell, Director, Analytical Instrumentation Facility
The Research Analytical Instrumentation Facility (AIF) pr0\ ides NC State faculty and students Vt ith the highest level ofmodernmicroanalySis instrumentation currently available as Vt ell as trained specialists to assist with teaching, instrument operation, andexperimental design. The unique combination of extensive analytical instrumentation and specialized staffmake AIF a \ aluable assetto both teaching and research at all levels. AIF staff pr0\ ides the expertise to access AlF‘s state ofthe an analytical capabilities,conduct training and provide guidance to students. AIF is located in the Engineering Graduate Research Center on the NCSUCentennial Campus. This laboratory space, located in the mixed—use (private industry academics) environment of CentennialCampus, provides the optimum environment for teaching, research and technology transfer. AIF analytical capabilities encompassanalyses of materials including ceramics, metals, semiconductors, polymers. and biological materials. The Environmental ScanningElectron Microscope (ESEM). which can operate at near atmospheric pressure, gix es AIF the capability of providing electronmicroscopy and EDS (Energy Dispersive X—Ray Spectroscopy elemental analysis on wet, oily, and/or non conductive samplesincluding biological, polymeric, textile, and other materials. The ESEM facility is extensi\ ely used by undergraduate students in awide range of disciplines. AIF has extensive capabilities in the areas of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning TunnelingMicroscopy (STM), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM),Secondary lon Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectrometry (XPS), Auger Electron Spectrometry, (AES), FocusIon Bean micromachines (FIB), and metallograph). In addition. AIF has extensi\e facilities for specimen preparation and digitalphotography for the physical sciences.
Southeastern Plant Environment Laboratory-- Phytotron
J. F. Thomas, Director
The Southeastern Plant Laboratory, commonly called the phytotron, is a facility especially designed for research dealing with theresponse of biological organisms to their environment. The high degree of control within 60 growth chambers makes it possible toduplicate any climate from tropical rain forests to arid desert.
The NC State phytotron concentrates on applied and basic research related to agricultural problems encountered in the southeasternUnited States. The ability to control all phases ofthe environment, howex er. allows inclusion of research dealing with all aspects ofplant selenee.
The facilities are available to the resident research staff. participants in NC State’s graduate research program, and to foreign visitingscientists.
Triangle Universities Laboratory
Werner Tornow, Director
TUNL is a laboratory for nuclear physics research, funded by the US Department of Energy. Located on the campus of DukeUniversity in Durham, the laboratory is staffed by faculty members and students from Duke University, UNC—Chapel Hill. and NCState. There is extensive collaboration between the participating universities and with visiting physicists from the United States andabroad. The accelerators are a lS-MeV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator and a 4-MeV Van de Graaff accelerator. Polarized andpulsed beams are available as n ell as cryogenically polarized targets. In addition, TUNL physicists perform experiments at majornational and international nuclear physics.
University Advancement
Terry G. Wood, Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
The mission of University Advancement at NC State is to enhance the perception of and knowledge about the university throughinternal and external communications; to provide alumni, students, and friends with programs and services that instill loyalty andpride; to secure resources which will enhance the academic quality of the institution; to be good stewards of its endowments andadvance the growth ofinvestment at NC State; and to promote advocacy ofthe university. Visit the University Advancement web siteat www.ncsu.edu univ relations univadvhtml.
Advancement Services supports the operation of Alumni Relations, University Development, Public Affairs, and other unitsinvolved with the external misgion ofNC State by managing the donor alumni database, conducting donor research, processing andreceipting private gifts, maintaining financial records (budgets, payroll, personnel, purchasing, reimbursement, etc.), administeringthe corporate matching program, managing the donor prospect tracking system, providing donor stewardship, organi7ingstewardship recognition activities, and staffing the needs ofthe NC State Foundation, the Endowment Fund Board, and the AlumniAssociation business operation.
The Office of Alumni Relations strives to involve alumni in the life ofNC State University and to perpetuate their pride in theiralma mater by communicating the university‘s achievements and distinctions. Alumni Relations offers a premier membershipprogram that provides a host ofbenel'its to those \vhojoin; organizes alumni activities such as reunions, tailgates, and area clubmeetings; arranges lifelong educational opportunities; enriches student experiences with activities such as homecoming and seniorrecognition; supports the prestigious Caldwell Alumni Scholarship Program, and provides alumni services such as insurance, a creditcard, and NC State apparel. Through the pages ofNC State, the alumni magazine, and a multi—l‘aeeted web site, Alumni Relations
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promotes the unnersity with information about notable alumni and university achievements. Students and parents are invited to visitthe Office ofAlumni Relations. located in the Alumni Memorial Building on Pullen Road. To inquire about these programs orsen ice. call (9 l 9)5 l 5 1375 or 800 NCS.ALUM; isit the web site at www.alumni.ncsu.edu.
Uni\ ersity Dewlopment works \\ ith the colleges and programs at North Carolina State University to secure private financialsupport for priority projects and programs. This support may come from individuals (alumni. parents. students. faculty. staff, andfriends). corporations, philanthropic foundations and other organizations.
L nixersity Development provides services to the colleges and programs in gift planning. corporate and foundation relations and theannual fund. Unixersity Dewlopment also facilitates e\'ternal and internal communication among fundraisers. and coordinatesapproaches to prospective donors.
The Office of Public Affairs provides research-based public relations and marketing planning and implementation for the university.assisting and supporting the efforts of indi\ idual colleges. The goal ofthe unit is to build long-term relationships Vt ith key publics tostrengthen the university‘s identity and brand image.
Public Affairs includes the offices ofNews Services and Creatite Sen ices. News Senices promotes the university‘s achievementsia nen s stories and briefings. Creatne Sen ices provides publications and web site design as well as video production for campusunits. Public Affairs also is responsible for coordinating community relations. pi‘0\ iding marketing support for fund raising efforts.staging special e\ ents for University Ad\ ancement and the Chancellor’s Office. and \\ orking closely with the Chancellor’s Office one\ternal affairs projects.

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF NORTH CAROLINA
History of the University of North Carolina
In North Carolina. all the public educational institutions that grant baccalaureate degrees are part oftheUniversity ofNorth Carolina. North Carolina State Unnersity is one ofthe l6 constituent institutions ofthemulti campus state university.
The Unnersity ofNorth Carolina. chartered by the NC. General Assembly. in 1789. was the first publicunit ersity in the United States to open its doors and the only one to graduate students in the eighteenth century.The first Class was admitted in Chapel Hill in 1795. For the next 136 years. the only campus ofthe University ofNorth Carolina was at Chapel Hill.

In 1877. the NC. General Assembly began sponsoring additional institutions of higher education. diverse in origin and purpose. Fivewere historically black institutions. and another V\ as founded to educate American lndians. Se\ eral \\ ere created to prepare teachersfor the public schools. Others had a technological emphasis. One was a training school for performing artists.
In 1931. the NC. General Assembly redefined the Unnersity ofNorth Carolina to include three state-supported institutions: thecampus at Chapel Hill. (non the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill). North Carolina State College (now North CarolinaState Uni\ ersity at Raleigh). and Women‘s College (now the University ofNorth Carolina at Greensboro). The new multi—campusUniversity operated with one board oftrustees and one president. By 1969. three additional campuses had joined the Universitythrough legislatne action: the University ofNorth Carolina at Charlotte. the Unitersity ofNorth Carolina at Asheville, and theUniversity ofNorth Carolina at Wilmington.
In 1971. the General Assembly passed legislation bringing into the Unnersity ofNorth Carolina the state‘s ten remaining publicsenior institutions. each of w hich had until then been legally separate: Appalachian State University. East Carolina University,Elizabeth City State Uni\ ersity. Fay etteville State University. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, NorthCarolina Central University. the North Carolina School ofthe Arts. Pembroke State Unixersity. Western Carolina University. andWinston-Salem State University. This action created the current l6-campus University. (In 1985. the North Carolina School ofScience and Mathematics, a residential high school for gifted students. was declared an affiliated school ofthe University; and in1996. Pembroke State University V\ as renamed The University of North Carolina at Pembroke through legislative action.)
The UNC Board ofGovernors is the policy-making body legally charged with “the general determination. control. supervision.management. and governance of all affairs ofthe constituent institutions.“ It elects the president. who administers the University. The32 voting members of the Board of Govemors are elected by the General Assembly for four-year terms. Former board chairmen andboard members who are former governors ofNorth Carolina may continue to serve for limited periods as non voting membersemeriti. The president ofthe UNC Association of Student Governments. or that student’s designee. is also a non-voting member.
Each ofthe l6 constituent institutions is headed by a chancellor. who is chosen by the Board of Govemors on the president’snomination and is responsible to the president. Each institution has a board oftrustees. consisting of eight members elected by theBoard of Governors, four appointed by the governor. and the president of the student body. who serves ex-officio. (The NC School ofthe Arts has two additional ex-officio members.) Each board oftrustees holds extensive powers over academic and other operationsofits institution on delegation from the Board of Governors.
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UNC Board of Governors
J. Bradley Wilson, Chair _ * Emeritus memberG. lrv1n Aldrldge, Vice Chair ** Exofficio memberPatsy B. Perry. Secretary
Bradly T. Adcock Anne W. Cates Willie J. Gilchrist Charles S. Norwood, Jr.
James G. Babb John F. A. V. Cecil H. Frank Grainger Cary C. Owen
Brent D. Barringer Bert Collins Peter D. Hans Jim W. Phillips. Jr.
J. Addison Bell John W. Davis 111 James E. Holshouser* Gladys Ashe Robinson
R. Steve Bovs den Johnathan Ducote** Peter Keber Benjamin S. Ruffin’F
F. Edward Broadwell, Jr. Ray S. Farris Adelaide Daniels Key Estelle “Bunny" Sanders
William L. Burns Dudley E. Flood G. Leroy Lail J. Craig Souza
C. Clifford Cameron"< Hannah D. Gage Charles H. Mercer Priscilla Patterson Taylor

Robert F. Wam ick
Officers of the University of North Carolina
Moll) Corbett Broad. B.A., M.A., PresidentGretchen Bataille, B.A., M.A.. Ph.D., Senior Vice President, Academic AffliirsBart Corgnati, Secretaij’ oft/7e UniversityJeff Davies, BS, MS. Vice President. Finance, and CFOJ. B. Milliken, B.A., J.D., Senior Vice President, University AffairsLeslie Winner. A.B., LL.B., Vice President and General CounselAlan R. Mabe, Vice Presidentfor Academic PlanningRuss Lea. Vice Presidentfor Research and Sponsored ProgramsRobyn Render, B.S., Vice Presidentfor Information Resources and Chic/Information Officer
North Carolina State University Board of Trustees
Peaches Gunter Blank, Chair

D. McQueen Campbell. lll. Wendell MurphyDerick S. Close Richard G. RobbAnn Goodnight C. Richard VaughnSuzanne Gordon Steve F. WarrenRobert B. Jordan, lll Cassius S. WilliamsBob Mattocks, 111
EX officio: Tony Caravano, President. NC State Student Body
North Carolina State University Council
Marye Anne Fox. ChancellorJames L. Oblinger. Provost and Executive Vice Chancellorfor Academic AffairsGeorge Worsley, Vice Chancellot;for Finance and BusinessThomas H. Stafford, Jr., Vice Chanc'ellorfor Student AffairsTerry G. Wood, Vice Chancellor of University AdvancementRobert S. Sowell, Dean, The Graduate SchoolMary Elizabeth Kurz, Vice Chancellor and General CounselJohn G. Gilligan, Vice Chancellorfor Research and Graduate StudiesLee Fowler, Director, AthleticsJohnny C. Wynne, Interim Dean, College ongricu/ture andLife SciencesMarvin J. Malecha, Dean, College ofDesignKathryn Moore. Dean, College of EducationNino A. Masnari, Dean, College ofEngineeringLarry Nielsen, Dean, College ofNatural ResourcesLinda P. Brady, Dean, College of'Hu/nanities and Social SciencesJon W. Battley, Dean, College of ManagementDaniel Solomon, Dean, College ofPhysical and Mathematical SciencesA. Blanton Godfrey, Dean, College ofTe.xti/e.sOscar J. Fletcher, Dean, College 0/ Veterinaijv MedicineDennis M. Daley, Faculty ChairSusan K. Nutter, Vice Provost and Director, NC State LibrariesTony Caravono, Student Body PresidentWill Quick, Student Senate PresidentChad Jordan, Graduate Student Association Pres ident. Graduate Student Association
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POLICY ON ILLEGAL DRUGS
The following policy on illegal drugs \\ as adopted by the North Carolina State University Board ofTrustees April 16, 1988 - LastRe\ised. April lo. 1999.
1. Purpose

1.1 Rellecting its concern ov er the threat which illegal drugs constitute to higher education communities. the Board ofGovernorsofthe Uni\ersity ofNorth Carolina adopted a policy on illegal drugs on January 15. 1988. The Board ofGovernors‘ policyrequires each constituent institution’s Board ofTrustces to develop a policy on illegal drugs applicable to all students, facultymembers. administrators. and other employees. The policy tor each campus must address particular circumstances and needswhile being 1u11y consistent \\ ith specilred minimum requirements for enforcement and penalties.
1.2 To assist North Carolina State Unixersity in its continuing efforts to meet the threat of illegal drugs. and to comply with theBoard ome crnors~ policy. the Board of Trustees adopts the policy set forth below This policy is intended to demonstrate theUni\ersity ‘s primary commitment to education, counseling rehabilitation, and elimination ofillegal drugs, as well as itsdetermination to impose penalties in the e\ent ofviolation of state and federal drug laws consistent with due process.

2. Education, Counseling. and Rehabilitation
2.] North Carolina State Uni\ersity shall maintain a program of education designed to help all members ofthe Universitycommunity ayoid imolyement with illegal drugs. The educational program shall emphasize the incompatibility ofthe use ofdistribution ofillegal drugs \\ ith the goals ofthe Unhersity. the legal consequences ofinvol\ ement with illegal drugs, themedical and psychological implications ofthe use ofillegal drugs. and the \\ ays in \\ hich illegal drugsjeopardize an individual’spresent accomplishments and future opportunities. Specifrc elements ofthe education program are:2.1.1 Publicizing the University ‘5 policy in the Student Code ofConduct. the undergraduate and graduate catalogs, and otherpublications distributed to students. faculty. administrators. and other employees.2.1.2 Continuing and e\panding the drug education program conducted by Student Health Services2.1.3 Continuing de\elopment of courses on drug education2.1.4 Continuing the drulg education component of the employees Wellness Program2. 1.51 ncreasing the awareness and utilization of the Uni\eIsity5 Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
2.2 The L ni\ ersity shall disseminate information about drug counseling and rehabilitation services that are available to membersofthe Uni\ersity community. Persons who voluntarily avail themselves of such services shall be assured that applicableprofessional standards ofconfrdentiality will be observed and that such participation will not be the basis for disciplinary action.Specific counseling and rehabilitation efforts include:2.2.] continuing the ex aluation and referral services ofthe Counseling Center for out-patient and in-patient rehabilitation;2.2.2 continuing the consolation and evaluation portions ofthe Student Health Services drug education program2.2.3 utilizing the Employee Assistance Program‘s referral to existing community based counseling and rehabilitationservrces.

3. Enforcement and Penalties
3.1 Students. faculty members. administrators. and other employees are responsible. as citizens, for knowing about andcomplying with the provisions ofNorth Carolina law that make it a crime to possess. sell, deliver. or manufacture those drugsdesignated collectively as “controlled substances" in Article 5 ofChapter 90 ofthe North Carolina General Statutes. TheUniversity will initiate its own disciplinary proceeding against a student. faculty member. administrator. or other employee whenthe offense is deemed to affect the interests ofthe University. Penalties will be imposed by the University in accordance withprocedural safeguards applicable to disciplinary actions against students. faculty members. administrators. and other employees.as required by Section 503Dt3) and Section 603 ofthe University Code. by Board of Govemors‘ policies applicable to otheremployees exempt from the State Personnel Act and by regulation ofthe State Personnel Commission. The penalties to beimposed by the Uni\ ersity may range from written warnings with probationary status to expulsions from enrollment anddischarges from employment. However. the following minimum penalties. as prescribed by the Board of Governors. shall beimposed for the particular offenses described.
3.2 Trafficking in Illegal Drugs3.2.1 For the illegal manufacture. sale, or delivery. or possession with intent to manufacture, sell. or deliver. of anycontrolled substance identified in Schedule 1. NC. General Statutes 90-89. or Schedule 11, NC. General Statues 90-90(including, but not limited to: heroin. mescaline. lysergic acid diethylamide. opium. cocaine. amphetamine. methaqualine).any student shall be expelled and any faculty member. administrator. or other employee shall be discharged.
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3.2.2 For a first offense involving the illegal manufacture, sale, or deliver. or possession with intent to manufacture, sell, ordeliver, of any controlled substance identified in Schedules Ill through VI, N.C. General Statutes 90—91 through 90 94(including, but not limited to, marijuana, phenobarbital, codeine), the minimum penalty shall be suspension from enrollmentor from employment for a period of at least one semester or its equivalent. (Employees subject to the State Personnel Act aregoverned by regulations ofthe State Personnel Commission. Because the minimum penalty specified in this section andrequired by the Board of Governors exceeds the maximum period of suspension vx ithout pay that is permitted by the StatePersonnel Commission regulations, the penalty for a first offense for employees subject to the State Personnel Act isdischarge. For a second offense, any student shall be expelled and any faculty member. administrator. or other employeeshall be discharged.3.2.3 Fora second of other subsequent offenses involving the illegal possession of controlled substances, progressivelymore severe penalties shall be imposed, including expulsion of students and discharge of faculty members, administrators,or other employees.

3.3 Illegal Possession of Drugs
3.3.1 For a first offense involving the illegal possession of any controlled substance identified in Schedules Ill through IV,N.C. General Statutes 90 89, or Schedule H, N.C. General Statutes through 90-90. the minimum penalty shall be suspensionfrom enrollment or from employment for a period of at least one semester or its equivalent (Employees subject to the StatePersonnel Act are governed by regulations ofthe State Personnel Commission. Because the minimum penalty specified inthis section and required by the Board of Governors exceeds the maximum period of suspension without pay that ispermitted by the State Personnel Commission regulations. the penalty for a first offense for employees subject to the StatePersonnel Act is discharge.)3.3.2 For a first offense in\ olving the illegal possession of any controlled substance identified in Schedules 111 through VI,N.C. General Statues 90 9l through 90-94. the minimum penalty shall be probation, for a period to be determined on a case—by case basis. A person on probation must agree to participate in a drug education and counseling program. consent toregular drug testing, and accept such other conditions and restrictions, including a program ofcommunity ser\ ice, as theChancellor or the Chancellor‘s designee deems appropriate. Refusal or failure to abide by the terms ofprobation shall resultin suspension fi‘om enrollment or from employment for any unexpired balance ofthe prescribed period of probation.3.3.3 For a second or other subsequent offenses involving the illegal possession of controlled substances, progressivelymore severe penalties shall be imposed. including expulsion of students and faculty members, administrators. or otheremployees.

3.4 Suspension Pending Final DispositionWhen a student, faculty member, administrator, or other employee has been charged by the Uni\ ersity with a \ iolation ofpolicies concerning illegal drugs, he or she may be suspended form enrollment or employment before initiation or completion ofregular disciplinary proceedings if, assuming the truth ofthe charges. the Chancellor or, in the Chancellor’s absence, theChancellors’s designee concludes that the person’s continued presence vs ithin the Unix ersity community u ould constitute a clearand immediate danger to the health or welfare of other members ofthe University community; provided, a hearing on thecharges against the suspended person shall be held as promptly as possible thereafter.
4. Coordinator of Drug EducationThe Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources and the Director of Student Judicial Programs will ser\ c as the coordinators ofdrug education for employees (faculty and staff) and students respectively. Acting under the authority ofthe Chancellor. each \\ ill beresponsible for overseeing all actions and programs relating to this institutional policy in their respective areas.
5. ReportingAnnually the Chancellor shall submit to the Board of Trustees a report on campus activities related to illegal drugs for the precedingyear. The report shall include, as a minimum. the following: (1 ) a listing ofthe major education activities conducted during the year;(2) a report on any illegal drug-related incidents, including any sanctions imposed: (3) an assessment by the Chancellor oftheeffectiveness ofthe campus program; (4) any proposed changes in the policy on illegal drugs. A copy ofthe report shall be providedto the President.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The courses listed in this catalog are planned for the academic year 2004-2005 unless indicated.
The course descriptions are arranged first in alphabetical order according to course prefix reflecting the department or discipline ofthe course. Some courses are cross—listed. indicating that they are offered in two or more departments or disciplines, Within each ofthe prefix groups. the course descriptions are arranged by course number. Numbers 100—299 are courses intended primarily forfreshmen and sophomores. Numbers 300—499 are courses intended primarily forjuniors and seniors; numbers 490-498 are seminar,project. or special topics courses; number 499 is for undergraduate research.
Courses numbered 500 (300 are taught at the Masters level and most are available to advanced undergraduates. Doctoral courses arenumbered 700 89‘). Graduate courses numbered at the 500 and 700 levels are letter graded (A+ F), while 600 and 800 levelcourses are S U graded. Courses regularly letter graded (At F) may not be taken for S U grading by graduate students. Coursesnumbered in the 900 series are open to College ofVeterinar) Medicine students.
A typical course description shows the prefix. number. and title followed by prerequisite, credit and offering information,Prerequisites arc courses or lcx cls ol‘achie\ cmcnt that a student is expected to have completed successfully prior to enrolling in acourse. Corequisites are courses \\ hich should be taken concurrently by students who have not previously completed theCorcquisitcs. Prerequisites or Corequisites fora given course may be waived by the instructor ofthe course or section. It is thestudent‘s responsibility to satisfy prerequisites. or obtain from the instructor written waiver of prerequisites, for any course in whichhe or she may enroll. Failure to satisfy prerequisites may result in removal from enrollment in the course. Consent ofthe departmentis required for all practicum and indi\ idual special topics or special problems courses as \x ell as internships and thesis or dissertationresearch. Some courses also have restrictixe statements. such as “Credit in both MA 141 and MA 131 is not allowed." Restrictivestatements for a gi\en course may be waived only by a college dean.
An example ol‘credit information is: 4(3—2-1). The 4 indicates the number ofsemester hours credit awarded for satisfactorycompletion ol'the course. The (3-2—l ) normally indicates that the course meets for three hours oflecture or seminar each week and fortwo hours of laboratory. and one hour of problem or studio each week. Some courses are offered for variable credit, and a listing of 1-6 indicates that from one to six semester hours ofcredit may be earned as arranged by the department writing the course.
Other abbre\ iations used in the course descriptions are: grad. graduate; undergrad, undergraduate; sr., senior; jr..junior; soph.,sophomore: fit. freshman: lab. laboratory; lect., lecture; and scm.. seminar.
Course Codes
AC Agricultural Communications CS Crop Science
ACC Accounting CSC Computer Science
ADN Art and Design D Design
AEE Agricultural and Extension Education DAN Physical Education Dance
AFS Africana Studies DF Design Fundamentals
ALS Agricultural and Life Sciences E Engineering
ANS Animal Science EC Economics
ANT Anthropology ECD Counselor Education
ARC Architecture ECE Electrical and Computer Engineering
ARE Agricultural and Resource Economics ECI Curriculum and Instruction
ARS Arts Studies ED Education
AS Aerospace Studies EDP Educational Psychology
BAE Biological & Agricultural Engineering EGM Mechatronics
BCH Biochemistry ELP Educational Leadership & Program Ex aluation
BIO Biological Sciences EMS Mathematics Science Technology Education
BIT Biotechnology ENG English
BME Biomedical Engineering ENT Entomology
BO Botany EOE Occupational Education
BUS Business Management ES Environmental Science
CE Ci\ il Engineering ET Environmental Technology
CH Chemistry FL Foreign Languages & Literatures
CHE Chemical Engineering FLC Foreign Languages & Literatures- Chinese
CL Comparathe Literature FLE Foreign Languages & Literatures English
CNR College of Natural Resources FLF Foreign Languages & Literatures— French
COM Communication FLG Foreign Languages & Literatures- German
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FLH
FLI
FLJ
FLK
FLN
FLP
FLR
FLS
FOR
FS
FW
GC
GD
GEO
GN
GRK
HA
HI
HON
HS
HSS
ID
IE
LAR
LAT
LOG
MA
MAE
MB
MDS
MEA
MS
MSE
MT
MUS
NE

Foreign Languages & Literatures- Hebrew
Foreign Languages & Literatures- Italian
Foreign Languages & Literatures Japanese
Foreign Languages & Literatures- Swahili
Foreign Languages & Literatures— Hindi
Foreign Languages & Literatures- Portuguese
Foreign Languages & Literatures— Russian
Foreign Languages & Literatures Spanish
Forestiy
Food Science
Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences
Graphic Communications
Graphic Design
Geography
Genetics
Foreign Languages and Literatures- Greek
History of Art
History
Honors
Horticultural Science
Humanities and Social Sciences
Industrial Design
Industrial Engineering
Landscape Architecture
Foreign Languages and Literature- Latin
Logic
Management
Mathematics
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Microbiology
Multidisciplinary Studies
Marine, Earth, and Atmospheric Sciences
Military Science
Materials Science and Engineering
Medical Textiles
Music
Nuclear Engineering

NR
NS
NTR
PCC
PE
PEC
PEF
PEG
PEH
PEO
PES
PHI
PMS
PO
PP
PRT
PS
PSY
PY
REL
SOC
SSC
ST
STS
SW
TAM
TE
TED
TMS
TOX
TT
VMF
VMS
WGS
WPS
ZO

Natural Resources
Na\ al Science
Nutrition
Polymer and Color Chemistry
Physical Education
Physical Education- Coaching
Physical Education- Fitness
Physical Education- Golf
Physical Education- Health Studies
Physical Education- Outdoors
Physical Education— Sports
Philosophy
Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Poultry Science
Plant Pathology
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Political Science
Psychology
Physics
Religion
Sociology
Soil Science
Statistics
Science Technology and Society
Social Work
Textiles
Textile & Apparel Management
Textile Engineering
Technology Education
Textile Material Science
Toxicology
Textile Technology
Veterinary Science
Veterinary Science
Women‘s and Gender Studies
Wood and Paper Science
Zoology



II AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATION ll

AC 485 Vatural Resources Advocacy. 3(2-3-0). S. Preq: LNG 121.Analysis of natural resources problems as they aIfect management agenciesand user groups. l)c\clopment of professional attitudes. policies, and skillsneeded for the management of .scnsiti\c natural resource ssucs throughapplication of techniques in the field. Student presentations, demonstrationsand de\ clopment ol natural resource planning models that integrate biologicalskills \\ ith management altcrnalncs and are critiqued by resource field staff.

ACCOUNTING
ACC 100 Introduction to Accounting Profession. 1(100). I‘.Introduction to an accounting degree at NC State and the accountingincluding career opportunities. certifications. professionalorgani/ations. required business skills. and ethics.pro fes‘sion.
ACC 210 Accounting I Concepts of Financial Reporting. mom. 1‘. SSum. Financial iepoitlng concepts. the accounting information generatingprocess. reporting practices. Iinanctal statement preparation. and theinterpretation and analysis of financial statements. Basic accounting principlesand concepts. the accounting cycle. income measurement. and internalcontrols.
ACC 211 Fundamentals ofAccounting. 1(1 110) F. .5. Sum. Coreq: AC C2 l 0. This course \\ ill introduce students to the technical aspects of accounting.basic accounting procedures. the accounting cycle. business transactions andfinancial statement preparation. Use of special journals and \Ubbidlfln'ledgers. income statement and balance sheet c meepts and standard setting.
ACC 220 Introduction to Managerial Accounting. 13(3 (1 1). F. S. SumAnalysis of accotinting data that are useful in managerial decision making andin the control and c\altiation of the decisions made \\ithin busmcssorgam/atlons. An introduction to basic models. financial statement analysis.cost behai Ior analysis and cost control proeedures.
ACC 310 Intermediate Financial Accounting I. 3(3-0 0). F. S. SumPreq: AC C 31 1 “111] a grade of C- or better Measurement and reporting issuesrelated to cash. accounts reccn able. in\ entories. operating and Intangibleassets, current and non~eurrent liabilities. and stockholders' equity.
ACC 311 Intermediate Financial Accounting II. 30-0-0). F. S. Sum.Preq: ACC 110 \\ ith a grade ofC» or better. Theory and professional standardsfor analyzmg and reporting financial topics beyond the balance sheet.Measurement and reporting issues related to leases. penstons. deferred Lawsand cash flous are ewmincd.
ACC 320 Managerial Uses of Cost Data. ‘13 (I 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: ACC220 “ith grade C or better. M 200.MA 121 and MA 112 or equhalent. PHICICCIHC. and EC 201. Coreq: BLS 150 and E\IG 131 01 332 or 213.Managerial uses of c0st data in planning. controlling. and evaluatingorganizational aetnities and in making business deciSions. Budgeting. costbeha\ ior. product costing and pricmg, and decision making framenorks.
ACC 330 An Introduction To Income Ta\ation. 1(3—0-0). F. S. Sum.Preq: ACC 210 “ith a grade ofC or better. Basm income tax principles andprocedures (including research and planning) With an emphasis on all types ofentities and busmess transactions. ExpOsure to a range of ta\ concepts \\ ithinthe frameoork offinaneial reporting.
ACC 340 An Introduction to Accounting Information Systems. 1(1-00). f. S. Preq: ACC 211 and ACC 220. both \\ith a grade of C- or better.Coreq: BUS 340. Concepts in analysis, design. and deyelopment ofaccountinginformation systems. Emphasis on use and C\£11LIZIIIOII of accountinginformation systems and hon they interface “ith management informationsystems.
ACC 407 Business Law for Accountants. 3(3-0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: EC201 or ARE 201. Credit may not be recci\ed for ACC 407 and any of thefollowing: BUS 305. BUS 307, or ARE 306. Legal principles affecting theconduct of trade related to accountants. Personal and real property; contractla“; negligence and accountants legal liability; business and the Constitution.
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ACC-110 (.‘mernmental and Nonprofit Accounting. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq:A(( 211. Accounting for state and local goxernmcnts, including budgeting,audit issues. and financial analysis. Accounting for nonprofit organi/ations.including colleges and tinitcrsitics and healthcare organi/ations.
A('( 411 Business Valuation. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: ACC 210, BUS320. B1 S 150. Conceptual framework of ho“ businesses vsork, valuegeneration and reporting. Interpretation of financial statements and their usein \aluation ofthc firm.
ACC 420 Strategic Finance and Planning. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Preq:ACC 220 \\ ith grade ofC or better. Strategic finance in planning, control. andetaluating organi/ational aetiuties and in designing and implementingbus ness strategies. Use ofaccounling in corporate management and businessplanning. Integration of performance measurement and cost control withcorporate strategy.
ACC 440 Accounting Information Systems. 3(3—0—0). F, S. Sum. Preq:BLS 340 and ACC 340. both “11h a grade of C- or better. Introduction ofaccounting related design issues and internal control solutions to mitigate risksrelated to emerging information technologies (IT) and e-commerce systems.Focus on issties related to designing IT functions that incorporate effectivegcncial controls to manage IT \HtlIiII an organi/ation. modeling key IT-basedprocesses. and de\cloping IT applications and information systems thatinclude effectn c automated controls.
ACC 450 Risk and Assurance. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: ACC 311 “ith agrade of C or better, Introduction to assurance sen ices objectiwes. theory. andpractices. Focuses on de\eloping skills for interpreting business strategies andidentifying related business risks. describing internal control solutions to thoserisks. identifying e\ idential sources. prox iding assurance about those risks andcontrols. and designing strategies to pr0\ ide assurance sen ices about theI‘ClIflbilllV ofbusiness information.
ACC 470 Accounting Theory. 3(3 0—0). Preq: ACC 410 (312). Majorconcepts. problem areas and trends in accounting thought and practice.including a re\ ie\\ of the most prominent contrm ersies in current publicationsand the mesl recent relex ant pronouncements of professional institutions.
ACC 480 Accelerated Survey of Financial and ManagementAccounting. 3(3 0 (I). F. Credit may not be recei\ ed for both ACC 480 andACC 220 or 260. Intended for graduate students and advanced undergraduatesnot majoring in Accounting or Management. Accelerated suney of basicconcepts underlying accounting in profit-oriented firms: data measurement.summari7ation and reporting practices as a background for use of accountinginformation; content of published financial statements: and uses of accountingfor management deeisions in product costing. budgeting. and operations.
ACC 490 Senior Seminar in Accounting. 3(3-0-0). S. Enrollment in thiscourse 15 restricted to accounting majors in their final semester of study. PBSstudents admitted by permission ofdepartment head. Integration of financial.managerial. tax. and goxemmental accounting. Application of appropriateaccounting methods to problem resolution.
ACC 495 Special Topics in Accounting. 1 6. Preq: Consent ofInsrructor.Piesentation of material not nonnally available in regular course offerings. oroffering of ne“ courses on a trial basis.
ACC 498 Independent Study in Accounting. 1 6. F. S. Sum. Detailedimestigation of topics of particular interest to advanced undergraduates underfaculty direction on a tutorial basis. Credits and content determined by facultymember in consultation \\ ith the associate department head.

ART AND DESIGN
ADN 102 Design Fundamentals for Art & Design. 6(9-2-0). S. Preq: DE101. The second introductory studio in the fundamental concepts, skills andexperiences of designing in No and three dimensions for Art & Designmajors.
ADN lll Tuo Dimensional Design for Non-Design Majors. 3(0-6-0). F.S. This course is not open to College of Design students: An introduction tothe fundamentals of design studies through two dimensional problems. Thebasic elements and concepts of design explored as abstract and applied



problems through design issues. Provides non design students an introductionto design principles and a language ofdesign.
ADN 112 Three Dimensional Design for Non-Design Majors. 3(0 6 0).F, S. This course is not open to School of Design students. An introduction tothe fundamentals of design studies through three dimensional problems. Thebasic elements and concepts of design explored as abstract and appliedproblems through the design issue. Pr0\ ides non-design students a workingknow ledge ofdesign principles and a language ofdesign.
ADN 202 Design Studio: Art & Design in Context. 6(0-9 0). S. Preq: DF10] and DF 102 or two studios. Investigame problem solying in visualcommunication in the human emironment. Emphasis on visual languageapplied to specific contexts.
ADN 212 Basic Photography. 3(2-2—0). F, S. Preq: DF 102. Introductionto the processes and visual skills necessary for the beginning photographer.Darkroom experimentation. pinhole camera, basic rudiments of camera use.film dey elopment and printing. Exploration of issues related to the quality of\ isual communication.
ADN 219 Digital Imaging. 3(2—2-0). F. S. Preq: DF 102. Introduction toexploring, creating, and modifying images through the use of computers.EmphaSis is on creativity. experimentation. and intu1ti\e image making usingvarious computer techniques.
ADN 272 Printed Textile Design. 3(0 6 0). F. S. Preq: A grade of C orbetter in DF 101. ADN 111 or ADN 112. DeSign and production of screenprinted. painted and pattern dyed fabrics. Deielopment of design abilities(color use. pattern generation) and technical Sl\1llS (screen printing. painting.use of fabric dyes). Production of fabric samples. studies. yardage, and or endproducts. Awareness ofindustrial processes.
ADN 273 Fibers Materials and Processes. 3(0 6 O). F, S. Preq: DF 101 orADV 111 or ADN 112. Introduction to historical and contemporary handprocesses used by the textile designer. Students will learn a variety of textiletechniques utilizing traditional and experimental methods. Emphasis will be ontechnical exploration and development.
ADN 281 Basic Drawing. 3(0 6—0). F. Open only to College of DeSignMajors and DeSign Minors. A beginning descriptixe drawing experience whichteaches students to see, analyze, and transcribe obsen ed subject matters. Thetranscription incorporates formal drawing issues (line, form. texture) “11htraditional and contemporary material space exploration.
ADN 292 Special Topics in Design. 1 3. F, S. Topics ofcurrent interest inthe College of DeSIgn. Used to develop new courses.
ADN 302 Design Studio: History, Culture & Diversity. 6(0-9-0). S.Preq: Five studios and HA 202. Investigations into the historical. cultural.perceptual and aesthetic \alues and precedents of modem art/designmovement. In a studio mode. emphasis is on research. documentation.synthetic and analytic actiVities.
ADN 311 Basic Visual Laboratories. 3(0—6 0). F, S. Preq: Design Mfl]OI‘SIDF 102; Non-Design Majors: ADN 111, 112. Basic actii itics that relate to themajor design areas in the College of Design. Study ofyisual communicationskills in areas of illustration, printmaking, and life drawing. The student electsinstructor and areats) ofaetivity.
ADN 312 Intermediate Photography. 3(2 2 0). F, S. Preq: ADN 212.Continuation of an advanced level of the skills and techniques deteloped inBasic Photography. Purpose is to develop use of camera as a perceptual tool toincrease awareness and sensitivity ofVistial imageiy.
ADN 319 Introduction to Animation. 3(3-0-0). F, S. An intensiveintroduction to animation which integrates traditional hand generatedanimation. digital techniques and technology. Students will exploreanimation‘s fundamental principles of linear formats. sequenced meiementand time-based imaging.
ADN 384 Basic Painting. 3(0-6—0). F. Preq: DF 102; or both ADN 111 andADN 112. Introduction to the princ1ples ofpainting through class prejects thatexpose students to different painting materials and techniques. Students leamto bu1|d a stretcher, si/c and prime a cam as as well as other rigid paintingsurfaces. Acrylic and oil paint used; projects assigned and open themes.
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ADN 386 Basic Sculpture. 3(0 6 O). F. Preq: DF 101, ADN 112. Studiocourse introducing basic concepts, materials. and processes of sculpture.Instruction incorporates both traditional and contemporary form generationwith emphaSis on developing formal perception and projection.
ADN 400 Design Studio. 6(0-9-0). F. S. Preq: DF 102 or Wiitten approvalof Department Head and Dean. Course may be used to partially satisfy studiorequirement in all undergraduate degree programs in the College of Design.Studio offering upper—le\ el undergraduates the opportunity to intensivelystudy general design issues (form, color, structure, proportions. scale, etc.).
ADV 402 Design Studio: Practice and Technology. 6(0 9 0). S. Preq:Se\en studios and ADN 219. Advanced Design studio emphasizing theexploration of past. current and potential future technologies within DesignDepartment content areas te.g., painting. sculpture. fibers. jewelry, color andlight. etc.). Students are expected to work independently, develop their ownproblem statements.
ADN 411 Visual Laboratory 11. 3(0-6-0). F. S. Preq: DF 102; or bothADI\ 111 and ADN 112. May be taken fOi a minimum of 12 credit hours byCollege of DeSign students. Visual communication skills in the areas of lifedrawing. illustration. painting. print making and sculpture.
ADN 413 Synthetic Drawing. 3(2-3-0). E\ ery 3rd Sem. Preq: DF 102; orADN 1 l l. ADN 1 l2. Oithographic and a\onometric projections. coordinatingand perspective systems. and diagramming to faCilitate the drawng ofshapesand forms conceii ed by the designer in order to make visually preeiseSimulations ofdesign ideas.
ADN 414 Color and Light. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: DE 102. Physical andperceptual nature of color, color a\\ areiiess. sensitivity and skills in visualcommunication \\ ith color as a designer stool.
ADN 418 Contemporary Issues in Art and Design. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq:College of Design students only. History of Alt 1 & II or junior standing.Explore a range of issues about contemporary art and design ideologies.Concentration on selected readings which pr0\ ide a platform for discussion of\arious ideas. approaches. perspecthes and practices in the contemporaryfields ofart and design.
ADN 419 Multimedia and Digital Imaging. 3(3-0 0). F. S. Preq: DE 102.ADN 219. Intensne hands-on imestigation of the tools. techniques. andprocesses for the development of interacthe multi-media projects. Mediateams will emphasize shaping an idea into a well thought-out destgn thatworks as an interactn 6 experience.
ADN 428 Art and Design: Theory and Practice. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: 6Studios. Senior LC\Cl. An and DeSign. Conceptual basis for de\eloping apersonal philosophy regarding the practice of art and de51gn. Theory basedhistory ofdiverse cultures and forces of change: political. economic. religious.social. intellectual and philosophical as they affect the fields ofart and design.
ADN 454 Geometry for Designers. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: Junior standing.Geometry and its application to the various fields ol‘deSign. mathematical anddrawing skills required.
ADN 455 Building Workshop. 3(2«2—0). Eveiy 3rd Scm. Preq: DF 102 orboth ADN 111 and ADN 112. Process and logic of producing one's owndesign. Structural behavior. geometiy. and materials in the construction ofphySical form usually at a large scale. E\£1lllall\€ testing \\ ith critical support.
ADN 460 Multimedia and Advanced Digital Imaging Studio. 6(0—9-0).F, Sum. Preq: ADN 219. An intensixe study of advanced image makingprocesses, soft“ are, and \ai‘ious computer platforms used in the creation ofmultimedia. In a studio mode. students will place emphasis on creatinginteractive programs and finally transfer images to CD Rom and \ideo withaudio and specml effects.
ADN 470 Fibers and Surface Design Studio. 6(() 9 0). F. S. Preq: Agrade ofC or better in DF 101 or ADN 111 and ADN 112. College of Dc5ignstudents; Minots in Design or pei‘miSSion of instructor. Practice of “idely\arying textile techniques with the solying of practical and conceptual designproblems. Textile end products are designed and produced at full scale inappropriate mateiials. Focus includes \yeaying, knitting. printing and dyeingof fabrics. and a vtidc \ariety of fabric construction and embellishment



processes. Textile history is an ongoing part of the study.sy nthesis of techniques and ideas. Emphasis on
ADN 472 Admneed Surface Design. 3(0-6-0). I", S. Preq: l)1-‘ 101. ADN272. Adumced problems in the design and pioduction o1 hand printed andpattern dyed fabrics. I‘xperimentation \\ith ad\anccd color applicationtechniques. E\plortition of pattern and image production on fabric anddevelopment of design abilities in textile media. Specific focus changes eachsemester.
ADN 480 Intermediate Studio. 6(0 9 0). 1‘, S. Preq: D1“ 101 and DF [02:or ADN 111. ADN 112 and ADN 311. Studio format offering upper le\elundergraduates the opportunity to mtcnsi\ely study general design issues(form. color. structure, proportions, scale, etc.) through II‘I(lI\ltltt£tl study in(Iran mg. painting. sculpture. photography. or printmaking.
ADN 481 Intermediate Drawing. 3(0—6—0). S. Preq: ADN 281. Anintermediate le\ e1 dra\\ing couise that furthei (le\ clops the designers graphic.analytic. obseiyational. and conceptual skills.
ADN 484 Intermediate Painting. .(0 6 0). S. Preq: DF 102; or both ADN111 and ADN 112. An intermediate le\el painting course that through slidelectures. class projects. and assigned readings exposes students tocontemporary painting art moy cments. Special emphasis gi\ en lo the formaland interpretatiye analysis of a painting. Acrylic and oil paint are used:Proyects haye assigned and open themes.
ADN 486 Intermediate Sculpture. 3((t-o»()). S. Preq: ADN 386. Anintermediate—le\el sculptuic course that fuither (le\clops the designer’sanalytic. obsenational. and conceptual skills.
ADN 487 Sculpture: Life Modeling. 3(() 6 0). F. Preq: DF 102 or ADN486. A studio course \\ith direct obseryation of nature a primary concem. In-depth study ofspccnic modeling concepts and processes.
ADN 490 Art and Design International Studio. 6(0 9-0). F. S. Sum.Preq: Junior standing. College of Design or equi\a1ent program. ApprmalSttidy Abroad Ofliee. Define Art and Design problems and de\clop destgnsolutions in an international setting. Studio projects related to design. culture.and traditional and contemporary art forms. Focus on artifact making throughdirect studies. Taught offcampus.
ADN 491 Special Seminar in Design. 1 3. F. S. Seminars on subjects ofeunent interest in design.
ADN 492 Special Topics in Design. 134. F. S. Topics ofcurrcnt interest inDesign & Technology. Used to de\ elop ne\\ courses.
ADN 494 Internship in Design. 3-6. F. S. Sum. Preq: Junior standing; 3.0GPA or better. Maximum of 6 credit hours. Supervised field experience indesign offices. galleries. mtiseums and other organizations.
ADN 495 Independent Study in Design. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Junior standingin Design \\ith 3.0 in Design or better. Maximum 6 credit hours. Specialproyects in art and design de\ eloped under the direction of a faculty memberon a tutorial basis.
AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION

AEE 103 Fundamentals of Agricultural and Extension Education. 1(1-0—0). F. Cannot receive credit for both AEE 103 and ALS 103. Introduction tothe scope. purpose, and objectives ofuniversity edtication \\ ith an emphasis onagricultural education. extenSion education. and agricultural communications.Students will explore College and departmental resources. academic policiesand procedures. the agricultural industry. career opportunities, and currenttrends and issues in agriculture.
AEE (ED) 206 Introduction to Teaching Agriculture. 3(2 3 0). F.Introduction to teaching agricultural education in middle and secondaryschools and collaborathe efforts for teaching agricultural education to adultsas rural community situations dictate. Field experiences include three hoursper week of structured observations of classroom teachers. teacher assistantactivities, and reflections ofthc experience.
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AEE (ED) 226 Computer Applications and Information Technologyin Agricultural & Extension Ed. 3(1 40). F, S. Use of computers andcommercially produced agricultural software; the computer as a managementtool; agricultural occupational applications of the computer; a multimediainstructional tool in agricultural classrooms and training situations; use oftechnology lor processing information and imaging; network access; andelectronic communications.
AEE 230 Introduction to Cooperative Extension. 2(1-3-0). F. History,organi/ation, and mission of Cooperatiye Extension in the United States.Structure of local cxtcnSion offices. Exploration of extension careers. Fieldexperience man extension office required.
AEE (ED) 303 Administration and Supervision of StudentOrganizations. 3(220). Preq: AEE 206 or EOE 207. Principles andtechniques for organizing, administering and supervising student organizationacti\ ities.
AEE 311 Communication Methods and Media. 3(3—0 0). F. Preq: ENG101. Foundations of agricultural communications. Technologies ofagricultural communication and the systematic approach to the development ofagricultural communication materials. Dcyelopment of applied skills indesign. production. evaluation. and dissemination of information unique toagricultural sciences and media.
AEE (ED) 322 Experiential Learning in Agriculture. 2(2-0-0). F.Planning. organi7ing. implementing. supenising and evaluating SupenisedAgricultural Experience (SAE) programs in agriculture.
AEE 323 Leadership Deyelopment in Agriculture. 2(2-0-0). F.Leadership de\elopmcnt in agricultural and related settings; principles andtechniques for developing leadership skills: de\ elopment of understanding ofthe dynamic interactions of personal characteristics. technical skills,interpersonal influence. commitment. goals and p0“ er necessary for effectiveleaders: issues and problems facing the leadership ofagrieulture.
AEE 325 Planning and Delivering Non-Formal Education. 3(2-2-0). F.Preq: AEE 230. Adult learning theory and practice. including planning non-formal educational programs for adults. methods of instructional delivery,effcctiyc use of instructional technology. marketing educational programs, ande\a1uation of educational outcomes. Microteaching (practice teachingpresentations) and group presentations required as part of laboratoryassignments.
AEE (ED) 327 Conducting Summer Programs in AgriculturalEducation. 1(0-3-0). F. Preq: AEE (ED) 206; AEE (ED) 322; and AEE 323.Field experience emphasizing summer agricultural education programs.Indiyidualized instruction for students during supenised agriculturalexperience \isits and youth organization acti\ities. Professional developmentand program impr0\ ement acti\ ities.
AEE 423 Practicum in Agricultural Extension/Industry. 1-8. S. Sum.Preq: AEE (ED) 426. Senior standing and Consent of Instructor. Coreq: AEE(ED) 490. Participation in professional work experiences in preparation foreffecthe leadership positions in the Cooperative Extension Service or theagribusiness industry.
AEE (ED) 424 Planning Agricultural Educational Programs. 3(3-0-0).S. Preq: AEE (ED) 426. Coreq: AEE (ED) 427 or Consent of Instructor.Principles ofprogram planning applied to educational programs in agriculture;theory and field experiences in planning. organizing. and evaluating secondaryagricultural education programs: development of plans for conducting allaspects ofthe complete agricultural education program.
AEE (ED) 426 Methods of Teaching Agriculture. 3(2-2-0). F. Preq: Jr.standing or Consent ofthe Instructor. Discussion and practice in planning andpresenting instruction in agriculture in formal and informal settings.Principles and application of approaches to teaching and organizinginstruction. inotiyating students, developing instructional objectives, selectingand using teaching techniques. evaluating instruction. and managing classroomand laboratory instruction.
AEE (ED) 427 Student Teaching in Agriculture. 8(2-15-0). S. Preq:AEE (ED) 426; Admission to Professional Semester. Coreq: AEE (ED) 490.AEE (ED) 424. Skills and techniques in teaching agriculture in a public school



setting. Secondary agricultural education program teaching experience underthe supervision of uniy ersny faculty and an experienced agriculture teacher.
AEE 470 Agricultural Communications. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: AEE 3l l.Senior Standing. Use of agricultural communication materials. Emphasis onapplication of principles. materials and processes of B&V\ and colorphotograph) to problems of communication and the development of \isualpresentation materials for instruction and training.
AEE 478 Extension as Non-Formal Education. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq:Advanced undergraduate or PBS. Extension as a system of non formaleducation. he“ it functions in USA and other countries (with special attentionto agricultural extension). historical antecedents and philosophicalfoundations. mission. organization. methods. problems dealt \\ith: howtechnology and behavioral sciences are can be utilized; provides actualexperience \\ ith extension and \\ ith conceptual theoretical Ideas that undergirdpractice.
AEE (ED) 490 Seminar in Agricultural and Extension Education. 1(10 0). S. Sum. Preq: Admission to Professional Semester. Analysis ofopportunities and challenges facing educational leaders in agriculture
AEE 492 External Learning Experience in Agricultural and ExtensionEducation. I 6. F. S. Sum. Preq: Sophomore standing. Not intended forteaching licensure for students in AEE. Learning experience within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources e\ternal to thecampus. Contact and arrangements with pI‘OSPCCIIVC employers Initiated by thestudent and apprmed by the faculty advrser. prospectiye employer. and thedepartmental teaching coordinator prior to the experience.
AEE 493 Special Problems in Agriculture and Extension Education. I6. F. S. Sum. Preq: Sophomore Standing. \Iot intended for teacher licensurefor students in AEE. A learning experience in agriculture and e\tensioneducation “Itl'III'I an academic framework that utilizes departmental campusfacilities and resources. Arrangements must be initiated by the student andapproved by a faculty ad\ iser and the departmental teaching coordinator.
AEE 495 Special Topics in Agricultural and Extension Education. 1 3.F. S. Sum. Not intended for teacher licensure for students in AEE. Offered asneeded to present material not normally a\ailable in regular course offeringsor for offerings ofneu courses on a trial basrs.
I FRICANA ST DIE I
AFS (MUS) 230 Introduction to African-American Music. 3(3-0-0). F.Comprehensive sun ey of African-American music in the United States fromColonial times to the. wrth emphasis on its unique features and contributionsto American culture.
AFS (MDS) 240 African Civilization. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Aninterdisciplinary study of centers of African civili/ation from antiquity to theI960s. Such centers include ancrent Egypt. Nubia. Axum. Ghana. Mali.Songhai. Kilwa. Malinda, Sofola. Zin7ibar and Monomotapa.
AFS (MDS) 24] Introduction to African-American Studies II. 3(3 0O). F. 5, Sum. Second in a two semesters sequence in the interdismplinarystudy of sub Saharan Africa, its arts. culture. and people. and the AfricanAmerican experience.
AFS (ENG) 248 Survey of African-American Literature. 3(3-0—0). F.S. African American writing and its relationships to American culture andhistory. Cmers such writers as Wheatley. Douglass. Chesnutt. Dunbar.DuBois. Hughes. Hurston. Wright. and Morrison.
AFS (MUS) 260 History of Jan. 3(3-0—0). Alt yrs. History ofja// andthe contributions of major artists. Emphasis of the \arious styles that ha\econtributed to this American art form. Investigation of structural forms in thejazz idiom.
AFS (HI) 275 Introduction to History of South and East Africa. 3(3-()»0). F. S. Sum. The African kingdoms (Lunda. Buganda, aird Lulu); theEuropean encroachment; the origins of colonialism and the character ofcolonial societies and economies, South African apartheid; African protect.nationalism and independence.
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AFS (H1) 276 Introduction to History of West Africa. 3(3 0—0). F. S.The history of Western Africa. Forest ehilizations and the sla\e trade. tradeand the e\pansion of Islam. colonialism in Vlest Africa; African nationalismand the achiey ement of independence: and posteolonial West Africa.
AFS (SOC) 305 Racial and Ethnic Relations. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Sum. Preq:3 cr. in SOC. 200 level. Study ofthe nature ofthe relationships among racialand ethnic groups in societies around the \\ orld but with emphasis on theUnited States. Explores topics such as inequalities of “ealth, power. andstatus. racism, conflict. and social boundaries among groups. Current trends inirrtergroup relations are discussed.
AFS 340 African American Theatre. 3(0—0—0). S. This course examinesAfrican American dramaturgy and its impact on American theatre. We willstudy plays from the early period. 1847-1938. and from the recent period.I933 to the present. This course \yill in\ estigate the thematic structure of eachsection of plays including family life. social protest. and religion. The course\yill also help students to better understand the socral milieu that shaped thecontent ofeach play.
AFS (MDS) 342 Introduction to the African Diaspora. 3(3-0—0). S.E\ploration of the global experiences of people of African descent.Geographical areas include the America. Europe. Asra. and the Caribbean.Exploration of the web of interrelated histories. social dynamics. and politicoeconomic processes affecting and reflecting world cultures and histories.Foundational course for the exploration of methodological issues andtheoretical concerns in the field ofAfrican Diaspora Studies
AFS (\IDS) 343 African Religions. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt. yrs. (odd).Examination of African Religions on the African continent and throughout theAfrican Diaspora. Focus on traditional religious practices. Africanreformulation of Islam and Christianity. New Orleans and Haitian \odun.Cuban Santeria. and Brazilian Candomble. Designed to de mystily Africanreligion without diyesting it ofits cultural uniqueness and richness.
AFS (i\1DS)344 Leadership in African American Communities. 3(30 0). F. S. Historical. cultural and political e\amination Of the dynamics ofleadership in African American communities. Focus on structure ofLeadership in the conte\t of gender. ideology. and style. Interdisciplinarye\amination ofirnpact ofleadcrs on broader American society.
AFS (MDS, PSY) 345 Psychology and the African AmericanExperience. 3(3-0-0). F. Alt. yrs. (odd). Preq: PSY 200 or PSY 20]. Historicaland cultural e\amination of the psychological experiences of AfricanAmerican experience from prc American times to the present. Focus onmental health. personality. identity deyclopment. racrsm. oppression.psychological empowerment and an African centered \\ orld\ 1e“. Discussionofcontcmporary issues within the African American community.
AFS (MDS) 346 Black Popular Culture. 3(3 0 0). f. S. Sum. Amultidisc1p|inary examination of contemporary black cultural expression infilm. musrc. art. and the media. Emphasis on race. class. gender. and politicaldiscourse.
AFS (ENG) 349 African Literature in English. 3(3 0 0). S. Anglophoneliterature in Africa. Emphasis on the relationship betncen the African \\ orld—\IC“ and literary production and the persistent trend by African writers toconnect literature \‘lilh politics. Writers such as Achebe. Ngugi. Soyinka. andScrote.
AFS (HI) 372 African-American History Through the Civil War.1619—1865. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3 hours of history or sophomore standing. Africanbackground and continuity of the particular role. experience and influence ofAfrican Americans in the United States through the Cry i| War.
AFS (HI) 373 African-American History Since I865. 3t3«0 0). Preq: 3hours of history or sophomore standing. The history of African Americansfrom the Reconstruction era through the Ciyil Rights mm emeirt of the 19505and |960s to the present.
AFS (ENG) 375 African American Cinema. 3(3 () 0). f. Preq: ENGI 127 or ENG IOI. Sur\ ey and analysis ofAfrican American film culture from1900»prcsent. Examination of pre Hollywood. classical Hollywood. andIndependent lilmmaking. Particular focus on independent filmmakersresponse to dominant industry representations and the \\ ork of filmmakerswho seek to create a specifically African American cinematic sty lc.



AFS (MDS. PS) 409 Black Political Participation in America. 3(1—0 0).l. Afircan \merican political participation in lhe Lnited States. pol tictilculture. soeiali/ation. and inohili/ation. \\ith a loctrs on the interactionhctn ecn ‘\Illt.‘tl|1 Americans and actors. institutions. processes, and policies olthe American political system.
A155(odd ). (MDS) 442 Issues in the African Diaspora. 3(3-0—0). 1-. Alt. yrs.l\ltiltidiseiplinar\ C\pl01dllt)ll of the inteirelated histories. socialdynamics. and politico economic processes of the e\periences of people ofAfrican descent throughout the \\orld. I’uitictilar focus on the e\peiicnces ofs‘l.r\cn. .rrtislic e\pression. gender practices. and the impact of the nationstate.
AFS (F\(;) 448 African-Amcrican Literature. HUI-0). S. Preq: .Itiniorstanding. Surycy ot \li'ican-American literature and Its relationships to\merican culture. \\ ith an emphasis on fiction and poetry since 194‘. VI ritersstteh as Bontemps. \lorrison. Huston. Balduin. Hayden. Brooks. Naylor.Harper. and Dow.
AFS (111)455 History ot‘the Ciyil Rights \lmement. it} t) (I). \It. yis,I’rcq‘ junior standing or permission ot instructor. Credit \\ ill not he gnen bothfor III 4“ and III 4“. [he black IC\0IUIIUI1; stages and leaders of themmement: successes and Iailtires in the light for desegregation. the \ote. andeconomic opportunity: impact of Cu ll Rights mo\ ernent on the United States.
AFS (HI) 475 History of the Republic of South \I'rica. 3(3~t)—(I). F. S.Preq. ‘w hours 01 history (I‘CLI11\\III not be gi\en for both Ill 47S and Ill 57*.E\olt1tron ol the Republic of South Africa's society. \\ith emphasis on theinteraction of diteise peoples dllLl cultures. Particular attention s gncn to theperiod since lr\7 )
AFS (HI) 476 Leadership in Modern Africa. it} (I 0). -\11. yrs. Preq: 3hours of history Recent sub—Saharan \frican political history te\cltidingSouth »\friea). O\Cl’\lC\\ ol'coneepts. \ocahulary. historical trends. DetailedCXLIIIIIIIBIIIOII of speeific .\lrrcan eotintiies as case studies. such as' Liliana.Nigeria. Zrmbabyte. Tait/ania.
AFS (H1) 479 \{rica (sub-Saharan) in the Twentieth Century. 1(3—00). S. ~\lt. yrs. to en). Preq: 3 hrs. of history. Credit \\ ill not be gn en for bothIII 479 and >79. De\elopments in sub Saharan Africa during the colonialperiod. from the end ofthe nineteenth century to the ad\ ent of decoloni/ationin the early 1960s. Interplay of political. social. economic and cultural factorsin the C\pcricnces of African peoples during this period.
AFS 491 Study Abroad in Al'ricana Studies. 3(3«O-0). Sum. Specificcategory of reyolt ing set of field seminar courses intolying multidisciplinaryfocal areas taught in foreign cotrntries through Africana Studies. Courseincludes prc trip orientation and readings and onsite field experiences andlectures. Additional program fees. tra\el costs and appropriate immuni7ationsare required beyond registration fees.
AFS (MDS) 497 Topics in African-American Studies. 3(3-0~0). F. S.Preq: MDS 240 \lultidisciplinary examination of selected topics in AfricanAmerican studies.

AGRICULTURE AND LIFE SCIENCES

ALS 103 Introductory Topics in Agriculture and Life Sciences. [(1-0—0). F. S. Not open to juniors and seniors. Introduction to scope and objectiy esof uni\ ersrty education. Emphasis on seiences. particularly as related toagriculture and life sciences. Departmental programs. computers. careeropportunities and more.
ALS 110 Career E\ploration Seminar. l(|-0—0). S. Ag and Life ScienceMajor. Students learn about the career decision making process throughintegration of sell knou ledge and research in the world of \\ ork. Emphasis isplaced on Agriculture and Life Sciences careers. Course is targeted tonardsundeclared majors. or those \\ ho desrre experiences in career exploration andplanning. Students assess interests. \alues. skills and personal strengths \\hilcleaming about a \ariety of occupational resources. Effective careermanagement and job seeking skills emphasi7ed. Career mentors are utili7cdfor each student.

ALS 295 Special Topics in Agriculture and Life Sciences. 1-3. F, S.Sum. Offered as needed to present material not normally available in regulardepartmental course tillcriiigs; or for offerings of new courses on atrial basis.
ALS 398 Agriculture and Life Sciences Honors Seminar. 2(2-0-0). S.Preq: Enrollment by imitation for sophomores orjuniors in CALS With GPA3.15 or higher. A seminar discussion honors course wuh emphasis on a teamapproach to scientific research into topics that link seience with issues insociety; espostire to leadership skills and bioethics; requirement of detailed\tiitten or oral reports; career de\ elopment in the agricultural and life scrences;required participation in on- and off-campus scholarly retreats.
ALS 495 Special Topics In Agriculture and Life Sciences. 1 3. F. S,Sum. ()ffered as needed to present material not normally atailable in regulardepartmental course offerings or for offering of new courses on a trial basis.
ALS 498 Honors Research or Teaching 1. l 3. F. S. Sum. Preq: ALS 398(S: (iI’A 1.2% or higher. A ma\imum of 6 credits for ALS 498 & ALS 499combined. Honors research or teaching for students in Agriculture and LifeSciences, First of a too-course sequence. Identification of a project anddeyelopment ofa proposal: literature search. planning. and \\ ork initiation.
ALS 499 Honors Research or Teaching 11. 2 4. F. S. Sum. Preq: ALS4% & GPA 1.25 or higher. A maximum of 6 credits for ALS 498 and ALS499 combined, Honors research or teaching for students in Agriculture andLife Sciences. Completion of \\ ork initiated in ALS 498. Analysis of results.Preparation and presentation of \\ ritten and oral reports.

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Ai\S 105 Introduction to Companion Animals. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Restrictedto C lass FR and SO. Introduction to animals that people keep as companions.\‘ariation. behm ior. anatomy. physiology. disease. and training of animals as(Incrse as fish. snakes. mice. rats. birds. cats. and dogs. SpeCial relationshipsbetueen humans and companion animals in a soc1etal conte\t.
ANS 110 Introduction to Equine Science. 3(3-0—0). F. Restneted to ClassFR and SO. Hrstorv. management. and use ofhorses and their profound impacton society, Selection. care. and enjoyment of horses with emphasis ongenetics. nutrition. reproduction. beha\ ior. and health.
ANS 150 Introduction to Animal Science. 4(3-3 0). F. S. Fundamentalprinciples of animal management; contributions of animals and animalproducts to humanity: application of science to animal production; issuesregarding animal production.
ANS 201 Techniques of Animal Care. 2(0—4 0). S. Preq: ANS 150 orANS 230. Major IAS or SAS. or instructor permission. A laboratory course inthe applied management of beefcattle. dairy cattle. 5“ inc and small ruminants\\ith participatory assignments of common techniques utilized in Iisestockproduction.
AVS 202 Techniques of Horse Care. 2(0 4 0). S. Preq: ANS 150. MajorIAS or SAS, Opportunities to learn applied management skills required inhorse production. \\ith emphasrs on common techniques utilized in horseproduction.
ANS 205 Anatomy and Physiology of Domestic Animals. 3(2—2-0). F. S.Preq: 20 160. BIO 183 or BIO 125; ANS 150. Basic concepts relatingmammalian structure and function \\ith emphasis on liyestock species.Fundamentals of neuromuscular actiyity. digestion. absorption as well asregulation of homeostasis releyant to production of milk. wool. and musclegrowth efficiency.
ANS (HS) 215 Basic Agricultural Genetics. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: 20 160.BIO 183 or BIO l25. Basic principles of inheritance in plants and animals ofagricultural Significance. Emphasis on transmissron genetics and its effects onthe usefulness of plants and animals. Introduction to basic principles of plantand animal imprm ement.
AVS 220 Reproduction and Lactation in Domestic Animals. 4(3—3-0). F.S. Preq: ANS 205. Biological processes in reproduction and lactation \\ithemphasis on domestic animals. Environmental and genetic factors that affectthese processes. Identification. evaluation and solutions of problems in thesephysiological areas.



ANS 230 Nutrition of Domestic Animals. 4(3-3 0). F, S. Preq: ANS 150;ANS 205 recommended. Introduction to nutrition, digestion, and absorption indomestic mammals. Major nutrient classes and their functions in the body,feed classification and chemical analysis, feed processing, and rationformulation to meet nutritional requirements.
ANS (FS, NTR) 301 Introduction to Human Nutrition. 3(3 0-0). F, S,Sum. Preq: Sophomore standing. Food science majors may use as a freeelective only. Functions, dietary sources and deficienCies of essential nutrientsin humans; a balanced diet; role of nutrients in heart disease, cancer,hypertension, osteoporosis; \\ eight control and eating disorders;\egetarianism; food safety; dietary supplements; government regulation offood supply; food quackery.
ANS 303 Principles of Equine Evaluation. 2(1 3—0). S. Preq: ANS 110.Conformation and function. performance, and soundness of the horse. Breedstandards, rules. and regulations for evaluation, selection, and performance.Field trips.
ANS 306 Equine Behavioral Modification. 3(2 3 0). F. Preq: ANS 202.Departmental Apprmal Required, SAS and lAS majors only. Equinebeha\ioral modification (training) of a young horse, including haltering,grooming. learning to mercome fear. ground training. longeing, grounddriting, trailering, tacking up. and accepting cues from a rider to make thehorse more marketable in preparation for sale. Study ofthe promotion, sales,and marketing ofhorses, including legal issues.
ANS 309 Livestock Ey aluation. 3(2-3-0). S. Preq: ANS 150. Students “illbe exposed to basic concepts associated with gronth, de\elopment and valuedetermination of liyestock. Familiarization \Vlth official USDA gradingstandards for cattle, sheep. swine and goats is emphasized. Introduction tojudging terminology, placing classes of li\ estock and justification through oralreasons.
ANS (FS, PO) 322 Muscle Foods and Eggs. 3(2-2-1). F. Preq: ZO160,810 181,BIO 183, or BIO 125. Processmg and presening fresh poultry,red meats. seafood. and eggs. Ante and post-mortem e\ ents as they affectquality. yield. and compositional characteristics of muscle foods. Principlesand procedures in\ olved in the production ofprocessed meat items.
ANS (FS) 324 Milk and Dairy Products. 2(2-0-0). F. Preq: ZO 160.BIO181,810 183, or BIO 125. Composition of milk and dairy products, federalstandards, ra“ milk procurement, cleaning and sanitizing and qualityattributes.
ANS (FS, PO) 350 Introduction to HACCP. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Offered onlyas a \xorld wide \\ eb course through the Office of InstructionalTelecommunications. Introductory course on the Hazard Analysis and CriticalControl Points System (HACCP), which is designed to decrease hazaids infoods. An lntemational HACCP Alliance appr0\ ed curriculum which coversprerequisite programs. A step—by step approach for deyeloping andimplementing a HACCP plan for USDA regulated food-processing plants.
ANS 400 Companion Animal Management. 3(2 3 0). S. Preq: ANS 230.Anatomy, physiology, nutrition, genetics, and health of companion animalsincluding cats, dogs, rabbits, rats, mice, reptiles, amphibians, and fish.Problem 501\ ing and enterprise management skills in laboratories.
ANS 402 Beef Cattle Management. 3(2 3-0). S. Preq: ANS 150 andjunior standing. Principles and practices of production, management andmarketing of beef cattle. Role of genetics, nutrition, reproduction and animalhealth.
ANS 403 Swine Management. 3(2-3 0). F. Preq: ANS 230 and juniorstanding. Management principles associated with swine production. Emphasison interactions of health, equipment, nutrition, reproduction and geneticsduring nursery, finishing, farroyting and breeding phases ofproduction. Wastemanagement practices and altematites, (lC\ clopment of marketing strategiesand economic e\ aluation ofmanagement practices.
ANS 404 Dairy Cattle Management. 3(2-3-0). F, Alt yrs (odd). Preq:ANS 230. The management of economic, nutritional, genetic, andphysiological factors that influence the operation 01 a dairy enterprise.
ANS 408 Small Ruminant Management. 3(2 3-0). F Alt. Yrs. (Fvcn).Preq: ANS 230. Principles and practices of production, management, and
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marketing of sheep and goats. Role of genetics, nutrition, reproduction andanimal health. Hands-on experience and field trips during labs.
ANS 410 Equine Management. 3(2—2 0). S. Preq: ANS 110 and juniorstanding. Equine anatomy, physiology, nutrition, genetics and health.Laboratory emphasis on reproducth e management, breeding, problem soly ing,and management skills. Field trips required.
ANS (NTR, PO) 415 Comparative Nutrition. 3(3—0 0). F. Preq: CH 220or both 221 and 223. Principles of nutrition, including the classification ofnutrients and the nutrient requirements of and species for health, growth,maintenance and productix e functions.
ANS (NTR) 419 Human Nutrition in Health and Disease. 3(3-0-0). S.Preq: ANS 230, or ANS FS/NTR 301 or FS/NTR 400 or ANS/NTR/PO 415.Junior standing. Current concepts regarding, and physiological bases of theroles of nutrition in the pre\ ention and treatment of acute and chronic diseasestates in humans With emphasis on the process of scientific disc0\ ery, readingoforiginal research and transformation ofresearch findings to public policy.
ANS (PO) 425 Feed Mill Management and Feed Formulation. 3(2 30). S. Preq: ANS (NTR, PO) 415 or ANS 230: CH 220 or 221. Feed millmanagement, feed ingredient purchasing, inventory. storage. and qualityevaluation, computeri7ed feed formulation, feeding programs for poultry andswine, feed mill design. equipment, maintenance, operation, safety, state andfederal regulations pertaining to feed manufacture.
ANS 440 Selection of Domestic Animals. 3(2 3 O). F. Preq: ANS HS 215and ST 311 or ST BUS 350. Modern e\ aluation and selection procedures fordomestic animals; selection goals, estimation of bieeding \alues andperformance testing; their impact on genetic changes.
ANS 452-Advanced Reproductive Physiology and Biotechnology. 3(3 0 0).S, Alt. yrs. (odd). Preq: ANS 220. Comparative approach to examining aspectsof reproducthe physiology in selected \crtebrate spec1es. Detailedexamination of current reproductne biotechnologies.
ANS 453 Growth and Development of Domestic Animals. 3(3 0 0). F,Alt. yrs. (e\en). Preq: ANS 230 or equhalent; junior standing. Credit will notbe given for both ANS 453 and 553. Introduction to the basic concepts ofgrowth “lil‘l emphasis on domestic mammals. Growth ofthe major classes ofanimal tissues and regulation by endogenous and exogenous fflClOIS.Relationship to efficiency ofanimal production.
ANS 454 Lactation, Milk and Nutrition. 3(2-2-0). S, Alt yrs (even). Preq:ANS 230 or FS/N fR 400; BCH 451 Oi 70 421. Credit “1“ not be gi\en forboth ANS 454 and 554. Nutritional properties of milk as a high quality foodwith nutritional diyersity. Principles of physiology, biochemistry and cellbiology in the mammary gland. Procedures of milk production and milkcollection for milk quality and nutrition. Human lactation \s. that ofdomesticanimals. Impacts ofbiotechnology and food safety on dairy production.
ANS 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agiiculture and life sciences \tithin anacademic framcuork that utili7es faCIIities and resources \thich are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prOSpCCll\C employers must beinitiated by student and approyed by a faculty ad\iser, the prospcclixcemployer, and the departmental teaching coordinator piior to the e\pcrience.
ANS 493 Special Problems in Animal Science. 1 6. F, S. Preq:Sophomore standing. A learning e\perience in agriculture and life seienccswithin an academic framework that utilizes departmental campus facilities andresources (Arrangements must be initiated by student and apprmed by afaculty ad\ iser and the departmental teaching coordinator).
ANS 495 Special Topics in Animal Science. 1—3. F, S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present material not normally a\ai|able in icgular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on a turd basis.

I ANTHROPOLOGY

ANT 251 Physical Anthropology. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Study of humane\olution. Processes of evolution, human \ziriation and race, bchmior andmorphology of nonhuman primates, and the fossil record. Fmphasis on the



study of human biosocial adaptation, past and present, and on humans asculture-bearing primates.
ANT 252 Cultural Anthropology. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Comparative studyofcontemporary human culture, social institutions and processes that influencebehavior. Includes examples from cultural backgrounds and the student‘s ownculture system.
ANT 253 Introduction to Prehistory. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. World-widesurvey of origins of human society, technology and culture in Old Stone Age,and origins of agriculture, cities, and civilizations ofthe Bronze and Iron Agein Europe, Asia, Africa, and pre—C‘olumbian Middle and South America.
ANT 254 Language and Culture. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Focus among theaspects of human language and between aspects of language and culture.Topics such as: descriptive and comparative linguistics, structuralism,language and thought, sociolinguistics, bilingualism, culture change andlinguistic changes.
ANT (SOC) 261 Technology in Society and Culture. 3(3-0—0). F, S.Processes of social and cultural change with a focus on role of technologicalinnovation. Cross-cultural emphasis. Workplace changes and societal risksassociated with technological innovations. Special attention to the role ofscientists and engineers in socio-cultural change. Topical case studies applycourse concepts and principles. Core sociological and anthropologicalconcepts, methods. and theories.
ANT 310 Native Peoples and Cultures of North America. 3(3-0-0).Preq: ANT 252 or H1 365. Native North American peoples and culturesincluding Eskimos and Aleuts. Theories of origin and selected prehistoriccultural manifestations. People and cultures at the time of European contactand post-contact cultural change. Contemporary problems and prospects.
ANT 325 Andean South America. 3(3—0—0). Preq: ANT 252 or H1 215 orH1 216. The societies, cultures, politics, economics and ecology ofthe Andeancountries of South America (Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile, Colombia). Specialattention to the development of pre-Columbian Andean Societies.
ANT 330 Peoples and Cultures of Africa. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ANT 252 orH1 275 or H1 276. African peoples and cultures, especially in sub-SaharanAfrica; past and present social patterns ofindigenous African populations froma cross-cultural perspective.
ANT 346 Peoples and Cultures of Southeast Asia. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq:ANT 252. Southeast Asian peoples and cultures; past and present socialpattems of selected mainland and insular Southeast Asian peoples; culturechange; relations between minorities and dominant ethnic groups;development of nationalism.
ANT 370 Introduction to Forensic Anthropology. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq:ANT 251. Broad overview of forensic anthropology-an applied field ofbiological anthropology. Application ofthe science of biological anthropologyto the legal process and humanitarian arena. Identification of skeletal remainsto determine age, sex, ancestry, stature, and unique features of a decedent.General identification techniques addressed but proficiency not expected.
ANT 371 Human Variation. 0(0~0-0). F, Alt. yrs. (odd). Preq: ANT 251.Survey of basic principles of population genetics with emphasis onmechanisms that shape human biological variation. Analysis of laws ofheredity exhibited in modern human populations via microevolution andadaptation. Historical development of concepts with specific application tophysical and forensic anthropology. Discussion of most current research.
ANT 373 The Human Fossil Record. 3(3-0-0). Preq: Three hours physicalanthropology or archaeology. Analysis of the human fossil record andconsideration of alternate theories of human evolution.
ANT 411 Overview of Anthropological Theory. 3(3-0—0). S, Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: ANT 252 and one of the following, ANT 310,325,330 or 346.Coreq: Students cannot receive credit for both ANT 411 and ANT 511. Adetailed introduction to anthropological theory, interpretive styles and researchtechniques of major nineteenth and twentieth century anthropologists workingwithin the analytic frameworks of their times, positions espoused byanthropologists in contemporary debates concerning the discipline's future.
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ANT 412 Applied Anthropology. 3(3-0-0). 3. Credit cannot be given forboth 412 and 512. History, aims, methods and ethics of applied anthropology.Anthropological practice in government, industry, community development,education, and medicine. Analysis of consequences of development programsfor culture change.
ANT 416 Research Methods in Cultural Anthropology. 3(3—0~0). F, Alt.yrs. Preq: ANT 252 and one of the following, ANT 310,325,330 or 346. Asystematic overview of cultural anthropological research methods includingdesigning research projects, research techniques, fieldwork methods, andcross-cultural comparison. Reviews relevant ethical questions andanthropologists‘ reports of their own fieldwork.
ANT 419 Ethnographic Field Methods. 3(2-2—0). Sum. Preq: Six hours ofcultural anthropology. Ethnographic research methods as part of a summerfield school abroad. Topics: research design, participant observation, field notewriting, interviewing, sampling, coding, computers in ethnographic research,analysis and ethics.
ANT 420 Biological Bases for Human Social Behavior. 3(3-0—0). Preq:ANT 251 or 3 hrs. biological sciences. Applicability of sociobiology to thestudy of the human condition. Nature and uniqueness of human behavior ascompared to the social behavior of nonhuman animals.
ANT 431 ' Tourism, Culture and Anthropology. 3(3-0-0). F, Sum. Preq:Three hours of cultural anthropology. Anthropological approach to tourismstudies with emphasis on cross-cultural aspects of international tourism.Attention to impact of mass tourism as compared to alternative tourism;environmental and economic impact of tourism; impact of internationaltourists and tourism on local communities. Principal theories of leisure inrelation to tourism. Theories of culture change in relation to travel andtourism.
ANT (WGS) 444 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Women. 3(3-0-0). S,Alt. yrs. Preq: ANT 252 and one of the following, ANT 310,325,330 or 346.Comparison of women in a variety of societies: western and non-westem;hunting and gathering to industrialized. Cross-cultural perspective on thesimilarity and diversity of women's statuses and roles. Effect of gender onsocial position.
ANT 460 Urban Anthropology. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt. yrs. Preq: ANT 252 andone of the following, ANT 310,325,330 or 346. Anthropological study ofcities. Examination of cross-cultural patterns of behavior in urban areas andadaptive strategies that urban dwellers employ. Introduction to majortheoretical and methodological approaches relevant to an understanding ofcontemporary urbanization.
ANT 464 Anthropology of Religion. 3(3—0-0). S, Alt. yrs. (even). Preq:ANT 252 and one of the following, ANT 310,325,330 or 346. Examination ofvarious anthropological perspectives on the role of religion in social life, anddiscussion of theoretical and methodological issues pertaining to the study ofritual and belief.
ANT 495 Special Topics in Anthropology. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Detailedinvestigation of a topic in anthropology. Topic and mode of study determinedby faculty member(s).
ANT 496 Anthropology Internship. 6(3-12-0). S. Preq: ANT 412, ANT416; Senior standing in Anthropology. Course open only to BA. inAnthropology students. Supervised observation and experience in worksettings appropriate to anthropological perspectives. Study of the relationshipsbetween internship setting and relevant anthropological theory, methods andresearch. Weekly seminars, individual conferences and an integrative report.Students are responsible for arranging their own transportation to internshipsites.
ANT 498 Independent Study in Anthropology. 1—6. F, S, Sum. Preq: Sixhours of ANT. Independent study of a topic in anthropology. Topic and modeof study determined by faculty member(s) and student(s).

ARCHITECTURE '
ARC 102 Architectural Design Fundamentals. 6(9-2-0). S. Preq: DF101. Coreq: ARC 162. Undergraduate Architecture majors only. Anintroduction to architectural design. Analysis of exemplary works of



architecture through studies of their functional, material, and perceptualcharacteristics in drauings and models. Field trips to local buildings andarchitecture firms.
ARC 140 Experiencing Architecture. 3(3—0-0). F. Contemporary andhistoric hotises, public buildings and cities illustrate the practical and aestheticaspects of architecture. The basic elements of architectural form, designprocess, and architectural criticism.
ARC 141 History of Design I. 3(3-0-0). F. Western design from prehistoryto Imperial Rome through examples of architecture and construction,landscape and urban planning, pure and applied three— and two dimensionalartifacts in their cultural setting. Students dra\\ and or construct selectedhistorical design solutions.
ARC 142 History of Design 11. 3(3 0 0). S. Western design from the earlyChristian to the Modern Age through examples of architecture andconstruction, landscape and urban planning. pure and applied three and modimensional artifacts in their cultural setting. Students draw and or constructselected historical design solutions.
ARC 162 An Introduction to Architecture. 3(3 0 0). S. The purpose ofarchitecture examined through its practices, theories and key principlesLectures, projects, and readings expose students to the diverse \\ orld of ideas,creative work and practical considerations which make tip the discipline ofarchitecture.
ARC 201 Architectural Design: Environment. 6(0 9 0). S. Preq: DF 102.ARC 141 and ARC 142. Coreq: ARC 211. In\ estigation ofthe relationshipsbet“ een enxironment and built form. Solar orientation, topography,vegetation, and constructed context in relationship to user needs as parametersfor justifying design proposals. Particular emphaSis on architecturalconventions of communication.
ARC 202 Architectural Design: Form. 6(0-9-0). S. Preq: ARC 201, ARC261. Coreq: ARC 252. Investigation of relationships bemeen idea and form.Composition and precedent as parameters for generating. developing, andjustifying architectural form. Particular emphasis on electronic media indrawing and modeling.
ARC 211 Natural Systems and ArchiteCture. 30 0-0). F. Preq: DF 102.Restricted to students in BEDA Program. Relationship betneen natural andarchitectural systems. Exploration ofthe implications of natural forces sun.\K ind and daylight on architecture. Energy conscwus architectural design andsite planning strategies to fulfill thermal comfort requirements of people indesigned environments.
ARC 232 Structures and Materials. 3(2 2 0). S. Construction materialsrelated to structural applications. Theory of structures and introduction toquantitative analysis. Implications for design. Historical examples and currentpractices. Laboratory and field trips required.
ARC 241 History of Architecture. 3(3-0-0). F. Introduction to thediscipline of architectural history through a study of examples of the builtenvironment (urban planning, buildings, and assocmted dceoratiye arts) inwestern and non—western cultures from antiquity to the present day.
ARC 251 Architectural Representation. 3(2 2 0). F. Students in EDAprogram. Historical, theoretical, and methodological investigation ofarchitectural representation including: [“0- and three dimensional, traditionalmedia and digital media. Technical prejects will introduce the traditionalmethods of architectural representation and emerging digital technologies andthe correlating perceptual and emotive effects.
ARC 252 Architectural Design Methods. 30 0 0). S. Preq: DF 102. Acomprehensive survey of methods for conceiyina, deteloping, justifying, andevaluating architectural form from historical, cultural, social, technical andaesthetic perspectives.
ARC 253 Architectural Communication. 3(2 2 0). f, S. Preq: DF 102 orGraduate standing in Architecture. Basic graphic communication skills inarchitecture. Emphasis on the use of drau mg as a path to better chign and onthe communication ofarchitectural ideas.
ARC 261 The Discipline of Architecture. 30 0-0). F. The modernarchitecture profession in the US. Emphasis on historical events and
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intellectual, technological. and esthetic developments here and abroad \yhichhaxe shaped today s profession. Concepts ofprofessionalism and ethics, legaland institutional foundations, and case studies of profeSSional roles inarchitecture.
ARC 289 Architectural Travel Study 1. 3(3 0 6). F, S, Sum. Preq: ARC141 and ARC 142. Departmental Appr0\ al. The study of cities. architecturalsites, buildings, building complexes. and architectural elements conductedindependently by students as part of a planned tra\e| study tour. Includesadvance research and approx al of proposed sttidy topic and itinerary. Students\\ill document sttidy through sketches, analytical notations, and a summarypaper.
ARC 292 Special Topics in Architecture. 1 3. f, S, Sum. Preq: Consentof instructor. Topics of etiirent interest in Architecture. Normally used tode\ elop ne\\ courses.
ARC 302 Architectural Design: Technology. 6(0-9-0). S. Preq: ARC202, ARC 232, Architecture majOis. Coreq: ARC 332. An in\ estigation oftechnical systems of buildings structure. em ironmental control energv.materials, enclosure. and Circulation, their fabrication and assembly and theircapaeity to affect form and tectonic expression as fundamental elements of thedesign process. Particular emphasis on physical models.
ARC 331 Architectural Structures I. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq. ARC 2‘42.Structural design process. Combined role of imposed loads and architecturalfunction in shaping the feim of the building. Interaction of elements instructural systems containing beams. columns. trusses. space frames. slabs,arches. \aults. domes. cables. cable net“ Oiks. fabrics and diaphragms. Casestudies emphastzed.
ARC 332 Architectural Structures II. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq: ARC 331.Structural systems explored through case studies and deSign projects.Emphasis on interaction of structural elements. Tiacing of loads in structuralsystems. Si7ing of tensile elements. columns, trusses. and flexural elements.Design and sizing ofjoints.
ARC 400 Architectural Design. 6(0 9 0). f. Stim. Pieq: Df 102. Studiesin architectural design. Prejccts of many types and scales employed toinvestigate issues in aichitecture. Emphasis on independent e\pIOiation of(ICSign \alues and their implications.
ARC 402 Architectural Design: Integration. 6(0 9 0). S. Preq: ARC 302.ARC 432. and ARC 4-11. Coreq: ARC 414. Bachc101 01 Environmental Designin Architecture majors only. The execution of a pi0jeet in sufficient depth tounderstand the opportunities and discipline resulting from the inclusion ofbuilding technologies, the elabOiation of interior space, and the dmelopment.representation, and communication ofdetails at a large scale.
ARC 403 Architectural Design Fundamentals: Emironment. 6(0 12 0).F. Coreq: ARC 211. M. Aich Track 3 Students only. An introductoryarchitectural design studio for M. Arch, Tiack 3 students in\estigating therelationship bet\\ ecn cnnronment and butlt fotm. Solar orientation. climate,topography, \cgetation, and constructed c0iilC\t in relationship to user needsas parameters for de5ign proposals. Particular emphasis on destgnfundamentals and com entions of architectural communication.
ARC 404 Architectural Design Fundamentals: Form. (id) 120). S.Preq: ARC 403. ARC 252. Coreq: ARC 261. M. Arch Track 3 Students only.An introductory architectuial design studio f01 M. Arch. Track 3 studentsintestigating iclationships bet“ ecn idea and form. Composition and precedentas parameters for generating, de\cloping, and justifying architectural form.Particular emphasis on electionic media in tl1£1\\1|1g and modeling.
ARC 405 Architectural Design Fundamentals: Technology. 6(() l2 0).S. Preq: ARC 404. Coreq: ARC 331. M. Arch Track 3 Students only. Anintroductoty aichitectural design studio fol M. Arch. Track 3 students in whichthe technical systems of building structure, emironmcntal control energy,materials, enclosure, and ciiculation; their fabrication and assembly: and theircapactty to affect form and tccton c expression are e\plorcd its fundamentalelements of the design process. Particulai emphaSis on physical models.
ARC 406 Architectural Design Fundamentals: Integration. ()(0 l2 0)S. Preq: ARC 405. Coreq: \RC 332, \RC 4l4, and ARC 441. M. \i‘ch Track3 Students only. An introductory architectural design studio for M. \icli.Track 3 students involving the execution of a project in sufficient depth to



understand the oppoituiiities and discipline resulting from the inclusion ofbuilding technologies. the elaboration of nter or space. and the development.representation. and communication ofdetails at a large scale.
ARC 414 Emii'onniental Control Systems. 3(3 0 0). S. I’req: \RC 21 1.Junior standing. Studies in light. heat. moisture. air motion. and sound inarchitectural en\ iionmenls. Mechanical. electrical and oi electroniccqtupment for illumination. heating. cooling. \entilation. \erticaltransportation and communication in buildings. Water and paste. fireprotection and safety. and acoustic systems in architecture.
ARC 432 Architectural Construction Systems. 3(2 3 0). I‘. I’ieti. ARC232. Building construction systems related to architectural design. Historicaland current building practices. Implications lor design and systems selection.Case studies. field trips are iequircd.
ARC 441 History of Contemporary Architecture. 3(3 0—0). I: Preq:.Iunior standing or »\RC 141 or 142. A sur\ey and critical c\amination oforigins I‘lth-centuiy philosophy andtechnology to the most iecent de\elopnicnts in \\0ild aiehiteeture.modern architectuie from its in
ARC 442 History of V( Architecture. 3(3 00) S. Preq. ARC 141.142..Il' Standing In COD Sun ey oth \rehitectuie from 17th—century settlementto V» orld V\ at 11 Co\ erage of a \\ ide range of building types and dcyelopmentpatterns.
ARC 445 Aesthetics and Design. 3(3 0 0). S. Freq. ARC 1-11 or 1—12. Anc\amination of the identity. nature. and lunetion of aesthetic e\pcrience.cognition and action as related to the design disciplines and rclleeted indesigned artifacts.
ARC 490 Architecture International Studio. 0(0 L) 0). F. S. Sum. Preq:ARC 203. Exploration of architectural problems and de\elopmcnt of designsolutions in an international setting. Studio projects focused on currentconditions found In the host culture. profession. and community
ARC 492 Special Topics in Architecture. 1-3. F. S. Sum. Topics ofcurrent interest in Architecture. Noimally used to de\elop ne\\ courses.
ARC 495 Independent Study in Architecture. 1 3. I‘. S. Sum. Preq: 3.0Junior standing in architecture GPA or better: and appimal of departmenthead. Special piojects in architecture deielopcd under the direction of afaculty member on a tutorial basis.

AGRICULTURAL & RESOURCE ECONOMICS

ARE 201 Introduction to Agricultural & Resource Economics. 3(3—00). F. S. Preq: MA 111. Credit \\ ill not be gi\ en for both EC 205 and either EC201 or ARE 201. Introduction to economic prinCipIes of marginal benefits andcosts \\ 1th application to consumer and producer decisions. Functions ofmarket exchange systems in determining prices and quantities and creation ofwealth. Property iights and opportunities for e\change. Role of gm ernment indealing \\itli agricultural and resource problems. Macroeconomic analysisincluding inflation. unemployment. money and banking system.
ARE 210 Consumer Economics 3(3 0-0). S. Role of the consumer in themodern economy and application of economic concepts to consumer marketsand decisions. Economic analysis of home buying and home finance. credit.life. health, and property insurance. imestments. retirement planning. andinformation collection. Relationship of the macroeconomy to consumerdecisions.
ARE 215 Small Business Accounting. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq: ARE 201 or EC201 or EC 205. Record keeping for small businesses organized as soleproprietorships. partnerships. and family held corporations. Double entryaccounting prinCipals applied to senice and merchandisrng busmesses.General Journals. Combination .Ioumals. Subsidiary Joumals. Ledgers.Accounts Receiyable. Accounts Payable. Posting. Worksheets. FinancialStatements. Closing. Payrolls, Cost Basis. Depreciation, Section 179.Amonization. Financial Adjustments. and Income Tax Forms. Both manualand computerized sy stems. Semester project ofkecping records for a businessfor a portion ofthe year.
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ARE (EC) 301 Intermediate Microeconomics. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum.l’req. MA 121 oi I31; ARI. 201 or EC 205 or EC 201. Credit not allovyed forboth I-( (ARI) 301 and 11 (ARE) 401. Functioning ofthe market economy:role of prices in determining the allocation of resources; the Functioning ofthefirm in the economy; Iorces governing the production and consumption ofeconomic goods
ARE 303 Farm Management. 3(2-2-0). F. S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC 201.Analytical and planning techniques for making business decisions centeredaround farm business applications. Economic principles and managementconcepts such as budgeting. accounting. finance credit. investment analysis.business organi/ation. risk. and takes as related to practical problems ofoperating a farm business.
ARE 304 Agribusiness Management. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC201. Management decision making by food. fiber. horticulture. and forestryfirms. Emphasis on current agribusiness topics such as information utilization,strategic planning. organi/ation structures. competitor intelligence. pricing.leadership. crisis management. ethics. and human resource management.Business communications. agribusmess case studies. and a computerizedmanagement simulation game.
ARE 306 Agricultural Law. 3(3 00). F. S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC 201.Credit for both ARE 306 and BUS 307 is not alloued. Legal principles ofpractical imponance in an agricultural setting: the court system; tort. contractand real and personal property la“: legal aspects of organizing anagribusiness; emironmental and labor regulations affecting agriculture;income and estate ta\ation ofagriculture.
ARE 309 Environmental Law & Economic Policy. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq:ARE 201 or EC 201. Current federal and state emironmental laws andregulations and their common la“ foundations. Relationship ofthe la“ and itsregulatory mechanisms to economic policy issues: extemalities. pollutiontaxes. incentoes. permit trading. and cost benefit analysis. Majoremironmental topics including water and wetlands. solid and hazardousoastes. pesticides. clean air. endangered species and nuisance actions.O\ er\ie\\ of the legal system.
ARE 311 Agricultural Markets. 3(3-0 0). F. S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC201. Agricultural marketing system and economic forces affecting its structureand effiCiency. Public policy issues affecting agricultural markets. Emphasison the anaIySis of current sources of agricultural market information.Vlarketing and storage problems oyer time: futures markets and themanagement of risk; transportation and international trade: goyernmentagricultural programs.
ARE 312 Agribusiness Marketing. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC201. Application of marketing and economic principles to decision making incontemporary agribusiness firms. Marketing strategies. marketing researchand information. segmentation and targeting. marketing mi.\. and market plans\\ ithin food. fiber. natural resource. and production input industries.Professional selling skills and knonledge. Off-campus field experience and\ isitiiig lecturers from the agribusmess industry.
ARE 321 Agricultural Financial Management. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: ARE201 or EC 201. Fundamental concepts for financial management decision inagricultural fann businesses. Emphasis on financial statement analySis ofprofitability. efficiency. liquidity. repayment capacity. risk. leverage. growth.Capital budgeting. investment deCISions. farmland bid price determination.farm real estate appraisal. Financial markets and credit institutions servingagriculture. lending policies. loan analysis. and interest rate determination.Financial structure. performance. condition of farm sector.
ARE (EC) 336 Introduction to Resource and EnvironmentalEconomics. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ARE 201 or EC 201 or EC 205. Application ofbasic economic tools to understand and e\aluate environmental resourcepolicies. Concepts such as property rights. non-market goods. allocation overtime, extemalhies. and public goods. Current policy issues such as globalclimate change. c\ aluating natural resource damages from oil spills. reducmgthe costs of regulations. protecting estuaries. and dealing with non—pointsource pollution.
ARE (EC) 401 Economic Analysis for Non-Majors. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Preq: ARE 201 or EC 205 or EC 201. Not open to undergraduates majoring inthe Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics or the College ofManagement. Credit not allowed for both AREtEC) 301 and 401.



Intermediate economic theory of firm, household, and market behaxior.Demand, production and cost theory, market equilibrium under competitiveand non competitive conditions, and problems ofeconomic efficiency.
ARE 403 Economics of Consumer Decisions. 3(3 0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq:ARE 201 or EC 201. Not open to undergraduates majoring in the Departmentof Agricultural and Resource Economics or the College of Management.Credit not allowed for both ARE 210 and ARE 403. Application of economictheory of the consumer to lifetime personal resource allocation deciSionsintended for non—major graduate students at the masters level. Emphasis ondynamic considerations in consumption and sax mg. replacement of consumerdurables, and evaluation of consumer protection policies.
ARE 423 Futures and Options Markets. 3(2 2-0). S. Preq: ARE(EC)301 and ARE 311 or BUS 320. Operation and business uses of futures andoptions markets. Emphasis on market institutions, arbitrage pricerelationships, risk analysis, hedging theory and practice, portfolio e\aluationand market regulation. Similarities among commodity. bond and stock indexfutures emphasized.
ARE 433 U.S. Agricultural Policy. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ARE(EC) 301 orARE(EC) 401. G0\ ernrnent economic policies and programs affectingagricultural inputs and farm products. Analysis of the rationale. objectn es,and major types of agricultural programs and their effects on resourceallocation and income distribution \tithin agriculture and between agricultureand the rest ofthe economy.
ARE (EC) 436 Environmental Economics. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: AREtEC)301. Usefulness of economics in understanding pollution, congestion.conservation and other environmental problems. Relex ant economic toolssuch as pricing schemes, abatement cost curx es, damage functions and benefitcost analysis. Pollution taxes, regulations. marketable permits and subsidiesconsidered in designing alterations in the incentive system. Current publicpolicy alternatives in the context of non market deCision making.
ARE 490 Career Seminar in Agriculture & Resource Economics. l(I0-0). F. Preq: Junior Standing. Planning and preparing for career choices.Resume writing, networking, interVieuing, personality characteristics, and jobsearching. Visits with employer representatix es. Employer expectations andcareer opportunities. Researching firms and employment opportunities. Oraland written presentations.
ARE 492 External Learning Experience. I 6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences “ithin anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements \xith prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty adviser, the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
ARE 493 Special Problems/Research Exploration. 1—6. F, S. Preq: ARESophomore standing. A learning experience in agriculture and life seienceswithin an academic framework that utili7es campus facilities and resources.Contact and arrangements \xith prospecthe employers must be initiated bystudent and approxed by a faculty Eld\ISCI', the prospective employer, thedepartmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to theexperience.
ARE 495 Special Topics in Agricultural and Resource Economics. 1-6.Preq: Consent of the Department. Presentation of material not normallyavailable in regular course offerings or offering ofnevt courses on a trial basis.

ARTS STUDIES
ARS 253 Arts of NC State. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Study of the arts in the contextofthe university community, utilizing unixersity arts programs and resources.Core concepts and methods for aesthetic experience in several disciplinesincluding dance, theater, music, visual art, and craft through performance andexhibition attendance, readings, lectures, and discussmn. (Modest fees forperformance tickets might be required.)
ARS 494 Topics in Arts Studies. 30 0 0). F, S. Prcq: Junior standing and15 hours in either dance, design, film studies, music, theater, or visual arts.Multi-arts course focusing on selected \xorks of art in whom media, related
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by theme, place or data. Capstone course for students with an e\tenSi\ebackground in one ofthe aits. Topics may \ary.
AEROSPACE STUDIES

AS 12] The Foundation of the United States Air Force 1. l(I-O-O). F.Part I of a sun ey course designed to introduce students to the United StatesAir Force and provides an ox enie“ of the basic characteristics, missions andorganization ofthe Air Force.
AS 122 The Foundations of the United States Air Force II. 1(1-0-0). S.Part II ofa sur\ ey course designed to introduce students to the United StatesAir Force and pr0\ ides an 0\ en'ie“ ofthe basic characteristics. missions andorganization ofthe Air Force.
AS 221 The Evolution of USAF Air and Space Power I. l(I—O—O). F.Part I of a course featuring topics on Air Force heritage and leaders;introduction to air and space p0“ er through examination of competeiiCies andfunctions; and continued application ofcominunication skills. Its purpose is toinstill an appreciation ofthe development and employment ofair pon er and tomotii ate students to tranSition from AFROTC cadet to Air Force ROTCofficer candidate.
AS 222 The Evolution of USAF Air and Space Power 11. HI 0-0). S.Part II of a course featuring topics on Air Force heritage and leaders;introduction to air and space p0“ er through examination ofcompetencies andfunctions; and continued application of communication skills. Its puipose is toinstill an appreciation ofthe de\ elopment and employnent ofair pen er and tomotii ate students to transition from AFROTC cadet to Air Force ROTCofficer candidate.
AS 321 Air Force Leadership Studies 1. 3(3 0 0). F. Pi‘eq: Successfulcompletion of Field Training or Instructor Apprm 211. Fan I of a course thatteaches cadets advanced skills and knouledge in management and leadership.Special emphasis is place on enhancing leadership skills. Cadets have anopportunity to try out these leadeiship and management techniques in asupen ised em ironinent asJuniors and seniors.
AS 322 Air Force Leadership Studies 11. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: Successfulcompletion of Field Training or Instructor Apprmal. Part II of a course thatteaches cadets ad\ anced skills and knouledge in management and leadership.SpCCIal emphasis is placed on enhancing leadership skills. Cadets have anopportunity to try out these leadership and management techniques in asupen ised em ironment as iuniors and seniors.
AS 421 Vational Security Affairs/Preparation for Actiie Duty 1. 3(3-0-0). F. Pieq: Successful completion of Field Training 0! Instructor Apprmal.Pan I of a course deSigned for college seniors and that gives them thefoundation to understand their role as military officers in American soeiety Itis an meme“ ofthe complex socml and political issues facing the militanprofession and requires a measure of sophistication commensurate \\ith thesenior college lc\ el.
AS 422 National Security Affairs/Preparation for Acthe Duty II. 3(30-0). S. Preq: Successlul completion of Field Training OI Instructor Apprmal.Part II of a course designed for college seniors and that gi\es them thefoundation to understand their iolc as military officers in American seeicty. Itis an oven ie\\ of the complex social and political issues facing the militaryprofession and requires a measure of sophistication commensurate \\ith thesenior college lexel.
AS 495 Special Topics in Aerospace Studies. 2(2 0-0). F, S. Preq:Consent of Instructor. Offered as needed to treat no“ or special Stll‘tJCCl matterrelating to the Department of the Air Force.

BIOLOGICAL & AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING

BAE 100 Introduction to Biological and Biomedical Engineering. I(()2-0). S. Technical topics and career options in Biomedical Engineering andBiological Engineering uith concentrations in Agricultural, Bioproccss, andEnVironmental Engineering are introduced. Inlorniation is prmidcd about



eaieei seii ices. internships. and study abroad and co op opportunities in theseareas. Students de\ e op 4 year l’lans ofStudy.
BAE 121 (‘oinputer \pplieations in Agriculture and Life Sciences.1(1 4 (I). 1*. S Operation of computers and applications to .igi'icu ttrral andenyiron nenlal s_\ stems. Hands on e\per cnce \yith folloning softnare. \\ordprocessing. electronic spreadsheet. database management. equal on solyei.presentation graphics and on line iiilorination systems. Indi\ idtial teim [)IUJL'CIin .igi‘icu lural and em iionincntal systems.
BUG 21H) ( oinputer \Icthods in Biological Engineering. 2(1 24)). I:l’rcq‘ \l.\ 141 and l5 I 15. Students de\elop computer based problem solyingtechniques to sol\c ntroductory problems in Biological and Biomedicalliigineeiiiig. de\eloping solution algorithms andImplementing these \\ith spreadsheets. equation sol\er.s. and computerprogramming.

linphasis is on

BAE 201 Shop Processes and \Ianagemcnt. 3(2 3(1). 1. S Safetypractices. materials. equipment. processes. procedures. and managementtechniques related to operation and maintenance of a mechani/ed agriculturalenterprise or agr culture re .ited industry Theory and practice through basicshop operations and procedures.
BAE 202 Introduction to Biological and Agricultural EngineeringMethods. 4(2-(1—1). S. l’req‘ BAI; "'00. Introduction to e\pcrimental designmethodology. basic engineering design and problem solying methodology forFrigineeiing. \ isuali/ation skills. computer-aided 3-D solidmodeling of parts. 3-D assembly of solid part geometries. computation of massBiological
properties. 2~D engineering dra\\ ings. engineering design process. safety. toolsand fabrication processes and design. and hands-on shop fabrication ofsemester project.
BAE 311 Agricultural Machinery and Po“ er Units-1034)). S. Preq:C11 1111. CH 102 and P\ 211 or PY 131. Agricultural machinery principles.energy requirements. operation. calibration and en\ ironmental considerations.Diesel engine pi inc ples and their application to engine po\\ er. efficieneies andsy stems. Po“ er tiains and by dratilic systems. Application of basic machineryand po\\ er principles to mechanical needs in en\ ironmental systems.
BAE 315 Properties of Biological Engineering Materials. 3(2-2-(1). S.Preq: PY 2%.1310 125 or 1310 l\3 or /O 160. Corcq: MAE 306 or CE 362and MAL 314 or C E 313. Physical properties ol'biological and non—biologicalengineering materials. their uniqueness and ariability \\ itliin sy stems.Relationships betneen plant. animal. and htiinan tissues. propertymeasurement. and e\aluation of dimensional. mechanical. rheological.thermal. electi real. and optical properties.
BAE (SSC) 323 Water Management. 3(2 2 0). f. Preq: Junior standing.Water management principles applied to small natersheds. Hydrologic cycle:runoff: erosion control; 5011 \\ ater—plant relationships; surface and subsurfacedrainage: surface. sprinkler. and microrrrigation: \cgetati\e \yater\\ays andopen channel llon: impoundments: \yetlands: water quality and supply; natcrrights. mehasis on concepts. quantification. and systems approach.
BAE (SSC) 324 Elementary Surveying. 1(0 3 0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Theory and practice of plane suneyrng to include measuringdistances as \\e1| as record keeping. differential Icycling. profile leveling.topographic mapping. stadia surycying. and the use of these tools inagricultural applications.
BAE 332 Animal Facilities and Emironmental Management. 4(3-3—0).S. Preq: PY 211 or PY 131. Environmental relationships. dCSign methods.materials and construction procedures as they relate to agricultural animalproduction facilities. Problem situations integrating structural design.cm ironmental control. and \\ aste handling.
BAE 333 Processing Agricultural Products. 4(3-3-0). S. Preq: PY 212.Application of the pr'incrples of fluid flow. heat transfer. refrigeration.psychrometrics. and materials handling to the processing of agriculturalproducts. Pump si/ing. heat exchanger selection. refrigeration analyses. fansi/ing. crop drying. and selection of materials handling equipment.
BAE 343 Agricultural Electrification. 3(3 0 0). F. Coreq: PY 212.Practical and effrcrcnt use of electrical energy for agricultural and homeapplication. Energy conscryation. electric rates. farm and hotise wiring. circuitdesign. single phase and three-phase distribution systems. electric motors.
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lighting. space and water heating. electric controls. salety and protectnede\ ices.
BAIa 344 ( ircuils and Controls. 1(1) 3 t1). I.Coreq: PY 212: BAE 343 or111‘ 211. Applied laboratory coyering energy consenation. larm and home\\iring. circuit design. single phase and three phase distribution systems,electric motors. lighting, heating. e ectric controls. safety and protectiyede\ ices. and home nater sy stems.
BAE 361 Analytical Methods in Engineering Design. 312 2 (J). S. Preq:BM 1111. (I; 215 or VIAE 208. MA 341. Coreq: VIAE 314. Engineeringproblem solying through studies 01 topics in engineering design. Kinematicanalysis of linkages. analysis and design selection 01 machine structures andpo\\ er transmission components. including yibration modeling and control inlumped mass mechanical and biomcchanieal systems.
BAE 401 Bioinstrumentation. 3(2-3-0). f. Prcq: ECE 331. MA 341.Credit “11] not be gi\en for both BAE 401 and BAE 501. Concepts ofinstrumentation for making. measuring and controlling biological systems.fransducers and control circuits utili/ed in biological and agriculturalengineering \\ ork. Electronic models used to demonstrate concepts of errors.accuracy and precision. linearity and other instrumentation characteristics.Laboratories pr0\ ide hands—on experience for reinforcrng lecture concepts.
BAE 402 Transport Phenomena. 3(2-2-0). F. Preq: MA 341: MAE 301.Corcq: CE 382 or \IAE 301%. Theory and application ofheat and mass transferin biological. food. and agricultural systems. Topics include fluid I10“.conduction. com ection. radiation. psychrometrics. and refrigeration.
B \E 422 Introduction to Food Process Engineering. 3(2-0-2). S. Preq:BAE 402: \IAE 303 or CE 3‘32: VIAE 301 or CHE 315. Introductoryprinciples and practices of handling and presening food products. Coyerageincludes the design and analysis of handling systems for discrete andcontinuous lion material handling systems. the selection and specification ofautomatic controls. food presen ation principles and considerations reley ant tothe design of food handling systems. and the principles and practices ofdryingand storing grain.
BAE 432 Agricultural and Environmental Safety and Health. 3(3 0 0).F. Preq: Junior standing and 6 hrs CALS Group A. B or C Electives. Safetyand health issues for agricultural and emironmental occupations. Hazardrecognition. injury and illness pre\entron. regulations. and safety and healthmanagement strategies for agricultural production. chemical handling. and\iaste management. Enyironmental factors \\hich affect human health andsafety.
BAE (SSC) 435 Precision Agriculture Technology. 3(2-3-0). S. Alt.yrstey‘en). Preq: Junior or Senior standing. Credit may not be receiyed forBAE SSC 435 and BAE SSC 53S. Oyeryiew of technology available forimplementation of a comprehensiye precision agriculture program. Topicsinclude computers. GPS. sensors. mechanized soil sampling. variable ratecontrol system. yield monitors. and posthary‘est processing controls.Applications of precision agriculture in crop planning. tillage. planting.chemical applications. han'esting and posthan est processing.
BAE (CS. SSC) 440 Geographic Information Systems in ProductionAgriculture. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: SSC 341. Fundamentals of the globalpositiomng system. geographic infonnatron systems. and srte-specrficmanagement. Geospatially located soil sampling strategies \in1 be addressedas “ell as appropriate interpolation methods for point-sampled data. Thecourse \\il| coyer variable rate fertilizer recommendation models and thetechnology necessary for \ariably applying fertilizer. Spatial measurement ofcrop yields.
BAE 442 Systems Approach to Agricultural and EnvironmentalIssues. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: ENG 331 or ENG 332 or ENG 333: Senior Standing.Systems approach to complex agricultural and emironmental issues andproblematic situations including people's \ieyys. Multiple stages of softsystems approach: open inquiry into and description of issues. conceptualmodeling. feasrbility and implementation ofehanges. Indi\ idual project usingsystems approach to a complex issue in agriculture or the em ironment.
BAE 451 Engineering Design 1. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq: 12 hours BAE courses300 [ad or aboyc and \yithin 36 credit hours of completing the degree.Design concepts of engineering problems: objectives. specifications.manufacturing. prior art and analysis. Oral and written exercrses in re\erse



engineering. national and international standards. quality control. intellectuallaw and engineering ethics. Team projects from agricultural, biomedical.bioprocessing and enVIronmental engineering.
BAE 452 Engineering Design 11. 2(1-2-0). S. Preq: BAE 451.Continuation of BAE 451: Project analysis. design, scheduling, construction.tests and reports. Team“ ork and the function of engineering design in society.
BAE 462 Machinery Design and Applications. 3(2-3 0). S. Preq: BAE361. Machinery deSign for effecti\e use of energy and labor in agriculturalproduction. Engine cycles. pou er transmission, hydraulics, traction. combinedstresses. finite element analysis. computer aided engineering. and engineeringeconomics. Machinery design of agricultural field equipment and otheragricultural machinery systems.
BAE 471 Land Resources Environmental Engineering. 3(2 2 0). F.Preq: SSC 200. Coreq: CE 382 or MAE 308. Hydrology and erosionprinciples. Designing structures and selecting practices to control land runoff.erosion, sediment pollution and flooding.
BAE 472 Irrigation and Drainage. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: SSC 200, BAE 471.Credit \\ ill not be given for both BAE 472 and BAE 572. Design, managementand evaluation of irrigation and drainage systems: concepts and processes ofsystem design.
BAE 473 Introduction to Surface/Water Quality Vlodeling. 3(3 0-0). S.Preq: BAE 471 and SSC 200. Credit Vi ill not be giy en for both BAE 473 andBAE 573. Concepts in basic hydrologic. erosmn and chemical transport usedin modeling. Evaluation of typical hydrologic water quality models on\iatershed sy stems. Project examples using state—of-the art models.
BAE 481 Structures & Emironment. 3(2-3—0). S. Preq: BAE 402; CE313 or MAE 314. PrinCiples of emironmental control and structural analysisare combined “ith biological princ1ples for the design of structures. Topicsinclude structural analysis. load estimation. material selection. fasteners.physiological reactions of animals and plants to their environment.applications of heat transfer and psychrometrics in calculating \entilationrequirements. heating or cooling loads.
BAE 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences \\ithin anacademic frameyyork that utilizes fac111ties and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements “1th prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approxed by a faculty adViser. the prospectheemployer. the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
BAE 493 Special Problems in Biological and Agricultural Engineering.1—6. F, S. Preq: Sophomore standing. A learning experience in agriculture andlife sciences “ithin an academic frameuork that utilizes campus facilities andresources. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty ad\ iser. the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
BAE 495 Special Topics in Biological and Agricultural Engineering. 1-3. F. S. Sum. Preq: Consent of Instructor. Offered as needed for presentingmaterial not normally ayailable in regular BAE departmental courses or fornew BAE courses on a trial basis.

BIOCHEMISTRY
BCH 150 Introductory Biochemical Concepts. 2(2 0 0). S. Preq: Enrollmentlimited to freshmen and sophomores in BCII. Coreq: CH 101. An introductionto concepts and perspectives in biochemistry. designed to provide studentsvi ith an oven icvx of biology at the molecular level.
BCH 451 Principles of Biochemistry. 4(3—0—1 ). F. S. Sum. Preq: C11 223.Introduction to the fundamental principles of biochemistry. Emphasis onbiochemical structures. properties. functions and interactions, includingenzyme kinetics and central pathways of metabolism.
BCH 452 Introductory Biochemistry Laboratory. 2(1-3-0). F. S. Coreq:BCH 451. Laboratory experience to complement BCH 451. Basic skills in theuse of \olumctric equipment, spcctrophotometers. chromatography. and
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electrophoresis. Manipulation and assay of small quantities of biologicalmaterials. and analysis oflaboratory data.
BCH 453 Biochemistry of Gene Expression. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: BCH451. Coreq: GN 411. MB 351 or permission of instructor. Credit is notalloyyed for both BCH 453 and BCH 553. Structure and function of nucleicacids and proteins. SyntheSis of DNA. RNA. and proteins. Gene expressionand Regulation. Methodologies of recombinant DNA research.
BCH 454 Ad\ anced Biochemistry Laboratory. 4(1 8 0). F. Preq: BCH452. Coreq: BCH 453. Techniques in molecular biology and proteinpurification. Cloning and expression ofa eukaryotic gene in bacteria followedby purification of the eukaryotic gene product. Microanaly sis of DNA. RNAand protein.
BCH 455 Proteins and Molecular Mechanisms. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: BCH451, BCl-I 453 553. Principles of protein structure and function. proteinfolding, enzymology. ligand binding. protein transport. and metabolicpathways.
BCH 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life seiences within anacademic frameyiork that utilizes facilities and resources \\ hich are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements \Vith prospectixe employers must beinitiated by student and apprmed by a faculty adyiser. the prospectneemployer. the departmental teaching coordinator and academic dean prior tothe experience.
BCH 493 Special Problems in Biochemistry. l 6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life seiences “ithin anacademic frame“ ork that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements “lii‘l prospective employers must be initiated by student andapproyed by a faculty adiiser. the prospecthe employer, the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
BCH 495 Special Topics in Biochemistry. 1-5. F. S, Sum. Preq: JuniorStanding. Offered as needed to present materials not normally a\ailable inregular BCI—l departmental courses or for new BCH courses on a trial baSis.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIO 105 Biology in the Modern World. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Sum. For non-science students. Students may not recene credit for both BIO 105 and BIO125. Principles and concepts of biology including cellular structure andfunction, metabolism and energy transformation. homeOstasis. reproduction.heredity. di\ ersity of life. ecology. eyolution and animal bclia\ior. Emphasison human affairs and human examples.
BIO 106 Biology in the Modern World Laboratory. 1(0—2-0). F. S.Sum. Coreq: BIO 105. For non—science students. Students may not recei\ecredit for both BIO 106 and B10 125. BIO 181 or BIO 193. Laboratoryexperience in biological principles to complement BIO 105.
BIO (Z0) 160 Introduction to Cellular and De\ elopmental Zoology.4(3—3-0). S. Sum. Basic concepts and princ1ples of cellular and de\ elopmcntal/oology with emphasis on the phySical basis oflife, the cell as the fundamentalunit of life and the mechanisms imoly ed in thc detclopment of multicellularanimals.
BIO 181 Introductory Biology 1. 4(3-3-0). F. S. Students may not receivecredit for both 810 181 and either B10 105 or BIO 125. Emphasis oninteractions oforganisnis \\ ith their cm ironment. etolutionary change. geneticbases of adaptne traits and of regulation and control. and on critical thinking.problem sol\ mg, and cffectiye communication.
BIO 183 Introductory Biology II. 4(3 3-0). F. S. Preq: BIO 181 or BIO125. EmphaSIS on adaptive strategies in meeting common challenges indiierse environments. iole of natural selection in e\ olution of life forms. andon critical thinking, problem solving. e.\peiimcntal design. and effectiiccommunication.
BIO 490 Senior Seminar in Biological Sciences. 1(0-1-0). F. S. Preq:1310 125 or BIO 105, plus si.\ additional credits in life sciences courses.Student seminars on selected biological topics of historical or contemporary



significance. Discussions of the iiilluenees of biological concepts, researchmethods. and research findings on society.
BIO 491 Seminar on Professional Development in Biological Sciences.1(1-0-0). 1‘. Planning and analy/ing strategies for professninal development inthe biological sciences utili/ing discussion. guest lecturers, and field trips tonearby research laboratories and industrial plants. Intended primarily forjIIIIIOIS and seniors in any biological discipline.
BIO 492 External Learning Experience. 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. Learning experience in agriculture and life sciences \\ithiii anacademic framenork \\ith facilities and resources external to the campus.Contact and arrangements \\IlI1 prospectiye supervisors by the student. Priorapprmal by faculty .id\ isor. prospecthe super\ isor. and departmental teachingcoordinatot.
BIO 493 Special Problems in Biological Sciences. 1-6. F. S. Preq:Sophomore standing. Leaining e\perienee in agriculture and life sciences\\ithin an academic frameuork \\ ith campus facilities and resources. Contactand arrangements \\ith prospectne super\ isors by the student. Piior apprmalby faculty advisor. prospective superyisoi‘. and department teachingcoordinator.
BIO 495 Special Topics in Biology. 1 6. F, S. Sum. Individualized study,under faculty supei'\ ision. of biological topics. and dewlopmental course on ati ial basis.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIT 295 Special Topics in Biotechnology. 13. F. S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally a\ailablc in regular course offeringsor for offering ofne“ courses on a trial basis.
BIT 360 Manipulation of Recombinant DNA. 4(2»5 0). F. S. Preq: BIO125 or BIO 181 or 20 160 and CH 223 \yith C- or better. Introduction tomolecular biology and protein chemistiy. Theory behind laboratorytechniques and O\CI'\IC\\’ of cloning strategies staning from nucleic acid orprotein sequence data. Laboratory schions in\ olye subcloning. preparation ofcompetent cells. tiansformation, screening recombinant DNA by colonyhybridization and PCR. SDS-PAGE of recombinant protein. affinitypurification, and “estern blots.
BIT 461 Sequencing eDNA Libraries. 2(2 5 0). F. Alt. yrs.(e\‘en). Preq:BIT 360 or MB 409 or BCII 45-1 or 20 490. Basic techniques in automatedDNA sequencing and robotics. Colony picking and ordering cDNA libraries.use of PCR to amplify insert DNA. and strategies for large scale automatedsequencing. Principles of database management for ordering and accessingsequencing information. l-Ialfscmester course. first part.
BIT 462 Microarrays. 2(2-5-0). F, Alt. yrs.(e\en). Preq: BIT 360 or MB409 or BCH 454 or 20 480 and one course in statistics. Introduction tomicroarray fabrication. probing, hybridization stations, and scanners.Comparison of cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays. Database management andGATC compliant databases. Methods of gene profiling and clustering. Halfsemester course, second part.
BIT (CHE) 463 Fermentation of Recombinant Microorganisms. 2(2-5-0). S. Preq: BIT 360 or BIT 810 or MB 409 or BCH 454 or ZO 480.Introduction to fermentation and protein chemistry. Theory behind laboratorytechniques and ovenieu of industrial scale expression systems. Laboratorysessions in\ olvc use of microbial expression \ectors, fermentation systems,and large-scale purification of recombinanat protein. Half semester course,first part.
BIT 464 Protein Purification. 2(2 5 0). S, Alt. yrs.(e\ en). Preq: BIT 360or MB 409 or BCH 454 or 20 480. Comparison of several differentchromatography techniques for protein purification. Construction ofpurification tables and SDS—and native—PAGE analysis. Cost-benefit analysisofindustrial—scale procedures. Ilalfsemestcr course. second part.
BIT 466 Animal Cell Culture Techniques. 2(2—5-0). S. Preq: BIT 360 orBIT 810 equivalent. Introduction to animal cell culture techniques. Aseptictechnique for vertebrate cell culture. media formulation, primary cell culture,long—term maintenance of cell lines, application of molecular techniques to in\ itro situations. Half semester course, second part.
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BIT 467 PCR and DNA Fingerprinting. 2(2-5 0). F. Preq: BIT 360 orMB 409 or BCII 454 or L0 480. Introduction to polymerase chain reaction.()ptimi/ation of PCR reactions and primer design for DNA sequences usingDNA databases available on the web. Laboratory sections include using rapidtechniques for isolating and sequencing DNA from small amounts of sampleand forensic identification of individuals using isolated human hairs. Halfsemester course, first part.
BIT 468 Genome Mapping. 2(2-5 0). F. Preq: BIT 360 or MB 409 orBCII 454 or ZO 480. Introduction to genomic mapping. Use DNA markers togenerate maps and to map mutations or genetic loc1 for disease. Introductionto database management for large sets of DNA markers and methods ofanaly/ing recombination frequencies. Applications of genomic mapping andidentification of molecular markers for agriculturally and pharmacologicallyimportant traits. Ilalfsemestcr course, second part.
BIT (BO) 481 Plant Tissue Culture and Transformation. 2(2—5 0). S,Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: BIT 360 or MB 409 or BCH 454 or ZO 480. Basictechniques in plant tissue culture and transformation. Empirical approaches totechniques in plant tissue culture. designing transgenes for expression inspecific plant cell organelles and tissues, use of reporter genes to optimizetransformation. and troubleshooting transformation. Laboratory sessionproy ide hands on experience “11h plant tissue culture and transformation. Useof reporter genes. fluorescence microscopy and digital imaging. Half semestercourse. first part.
BIT 492 External Learning Experience. I 6. F. S. Sum. Preq: BIT 360.Project must be apprm ed by the Academic Coordinator or Program Directorof the Biotechnology Program. A learning experience in the area ofbiotechnology within an academic frame“ ork that utilizes faCilities andresources \yhich are external to the campus. Contact and arrangements withprospectne employers must be initiated by student and approx ed by a facultyadviser, the prospective employer. and the departmental teaching coordinatorprior to the experience.
BIT 493 Special Problems in Biotechnology. 1 6. F. S, Sum. Preq: BIT360. Project must be approved by the Academic Coordinator of ProgramDirector of the Biotechnology Program. A learning experience within anacademic frameuork that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements \yith prospectbe mentor(s) must be initiated by student andapprm ed by a faculty adyiser. the prospective mentor. and the departmentalteaching coordinator prior to the experience.
BIT 495 Special Topics. 1-3. F, 3, Sum. Preq: BIT 360 or equiyalent.Offered as needed to present materials not normally a\ ailable in regular courseofferings or for offering of new courses on atrial basis.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

BME 102 Introduction to Biomedical Engineering. 1(1-0-0). S.Technical topics and career options in a variety of fields in BiomedicalEngineering are introduced. Information is provided about career services.internships. and study abroad and co-op opportunities. Students work onteam-building skills and develop 4—year Plans of Study.
BME 201 Computer Methods in Biomedical Engineering. 3(2—2 0). S.Preq: E 115, MA 241. Students develop computer—based problem solvingtechniques using Excel and MATLAB to solve introductory problems inBiomedical Engineering. Emphasis is on developing solution algorithms,implementing these with spreadsheets and computer programming, andpresenting results in a clear and concise manner.
BME 202 Introductory Topics in Biomedical Engineering. 3(3-0-0). S.Preq: BME 201; MAE 206 or CE 214; 20 160 or B10 183. Coreq: BME 210,MA 341. BME majors only. Introduction to the field of biomedicalengineering. Topics include brief overview of human anatomy andphysiology, biosensors. biomechanics. rehabilitation and clinical engineering.imaging modalities, biosignal processing. ethics. and other contemporarytopics in the field. Major team-based project required.
BME (MSE) 203 Introduction to the Materials Science ofBiomaterials. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: C— or better in CH 10l. CH 102 and FY 205.This course introduces fundamental physical principles goveming thestructure. processing, properties and perfomiance of metallic, ceramic and



polymeric materials. Relationships are developed defining ho“ mechanical.physical and chemical properties are controlled by microstrueture andchemistry. Material failure modes are developed with an emphasis onbiocompatibility and the applications performance of materials in the humanbody. Basic aspects of material bioconipatibility are presented, leading intostudies ofthe current and future applications ofbiomaterials.
BME 210 Analog & Digital Circuits. 3(7 2 0). S. Preq: PY 208. Coreq:MA 341. Fundamentals of analog and digital circuit analysis and design.Passi\e Circuit components. node and mesh analySis. dynamic beha\ior.Laplace transforms. transistors and diodes. operational amplifiers, frequencyresponse, analog filter design. combinational logic design. digital modules.flip-flops. sequential circuits and state machines, Circuit simulation tools andtechnique. Laboratory exercises. using SPICE and PC based CAD tools.supplement the topics presented in class lectures.
BME 301 Human Physiology for Engineers 1. 3(2-2-0). F. Preq: BME202. MAT BME 203. CH 221. BME majors only. This course includes aquantitatiye approach to human physiology from the biomedical engineeringperspectiye with an emphasis on cellular pliniology. cell signalingmechanisms. membrane dynamics. homeostasis. blood. and the endocrine.nervous. and immune Systems. Engineering applications. includingbiomaterial. biocompatibility. bioelectric phenomena. physiological modeling.and tissue engineering. are also explored. ASsignments include computerbased laboratory exercises and a team project using \IATLAB and Simulink.Students de\ elop plans for a career in biomedical engineering.
BME 302 Human Physiology for Engineers 11. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq: BME301, BME 311, ST 370. BME majors only. This course includes a quantitatneapproach to human physiology from the biomedical engineering perspectiyewith an emphasis on systems physiology. including the neryous, muscular.cardi0\ ascular, respiratory, and urinary systems. Engineering applications,including bioinstrumentation. biOSignal proceSSinO. and compartmentalanalysis, are also e\plored. Assignments include computer-based laboratoryexerCises using La\ VIEW and team project.
BME 311 Linear Systems in Biomedical Engineering. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq:BME 201, BME 210. BME majors only. Fundamentals of linear systemsanalysis as applied to problems in biomedical modeling and instrumentation.Properties of biomedical systems and Signals. Representation of continuousand discrete time Signals and system response. Com olution. Fourier analySisin continuous and discrete domains. Laplace transform. Frequency responseand its application in biomedical systems. Filter design. Circuit analogs tomechanical and thermodynamics systems and their applications in modelingbiomedical systems. Applications in biomedical instrumentation. Studentsuse MATLAB to Simulate and analyze biomedical linear systems.
BME 342 Experimental & Analytical Methods in BiomechanicalEngineering Analysis. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq: BME 201; MAE 208 or CE 215;MAE 314 or CE 313; MA 341. E\perimenta| and analytic tools are dmelopedand used to solve problems in biomedical engineering. Techniques includekinematic analysis, closed form and finite element analySis of stresses andstrains in a body, and tailure analysis. Transducers necessary for experimentalanalysis and testing are introduced. Students learn advanced softwarepackages such as the finite element program ANSYS and the dynamic analysisprogram ADAMS to assist in their analyses.
BME 412 Biomedical Signal Processing. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: BME 31 1, ST370. Fundamentals of continuous and discrete time signal processmg asapplied to problems in biomedical instrumentation. Properties of biomedicalsignals and instruments. Descriptions of random noise and signal processes.Interactions between random biomedical signals and systems. Wienerfiltering. Sampling theory. Discrete-time analysis. Applications of Z-transform and discrete Fourier transform. Digital filter design methods forbiomedical instruments. Biomedical applications of filter design, signalrestoration, and signal detection.biomedical signal processmg systems us'ng MATLAB.
BME 422 Fundamentals of Biomedical Instrumentation. 3(2-2-0). S.Preq: BME 210 or cqui\alent. Fundamentals of biomedical instrument designand implementation. Sensing mechanisms, sensor microl‘abricalion methods.sensor interfacing circuits. analog-to-digital com crsion. biosignal capture andstorage, embedded microprocessors, data compresSion methods. systemintegration and prototyping. Laboratory exercises usmg LabVIEW andMATLAB, supplement the topics presented in class lectures. Students build a

Simulation. analysis. and design of
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sensor using cleanroom faCilities in the BVIE depaitment as pail of a semesteilong design project.
BME 425 Bioelectricity. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: BME 302 or (ZO 421 and acourse in electrical circuits). Quantitathe analysis ofe\citab|e membranes andtheir Signals. including plasma membrane characteristics, origin of electricalmembrane potentials. action potentials. \oltagc clamp experiments. theHodgkin Huxley equations. propagation. subthieshold stimuli, extiacellulaifields. membrane biophySics. and electrophysiology of the heait. DeSign andde\ elopmcnt ofan electrocardiogram analy Sis system.
BME 441 Biomechanics. 3(2 3 0). F. Pieq: ZO 160 or BIO 18‘»: B\1E342; ST 370. Students study human body kinematics. force analysis ofjoints.and the structure and composition of biological materials. Emphasis is placedon the measurement of mechanical propeities and the development andunderstanding ofmodels ofbiological material mechanical beha\ ior.
BME 451BME 302. Biomedical Engineering Senior Design I. 3(2-2-0). F. Preq:QC 120. ENG 331 or ENG333. Coreq: TE 466 or B‘VIE 425 orBME 441. BME maJOtS only. Design concepts of engineering problems:ObjCCIHCS. speCifications. manufacturing. prior art. and analysis. Oral and\\ ritten e\ercises in rcy ersc engineeiing. Lectures in national and internationalstandards, quality control. intellectual property Ia“. and engineering ethics.Team pinects to deSign, build. and dCIl\ ei a prototype dC\ ice to aid a disabledpeison or othei appropriate biomedical engineering project that pr0\ ides anopportunity for real \\ orld engineering design and community outreach.
BME 452 Biomedical Engineering Senior Design 11. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq:BME 4S1. BME majors only. Continuation of B\1E 451. Project aiialy'Sis.design, scheduling. construction. and testing. \d\anced “ritten and oraltechnical communication. Teamwork and the lunction of engineeiing designin society. Major team project \\ ith a biomedical engineei ing theme.
BME (TE) 467 Mechanics of Tissues & Implants Requirements. 3(3—0 0). S. Preq: 40 160 or BIO IS]; MAE 314. Application of engineering andbiological prinCiples to understand the structure and peiformancc of tendons.ligaments. skin. and bone; bone mechanics: \iscoclastictty of soft biologicaltissues; models of soft biological tissues; mechanics of skeletal muscle; andtissue deri\ ed (le\ices as \\ ell as inteifaces bet“ ccn name tissues andsynthetic de\ ices.
BME 495 Special Topics in Biomedical Engineering. F. S Sum. Offeredas needed for presenting material not normally a\ai1able in regular BMEDepartment courses or for ne\\ B'VIF courses on a trial basis.

BOTANY
BO 101 Perspectiyes on Botany. 1(1 0 0). f. Orientation to modernbotany. including discussions of historical background. relation to othersciences. the natuie of modem subdiscip ines. professionalism and cth cs. localresources of personnel and facilities. educational oppmtunitics. and careerpossibilities.
BO 102 Introduction to Research. 1(1—0—0). S. Preq: BO 101. O\cr\ie\\of research resources Liyailablc to students. Methods of access to currentinformation in chosen aica 01 specialty. Interact \\lll‘l se\eral faculty aboutresearch oppottunilics. (le\clop a research proposal.
BO 200 Plant Life. 4(3-3-0). F. S. Sum. ( redit cannot be gi\cn for bothBO 200 and B0 250.. \n introduction to the structure. piocesses‘. andreproduction of higher plants, including the di\ersity ofthc plant kingdom andprinciples of inheritance. ecology. and C\ olution.
BO 213 Plants and Ciyilization. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: B10 125. BIO 105 oiBO 200. Fconomic social, political. religious. and medical rolcs ofpliints andplant products in human Cl\lll/tlll()n. Foods. bewrages. drugs. fibers, oils,Iatcxcs, religious symbols and elements.
BO 215 Medicinal Plants. 3(3 0 0). f Preq: C11 101 and any one of thefollouing courses: BIO 125.1310 181,130 200/0 150,LO 160. Plants and their(lcm ed pharmaceutica s in Western medicine and in herbal medicinc.
BO 220 Local Flora. 15(2-2-0). S. Preq: BIO 125 oi BO 200. Structuralterminology of \ascular plants, field identification ol plant species using



populari/ed field guides. description of plant community types and their soiland ttmographic features.
BO 222 Kingdom of Fungi. 3(3 (1 (1). S. Preq' BIO 125 or BIO 105 orBO 201). Stir\cy of fungal kingdom. Iconomical. historical and practicalaspects of fungi and their impact on humankind. Mushrooms, molds.mvcorrhi/ae. maladies. and mutualisms. Term paper ofsttidcnts' choice.
BO 250 Plant Biology. 40-1—0). l‘. Preq: BIO 181 and BIO 153 or BIO125. Students may not rcccne credit for both BO 200 and BO 250. Anintroduction for Life Science majors to the ecology. structtire. function.processes. reproduction and e\o|ulion ofhigher plants.
BO 277 Space Biology. It? (1-0). F. Preq: BIO 125 or BIO 105 or BO200 or £0 15() or BIO lb} or BAE(BIO) 2‘45. Oyenicw of the biology ofplants. animals and humans in the space ent ironment. including gra\ilationalbiology. aerospace medicine. search for extraterrestrial life. tetralorming andlife support.
BO 295Instructor. Trial offerings of new or e\perimental courses in Botany at theearly undergraduate lC\ cl.
BO 321 Introduction to Whole Plant Physiology. 4(3-0-2). F. Prcq: BIO125 or BIO lbl or BIO 281 or BO 200 or 7.0 160; CH 101 102 plus CH201 202 or C11 220 or CH 221. Physiology of higher plants with emphasis onwhole plant aspects including structure ftinction relationships. water andsolute mot ement. energy sources and needs. plant growth and detelopment.and the impact ofplant physmlogy findings on agriculture.
BO 360 Introduction to Ecology. 3(3 0 0). S. Stim. Preq: A IUO-lm elbiology course. The sctcnce of ecology. including factors which controldistribution and population dynamics of organisms. structure and function ofbiological communities. and energy flow and nutrient cycling in ecosystems;contrasts among the major biomes; and. principles gmeming ecologicalresponses to global climatic and other em iromnental changes.
BO 365Laboratoryemironmental measurement. data analysis. limiting factors. adaptation.biogeography. succession. populations. communities. ecosystems. andcompetition and predation by means of field hips and laboratory experiments.

Ecology Laboratory. 1(0 10). S. Sum. Coreq: BO 360.

BO 400 Plant Structure and Diyersity. 4(3-3-0). S. Prcq: BIO 125 orBIO 183 or BO 200 or BO 250. Sun ey ofthe structure and dwersity ofplants.Emphasis on anatomy. including cells. tissue systems. and organs.moiphology. e\ olutionary trends, adaptite strategies. and bases for assumedphylogenetic relationships of fossil as well as living forms. Two one dayweekend field trips.
BO 403 Systematic Botany. 4(3-3-0). F. Preq: BO 200. BO 230. BIO183. or equit alent; Junior standing. The course introduces ba5ic andcontemporary systematic principles and methods as applied to vascular plants.with emphasis on flowering plants. It coters classification. identification.phylogenetics. and molecular approaches. and surveys important and commonplant families representing major groups of vascular plants.
BO 405 Wetland Flora. 3t2 3 0). F. Preq: BO 200 or BO 250 or BO 403or FOR 212. Plant morphological terminology and identifications of wetlandplants; discussion ofwetland flora. plant communities. functions and values ofNorth Carolina wetland types; several one day weekend field trips required.
BO 413 Introductory Plant Anatomy. 4(3 3 0). S. Preq: BO 200.Organelles, cells. tissue systems. and organs of Ilowering plants and selectedgymnosperms. Microscope use on fresh. cryostat. and piepared plant sections.Histochemistry ofplant cells and tissues.
BO (Z0) 414 Cell Biology, 0(0-0-0). F. Preq: Preqs: CH 223. I’Y 212,ZO 160. or 250. The chemical and physical bases of cellular structure andfunction with emphasis on methods and interpretations.
BO 421 Plant Physiology. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: BIO 183 or ZO 160. or BO200 and CH 220 or CH 221. Physiology of higher plants with emphasis onbiochemical. cell biological and molecular aspects of how plants function.Unique aspects of regulation of plant metabolism including photosynthesis.respiration. nitrogen fixation. cell wall biosynthesis. growth and stress

Special Topics in Botany. 1 4. I. S. Sum. Preq: Consent of

coordinated with BO 360 lecture. illustrates basrc principles of
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responses will be emphasized. The course is intended for students interestedin postgraduate studies in plant biology.
BO 422 Plant Physiology Laboratory. 1(1—0-0). S. Coreq: BO 42].Laboratory to accompany BO 421. ExerCises are designed to study plantprocesses such as respiration. photosynthesis. tropisms, and secondarymetabolite accumulation. Basic laboratory procedures in separation andanalytical techniques including electrophoresis. chromatography andspectroscopy and at least one library research project will be included. Thecourse is intended for students interested in postgraduate studies in plantbiology and in technical posuions in plant biology research laboratories.
BO 480 Introduction to Plant Biotechnology. 3(3—0 0). F. S. Preq: CH221; BO 421 or ON 411 or BCH 451. Introduction to molecular techniques inthe plant sciences. gene identification and isolation. plant tissue culture andtranslormation. and methods for working with single and multiple locus traits.Discussions of the role and potential of plant genetic engineering to solveproblems facing agriculture.
BO (BIT) 481 Plant Tissue Culture and Transformation. 2(2-5-0). S,Alt. yrs.(odd). Prcq: BIT 360 or MB 409 or BCH 454 or ZO 480. Basictechniques in plant tissue culture and transformation. Empirical approaches totechniques in plant tissue culture. designing transgenes for expression inspecific plant cell organelles and tissues, use of reporter genes to optimizetransformation. and troubleshooting transformation. Laboratory sessionspr0\ ide hands-on experience With plant tissue culture and transformation. Useof reporter genes. fluorescence microscopy and digital imaging. Half semestercourse. first part.
BO 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences Within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and apprmed by a faculty adviser. the prospectiveemployer. the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
BO 493 Special Problems in Botany. 1-6. F. S. Freq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience within an academic framework that utilizescampus facilities and resources. Contact and arrangements with prospectiveemployers must be initiated by student and approved by a faculty adviser. theprospectite employer. the departmental teaching coordinator and the academicdean prior to the experience.
BO 495 Special Topics in Botany. 1-6. F. S, Sum. Preq: 8 hrs. of Botanycourses. Indi\ idualized study. under faculty supenision. of botanical topics inthe student's area ofinterest and not covered in existing courses. Dey elopmentofa new course on a trial basis.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

BUS 100 Introduction to College of Management. 1(1 0—0). F. S. Collegeof Management requirements and expectations. career paths in business. andservices available in the College and University. Recognition of therelationships among various functional areas of business education.Examination of fundamental educational issues and vocational strategies.
BUS 110 Microcomputer Applications for Management. 2(2-0-0). F. S.Sum. Credit for this course not allowed toward degrees in the College ofManagement. Use of computers in management. Developing facility withtismg word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation software for solvingmanagement problems. Preparation for use of software tools in subsequentmanagement courses. Substitutes for passing required test of proficiency withsoftware applications.
BUS 201 Introduction to Business Processes. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Cross-ftinctional treatment of major activities of business. such as product design,distribution. production. and marketing. Description of specific tasks. vialectures and case studies. in support of major business activities. Interactionsamong various functional areas of business.
BUS 225 Personal Finance. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Economic and financialstrategies used to accumulate, manage and protect personal assets.Emphasizing income generation. expense reduction. investment selection, and



wealth creation to meet future needs and goals. Topics include investing(mutual funds, stocks, etc.), annuities, deferred sa\ings, insurance, retirementplanning, estate planning, and real estate finance.
BUS 235 Topics in Leadership Seminar. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: Park ScholarRecipient. Introduction to leadership, self-awareness, interpersonal needs,attitudes, cognitive style, values, ethics and values. Listening, communicating,interviewing, self-efficacy, empowerment, time and stress management,solving problems creatively, motivation, giving feedback and developingothers. Team building and group dynamics. A history of leadership research,leadership concepts, characteristics, and principles.
BUS 295 Special Topics in Business Management. 1-6. Preq: Consent ofInstructor. Experimental course development. Special topics in BusinessManagement at the introductory level.
BUS 300 Business Career Planning. 1(1 0 0). F. Preq: College ofManagement majors must have passed Software Applications ProficiencyRequirement. Integration of work values, career interests, and skills andcorporate environments and career fields related to business management.Development of proactive plans and skills to enhance marketability forplacement into professional career paths in business. Minimal fee assessed tocover cost of career tests administered during course.
BUS 305 Legal and Regulatory Environment. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq:College of Management majors must have passed Software ApplicationsProficiency Requirement. Introduction to contract, tort, property, and agencylaw, the judicial system, common law, statutory law, and constitutional law.Review and discussion of the major statutes affecting business includingantitrust, securities, employment, labor, environmental, international, andproduct safety laws.
BUS 320 Financial Management. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: EC 201 or ARE201 and ACC 220 or 280; College of Management majors must have passedSoftware Applications Proficiency Requirement. Financial decision making bybusinesses, including capital structure and dividend decisions, capitalbudgeting and working capital management. Basic financial concepts such asrisk and return measurement, portfolio theory and the Capital Asset PricingModel.
BUS 330 Human Resource Management. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 201,Sophomore standing; College of Management majors must have passedSoftware Applications Proficiency Requirement. The systematic principles formanaging the human resource component of organizations. Topics include:environmental influences on planning, recruitment, and selection; managingworkforce diversity; developing effectiveness and enhancing productivity;compensation, benefits, and security; and strengthening employee-management relations.
BUS 335 Organizational Behavior. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: 9 hrs. of socialscience or 6 hours of social science plus BUS 201; College of Managementmajors must have passed Software Applications Proficiency Requirement.Survey of contemporary managerial applications for managing people inmodern organizations. Topics include: motivation, group dynamics. teamdevelopment, ethics, communications, organizational politics, leadership,power, organizational development, organizational design and structure.Current managerial issues include total quality management and technologymanagement.
BUS (CSC) 340 Information Systems Management. 3(3 0 0). F, S.Preq: All students must have passed Software Applications ProficiencyRequirement. Fundamentals of information systems de\elopment and use inorganizational setting. Primary topics: information systems (IS), concepts,hardware, software, telecommunications, and database management. lsdevelopment, applications and management in various business processes,global issues, security and ethical challenges.
BUS (ST) 350 Economics and Business Statistics. 3(3-1-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: MA 114; College of Management majors must have passed SoftwareApplications Proficiency Requirement. Introduction to statistics applied tomanagement, accounting, and economic problems. Emphasis on statisticalestimation, inference, simple and multiple regression, and analysis of variance.Use of computers to apply statistical methods to problems encountered inmanagement and economics.
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BUS 360 Marketing Methods. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 201, sophomorestanding; College of Management majors must have passed Sofi‘uareApplications Proficiency Requirement. Examination of decisions affectingmarketing of goods and services in consumer, industrial and internationalmarkets. Emphasis on the role of marketing in a managerial context. Areasstudied include: the activities of marketing research, identification ofmarketing opportunities, and the development of marketing mix strategiesincluding the decisions concerning pricing, distribution, promotion andproduct design.
BUS 370 Operations Management. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 201, BUS(ST) 350; College of Management majors must ha\e passed SoftwareApplications Proficiency Requirement. Concepts in planning, controlling, andmanaging the operations function of manufacturing and service firms. Topicsinclude operations strategy, process choice decisions, forecasting, productionplanning and control, and trends in operations management. Common toolsfor informed decision-making in these areas.
BUS (PRT) 406 Sports Law. 3(3—0 0). F. Preq: Junior standing.Fundamental principles of law, especially tort and contract law, applied tosports situations. Analysis of liability of sports personnel in \arious rolesincluding participant, coach. promoter, trainer. and official. Analysis ofcommon law court decisions in sports contexts as well as key state and federalstatutory legislation such as civil rights and antitrust.
BUS 420 Financial Management of Corporations. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq:BUS 320, BUS(ST) 350. Advanced theory and practice of corporate financialmanagement. Techniques for evaluating altemative investment, financing,capital structure, and dividend policy decisions. lntemational aspects ofcorporate financial management. Use of personal computers in applyingfinancial management theory to common financial problems.
BUS 422 Investments and Portfolio Management. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq:BUS(ST) 350 or ST 311. and BUS 320. Analysis of the in\ estment process,dichotomized into security analysis and portfolio management. Backgroundinformation on financial assets, securities markets, and risk-return concepts.Analysis of valuation theory and techniques, modem portfolio theory andportfolio performance.
BUS 425 Advanced Personal Financial Management. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Preq: BUS 320. Detailed economic, financial and legal analysis of riskmanagement, retirement planning, nontraditional investments, estate planning.Strong emphasis on professional financial planning for those interested inpersonal finance as a career. Directly applicable for needs of small business.
BUS 426 International Financial Management. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: BUS320, BUS 350. Credit for both BUS 426 and EC 449 not allowed. Foreignexchange markets and their implications for direct and portfolio investmentabroad. lntemational capital markets. Multinational company exchange rateexposure measurement and management. Techniques and instruments offinancing international trade and investment. Multinational capital budgetingand capital cost measurement. Techniques ofintcmational cash management.
BUS 432 Industrial Relations. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: EC 20l, BUS 130.The role of collective bargaining in the labor market. Determinants of thepattern of union membership today and its growth rate. The objectives andtactics of both labor and management within public policy guidelines.Analysis of the impact of unions on job security, productivity, andcompensation.
BUS 434 Compensation Systems. 3(3—0 0). F. S. Preq: BUS 330.Compensation philosophy, strategy, and policy. Earnings, indiudual andgroup incentive plans, voluntary and mandated benefits. Legal, regulatory,economic, and strategic issues affecting compensation and benefits. Strategiesfor developing the structure and le\el of compensation to enhanceorganizational performance.
BUS 435 Leadership and Management. 3(3-0 0). F, S. Preq: BUS 330.Development of leadership and management skills for organi/ational settings.Self-awareness: interpcrsonal needs, attitudes toward change; cognitive styles.ethics and values; listening; communicating; interviewing; time and stressmanagement; creativity and managing creativity. Team building and groupdynamics. Leadership and follovtership: theory and case studies (Churchill,Antigone; Henry V; Machiavelli); the use ofpo“ er and authority; women andleadership the use of language in leadership embodiment of leadership traits;effective traits and characteristics of great leaders.



BUS 436 Training, Development and Performance Management. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 330. Training, development and performancemanagement functions in organizations. Needs assessment, legal issues,training program design, learning, training methods, transfer of training,effectiveness and utility of training programs, executive development, criteriadevelopment for performance appraisal, validation, instrumentation, sources,accuracy. and feedback.
BUS 438 Staffing. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 330. Staffing ofcontemporary organizations including strategic and environmental influenceson: HR planning, job analysis, measurement, recruitment, assessment andselection, decision-making, employment, and termination. Considerableemphasis on employment and labor recruitment, assessment and selection,decision-making, employment, and termination. Considerable emphasis onemployment and labor legislation.
BUS 440 Database Management. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 340. Thefundamentals of database management within business applications. Datastructures, user requirements, structured query language, query by example,application development, user interface design.
BUS 44] Business Data Communications and Networking. 3(3-0-0). F,S. Preq: BUS 340. The fundamentals ofcomputer networking and the use ofcomputer networks in business applications. Client-server networks,architecture, network hardware and sofiware, key issues in networkmanagement, network security, and the fundamentals of data communications.
BUS 442 Information Systems Development. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS440. Concepts and skills necessary for developing information systems to aidin managerial decisions. Hands-on experience with development theory andconcepts; objected-oriented design concepts, graphical user interface designconcepts, algorithm design concepts, and data structures.
BUS 455 Quantitative Methods for Management. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: EC201 or ARE 201, and BUS(ST) 350. Formulation and use of quantitativetechniques for analyzing management problems. Linear programming,decision making under uncertainty and forecasting methods applied toproblems in operations management, marketing, finance, human resourcemanagement, accounting, other areas. Use of computer software.
BUS 462 Marketing Research. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 360 andBUS(ST) 350. The use, collection, organization and analysis of informationpertinent to marketing decisions. Use of qualitative and quantitative data inthe solution of specific marketing problems.
BUS 464 International Marketing. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: BUS 360. Analysisof concepts, issues, and methods involved in marketing of products acrossnational boundaries. Emphasis on distinctive opportunities and constraints inthe international environment, international marketing strategies, andinternational marketing management techniques.
BUS 465 Integrated Marketing Communications Management. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 360. Development of marketing communication theoryand exploration of integrated marketing communication (IMC) practice.Topics include: IMC planning, management and budgeting; IMC strategydevelopment and execution; media strategy and research; advertising research;ethical and legal issues; creativity; IMC ideation, campaign development; andcampaign presentation. This is partially web—based course.
BUS 466 Personal Selling. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 360. Careers andprofessionalism in business-to-business marketing. Buying behavior, sellingprocess, and relationship marketing. Sales and self-management.
BUS 467 Electronic Marketing. 3(3-0~0). F, S. Preq: BUS 360.Examination of the workings of the Internet and the likely convergence ofelectronic technologies. Emphasis on understanding different electronicbusiness models and using electronic channels to implement research,promotion, transactions and distribution.
BUS 469 Integrated Marketing Communication Project. 3(3-0-0). S.Preq: BUS 360 and either BUS 462 or BUS 465. Development of anIntegrated Marketing Communications (IMC) project, including marketingresearch, marketing and IMC planning, media planning, budgeting, creativ'estrategy development, creative production, plans book writing and finalcompetitive presentation to marketing communications professionals.
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BUS 472 Operations Planning and Control Systems. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq:BUS 370. Design and management of operations planning and control systemsfor manufacturing and service firms. Forecasting, capacity management,production and work force scheduling, project management, just—in-time andtime-based competition, the impact of information technologies on planningand control systems.
BUS 473 Supply Chain Management. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: BUS 370.Purchasing, materials management, and logistics. Purchasing systems,supplier-based strategies, price-cost management, and value analysis.Inventory strategies, quantity and quality decisions, and materials planning.Logistics strategies for services and manufacturing.
BUS 478 Business Process Management. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: BUS 370.Major tools, techniques, and strategies used for designing and improvingbusiness processes, including process mapping, process analysis, continuousprocess improvement tools and techniques, strategies for process design, andprocess reengineering. Major group project in process analysis andimprovement.
BUS 480 Business Policy and Strategy. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: BUS 305,320, 360; BUS(ST) 350. Comprehensive analysis of administrative policy—making from the point of view of the general manager. Integration ofperspectives from marketing, finance, and other functional areas ofmanagement. Use of case analyses and written reports to develop decision—making skills.
BUS (TAM) 482 Textile Marketing Management. 3(2-2-0). F, S. Preq:TAM 382 or BUS 360, TAM 380. The development and state of the art ofcurrent textile marketing management theory and practice are covered inclassroom sessions. Management lab sessions include experiential, marketinggames, and role-playing exercises. Current industry practice and governmentrelations are stressed.
BUS 483 Entrepreneurship. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: Junior Standing.Elements and application of the entrepreneurial process. Entrepreneurship,business planning, entrepreneurial opportunities and strategies, structuring andfinancing a venture, managing growth and risk, and entrepreneurship.Development of business plan.
BUS 495 Special Topics in Business Management. 1-6. Preq: Consent ofInstructor. Presentation of material not normally available in regular courseofferings, or offering of new courses on a trial basis.
BUS 498 Independent Study in Business Management. 1-6. F, S, Sum.Preq: Consent of department. Detailed investigation of topics of particularinterest to advanced undergraduates under faculty direction on a tutorial basis.Credits and content determined by faculty member in consultation withDepartment Head.

CIVIL E [NEERING
CE 200 Civil Engineering, Measurements, and Surveys. 3(2-3-0). S.Preq: CSC 112 or 114. Coreq: ST 370. Plane surveying, topographicalsurveying, horizontal and vertical curves, topographic surveys, constructionsurveys, earthwork, route surveying. Use of computers to adjust measuredquantities, to calculate coordinates and areas, and to locate points for designgrades and planned roadways. Mathematical topics for surveying andconstruction including probability, error and precision; matrix operations;allocation theory; linear programming; network analysis; and constraint basedoptimization.
CE 201 Civil Engineering Measurements and Surveys. 2(1-3-0). F, S.Preq: CSC 112 or 114; GC 101 or 120. Coreq: ST 370. Credit will not begiven for both CE 200 and CE 201. Plane surveying, topographical surveying,horizontal and vertical curves, topographic surveys, construction surveys,earthwork, route surveying. Use of computers to adjust measured quantities,to calculate coordinates and areas, and to locate points for design grades andplanned roadways.
CE 203 Global Positioning and Geographical Information SystemsApplications. 1(1-0-0). F. Preq: GC 120. Coreq: ST 370. CE, CEM, ENE, orBE majors only. Applications of global positioning systems and geographicalinformation systems to civil engineering projects. Brief coverage of the



fundamental concepts of the systems. Selection of hardware and softwareappropriate for applications. Relevant analysis tools and databases.
CE 213 Introduction to Mechanics. 3(3-0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: PY 205.Coreq: MA 242. Not for CE department majors. Study of the state of rest ormotion of bodies subjected to the action of forces. Properties of force systems.free body diagrams. concepts of equilibrium, kinematics of particles, Newton‘slaws, conservational principles of energy of momentum in mechanics,mechanical ibrations.
CE 214 Engineering Mechanics-Statics. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PY205. Coreq: MA 242. Basic force concepts and equilibrium analysis;distributed forces; centroids; moments of inertia; application to structuralelements.
CE 215 Engineering Mechanics—Dynamics. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:Grade ofC or better in CE 214. MA 242. Kinematics and kinetics of particles;mass flow; vibrations; plane kinematics and kinetics of rigid bodies; selectedtopics from three dimensional rigid body dynamics, and orbital motion.
CE 280 Principles of Environmental Engineering. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq:Matriculation into ENE. MA 241, C or better in CH 201. Coreq: B10 125.Emphasis on types of pollutants and their fate and effect in the enVironment.Environmental chemistry and microbiology: ecology: water quality in lakes,streams, subsurface em ironments. and other natural systems; public healthissues and hazardous waste management.
CE 297 Current Topics in Civil Engineering. 1—4. F, S, Sum. Preq:Permission of Instructor. Presentation of material not nomially a\ ailable inregular course offerings, or offering of new courses on a trial baSis. Creditsand content determined by faculty member in consultation with DepartmentHead.
CE 305 Traffic Engineering. 3(3-3-0). F, S. Preq: CE 215 and ST 370.Integrated approach to planning, design, and operation of transportationsystems with an emphasis on high“ ay and street systems. Roadway design.traffic operations and performance, and control systems.
CE 313 Mechanics of Solids. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Sum. Preq: Grade ofC orbetter in CE 214, MA 242. Elementary analysis of deformable solids subjectedto force systems. Concepts of stress and strain; one, two and threedimensional stress strain relationships for the linear elastic solid. Staticallydeterminate and indeterminate axial force. torsion and bending members.Stress transformations. pressure vessels. combined loadings. Introduction tocolumn buckling.
CE 324 Structural Behavior Measurement. 1(0 3 0). F, S. Preq: CE215; C or better in CE 313. Theory and application of strain, displacement, andacceleration measurements. Verification of structural theories. ErrorAnalysis. Bending of determinant and indeterminate beams, twisting ofcircular tubes, buckling ofcolumns, and vibration of shear buddings.
CE 325 Structural Analysis. 3(3—00). F, S, Sum. Preq: CSC 112 or 114;CE 313. AnalySis of internal forces and deformations in statically determinatetrusses, beams and frames. Indeterminate structural analysis oftrusses, beamsand frames by force and displacement methods.
CE 327 Reinforced Concrete Design. 3(3-0—0). F, S, Sum. Preq: C orbetter in CE 313; CE 332. Beha\ior, strength, and design of reinforcedconcrete members subjected to moment, shear, and axial forces. Introductionto the design ofreinforced concrete structures.
CE 332 Materials of Construction. 3(2-3-0). F, S. Preq: MAT 200; CSC112 or 114: Junior standing in CE. Manufacture and properties ofmineral andbituminous cements and mineral aggregates. Mechanical properties anddurability of portland cement concrete, bituminous mixtures, masonry units.timber products, and miscellaneous construction materials. Materials testing.
CE 342 Engineering Behavior of Soils and Foundations. 4(3-2-0). F, S,Sum. Preq: CE 313. Coreq: CE 382. Description, identification, andengineering classification ofsoils. The basic principles and mechanics OfflO“ofwater through soils, deformation and strength ofsoils, and the processes ofconsolidation and compaction. Effective stress concepts, stress and settlementanalyses, and evaluation of shear strength. Methods of analysis andgcotechnical engineering design concepts.
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CE 367 Mechanical and Electrical Systems in Buildings. 3(3-0-0). S.Preq: CE 382. Introduction to mechanical and electrical systems in buildingconstruction. Includes HVAC, lighting and electrical systems, focusing ondesign concepts, equipment application and design of the construction processfor modern building systems.
CE 373 Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering. 3(3—0 0). F. S.Preq: C or better in CH 201 or BIO 181. Coreq: CHE 205 or CE 382.O\ erview of contaminants in water, air and terrestrial environments. Effect ofhuman activity on environmental quality and regulatory standards.Emironmental chemistiy and microbiology. Introduction to water andwastewater treatment. air quality control, solid and ha7ardous wastemanagement.
CE 374 Environmental Engineering Laboratory. 2(1-4-0). F. Preq:Junior Standing in ENE. C or better in CE 373. CH 220 or CH 22].Experimental techniques for the analysis of water and wastewater qualityparameters; interpretation of the status of the emironment based onmeasurements such as acidity. alkalinity. solids, DO, BOD. COD. plate countsand \ olatile organics.
CE 375 Civil Engineering Systems. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: CSC 112 or114. Coreq: MA 341 or MA 305. A broad perspective. sy stematic approach tocivil planning. analysis, evaluation and design for large scale projects inconstruction, structures, transportation. water resources and other ci\ilengineering areas.
CE 381 Hydraulics Systems Measurements Lab. 1(0 3 O). F. S. Sum.Coreq: CE 382. Introduction to evperimental techniques for the analysis ofhydraulic systems; measurement of \iscosity, lluid pressures. \elocitydistributions, flow rates; investigations into the friction, momentum transfer.and turbulence on flLiid flow.
CE 382 Hydraulics. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: CE 215. Junior standing in CE.CEC, CM, ENE, or BE. Coreq: MA 341. MA 305. or ST 370. Fluid properties;mass, energy and momentum conservation laws; dimensional analySis andmodeling: laminar and turbulent flow s; surface and form resistance; flow inpipes and open channels; elementary hydrodynamics; lluid measurements;characteristics ofhydraulie machines.
CE 383 Hydrology and Urban Water Systems. 3(3 0 0). f. S. Preq: Cor better in CE 382. For students in CE. EVE. and CEM; others on spaceavailable basis. Study of engineering hydrology and design of elements ofurban storm water systems. Commonly encountered applications in urbanstorm water management. flood control and groundwater engineering.Familiarization w ith effects ofwatershed de\ elopment on quantity and qualityofstream flow.
CE 400 Transportation Engineering Project. 3(1-4-0). S. Preq: C1: 305and CE 375. Integrated team approach to des1gn of major transportationengineering projects. ProfesSional topics in transportation engineeringpractice.
CE 401 Transportation Systems Engineering. 3(3-0 0). F. S. Preq: CE305. Multi modal transportation systems; railroads, airports, highways. andother modes. Planning. analysis. and design. Fundamental concepts; supply,demand, flow 5, impacts, and network optimi/ation.
CE 413 Principles of Pavement Design. 3(3 0 0). S. Pi‘cq. CE 332, 342.Basic principles of analySis, design and performance of highway and airportpavements with critical ex aluation of current design and maintenancestrategies.
CE 420 Structural Engineering Project. 3(2~2-0). F. S Preq: CE 327,CE 375 and CL 426. Coreq: CE 425. Planning, analysis and design ofcomplete structural systems composed of steel and reinforced concrete.Professmnal topics in structuial engineering practice.
CE 425 Introduction to Matri\ Structural Analysis. 3(3-(L0). F. Preq:CE 325. Review basic concepts related to displacement method of analysts;develop matrix equations for the solution for 2-D beam and frame structuresby formulating elements of the structural stiffness matri\ directly, and byassembling member stiffness matrices; approximate methods of analysis.
CE 426 Structural Steel Design. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: CE 325.DeSign and behavior of structural steel members and their connections



subjected to moment. shear. and .i\i:il forces. Introduction to the design olsteel s'ti'uctuies.
CE (MEA) 435 Engineering Geology. 3(3 0 (l). S. I’req: MI‘A WI andJunior Standing in colleges of \griculttirc and Life Sciences. Engineering.Natural Resources. Physical and Mathematical Sciences or chtilcs.Application of both geology and gcotcchnical engineering to enginceiingprojects. Illustrations of relevant materials properties and techniques titili/cdin describing subsurface conditions.
CE 440 Geotechnical Engineering Project. 3(1 4 0). F. I’req: (‘F 342.CE 375. Integrated tcam appioacli to design of building lbundations involvmgsite selection. analysis and design of shallo“ and deep foundations,establishment of pertoi'mancc criteria. economic analysis. identification ofpotent .il construction problems and matters regarding prolcss‘ional practiceand ethics.
CE 443 Seepage. Earth Einbankments and Retaining Structures. 3(3-tl-tl). F. S. Preq: Cl; 342 and CI; 375. RCHC“ of shear strength concepts:ground \\atei‘ hydiatilies'; slope stability; lateial earth pressure problems;placement ol fills.
CE 463 Construction Estimating. Planning, and Control. 3(2 2-0). F.Preq: CSC I 12 Ol I I4; .lunior standing in CE. O\er\‘iew of the constructionindustry; life cycle of construction piojects. “ork breakdomi structure.acti\ity cost and time estimation, computeii/ed planning and schedulingmethods. resource lc\ cling. time cost tradeoff: computeri/ed cost estimating.bidding and negotiation strategies; and cost schedule control systems.
CE 464 Legal Aspects ot'Contraeting. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: Senior standingin CE. CI-.C. oi CE’VI. Legal aspects of contract documents. dranings andspecifications; o\\ner engineer constructor relationships and responsibilities;bids and contract pertorniaiice. Labor tans; gownimcntal administrathe andregulatOiy agencies: 10its: business organi/ations: ethics and professionalism.
CE 465 Construction Equipment and Methods. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ST370; CE 215. Coreq: C E 261 or equhalcnt. Study ofeonstrtiction operations asdynamic production pioccsses. Utili/ation ot equipment and other resourcesto achie\e highest |e\els of productnity. safety. and quality. Cmers a \\idciange oftraditional and state ot the art construction methods.
CE 466 Building Construction Engineering. 3(2 2 0). F. Coreq: CE327. Construction processes for buildings and other structures including codesand standards. structural and architectuial components and systems. formuorkand bracing deSign. erection and assembly methods.
CE 469 Construction Engineering Project. 3(t 6 0). F, S. Preq: CE463. Last semester in CEM. Ceicq: CE 46-1. Capstone course in\ol\ingintegrated team approach in the design of the construction process. uti|i7ingcomputeri/ed tools for cost estimation. planning. scheduling, process design.and management of mo construction projects. Each student also selects anindividual project. Lecture topics include: ethics. professionalism, marketing.bid presentations. business planning. finance. and other appropriate topics byguest speakers from industry.
CE 470 Physical Processes of Environmental Engineering. 3(3 0-0). S.Preq: CE 280. CHE 225 and C or better in CE 382. Coreq: CE 38]. and MAE30] or CHE 315. The fundamentals ofphysieal processes of mass. momentumand energy transfer in fluid systems as applied to environmental engineering.Examples drawn from \vastenater treatment. air pollution. surface andgroundwater pollution. and solid and ha/ardous waste.
CE 476 Air Pollution Control. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: CE 373, CE 375. MAE301, ST 370; or CHE 450(CHE majors). Coreq: ST 370 or CHE 450. Creditfor both CE 476 and CE 576 \\ill not be ghen. Introduction to air pollutioncontrol fundamentals and design. Fundamentals include the physics, chemistiyand thermodynamics of pollutant formation, prevention and control. Design“ill include gas treatment. process modification. and feedstock modification.Pollutants to be addressed include sulfur dioxide. nitrogen oxides, particulatematter. \ olatile organic compounds. hydrocarbons. and air toxics.
CE 477 Principles of Solid Waste Engineering. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CE373. CE 375. CE 382. Solid waste management including generation, storage,transportation. processing. land disposal and regulation. Processingalternath es including incineration and composting. Integration of policyalternatives \\ ith e\aluation ofengineering decisions.

CE (MEA) 479 Air Quality. 3(3-0-0). S. I’rcq: CI: 373,CE 382; or CHE3| I(CIII: Majors); or MEA 42] (MEA Majors). Coreq: ST 370 or equiyalcnt;ST 380 (MEA Majors). Credit is allowed only for one of CE MEA 479 orCl: MEA 57‘). Introduction to: risk assessment, health effects, and regulationof air pollutants; air pollution statistics; estimation of emissions; air qualitymeteorology; dispersion modeling for non-reactive pollutants; chemistry andmodels for liopospheric O/one formation; aqueous-phase chemistry. includingthe “acid" rain: problem; integrated assessment of air quality problems; andthe fundamentals and practical aspects ofcommonly used air quality models.
CE 480 Water Resources Engineering Project. 3(I 4-0). 5. Prcq: CE375 and C or better in CE 382 and CE 383. Engineering deSign of selectedprojects in water resources engineering involying interactions vsith otherscientific and engineering disciplines. Discussion of ethical conduct andprofessional engineering practice. Projects \yill include site work. stormdrainage. water supply. water transmisston and water-quality issues.
CE 481 Environmental Engineering Project. 3(l-4-0). S. Preq: CE 375,383. CE 484. Coreq: T\\o of: CE 456. CE 476. CE 488. Engineering design ofselected prOjects in em ironmental engineering involving interactions “ithother scientific and engineering disciplines. Discussion of ethical conduct andprofessional engineering practice.
CE 484 Water Supply and Waste Water Systems. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CE373. CE 332. Elements of the design ofnater supply and wastenater disposalsystems.
CE 487 Introduction to Coastal and Ocean Engineering. 3(3 0 0). S.Prcq: Senior standing and CE 382. Introduction to the analysis of civilengineering projects in the ocean and along the coastline. Basic wavemechanics. tides. and ocean dynamics as applied to the understanding ofcoastal erosmn control and other marine problems. An optional two—day fieldtrip to the North Carolina Outer Banks at a nominal student expense is aregular feature of the course.
CE 488 Water Resources Engineering. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CE 375.Coreq: CE 383. Extension ofthe concepts of fluid mechanics and hydraulics toapplications in \xater supply. water transmission. water distribution networksand open channels to include eater—supply reservoirs. pump and pipeselection. determinate and indeterminate pipe netuorks. and analysis of openchannels \\ ith appurtenances.
CE 497 Current Topics in Civil Engineering. I -l. F. S. Sum. Preq:PermisSion of Instructor. Presentation of material not normally available inregular course offerings or offering ofne“ courses on a trial basis. Credits andcontent determined by faculty member in consultation “ith the DepartmentHead.
CE 498 Special Problems in Civil Engineering. 1-4. F, S. Preq: Sr.standing. Directed reading in the literature of ci\ iI engineering. introduction toresearch methodology. seminar discussion dealing with special civilengineering topics ofeurrent interest.

CH 100alloncd for CH 100 if student has prior credit for CH 10]. Awareness andunderstanding ofchemistry in everyday life for the non-science student. Non-
Chemistry and Society. 4(4-0-0). F. S. Sum. Credit is not

mathematical treatment of essential fundamental concepts. Emphasis onpractical applications of chemistry to consumer affairs. energy. medicine.food. sports. and pollution.
CH 101 Chemistry A Molecular Science. 3(3-1—1). F. S. Sum. Preq:One Year of High School chemistry or completion of CH I l l with grade of C-or better; and eligibility for MA 107. Coreq: CH 102. A fundamental study ofmolecular bonding. structure, and reacthity. Principles of atomic structure.ionic and coyalent bonding. reaction energetics. intemiolecular forces.precipitation reactions, acid/base reactions. oxidation/reduction processes, andintroductions to organic and inorganic chemistry.
CH 102 General Chemistry Laboratory. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Coreq:CH 101. Laboratory experience to accompany CH IOI. Introduction to basiclaboratory equipment and skills.



CH 106 Computer Applications in Chemistry 1. 1(0 3-0). F. Preq: CHmajor. Coreq: CH 101. A supplement to CH 102 laboratory. for chemistrymajors. An introduction to the Lise of computers in chemistry for dataanalysis, graphical data display. report preparation. and bibliographicsearching.
CH 108 Computer Applications in Chemistry 11. 1(0 3 0). S. Preq: CH106, CH major. Coreq: CH 201. A supplement to CH 202 laboratory, forchemistry majors. The use of computers in mathematical modeling ofchemical concepts; applications of computer graphics to structure drawing,molecular modeling, and scientific illustration.
CH 111 Preparatory Chemistry. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Credit for CH 11 1 is notallowed ifa student has prior credit in CH 101. Credit for CH 111 does notcount towards graduation for students in curricula that require CH 10].Preparation for CHIOI. R€\1€\\’ ofmain topics from high school emphasizingnomenclature, \ocabulary, the periodic table and problem solvmg. Emphasison mathematical skills. data handling, reaction types, stoichiometry andsolutions.
CH 201 Chemistry - A Quantitative Science. 3(3 0 1). F, S, Sum. Preq:CH 101 with grade C- or better and eligibility for MA 121 or higher. Coreq:CH 202. Detailed quantitatiye aspects of solutions, solution stoichiometry,thermodynamics, chemical equilibrium, acid base equilibria, soltibilityequilibria, electrochemistry, chemical kinetics, and nuclear chemistry.
CH 202 Quantitative Chemistry Laboratory. 1(0 3 0). F, S. Sum. Preq:CH 101, CH 102. Coreq: CH 201. Laboratory experience to complement CH201. Experimental exploration of thennodynamic, kinetic, andelectrochemical behaVior.
CH 211 Analytical Chemistry I. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CH 108. Coreq: CH212 and PY 208. Credit not allo“ ed for both CH 211 and CH 315. Methods ofquantitative analysis based on solution chemistry, potentiometry. coulometry,chromatography, and molecular absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy.Statistics of measurement precision.
CH 212 Analytical Chemistry Laboratory 1. 1(0-3-0). S. Coreq: CH211. Laboratory experiments in yolumetrie analysis, ion selecti\e electrodes,potentiometry. molecular absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. acid basechemistry, and computer applications. Precision, accuracy. and statisticalanalysis emphasized.
CH 220 Introductory Organic Chemistry. 4(3 3 0). F, S. Sum. Preq:Completion of CH 101 \\ith a grade of C— or better. Credit is not alloyyed forboth CH 220 and CH 221. A one-semester course in the fundamentalprinciples of organic chemistry. Preparation. reactions, and phySicalproperties of alkanes, cycloalkanes. alcohols. alkyl halides, aromaticcompounds, aldehydes, ketones. organic aCids, acid deri\ atiyes, and amines.
CH 221 Organic Chemistry I. 4(3-3-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: CH 101. Creditis not allowed for both CH 220 and CH 221. First half of tuo semestersequence in the fundamentals of modern organic chemistry. Structure andbonding, stereochemistry. reactiyity and synthesis of carbon compounds.Detailed coverage of aliphatic hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers, and alkylhalides. Introduction to spectral techniques.
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 11. 4(3 3 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: CH 221.Second half of a two semester sequence in modern organic chemistry.Continuation of mechanistic approach to reactions and synthesis of organiccompounds. Detailed coyerage of carbonyl compounds (aldcliydes, ketones,acids), aromatic chemistry and amines. Spectral techniques employedthroughout.
CH 295 Special Problems in Chemistry. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Preq: Consentof Department. SpCCial topics in chemistry at the early undergraduate leycl.Trial offerings ofnew or experimental courses in chemistiy.
CH 315 Quantitative Analysis. 4(3 3 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: CH 201.Credit is not allowed for both CH 211 and CH 315. Fundamental principlesand modern techniques of chemical analyses: spectrochemical.electrochemical, volumetric and chromatographic methods of analysis, modernchemical instrumentation, and interpretation ofdata.
CH (MEA) 323 Earth System Chemistry. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: C11 201.Coreq: BIO 125 or any MEA course. Chemistry ofthe earth mth an cmphasts
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on the interactions oftlie biosphere, geosphere and atmosphere. The origin andchemical evolution of the solar system, chemical cycles in the environment,and the impact of man on biogeochemical processes.
CH 331 Introductory Physical Chemistry. 4(3 1 0). F, S, Sum. Preq:CH 201 202; MA 231 or 241, PY 203 or PY 211. Fundamentalphysiochemieal principles including chemical thermodynamics, physical andchemical equilibiium, electiochemistiy and reaction kinetics. For studentsrequiring only a single semester of phySical chemistiy.
CH 401 Systematic Inorganic Chemistry I. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:CH 201. Descriptne chemistry of the elements \yith particular attention totheir reactions in aqueous solution. Emphasis on the chemistry of the maingroup elements and the periodicity of their chemical properties. Introductionto transition element and coordination eliemistiy. Major paper required.
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory. 1(0-3-0). F, S. Preq: CH 401.A laboratory program that builds on the knoulcdge gained in CH 401. forBS. chemistry majors. Synthesis and characterization of transition metalcomplexes, including inert atmosphere and high temperature teclmiques. andspectroscopic and magnetic measurements.
CH 403 Systematic Inorganic Chemistry II. 3(3-0—0). F. S. Preq: CH401, CH 431. De\elopment and application of theOietical prinCiples to thestructure and energies of inorganic substances. Particular attention to thechemistry of coordination compounds of the transition elements. Speeialapplications to bioinorganic chemistiy. organometallic chemistry, andinorganic solid state chemistry.
CH 415 Analytical Chemistry 11.3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CH 211 or CH 313or TC 412. Coreq: CH 416. CH 433. Methods ofquantitatne analysis basedon electronic instrumentation. Signal processing and electronics, spectroscopy(atomic. x ray fluorescence. infrared Raman. stirface), \oltammetry.chromatography (gas. liquid), mass spectrometry as well as chemicaltransducers and statistical methods ofdata handling.
CH 416 Analytical Chemistry Laboratory. 1(0 3 0). F. Coreq: C11 415.Experiments in spectiOscopy, electrochemistry. chromatogiapliy andelectionics; computei applications to expeiimental deSIgn and data smoothing.
CH 428 Qualitatiye Organic Analysis. 3(1-6—0). F. S. Pieq: CH 223.Introduction to organic chemistiy research techniques and to the systematicidentification and separation of organic compounds. Application of bothphysical and chemical procedures. Experimental and research techniquesincluding infrared and nuclear magnetic spectroscopy. chemical classificationtests. and the preparation ol‘deriy atiy es.
CH 431 Physical Chemistry 1. 3(3 1 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: C11 201. \1A242, PY 203 or 208. Coreq: \1A 341. An intensiw sttidy 01 physical chemicalprinciples including states of matter. classical thermodynamics. plinical andchemical equilibria, and elcctrochemistry.
CH 433 Physical Chemistry 11. 3(3 1 0). F. S Stim. Preq: CH 431, \11A341. Credit may not be claimed tor both C11 433 and C11 437. {\n intensi\cstudy of physical chemical principles including molecular spectroscopy,statistical theimodynamics, reaction kinetics. kinetic theOiy, and transportpropeities.
CH 434 Physical Chemistry Laboratory. 3(1-4-(1). F. S. Preq: C11 21 lor CH 315 or TC412 ; CH 431. Coreq: £11 433. A pioicct-oricntcd course toacquaint students \\ith modern physical clicmistiy laboratoiy techniques.Experiments in chemical thermodynamics, kinetics, molecular structure andspectra.
CH 435 Introduction to Quantum Chemistry. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: C11431. An intiocluction to the basic piinciplcs of quantum tlieOIy and itsapplication to atomic and moleculai stiticttiie and spectioscopy.
C11 437 Physical Chemistry for Engineers. 4(4-() 0). F, S. Preq: PY208, C111: 315, MA 341. Credit may not be claimed for both C11 433 and C11437. Selected physiochemieal principles including quantum theory,spectroscopy, .s‘tatis‘lical tliei modynai‘nics. and rates ol‘ehemical ieactions.
CH (TC) 461 Introduction to Fiber-Forming Polymers. 4(3-3-0). F.Preq: C11 223. Formation and properties of fiber forming polymers. Stepgrowth and chain gronth polymeri/ation. Stir\ ey of lbrmatton techniques l‘oi



man—made fibers. Relationship l')Cl\\CCII chemical structure and physicalproperties of natural and man-made fibers.
(‘11 (MEA) 473 Principles of Chemical Oceanography. 3(3—0—0). F.l’req: C11 201 202, MI;A 200. Chemical processes that control the compositionof the oceans Including discussions of chemical equilibria. biological cyclingof nutrients. tracers ofocean circulation. minor and trace element distrihtitions.and the chemical history of the marine cm ironment.
(‘II 491 Honors Chemistry. 1 4. 1". S. l’icq: C11 223. Admission toHonors Program. Independent study and research projects in chemistry.
CH 499 Undergraduate Research in Chemistry. I 3. F. S Sum. Preq:Two years ofehemistiy and departmental approval. Independent investigationofa research problem under the supervision ol'a chemistry faculty member.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHE 205 Chemical Process Principles. 4(3 0—2). F. S. Preq: Grade ofC0i better in MA 241. PY 205. C11 201. Engineering methods of treatingmaterial balances. stoichiomctry. phase equilibrium calculations,thermophvs‘ies. thermochcmistry and the first lav» of thermodynamics.Introduction to equation so|\ing packages and spreadsheets for solvtngproblems related to chemical engineering calculations.
CHE 225 Introduction to Chemical Engineering Analysis. 3(3-0-0). S.Sum. Preq: C or better in both CllE 205 and MA 242. Introduction ofmathematical and computational tools for analy/ing chemical engineeringproblems. Sequential modular and equation-based Simulation of steady statechemical processes using adi anced spreadsheet methods and multi\ ariate root-finding algorithms. Material and energy balances on transient processes andtheir solution using analytical and numerical methods. Introduction tomicroscopic material and energy balances using the “shell balance“ approachto dexelop the gmerning differential equations. Solutions to steady-stateboundary \alue problems in heat conduction and Fickian diffusion
CHE 311 Transport Processes I. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: C or better in bothCHE 225 and MA 341. Fundamental aspects of momentum and heat transfer.and the use of these fundamentals in solving problems in transport operations.
CHE 312 Transport Processes II. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: C or better inCHE 311. Fundamental aspects of mass transfer and the use of these basicprinciples in solving problems in transport operations.
CHE 315 Chemical Process Thermodynamics. 3(3~0«0). F. S. Preq: C orbetter in CHE 225. Laos ofthermodynamics and their application to chemicalengineering problems. both in theory and in practice. Criteria of equilibrium inphysical and chemical changes. Beha\ ior ofreal fluids. including mixtures.
CHE 316 Thermodynamics of Chemical and Phase Equilibria. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Preq: C or better in CHE 315. Systematic study of chemical reactionequilibria and phase equilibria. Use of fugacity. activity and chemical potentialconcepts for predicting the effect of such variables as temperature. pressure onequilibrium compositions. Methods for measuring and estimatingthermodynamic properties important to equilibrium calculation in realsystems.
CHE 330 Chemical Engineering Lab I. 4(2-4-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: CHE311. Coreq: CH 315 and ENG 331. Laboratory experiments in unit operationsof heat transfer and fluid flow. Laboratory safety. technical report writing.statistics, experimental design. error analysis and instrumentation.
CHE 33] Chemical Engineering Lab II. 2(0—4 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: CHE312, CHE 330. Laboratory experiments in mass transfer and reaction kinetics.Experimental planning. technical report writing and oral presentations areemphasized.
CHE 395 Professional Development Seminar. 1(1-0-0). F. S.Professional development and topics of current interest in chemicalengineering.
CHE 425 Process System Analysis and Control. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: CHE312. Credit cannot be received for both CHE 425 and CHE 525.. Dynamicanalysis and continuous control of chemical engineering processes. Process
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modeling; stability analysis, design and selection of control schemes. Solutionofdifferential equations using Laplace transform techniques.
CHE 446 Design and Analysis of Chemical Reactors. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq:CHE 316. Coreq: CllE 312. Credit cannot be received for both CHE 446 andC1 1E 546. Characterization and measurement ofthe rates of homogeneous andheterogeneous reactions. Design and analysis ofchemical reactors.
CIIE 450 Chemical Engineering Design I. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: CHE 312.Applications of cost accounting, cost estimation for new equipment,manufacturing cost and measures of profitability. Use ofcomputer simulationdesign and cost programs. Procedures for sizing unit operations commonlyencountered in the chemical process industry. Heuristics for selection ofseparation processes and heat exchanger network synthesis.
CHE 451 Chemical Engineering Design II. 3(2—0 2). S. Preq: CHE 450,CHE 446. Chemical process design and optimization. The interplay ofeconomic and technical factors in process development, site selection, projectdesign, and production management. Comprehensive design problems.
CHE (MSE) 455 Poly mer Technology and Engineering. 3(3—0-0). F.Preq: MSE 425. This course will cover commercial polymers, polymer blendsand miscibility, dynamic mechanical behavior, Boltzmann superpositionprinciple. ultimate properties of polymers, polymer rheology and processing,recycling and deSign and selection of polymeric materials. Guest instructorsfrom industry Wlll give presentations on contemporary topics in polymertechnology and engineering. Field trips are required.
CHE 460 Chemical Processing of Electronic Materials. 3(3—O 0). Preq:CHE 312 and CHE 446 or Consent of Instructor. Credit for both CHE 460 andCHE 760 is not allov~ ed. Plasma and thermal inorganic chemical processes insemiconductor device fabrication. Thin films and electronic devices. Kineticsand chemical transport in electronic materials synthesis, modification andetching. Plasma physics and chemistry, reactors and process diagnostics.
CHE 461 Polymer Sciences and Technology. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CH 223.CHE 316. Concepts and techniques for polymerization of macromolecules.Structure. properties. and applications ofcommereially important polymers.
CHE (BIT) 463 Fermentation of Recombinant Microorganisms. 2(2-5—0). S. Preq: BIT 360 or BIT 810 or MB 409 0r BCH 454 or ZO 480.Introduction to femientation and protein chemistry. Theory behind laboratorytechniques and merview of industrial scale expression systems. Laboratorysessions in\ olVe use of microbial expression vectors, fermentation systems,and large—scale purification of recombinant protein. Halfsemester course, firstpart.
CHE 465 Diffusion in Polymers. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CHE 461/543. Creditwill not be given for both CHE 465 and CHE 565. The theory of smallmolecule transport in polymers; application of membrane transport processesin the chemical. polymer. textile. coatings and natural fibers industries.
CHE 467 Polymer Rheology. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CHE 311 or equivalent.Theoretical principles and experimental techniques associated with flow anddeformation of polymer systems. Systems include: meffs and solutions,suspension. gels, emulsions. and thixotropie materials.
CHE 469 Polymers, Surfactants, and Colloidal Materials. 3(3 0-0). S.Preq: CHE 316. CH 223. Credit will not be given for CHE 469 and CHE 769.Relationships between molecular structure and bulk properties of nonmetallicmaterials applied to commercial products and chemical engineering processes.Applications of surface and colloidal chemistry and polymer science toproduct development and process imprm ement.
CHE 475 Advances in Pollution Prevention: EnvironmentalManagement for the Future. 3(3 0 O). S. Preq: PY 208, MA 341. Design ofindustrial processes which minimize or eliminate wastes. Regulations and thecorporate organization of current pollution prevention efforts. Currentpollution prevention research. Product life cycle analysis and the applicationto design of more efficient processes.
CHE 476 Life Cycle and Sustainability Concepts for the Environment.3(3 0 0). F. Students in this course will learn the principles and constraints ofthe emerging life cycle field applied to manufacturing and environmentalissues. The goal is to provide a basic understanding, an exposure to thecurrent state of the-art, and experience in life cycle development. The content



and participation in this course should provide the student with new andversatile principles for the management of manufacturing, environment andthe supply chain. The applications to and principle of sustainability will alsobe taught.
CHE 495 Honors Thesis Preparation. 1(1-0-0). S. Preq: CHE 497.Coreq: Senior level status. Development and presentation of Honors Thesis inChemical Engineering and discussion of graduate school selection andpreparation.
CHE 497 Chemical Engineering Projects 1. 3(0-12-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:Senior standing. Introduction to chemical engineering research throughexperimental, theoretical and literature studies. Oral and written presentationofreports.
CI-IE 498 Chemical Engineering Projects II. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Preq:Senior standing. Projects in research, design or development in various areasof chemical engineering.

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

CL 495 Special Topics in Comparative Literature. 3(3-0-0). Detailedinvestigation of a topic in comparative literature. Topic and mode of studydetermined by faculty member(s) in consultation with Comparative LiteratureCommittee and heads of departments of English and Foreign Languages.
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CNR 110 Forest Resources Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F, S. Enrollmentlimited to participants in the Scholars Program.
CNR 111 Forest Resources Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F, S.Interdisciplinary seminar series with presentations by distinguished facultymembers and experts drawn from technical, academic, business andgovernment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
CNR 134 Computers in Natural Resources. 1(0-3—0). F, S. Freshmenand first semester transfer students only. Forestry, wood science, recreation,and natural resource computer applications and exercises using wordprocessing, spreadsheets, and database management programs. Introduction tomicrocomputer operating systems, specific application packages, and BASICcomputer language.
CNR 210 Forest Resources Scholars Forum. 0(2—0 0). F, S. Enrollmentlimited to participants in the Scholars Program. Interdisciplinary seminarseries with presentations by distinguished faculty members and experts drawnfrom technical, academic, business and government communities. Discussionsof major public issues and topics of contemporary concern.
CNR 211 Forest Resources Scholars Forum. 0(2-0—0). F, S. Enrollmentlimited to participants in the Scholars Program. Interdisciplinary seminarseries with presentations by distinguished faculty members and experts drawnfrom technical, academic, business and government communities. Discussionsof major public issues and topics of contemporary concern.
CNR 490 Senior Honors Seminar. 2(2-0-0). S. Preq: 4 credit hours ofIndependent Study. Oral presentations of the results of the senior honorsprojects. Additional special seminars and group discussions to enrich andbroaden student perspectives.

COMMUNICATION
COM 103 Introduction to the Theater. 3(3—0—0). F, S, Sum. Artistic,technical, historical, and literary areas of theater, including acting, directing,design, stagecraft, lighting, costuming, makeup, and criticism.
COM 110 Public Speaking. 3(3-0—0). F, S, Sum. Research skills, topicselection, speech organization, and skills in speech delivery. Listening foranalysis and evaluation of in-class speech presentation.
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COM 112 Interpersonal Communication. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Interpersonal communication competence: self-concept, self—disclosure, activelistening, verbal and nonverbal communication, and conflict management.
COM 201 Introduction to Persuasion Theory. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Impacts of persuasive communication on attitudes and behavior. Useshumanistic and social scientific theories to explain the persuasive process.
COM 202 Small Group Communication. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Theory andpractice of effective communication in small groups, including: stages ofgroup development, role emergence, leadership functions, decision makingstrategies, conflict management, and the significance of power.
COM 203 Theory and Practice of Acting. 3(3 0 O). F, S, Sum. Basiccontemporary theories on acting, with practical application through classroomexercises. Role analysis, adaptation of voice and body to performancedemands, and role development through various rehearsal activities.
COM 211 Argumentation and Advocacy. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Theory—basedanalysis of public argument in specialized settings of law, politics, academicdebate, business and organizations, and interpersonal relations.
COM 212 Interracial Communication. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: Consent ofInstructor. Human communication in interracial contexts. with specialemphasis on African-American and white American communication. Self-awareness and self-disclosure of racial attitudes and behaviors. lndi\ idual andgroup exercises and presentations.
COM 213 Oral Interpretation of Literature. 3(3 0-0). F.S. Selection,preparation, and oral performance ofliterature for specific audiences ofadultsand children.
COM 215 Introduction to Communication Disorders. 3(3-0~0). F, S.Normal speech/language development including the anatomical andphysiological bases for reception and expression of oral language.Developmental and acquired speech/language problems and basic treatmentprinciples applied to communication disorders.
COM 223 Stagecraft. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Fundamentals of scenery design, setconstruction, and related technical activities. Practical applications Vt ith use ofdesign media and shop facilities. Required production participation inUniversity Theater presentations.
COM 226 Introduction to Public Relations. 3(3-0-0). F. S, Sum. Publicrelations as a communication function of organizations. Public relationsprocess, principles, history, and practice. Analysis of emironmental,organizational, communication, and audience influences on public relationspractice; career opportunities.
COM 230 Introduction to Communication Theory. 3(3—0-0). F, S.Admission to Communication Major. Micro- and macro—analytic theories usedin the study of human communication: perspectives and assumptions of majortheories: utility and application of major theories; contexts, cultures, andmedia.
COM 233 Introduction to Stage Lighting. 3(2 2 O). F. Fundamentalsand uses of stage lighting equipment and stage lighting design. Practicalapplication of design media and shop facilities. Participation in productionactivity for University Theater presentations.
COM 234 Analysis of Entertainment Media. 3(3—0—0). F. History andimpact of media entertainment programming. Central focus on television butfilm, radio, print, and computer-based multimedia included. Evolution ofcontemporary entertainments and skills in criticism and analysis.
COM 240 Communication Inquiry. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: COM 230.Admission to Communication Major. Qualitative and quantitative methods ofinquiry in communication: types of questions; strategies for answeringquestions; nature of evidence; advantages and disadvantages of differentmethods; reference tolls in the field; and channels of distribution for research-based information.
COM 250 Communication and Technology. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Prcq: COM240. Admission to Communication Major. Examination of past and currentintersections of technology, culture, and communication. Implications forfuture intersections. Impact of technology and communication policy.



Methods of message c\aluatioii. 1;.\posure to technology applications in thediscipline. Basic technology skills for the competent communicator. Practicale\perieiiee In interactiv c communication technology.
COM 257 \1cdia History and Theory. 3(3-0-0). 1‘, S. l’req: (OM 230.llistorical development and social implications of telecommunications. print.photograph). lilm. broadcasting. and eomputer»mcdiated communication.Theoretical and methodological approaches to the field of communicationmedia: media histoiy; media economics and policy; media effects and povver'.media as producers of meaning; media audiences; media technologies; andiolcs oftlie media in social. cultural. and political change.
COM 267 Electronic Media Writing: Theory and Practice. 3(3 0-0). F.S. Sum. Prcq: COM 250. Coreq: COM 257. Media \vriting as a social practice.Roles of writing and vv riters in media production processes. Social. political.economic. and professional conditions that enable or constrain \vriting and theouter. Specific media writing genres and formats. Research and preparationfor media vviiting. Students vv ritc research-based scripts for mu s.commentary. and fictional genres in radio. television. lilm. and emergingmedia.
COM 284 Introduction to Mass Communication. 3(3—00). F.Development. stiueturc. and functions of radio. tele\ision. film. books.iiC\\spapers. maga/incs‘ and other mass media in the Lnited States.Fundamentals of iicvv s. mass entertainment. advertising. public relations andmass communication research.
COM 293 Theater Practicum. l 6 F. S. Sum Practical e\pericnce in oneor more of the various areas of artistic and technical theater through activeparticipation in l‘homps‘on Theater's play production program.
CO\1 298 Special Projects in Communication. 1-3. F. S. A specialprojects course to be utili/cd for guided research or e\perimenta| classes atthe sophomore |c\ cl. topic deteimiiied by instructor.
COM 301 Presentational Speaking. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: COM 110.Design. orgaiii/ation and dclHCl’) of oral presentations for policydetermination. policy implementation. and sales.
COM 302 \lanaging Meetings. 3(3-0-0). F. Rules and customs ofmeetings in committees. assemblies and organizations: meeting managementand group leadership; parliamentary motions and strategies.
COM 303 Stage Directing. 3(3—() 0). S. Basic theory ofdirecting and itsapplication to theatrical production. Plav reading. evaluation. castingprocedure. staff organization. and rehearsal planning and practices.Laboratory productions ofshort plays.
COM 307 Digital Audio Production. 3(1-4-0). F. S. Preq: COM 267.Basic principles of digital audio production. including studio operation.performing vvriting and producing.
COM 312 Patterns of Miscommunication. 3(3 0 0). F. S.\liscommiinieation patterns originating from fallacious semantic assumptionsheld by communicators. Suggestions for prev enting miscommunication.
COM 314 Advanced Audio Production. 3(1 4 O). S. Prcq: COM 214.Advanced multichannel techniqties for audio production. Studio acoustics.audio signal processing. and advanced microphone techniques. vv riting. andperforming.
COM 315 Phonetics. 3(3 0 0). S. Aniculatory and acoustic phonetics;application of the lntemational Phonetic Alphabet vv ith vocal and ear training.
COM 316 Communication Techniques for Public Relations. 3(3-0-0).F. S. Preq: COM 226. Communication processes and procedures of publicrelations programs. Media techniques. preparation of materials. channels ofdistribution.
COM 317 Television Production. 3(1 4 0). F. S. Preq: COM 267. Basictechniques of teleusion studio production. including producing. vv riting.directing and electronic giaphies production.
COM (ENG) 321 Survey of Rhetorical Theory. 3(3 0-0). F. Prcq: COM201 or pcrmiSSion of instructor. Principles of rhetorical theory from itsclassical origins through the modern period to the present time. Key concepts
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and theories that provide a critical understanding of the processes ofpersuasive symbol use.
COM 322 Nonverbal Communication. 3(3—0 0). F, S. Preq: COM 112.Theory and research in nonverbal communication. including: environment;space: physical appearance. movement: eyes and facial expressions; and vocalcues. Nonverbal communication in personal. workplace and cross-culturalsetting.
COM 323 Introduction to Scenic Design. 3(2-2-0). S Alt. yrs.. Preq:COM 103 or 223. Aesthetics. elements. and principles of scenic design.Theories and applications to the physical stage in relation to the script.Practical applications vvith the Lise of deSign media in University Theaterproductions.
COM 325 Anatomy and Physiology of Speech. 3(3 0-0). F. Anatomyand physiology of the speech mechanism including the muscular. skeletal, andnerv ous system structures involved in respiration. phonation. and articulation.
COM 327 Critical Analysis of Communication Media. 3(3-0—0). F. S.Preq: COM 240. Coreq: COM 257. Theoretical framevvorks. methods. andaims of various approaches to critical analysis of the media. Critiques ofpovver over media pioduction: social biases of informational. fictional. andhybrid media content: and historical forms of audiences and the public.Critical avvarcness of the media's effects in politics. public culture. ande\ eryday life.
COM 332 Relational Communication. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Preq: COM 112.Communication patterns in the development and deterioration of interpersonalrelationships. Functional and dysfunctional communication beha\iors infamily relationships.
COM 333 Advanced Acting. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt yrs. Preq: COM 203 ordemonstrated competence in acting. Ad\anced methods in role preparationthrough e\ercises in concentration. imagination. sensory and emotional recall.and other Stanislavskian techniques. Analyses and critiques of plays and in—class performances.
COM 334 Analysis of Information Media. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CO‘vl 234or Junior standing. History and impact of informational and persuasivetelemediated messages. Credibility and mom ation in local and national newsmedia. persuasion in political campaigns and social movements. art artifice incommercials. the inquion of entertainment elements into informationalprograms.
CO\1 335 Language Development. 3(3-0-0). F. Alt yrs. Syntactic.semantic. morphologic. and pragmatic development from birth throughadolescence. The influence of cognitive and social development on languagedevelopment. First language acquisition versus second language learning.
CO.\1 340 African American Theatre. 3(3-0 O). S. This course examinesAfrican American dramaturgy and its impact on American theatre. We willstudy plays from the early period. 1947 1938. and from the recent period.1935—prescnt. This course \vill investigate the thematic structure of eachsection of plays including family life. social protest. and religion. The coursevvill also help students to better understand the social milieu that shaped thecontent ofeach play.
COM 342 Interviewing. 3t3 0 0). F. S. Preq: Junior standing. Theory andpractice of effective communication skills applied in various types ofprofessional interv ievvs. ln-class intervievving.
COM 344 Film Production. 3(2-2-0). F. Principles of cinematography,production. and editing technologies for film. Script. shoot. and edit short16mm films. Post-production on digital non-linear editing systems. Criticalanalysis of production ofclassic and contemporary feature films.
COM 345 Child Language Disorders. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: COM 335.Basic principles. methods and procedures for assessment and intervention ofchild language disorders. Dialectical differences. Research methodology.Computer applications.
COM 357 Digital Video Production. 3(2-2-0). F. S. Preq: COM 267.Principles of producing. directing. and editing techniques for digital video.Students” script. storyboard. shoot. and edit short video projects.



COM (WGS) 362 Communication and Gender. 30 0-0). F, S. Preq:Junior Standing; COM 1 12. Effects of gender on the interpersonalcommunication process. Construction of gendered identities \iacommunication practices. Examination of theories of gender and the role ofgender in organizational. institutional, and media communication practices.
COM (ENG) 364 History of Film to 1940. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Technological deyelopments and aesthetic movements that shapedcinema production and direction from the beginning of the industry to 1940.Evolution in camera moy ement, editing, sound storyline. and the documentary.Rise to prominence of the Hollywood studio systems and the contributions offoreign filmmakers.
COM 367 \Iultimedia Production and Digital Culture. 3(2-2 0). S.Preq: COM 267. Production lab and seminar combined. Digital production ofvisual images, audio. and video for the \\ eb. Readings in theories of visualcommunication and electronic culture. Critical analysis of assumptionsunderlying development and deployment of electronic media, and their social.economic and political impact. Dmelopment of practical skills and criticalthinking.
COM (ENG) 374 History of Film From 1940. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Technological de\elopments and aesthetic moyements that haveshaped cinema production and direction from 1940 to the present. E\ olutionin camera movement. editing. sound. storyline, and the documentary. Post\iar decline and re-emergence of the Hollynood film industry and thecontributions of foreign filmmakers.
COM 375 Articulation and Phonological Deyelopment and Disorders.3(3-0-0). F. Preq: COM 215. Normal acquisition of articulation andphonology. Basic principles and methods of assessment. diagnOSis. andtreatment of articulation and phonological disorders. Dialectal differences.Phonological transcription. Computer applications.
COM 377 Television Writing Seminar. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: COM 204.Development of advanced skills in writing for te1e\ision in such formats asneyy 5. documentary. commerCials and public sen ice announcements, dramaand non-broadcast video. Discussmns with \\ orking professionals.
COM 385 Speech Science. 3(2-2—0). S. Preq: COM 215 and COM 325.Acoustic properties of speech sounds and the dynamics of speech soundproduction. lnitial experience “ith basic clinical instrumentation used tomeasure respiratory. phonatory. and atriculatory movements and the acoustice\ents that result from these movements. Lab aSSignments using basicinstrumentation and computer soft“ are are completed outSide ofelass.
COM 387 Ad\anced Television Production. 3(1-4-0). S. Preq: COM224. Television program production utilizmg advanced production techniques.Emphasis on refinement of \yriting, producmg, and directing skills throughwork in TV studio on production of sophisticated program formats.
COM (H58) 392 International and Crosscultural Communication.3(3 0—0). S. Patterns and problems of \erbal and non \erbal forms ofcrosscultural communication. Axoidance and management ofcultural conflictarising from awareness of characteristics and crosscultural communication.Impact on communication of differing cultural perspectiy es.
COM 402 Advanced Group Communication. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: COM202. Communication processes and outcomes in groups With complex,strategic, and critical public or corporate functions. Focus on participating in,intenening in, leading, and constructing group processes. Ady aneed theorywith application.
COM 403 Touring Theatre. 3(1—4-0). S. Preq: Audition required. Atouring performance experience consisting of text analysis, characteri7ation,role development, and performance ofscripts.
COM (ENG) 411 Rhetorical Criticism. 3(3 0 0). S. Rhetorical analysisof public speeches, social movements, political campaigns, popular music,advertising, and religious communication. Neo Aristotelian criticism.movement studies, genre criticism, dramatistic analysis, content analysis,fantasy theme analysis.
COM 415 Diagnostic Procedures in Speech Pathology. 3(3-0—0). S.Preq: COM 215 plus six (6) additional credits in communication disorderscourses. Principles and practices of assessment. Models and procedures used
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in diagnosing a \yide variety of communication disorders in children andadults. Critical analysis and diagnosis of voice, fluency. hearing, articulationand phonological language. and neuropathic disorders. Diagnostic reportwriting.
COM 417 Advanced Topics in Communication and Race. 3(3—0-0). F,S. Preq: COM 257. COieq: COM 250. Advanced topics seminar examiningconstruction of raCial and ethnic identities through communication practices.Exploration of theories of race and identity and the \yays communicationworks to construct, undermine, and reinforce understanding across socialgroups.
COM 421 Communication Lav». 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: Junior standing.Explores the historical, philosophical, and legal foundations of communicationrights and responsibilities. Philosophies and regulations affecting sources.messages. channels. receiy ers. and situations provide the central focus of thecourse.
COM 43] Communication in Political Campaigns. 3(3-0-0). F. Alt. yrs.Preq: COM 110 or COM 20]. Roles of analysis and eiitiCism of oralcommunication in political campaigns; analysis of speCial politicalcommunication Situations: ghostnriting, neyis conferences. negativead\ertising.
COM 435 Audiology. 3(3 0 0). S. LCD majors only. BaSic terminology inaudiology; anantomy and physiology of the ear; types of hearing loss;evaluation of hearing usmg air and bone conduction, speech audiometry.tympanometry. and acoustic reflexes; interpretation of audiograms.Performance ofhearing screening and air conduction threshold testing.
COM 437 Advanced Digital Video. 3(0 6 0). S. Preq: COM 357. Hands~on experience in digital \ideo production. Production of instructional\ ideotapes. Practical experience in all phases of production process. includingpre-production organi7ation and critical analy5is of final product.
COM 441 Ethical Issues in Communication. 3(3 0 O). S. Preq: COM110. 112. Critical analysis of ethical problems in interpersonal and publiccommunication practices.
COM 442 Communication and Conflict Management. 3(3 0 0). F.Preq: COM 112. Examination of conflict styles and theories: conllictmanagement strategies such as negotiation and third party intcn cotton: andrelei ant contexts for conflict such as \yorkplace. families. and interpersonalrelationships. Practical. theoretical and critical analyses of conflict andnegotiation in yariety ofconte\ts.
COM 444 Teleyision Writing Seminar. 3(3 0 0). F Preq: COM 204.Development of adianced skills in \iriting for teleyision in such formats asnC\\S, documentary. commerCials and public sen ice announcements. dramaand non broadcast \ ideo. Discussions vyith “orking professionals.
COM 445 Neurolinguistic De\ elopment and Disorders. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Preq: COM 335. Neuroanatomy and physiology basic to the diagnosts andtreatment of children and adults \ch iieuroliiigtiistic disorders related totraumatic brain injury. aphaSia and neurological disease. Suricv of etiologyand symptomatology. Training in the nature, characteristics, assoc1atcdproblems. and clinical management ofpatients \\ ith brain damage.
COM 446 Problems in Public Relations. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:COM 226 and COM 230. Application of theory. princtples. and problem-sol\ ing techniques used in public relations to organi/ational case studies.
COM 447 Communication and Globalization. 3(3 0 0). F. Alt yrs(odd).Preq: COM 257. Coreq: COM 250, COM 327. llistory and current trends inglobali7ation of media, information, and telccommunications technologies.organiLations. policies, and contents. Political cultural implications ofglobalization, including debates oycr corporate is. public control of globalcommunication, US. dominance vs. international cooperation. and the globalinfluence of American culture. Internet based group rescaich projects onglobali/alion in collaboration with students in other countiics.
COM 455 Clinical Observation in Speech-Language Pathology. 3(3 00). F, S. Preq: COM 215. Obsen ation ofa \ariety of therapy techniques andclinical procedures used in the treatment ofspeech language hearing impairedindiViduals in the NC State Speech Clinic and other local sites.



(‘()\I 456 ()rgani/ational Communication. 3(3-(1-(1). . S. Sum. Preq:( ()M 2311. Role of human communication in organi/ations. the assumptionsinherent in management philosopli cs about cffcctne communication. and animcstigation of tlic iclationships among communication. job satisfaction.productn ity. de\ clopment. and employ cc moti\ ation.
COM 457 Media and the Family. 313 (1(1). 1-. Preq: COM 1111. COM250. COM 327. Impact ol mediated messages upon ehildieii and the familyunit. Origins ofthc empirical literature and continuing research Assessmentofthc qualitathe literature. Implications ofcommcrcial stiucture ofthe mediaindustries on the structure and distribution of media messages designed forchildren and families. ( onsidcration of both pt‘U- and anti social impacts.
C()\l 462 Cross-Cultural Communication. 3(3 11 0). F. I’req: COM 112;3 additional ('()l\l credits. Communication across ctillural boundaries withemphasis on comparatnc analysis of communication strategies and tactics as\\ ell as o\ ci‘all communication systems of\ai‘ious cultures: problems. barriers.and pattciiis ofcommunication.
COM 465 Adyanced Clinical Practicum in Speech-LanguagePathology. 3(‘4 t) (1). I'. S. I’req COM 455. Initial e\perience for students toassess and treat indi\ iduals with speech. language. and hearing problems andto write clinical reports.
COM 467 Advanced Topics in Gender and Communication. 3(3 0-0).I‘. S. Pieq: COM 327 or C()\1 362. Advanced Topics seminar examiningconstruction of gender identities through communication practices. Historyand analysis of gender representations. Theoretical and critical approaches tosocial. political. and economic impact of gender constructions.
COM 474 Video in Business and Industry. 3(3—(1-0). S Preq. CO\I 224or COM 354. Planning and controlling the use of\ ideo f0i training. employeecommunication. public relations. and othei purposes in organi/ations.Applications. organi/ational \ariahlcs. and technologies.
COM 476 Public Relations Applications. 3(3-(1—(1). F. S. Preq: COM 446.COM 486. Management of the public relations lunction in organi/ations andpublic relations counseling: communication theory and nature of materialsemanating liom public relations departments and counseling firms. practicalanaly sis and de\ elopment of public relations publicity and campaigns.
COM 486 Communication Research Methods. 3(3-0-(1). F. S. Preq:COM 240. Design and implementation of communication research methods.including e\perimental and suncy research procedures. Use of computersoft“ are for statistical analysis.
COM 487 Internet and Society. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq: COM 250. Coreq:COM 237. Exploration of major issues in\ 01\ ed in the growth of computermediated communication and information technologies. Construction of selfand body; relation ofinformation technology to social. ei\ ic. and political life;gender. race. and class as continuing critical pomts: know ledge and intellectualproperty; the implications of software and design on the natuie ofcommunication, knowledge. and infonnation.
COM 493 Audition and Interpretation Techniques. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Instructor permission required. Cold reading scenes broken down to meetchallenges of theatrical auditions. Personal technique de\eloped to interprettexts through e\erCises. monologues. and scenes. Promotion of selfawareness. confidence. and understanding ofdramatic literature as reflector ofcontemporary and historic li\ es.
COM 496 Communication Internship. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: .1r. standingin Communication; permission of Department. Communication majors only.Directed work e\perience for Communication majors with superVision fromthe work site and the Uni\ersity.
COM 498 Advanced Topic in Communication. 1 3. F. S. Preq: Ninehours of communication courses; .lunior Standing. Advanced study ofcontemporary theories. methods. practices. processes. or issues related to thefield ofcommunication. Topic yaries.
COM 499 Advanced Independent Study in Communication. 1-3. F. S.Preq: Nine credits in Communication courses. Must be Junior or Seniormajoring in Communication. Must hayc permission of department to enroll.May enroll only twice. Special projects in communication de\ eloped underthe direction ofa faculty member on a tutorial basis.
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CROP SCIENCE

(‘S 200 Introduction to Turfgrass Management. 4(3-2-0). F. Preq: BIO|X|(prefcrrcd)oi 7.0 lotttalternatc) BO 200. or CS 213. Turfgrass selection,establishment. maintenance. and pest management in lawns. golf courses.athletic fields. and roadside care; Emphasis on understanding the impact oftheemironment on management practices and turfgrass perlormance. Field tripsin laboratory.
CS 210 Lawns and Recreational Turfgrass. 3(3 1) 0). F, 5, Sum. Creditw ill not be awarded for both CS 200 and CS 210. Utili/ation ofturfgrasses forlawns and recreational areas. Emphasis on: the cultural and environmentalbenefits ofgrassed areas, concepts of grass growth and development. selectingadapted grasses for proper use. techniques for successful establishment andmanagement of cool-and-w arm season turfgrasses. fertilization. irrigation.aeration. and pest management. The history and benefit of natural andartificial sports fields will also be discussed.
CS 211 Plant Genetics. 3(2 (12). S. Preq: BIO 183. or ZO 160.Fundaments of plant genetics. Genetic basis for plant improvement. Geneticanalysis of Mendelian traits. molecular structure and organization of geneticmaterial. crop biotechnology. distribution and behayior of genes inpopulations.
CS 213 Crops: Adaptation & Production. 4(3 2 0). F. S. Preq: BIOltxltprcferred) or 20 lotltalteriiatewr BO 200. Fundamental structure andreproductiye features of crops. Their adaptation and importance in globalagriculture. Practices and inputs needed for economic production ofa qualityproduct and interaction of these factors within the constraints of climate. soils.and topography in maintaining a quality environment.
CS 312 Grassland Management for 1 'atural Resources Conservation.3(2-2-0). F. Preq: BIO 181(prcferred) or ZO 160(altemate) CS 213. SSC 200.Basic prinCiplcs and practices of production and utilization of pasture andforage crops: impact on de\eloping sustainable systems for li\cstock feed. soiland water conservation; use of computers to assist in whole farm planning andinformation retrieyal.
CS 400 Turf Cultural Systems. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CS 200. B0 200. SSC200. Topics include: golf course design considerations. fertilizercharactei istics and application techniques. irrigation programming,construction of high use turfgrass areas. calibration of Spreaders and Sprayers.aerification. pesticide fate and de\elopment ofeffectne management systems.
CS 411 Crop Ecology. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: BO 421. Ecology andproduction of major agronomic crops of economic importance. Impact of keyenvironmental stress factors on production processes and managementstrategies. Emironmental issues pertaining to sustainable cropping systems.Manipulation of canopy climate and rooting emironment for enhanced cropperformance in the context of global climate change. Ecological analySis ofabiotic - and biotic-deriy ed crop disorders.
CS 413 Plant Breeding. 212—0 0). S. Preq: ON 411 or ANS 215.Discusswn of reproductiye systems of higher plants; the genetic basis forplant improvement and the selection. evaluation. and utilization of crop\arieties.
CS 414 Weed Science. 4(3 2 0). F. Preq: CH 220. History. current statusand fundamentals of weed biology and cultural. biological. and chemical weedcontrol; properties and uses of herbicides: weed identification: proper use ofherbicide application equipment; current weed management practices in cropsand non-cropland situations.
CS 415 Integrated Pest Management. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: BIOlSltpreferred) or ZO 160taltemate)or BO 200 or B0 250. History. principles.and application oftechniques for managing plant pests. Theory and practice ofintegrating pest control tactics to manage pests within economic.enyironmental. and sociological constraints. Topics include pest monitoringmethodology. economic aesthetic thresholds. biological control. efficientpesticide use. biotechnology. and global positioning systems.
CS 424 Seed Science and Technology. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: CH 220 or CH221 and BO 321 or BO 421 or FOR 303. The uniqueness and basic uses ofseeds, formation. development. germination. quality factors and production of



agronomic, horticultural, turf, and forage seeds, em ironmental impact on seeddevelopment, seedling survi\ a1 and stand establishment, seed dormancy andits impact on weed seed survi\ al in culti\ ated and undisturbed sod.
CS 430 Advanced Agroecology. 0(0-0-0). S. This course appliesagroeeological principles introduced in CS 230 and critical thinking toevaluate \ai'ious agroecosystems. Students w ill examine food, fibei, and othercommodity production systems for security. productiuty, and sustainabilityand address the Simultaneous need to protect natural environments and thebiodi\ersity on which agroecosystems depend Topics include discuSSion ofnational and international gmernment policies, research programs, andeducation programs that influence the future application of agroeeosystemprinciples.
CS (BAE, SSC) 440 Geographic Information Systems in ProductionAgriculture. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: SSC 3-11. Fundamentals of the globalpositioning system. geographic information systems, and site speeificmanagement. Geospatially located 5011 sampling strategies will be addressedas well as appropriate interpolation methods for pomt-sampled data. Thecourse will cover variable rate fertilizer recommendation models and thetechnology necessary for \ariably applying fertilizer. Spatial measurement ofcrop yields.
CS (SSC) 462 Soil-Crop Management Systems. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CS213, CS 414, SSC 342, SSC 452. senior standing. Unites principles of soilscience and crop science With those of allied areas into realistic agronomicapplications; practical studies in planning and eyaluation of soil and cropmanagement systems.
CS 465 Turf Management Systems and Environmental Quality. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CS 400. Credit cannot be received for both CS 465 and CS 565.Integration ofturfgrass management systems and the use of BMPs and 1PM toprotect em ironmental quality. Examination of w ater quality issues relatiye toturf. Application of Best Vlanagement Practice and Integrated PestManagement strategies.
CS (SSC) 490 Senior Seminar in Crop Science and Soil Science. 1(10-0). S. Preq: Senior in Agronomy. Review and discussion of current topics incrop science, soil science, agronomy and natural resource management.Preparation and presentation of scientific infomiation in written and oralformat.
CS 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes fac11ities and resources which are evtemal t0the campus. Contact and arrangements with prospecthe employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty adyiser, the prospectheemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
CS 493 Special Problems in Crop Science. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life seienees within anacademic framework that Litili7es campus facilities and resou1ces. Contact andarrangements with prospective employers must be initiated by student andapproved by a faculty adyiser, the prospective employer the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
CS 495 Special Topics in Crop Science. 1-6. F, S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally as ailable in regular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on a trial baSis.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
CSC 100 Computer Literacy. 2(2 0 0). Credit for CSC 100 is notallowed if student has prior credit in another computer science course orcomputer—related course. Offered only through lndependent study byExtension. Survey ofcomputer hardware and software systems, how programsare created, how computers are used in organi/ations, and the effects of thecomputer society. Four written assignments and a final exam.
CSC 112 Introduction to Computing-FORTRAN. 3(2-3—0). F. S. Preq:E 115, MA 14]. Problem solying through writing FORTRAN programs.Particular elements ineltidc: careful de\elopment of FORTRAN programsfrom specifications; documentation and style; appropriate use of control
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structures, data types abstractions and \crifieation;engineering applications. and subpiograms:
CSC 114 Introduction to Computing-CH. 3(2 3 0). F. S. Stim. Coreq:MA 121 or 131 or 141. An introductory course in computing in C++.Emphasis on algorithm development and problem sols ing. Particular elementsinclude: careful and methodical de\ elopment of C++ programs fromspecifications; documentation and style; appropriate use of control structures,data types and subprograms; data abstraction and \erification; numeric andnonnumeric applications; introduction to object—onented programming anddesign.
CSC 116 Introduction to Computing — Java. 3(2 3 0). F, S. Preq: E 115.Coreq: MA 121 or 131 or 141. An introductory course in computing in Jay a.Emphasis on algorithm de\/elopment and problem sol\ing. Careful andmethodical de\ elopment of Java applications and applets from speCifieations:documentation and style; appropriate use of control structures; classes andmethods; data types and data abstraction; object-oriented programming anddesign: graphical user interface design.
CSC 200 Introduction to Computers and Their Uses. 3(2 2 0). f. S,Sum. May not be used by CSC major as a restricted electn c. Sun ey of baSICprinciples of computer hardw are, communications, operating sy stems,microcomputer issues, security, impact on soeiety. system de\ elopment, anduse in organizations. llands-on Lise of softw are. including opeiating sy stemcommands, w‘ord-proeessmg, spreadsheets, and database managers.Demonstration and application ofcuiTent end—usei applications.
CSC 214 Programming Concepts. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Stim. Preq: CSC 114with a grade OfC- or better. Software design in a high~le\el language: abstractdata types, modular programming, and management of large programs.Dynamic memory management: linked lists, poniters, allocation anddealloeation. Alternate programming paradigms: reeursi\e list processing,object oriented programming.
CSC 216 Programming Concepts - Java. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: C orhigher in CSC 116. Coreq: CSC 226. The second course in computing.intended for mayors. EmphaSis is placed on inteipretation of indticti\cdefinitions (functions and data types): testing strategies: speCification andimplementation of finite state machine; encapsulation; polymorphism:inheritance; class in\ ariants: and iesourec management
CSC 224 Applied Discrete Mathematics. 3(3 O 0). f, S. Preq: CSC 11-1and MA (121 or 131 or 1-11). Formal logic. \lcthods of proof includinginduction. lntrodtiction to grammars and finite state machines. Recuiiencerelations and asymptotic behatior of functions. Sets and counting Booleane\pressions and logic networks. Graphs and relations.
CSC 226 Discrete \Iathematics for Computer Scientists. 3(3 0 0). f. S.Preq: CSC 116 and MA 1-11. CSC,CSU,CPE.C PU mayors only. Piopositionallogic and the piedicate calculus Logic gates and circtiits. Methods of proof.Elementary set theory. Vlathematical induction. Recuisnc definitions andalgorithms. Sol\ing recurrences. The analysis of algorithms and asymptoticgrowth of functions. Elementary eombinatories. Introduction to graph theory.Ordered sets, including posits and equimlence relations. Introduction toformal languages and automata
CSC 234 Computer Organization and Assembly Language. 3(3 0 0). f,S, Sum. Preq: CSC 214 with a giade ofC 01 beltei. Numbei systems, \onNcuman machines. instruction sets and machine code. data iepiesentation,assemblers and assembly language programming, compilers. c.\teina| andinternal processor organi/ation, memoiy, IO organi/tition and devices.Detailed sttidy ofa contemporary processor architecture.
CSC 236 Computer Organization and Assembly Language forComputer Scientists. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: CSC 216 with giadc of C- orbetter. CSC mayors only. Computei aieliiteetui'e topics required byprofessional softwaie de\elopers, iiicltiding binary and hevadecimal numbers,hardware component organi/ation, machine instruction sets, assemblerlanguage programming, linking assembler language \\ ith high le\el languages,program testing, computer hardware des'ign issues, computer softwaie designissues, and trends in current computer design.
CSC 244 Concepts and Facilities of Operating Systems. 3(34) (1). F, S.Preq: CSC 234. The history and C\Olt1110n of operating systems, concepts 01



process management. memory addressing and al ocation. tiles and protection.deadlocks and distributed systems.
CSC 246 Concepts and Facilities of Operating Systems for ComputerScientists. 3(3 (LO). l“. S. l’rcq: ('SL 236. (‘S(‘.Cl’l‘ majois only. I Lindamcntalconcepts of computer operating systems for computer scientists. includingmemory management. tile systems. process management. distributed systems.deadlocks. and basic security and system accounting.
CSC 251 Web Page Development. |( H) (I). S. l’req: F US or equivalentknow ledge of LOS Liuty s) stem. Syntax and semantics of I ITMI. (l lyper fextMarkup Language). Students will learn necessary skills to develop vveb pageson then EOS Unity account. In addition to mechanics, design aspects andbandwidth conservancy are co\ cred. Several pages will be created including alinal protect.
CSC 252 Introduction to Software Testing. it l-(Hl). I. S. Sum. I’req:C SC 112 or CSC I4 or (SC 1 lo. Introduction to software testing prov ides anunderstanding of \\ hat software testing is and its key role in determining thequality of a softvvaic application for the customer. It cov ers the software testlife cycle phases; lest planning. acquisnion and c\ecution. how the softwaretest life cycle aligns with the software dev clopment life cycle. and the differentlevels ofsoftvv are testing.
CSC 253 C and C++ for Java Programmers. 1(l 0-0). F. S. Preq: CSC116. Programming in the C and CH languages. Concentrates on aspects ofthe language that differ from the Jam language. with the assumption thatstudents already ha\c a basic knowledge of programming, so builds upon anunderstanding of loops. conditional logic. and a haSIc understanding ofobjects.
CSC 254 Visual C ++. l(l-0-0). F. Freq: CSC 214 or CSC 216.Programming in Windows 95 NT using the Visual C++ compiler and tools.The focus is on using the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). understandingthe Win32 Al’l. and modern operating systems concepts.
CSC 255 String Processing Languages. l(l~0 (I). Preq: Programmingknowledge. Syntax and semantics ofa string manipulation language. currentlySNOBOL 4. Application of the language to programming problems in nonnumeric areas. Discu5sion ofother string processing languages such as PERL.
CSC 257 Introduction to Java. l(l 0-0). F. Preq: CSC 2l4. Introductionto the Java programming language. Object-oriented techniques and languagesyntax. .lava class libraries including strings. graphical interfaces. events.exceptions. arguments. threads. file 1 o. and networking.
CSC 258 Programming Language-C. 2(2-0 0). Preq: CSC 244. Systemsimplementation language C. History and current applications: syntax andsemantics of C: paradigms of C that set it apart from other high levellanguages; C programming environment.
CSC 295 Special Topics in Computer Science. l-3. Special topics inCSC at the early undergraduate level.
CSC 302 Introduction to Numerical Methods. 3(3—0-0). F. S. Prcq: CSC116 and MA 305. CSC major or 2.7 GPA. Numerical computations withdigital computers: floating-point arithmetic and implications of round-offerror. Algorithms and computer techniques for the numerical solution ofproblems in: function evaluation; zeros of functions: interpolation; numericaldifferentiation and integration; linear systems of equations; curve fitting;solutions of non linear equations; numerical solutions of ordinary differentialequations.
CSC 312 Computer Organization and Logic. 4(3 3-0). F, S. Preq: CSC226 and CSC 236. Combinational logic circuits and their relation to Booleanalgebra. Functional properties of combinational and sequential componentsand their realizations in integrated circuit forms. Organization of digitalcomputer components; processors, control units. memories, switches. andperipherals. Architecture of computer systems. Computer arithmetic.Microprogrammcd control. Interrupt mechanisms. Laboratory exercisesinvolve logical, functional. and electrical properties of components from gatesto microprocessors.
CSC 314 Data Structures. 3(3 0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: CSC 214 and CSC224 with a grade ofC- or better. A survey of fundamental abstract data typesalong with efficient implementations for each. Emphasizes asymptotic
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running time as a measure of program performance. Lists, stacks, queues,sparse arrays. binary trees. heaps, balanced search trees, and hash tables.Illustrative applications such as graph, text-processing, or geometricalgorithms.
CSC 3l6 Data Structures for Computer Scientists. 30-0 0). F, S. Preq:CSC 216 and CSC 226 with a grade ofC or better. CSC,CPE majors only.Abstiact data types; abstract and implementation—level views of data types.Linear and branching data structures, including stacks, queues, trees, heaps,hash tables. graphs. and others at discretion of instructor. Best, worst, andaverage case asymptotic time and space complexity as a means of formalanalysis of iterative and recursive algorithms.
CSC 326 Software Engineering. 3(2-2-0). F, S. Preq: CSC 314 or 316.Application of product engineering methods to software: quality assurance,project management, requirements analySis, specifications, design,development, testing. production and maintenance.
CSC 333 Automata, Grammars, and Computability. 3(3 00). F, S.Preq: CSC 226. CSC major or 2.7 GPA. Study of three classical formalmodels of computation‘ finite state machines, context-free grammars, andTuring machines and the corresponding families of formal languages. Powerand limitations of each model. Parsing. Non—determinism. The HaltingProblem and undecidability. The classes P and NP, and NP-completeness.
CSC (BUS) 340 Information System Management. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq:M 200 or equivalent. Fundamentals of information systems development andLise in organizational setting. Information systems (IS), concepts. hardware.software. telecommunications. database management. IS development,applications and management in telecommunications, database management,various business processes, global issues, security and ethical challenges.
CSC 379 Ethics in Computing. 1(1 0 0). S. Preq: Junior standing. CSCmajor or 27 minimum GPA. Discussion ofthe concern for the way in whichcomputers pose new ethical questions or pose new versions of standard moralproblems and dilemmas. Study of ethical concepts to guide the computerprofessional. Computer professional codes of ethics. Use of case studies torelate to ethical theory. Ethical and legal use ofsoftware. Conflicts ofinterest.
CSC 401 Data and Computer Communications Networks. 3(3-0-0). F,S. Preq: ST 370 and CSC 246. Credit is not allowed for both CSC 401 andECE 407. BaSic concepts of data communication networking and computercommunications architectures. including packet/circuit/virtual circuitswitching. layered communication architecture and OSI layers, generaldescription of DLC. network and transport layers, some detailed protocolstudy of Ethernet, ATM and TCP IP.
CSC 402 Network Projects. 3(3-0-0). Preq: CSC 401. CSC 312. Noauditing. Under the supervision of faculty members, students engage inprojects that may include communication architecture implementation.networking technology assessment, network performance evaluation, andnetwork administration. Comprehensive written and oral project reportrequired.
CSC 405 Introduction to Computer Security. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: CSC246. Basic concepts in information security and management such as risks andvulnerabilities. encryption practices. program security, operating systemsecurity, trusted operating system design. database security. distributed systemsecurity, security administration, and legal issues. Coverage of high-levelconcepts such as confidentiality, integrity. and availability applied tohardvv are. software. and data. Case studies of actual program threats andsecure operating systems followed up with secure programming practices.Textbook augmented by readings and class discussions of current ev ents.
CSC 411 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: CSC226 or LOG 201. Overview and definitions of Artificial Intelligence (AI).Search. including depth-first and breadth-first techniques with backtracking.Knowledge representation with emphasis on logical methods, Horn databases.resolution, quantification, unification, skolemization and control issues; non-monotonic reasoning; frames; semantic nets. AI systems, including planning,Ieaming. natural language and expert systems. An Al programming languagemay be taught at the instructor‘s discretion.
CSC 413 Electronic Commerce Technology. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: CSC 314or 316. An introduction to the technologies underlying electronic commerce.Topics include Web protocols and languages. Web mining. product ontologies,



security anonymity, pri\ acy, recommendationauctions, trading agents, and intellectual propeity. systems, personali/ation,
CSC (MA) 416 Introduction to Combinatorics. 3(3 0—0). S. Alt yrs.Preq: MA 242 or CSC (MA) 224, and proficiency in a programming language.Basic principles of counting: addition and multiplication principles. generatingfunctions, recursive methods, inclusion exclusion, pigeonhole principle; basicconcepts of graph theory: graphs, digraphs, connectedness, trees; additionaltopics from: Polya theory of counting. Ramsey theory; combinatorialoptimization - matching and covering, minimum spanning trees. minimumdistance, maximum flow; sie\ es; mobius in\ ersion; paititions; Gaussiannumbers and q-analogues; bijections and in\ olutions; partially ordered sets.
CSC 417 Theory of Programming Languages. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Preq: CSC314 or CSC 316. Theory of programming languages \\ith emphaSis onprogramming language semantics and implementation issues. Formal modelsof syntax and semantics. Static \ersus dynamic scoping. Parameter passingmechanisms. Garbage collection. Programming in alternate paradigms suchas applicative, functional. logic, and object-oriented programming languages.
CSC 422 Automated Learning and Data Analysis. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq:CSC 226 (or LOG 201) and ST 370 and MA 305. Credit cannot be giy en forboth CSC 422 and CSC 522. Introduction to the problems and techniques forautomated discovery of knowledge in databases. Topics includerepresentation, evaluation, and formalization of Icnouledge for discovery;classification, prediction, clustering, and assoc1ation methods. Selectedapplications in commerce. security, and biomformatics.
CSC 423 Information Resources \Ianagement. 3(3—0—0). Preq:CSC/BUS 340. May not be used as a CSC restricted electi\ e. InformationResources Management as a process that encompasses strategic planning, theimplementation of nth technology, dramatic changes to both the corporateManagement Information Services and traditional information systemsarchitecture. and the emerging role of end user computing to enable a busmessenterprise to operate effectively.
CSC (MA) 427 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 1. 3(3 0 0). Preq:MA 301 and programming language proficiency. May not be used as a CSCrestricted elective. Theory and practice ofcomputational procedures includingapproximation of functions by interpolating polynomials. numericaldifferentiation and integration, and solution of ordinary differential equationsincluding both initial value and boundary \alue problems. Computerapplications and techniques.
CSC (MA) 428 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 1]. 3(3 0 0). F. S.Preq: MA 405 and programming language proficiency; MA (CSC) 427 is not aprerequisite. May not be used as a CSC restricted elective. Computationalprocedures including direct and iterative solution of linear and nonlinearequations, matrices and eigenvalue calculations. function apprmimation byleast squares, smoothing functions, and minimax approximations.
CSC 431 File Organization and Processing. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: CSC314 or CSC 316. Hardware characteristics of storage de\ices. Basic fileorganizations including sequential, direct, and indexed sequential; hashing andcollision resolution; perfect hashing; signatures; bloom filters; sorting andother bit level structures. Tree structures including binary search trees, B trees.and tries. Dynamic hashing techniques. Structures including grid files.Applying file structures to practical problems.
CSC 440 Database Management Systems. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq: CSC 316.CSC Majors only. Introduction to database concepts. This course examinesthe logical organization of databases: the entity relationship model; therelational data model and its languages. functional dependenCies and normalforms. Design, implementation, and optimization ofquery languages; securityand integrity, concurrency control, transaction processing, and distributeddatabase systems.
CSC (IE) 441 Introduction to Simulation. 3(3—0 0). F, S. Preq: MA 242.ST 372, programming proficiency. Discrete event stochastic simulation for themodeling and analysis of systems. Programming of simulation models in asimulation language. Input data analysis, variance reduction techniques,validation and verification, and analysis ofsimulation output. Random numbergenerators and random variate generation.
CSC 451 Operating Systems. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: CSC 246 and CSC316. Design and implementation ofoperating system internals. Structure ofan
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operating system kernel, process synchronization primitnes. intelrupthandlers, and de\ ice drivers. Details of the run—time em ironment supportinghigh le\ el languages foi concurrent programming. Programming iequired.
CSC 453 Software for Wireless Sensor Systems. 3(2 2 0). S. Sum. Preq:(CSC 246 or ECE 306), CSC 253, and CSC 316. De\elopinent of software for“ireless computer systems. Software designs for applications and net“ orkingin this enuronment, including algorithms for ad hoc discovery, routing. andsecure data transfer. Softnare interface to related sensors and subsystemsincluding global posuioning system. AlgOiithms for mu er management.Programming required.
CSC 454 Human-Computer Interaction. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: CSC 314 orCSC 316. A sun ey of concepts and techniques for user interface design andhuman computer interaction. Emphasizes user-centered deSIgn. interfacede\ elopment techniques. and usability exaluation.
CSC 456 Computer Architecture and Multiprocessors. 3(3 0 0), S.Preq: CSC 236 and CSC 316. Major components of digital computeis and theorganization ofthese components into systems. Begins “1th Single processorsystems and extends to parallel systems 1‘01 multiprocessing. Topics includecomputer organization, instruction set deSign, cache memory. pipelinedprocessors. and multiprocessors. Recent developments in PC and desktoparchitectures are also studied.
CSC (ECE) 460 Digital Systems Interfacing. 3(2 3 0). F, S. Preq: Agrade of C or better in either ECE 206 or CSC 312. Concepts ofmicrocomputer system architecture and applications to fundamental computerharduare. Theoretical and practical aspects of interfacmg and a \aiiety ofmicroprocessor peripheral chips \\1ll1 specific microprocessor microcomputersystems from both harduaie and soft“ are pomts of\ ie\\.
CSC 461 Computer Graphics. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: \IA 30: and CSC 316and knouledge of C or C++. Prineiples of computer graphics \\ ith emphasison No dimensmnal and aspects of three—dimensional raster graphics. Topicsinclude: graphics harduare detices, lines and polygons, clipping lines andpolygons to “indows, graphical user interface, \ectors, projections,transformations, polygon fill. Programming projects in C or C++.
CSC 462 Admnced Computer Graphics Projects. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq:CSC 461. CSC majors only. Principles ofeomputer graphics \\ith emphasis onthree-dimensional graphics. Topics include: 3 D projections andtransformations, cunes and surfaces. color and te\ture. animation,\isuali7ation, and global illumination techniques. Piogiamming prejcetrequired.
CSC 467 Multimedia Technology. 3(3—0~t)). S. Preq: CSC 244 or CSC246. Coreq: CSC 312. Methods of creating, recording, compressing. parsing,editing and playing back on a computer the following media: sound, music,\oice. graphics, images, \ideo, and motion. Introduction to basic principles:signal processing. information themy. real time schedul ng Also includesdiscussion of standards. programming tools and languages, storage and 10de\ices. netuorking support. legal issucs. user interfaces. and applications.Includes significant hands on c\pcrience.
CSC 471 Software Process and De\ elopment Tools. 3(3 0-0). F, Prcq:CSC 244. CSC 314. A study of project softu are management. de\ clopmcntand computer based soft“ are engineering tools. Topics incltidc: team“ ork.software standards and processes, personal softuai'c process, computer bascdsoft“ are engineering (CASE) tools (cg. CASE tools for classical and objectoriented soft“ are specification, analysis, design, \cri fical10n, \alidation.testing, and maintenance.)
CSC 474 Information Systems Security. 3(3—0—0). F, Picq: CSC 401 andCSC 440. Credit not allowed for both (SC 474 and (SC 574. \ theoreticalstudy of security polic1es, models, and mechanisms for secrecy. integrity. andavailability. Topics include basic cryptography and its applications; opeiatingsystem models and mechansms tor mandatory and discretionary accesscontrols; data models. concepts, and mechanisms for database security;security in computer nctuorks and distributed systems; and control andprevention of\ iruses and other rogue programs.
CSC 481 Computer game Design and Development. 3(3 0 0), S Prcq:CSC 316. CSC majors only. An introduction to the technologies and piacticcsunderlying computer and console game (le\ elopmcnt and the principlesinvolved in effective game (lestgn and production. liopics include coinptitcr



game graphics. sound and audio. lc\cl design. principles of game play.intci'aclnc storytelling. character control and artilicia iiiteligencc. userinterface design. Programming pro cct required.
('SC 48‘)1c\el computer language.Prondes the background

Fundamentals of('oniputer Science. 3(3—0-(1). 1‘. Picq: lligheiNot a\ai|ablc to majors in (HIDDUICI‘ Science.lor graduate students \\ho do not have anundergraduate degree in computer science to take sclecti\c. graduate lcv clComputer organi/ation from both hardnarc andstill\\tll‘L‘ \ic\\ points is discussed. Includes computer system orgaiii/ation.digital logic. miciopiogrzimmiiig. conventional machine language. opciat ng
CUIIIPLIlL‘I' SCICIIkL‘ L‘Olll SL‘S.
systems. assembl) aiiguage. advanced computer architectures. and dataSIIIIL‘lUIL‘S.
CSC 492 Senior Design Project. ~4(3—2 (1). . S. Prctr: (S( 320. (SCmarors onlv. \ppl cation of .soft\\aic engineering principles and basiccomputer scicncc to the total dc\e|opment o1 a soltivarc( onsideration of the softnarc system design process, including requirementsand des gn detail. De\clopment and e\.iluation of a prototvpe accomplishedthrough design team acti\ ity ( ompichcnsn c \\ i‘ittcn and oral project report is

s) stem.

rcqurred.
(‘SC 495 Special Topics in Computer Science. H». |. S. Sum. PrcqConsent o1 Instructor. Lsed for the 1'ol|o\\ing tvpes 01 study. readings in theliterature ofcomputci science. ntroducton research prorccts. maior computerpiogiainming pioiccts. seminars. or nerv course development. V\oik may bedone in am CSL area such as software. hardnare utili/ation. programminglaiigtiages. numerical methods or tclccornmunications.
CSC 499 lndepeiident Research in Computer Science. 1-6. F. S. Sum.Picu: Consent ol Department. Independent investigation ofa research problemunder faculty \LIpc‘I'\I\IOII.

DESIGN
D 100 Design Thinking. 2(2 (1-0). S Preq: DF 1(11. Coreq: ADN 103 orARL It): or (it) It): or ID 102 or LAR 102. Design topics including:processes. methods. philosophies. theories and special topics such as makingchoices in a consensus driven organi/ation or in a collaborative \enturc. .\companion course to the second semester discipline specific FundamentalStudios.
D 231 Design History for Engineers and Scientists. 3(3-0-(1). F. S.Stud) of historical connections among \ariotis disciplines and across culttiresli'om prehistor) to the present. \\ith an emphasis on design. Students de\ clop\ isual timelincs of e\ cuts to better understand ho“ seemingly disparatedisciplines affect one another. Special attention paid to scientific. artistic. andphilosophical ”rev olutions" and their impact upon each other and upon otherintellectual and practical endca\ ors.
D 292 Special Topics in Design. 1 3. F. S. Sum. Topics of currentinterest in the college of Design. Used to de\elop ne“ courses.
D 492 Special Topics in Design. 1 3. F. S, Sum. Topics of currentinterest in the College of Design. Used to dcwlop nc“ courses.

DANCE (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
DAN (PE) 264 Ballet. 1(0-2-0). F. S. Beginning |c\e1 ballct techniquecourse. Fundamental ballet concepts and vocabulary introduced through barreand center e.\crcises and combinations.
DAN 272 Dance Composition. 1(0 2 0). F. S. Prcq: PE 264 or PE 274.Creative problem solving usrng thc components of movement composition.Dmelopment of mmcmcnt \ocabulary through structured impronsation.Development of a thematic phrase. Manipulation of the thematic phrasethrough various choreographic devices. Structure ofthc developed materials.
DAN (PE) 274 Modern Dance I. 1(0-2—0). F. S. Introduction ofmmcment and dance concepts and techniques through theory and analysis.improvisation and composition. structured dancc mercrscs combinations.
DAN (PE) 275 Modern Dance 11. 1(0-2-0). F. S. Preq: PE DAN 274 (orpermission of instructor). Continuation of Modern Dance 1. Emphasis on
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design o1 body in space. movement qualities and musicality through structuredtechnical c\eiciscs and combinations.
DAN 295 Problems of Dance Performance. 2(04-0). F. S. Preq:Audition. Pract cal performing experience in a company setting. Rehearsal,perloi‘mance and production of concert dance
DAN 498 Independent Study in Dance. 1 3.1‘. 5. Sum. Preq: DANI 272,Dan 295, Dance Program apprmal required. Independent study in specialchoreographic or perlorinancc projects appro\cd by and done under thedirection of the Dance Program.

DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS
DF 101 Design Fundamentals Studio I. 610 I 0). F. College of Designstudents only. Introduction to the design disciplines and departments of thecollege of Design. A studio course c\amining the techniques and attitudes fordealing \vith identitication. solution and evaluation of problems arising fromthe design of p1])slcdl artifacts in the natural and burlt environment. Thedesign studio process includes the acquisition of languages and skillsappropriate to design studies.

ENGINEERING

E 10] Introduction to Engineering & Problem Solving. 1(0-2-01. F.Engineering maiors: CLAS FR:SCH 1-1. An introduction to the College ofanineering as a discrpline and profession. Emphasis on engineering desrgn.Ililc’rdisClpllndr} teanmork. and problem solving from a general engineeringperspecthe. Ov chic“ of academic policies affecting undergraduateengineering students. E\posure to College of Engineering and univ ersity-vsideprograms and sen ices.
E 110 Engineering Scholars Forum. 0(2 0 0). F. S. Preq: Enrollmentlimited to particrpants in the Engineering Scholars Program. Interdisciplinaryseminar series \vith presentations by distingurshcd faculty members ande\peits dra“ n from technical. academic. business and g0\ emmcntcommunities. Discussions of major public issues and topics of contemporaryconcern.
E 111 Engineering Scholars Forum. 0(241-0). F. S. Preq: Enrollmentlimited to particrpants iii the Engineering Scholars Program. Interdisciplinaryseminar series \\ith presentations by distingmshed faculty members andexperts dra\\n from technical. academic. business and govemmentcommunities. Discussions of major public issues and topics of contemporaryconcern.
E 115 Introduction to Computing Emironments. 110-2 0). F. S. Sum.Fundamentals of the [08 System. Softnarc and services available on thesystem. Netuork hardviaie configuration. on line help and communication.tile and directory manipulation. Soft\\arc applications such as Email.publishing packages. spreadsheets. mathematical packages. CAD packages.
E 123 Engineering 1-2-3: Product and Processing Engineering. 2(0-3-0).F. S. Introduction to product and process (1) usage. (2) assembly. and (3)engineering calculations and design through the case study approach.\\ orking in learns of mo. students e\plore bar code scanners and inventorysystems. compact disc audio and CD-ROM information storage and retrieval.photocopier and FA.\ de\ ices. optical Fiber communications and probes. \ ideocamera and video cassette recorder. and water purification technologies.
E 144 Academic and Professional Preparation for Engineering I. 1(1-0 0). F. Assist ne\\ freshmen engineering students in the transrtion from highschool to the collegiate environment. Cover critical-thinking: problem solvingtechniques; academic skills and time management.
E I45 Academic and Professional Preparation for Engineering 11.1(1—0 0). S. Engineering as a Field of study and profession. Career andprofCSsional dewlopment. goal setting. decision making and effectivecommunication strategies.
E 210 Engineering Scholars Forum. 0(2 0 0). F. S. Preq: Enrollmentlimited to participants in the Engineering Scholars Program. Interdisciplinaryseminar series \vith presentations by distinguished faculty members and



experts dra\\n from technical, academic, business and g0\ ernmentcommunities. Discussrons of major public issues and topics of contemporaryconcern.
E 211 Engineering Scholars Forum. 0(2 0 0). F, S. Preq: Enrollmentlimited to participants in the Engineering Scholars Program. Interdisciplinaryseminar series “ith presentations by distinguished faculty members andexperts drawn from technical, academic. business and governmentcommunities. Discussions of major public issues and topics of contemporaryconcern.
E 432 Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: Jr.standing. Patent. trademark and copyright problems that arise in engineerinO,scientific and industrial pursuits. Includes the rights and remedies a\ ailable toindividual im entors and authors as well as companies. Patent Officeprocedures and practices.
E 490 Fundamentals of Engineering(FE) Exam Preparation. 1(2 0 0).F, S. Engineering Seniors and PBS students only. Credit may not be countedtoward graduation. Preparation for graduating seniors in engineering to takethe Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) Examination. Information on how toregister for the FE exam, e.\am strategy. and a revie“ of selected science andengineering topics through acti\e learning exercrses directed at \\orkrngsample examination problems.
E 497 Engineering Research Projects. 1-3. F. S, Sum. Preq: Jr.Standing in College of Engineering; Restricted to partieipants in EngineeringScholars Program and Engineering Research Center Scholars. Projects inresearch, deSign or development in engineering or computer seience.
E (MA, OR) 531 Dynamic Systems and Multi\ ariable Control 1. 3(300). F. Preq: MA 341, MA 405. Introduction to modeling, analysis andcontrol of linear discrete-time and continuous-time dynamical systems. Statespace representations and transfer methods. Controllabilrty and obseryability.Realization. Applications to biological, chemical, economic. electrical.mechanical and socrological systems.

ECONOMICS
EC 201 Principles of Microeconomics. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Credit “1”not be given for both EC 201 and either ARE 201 or EC 20:. Scarerty,production possibilities, and opportunity cost. Supply and demand analysis.free markets, the price system, and gmernment policy. Mieroeconomicanalysis of business decisions in competitiye and noncompetitive markets.Labor markets, capital, and natural resource markets, and e\ternalities.Market breakdovsn, income redistribution, and role of goyernmcnt. Freetrade, tariffs, and gains from international trade.
EC 202 Principles of Macroeconomics. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Preq: EC201 or ARE 201. Credit \\ill not be given for both EC 202 and EC 205.Aggregate economic analysrs emphasi/ing current public policy issues.Determinants of level and rate of growth of total output.unemployment and business cycles, inflation, and exchange rate fluctuations.Effects of monetary policy (money supply) and fiscal policy (goyemmentspending, taxes, deficits) on these problems. Trade surpluses deficits andimpact ofinternational events and policies on national economies.
EC 205 Fundamentals of Economics. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Credit “Illnot be given for both EC 205 and either EC 201 or ARE 201. Credit will notbe given for both EC 205 and EC 202. Fundamental ideas in economics:scarcity, substitution. opportunity cost, marginal analysis, gross domesticproduct, real and nominal magnitudes. Supply and demand analysis.Microeconomic analysrs of pricing in competitive and noncompetitnemarkets. Macroeconomic analysis ofproduction. employment. the price level,and inflation. Monetary and fiscal policy and the stabili/ation ofthe economy.Comparative advantage and international trade.
EC (ARE) 301 Intermediate Microeconomics. 3(3-0—0). 1‘, S, Sum.Preq: MA 121 or 131', EC 201 or EC 205 or ARE 201. Credit not a lovred forboth EC(ARE) 301 and 401. Functioning of the market economy, role ofprices in determining the allocation of resources, the functioning ofthe firm inthe economy, forces g0\erning the production and consumption of economicgoods.

Causes of
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EC 302 Intermediate Macroeconomics. 3(3-0—0). F, S, Sum. Preq: EC201 or EC 205 or ARE 201; MA 121 or MA 131. Applied, analytical course inaggregate economics: busrness cycles, stabilization policy. inflation, costs ofdisinflation. international trade. and economic growth. Interaction ofconsumers and businesses with government economic policies;unemployment, interest rates, and output gronth. Impacts of goyernmentdeficits. trade deficits. and monetary policies.
EC 303 Markets and Governments. 3(3 0 O). F, S. Sum. Preq: EC 201or EC 205 or ARE 201. Social benefits of markets and the price system.Market failures and the rationale for government intcr\ ention in the economy.Gmernment spending and taxing. Government failures. Applications topolicies concerning the emironment, labor markets, health care, antitrust. andeconomic growth.
EC 304 Introduction to Financial Markets and Institutions. 3(3 0 0).F, S. Stim. Prcq: EC 201 or EC 205 or ARE 201. Credit will not be giy en forboth EC 304 and EC 40—1. Financial assets. markets and institutions. Stock andbond markets. Measurement and determination ofrates ofreturn on financialassets. Banks and other financral intermediaries including their managementand regulation. Roles of the Federal Resene System and monetary policy indetermining interest rates, economic aeti\ ity and foreign exchange rates.
EC 310 Managerial Economics. 3(3 0 0). Preq: EC 201 or EC 205 orARE 201. Microeconomie principles applied to decision making in the firm.Present \alue analysis. The relationship betyicen accounting and economicconcepts of cost. Criteria and procedures for decrsron making underuncertainty. Economic allocation by markets and the price sy stcm. Sources ofmarket mum and competitiie ad\ antagc. Applications to product pricing andad\ertising.
EC (ARE) 336 Introduction to Resource and EnvironmentalEconomics. 3(3 0 0). S. Pi'eq: ARE 201 or EC 201 or EC 205. Application ofbasrc economic tools to understand and C\aluate emironmentalresourcepolicres. Concepts such as property rights. non market goods, allocation overtime. externalitres. and public goods. Current policy issues such as globalclimate change. ex altrating natural resource damages from oil spills. reducingthe costs of regulations. protecting estuaries. and dealing \\ith non porntsource pollution.
EC 348 Introduction to International Economics. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum.Prcq: EC 20l or EC 205 or ARE 201. Application ofbasic economic analysisto international economic eycnts and polieics. Gains from trade. impacts oftrade restrictions. international systems of payments. global capital markets.and balancrng international urth domestic macroeconomic policies. Cun‘entpolicy issues such as economic integration (customs unions and free tradeareas), a common European currency. and the role of international trade ineconomic gronth and deyelopmcnt
EC (ST) 351 Data Analysis for Economists. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: BUS ST350. Tools for describing and analy/ing data as used in economics.Probability. random \ariables. sampling. point and IIIlCI'Hll estimation.Hypothesis testing and regression analysrs “1th emphasis on economicapplications.
EC 372 Eyolution ot'American Business. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: EC 201or EC 205 or ARI: 20]. Historical de\clopment of modern business enterprisefrom the Colonial Era through World War II. Emphasis on the translormationof business practices in response to technological change, C\ olution ofcapitalmarkets. grovrth of international trade. changes in distribution techniques.entrepreneurship. and the in Ilucncc ofgovernmcnt regulation.
EC 375 Comparathe Economic Systems. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Freq: EC 201or E( 205 or ARI‘ 201. COITTPUI‘JIHC Economic Systems contrasts market typeeconomics \Vlll] other types of economic systems. particularly collectn ist orplanned economics in order to analy/e their rclati\c economic efficiency. '1 hecollapse of the Smiet economy will he aiialy/Cd as \\ell as the attempts tocom ert the lie“ ly established republics into market economies.
EC (ARE) 401 Economic Analysis for Nonmajors. 3(3 0-0). F. S. l’ieq:14C 201 or EC 205 or ARI; 201. Not open to undergraduates majoring in theCollege of Management or Department of Agriculture and ResourceEconomics. Credit not alloucd for both EC(ARL) 301 and L’CtARF.) 401.Intermediate economic theory of firm. household and market heliunor.Demand. production and cost theory, market equilibrium uridcr eompetiti\cand non competitnc conditions, and problems 01 economic efficiency. (EC



(ARE) 401 is primarily for graduate students desiring an economics minor atthe master's level. Students completing intermediate microcconomies andcalculus should elect ECG 501. Price fheory. instead.)
EC 404 Money, Financial Markets, and the Economy. 3(3-0—0). F, S.Preq: EC 302, BUS ST 350. Roles of money, credit, and financial institutionsin the modern economy. Determination of level and structure ofintercst ratesand exchange rates, determination of security prices. Management andregulation of financial institutions. Federal Reser\c System and monetarypolicy. Statistical analysis of financral and monetary data.
EC 410 Public Finance. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301. A microeconomic analysts of the rationale for public expenditure and taxation.Externalitics, pollution and public policy. income redistribution and publicwelfare. public goods, collective choice and political institutions. publicbudgeting techniques and cost-benefit analysrs, taxation and tax policy, state—loeal finance and fiscal federalism.
EC 413 Competition. Monopoly and Public Policy. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq:EC(ARE) 301. Current theories of industrial organization with specificreference to such topics as cartels. industrial concentration, verticalintegration. franchise contracts. ounership and control of firms. multipart anddiscriminatory pricing. and tie-tn sales. Economic aspects ofantitrust law andgovernment regulation ofindustry.
EC 431 Labor Economics. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301. Aneconomic approach to the labor market and its problems includingunemployment and the detemiination ofuages. hours and working conditionsunder \arious labor market structures. The economic effects of trade unions.Introduction to human capital theory.
EC 435 Urban Economics. 3(3 0 0). Preq: ECtARE) 301. Application ofland use and location theory to urban structure and centralized economicactitity. Analysis of trends in urbanization and suburbanization. Urbanp0\ erty, housing, transportation, pollution and local public finance.
EC (ARE) 436 Em ironmental Economics. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: EC(ARE)301. Usefulness of economics in understanding pollution. congestion,conservation and other emironmental problems. Relevant economic toolssuch as pricing schemes. abatement cost cun es, damage functions and benefitcost analysis. Pollution taxes, regulations, marketable permits and subsidiesconsidered in designing alterations, in the incentive system. Current publicpolicy alternatives in the context of non market decision-making.
EC 437 Health Economics. 3(3-0 0). F, S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301 orEC(ARE) 401. Application of micro—economic tools to the analysis of publicand private policy issues concerning health care financing and delix cry in theUnited States.
EC 442 Evolution of Economic Ideas. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: ECtARE)301. General development of economic ideas from ancient times through thepost Keynesian period. Emphasis on the classical school and developmentsthereafter. The evolution of economic ideas in the context of the changes intechnology and the increasing complexity ofeconomic acti\ ity.
EC 448 International Trade. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301.Determinants of commodity composition of trade and analysis of tariffs,quotas. and transport costs. Treatment of international investment includingmultinational corporations. Analysis of the effects of tariffs and quotas.Relationship between international trade and economic growth.
EC 449 International Finance. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Preq: EC (ARE) 301.Study of international markets and their effects on firms, investors andnational economics. Topics include: futures and options in foreign exchange,management of foreign exchange risk, exchange rate determination, andmacroeconomic policy in an open economy.
EC 451 Introduction to Econometrics. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq: EC/ARE 301.EC 302, EC 351. The measurement, specification, estimation andinterpretation of functional relationships through single equation least-squaretechniques. Applications of simple and multiple regression, curvilinearregression and various transformations to demand, cost. production,consumption and investment relationships.
EC 470 The Japanese Economy. 3(3—0 O). S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301.Growth and development of the Japanese economy. Issues arising from
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Japans integration with the world economy. Analysis of contemporaryJapanese economic institutions and business practices. Economics ofJapanesegovemment policies.
EC 471 Evolution of the American Economy. 3(3—O 0). S. Preq:EC(ARE) 301. Relationship of modern economic development to the historyofAmerica. Analysis ofcontemporary problems and issues with reference totheir origins in the historical growth ofthe economy.
EC 472 The Rise of Industrialism. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: EC (ARE) 301.Historical development of the modern industrial economy from origins inmedieval and early modern Europe. The industrial revolution in England andits diffusion throughout the western world and beyond.
EC 480 Introduction to Economic Research. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: EC 301,ST/BUS 350. Computer Proficiency. Finding economic data. Criticallyanaly7ing newspaper and journal articles using economic reasoning.Developing. writing, and presenting economic analysis.
EC 490 Research Seminar in Economics. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: EC(ARE) 301. EC 302, ST(BUS) 350. The final course for students completingthe undergraduate programs in economics. Students study a selectedeconomic issue. make classroom presentations related to the seminar topic,and write research papers.
EC 495 Special Topics in Economics. 1 6. Preq: Consent of theDepartment. Examination of special topics in economics not normally treatedin other courses. or offering of new courses on a trial basis.
EC 498 Independent Study in Economics. 1 6. F, S, Sum. Preq: Consentof Department. Detailed investigation of topics of particular interest toadvanced undergraduates under faculty direction on a tutorial basis. Creditsand content determined by faculty member in consultation with AssociateDepartment Head.

COUNSELOR EDUCATION
ECD 101 University Orientation I. 1(1-0-0). F. Open to UniversityTransition Program (UTP) students only. An orientation to academicrequirements of the \arious colleges and departments at the University, areview of study skills and time management, advising procedures anddecision-making skills, designed to assist students to develop a knowledge ofmajor requirements and requisite comprehension and skills to succeed incollege.
ECD 102 University Orientation [1. 1(1 0-0). S. Open to UniversityTransition Program (UTP) students only. A continuation of ECD 101, thecourse emphasizes the further development of study skills, time managementand methods for the selection ofa major field of study.
ECD 220 College Student Development and Peer Counseling. 2(2 O—O).F, S. Preq: Sophomore standing. Priority will be given to resident advisors andstudents active in student organizations or volunteer programs. Developmentalissues of young adulthood with opportunity for the acquisition ofparaprofessional counseling skills and crisis intervention skills. Majorconsideration is given to self—awareness and values clarification throughutilization of personality inventories and self-assessment instruments.
ECD 221 Career Planning and Personal Development. 3(3-0—0). F, S.Knowledge, attitudes, self—understanding, and skills needed to enhance careerplanning and foster personal development. Study of self-understanding, selftalk, goal setting, the environment, and decision making as ways to adapt moreeffectively to the challenges oflife.
ECD 223 Orientation Counselor Training. 2(2-0-0). S. Preq: Selectionas an Orientation Counselor. Consent of Department. For new studentorientation counselors. Relevant research, student development theory, andshared professional experiences are presented. Class discussion, small groupactivities, simulations, and journal writing employed. Individual projects andan out-of—class team building experience are required.
ECD 224 Student Development and Peer Mentoring. 2(2-0-0). F. Preq:Selection as a Peer Mentor. Consent of Department. For new student peermentors of primarily African American freshmen. Relevant studentdevelopment, psychology and counseling research and theory as well as shared



professional experiences are presented. Class discussion, group activities,role—playing, relex ant readings and \ideo are employed. Reaction papers andproject are required.
ECD 296 Special Topics in Education: Counselor Education. 1-3. F, S,Sum. Indi\ idual or group study of special topics in professional education. Thetopic and mode of study are determined by the faculty member after discussionWith the student.

ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING

ECE 200 Introduction to Electrical and Computer EngineeringLaboratory. 3(I.50-3 0). F, S. Preq: GPA 2.5 or above. with a C or better inMA 24I,and PY 205. Coreq: PY 208, MA 242. Restricted to students who areenrolled in EE or CPE curricula. Laboratory with experiments design toprovide fundamental concepts and an overvrc“ of electrical and computerengineering specialization areas including Analog and Digital ElectronicCircuits, Solid State Electronic Devices, Communication Systems, SignalProcessing and Computer Engineering. Experience with standard laboratoryequipment including power supply, multimeter, function generator,oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer.
ECE 206 Introduction to Computer Organization. 3(3-1-0). F, S. Sum.Preq: GPA 2.5 or above, \xith a C— or better in MA 24], FY 205, and CSC116. Introduction to key concepts in computer organization. Numberrepresentations. svs itching circuits, logic design, microprocessor design,assembly language programming, input/output, interrupts and traps, directmemory access, structured program development.
ECE 211 Electric Circuits. 4(3 2 0). F, S. Sum. Preq: MA 242, PY 208and a grade of C or better in ECE 200. Coreq: ECE 220. Introduction totheory, analySis and design of electric circuits. Voltage, current, pouer,energy, resistance, capacitance, inductance. Kirchhoffs laus node analySis,mesh analysis, Thevenin's theorem. Norton‘s theorem, steady state andtransient analysis. AC, DC, phasors, operational amplifiers, transfer fuctions.
ECE 212 Fundamentals of Logic Design. 3(3 0—0). F, S, Sum. Preq:Grade of C or better in ECE 206. Introduction to digital logic design.Boolean algebra, switching fianctions, Kamaugh maps, modular combinationalcircuit design, flip flops, latches, programmable logic, and synchronoussequential Circuit design. Use of sex eral CAD tools for logic synthe51s, stateassignment, and technology mapping.
ECE 220 Analytical Foundations of Electrical and ComputerEngineering. 3(2-0-2). F, S. Preq: MA 242, CSC 116, PY 208 and C- or betterin ECE 200. The modeling, analySis and solution of cichit theory, control,communication, computer, and other system arismg in electrical and computerengineering using various analytical techniques. Numerical solutions to ECEproblems using MATLAB and SPICE.
ECE 292 Special Topics in Electrical and Computer Engineering. 1—3.F, S, Sum. Special topics in electrical and computer engineering at the earlyundergraduate le\ el.
ECE 301 Linear Systems. 4(3—3-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: A grade of C- orbetter in ECE 21 1 and ECE 220. Representation and analysis of linear systemsusing differential equations: impulse response and com olution, Fourier series,and Fourier and Laplace transformations for discrete time and continuous timesignals. Emphasis on interpreting system descriptions in terms oftranSient andsteady state response. Digital signal processing.
ECE 302 Microelectronics. 4(3-3—0). F, S. Preq: A grade ofC or betterin ECE 211. Introduction to the physics ofsemiconductors, PN Junctions, BITand MOS field Effect Transistors: Physics of operation, IV characteristics,circuit models, SPICE analysis; simple diode circuits; Single Stage TransistorAmplifiers: Common Emitter and Common Source configurations, biasing,calculations of small signal voltage gain, current gain, input resistance andoutput resistance; Introduction to Differential Amplifiers, OperationalAmplifiers.
ECE 303 Electromagnetic Fields. 3(3—0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: A grade ofC- of better in ECE 2H and ECE 220. Static electric and magnetic fields.Maxwell's equations and force laws. Propagation, reflection and refraction 01
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plane wa\ es. Transient and steady state behauor of waxes on transmissionlines.
ECE 305 Electric Power Systems. 3(3-3-0). F. Preq: A grade ofC orbetter in ECE 211 and ECE 220. Principles, performance and characteristics ofpower—sy stem components, including direct current and alternating currentmachinery, transformer banks and transmission lines. Principles and analysisOfsystem p0\\ er flow
ECE 306 Introduction to Embedded Systems. 3(2-2 0). F, S. Preq: ECE200,ECE 206, ECE 212. CPE majors only. Introduction to designingmierocontroller based embedded computer systems using assembly and Cprograms to control input/output peripherals. Use of embedded operatingsystem.
ECE 331 Principles of Electrical Engineering I. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: MA 241, PY 208. Not a\ ailable to EE and CPE majors. Concepts, unitsand methods of analy5is in electrical engineering. AnalySis of d-c and a ccircuits, characteristics of linear and non linear electrical de\ices,transformers, motors and control systems.
ECE 402 Communications Engineering. 3(2 3 0). F, S. Preq: ECE 301,ST 371. Fundamentals of communications engineering. PCM, digitaltransmission. PSK, QAM, baseband, FSK, ASK; link budgets for satellite,cellular, and cable systems. Brief coyerage of AVI, FM, SSB, errorcorrection/detection, modulation, the effects of noise and band“ idth.
ECE 403 Electronics Engineering. 3(2 3-0). S. Preq: ECE 301, ECE 302.DeSign and analysis of discrete and integrated electronic circuits, from single-tranSistor stages to operational amplifiers, usmg bipolar and MOS de\ices.Feedback in operational amplifier circuits, compensation and stability.Laboratory design projects.
ECE 404 Introduction to Solid-State De\ ices. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: ECE302, ECE 303. BaSic principles required to understand the operation of solidstate de\ices. Semiconductor de\ice equations de\eloped from fundamentalconcepts. P-\I junction theory de\eloped and applied to the analysis ofde\ices such as \aractors, detectors, solar cells, bipolar transistors, and fieldeffect transistors. Emphasis on de\ ice physics rather than circuit applications.
ECE 406 Design of Complex Digital Systems. 3(3 3-0). F, S. Preq: Agrade of C or better in ECE 212. Design principles for complex digitalsystems: Iteration, top down bottom up, divide and conquer, anddecomposition. Descriptne techniques, including block diagrams, timingdiagrams, register transfer, and hardware—description languages. ConSIderationoftransmission-line effects on digital systems.
ECE 407 Introduction to Computer Communications. 3(3 0 0). S.Preq: ECE 301, ST 37]. Engineering priiiCiples ofcomputer communications:summary of digital transmission. media and switching; error control. layeringconcept. 0\ en'ie“ of protocols; architectures for local, metropolitan, and\\ ide area networks; emerging issues in digital communications systems.
ECE 420 Wireless Communication Systems. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: ECE402. System level understanding of Vi ircless mobile communications systems.Mobile radio propogation. system definitions. applicable traffic models,coding, modulation, frequency reuse, cellular concept, equalization; standardssuch as AMPS, USDC. CDMA(IS—95), GSM.
ECE 421 Introduction to Signal Processing. 3(3-0~0). F, S. Preq: ECE301, ST 37l. Concepts of electrical signal processing. Fourier series, Fouriertransform, Z-transform, ad\anccd linear systems and stochastic processes.Analog digital and digital analog com'crston, digital filters and modulation.Major design project.
ECE 422 Transmission Lines and Antennas for Wireless. 3(3 0 0). F.Preq: ECE 303. Review of time \arying electromagnetic thc0iy. A study ofthe analytical techniques and the characteristics of several useful transmissionlines and antennas. Examples are coaxial lines, \\avc guides, microstrip.optical fibers and dipole, monopole and array antennas.
ECE 435 Elements of Control. 3(3 00). F. Preq: ECE 30l. Analogsystem dynamics, open and closed-loop control, block diagrams and signal110“ graphs, input output block diagrams and signal flow graphs, input outputrelationships, stability analyses tismg Routh llum Ill, root-locus and Nyqtiisl,



time and frequency domain analysis and design of analog control systems.L sc ofcomputcr aided analySIs and design tools. Class project.
ECE 436 Digital Control Systems. 3(3 (L0). S. Preq: HE 435. Discretesystems dynamics. sampled—data systems, mathematical representations ofanalog digital and digital analog com crsions. open and closed-loop systems,input-output relationships, state~space and stability analyses, time- andfrequency domain analyses. Design and implementation ofdigital controllers.
ECE 437 Distributed Real Time Control Systems. 3(2 4—0). F, S. Preq:ECI: 301 and ECE 306 or permission of instructor. Principles for designing anintelligent distributed control system \\l'IICll includes multiple embeddedmicroprocessors communicating 0\ er a computer network. Design of basiccomponents. modes. input output interface, and communication netu ork.Rea|»timc implementation issues. such as sampling, task scheduling, andnet“ ork traffic control. Lab experiments on design of baSic components. plusa major design project.
ECE 442 Integrated Circuit Technology and Fabrication. 3(2 3—0). f.Preq: ECI: 404. Semiconductor claim and integrated—circuit processing andtechnology. Wafer speCilication and preparation. oxidation. diffusion. ionimplantation. photolitliography. dcs1gn rules and measurement techniques.
ECE 451 Power System Analysis. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: ECE 305. Longdistance transmission ofelectric power “llll emphasis on load lloyy. economicdispatch. fault calculations and system stability. Applications of digitalcomputers to power system problems. Major design project.
ECE 453 Distribution System Anal) sis, Design and Operation. 3(3 00). S. Preq: ECE 305. Electric power distribution systems: load characteristics.short term load forecasting. capacitiyc compensation, \oltage regulation andcontrol. Distribution transformers. DeSIgn of subtransmission and distributionsubstations. distribution primaiy systems. Distribution system operations andautomation.
ECE 455 Computer Control of Robots. 3(2 3 0). F. S. Preq: ECE 435.Techniques of computer control of industrial robots: interfacing withsynchronous hardware including analog digital and digital analog conyerters.interfacing noise problems. control of electric and hydraulic actuators.kinematics and kinetics of robots. path control. force control. sensingincluding \ ision. Major design project.
ECE 456 Mechatronics. 3(2 3 0). F, S. Preq: ECE 301. The study ofelectromechanical systems controlled by microcomputer technology. Thetheory. deSign and construction of smart systems: closely coupled and fullyintegrated products and systems. The synergistic integration of mechanisms.materials, sensors. interfaces. actuators. microcomputers, controllers. andinformation technology.
ECE (CSC) 460 Digital Systems Interfacing. 3(2-3-0). F. Preq: seniorstanding. Concepts of microcomputer system architecture and applications tofundamental computer hardware. Theoretical and practical aspects ofinterfacing and a variety of microprocessor peripheral chips with specificmicroprocessor microcomputer systems from both hardware and softwarepoints ofview
ECE 463 Advanced Microprocessor Systems Design. 3(3-0 0). Preq:ECE 406. Advanced topics in microprocessor systems design. includingprocessor architectures, virtual memory systems. multiprocessor systems. andsingle-chip microcomputers. Architectural examples include a variety ofprocessors of current interest. both commercial and experimental. Majordesign project.
ECE 464 ASIC Design. 3(2—3—0). S. Preq: ECE 406. ECE 302. Design ofdigital application specific integrated circuits (ASle) based on hardwaredescription languages (Verilog. VHDL) and CAD tools. Emphasis on designpractices and underlying algorithms. Introduction to deep sub-micron designissues like interconnections and low pow er and to modern applicationsincluding multi-media. wireless. Telecommunications and computing.Required design project.
ECE 465 Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence. 3(3 0 0).Preq: senior standing. Engineering applications of attificial intelligence (AI):Problem—solving techniques. knowledge acquisition. knowledgerepresentation, production systems, expert systems, AI languages, neuralnetworks, and machine learning. Design projects required.
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ECE 466 Compiler Optimization and Scheduling. 3(3-() 0). S. Preq:ECE 306 and CSC 316. Provide insight into current compiler deSigns dealingwith present and future generations of high performance processors andembedded systems. Inyestigate datallow analysis and memory disambiguation,clasSical and parallelism enhancing optimiyations. scheduling and speculativeexecution. and register allocation. Review of techniques used in currentresearch compilers.
ECE 470 Internetworking. 3(2-3-0). F, S. Preq: ECE 407 or CSC 401.Introduction, Planning and Managing networking projects, networkingelements-hardware. software. protocols, applications; TCP IP, ATM, LANemulation. Design and implementation of networks, measuring and assuringnetwork and application performance; metrics. tools. quality of service.Net“ ork based applications. Net“ ork management and security.
ECE 480 Senior Design Project in Electrical Engineering. 4(3-3-0). F,S. Preq: ECE 212,301.302.303; COM 110; ENG 331 and any 2 ECEintermediate electives. Applications of engineering and basic sciences to thetotal design of electrical engineering circuits and systems. Consideration of thedeSign process including feasibility study. preliminary deSign detail, costeffectiveness. along with development and evaluation of a prototypeaccomplished through design team project actn ity. Complete written and oralengineering report required.
ECE 481 Senior Design Project in Computer Engineering. 4(3-3-0). F.S. Preq: ECE 301.302.303.406; CSC 316; COM 110; ENG 331 and any 1additional ECE intermediate elective. Application of engineering and basicsciences to the total design of hard“ are and software systems. Considerationof the design process including feasibility study. preliminary deSign detail.cost effectiyeness, along with development and evaluation of a prototypeaccomplished through design team project activity. Complete written and oralengineering report required.
ECE 492 Special Topics in Electrical and Computer Engineering. 1-4.F. S. Preq: Consent of instructor. Offered as needed for development of newcourses in electrical and computer engineering.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION I
ECI 102 Orientation to Middle Grades Education. 0(1-0-0). F, S.Restricted to MSL majors and unclassified students in MSL. Orientation andintroduction to department. college. and university expectations andprocedures. Adviser adyisee interaction and discussion of practical aspects ofacademic life.
ECI 185 Introduction to Academic Discourse & Learning. 3(3-0—0). F.Socializes students to the intellectual conventions ofthe university by focusingon the learning process and critical thinking with academic discourse. both\\ ritten and oral.
ECI 205 Introduction to Teaching Humanities and social Sciences.3(2 3 0). F, S. Preq: Sophomore standing. For prospective teachers insecondary and middle years seeial studies. English. language arts, and foreignlanguages. An emphasis on differing aspects and procedures of instructionand analysis of competencies required of teachers. Field“ ork in a variety ofeducation settings including an extended period in one curriculum area.
ECI 210 Introduction to College Tutoring. 1(1-0-0). F, S. GPA 2.8 orhigher and who plan to become university tutors. Demlopmcnt of basictutoring skills. Areas of emphasis include recognizing and responding tovarious learning difficulties, implementing a variety of tutoring methods, andde\ eloping the ability to self critique tutoring performance.
ECI 211 Advanced Tutoring Concepts. 1(1-0-0). F, S. Preq: ECI 210.Registration is restricted to uni\ ersity tutors. Advanced tutoring techniques forexperienced tutors. Emphasis on student deyelopmental level and learningstyles. Development of skills in responding to learning difficulties and self-critique oftutoring performance.
ECI 296 Special Topics in Education. 1-3. F, S. Sum. Individual orgroup study of particular areas of education at the freshman and sophomorelevels. Specific topics will vary from semester to semester.



ECI (GEO) 300 World Regional Geography. 3(3 0 0). Preq: GEO 200.Geography of selected industrial and Third World regions in vvhich theevolution of settlement. culture. economy and political forms are heated ingeographical perspective.
EC] 305 Principles of Teaching Diverse Populations. 3(3-0 0). F, Sum.Preq: ECI 205 or EMS 203. Impact of cultural factors on experiences ofteachers and students in contemporary schools. Teaching techniques anddevelopment of instructional plans to enhance schooling experiences ofculturally diverse students.
ECI 306 Middle Years Reading. 3(3—0-0). S. Pieq: 6 hours ED and orPSY. Reading skills in middle years education developed \vith emphasis onapplication ofthe reading process to content area.
ECI 307 Teaching Writing Across the Curriculum. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq:ENG 112. For prospective teachers of all disciplines in middle high school.Practical strategies for vv riting as a learning tool and for teaching writing.Lesson plans. aSSIgnments, experiences appropriate to content areas. Focus onwriting. writing instruction, and technology. Separate sections for MiddleGrades (VISL) and English (LT\1) majors.
ECI 309 Teaching in the Middle Years. 3(3 0—0). F, S. Preq: 6 hoursED PSY. Nature and purposes of middle grades education. Early adolescentdevelopment, curriculum. teaching learning methods, school organization, andcharacteristics of effectiv e middle years teachers. Includes field experience.
ECI 331 Health Professions. 3(3 0 0). Sum, Alt. yrs. An examination ofkey occupations and professions in the health cluster. Emphasis is oneducational preparation. requ1rements for practice. potential advancement,inter- and intra professional relationships. ethical foundations of practice, andthe concept of commitment. Theoretical concept of role structure and function.
ECI 332 Health Promotion and Disease Prevention. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt.yrs. Preq: For credentialed health professionals only. EmphaSIS on educationof the public regarding general health concerns including cancer,cardiovascular disease. accident prevention, nutrition. drugs. alcohol, mentalhealth, sexuality, and environmental ha/ards.
EC] 333 Health Care Delivery. 3(3 0 0). The historical baSis of healthycare delivery in the U. S. vvith emphasrs on hospitals, health maintenanceorganizations, ambulatory care centers, ambulatory surgery. nursmg homes,and private care practice. Philosophical issues of funding health care,promoting health care, and the training of healthy care workers.
ECI 335 Planning Classroom and Clinical Curricula. 3(3-0—0). Preq:For certification majors: EOE 101. 205. For non ceitification majors: EOE101. For credentialed health professionals only. Procedures for planninghealth occupations curricula for classroom and clinical settings. Practice inwriting, updating, and refining health curriculum vvith emphasis on selectionand sequencing. Comparison of styles of vvriting curricula. Roles andresponsibilities of healthy curriculum planner.
ECI 336 Strategies for Teaching a Health Occupations Course. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: For credentialed health professionals only. Planning andimplementation of effective instructional strategies for clinical and classroomsettings. The nature of the teaching learning process, psychological andphilosophical aspects ofteacher choice of various strategies.
ECI (ENG) 405 Literature for Adolescents. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding or above. Reviews the history. types, and characteristics of literaturefor adolescents. Emphasi/es reading and analyzing the literature by exploringthe themes, literary elements, and rationale for teaching literature foradolescents. Addresses ways in which this literature can be integrated andimplemented in English Language Arts curriculum.
ECI 414 Human Relations and Discipline in the Classroom. 3(3 0 0).Alt yrs. Preq: PSY 304 or EDP 304 and 6 hours ofeducation. Designed to helpprospective teachers foster positive interpersonal relationships in classrooms,build a sense of community and create a purposive environment for learningInvestigates issues such as group building, active listening, and majorapproaches to discipline. Uses case studies and problem solving methods.
ECl 415 The Arts and Adolescence. 2(2 0 0). S. Preq: 6 hours ED and OIPSY; Middle Grades Majors (MSL, MSD). Relationship of the arts to theacademic work of adolescent learners. Arts and adolescent development; arts
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and learning processes vvithiii and outside ofthe classroom; exper'mentationand skill development in graphic arts, sculpture. music. drama.dance mmement. film, and poetry.
EC] 416 Teaching Exceptional Students in the MainstreamedClassroom. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: Six houis ED and or PSY. Prov ides classroomteachers in all disciplines and grade levels vvith a knovvledge of varioushandicapping conditions. as well as with techniques to assist exceptionalstudents within the mainstreamed classroom. Required for 1\lSL majors.
ECI 423 Methods and Materials in Teaching Modern ForeignLanguages. 5(4—2—0). F. Preq: Admission to Professional Semester. Coreq:ECI 424. Taught M-F during first 7 vveeks of the semestei. Methods andmaterials for teaching modern foreign languages K-12 including the use ofinstructional media.
EC] 424 Student Teaching in French or Spanish. 8(2—15—0). F. Preq:Admission to Professional semestei. Coreq: ECl 423. Ten vveek teachingexperience for prospective teachers of French or Spanish in a selectedelementary. middle or high school under the supervision of a cooperatingteacher and a min ersity faculty supervisor.
ECI (FL) 425 Methods and Materials in Teaching English as a SecondLanguage. 3(3-0 0). S, Preq: Admission to Teacher Education Candidacy oradmission to ESL Licensure Program. Methodologies and current approachesto teaching English as a Second Language. Techniques and strategies forteaching reading. vvriting. listening. speaking and culture. Selection.adaptation. and creation of instructional materials for various levels ofpioficiency and teaching situations. Evaluation and asseSsment of \\ ritten andoral language proficiency through standardized and non—standardi7edassessment tools.
ECl 430 Methods and Materials for Teaching Language Arts in theMiddle Grades. 4(3 2 0). F. Preq: ECI 205.ELP 344.PSY 304 or EDP304,EC1309, EC1306, EC1307. Senior Standing. Corcq: ECI—l35.!\dmiss10nto candidacy in Middle Grades Teacher Education; senior standing. Inquiry,activity oriented course provides oppominities for prospective language artsmiddle school teachers to integrate knovvledge of English \vith effectivematerials. strategies, methods of instruction. Students obsene middle schoolclasses. plan lessons. and traits. piactice varied classroom strategies.technologies in micro—lessons. Prepared students for teaching language artsvv ith other content areas in middle schools.
ECI 434 Clinical Supervision in Health Occupations. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt.yrs. Preq: Six hours ofHealth Occupations courses Superv ism} techniques forhealth care professmnals in initial levels of administrative posnions. Internaland external factors affecting and staffing and supenision process.Organization of the supeWisory process. Gov eminent and lab0i ielations inthe health industry.
ECI 435 Methods and Materials for Teaching Social Studies in theMiddle Grades. 4(3-2 0). F. Preq: Admission to professional semester. Forpreservice middle school soeial studies teachers. Focus on: teaching andevaluation skills, adaptation of instruction to individual learner differences.identification and creation of instructional materials appropriate for Lise insocial studies teaching.
EC] 436 Evaluative Skills in Teaching Health Occupations. 3(3-0-0).Program and process evaluation in health care curriculum. instiuction, learningand clinical performance. Analysis ofevisting instruments deSigns for clinicalevaluation vv ith respect to validity and reliabi ity. Development of instrumentsto evaluate clinical performance. construction of test items. and health careprogram effectiv eness.
EC] 437 Health Occupations Teaching Practicum. 3 8. F. S. Practicalteaching experience in health occupations. Ceitification inajOIs complete 15vveeks of student teaching in secondary programs (8 credit hours). \lon—certification majors teach in a hospital. community college. technical institute.private health industry, or other health-care setting (3-8 credit hours.)
ECl 438 Medical Law and Ethics. 3(3 0 0). l‘. Ethical and legal issuesinvolved in delivering lieallh care, such as euthanasia. reproductivetechnology. organ transplants. patients' rights. and COIlllLlCllllfllll) Classicalethical theories and prinCipIes. Systematc review procedures and currentmedical law used to examine current case dilemmas in the health professions.



ECl (FL) 440 Internship in Teaching English as a Second Language.1-3. Sum. Preq: Admission to ESL Liccnsurc Program. ('orcq: TeacherLicensure in an) primary area. Skills and techniques required in leaching, ESLin a public school setting. l5 hours ofclassroom obsenation and 30 hours indirect instruction. Demonstration ol'competcncics essential for teaching ESL.
ECI 444 Administration 01' Marketing Education. 3(3-() 0). F. Preq:Admission to Teacher Education Candidacy, FOE 207. The theory and skillsnecessary to plan, administer. operate, and eialuate effecti\c programs inmarketing education.
ECI 446 Curriculum and Methods of Teaching Marketing Education.3(3 0 O). F. Preq: Admission to l‘eacher Education Candidacy. Curriculumcommon to markcting education and research behind its de\clopmcnt.Methods common to instructional planning. implementation, and evaluation ofeffecti\c marketing education programs.
ECI 447 Student Teaching in \larketing Education. 8(2-15—0). S. Preq:Admission to Professional Semester. C‘oreq: ECl 494. Skills and techniquesrequired by prospecti\e teachers in the marketing education classroom.Fifteen \ieeks student teaching full-time in a public school: obsenation,instruction. e\a|uation. ad\ isement, and administration.
ECI 450 Methods and Materials in Teaching English. 4(3~2—0). F. Preq:ECl 205, ELP 344. PSY 304 or EDP 304‘. senior standing and admission toTeacher Education candidacy \\ith a major in English. Taught during the firstse\ en weeks of the semester. Methods and materials of teaching English ingrades 9-12. with an emphasis on lesson planning and demonstrations practicein teaching literature. study skills. speaking. listening. and \\ riting.
ECI 451 Improving Reading in Secondary Schools. 2(2 0—0). F, S, Sum.Preq: 6 hours of ED and or PSY. A study of methods and materials forteaching reading in the secondar) school, \\llh an emphasis on the effectiveuse of“ ritten materials for content area instruction.
ECI 454 Student Teaching in English/Language Arts. 1—8. S. Preq:Admission to Student Teaching Professional Semester. For MSL students: ECl430: 416, 464. For LTN students: EC] 450. Proxides the prospecthe teacherwith experience in the techniques and skills imohed in teaching English orLanguage Arts. Ten necks in a selected off-campus 51811011. Student teachersbecome familiar \\ith the total school program and participate in selectedschool and community activities.
ECI 460 Methods and Materials in Teaching Secondary SocialStudies. 4(3-1-0). F. Preq: ECI 205. ELP 344, Sr. standing and admission toprofessional semester with a major in either history, sociology, politicalscience. Taught during the first six necks of the semester. Teachingtechniques. innovations. and de\ elopmcnt of teaching and evaluation skills inthe area of secondary school social studies Adaptation of instruction toindi\idual learner differences. and selection and design of instructionalmaterials. Taught during the first six weeks ofthe semester.
ECI 464 Student Teaching in Social Studies. 3-8. F. Preq: Admission toprofessional semester. Corcq: For LTH, LTP. LTS students: ECI 460. ForMSL students: ECl 454, 430. 416. Skills and techniques in teaching socialstudies in secondary and middle schools. Each student spends ten weeks in aselected off—campus centei. The student demonstrates competencies essentialfor teaching social studies, becomes familiar with the total school program,and participates in a \ariety of school and community activities.
ECI 483 An Introduction to Media and Instructional Technology. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior standing. Suney of instructional media andinstructional technology. Relationship between media and instructionalobjectives. Computer based projects in designing and developing instructionalmaterials using software.
ECI 488 Basic American Sign Language. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Restrictedelecthe for communications majors. Conversational sign language skilldevelopment and introduction to aspects of American Sign language, deafness,and deaf culture.
ECI 494 Senior Seminar in Marketing Education. 3(3-0-0). S. Analysisand discussion by marketing education majors of problems and successesexperienced While student teaching in the public schools.ECI 496 Special Topics in Education. 1 3. F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior orsenior standing and consent of instructor. Individual or group study of special
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topics in professional education. The topic and mode of study are determinedby the faculty member alter discussion with the student.
EDUCATION

ED 103 Teaching Fellows Seminar. 1(0-2-0). F. An orientation toacademic requirements of higher education, a review of teacher educationcomponents and elements of teacher education curricula, identification ofcharacteristics of an effective student, and an introduction to instructionalmethods and issues in the field ofeducation.
ED 111 Education and Psychology Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F, S.Prcq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Education and PsychologyScholars Program. interdisciplinary seminar with presentations bydistinguished faculty members and experts drawn from technical, academic,business and govcmment communities. Discussions of major public issues andtopics ofcontemporary concern.
ED (AEE) 206 Introduction to Teaching Agriculture. 3(2-3-0). F.Introduction to teaching agricultural education in middle and secondaryschools and collaborathe efforts for teaching agricultural education to adultsas rural community situations dictate. Field experiences include three hoursper neck of structured observations of classroom teachers, teacher assistantacti\ ities. and reflections ofthe experience.
ED 21] Education and Psychology Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F, S.Preq: Enrollment is limited to participants in the Education and PsychologyScholars Program. Second |e\el of interdisciplinary seminar series withpresentations by distinguished faculty members and experts dravm fromtechnical, academic. business and government communities. Discussions ofmajor public issues and topics of contemporary concern.
ED (AEE) 226 Computer Applications and Information Technologyin Agricultural & Extension Ed. 3(1-4-0). F, S. Use of computers andcommercially produced agricultural software; the computer as a managementtool; agricultural occupational applications of the computer; a multimediainstructional tool in agricultural classrooms and training situations; use oftechnology for processing information and imaging; network access; andelectronic communications.
ED 296 Special Topics in Education. 1—3. F, S. Individual or group studyof particular areas of education at the freshman and sophomore levels.Specific topics \\ ill \ ary from semester to semester.
ED (AEE) 303 Administration and Supervision of StudentOrganizations. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: AEE 206 or EOE 207. Principles andtechniques for organizing, administering and supervising student organizationactixities.
ED 310 Tutoring Adolescents. 1(1-2 0). F, S. Preq: EC] 205 or EOE207. Coreq: EMS 203. Developing skills in tutoring adolescent students.Emphases include identifying adolescent learning difficulties, using a varietyof tutoring methods and a tutorial self—evaluation process. Requires off-campus field“ ork.
ED (AEE) 322 Experiential Learning in Agriculture. 2(2-0—0). F.Planning. organizing, implementing, supervising and evaluating SupervisedAgricultural Experience (SAE) programs in agriculture.
ED (AEE) 327 Conducting Summer Programs in AgriculturalEducation. 1(0 3 0). F. Preq: AEE(ED)206; AEE(ED)322; and AEE 323.Field experience emphasizing summer agricultural education programs.Individualized instruction for students during supervised agriculturalexperience visits and youth organization activities. Professional developmentand program improvement activities.
ED 403 Teaching Fellows Senior Seminar. 1(1-0-0). F. S. Preq: Seniorstanding. A casebook study of first-year teacher experiences and anexamination of professional, ethical, and legal issues in education as found incases dealing with new teachers.
ED (AEE) 424 Planning Agricultural Educational Programs. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: AEE(ED) 426. Coreq: AEE(ED) 427 or Consent of Instructor.Principles of program planning applied to educational programs in agriculture;



includes theory and field experiences in planning, organi7ing, and evaluatinghigh school and adult education programs.
ED (AEE) 426 Methods of Teaching Agriculture. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: JRstanding or Consent of Instructor. Discussion and practice in planning andpresenting instruction in agriculture in formal and informal settings.Principles and application of approaches to teaching and organizinginstruction, motivating students, de\ eloping instructional objecthes, selectingand using teaching techniques. evaluating instruction, and managing classroomand laboratory instruction.
ED (AEE) 427 Student Teaching in Agriculture. 8(2 15 0). Preq: AEE(ED) 426; Admission to Professional Semester. Coreq: AEE (ED) 490, AEE(ED) 424. Skills and techniques in teaching agriculture in a public schoolsetting. Secondary agricultural education program teaching experience underthe supen ision of university faculty and an experienced agriculture teacher.
ED (AEE) 490 Seminar in Agricultural and Extension Education.1(1-0-0). S. Preq: Admission to Professional Semester. Analysis ofopportunities and challenges facing educational leaders in agriculture.
ED 496 Special Topics in Education. l 3. F, S. Preq: Junior or SeniorStanding. Individual or group study of special topics in professional education.The topic and mode of study are determined by the faculty member afterdiscussion with the student.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
EDP 304 Educational Psychology. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Preq: Sophomorestanding requ1red. Psychological principles applied to education, includingcognitiye and personality development, indiyidual differences. learning andbehavior theory, cognitive strategies for learning and remembering, criticalthinking and problem-solying strategies, student motiy ation. classroommanagement techniques, components of teacher effectiveness, measurementand student evaluation procedures. characteristics of exceptional children,mainstreaming the classroom, and multicultural education.
EDP (PSY) 476 Psychology of Adolescent Dey elopment. 3(3-0-0). F, S,Sum. Preq: PSY 200 or PSY 304 or EDP 304. Theories. principles, and issuesof human psychological development empl‘asi7ing adolescence. Cognitiye,social, and phySical changes; their interaction. Implications for teaching andparenting adolescents.

MECHATRONICS

EGM 180 Introduction to Mechatronies Laboratory. 2(1—0-3). S. Theobjectiye ofthis course is to introduce students to the mechatronic engineeringdiscipline as a synergistic combination of mechanical and electricalengineering. computer science, control and information technology.Foundational concepts in mechatronics are addressed including analog anddigital electronics, sensors, actuators, microprocessors, and microprocessorinterfacing to electromechanical systems through hands on laboratoryexercises.
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND PROGRAM

EVALUATION

ELP 296 Special Topics in Education: General Studies. I 3. F, S, Sum.Individual or group study of particular areas of education at the freshman andsophomore levels. Specific topics will vary from semester to semester.
ELP 344 School and Society. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: Jr. standing. Theinterrelationship between the school and other institutions. \alues, and patternsofthought in American society.
ELP 496 Special Topics in Education: General Studies. l-3. F, S, Sum.Preq: Junior or senior standing and consent of instructor. Individual or groupstudy ofspecial topics in professional education. The topic and mode of studyare determined by the faculty member after discussion vs ith the student.
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MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

EVIS 101 Orientation to Mathematics and Science Education. 0(1 0 0).F, S. Open only to students in Math and Science Education. Oy crview ofdepartmental expectations and procedures and introduction to practical aspectsof academic life. Opportunity for interaction of students “ith advisors and\\ ith other undergraduates who are nearing completion of programs.
EMS 203 Introduction to Teaching Mathematics and Science. 3(2 3 0).F, S. Introduces prospective teachers to the teaching of mathematics andscience in the middle school and hiin school. As an important part of thecourse. students sene as teacher assistants to a classroom teacher. Ideas andquestions arising from this experience provide an integral part of theclassroom instruction on campus.
EMS 296 Special Topics in Education. I 3. Indi\idual or group study ofparticular areas of education at the freshman and sophomore ley els. Specifictopics \\ ill \ ary from semester to semester.
EMS 373 Instructional Materials in Science. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq: EMS203, ELP 344. PS) 304 or EDP 304. Coreq: EMS 475. 2 lecture hours and 6lab hours pei neck for 7 “eeks. Deyelopment and selection of teachingmaterials that reflect concepts of content and emphasis in middle andsecondary school science. Experimental and laboratory approaches, includinguse ofmicrocomputer and video technologies.
EMS 375 Methods of Teaching Science 1. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq: EMS 377.Coreq: EMS 203. Classroom, laboratory, and internship experiences for presenice teachers to effectively prepare, plan and assess learning emironmentsin the middle and secondary seience classroom and instnictional laboratory.Empha5is placed on knoyyledge, skills, and dispositions for inquire-basedlearning environments.
EMS 470 Methods and Materials for Teaching \Iathematies. 3(3-0—0).F. Preq: Admiss10n to the professional semester. Taught during the first sey enweeks of the semester. Purposes, methods. curricula and ex aluation practicesfor teaching mathematics in middle school and high school.
EMS 471 Student Teaching in Mathematics. 3 8. F. Preq: Admission toprofessional semester. Coreq: EMS 470. Superused experience in a selectedmiddle or secondary school for 10 “eeks, to de\ elop and practice the skillsand techniques for teaching mathematics.
EMS 472 Teaching Mathematics Topics in Senior High School. 3(3 00). F. Preq: Admission to professional semestei. Coreq: EMS 470. Taughtduring the first 7 \\ eeks of the semester. Preparation for teaching mathematicsfrom both the college preparatory (algebra. geometry, trigonometry. advancedmathematics) and general courses (pre algebra, technical and consumermathematics) offered in grades 9 12.
EMS 474 Teaching Mathematics Topics in the Middle Grades. 3(3-O—0). F. Preq: Admission to professional semester. Coreq: E\AS 470. Taughtduring the first 7 “eeks 0f the semester. Methods of teaching arithmetic,geometry, and pre-algebra topics in grades 6-9. Emphasi/es approaches thatactiyely in\ol\e learners and relate operations on concrete and pictorialrepresentations to mathematical symbols.
EMS 475 Methods ofTeaching Science [1. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: EMS 203,ELP 344, ED 310, PSY 304 or EDP 304. Coreq: EMS 476. Taught during thefirst sey en \\ eeks of the semcster. Goals, methods, curricula, and e\a|uationpractices in teaching the physical and biological seiences at the middle andsecondaiy school levels.
EMS 476 Student Teaching in Science. 4—8. F. Preq: EMS 203, ELP 344,ED 310, PSY 304 01 EDP 304. Coreq: EMS 475. Students must ha\e seniorstanding and be admitted to the professmnal semester. Supervised classroomexperience in developing the skills and techniques for teaching seicncc in aselected middle or secondary school for 10 \yecks.
EMS 480 Teaching Mathematics with Technology. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq:EMS 203; MA |3| 01 141. Prepares prospective mathematics teachers to usetechnology in their classrooms to assist students in formulating and solvmgmath problems in the middle and high school mathematics curricula.



EMS 495 Senior Seminar in Mathematics and Science Education. 1—3.Preq: Adianced undergraduate and consent of department. In depthiii\cstigation of one or more teaching areas in mathematics ()1 scienceedtication.
EMS 496 Special Topics in Education. 1-3. Preq: Junior or seniorstanding and consent of instructor. lndiudual or group study ofspec1al topicsin professional education. The topic and mode ofstudy are determined by thefaculty member after discussion \\ ith the student.

ENGLISH
ENG 100 Introduction to Academic Writing. 4(4-0-0). F, S. Sum.Successful completion of ENG 100 requires a grade ofC or better. Credit forENG 100 is not allowed if student has prior credit for ENG 101. lntensheintroduction to critical \\riting and reading in academic contexts. Explorationof writing processes and academic literacy skills: interpreting assignments;comprehending. analy7ing. and e\aluating college-leicl texts; inventing.drafting, and reusing; seeking. prmiding, and responding to constructivefeedback: collaborating cl‘fecti\ely under varied learning models. Extensnewriting practice and individualizcd coaching. Attention to grammar andconventions of standard \\rittcn English. intended as preparation for ENG101.
ENG 101 Academic Writing and Research. 4(4—0 0). F, S. Sum. Preq:Grade of C or better in ENG 100 or placement Via English Departmentguidelines. Successful completion ofENG 101 requires a grade ofC— or better.lntcnsive instruction in academic \\ riting and research. BaSic principles ofrhetoric and strategies for academic inqurry and argument. Instruction andpractice in critical reading, including the gcnerathe and responsible use ofprint and electronic sources for academic research. Exploration of literatepractices across a range ofacadcmic domains, laying the foundation for furtherwriting dewlopment in college. Continued attention to grammar andcom entions ofstandard \\ ritten English.
ENG 201 Writing Literary Analysis. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Writing aboutliterature for a variety of audiences. Strategies for writing close textualanalysis « including attention to versification, narratixc technique, anddramatic structure and for articulating biographical. literary-historical, andcultural historical contexts. Conventional genres ofliterary analysis, including“close readings." reviens. and editorial introductions: com entions oforganization and prose style in both academic and professional literarydiscourse; MLA conventions for prose style and documentation.
ENG 206 Studies In Drama. 3(3 0 O). F. S. Selected drama from theclassical period to the present. EmphaSis on reading for enjoyment as well asunderstanding theory and dexelopment of tragedy, comedy. and other modesof dramatic expression. Writers such as Sophocles, Euripides, Shakespeare.Ibsen, and Sha“, and contemporary playwrights.
ENG 207 Studies in Poetry. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Main features ofpoetry suchas tone, VOICE. form. diction. figurative language, and sound patterns. Readingof poetry from different periods with the goal of learning how to understand,appreciate, and analyze different kinds of poems.
ENG 208 Studies In Fiction. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Representativeexamples of novels and short stories from different periods. emphasizingunderstanding and appreciation of fiction as a genre, a knonledge of thefeatures and techniques of fiction, and a sense ofthe development ofthe genre.
ENG 209 Introduction to Shakespeare. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Does not satisfyrequirements for English major. Shakespeare for non English majors. Seven toten major plays, including representative comedies, such as The Taming oftheShrew; histories, such as Richard 111; tragedies, such as Hamlet; and romances,such as The Tempest.
ENG 210 Introduction to Language and Linguistics. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Preq: ENG 101. Linguistics theory and method. Topics include the Englishsound system. morphology, syntactic structure, semantics, and historical andcontemporary dialect variation. Language acquisition, language and the brain,and computer processing and human language.
ENG 214 Introduction to Editing. 3(3—0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: ENG 101.Basic editorial skills with a wide range of publications. Stylistic editing
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(conventions of written English, consistency, effectiveness of syntax,appropriateness ol‘dictron), substantive editing (accuracy, legal issues, ethics),and production editing (layout, typography, electronic publication processing).Introduction to resources such as standard reference works and professionalorganwatrons.
ENG 215 Principles of News and Article Writing. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Techniques of writing news stories and feature articles. Components ofnewsworthiness, examination ofevidence, interview techniques, varied writingstyles. Role ofnewspapcrs and journalism in America.
ENG 216 Technologies for Texts. 3(1—4-0). S. Preq: ENG 101. Uses ofcomputers for creating. designing, analy/ing, and disseminating texts, both ondesktops and on the lntemet. Overvrew oftechnologies that facilitate reading,writing, and communication; development of skill with various applicationsand understanding of their capabilities, limitations, and historical analogues.Recommended for students in joumalism and technical writing.
ENG (FL) 219 Studies in Great Works of Non-Western Literature.3(3-0-0), F, S. Readings, in English translation, or non Western literarymasterpieces from the beginnings of literacy in the Middle East, Asia, andAfrica to the modern period, including excerpts from texts such as theUpanishads, the Ramayana. the Sundiata, Gilgamesh, A Thousand and OneNights, and the Quran and such authors as Confucius, 0e Kenzaburo, OmarKhayyam. Rumi, and Amos Oz.
ENG (FL) 220 Studies in Great Works of Western Literature. 3(3—00). F, S. Sum. Preq: ENG 111 and ENG 112; or ENG 113. Credit Will not begiven for both ENG FL 220 and either ENG/FL 221 or ENG/FL 222.Readings. in English translation, of Western literary masterpieces, from thebeginnings of literacy in the Middle East and Europe towards the present,including such authors as Homer, Sophocles, Virgil, Ovid, Augustine, Danta,Machiaielli, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Moliere, Voltaire, Goethe, Austen,Flaubert. Dickinson. Tolstoy, Kafka. and Woolf.
ENG (FL) 221 Literature of the Western World I. 3(3-0-0). F.Readings from English translations of Biblical. Classical, Medieval, and EarlyRenaissance literature, including works by such authors as Homer, Plato,Virgil, Ox id, St. Paul. St. Augustine, Marie de France, and Dante.
ENG (FL) 222 Literature of the Western World II. 3(3 0 O). S.Readings from English translations of Renaissance, Neo—Classical, Romantic,and Early Modern literature. emphasizing the cultures of continental Europefrom the Renaissance to 1900, and including such authors as Petrarch,Erasmus, Rabelais, Machiavelli, Shakespeare, Moliere, Voltaire, Rousseau,Goethe. Flaubert. Tolstoy.
ENG (FL) 223 Contemporary World Literature I. 3(3-0-0). F.Twentieth century literature of some of the following cultures: Russian,Eastern European, Western European, Latin American, Canadian, andAustralian.
ENG (FL) 224 Contemporary World Literature II. 3(3 0 0). S.Twentieth-century literature of some ofthe following cultures: Asian, Arabian,African, Caribbean. and Native-American.
ENG 232 Literature and Medicine. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Study of literatureabout illness, epidemics, and the science and practice of medicine. Readingswill include works by authors such as Boccaccio, Defoe, George Eliot, Kafka,William Carlos Williams, Susan Sontag. and Tony Kushner.
ENG 233 The Literature of Agriculture. 3(3-0-0). S. A study of writingson the role of farming in the creation of culture and on the connection betweenthe attention to words necessary for good writing and the attention to the landnecessary for good farming. readings may include ancient and modern textsfrom a variety of cultures and genres. Possible authors include Virgil.Jefferson, Hardy. and Cather.
ENG 246 Literature of the Holocaust. 3(3—0 0). S, Alt yrs. Fictional andnonfictional versions ofthe Holocaust, focusing on themes of survival, justice,theology. and the limits of human endurance.
ENG (AFS) 248 Survey of African-American Literature. 3(3—0 O). F.S. African-American writing and its relationships to American culture andhistory. Covers such writers as Wheatley, Douglass, Chesnutt, Dunbar,DuBois, Hughes, Hurston, Wright, and Morrison.



ENG 251 Major British Writers. 3(3—0-0). F, S, Sum, Credit \Vlil not begiven for both ENG 251 and either ENG 261 or 262. Significant Britishauthors chosen from among such figures as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton,Swift, Pope, Austen, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Tennyson, Browning, Bronte,Dickens, Joyce, Eliot, Woolf, and Yeats.
ENG 252 Major American Writers. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Sum. Credit will notbe given for both ENG 252 and either ENG 265 or 266. Significant Americanauthors chosen from among such figures as Franklin, Emerson. Thoreau,Hayythome, Melville, Douglass, Stowe, Whitman, Dickinson, T\\ ain, James,Frost, Faulkner. Hemingnay, and Morrison.
ENG 260 Introduction to Literary Study. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:ENG 101. Introduces filndamental questions in literary history and criticaltheory. Emphasizes critical reading skills and prepares students for the kindsof courses— surveys, genre courses, author courses. problem-based coursesthat are part of the English major. Papers prepared usmg standard wordprocessing programs.
ENG 261 English Literature I. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. A sun ey of Englishliterature to 1660, including Old English, Middle English, and Renaissancewriting, focusing on such central authors as Chaucer, Spenser, Marlowe,Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne, and Milton.
ENG 262 English Literature 11. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. A survey of Englishliterature from 1660 to the present. Poetry, fiction, drama and intellectualprose by such central \\ riters as Dry den, Pope, Swift, Johnson, Wollstonecraft,Wordsworth, Keats. Shelley, Bronte, Carlyle, Tennyson, Bronning, Yeats,Woolf, Joyce and Eliot.
ENG 265 American Literature 1. 3(3-0—0). F. S, Sum. A suney ofAmerican literature from the beginnings to the Civil War, including suchcentral authors as Ed“ ards, Franklin, Ining, Emerson, Hawthome, Melville,Poe, Stowe, Douglass, Thoreau, and Whitman.
ENG 266 American Literature II. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. A suney ofAmerican literature from the Civil War to the present, including such centralauthors as Whitman, Dickinson, Twain, James, Crane, Wharton, Frost, Eliot,Hemingway, Hurston, Faulkner, Wright, O‘Connor, and Morrison.
ENG 272 Writing About Film. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: ENG 101.Comprehensive study of \arious approaches to \yriting about film. Primaryfocus is on the critical and evaluative practice involved in writing filmcriticism for non academic audiences. Film screenings, discussion of assignedreadings, and in-class writing workshops aid students in preparing a portfolioof film writing that includes film rey ievss ofvarious lengths.
ENG 282 Introduction to Film. 3(2-2-0). F, S. Examination ofbasic filmtechniques and basic methods of film analysis. EmphaSis on understanding andappreciating film as a major art form.
ENG 283 Introduction to American Folklore. 3(3—0—0). S. Principaltypes of folklore; field ixork in collecting and assmiilating material fromvarious cultural traditions. Emphasis on American folklore and its origins.
ENG 287 Explorations in Creative Writing. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: ENG101. Introduction to the basic elements and principles of three genres ofcreatiye writing; poetry, fiction and drama. Reading and class discuss10n ofstudent work. Recommended for students vt ith no prior eaperience in creatiyewriting.
ENG 288 Fiction Writing. 3(3—0—0). F, S. Experience in writing shortprose fiction. Class critiquing of student VsOI'k and instruction in techniques offiction.
ENG 289 Poetry Writing. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Experience in writing poetry.Class critiquing of student work and instruction in techniques ofpoetry.
ENG 298 Special Projects in English. 1 3. F, S, Sum. Faculty-guidedindependent study, or courses on special topics determined by departmentalinterest or need.
ENG (WGS) 305 Women and Literature. 3(3 0 0). S. Nineteenth- andtwentieth—century women’s' literature, as shaped by the intersecting andcompeting claims of gender, race, sexuality, and culture. Focus on fiction,
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accompanied by critical readings from American studies, feminist literarycriticism, and postmodern theory.
ENG 314 Technical Document Design and Editing. 3(3—0 0). F, S, Sum.Preq: ENG 214. Layout and design principles for written documents; desktopbuilding; legibility. readability testing; com entions of proposals, instructions,and reports; basics of technical editing: usage, vocabulaiy, style manuals,editing mathematical equations, graphs, and tables.
ENG 315 Advanced News and Article Writing. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ENG215. Ad\ aneed work in writing news stories, profiles, features, andinvestigative stories. Includes analysis and critical reading of print media.Assumes thorough kno“ ledge of AP style and rudiments of news and feature\\ riting.
ENG 317 Designing Web Communication. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: ENG214, or ENG 216, or ENG 314. A course in the layout, design, andcomposition of web based communication. Students will learn to analyzeaudiences and their uses of information in order to plan, compose, andcritically ey aluate \\ eb-based communication. Students \\ ill acquire skill \\ ithHTML coding, screen design, and multimedia authoring and will apply thoseskills to the composnion ofa variety of web texts (i.e. websites). Course Vt orkwill require students to become proficient with commercially a\ ailable HTMLand photo editors.
ENG (COM) 321 Survey of Rhetorical Theory. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: COM201 or permission of instructor. Principles of rhetorical theory from itsclassical origins through the modern period to the present time. Key conceptsand theories that pr0\ ide a critical understanding of the processes ofpersuasn e symbol use.
ENG 323 Writing in the Rhetorical Tradition. 3(3 0 0), F. S, Sum.Preq: ENG 112. A v» riting course based on the study ofrhetoric. Readings onthe prinCiples of my ention, arrangement, and style; analySis of written texts;\\ riting of persuasixe te\ts for a \ ariety of audiences and purposes.
ENG 324 Modern English. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: E\G lll, ENG 112,ENG 210. Study of Modern English at the sentence level. Analysis ofgrammatical structure. Consideration oflanguage \ariation in English.
ENG (FL) 325 Spoken and Written Traditions of American EnglishDialects. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: ENG 111 and 112 or ENG 113. Spoken andwritten traditions of American English. HistOiical and current factors indialect diyersity. including regional. seeial, ethnic and stylistic differences,SpeCial attention to African American and Southern English in both spokenand literary representations ofdialects.
ENG 326 History of the English Language. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: ENG112. De\ elopment ofthe English language from its lndo European origins tothe present. Emphasis on historical and comparative linguistic methodologyand on changes in sound, syntax and meaning.
ENG (WGS) 327 Language and Gender. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: ENG 111.ENG l 12. Introduction to the use of language by men and women. Researchin Linguistics and Vwomen's Studies addressing issues such as the acquisitionof gender-differentiated language, gender and com crsational interaction,sexism in language, gender issues in society, and the relationship betweenlanguage, gender, and other somal constructs (e.g., class, culture, andethnicity).
ENG 328 Language and Writing. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ENG 112. Study oflanguage structure; specific attention to differences between spoken andwritten language; print conventions; ciror analysis; and the application oflinguistics to rhetoric and composition. Analysis of a yaricty of grammaticalapproaches; how to e\a|uate grammar te\tbooks and compositions. Intendedfor English Education majors. Credit \\ill not be awarded f0i both ENG 328and ENG 324.
ENG 331 Communication for Engineering and Technology. 3(3-0~0).F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior standing. Credit is not allowed fOi more than one ofENG 33], ENG 332, and ENG 333. V\ rittcn communication in industrial andtechnical eigaiii/ations, emphasi/ing internal communication \iith managersand technical personnel and incltiding external communication \\ ith regulators,vendors, and clients. Intensive practice in “riting; relationship of “riting tooral and usual communication. F0i students in engineering and otherprimarily technological curricula.



ENG 332 Communication for Business and Management. 3(3-0-0). F.S, Sum. l’i‘cq: Junior standing. Credit is not allowed for more than one of ENG331. ENG 332. and ENG 333. Written communication in business and publicorganiyatimis. including both internal communication (such as instructions.policies. management reports) and external communication with clients.\endors. and publies. lntenshe practice in writing; relationship of writing tooral and \isual communication. For students in business and management-related programs.
ENG 333 Communication for Science and Research. 3(3 0-0). F, S.Preq: Junior standing. Credit is not allowed for more than one of ENG 331,332. and 333. Written communication in scientific and research contexts,emphasizuig relationship between research and writing in problemformulation. interpretation of results. and support and acceptance of research.Intenshe practice in writing; relationship of writing to oral and visualcommunication. For students who plan careers in scientific research.
ENG (AFS) 349 African Literature in English. 3(3 0-0). S. Anglophoneliterature in Africa. EmphaSis on the relationship between the African world-\i6\\ and literary production and the persistent trend by African writers toconnect literature \\ ith polities. Writers such as Achebe. Ngugi. Soyinka. andSerotc.
ENG 350 Internship in Writing and Editing. 3(1 10 0). F. S. Preq: ENG215. ENG 314. Directed work experience for English majors including work-site mentoring and evaluation. Department supenision includes course workdirected toward designing employment application materials. developing aportfolio of professtonal work. and reading the literature on workplacesocialization.
ENG 362 The British Novel of the 18th Century. 3(3-0-0). S.Emphasizes major nmelists such as Defoe. Richardson. Fielding, Sterne. andAusten.
ENG 363 The British Noxel of the 19th Century. 3(3-0-0). F.Emphasizes major novelists such as Dickens. Trollope. the Brontes. Eliot. andHardy.
ENG (COM) 364 History of Film to 1940. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Technological developments and aesthetic m0\ ements that shapedcinema production and direction from the beginning of the industry to 1940.Evolution in camera moxement. editing. sound storyline. and the documentary.Rise to prominence of the Holly“ ood studio systems and the contributions offoreign filmmakers.
ENG 368 American Poetry to 1900. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ENG 111, ENG112. American poetry written in English from the colonial period to 1900.Development ofstyles and themes in relation to historical context. EmphaSison poets such as Bradstreet, Taylor. Wheatley. Poe, Sigourney. Emerson.Longfellow, Whitman. Dickinson. and Robinson.
ENG 369 The American Novel of the 19th Century. 3(3-0-0). F. Majorn0\ els illustrating the development of American fiction from Romanticism toRealism and Naturalism. Works by such \\ riters as Brown, Cooper.Hawthorne, Stowe. Melville. Twain, Howells, James. Norris. Crane. Chopin.and Dreiser.
ENG 370 Early Twentieth-Century Fiction. 3(3-0—0). S. Alt yrs. Preq:ENG llland ENG 112; or ENG 112H. Study of narrative fiction writtenduring the first half of the twentieth century. Typical subjects: James, Conrad,Stein, Hemingway, Woolf, Faulkner. Hurston. Wright, Beckett.
ENG 371 Late Twentieth-Century Fiction. 3(3 0 0). S. Alt yrs. Study ofnarrative fiction written during the second half of the twentieth century.Typical subjects: Beckett, O'Brien, Welty. O‘Connor. Naipaul. Lessing.Gordimer. Morrison. Rushdie, DeLillo, Pynchon, McCarthy.
ENG 372 Early Twentieth-Century Poetry. 3(3-0—0). F, Alt yrs. Studyof poetry written in English during the first half of the twentieth century.Typical subjects: Hardy, Robinson. Yeats, Eliot, Pound, H.D., Williams.Hughes. Moore. Stevens.
ENG 373 Late Twentieth-Century Poetry. 3(3—0 0). F, Alt yrs. Study ofpoetry written in English during the second half of the twentieth century.Typical subjects: Auden, Lowell, Larkin, Olson, Heaney, Plath, Ginsberg.Smith, Aslibery, Rich. Brooks. Waleott, Lorde.
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ENG (COM) 374 History of Film From 1940. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Technological developments and aesthetic movements that haveshaped cinema production and direction from 1940 to the present. Evolutionin camera movement. editing, sound, storyline, and the documentary. Postwar decline and re emergence of the Hollywood film industry and thecontributions offoreign filmmakers.
ENG (AFS) 375 African American Cinema. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: ENG1122 or ENG 101. Survey and analysis ofAfrican American film culture fromWOO-present. Examination of pro-Hollywood, claSSical Hollywood, andIndependent filmmaking. Particular focus on independent filmmakers‘response to dominant industry representations and the work of filmmakerswho seek to create a specifically African American cinematic style.
ENG 376 Science Fiction. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: ENG 111, ENG 112.Representative works of seienee fiction. Emphasis on works written in thet“ cntieth century, with some attention to the history and de\ elopment of thegenre.
ENG 377 Fantasy. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Representative works in the genre offantasy. Emphasis on works of 19th and 201h centuries. Authors such asCarroll. Leo is. Tolkien, Borges. LeGuin. and Gardner.
ENG 380 Modern Drama. 3(3 0-0). F. Major plays and playwrights fromlbsen to Pinter. including at least some ofthe following: Strindberg, Chekhov,Shaw, O'Neill. Hellman. Pirandello, Brecht. Williams, Miller, Albee.
ENG 381 Special Topics in Modern Drama. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: ENG 111and ENG 1 12: or ENG 13. Various topics in modern dram covering differentcultures. issues. and theatrical practices within the last 100 years. ModernAmerican drama, modern British drama, modern World Drama, and Europeantheatre from World War 11 to the present.
ENG 382 Film and Literature. 3(2—2—0). F. Ways of adapting literaryworks to film form. Similarities and differences between these two media.Emphasis on the practical art of transforming literature into film. Attention tothe impact of film upon literature.
ENG 383 Folklore and Literature. 3(3-0-0). F. Relationships betweentraditional culture and \\ritten literature. Genre theory; interchanges betweenprint media and oral tradition; nature of plot. character. and form in Westernand non-Westem cultural traditions; performance theory. Influence ofregional traditions and American literature.
ENG 384 Film Theory. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: ENG 282. Survey of criticalapproaches to film art. Application oftheoretical paradigms--forma1ist, realist,psychoanalytic. feminist. poststructuralist-—to individual films. genres, nationalcinemas and directors.
ENG 385 Biblical Backgrounds of English Literature. 3(3 0 0). F, Alt.yrs. Influences of the Bible principal forms. genres. and texts on majorEnglish and American writers such as Milton, Spenser. Melville. Eliot, andFaulkner.
ENG 390 Classical Backgrounds of English Literature. 3(3—0-0). S.Literature of the ancient Western world and its influence on English andAmerican writing. Emphasis on the connections between the two bodies ofliterature. Covers such writers as Plato, Horace, Virgil, and St. Augustine.
ENG (FL) 392 Major World Author. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: ENG 111 and112: or ENG 113. Intensive study in English, of the \\ ritings of one (or two)author(s) from outside the English and American traditions. Sample subjects:Homer. Virgil and Ovid. Lady Murasaki. Marie de France and Christine dePizan. Dante, Cervantes. Goethe, Balzac and Flaubert. Kafka. Proust, Lessingand Gordimer. Borges and Marquez, Neruda. Achebe, Soyinka, Calvino,Walcott and Naipaul. Topics will way from semester to semester. May berepeated for credit with new topic.
ENG (FL) 393 Studies in Literary Genre. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: ENG111 and 112; or ENG 113. Course may be taken 3 times in different genres.Concentrated treatment of one literary genre. such as the epic, the lyric. thedrama, satire. romance. autobiography, the essay. the novel, or the short story.Treatment of materials from several national or ethnic cultures and severalperiods. All readings in English. Course may be taken three times for credit.



ENG (FL) 394 Studies in World Literature. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Study ofasubject in world literature; for example, African literature, Asian literature,Hispanic literature, East European literature, comedy, the epic, the lyric,autobiography, the Faust legend, or metamorphosis. Subjects \ary accordingto av ailabilrty of faculty. Readings in English translation.
ENG 398 Contemporary Literature I (1900 to 1940). 3(3-0 0). F.British and American literature from 1900 to World War 11, vvrthrepresentative authors such as Conrad, Yeats. Eliot, Joyce, Woolf, Faulkner.Shaw, Stein, O’Neill, and Wright. For comparative purposes, continentalauthors such as Kafka and Mann.
ENG 399 Contemporary Literature II (1940 to Present). 3(3-O O). S.Literature from World War II to the present, with representative authors suchas Murdoch, Beckett, Nabokov, Ginsberg. Achebe, Fuentes, Kundera. Naipaul,and Morrison.
ENG 400 Applied Criticism. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: Mayors in LTN: seniorstanding; formal admrssron to the methods and student teaching courses.Coreq: ECl 450. Types and methods of literary criticism designed specificallyfor students intending to teach English in high school.
ENG (ECI) 405 Literature for Adolescents. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding or above. The history, types, and characteristics of literature foradolescents. Emphasizes reading and analyzing the literature by exploring thethemes, literary elements. and rationale for teaching literature for adolescents.Addresses ways in which this literature can be integrated and implemented inEnglish/Language Arts curriculum.
ENG (FL) 406 Modernism. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: ENG 111 and ENG 112;or ENG 113. International Modernist mm ement in literature, from itsnineteenth-century origins to its culmination in the early t“ entieth century.Definitions of modernity. as embodied in a \ariety of genres. Placement ofModernist texts within a variety ofcultures that produced them.
ENG (FL) 407 Postmodernism. 3(3 0 O). S. Preq: El\G 111 and ENG112: or ENG 113. Literary expressrons of Postmodernism, from its origins inthe Modernist movement through its culmination in the later decades of thetwentieth century. Definitions of postmodemrty. as embodied in a variety ofgenres. Placement of Postmodemist te\ts \v ithin a variety ofculttrres that haveproduced them.
ENG (WGS) 410 Studies in Gender and Genre. 3(3-0-0). F. This courseexamines the ways in \vhrch vvrrters have revised the literary genres to includegendered experience. It v\ ill focus on a different generic area, such as poetry.fiction, drama or autobiography, depending on its instmctor.
ENG (COM) 411 Rhetorical Criticism. 3(3 0 0). S. Rhetorical analysrsof public speeches, social movements, political campaigns, popular music,advertising, and religious communication. Neo Aristotelian criticism.movement studies, genre crrticrsm, dramatic analysrs, content analysis, fantasytheme analysrs.
ENG 417 Editorial and Opinion Writing. 3(3-O~0). S. Prcq: ENG 214,ENG 215. Discussrng and writing newspaper and maga/ine editorials, vvithadded attention to other forms ofopinion in print, such as columns and booksand music rev ievv s.
ENG 420 Major American Author. 3(3-0—0). F. Intensrve study ofthewritings of one (or two) American author(s). Developments across the career,relationships between the vvritrng and the life, the writers participation in aculture and an historical moment. Sample subjects: Emerson and Thoreau,Melville, Whitman, Stone and Douglass, Dickinson, Tvvain. James andWharton, Frost, O'Neill, Fit/gerald and Hemingway, Faulkner, Hurston andWright, O'Conner, Morrison.
ENG 421 Computer Documentation Design. 3(3-0-0). F. Prcq: ENG314, 331, 332 or ENG 333. Theory and design ofdocumentatron for computerhardvvare and softvvarc, including user guides, reference manuals, qurckreference guides, tutorials, onlinc documentation, and CD based mediadelivery. Training in alternative documentation testing procedures, trsabilrtytesting, and collaborative rev r.s10n.
ENG 422 Writing Theory and the Writing Process. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Prcq:ENG l 12; Jr. standing. Theory and research on the processes and contests oivvritten discourse; cognitive, socio cultur'rl, educational perspectives;
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reflective and research based accounts of the “riting process; analysrs ofdiscourse contexts and communities.
ENG 425 Analysis of Scientific and Technical “riting. 3(3-0-0). S.Prcq: ENG 314. 331, 332. or 333. The role of communication in the creationof screntific knowledge and technical desrgns and artifacts; methods ofanalyzing texts and of studying their creation and use; relationships betvv eenvvrrting and other forms of communication. Field research in a screntific ortechnological setting.
ENG 426 Analyzing Style. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Prcq: ENG 260. Developmentof a greater understanding of and facility with style in vvritten discourse.Theories of style, stylistic features; methods ofanaly srs, imitation.
EVG 433 Screenwriting. 3(3—0-0). S, Alt yrs. Preq: 6 credit hours fromcourses in “I‘lllllg for media, creative \\ riting, or Film Studies. eritrng forfilms, story planning. character de\elopment. communicating information,building scenes, relationships betyveen script and cinematic dimensions,working with studios and editors.
ENG 439 l7th-Century English Literature. 3(3 0 0). S. Works ofmajornondramatic literary figures in England during the period 1600 1700. such asDonne, Jonson, Herbert, Marvell, Bacon. and Browne.
ENG (AFS) 448 African-American Literature. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Sun ey of African—American literature and its relationships toAmerican culture, w ith an emphasrs on fiction and poetry since 19-15. Writerssuch as Bontemps, Morrison, Huston, Baldvvin, Hayden, Brooks, \laylor,Harper, and Dove.
Ei\G 449 16th-Century English Literature. 3(3-0-0). F. l\ondramaticprose and poetry of the si\tcenth century. with consideration oflrterary typesand movements. Emphasrs on major authors. including Sidney and Spenser.
ENG 451 Chaucer. 3(3 0 0). f, 5. Introduction to the study ofChaucerthrough an intensive reading of The Canterbury Tales.
ENG 452 Medieval British Literature. 3(3-0-0). S. Readings in the richpoetic, thematic, and generic diversity of Medieval British literature.Representative selections from romance, dream \ isron. allegory, fabliau, lyric,chronicle, saint's life, same, in historical and cultural coritC\ts. Priorknowledge ofMiddle English unnecessary.
ENG 453 The Romantic Period. 3(3 0 0). F. Emphasis on the majorpoetry of Blake, Wordsworth. Coleridge, Byron, Shelley. and Keats, withselected readings from other poets, prose writers, and dramatists oftlie period.
ENG 460 Major British Author. 3(3 0 O). S. In depth study ofthe \\ orksof one (or tvv 0) British author(s) “ithin their historical and literary historicalcontext. Sample authors might include: Spencer and Sidney. varl‘t and Pope,Austen, Wordsworth and Coleridge, Keats and Shelley, the Brontcs, theBrovvnrngs, Dickens, George Eliot, Hardy, Joyce, Vi oolf.
ENG 462 18th-Century English Literature. 3(3-0-0). F. Major figures inEnglish literature betvveen 1660 and 1790. Works studied in relation to social,cultural, political, and religious developments. Emphasis on writers such asDryden, va ift, Pope, Johnson.
ENG 463 The Victorian Period. 3(3—0—0). S. Significant British poets,vvriters of prose non fiction, and novelists studied in the social, economic,scientific, intellectual, and theological contexts ofthe Victorian era.
ENG 464 British Literature, 1900-1945. 3(3 0 0). S, All. yrs. Variety ofvvritrngs by British authors between the death onuecn Victoria and the end ofWorld War 11. Typical subjects: Hardy. Conrad, Shau, Yeats, Forster, .oncc,Lawrence, Eliot, Woolf, Beckett.
ENG 465 British Literature, Since 1945. 3(3 0 (l). S. All. yis. Study ofavariety of writings by British authors since World War 11. Typical subjects:Beckett, O'Brien, Orvvell, Lessrng, Murdoch, Rhys, Auden, Lurkin, Osborne,Rushdie.
ENG 467 American Colonial Literature. 3(3 0 (l), S. Prcq: A grade ofC— or better in ENG l 12 (or equivalent). Sur\ey 01 American literature andthought from its beginnings to the adoption of the Constitution.



Represenlatne \\orks such as [no cl and exploration reports. liidian captivrlyittiirati\cs. diaries. Journals. autolnogi'aphics, sermons. and poetry.
ENG 468 American Romantics. 3041-0). F. Major American writersfrom 1825 to 1865. Relationship between literary developments and socialchange. Emphasis on such others as Emerson. Hawthorne, Cooper, l’oe.Melville. Douglass. Sto“ c. 'l‘horcau. and Whitman.
ENG 469 American Realism and Naturalism. 3(3-(1-0). 5. MajorAmerican \\riters from 1865 to 1914. \\ith emphasis on novelists such asTnain, James. |lo\\ clls, Chopin. and Dreiser.
ENG 470 American Literature. 1914-1945. 3(3-0»0). 1‘, Alt yrs. Varietyof \\ritings by LS. authors fiom World War to World War 11. Typicalsubjects: Stein. Adams, Anderson. Williams. Cullen. llilda Doolittle.Faulkner. Hurston. llciningnay. l‘it/gcrald. frost, O'Neill.
ENG 471 American Literature. Since 1945. 3(3-0-0). 1‘. Alt yrs. Studyof a \ariety of \\ ritiiigs b) L .8. authors since World War 11. Typical subjects:Ellison. Lowell. Williams. Welty. Bellow Baldu in. O Conner. Barthelme.Albee. Mailer. Ashbery. Vlorrison. McDerinott. DeLillo.
ENG 475 Literature, the Arts. and Mass Culture. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Are\ie\\ of the debate regarding art and mass culture. \\lll‘l attention to recentde\elopmeiits in cultural theory and practice.
ENG 476 Southern Literature. 1(3-(1-0). F. Literary traditions of theSoutheastcni United States from colonization through the present. includingstudy ofsuch major \\ritcrs as B) rd. Jefferson. Simms. Poe. Douglass. T“ ain.Chesntitt. (ilasgtm. lltirston. Tate. Wolfe. Faulkner. Warren. Wright. Welty.Williams. O‘Conner. Percy. and Lee Smith.
ENG 486 Shakespeare. The Earlier Plays. 3(1-0-0). F. Preq: ENG 12.Shakespeare's maior \\ orks before 1600 \\ith emphasrs on his dmelopmeitt asa play \\ right.
ENG 487 Shakespeare. The Later Play 5. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ENG 112.Shakespeares major \\orks after 1600 \\ ith emphasis on his tragedies and thelate romances.
ENG 488 Ad\ anced Fiction Writing. 3(3-0 (1). F. S. Preq: A grade of Bor better in ENG 285 or 259. or demonstrated competence in creati\e writing.Workshop in creati\e \\riting for the student \\ ith demonstrated understandingofthe basic techniques of \\ riting prose fiction.
ENG 489 Advanced Poetry Writing. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: A grade of B orbetter in ENG 288 or 289. or demonstrated competence in creati\e \\riting.Workshop in creati\e writing for the student \\ ith demonstrated understandingofthe basic techniques of \\ riting poetry.
ENG 490 Studies in Medieval Literature. 30—0-0). F. Preq: ENG 111and 112 or 113; ENG 261. Topics (in rotation) in medie\a| English andcontinental literature. such as Arthtirian legend and literature; women inmedieval society and literature; the self in the late Middle Ages. Focus onspecial areas of interest, \\ith attention to cultural and historical backgroundsand contemporary scholarship. Some texts in Middle English. some intranslation: no prior knon ledge ofMiddle English needed.
ENG 492 Special Topics in Film Styles and Genres. 3(2 2 0). S. Criticalapproaches to focused lilm topics involving film genres, directorial styles, ortrends within a national cinema. Topics will vary from semester to semester.
ENG 493 Special Topics in Folklore. 3(3-0-0). S. Topics and genres infolklore. such as Folktale and Legend, Folklore and Religion. African-Ameriean Folklore. Topics will vary from semester to semester.
ENG 494 Special Topics in Linguistics. 3(3-0 O). S. Preq: ENG 112; 6credit hours linguistics. (May be repeated for credit vtith new topic.)Methodology and analysts within various branches of linguistics, e.g. syntax,semantics, computational linguistics. phonology. dialeetology, historicallinguistics, discourse analysis. Examination of topie‘s basic methods,controversial issues, analysis of linguistic data. Projects may include novelanalyses of English constructions. parsing programs, fiCld\\ ork reports.
ENG 495 Seminar in Writing and Editing. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: Seniorstanding in LWE. Applies prineiplcs and experiences gained in previous stud)
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to practical problems and projects such as document (lCSlgn and production,document testing, professional ethics. literacy education, and style analysisand evaluation.
ENG 496 Seminar in Literary Criticism. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: 9 hours ofliterature at the 300 level or above. Introduction to theoretical and appliedcriticism ol literature, primarily for English majors and minors. May includetraditional theory from Plato and Aristotle to New Criticism, as well ascontemporary psychoanalytical, social, historical, and linguistic approaches toliterature.
ENG (FL) 497 Senior Seminar in World Literature. 3(3—0—0). S. Junioror Senior standing. Rotating topics in world literature, including treatment ofmaterials from more than one culture and including consideration of theSUbJL'ClS theoretical or methodological framework. Readings in English(original languages encouraged but not required).
ENG 498 Special Topics in English. 1-6. F, 5, Sum. Preq: Six hours inENG above the 100 level. Directed individual study or experimental courseofferings in language or literature. lndi\idual study arranged throughconsultation Vi ith faculty member and Director ofUndergraduate Studies.

ENTOMOLOGY l
ENT 20] Insects and People. 3(3 0 0). S. Introduction to the fascinating\\orld of insects and how they interact \\ith people. Survey of insect history,di\crsity. structure and function. and behavior. Examples of harmful andbeneficial insects in a variety of human activities concluding with someprofound impacts insects ha\ e had on history, society and culture.
ENT 203 An Introduction to the Honey Bee and Beekeeping. 3(3-0-0).F. 1ntroduction to honey bee biology and a fundamental understanding ofbeekeeping management including crop pollination by bees. Examination ofthe relationships between honey bees and humans from prehistoric throughmodem times and the behavior and social system of one ofthe animal world'smost complex and highly organized non-human societies.
ENT 401 Ad\ anced Beekeeping. 3(2—3-0). S. Preq: ENT 203. Credit notalloned for both ENT 401 and ENT 501. A hands—on course in honeybeemanagement including bee pollination of selected crops based on anunderstanding ofbee biology. bee beha\ ior, bee pathology. and bee botany.
ENT (FOR) 402 Forest Entomology. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: Junior ClassStanding and BIO 125. Fundamentals of morphology, classification. biology,ecology and control of insects attacking trees. \\ith emphasis on silvieulturalpractices.
ENT (ZO) 425 General Entomology. 3(2-3—0). F. Preq: ZO 150.Explores the science of entomology by focusing on the basic principles ofsystematics. morphology. physiology. development, behavior, ecology, andcontrol of insects. Field trips prmide opportunities to collect insects and studytheir adaptations to a wide \ ariety ofnatural environments.
ENT 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience within an academic framework that utilizesfacilities and resources which are extemal to the campus. Contact andarrangements \\ith prospecti\e employers must be initiated by student andapproved by a faculty adviser. the prospective employer. the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
ENT 493 Special Problems in Entomology. 1—6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements \\ith prospective employers must be initiated by student andapproved by a faculty ad\iser. the prospective employer. the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
ENT 495 Special Topics in Entomology. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally available in regular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on a trial basis.



OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

EOE 101 Introduction to Occupational Education. 1(1-0 0). F.Orientation to occupational teacher education curricula. Overiie“ ofphilosophy, objectix es and scope of occupational education programs in thepublic schools; multi-cultural and indixidual differences of students.Orientation to microcomputers and their potential uses by occupationaleducation teachers.
EOE 207 Introduction to Teaching Occupational Education. 3(2 3-0).F, S. Introduction to teaching \ocational education programs in middle andsecondary schools. Field experiences and course assignments including threehours each \\ eek aSSisting classroom teachers in the public schools.
EOE 241 Foundations of Marketing Education. 2(2-0 O). F. Anintroduction to Marketing Education and its role in secondary. postsecondary,and adult education.
EOE 298 Special Topics in Occupational Education. 1 3. F, S, Sum.lndiy idual or group study of particular areas of education at the freshman andsophomore levels.
EOE 307 Field Work in Occupational Education. 2-6. F. S. Sum. Preq:Sophomore standing and consent of instructor. May be repeated for amaximum of 6 credits. A superx ised off campus field experience inOccupational Education that relates on-the job experiences in the field to thetechnical competencies \xhich are the content ofthe curriculum
EOE 444 Administration of Marketing Education. 3(3 0 0). F. Alt. yrs.Preq: EOE 241 and admission to teacher education candidacy. The theory andskills necessary to plan, administer, and evaluate effectixe programs inMarketing Education classroom. Student teachers spend ten V1 eeks full-timein a public school: obsening, teaching, and participating in the total schoolprogram.
EOE 452 Lab Planning in Technology Education. 3(1 4—0). S. Preq:Senior standing. Coreq: EOE 457 or 307. Laboratory planning. management.and safety for technology education. Phy5ical layout, selection, spec1fication.and cost of equipment; the safe operation, repair and maintenance of bothpouer and hand tools; specification of expendable supplies, estimating. andordering.
EOE 456 Curriculum and Methods in Technology Education. 3(2 2 0).F. Preq: Admittance to teacher education candidacy. Open only toTechnology Education majors. Methods of teaching technology education.Emphasis on curriculum dexelopment, instructional methods. laboratoryinstruction, meeting needs of special populations. and management of studentorganizations.
EOE 457 Student Teaching in Technology Education. 3 8. S. Preq:Admissmn to professional semester. Coreq: EOE 452 and EOE 495. Skills andtechniques involied in teaching technology education through practice in apublic school setting.
EOE 495 Senior Seminar in Technology Education. 13. F, S. Preq:Junior standing in ED and consent of the department. An in-depthinvestigation of a topic or a set of problems and or issues in TechnologyEducation.
EOE 498 Special Topics in Education. 1—3. Prcq: Junior or seniorstanding and consent of instructor. lndiVidual or group study ofspecial topicsin professional education. The topic and mode ofstudy are determined by thefaculty member after discussion \\ ith the student.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
ES 100 Introduction to Emironmcntal Sciences. 3(3 0-0).Environmental Science mayors only. peimission of instructor.Interrelationships between human populations and the natural eniironmcnt.Human population trends. agriculture, air and water pollution. biologicaldiversity, forest and land use, energy and mineral resources. and toxic
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substances. ConSideration of related economic factors. laws, politics, politicalbeliax ior, and ethical questions.
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

ET 201 Em ironmental Technology Laboratory 1. 1(0-3-0). F. Use offield and laboratory instrumentation for monitoring water quantity and quality.Management. analysis, interpretation, and oral and vyritten reporting ofcomplex enVironmental data sets. Hands on. real world experience in Vs aterquality monitoring and maintenance. Required field trips may extend beyondclass time.
ET 202 Emironmcntal Technology Laboratory II. 1(0 3 0). S. Use offield and laboratory instrumentation for monitoring plants, soils, and naturalsystems. Management, analysis, interpretation, and oral and written reportingof complex environmental datasets. Hands—on. real-norld experience in plantand soil quality monitoring and maintenance. Required field trips may extendbeyond class time.
ET 252 Introduction to Spatial Technologies. 3(2-3-0). S. Introductionto types of spatial information technologies and their uses in em ironmentalassessments. Topics include: map reading, geographic posnioning systems.geographic information systems. and remote sensing. This course “ill pr0\ idea basic ox enieu of these technologies through lectures. and will afford anexposure to their uses through a series of structured laboratory exercises.
ET 301 Emironmcntal Technology Laboratory 111. 1(0-3-0). F. Majortypes of enxironmental emergenCies and expected responses. Regulatoryrequirements assocmted with emironmental emergencies. Visits to localemergency response faCilities to obserxe real-\xorld responses toenvironmental emergencies. Hazardous Materials Transportation ActCertification Examination preparation and exam. Required field trips mayextend beyond class time.
ET 302 Environmental Technology laboratory 1V. 1(0 3-0). S. Use offield and laboratory instrumentation for monitoring outdoor and indoor airquality. Management. analysis. interpretation. and oral and \\ ritten reportingof complex emironmental data sets. Hands on. ieal \iOild experience in airquality monitoring and maintenance. Required field trips may extend beyondclass time.
ET 310 Environmental Monitoring and Analysis. 3(3 0 O). S. Prcq: ET100,MA 121,CH 202.Cll 220.CH 315.PY l3l.SSC 220. Monitoring andanalysis of chemical, biological, and radiation impacts to the enxironment.Theory 01 chemical. phySical, biological, and ecological monitoring. Planningand conducting enxironmental sampling and monitoring programs.Management. analysis. and qtiality asstirance and control. Risk assessment inenvironmental technology. Laboratory practice and safety.
ET (MEA) 320 Fundamentals of Air Pollution. 4(3-3-0). S. Preq: MA121 or MA 111 or MA 141. CH 201. PY 131 or PY 201 or PY 205 or PY 211.Air pollution sources, and the influence of natural and anthropoganicprocesses on the atmospheie. Roles of local, state and federal gox crnmcnts inair polltition control and importance of the Clean Air Act and it amendments.Techniques for meastiiement of atmosphere pollutant concentrations anddetermination of local and regional air qtiality. Required field trips mayextend beyond class time.
ET 330 Environmental Technology Practicum. 3(0 10 0). Stim.Preparation for practicum. including resume \\ riting, interi ie“ ing skills. cox crletters. and practicum search techniques and resources. Professional practiceas an env1ronmental technologist. Written and oral communications of thepracticum experience.
ET 401 Environmental Technology Laboratory V. 1(0 3 0). F.Seientific and legal definitions of brownfield and EPA Superfund sites.Physical. chemical. and biological methods for remediating contaminatedSllCS. lmpacts of ha/ardous waste management on public and private sectororgani/ations. Field trips to public and priiate brownfield and Superfundremediation sites to examine real-iiorld applications of priiiCiples. Requiredfield trips may extend beyond class time.
ET 450 Emironmcntal Regulation. 3(3-0-0). S. Prcq: PS Wt) 01‘ ARE309. Origin and evolution of envtronmental regulation. Eniiionmental



protection statues administered by the EPA and the state of North (arolina.The interplay among seience. values. and power \yithin diverse environmentaldecision contexts Relationships hetueen regulatois and the regulated. Coilenforcement. administratne enforcement. criminal enforcement. and citi/ens‘suits. Real \\oi‘ld emironmental regulatory compliance and enforcementlSS‘UCS.
ET 460 Practice of Emironmental Technology. 4(3 3 (l). S. Preq: ET320. ET 331). 5'1 311 or ST 301. Preparation and presentation ofeomprehenshc emironmental assessments and analyses. Critical roles ofquality control and assurance. '1 he ISO 14000 emironmental managementstandard of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Preparation forcertification as an cmnonmental auditor by ANSI and registration as anEnvironmental Professional by the National Register of Ftt\ironn1entalProfessionals. Optional training and e\ams for Emironmental AuditorsRegistration Assoeiation and American National Standards Institute RegisterAccreditation Board Vt ritten Examination aunlable.
ET 490 Senior Seminar in Emironmental Technology. 1(1 0 0). S.Preq: Senior stand Weekly departmental and uni\ersity seminars and groupdiscussions to enrich and broaden student pcrspectiyes on the practice anddewlopment of emironmental technology. Oral and “Hum reporting ofseminars topiCs.

l FOREIGN LANGUAGE & LITERATURES ‘l

FL 215 Discm ering France. 3(3 0 (l). S. A wide-ranging exploration ofthe French e\pericnce from the glories of the past to the uncertainties of thefuture. Examination ot soCial. political. economic. and cultural issues. \\ithguest speakers offering complementary perspectn es. Special emphasis on therole 01 France and the French cultural heritage in today's rapidly changingworld. Course taught in anlish.
FL 216 Art and Society in France. 3(3-0-0). F. An 0\er\ic\\ ofthc\ isual arts in France. defined broadly. and their relationship to French societyand culture: painting. architecture. photography. cinema. book production.gardens. fashion. food. television. popular culture. and mass media. includingthe Internet. The principle themes of the course are hon Frances culturalheritage is embodied in its rich tradition of\isual expression and ho“ arusts'\isual expressions lime either sened to represent. glorify. or critique thenation.
FL (ENG) 219 Studies in Great Works of Von-Western Literature.3(3-0-0). F. S. Readings. in English translation. or non-\Aestem literarymasterpieces from the beginnings ol‘ literacy in the Middle East. Asia. andAfrica to the modern period. including excerpts from texts such as theUpanishads. the Ramayana. the Sundiata. Gilgamesh. A Thousand and OneNights. and the Quran and such authors as Confucnis. 0e Ken7aburo. OmarKhayyam. Rumi. and Amos 02.
FL (ENG) 220 Studies in Great Works of Western Literature. 3(3 00). F. S. Sum. Preq: ENG 111 and ENG 112; or ENG 113. Credit \in1 not begi\cn for both ENG FL 220 and either ENG FL 221 or ENG FL 222.Readings. in English translation. of Western literary masterpieces. from thebeginnings of literacy in the Middle East and Europe touards the present.including such authors as Homer. Sophocles. Virgil. Ovid. Augustine. Danta.Machiavelli. Shakespeare. Cen antes. Moliere. Voltaire. Goethe. Austen.Flatibert. Dickinson. Tolstoy. Kafka. and Woolf.
FL (ENG) 221 Literature of the Western World I. 3(3-0-0). F.Readings from English translations ofBiblical. Classical. Medie\ a1. and EarlyRenaissance literature. including \xorks by such authors as Homer. Plato.Virgil. Ovid. St. Paul. St. Augustine. Marie de France. and Dante.
FL (ENG) 222 Literature of the Western World 11. 3(3-0-0). S.Readings from English translations of Renaissance. Nee-Classical. Romantic.and Early Modern literature. emphasizing the cultures of continental Europefrom the Renaissance to 1900. and including such authors as Petrarch.Erasmus. Rabelais. Machiavelli. Shakespeare. Moliere. Voltaire. Rousseau.Goethe, Flaubert. Tolstoy.
FL (ENG) 223 Contemporary World Literature I. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq:ENG 112. Twentieth-century literature of some of the following cultures:
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Russian. Eastern European. Western European. Latin American, Canadian.and Austialian.
FL (ENG) 224 Contemporary World Literature II. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq:ENG 112. l‘uentieth-century literature of some of the followmg cultures:Asian. Arabian. African. Caribbean. and Native American.
FL 295 Special Topics in Foreign Languages and/or Literatures. 3(3-t)-()). F. S. Sum. Preq Consent of department. A special projects course ontopics to be determined as needed in the departmental program.
FL 298 Independent Study in Foreign Language or Literature. 1-6. F,S. Sum. Preq: Consent of department. individuali7ed study in a foreignlanguage or literature. Topic. mode of study and credit hours to be determinedin consultation with the faculty member supervismg work.
FL 350 Modern European Literary Criticism. 3(3 0 O). Preq: 6 hoursof any 300 level literature courses. Study of theoretical and philosophicalfoundations and applied methods in major currents of modern Europeanliterary Ci‘iliCl'sn‘l. Includes structuralism. poststructuralism, feminism. andpsychoanalytieal and ideological criticism. Examination of critical works andapplication to literary texts. Course taught in English.
FL (ENG) 392 Major World Author. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: ENG 111and 112; or ENG 113. Intensne study in English. of the writings of one (ortoo) author(s) from outSide the English and American traditions. Samplesubjects: Homer. Virgil and Ovid. Lady Murasaki, Marie de France andChristine de Pizan. Dante. Cervantes, Goethe, Balzacand Flaubert. Kaflta.Proust. Lessing and Gordimer. Borges and Marquez. Neruda. Achebe.Soyinka. Calvino. Walcott and Naipaul. Topics will vary from semester tosemester. May be repeated for credit \\ ith new topic.
FL (ENG) 393 Studies in Literary Genre. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Preq: ENG111 and 112: or ENG 113. Course may be taken 3 times in different genres.Concentrated treatment of one literary genre. such as the epic. the lyric. thedrama. satire. romance. autobiography. the essay. the novel. or the short story.Treatment of materials from several national or ethnic cultures and severalperiods. All readings in English. Course may be taken three times for credit.
FL (ENG) 394 Studies in World Literature. 3(3—O 0). Preq: ENG 111and 112 or 113. Study of a subject in world literature: for example, Africanliterature. Asian literature. Hispanic literature. East European literature,Comedy. the Epic. the Lyric. Autobiography. the Faust legend. orMetamorphOsis. Subjects \ary according to availability of faculty. Readingsin English translation.
FL 395 Study Abroad Programs. 1-3. Specific category of coursesinxohing language and or culture taught in foreign countries through theDepartment Study Abroad Program.
FL (ENG) 406 Modernism. 3(3 0-0). Preq: ENG 111 and ENG 112; orENG 1 13. International Modernist movement in literature. from its nineteenth-century origins to its culmination in the early twentieth century. Definitions ofmodernity. as embodied in a \ariety ofgenres. Placement of Modernist texts\\ ithin a \ariety‘ ofcultures that produced them.
FL (ENG) 407 Postmodernism. 3(3 0—0). Preq: ENG. 111 and ENG.1 12; or ENG. 113. Literary e\pressions of Postmodernism. from its origins inthe Modernist movement through its culmination in the later decades of thetwentieth century. Definitions of post modernity. as embodied in a variety ofgenres. Placement of Postmodemist texts \y ithin a \ ariety of cultures that haveproduced them.
FL 424 Linguistics for ESL Professionals. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: Admissionto ESL teacher licensure candidacy. Coreq: NC teacher licensure in any area.Study of the diachronic nature of language and the phonological.morphological. syntactic. and semantic features of English in relation to otherworld language groups. Application of linguistic principles to the ESLclassroom. Analysis of English speech and writing patterns of non nativespeakers. Examination of the \xays children. adolescents. and adults learn asecond language.
FL (ECI) 425 Methods and Materials in Teaching English as aSecond Language. 3(3—0—0). S. Preq: AdmiSSion to Teacher EducationCandidacy or admission to ESL Licensure Program. Methodologies andcurrent approaches to teaching English as a Second Language. Techniques



and strategies for teaching reading, writing, listening, speaking and culture.Selection, adaptation, and creation of instructional materials for tarious levelsof profieiency and teaching situations. Evaluation and assessment of \\ rittenand oral language proficiency through standardized and non standardizedassessment tools.
FL 439 Perspectives on English as a New Language. 3(3-0 O). F. Preq:Admission to ESL Teacher Licensure. Coreq: NC teaching license in any area.Examination of the complexity of multiculturalism in American soc1ety andthe challenges faced by immigrant families in adapting to US. institutions.Emphasis on understanding historical, legal, cultural and pedagogical issueswith respect to learning English as a nevs language (ENL).
FL (ECI) 440 Internship in Teaching English as a Second Language.l-3. Sum. Preq: Admission to ESL Licensure Program. Coreq: TeacherLicensure in any primary area. Skills and techniques required in teaching ESLin a public school setting. 15 hours of classroom observation and 30 hours indirect instruction. Demonstration ofcompetencies essential for teaching ESL.
FL 495 Special Topics in Foreign Languages and Literatures. 3(3 00). Preq: Consent of department. A concentrated study of a specral period,author or genre to be determined as needed in the departmental program.
FL (ENG) 497 Senior Seminar in World Literature. 3(3 0 O). S.Junior or Senior standing. Rotating topics in vtorld literature, includingtreatment of materials from more than one culture and including considerationofthe subject's theoretical or methodological frame“ ork. Readings in English(original languages encouraged but not required).
FL 498 Independent Study in Foreign Language or Literature. 1 6. F,S, Sum. Preq: Consent of department. Individualized study of a foreignlanguage or literature. Topic, mode of study, and credit hours to be determinedin consultation Vt ith the faculty member supen isina \\ ork.

CHINESE (FORIGN LANGUAGE)

FLC 101 Elementary Chinese 1. 3(3 0 0). F. Introduction to ModernStandard Chinese. Emphasis on speaking and listening \\ ith an introduction toreading, writing and Chinese culture.
FLC 102 Elementary Chinese II. 3(3 0 O). S. Preq: FLC lOl.Continuation of basic skills. Emphasis on speaking and listening \yith somereading, writing and Chinese culture.
FLC 105 Intensive Elementary Chinese. 6(6-0-0). Intensrve introductionto Modern Standard Chinese. Emphasis on speaking and listening \tith anintroduction to reading, writing and Chinese culture.
FLC 201 Intermediate Chinese I. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: FLC 102.Continuation of basic skills. Greater emphasis on reading, writing and Chinesecultural traditions.
FLC 202 Intermediate Chinese II. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: FLC 201.Continuation of basic skills. Focus on reading, writing, Chinese culturaltraditions and patterns of beha\ ior.
FLC 301 Intermediate Chinese III. 3(3—0 0). F. Preq: FLC 202. Last ofthe foundation courses in Chinese. Continued practice in speaking andunderstanding Chinese With new emphasis on writing and on the reading ofcultural and literary texts.
FLC 302 Intermediate Chinese IV. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLC 301.Continued practice in speaking and understanding Chinese \yith greateremphasis on reading and writing Continued study of cultural and literarytexts.

ENGLISH (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
FLE 100 Introduction to Academic Writing. 4(4-0—0). F, S. Only fornon-native speakers of English. Requtres C- or better. Credit for FLE 100 isnot allowed ifstudent has prior credit for FLE lOl. For non-natitc speakers ofEnglish. Intensive introduction to critical writing and reading in academic
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contexts. Exploration of writing processes and academic literacy skills:interpreting asSignments: comprehending, analy7ing, and evaluating college-level texts; imenting. drafting. and reusing; seeking, prouding, andresponding to eonstruethe feedback: collaborating effecti\ ely under \ariedlearning models. Ektensite “riting practice and indiVidualized coaching.Attention to grammar and com entions of standard \\ ritten English. Intendedas preparation for FLE lOl.
FLE 101 Academic Writing and Research. 4(4-0-0). F, S. Preq: Gradeof C— or better in FLE 100 or placement via ESL testing guidelines. For non-native speakers of English intensne instruction in academic writing andresearch. BaSie prinCiples of rhetoric and strategies for academic inquiry andargument. Instruction and practice in critical reading, including the generativeand responSible use of print and electronic sources for academic research,adapted for non—name speakers. Evploration of literate practices across arange of academic domains, laying the foundation for further writingdeyelopment in college. Continued attention to grammar and conventions ofstandard \tritten English. Satisfies freshman English requirements.
FLE 110 Developmental Written English for International Students.3(3 0 0). F, S. De\ elopment ofbasic Vt riting skills through supervised writing,analyzed reading, and self-paced drills, Focus on baSic elements of Englishgrammar important for non—name speakers and on the mechanics of \\ riting,such as spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. Vocabulary study,compos1tion of sentences, Simple paragraphs, and short essays. Introduction tothe vtriting process.
FLE 20] Oral Communication in English for International Students.3(3-0-0). F, S. Oral communication in English; actixe and interactite speakingskills, listening comprehension and ieading. SpeCifie tasks in spoken Englishsuch as communicating information. making mqutries, requests andcomplaints. Indi\idual and group \\ ork in the form oforal reports, role-play,presentations. etc. Listening to lectures and note taking skills.
FLE 400 American English Pronunciation for International Students.3(3 0 0). F, S. Intensive pronunciation practice lor non-name speakers ofEnglish. Emphasrs on imprmed intelligibility through practice on Englishrhythm, stress and intonation. Individual and class “ork on vowel andconsonant difficulties.
FLE 401 Ad\ anced Oral Communication in English for InternationalStudents. 3(3 0 0). F, 5. Oral communication in English: pronunciation skills,reading, aural comprehension and oral skills: communication strategies andcross cultural communication; inditidual and group actitities such aspresenting information. teaching a class, fielding questions and leading adiscussion.
FLE 402 Adyanced Written Communication in English forInternational Students. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Written communication skills fOIgraduate students; integrated writing tasks focusing on “riting, reading,grammar and comprehension, specifically geared to the needs of researchstudents and teaching assistants. Reading. critical analySis and synthesis ofwritten material stlch asjournal articles. research reports, etc.

FRENCH (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
FLF 10] Elementary French I. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Stim. First in a four-coursesequence to de\elop language skills. Oral and \\rittcn practice in classroomand language laboratory. Readings in French culture and eivili7ation.
FLF 102 Elementary French II. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: FLF lOl.Continuation of FLF 101 with intensitc practice in spoken French. Readingsin French culture and Ci\ ili/ation.
FLF 105 Intensive Elementary French. ()(6 0 0). An intensne courseaimed at (le\eloping a balanced foundation in listening, speaking, reading, andwriting French. Equivalent to FLF 101 plus FLF 102.
FLF 110 Accelerated Elementary French. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Pieq: Ascore of IO-Zl 165-279 on the NC State French Placement Test is required formatriculation in this course. Content of FLI- 10] and 102, at an acceleratedpace, for students “ith prenous study of french (l 2 years in high school)who placed into the course based on results oftlie NC State French PlacementTest. Includes a refresher of lOl material before em cring 102 material.



Development of skills in listening. speaking. reading, writing andunderstanding Francophone cultures. Significant amount of nork outside ofclass. l‘ullills the FI. 102 requirement.
FLF 201 Intermediate French I. 3(3 0 0). 1‘. S, Sum. Preq: FLF 102.Third of four eonsecuthe courses to develop skills of speaking, listen ng,reading and writing. Readings and discussions of French culture, ciiiIi/ationand “Immune.
FLF 202 Intermediate French II. 3(3»0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: FLF 201.Last of fotir sequential langtiage courses. Increased emphasis on reading and“riting. Readings in the literature, culture. and cixili/ation of France and theFrancophone \\ orld.
FLF 301 Sun e3 01' French Literature from the Middle Ages throughthe Enlightenment. 3(3-() 0). F. Preq: An advanced language skills course(FLF 308. 310. 311, 315) or l‘LF 202. Reading and discussion ofrcprescntatne \\orks \\ ith attention to literary analysis as \\c|l as to historicaland cultural background.
FLF 302 Survey of French Literature from Romanticism to theContemporary Period. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: An advanced language skills course(FLF 308. 310, 311. 315) or FLF 202 \\itli permissmn of instructor. Readingand discussion of representatne “Ot‘ks with attention to literary analysis as“ell as to historical and cultural background.
FLF 306 French Business Communication. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs.(e\en).Preq: FLF 202 or by instructor's permission. Study of major forms of \\rittenand 01:11 business communication used in the French speaking \iorld.Extensi\c “ork \ch eun‘ent. culturally authentic materials. Emphasis ondevelopment of practical communicatne SklllS, \\ ith special attention to crossculttiral comparisons of French and American business practices and modes ofcommunication.
FLF 307 Business French. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: FLF 202 or permission ofinstructor. Business French vocabulary and concepts n ith emphaSis on culturaldifferences and their importance in the ne\\ global \ illage business \\ orld.
FLF 308 Advanced Comersation: Contemporary French Cultures.3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLF 202. Com ersation and reading emphasi/ing idiomaticand practical usage \\ ith attention to contemporary ci\ ilization and cultures ofthe French speaking “orld. Emphasis on soc1al structures. political features.e\ ents, \vorldvic“ s and modes ofcommunication.
FLF 309 French Phonetics and Pronunciation. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: FLF202 or FLS 105. A study of the oral production of standard French with theaim of imprming pronunciation. fluency and skill in communication.Extensive oral practice through conversation and phonetics.
FLF 310 Advanced Written Communication. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq: FLF202. An in-depth study of French written communication at the ad\ancedlexcl. including the more ad\anced aspects of the French grammar withextensix e \\ riting practice serving a \ ariety ofpractical communicative needs.
FLF 311 Methods and Techniques in French Translation. 3(3-0 O). F.Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: FLF 202. Translation from French to English and Englishto French. Emphasis on differences and similarities between the molanguages. Development ofpractical translation skills, using current materialson seience, technology, medicine, cinema. arts, literature, culture, politics, 1a“.business, and other topics ofinterest to the students.
FLF 315 French Civilization and Culture. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLF 202.French ei\ ilization and culture from its origins to the modem period. Readingand discussion of the social. cultural. economic and political structures ofFrance. including its geography. history. music, art and nationalconsciousness.
FLF 318 The Heritage of French Cinema. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: 3 hrs. inFrench at 300 level or permission of instructor. Sun ey of the majorcontributions of French cinema from its origins to the present. Attention tofilm as an artistic medium and to the cinematic representation of Frenchhistory and culture. Reading, discussion. and \iewing of films including UnChien Andalou, La Passion de Jeanne dArc, Le Retotir de Martin Guerre. LaMarseillaise. Les 400 Coups, and Diva.
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FLF 321 French Cultures and contexts. 3(3-0-0). S Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq:FLI‘ 202. An approach to important periods in the history of French culturethrough the reading of texts by setcral important writers. Films, slides,painting, music, and the Internet will be included to put the readings in acultural context.
FLF 323 The French ‘lovel ofthe Twentieth Century. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq:3 hrs. in French at 300 level with 3 hrs. in literature. Reading and discussion ofnmels by rcpresentatiic authors of the period such as Gide, Proust, Colette,Malraux, Camus, Robbe-Grillet, Duras, Sarraute.
FLF 352 Literature. Cinema and Culture of the Francophone World.3(3 0 0). S Alt yrstodd). Preq: 6 hours in French above 200 lexel (3 hoursmust be in Literature) or permission ofthe instructor. Literary, cinematic andcultural productions of the Francophone World: North and West Africa, theCaribbean and Quebec. Taught in French.
FLF 401 French For Graduate Students. 3(3—0-0). Basie Frenchgrammar. \Nlll] special attention to characteristics of formal expository style,and illustrative readings. Study of extracts from scholarly publications instudents' areas of research. Prepares students to take the graduate foreignlanguage certification exam.
FLF 414 Studies in French Prose. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: 3 hrs in French at300 level with 3 hrs in literature. Major dexelopmcnts in the French essay,letter. novel and other prose forms from the Renaissance to 1900. Readingsfrom such authors as Montaigne, Se\ igne, Lafayette, Rousseau, Sand, Balzac,Stendhal. Flaubcrt.
FLF 492 Seminar in French Studies. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: Junior standingand 6 hrs in French literature. A small-group study of a topic in literatureresulting in either a substantial essay or series of essays by each student.Topics \ ary each semester.

GERMAN (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
FLG 101 Elementary German I. 3(3-0 0). F. S, Sum. The first in a four-course sequence to develop the language skills of listening, speaking, reading,and writing. Emphasis on the acquisition of e\ eryday German and culturalan areness. Actixe class participation, practice in the language lab andcomputer lab. and “ritten assignments.
FLG 102 Elementary German II. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: FLG 101.Second in a four course sequence to develop the language skills of listening,speaking. reading. and “riting. Emphasis on the acquisition of everydayGerman and cultural anareness. Active class participation, practice in thelanguage lab and computer lab. and written assignments.
FLG 201 Intermediate German I. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: FLG 102.The third of four consecutive courses in German. Intensne conversationalpractice to de\ elop proficiency in speaking and listening. admnced readingand writing skills by learning complex grammatical structures and through theuse of authentic texts. Acquisition of cultural knowledge about the German-speaking countries.
FLG 202 Intermediate German II. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: FLG 201. Lastof four consecuthe courses in German. Continued com ersational practice todevelop proficiency in speaking and listening. Development of advancedwriting skills by refining grammatical structures and style throughaSsignments, and of ad\anced reading skills through the use of cultural andliterary texts from the German speaking countries.
FLG 208 Intermediate German Conversation. 3(3 0 O). F, S. Preq: FLG201. Intensive practice in speaking and understanding German through roleplaying. debates, interviews and use of audio-visual materials.
FLG 307 Business German. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt. yrs. Preq: FLG 202.Business Gemian vocabulary and terminology. Readings and discussions oncurrent business topics. Special consideration to intercultural communicationrelati\e to international business operations.
FLG 309 Advanced German Conversation. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: FLG 202.Intenshe conversational practice in class based on current topics. Discussionsabout the cultures and civilizations of the German-speaking countries.



Attention to cultural factors essential to effective communication. Oral reportsby students.
FLG 310 Advanced German Synta\ and Composition. 3(3-0 0). Preq:FLG 202. Advanced aspects of German syntax and writing styles.Assignments include paraphrasing and summaiizing authentic German textsand writing compositions.
FLG 311 Introduction to German Translation. 3(3 0-0). F. Alt yrs.Preq: FLG 202. Introduction to theory. methods, and techniques in translationapplied to materials of various fields and professions. Emphasis on vvrittentranslation.
FLG 315 Germanic Civilization and Culture. 3(3-0 0). Preq: FLG 202.Culture and civilization of the German-speaking countries. AnalyISis of thesocial. economic and political structures of Germany. Austria. andSwitzerland. Lectures. reports, conversation. Taught in German.
FLG 316 German Lyric Poetry. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: FLG 202. A historicaland interpretative study of the German lyric from the fifteenth into thetwentieth century \\ ith special attention to the poet's chOice oftheme. the waysin which that theme is treated. and the relevance of the poem to the humanexperience.
FLG 318 New German Cinema. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: FLG 202. Survey ofthe major contributions to the "New German Cinema“ (1970's to 1990's).Attention to film as an artistic medium and to the cinematic representation ofGerman history and culture. Reading, discussion. and viewing of filmsincluding films by Schloendorff(Die Blechtrommel). FaSsbinder (Die Ehe derMaria Braun), yon Trotta (Rosa Luxemburg). Her/0g (Stroszek), and Wenders(Der Himmel ueber Berlin).
FLG 323 Twentieth Century German Literature. 3(3-0 0). Preq: FLG202. Twentieth century literature from German speaking countries. Readingsof Mann, Kafl<a. Rilke. Hesse. Durrenmatt. Fiisch. Grass. and a variety ofpoets.
FLG 390 German Studies Topics. 3(3—0—0). Preq: FLG 202. Presentationof material not available in regular course offerings, or offering ofnevv courseson a trial basis. Course may be offered through videoconferencing \v ith otheiUNC campuses as an offering of the German Studies Consortium. Contentdetermined by faculty member in consultation with the departments Germansection coordinator. May be repeated.
FLG 401 German For Graduate Students. 30 0 0). f. BaSIC Germangrammar, with special attention to characteristics of formal exposnory style.and illustrative readings. Study of e\tracts from scholarly publications instudents areas of research. Prepares students to take the graduate foreignlanguage certification exam.

HEBREW (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
FLH (REL) 101 Elementary Biblical Hebrew I. 3(3—0-0). F. S. Theelements of grammar and syntax essential for a reading knovv ledge of BiblicalHebrew Reading is drawn primarily from the Book of Genesis and someattention given to exegetical method.
FLH (REL) 102 Elementary Biblical Hebrevv II. 3(3-0 0). F, S. Preq:REL (FLH) 101. A continuation of REL (FLH) 101 with increased emphasisupon reading selected prose passages.
FLH (REL) 201 Intermediate Biblical Hebrew I. 30 0-0). F, S. Preq:REL (FLH) 102. Continuing development ofvocabulary and understanding ofgrammar and syntax through reading of selected prose and poetic passages inthe Hebrew Bible. Excgetical matters are considered.
FLH (REL) 202 Intermediate Biblical Hebrew 11. 3(3—() 0). F. S. Preq:REL (FLH) 201. Exclusive attention devoted to reading and interpretingselected prose and poetic passages in thc Hebrevi Bible.
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ITALIAN (FOREIGN LANGUAGE) .

FL] 101 Elementary Italian I. 3(3-0-0). F. Begins the development ofabalanced foundation in all four—language skills. Concentrates on listening andspeaking, emphasizing idiomatic Italian. Short readings in Italian culture andciv ilization. Class and laboratory practice. written homework.
FLI 102 Elementary Italian II. 3(3-0-0). Preq: FLI 101. Continuation ofFLI 101 with emphasis on acquisition of oral skills through class practice andLise ofaudio aids. Readings in Italian culture. C1\1llZflIIOII and literatuic.
FLI 201 Intermediate Italian I. 3(3-0 0). Preq: FLI 102. Third of fourconsecutive courses to develop skills of speaking. listening. reading andwriting. Readings and discussmn ofltalian culture. civilization and literature.
FL] 202 Intermediate Italian II. 3(3 0 0). Preq: FLI 201. Last of foursequential language courses. Increased emphasis on reading and writing.Readings in the literature. culture. and eiv ilization ofltaly.
FLI 208 Intermediate Italian Conversation. 3(3-0 0). Coreq: FLI 201.Intenswe practice in speaking and understanding Italian thiough role playing.discussion. inten ie\\ 5. and Lise ofaudio visual materials.
FLI 308 Italian Reading and Conversation. 3(3-0-0). Preq: FLl 201.Advanced readings and intensive conversational practice in Italian for studentsbeyond the intermediate level.

JAPANESE (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
FLJ 101 Elementary Japanese I. 3(3 0 0). F. Coreq: FLJ 103.Introduction to standaid, formal Japanese. Emphasis on speaking and listeningskills. Exposure to Japanese culture. reading. and vvriting.
FLJ 102 Elementary Japanese II. 3(3—0—0). S. Preq: FLJ 101. Coreq: FLJ104. Continuation of basic skills. EmphaSis on speaking and listening skills:inclusion of Japanese cultural factors in communication. Some reading and\\ riting.
FLJ 103 Elementary Japanese I Conversation. 1(1 0 0). l . Coreq: FLJ101. Supplements conversational practice in FLJ 101. Students aie encouragedto use their speaking skills in a variety ofsituations. Spceial attention is givento correcting and improving pronunciation and intonation.
FLJ 104 Elementary Japanese 11 Conversation. 1(1 0 0). S. Preq: FLJ101. Coreq: FLJ 102. Supplements conversational practice in FLJ 102.Extensive use of speaking skills in a variety of situations. Special attentiongiven to correcting and improving pronunciation and intonation.
FLJ 105 Intensive Elementary Japanese. 6(6 0 0). An intensiveintroduction to standard. formal Japanese. Emphasis is on speaking andlistening skills. Some reading and vvriting. Combines FLJ 101 and 102.
FLJ 201 Intermediate Japanese I. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: FLJ 102 or FLJ 105.Coreq: FLJ 203. Continuation ofbasie skills. Greater emphasis on reading and\yriting. More exposure to Japanese cultural traditions.
FLJ 202 Intermediate Japanese 11. 1(3—0-0). Preq: FLJ 201. Coreq: FLJ204. Continuation ofthe learning ofthe basic skills. Emphasis on reading andwriting as well as on spoken Japanese and on cultural patterns of behav ioi.
FLJ 203 Intermediate Japanese Conversation. 1(1~() 0). F. S. Preq: FLJ102. Coreq: fLJ 201. fLJ 202 or fLJ 301. Maybe repeated for a maximum ofthree credit hours. Practice in spoken Japanese thiough use ofthe language ina variety of situations. Increase \ocabulaiy and develop fluency and ease inthe structural patterns of the language.
FLJ 204 Intermediate Japanese 11 Conversation. 1(1 0 0). S. Cmeq:FLJ 202. Supplemental intermediate conveisatimial practice. Diills andsituational exercises to build oral proficiency with patterns introduced in FLJ202.



FLJ 301 Intermediate Japanese III. 3(3-0-0) F. l’req. IL] 202.Continued study olfllapanes‘e language. Primary emphasis on spoken Japanese.but attention also gi\en to reading, v\ l'lllng and culture
FLJ 302 Intermediate Japanese I\'. 3(3 0 0). S. I’req 1U 30].Contintied tiaimng in the foundations ot Japanese language. Primaryemphasis on spoken Japanese. vv ith increased attention to reading and eriting.
FLJ 401 \dvanced Japanese 1. 3(3 (10). I“ Preq: FL] 302. (outinuedtraining in tlie loundations of Japanese language, \\ith emphasis on complex\ crb foi ms. Increased attention to reading and \\riting
FLJ 402 Advanced Japanese II. 3(3 t) 0). S. Preq: I‘LJ 401 Elaborationon grammatical forms learned in the prenous courses “1111 applications inreading and vv riting. combined \\ ith more sophisticated \ocabulaiy and idiomsand attention to de\ clopmenl of natural reading skills.

ll SWAHILI (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)

FLK 101 Elementary Swahili 1. 3(3 (HI). 1:. Alt yrs. First in a fourcourse sequence to develop language skills in vaaliili (Kisuahili). Oral and“linen practice Readings in African culture and eiv ili/ation.
FLK 102 Elementary vaahili II. 3(3 0-0). S. Alt yis. Preq‘ FLK 101.Second in a four cotirse sequence to develop language skills in vaahili(Kisvvalii i). Oral and \\rittcn practice. Readings in Alrican culture andci\ili/ation
FLK 201 Intermediate vaahili 1. 3(3 0 0). F, Alt yrs. Preq: FLK 102.Third in a foal couise sequence to de\elop language skills in vaahili(KIS\\ZIl11lI). 0m] and \\ritten practice. Readings in African culture andcivili/ations.
FLK 202 Intermediate vaahili II. 3(3-(L0). Prcq‘ FLK 201. Fourth in af0ui~course sequence to develop language skills in vaahili (Kisuahili). Oraland \\ ritten piacticc. Readings in .\lrican culttire and ci\ ili/ation.

HINDI (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)

FL1\ 101 Elementary Ilindi-Urdu 1. 3(3 0-0). F. Coreq: FLN 103.lntioduction to standard llini L rdu. Emphasis on speaking and listening. andon reading and \\ riting in the Hindi vv riting system (Dev anagari). Readings inSouth Asian culture and ci\ili/ation. Offered jointly in teleconferencingformat \\ ith IIII\D 101 at the UniverSity ofNotth Carolina-Chapel Hill.
FLN 102 Elementary Hindi-Urdu II. 3(3~0-0). S. Preq: FL1\ 101. Coreq:FLN 104. Continuation of FL\l 101. Emphasis on oral communication andreading and \\riting in the Hindi \\riting system (Devanagaii). Furtherreadings in South Asian culture and Civilization. Offered jointly inteleconlErencmg format v\ith l-Il\lD 102 at the Lnivei‘Sity of\lonli Carolina-Chapel Hill.
FLN 103 Elementary Hindi-Urdu I Conversation. 1(1-0-0). F. Coreq:FLN 101. Required conversational practice for FLN 101. Special attention toindividual pronunc1ation and intonation. Introduction of formal and informalspeech. Use ofaudiov istial materials.
FLN 104 Elementary" Hindi-Urdu II Conversation. 1(1-0-0). S. Preq:FLN 101. Coreq: FLN 102. Required conversational practice for FLN 102.Extensive use of speaking skills in variety of situations. Attention tosupplemental non-verbal communication. Use ofaudiov isual materials.
FLN 201 Intermediate Hindi-Urdu 1.3(3-0-0). F. Preq: FLN 102. Coreq:FLN 203. Continuation ofbaSic language skills. Introduction ofUrdu v\ ritingsystem (Nastaliq) through llindi writing system (Dev anagari). Introduction togrammatical di\ crgence of Hindi and Urdu. Readings in South Asian cultureand civilization. Offered Jointly in teleconferencing format with HIND 103 athe University ofNorth Carolina-Chapel Hill.
FLN 202 Intermediate Hindi-Urdu II. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLN 201.Coreq: FLN 204. Continuation of FLN 201. Further practice of both Urdu(Nastiliq) and Hindi (Dcvanagari) writing systems. Further distinction of
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spoken and literary Urdu and Hindi. Further readings in South Asian cultureand civ lilation. Offered Jointly in teleconferencing format with HIND 103 atthe I niveisity ofNoith Carolina-Chapel Hill.
FLN 203 Intermediate Hindi-Urdu I Conversation. 1(1-0-0). F. Preq:l-LN 102. Coreq: I‘LN 201. Required conversational practice for FLN 201.Advancement ol speaking skills through role playing, interViews, debates.Further Ilindi and Urdu non verbal communication. Use of audiovisualmatei ials. including iesponses to commercial televxsion and movies.
FLN 204 Intermediate Hindi-Urdu II Conversation. 1(1-0-0). S. Preq:FLN 201. Coreq: ILN 202. Requ1red conversational practice for FLN 202.Refinement of speaking skills through role-playing, interviews, debates.Further Hindi and L'rdu non»verbal communication. Use of audiovisualmaterials. including responses to commerCIal televiSion and mOVies.
FLN 208 Intermediate Hindi Conversation. 30 0 0). F. Preq: FLN 201or permission of instructor. Intensive practice in speaking and understandingllindi through role playing, debates, interviews, and use of audio—Visualmaterials.
FLN 301 Advanced Hindi: Readings in Literature I. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq:FLN 202. Reading and discussion of representative vsorks vvith attention toliterary analysis as vvell as to historical and cultural background. Taughtthrough interactnc TeleVideo.
FLN 302 Advanced Hindi: Readings in Literature [1. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq:FLN 301. Reading and discussmn of representative works vvith attention toliteiary analysis as \chI as to historical and cultural background. Taughtthrough interactive TeleVideo.
FLN 308 Advanced Hindi Conversation. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLN 208.Conversation and reading emphasizing idiomatic and practical usage vvithattention to contemporary Civilization and cultures of the Hindi-speakingvvorld. EmphaSIS on social structures. political features. events. vvorldviewsand modes ofcommunication.

PORTUGUESE (FOREIGN LANGUAGE) I

FLPfundamentals of Bra/ilian Portuguese:spoken sy'nta.\ and grammar.
101 Elementary Portuguese I. 3(3-0-0). Introduction to thepronunciation. comprehension. and

FLP 102 Elementary Portuguese II. 3(3-0-0). Preq: FLP 101.Continuation of the essentials of Brazilian Portuguese. Further stress onpronuneiation and comprehension and introduction of reading and vvritingskills.
FLP 201 Intermediate Portuguese 1. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: FLP 102 orplacement in course. The third level of Portuguese with special attention tospeaking. reading. vvriting and de\ eloping a cultural awareness of the culturalheritage of the Portuguese—speaking peoples of Portugal. Brazil andPortuguese-speaking Africa.

RUSSIAN (FOREIGN LANGUAGE) i
FLR 101 Elementary Russian 1. 3(3-0—0). F. First in a four—coursesequence to de\elop language skills in Russian. Oral and written practice inthe classroom and language laboratory and attention to Russian culturalheritage.
FLR 102 Elementary Russian [1. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLR 101. Emphasison acquisition of basic oral skills. vvith complementary reading and writingcverciscs and attention to Russian cultural heritage.
FLR 201 Intermediate Russian I. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: FLR 102. BasicRussian language skills continued. More emphasis given to writing andessential comersational practice. Intermediate level readings in Russianliterature and culture. Class and laboratory practice: vvritten assignments.
FLR 202 Intermediate Russian [1. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: FLR 201. Advancedaspects of Russian syntax through study of text. Continued attention tocom crsational practice and vocabulary building.



FLR 303 Russian Literature in Translation: The Nineteenth Century.3(3 0 O). S, Alt. yrs. A study of selected plays. short steiies and novels of thegreat Russian “riters of the nineteenth century: Pushkin, Lermontov. Gogol.Goncharov, Turgene\. Dostoe\ sky. Saltykm-Shchedrin, Leskm. Tolstoy andChekhm. Examinations of peculiarly Russian as well as the uni\ ersal aspectsofthis literature. All readings. lectures and discussions in English.
FLR 304 Russian Literature in Translation: The T“ entieth Century.3(3 0 0). S. Alt yrs. A study of selected poems, plays. short stories and n0\ elsby major Russian \\ riters of the twentieth century, such as Chekhov, Gorky,Blok, May ak0\ sky, Esenin. Zamyatin, Olesha. Bulgakox. Babel. Pilnyak,Pasternak. Solzhenitsyn, Evtushenko. and Vo7nesensky. A11 readings, lecturesand discussions in English.

SPANISH (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)

FLS 101 Elementary Spanish 1. 3(3-0 0). Listening and speaking;development of a balanced foundation in all Spanish languages skills.Idiomatic, everyday Spanish and cultural anareness. Class practice.laboratory and \\ ritten homework.
FLS 102 Elementary Spanish 11. 3(3-0-0). Preq: FLS 101. Use ofSpanish through past tenses. regular and irregular, and \arious morphologicaland syntactical aspects. Emphasis on oral skills and increased culturala“ areness. Written \‘l ork and laboratory practice assigned daily.
FLS 105 Intensive Elementary Spanish. 6(6 0 0). An intensixe courseaimed at developing a balanced foundation in listening, speaking, reading, andwriting Spanish. Equ1valent to FLS 101 plus FLS 102.
FLS 110 Accelerated Elementary Spanish. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. A scoreof 14-24 on the Spanish placement exam is required for matriculation in thiscourse. Contents of FLS 101 and FLS 102 at an accelerated pace. for studentsplaced into the course based on results of the Spanish placement test, or those\xith prior knouledge of another Romance language. Significant amount ofwork outside of class. Dmelopment of a balanced foundation in listening,speaking, reading, and writing Spanish, and understanding Hispanic cultures.
FLS 201 Intermediate Spanish 1.3(3-0—0). F. S. Sum. Preq: FLS 102,105or 110. The third of four consecuthe Spanish courses idiomatic. spokenSpanish. With special attention to reading and writing skills and the culturalheritage of the Spanish-speaking peoples. Class practice, laboratory andwritten aSSignments.
FLS 202 Intermediate Spanish 11. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: FLS 201.Last of four sequential courses in the foundations of the Spanish language.Attention to \\ riting skills and cultural heritage ofSpanish speaking peoples.
FLS 208 Intermediate Spanish Conversation. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Coreq: FLS201. Intensive practice in speaking and understanding Spanish through roleplaying, discussion, interviews and use ofaudio-visual materials.
FLS 210 Accelerated Intermediate Spanish. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Sum. Ascore of25-30 on the Spanish placement exam is required for matriculation inthis course. Content of FLS 102 and FLS 201 at an acceleiated pace. forstudents placed into the course based on results of the Spanish placement test.or those with significant knowledge experience with another Romancelanguage. Substantial amount 01" work outside of class. Development of abalanced foundation in listening, speaking, reading, and \\ riting Spanish, andunderstanding Hispanic cultures.
FLS 212 Spanish: Language, Technology, Culture. 30 0 O). F, S. Preq:FLS 102 or 2 yrs high school Spanish. A study ofthc language structures andvocabulary necessary For an intermediate level of communication in Spanishtogether with cultural and technical issues of our global society in the conte\tol‘the Spanish speaking world.
FLS 300 Introduction to Hispanic Literatures. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: FLS202. An introduction to the major literary genres and movements in Spanishand Latin American literaturcs. Lectures, discusSions. films and u rittenassignments.
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FLS 301 Survey of Spanish Literature Through The Golden Age. 3(30 0). F. Preq: FLS 202. Literature of Spain from the Middle Ages to thebeginning ofthe eighteenth century.
FLS 302 Survey of Spanish Literature: 1700 to Present. 3(3 0 0). S.Preq: TLS 202. Introduction to Spanish Neoclassmism, Romanticism. Realism,and mentieth-century literature. Special attention to the quest for new valuesin contemporary literature.
FLS 303 Latin American Literature to 1898. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: FLS202; Recommended FLS 300. Latin American literature beginning With theChronicles and extending through the Colonial Period and the liteiature ofindependence.
FLS 304 Latin American Literature from 1898 to the Present. 3(3-0 0).F. Sum. Preq: FLS 202; FLS 300 recommended. Latin-American literaturebeginning \yith the Modernist autliOis, including Regionalist andA\ antgaiddiste authors. and e\tending to contemporary works.
FLS 306 Business Correspondence in Hispanic Culture. 3(3 0 0). F. S.Preq: FLS 208 or FLS 308, or permissmn of instructor. Presentation ofbusiness correspondence and cultural aspects through a \ariety of busmessletters based on CXlSllng models, and according to specific busmesstransactions. Topics relevant to historical, geographical, and linguisticelements ofmultiple Spanish speaking countries.
FLS 307 Business Spanish. 3(3 0 O). Preq: FLS 202. Bustness Spanish\oeabulary and terminology. Emphasis on everyday spoken and writtenSpanish. Readings and discuSSions of busmess topics. Cross culturalconSiderations relatne to international business operations.
FLS 308 Spanish Com ersation and Reading. 3(3-0-0). Preq: FLS 202.Intensn‘e pract'ce in speaking and reading Spanish. Drills and com ersationwith emphasis on practical language and idiomatic expresSions.
FLS 309 Spanish Phonetics and Advanced Conversation. 3(3-0-0).Preq: FLS 202. A study of the production of the sounds of Standard Spanish\\ ith the aim of impr0\ mg pronunciation. Fluency. and skill in communication.Extensi\e oral practice in phonetics and con\ ersation.
FLS 310 Advanced Spanish Grammar. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: FLS 202.Revieu of adyanced aspects of Spanish grammar. “1th extensne practicethrough a \ariety of conceptualized exercises, analyses 01‘ readings andoriginal composdiOiis. Topics rele\ ant to Hispanic culture and cmlization inlectures, diseusstons, exercises and compositions. Emphasts on all languageskills.
FLS 311 Advanced Spanish Composition. 3(3-0-0). Pieq: FLS 202. Anintensi\e course in the theory and practice of Spanish composition \\ithlectures. discussions and \ieekly “riting assignments.
FLS 315 Culture and Civilization of the lberian Peninsula. 3(3—0 0). F.Preq: FLS 202. The Iberian Peninsula as a crossroads of ei\ilizations l‘romNeolithic times to the present. The emergence 01‘ Spain and Portugal asnations, the rise and Tall 01‘ their overseas empires, and their contemporaiyei\ili/ations.
FLS 316 The Culture and Civilization of Latin America. 30 0 0). S.Preq: FLS 202. Sun ey ol‘ the cultural tiaditions 01‘ Latin America includingBra/i1. The major pre Columbian ciiili7ations. Spanish and Portuguesecolonialism, the emergence ol‘ the modern nations. Films and recordingssupplement readings and discussions.
FLS 318 Hispanic Cinema. 3(3-0—0). Prcq: 6 hrs Spanish at 300 le\ el.Sun ey of the major contiibutions of Hispanic Cinema li‘om its origins to thepresent. Analysis of lilm as an artistic medium and as the cinematicrepresentation of Hispanic histories and cultures. Reading. diseusstons. and\ iewing ot‘ lilms by representathe directors.
FLS 319 Children's and Adolescent‘s Literature in Spain and LatinAmerica. 3(3 0-0). Preq: FLS 202. Traditional and contemporary children'sand adolescents literature \HlllCn originally in Spanish, Critical examinationof picture books, folktales, poetry, theater and I‘IO\ els from a literary artisticpoint ()TVICVV and For then \alue in eulttiral de\e|opment.



FLS 323 Contemporary Hispanic Literature. m-o-o). I’rcq: FLS 202.Recommended FLS MIIJOZJIH and or I'LS 104. Selected works of Iispanicfiction. essays and or poeliy of the twentieth eenttiiy. 'I he periods mayineltide the generations ol IMF and l927 and the post-('iVil War \\iiters inSpain; modernism. the “Boom". the “postdioom”. testimon al literature.contemporary poetry in Latin America. \\ omen writers.
FLS 400 Methods and Techniques in Spanish Translation andInterpretation. 3(3 0 (I). Prcq: I‘LS‘ 202. Study and practical application oflllCUl’). methods and techniques of translation based on materia s relevant to\arious fields and professions.
FLS 40] Spanish For Graduate Students. 3(3 0 (I). F. S Basic Spanishgrammar. \\iIlt specia attention to characteristics of formal e\po.sitory style.and illtistrati\c readings. Study of extracts from scholarly publications instudents areas of research. Prepares students to take the graduate foreignlanguage certification e.\ani.
FLS 402 Linguistic Structure of Spanish. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Prcq: I‘LS 208oi 108: FLS H0 or 3] I. Introduction to fundamental terminology andconcepts in the study ol linguistics O\er\ic\\ of the Spanish sound system(phonology), piineiplcs of mud formation such as dcmation and infieetion(morphology). structure and grammatical relations of phrases and sentences(syntas). as \\cll as the relationship bet“ cen lingUislic Ie\els.
FLS 403 Hispanic Prose Fiction. 3H 0 0). Preq: Consent ofdepartment.Nineteenth and menticth CCnlLlI'y prose and fiction of Spain and LatinAmerica. including Galdos, Realism. the Boom. testimonial literature.
FLS 404 Hispanic Drama. 1(1-0-0). Prcq: Junior standing. Selectedtopics in Spanish of Latin-American drama from the Golden Age to thepresent.
FLS 492 Seminar in Hispanic Studies. 1(1-0-0). S. Preq: .ltinior standingand consent of department. .-\d\ anccd seminai on a specific area of Hispanicstudies (topics yary). leading to a major term paper and or a series ofessays bythe student.

FORESTRY

FOR 110 Introduction to Forestry. 2(1—1-0). F. O\CI’VlC\\ ofthe historyand policies of forestry. the basis of forest management. the impact of forestryon nature and soc1ety. and the opportunities ofa career in forestry.
FOR 150 Professional Development I: Critical Thinking in NaturalResources. I(l 0 0). S. Techniques of critical thinking applied to a broadrange ofnatural resource and forestry issues.
FOR 172 Forest System Mapping and Mensuration I. 2(I-3 0). F.Concepts and application of baSic forest and land resource measurementtechniques used in forestry and related fields. Measuring distances and areas;orienteering; baSic air photo and topographic map interpretation; introductionto GPS; measuring tree characteristics; introduction to forest sampling.Application of spreadsheets and \\0rd processtng to analyze and summarizeresource characteristics. Field trip required.
FOR (WPS) 202 Wood Anatomy and Properties. 3(2 3 0). F.Formation. anatomy and properties ofuood. Structural features of soft“ oodsand harduoods and the relationships among anatomy. physiology. physicaland mechanical properties. Variability. naturally occurring defects. and wooddeterioration are discussed and related to wood utilization. Techniques onhand lens and microscopic identification ofwood.
FOR 204 Silviculture. 2(0-6-0). Sum. Preq: Summer camp eligibility.Sil\ical characteristics and grouth requirements of forest trees; dynamics ofstand growth. spec1cs—Sitc relationships, site productivity. forest pestinteractions, hydrology and nutrient cycling in forest ecosystems; emphasts onunderstanding and applying ecological principles to the production of multiplebenefits at the forest community level.
FOR 212 Dendrology. 4(2-4-0). F. Identification and elementary SllVlCS ofwoody plants of eastern North America with studies of their claSSification,characteristics, and habitats. Consideration of trees from northern and westem
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North America and the Caribbean region.Iorest communities. I‘icld identification Wllh trips to
FOR (FW, Z0) 22] Conservation of Natural Resources. 3(3-0-0).Importance of natural resources and their role in human enVIronment.Physical, biological and ecological principles underlying sustainability ofnattiral resources \\ith attention to consequences of human impacts whilemeeting society needs.
FOR 248 Forest History, Technology and Society. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Examining forest resource use and issues throughout history. Tracingdevelopments and concepts that created the context for today's issuesconcerning global forest resources. Examining how wood resourcea\ai|ability shaped eiviIi/ation's development, and examining consequenceson forest resources of eiyilization's scientific, sOCiaI, and technologicalprogress.
FOR 250 Professional Development II: Communications in NaturalResources. I( I -0-()). S. Development ofwritten and oral communication skillsfor forestry and natural resources management. discussion topics includeinteractiye communication. \\riting to a target audience, common pitfalls intechnical \\ riling. various kinds of technical writing, poster and oralpresentations. rey ieWing and re\ ising \y riting, and responding to questions in aprofes5ional manner.
FOR 252 Introduction to Forest Science. 30—3 0). S. Not open to ForestManagement mayors. Integration of biological prinCiples into studies of treegrouth. reproduction. establishment. sur\1\ al, and disturbance. Discussions ofregional sil\ iculture and ofeffects ofhumans on forest ecosystems. Instructionin forest sampling and tree identification. Many laboratories meet outdoors.
FOR 260 Forest Ecology. 3(2 3 0). S. Introduction to forest ecosysstems,their structure. and the processes that regulate them including: radiation.temperature. \y ater. and biogeochemistry: productivity; plant populations:structure and function of forest communities; succeSSion; mm and fire; andhuman influences.
FOR 261 Forest Communities. 2(0 6 0). Sum. Preq: FOR 212 or B0 220or BO 403. Study of the spemes composnion. distribution. site requtrements,and succession of the prinCipaI forest communities of southeastern NorthAmerica. Identification of important member plant speCies. Field trips totypical examples.
FOR 264 Forest Wildlife. 1(0-3-0). Sum. Preq: Summer camp eligibility.Di\ersity of fauna that inhabits forest communities in the Piedmont of NorthCarolina. Inxentory terrestrial and aquatic habitats and identify various\ertebrate and imertebrate species. Insect collection initiated. The lifehistories of representative species presented.
FOR 265 Fire Management. 1(0—3—0). Sum. Preq: Summer campeligibility. Effects of wildfire and prescribed fire on forest ecosystemcomponents and processes; fire behavior and the ecosystem and meterologicfactors that affect it; Sil\icultural uses of fire; organization. equipment, andtactics for \\ildfire suppression; fire suppression exercises on the NorthCarolina Division of Forest Resources‘ Forest Fire Simulator.
FOR 273 Forest System Mapping and Mensurat‘ion 11. 3(1 6-0). Sum.Preq: FOR 172. Procedures and Instruments for measuring various tree andstand characteristics. Detemtination of stem volume and taper. Planning andimplementation of forest resource samples to provide population estimatesusmg fixed-radius and \ariabIe-radius sampling. Detailed coverage of landmeasurements and mapping of boundary surveys. Use of aerial photography,topographic maps. and GPS to aid in resource assessment. Incorporation ofimentory data into a 018. Basic statistical concepts applied to resourcemeasurements. Taught off campus at Hill Forest.
FOR 274 Mapping and Mensuration. 4(1 I2—0). Sum. Preq: Summercamp eligibility. Procedures and instruments for measuring tree parameters,stand density and site index. Determination of log and tree volume andplanning. conducting and summarizing a timber inventory. Basic landmeasurements and the mapping of boundary surveys. use of maps and GPSwill be included.
FOR 280 Evolution of Forest machinery and Systems. 3(3-0 0). F.Introduction to forest resources operations and machinery. Historical accountofthc \olution ofmcchanized forest operations: han esting. in \\ ood transport,



processing, hauling, site preparation, planting, forest land maintenance,nursery and seed orchard machines. Discussion of current and futuremachines for forest harvest and regeneration.
FOR 291 Independent Study in Forestry. l 6. F, S, Sum. Detailedinvestigation of forestry topics of interest to undergraduates under facultydirection on a tutorial basis. Credit and content determined by faculty memberin consultation with Undergraduate Program Director or Department Head.
FOR 295 Special Topics in Forestry. 1-6. F, S. Sum. Study of forestrytopics not covered in existing courses at the introductory level. Developmentofa new course on a trial basis.
FOR 303 Silvics and Forest Tree Physiology. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: BIO125, CH 201, PY 211, BO 360, SSC 200 & summer camp. Coreq: FOR 353,FOR 319, FW 353, ST 311. Ecological and physiological processesinfluencing establishment, growth, and detelopment of forest stands withparticular emphasis on forest types of Southeastern United States; influence ofresource atailability on forest stand productnity: phySical and biochemicalprocesses associated with tree function, including water relations, mineralnutrition, transport and translocation, photosynthesis, respiration; internal andenvironmental factors regulating tree growth and development.
FOR 304 Theory of Silviculture. 4(3-3-0). S. Preq: FOR 303,353,319,FW 353, ST 311. Coreq: FOR 374,434, ENT 402, PP 318. Ecologicalprocesses affecting the establishment and growth of forest stands withparticular emphasis on forest types of the Southeastern United States. Foreststand productitity, how productixity is influenced by site, stand, climaticfactors, and the application of site specific prescriptions to establish andmanipulate the composition, growth, and health offorest stands.
FOR (PP) 318 Forest Pathology. 3(2 2 0). S. Preq: B10 125 or B0 200.Major diseases of forest trees and deterioration of wood products emphaSIZingprinciples of plant pathology; diagnOSis; nature, physiology, ecology, anddissemination of disease—causmg agents; mechanisms of pathogenesis;epidemiology and env1ronmental influences; principles and practices ofcontrol.
FOR 319 Forestry Economies. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: ARE 201 or EC 205.Concepts and techniques for analyzing the utilization of forest resources.Topics include: long-teim economic-ecologic assessments of forestedlandscapes, economic and biological concepts of sustainability, characteristicsof forest product marketsand implications for hanest prices and anEl‘ttOl’yacross the landscape and over time, bio economic analysis of timberinvestments and financial comparisons to alternatives, and introduction tolarge-scale harvest scheduling problems with temporal and spatial constraintsusing linear-programming.
FOR 330 North Carolina Forests. 3(3-0-0). F, S. An introduction andoverview of forests in North Carolina with emphasts on the importance offorests in the let century. Topics include: history and distribution of forests,soils sit relationships, forestry practices. non conventional managementobjectives. Two required Saturday field trips.
FOR 350 Professional Development 111: Ethical Dilemmas in NaturalResource Management. 1(1-0-0). S. Junior standing. Study of ethical issuesconfronting natural resource management professionals, including:biodiversity consrvation, private property rights, traditional religion andecological values, community rights, environmental raeism, hunting andanimal rights, business ethics, and the purpose and content of professtonalcodes ofethics.
FOR 353 Air Photo Interpretation and Photogrammetry. 3(2 3—0). F.Preq: MA 114. Theory, principles, and techniques of utili7ing air photos forinventory and management of renewable resources, photogrammetric andengineering applications, hydrologic and terrain analysis, and land use covermapping. Introduction to remote sensing and use of color infrared, thermal,Skylab, and Lands at imagery in resource mapping.
FOR 374 Forest Measurement, Modeling, and Inventory. 3(3—2—0). S.Preq: MA 12] and 114; or 242; CNR 134, FOR 274, ST 311. Mathematicalfunctions required for quantifying the yield oftimber and non-timber products.Procedures for planning, conducting, and analyzing forest inventories. Use ofmathematical models to estimate growth and yield of forest stands and nontimber products for management decisions.
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FOR (ENT) 402 Forest Entomology. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: Junior ClassStanding and B10 125. Fundamentals of morphology, classification, biology,ecology and control of insects attacking trees, with emphasis on sihiculturalpractices.
FOR (FW) 404 Forest Wildlife Management. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: 9 hrsBiological Sciences. Relationships between forest and wildlife managementand the effects of sihicultural systems on wildlife. Species habitatrequirements, forest wildlife management techniques, and forest wildlifepolicies and economics. (See Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences.)
FOR 405 Forest Management. 4(2—4—0). F. Freq: FOR 30-1 and FOR 374.Fundamental principles and analytical techniques neeessaiy in the planning,management and optimization of forest operations. Formulation of objectivesand constraints. yield forecasting, forest regulation. procurement andmarketing, inventory methods, and management plan preparation. Written andoral reporting.
FOR 406 Forest Inventory, Analysis and Planning. 4(0-16 0). S. Preq:FOR 405, FOR 460. Independent project in destgning and implementing amulti-resource suney; analyze stand conditions; forecast growth, yield andre\enue of timber and forest products; use linear programming to prepare along-term management plan subject to economic, social, and ecologicalConstraints; assess economic and environmental impacts of potential actions;and report results orally and in w riting.
FOR 411 Forest Tree Genetics and Biology. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: Junior orsenior standing with a biological baekgrotind. Genetics as it is applied in forestmanagement for both conifers and hardwoods. The \ariation, evolution andgenetics of forest trees. Methods for selection, breeding, seed production, and\egetative propagation. Exotics, wood properties, and tree imprm ement as aforest management tool.
FOR 414 World Forestry. 3(3 0 0). S. Management of global forestresources; distribution and trends in forest e0\ er; role of forests in economicdexelopment; international production and trade of forest products; currentpolicy issues, including tropical deforestation, certification, and carbonsequestration: social forestry and non-timber forest products; internationalinstitutions and aid for conservation and de\elopment; identification andexaluation of sources ofeurrent information on global forestry issues.
FOR 415 World Forestry Study Tour. 1(l 0 0). S. Coreq: FOR 414.Offered during spring break, as a one week field trip to Mexico and/or CentralAmerica. Field trip to MCVCO and or Central America for se\ en days 0\ erspring break. Examine tropical forestry issues through field \isits to timberconcessions, plantations, nurseries, wood products firms, protected areas, andagroforestry prOjects; meetings with representam es of forest researchinstitutes, government agenCies, timber industry, cooperatn es, andenvironmental organi7ations: and interaction with local people. Fee for fieldtrip determined annually.
FOR (NR) 420 Watershed and Wetlands Hydrology. 4(3 3 0). F. Preq:SSC 200, BO 360. Credit will not be given for both FORtNR)420 andFOR(NR)520. Principles of h) drologie seicnce; classification and assessmentof watersheds and stream networks: hydrologic, erosion, and water qualityprocesses in natural and managed watersheds; wetlands hydrology: hydrologicmeasurements and data analysis; applications of hydrology and water qualitymanagement for forest agriculture, and urban ecosystems; watershedrestoration. Emphasis field study of watersheds and hydrologicmeasurements. Two weekend field trips are required.
FOR 422 Consulting Forestry. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq: Senioi standing inForest Management. Forest land acquisition and ownership: ownership,appraisal, legal conSIderations, financtal management and planning. Producingforest resources: timber, Wildlife, recreation, farm products, w atcr, minerals,specialty products, and dewlopment. Marketing forest resoUiccs: timber,recreation, farm leases, minerals, specralty products, and dmeloped property.Forest resources consulting: forms of organi/ation, piicuig of senices,consultant client relationships (Law of Agency), professional ethics andcontinuing education.
FOR (WPS) 423 Forest Machinery and Systems. 3(2-3 0). f. Preq:Junior standing in FOM, BE, WP. Applications of engineering principles toproblems in forest operations: powet sources: testing; rating and capabilitiesof forest machinery; power requtrements and utili/ation efficiencies; effects of



\chicle design paramctcis on stability. safety. and operation under load;tiactioii de\ ices and eh clc mechanics.
FOR 434 Forest Operations and Analysis. 4(3 3 0). S. I’req: MA 1 14,1\1\ 121. ST 311 and 10R 11‘). Management science and operationaltechniques iii l'orcstiy. Logging road layout and construction. and machinesystems: har\ esting machine optimi/ation and selection. Ilar\esting.pioduction and forest planning. Decision and imentory theory. and othertechniques for solung problems typically encountered in forest operationsmanagement, Required 0\ ernight \\ eckcnd field trip.
FOR 444 Wood Procurement Management. 3(2-10), S. Prcq: FOR 374and I‘OR 11‘). Market structuic .ind behatioi for \iood product ra\\ materials.l:\a1uation of alternatnc procurement strategies and introduction to the legaland business principles important in the “ood products trade. Practice inappraising multi-product tracts and in predicting Iuture rim materialmailability. Includes \isits to a range 01 manufacturing fac1|itics andprocurement oigani/ations. Required all—day field trips held one \seck prior tothe start of the semester
FOR 450 Professional De\e10pment IV: Leadership. 1(1—041). S. Juniorstanding Concepts and applications of Ieadciship principles \\ ith emphasis onleadership challenges and opportunities for professionals in natural resourcesmanagement. Assessment and de\ elopmcnt ol leadership skills.
FOR 460 Renei 'able Natural Resource Management and Policy. 3(3 00). I". Preq: Junior standing. The interaction of legal prinCiples andgmernmental institutions in the dc\elopment and implementation of naturalresource policy and management. Legal princtples, constitutional prousmnsand the location and organi/ation 01 gm emmcntal programs. Examples fromboth historic and current case studies.
FOR (FW) 485 Natural Resources Ady ocacy'. 3(2-‘s~(1). F. S. Preq: ENG333: .IR or SR 1c\el \\ith at least 10 hrs. of Biology Analysis of naturalresources problems affecting management agenCies and user groups.Emphasis on professional attitudes. policies. and communication skills neededfor management of scnsitnc natural resource issues. Guest professmnalssharing their perspectn es‘ on dealing effectnely \\ ith natural resource clientelegroups. Student discussions. team projects. technical presentations citingpopular articles on natural resources subjects.
FOR 490 Senior Seminar in Forestry. 1(1 0 0). F. S. Preq: Seniorstanding. Attend departmental or unncrsuy seminars or group discussions\yeekly to enrich and broaden student perspectiy es. Oral or \\ ritten summariesof these seminars.
FOR (NR) 491 Special Topics in Forestry and Related NaturalResources. 1-4. F, S. Preq: Consent of Instructor. Independent (or group)study or research ofa forestry or related natural resources topic \\ ith a facultysuper\ isor ot‘the student's choice. Also courses offered on atrial basts.

FOOD SCIENCE
FS 201 Food Science and the Consumer. 3(1 0 0). F. Science andpractice of providing a \\ holesome. nutritious. economical and readilyayailable supply ofbasic and processed foodstuffs. Chemical nature of foods,nutritional requirements. health—related dietary considerations.microorganisms. foodbome illnesses. presen ation and processmg. foodaddithes. food labeling. food safety and the consumer.
FS 231 Food Engineering. 4(3 3-0). S. Preq: PY 211. Engineeringconcepts and their applications to the food industry. Mass and energy balancesand principles related to fluid flo“. heat transfer. steam generation and use.psy chrometry. and refrigeration.
FS 290 Preparing for Careers in Food Science. 1(1 0 0). F. Preq:Sophomore standing in Food Science. Careers and opportunities related to thefood and allied industries and in gmernmental agencies. Development ofprofessional enhancement skills; resume preparation; intcnieuing techniques;leadership development; communication; team building. Benefits ofundergraduate research or internship experiences and continuing education.
FS 295 Special Topics in Food Science. 1-4. F, S, Sum. Offerings ofne“or experimental courses in Food Science at the early undergraduate |e\ e1.
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FS (ANS, N'I‘R) 301 Introduction to Human Nutrition. 3(3-0-0). F, S,Sum. Preq: Sophomore standing. Iood science majors may use as a freeCICCIHC only, l‘unctions. dietary sources and deficiencies ofesscntial nutrientsin humans; a balanced diet; role of nutrients in heart disease, cancer,hypertension. osteoporosis: weight control and eating disorders;\cgetarianism; food safety; dietary supplements; goyemment regulation offood supply; food quackcry.
FS (ANS. PO) 322 Muscle Foods and Eggs. 3(2-2-1). F, Preq: ZO160.1310 181.1310 IX), or BIO 125. Processing and presening fresh poultry,red meats. seafood. and eggs. Ante— and post-monem events as they affectquality. yield, and compositional characteristics of muscle foods. Principlesand procedures in\ol\cd in the production ofprocessedmeat items.
FS (ANS) 324 Milk and Dairy Products. 2(2 0—0). S. Preq: 20 160,810ISLBIO 183. or BIO 125 Composition of milk and dairy products. federalstandards, rau milk procurement. cleaning and sanitizing and qualityattributes.
FS (ANS. PO) 350 Introduction to HACCP. 3(3 0—0). F. S. Offeredonly as a world \\ide \yeb course through the Office of InstructionalTelecommunications, Introductory course on the Hazard Analysis and CriticalControl Pomts System (HACCP) “IIICI‘I is designed to decrease hazards infoods. An International HACCP Alliance apprmed curriculum which coversprerequisite programs. A step by step approach for dc\eloping andimplementing a HACCP plan for USDA regulated food processing plants.
FS 351 Sanitation Standard Operating Procedures in Food SafetyControl. 30—0—0). F. S. This course is one of a series of six courses that arepart 01 North Carolina State Unnersuy's Food Safety Certification program."Sanitation Standard Operating Procedures (SSOP's) in Food Safety Control"addresses current federal regulatory requirements for seafood. meat. andpoultry processmg operations. The course also addresses the internationaldimen5ions of sanitary standards in import/export of food. The course isdCSigned to provide the student “lift the background necessary to develop.implement and maintain a sanitation plan based on sanitation standardoperating procedures (SSOP s).
FS (NTR) 400 Principles of Human Nutrition. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CH220 or 221; ZO 160. or BIO 181 183. Oyenie“ of fields of nutritionalsciences: functions of nutrients in the human body: sources and properties ofnutrients; relationships of food industry practices to nutrition.
FS 402 Food Chemistry. 3(2 3-0). F. Preq: CH 220 or 221. Moleculesand reactions that account for the texture. flay or. color. stability and nutritional\alue of foods. Major emphaSis on mechanisms and control of reactionsiniol\ ing carbohydrates. proteins. lipids and biological pigments.
FS 403 Food Analysis. 4(3 6 0). S. Preq: FS 402. Principles. methods andtechniques for quantitative phy Sical and chemical analyses of food and foodproducts. Results of analyses evaluated in terms of quality standards andg0\ eming regulations.
FS (MB) 405 Food Microbiology. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: MB 351.Microorganisms of importance in foods and their metabolic actiy ities. Sourcesof microbial contamination during food production. processing and storage.Microbial spoilage; foods as \ectors of human pathogens. Physical andchemical destruction ofmicroorganisms in foods and the kinetics involved.Cons ersions of raw foods by microorganisms into food products.Microbiological standards for regulatory and trade purposes.
FS (MB) 406 Food Microbiology Lab. 1(0-2—1). Coreq: FS (MB) 405.Laboratory experience to complement FS MB 405. Skills in detecting andquantitating microorganisms and their t0\ins in foods. Application of colonyand direct microscopic counts. most probable numbers. enzymeimmunoassays. nucleic acid probes and computer modeling are used tounderstand the numbers and types of microorganisms or microbial endproducts in foods. Laboratory safety and oral and “ritten reports areemphasized.
FS 416 Quality Control of Food Products. 3(2—3—0). S. Freq: FS 402.MB 331. Organization and principles of quality control for the food industry.PhySical. chemical. microbiological and sensory anaIySis. Total qualitymanagement. risk assessment. hazard analysis and critical control point(HAACP). water quality. “astewateranalysis and reduction. cleaning andsanitation. and statistical quality control.



FS 421 Food Preservation. 3(2 3-0). F. COieq: MB 35]. Methodsemployed in food preservation. Emphasis on thermal. freezing. diying andfemientation processes and corresponding physical, chemical. andorganoleptic changes in product. Relationship of these presen ationtechniques to development ofan overall processing operation.
FS 425 Processing Dairy Products. 3(2-3-0). Preq: FS 324. 421. Unitoperations in dairy processmg. Formulation, processing. packaging andevaluation of fluid milk and manufactured products.
FS 453 Food Laws and Regulations. 3(3-0-0). Preq: Junior standingrequired. Credit vvill not be given for both FS 453 and FS 553. Federal andstate lavvs and regulations. and case law history affecting food production.processing. packaging. marketing, and distribution of food and food products.History of food lavv. enactment of laws and regulations. legal research, andregulatory agencies.
FS (HS) 462 Postharvest Physiology. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: BO 421.Prehaiyest and postharvest factors that affect market quality of horticulturalcommodities with an emphasis on technologies to preserve posthaiv est qualityand extend storage life of fruits, vegetables and omamentals.
FS 475 Problems and Design in Food Science. 3(1-6-0). S. Preq: FS231, FS 402. FS 405. Team approach to problem solving and product/processdesign and development. Ingredient functionality; formulation. safety.processing, packaging. sensory evaluation. regulatory issues. hazard analysis.critical control points (HACCP). nutritional labeling and other pertinentseientific. technical. marketing and financ1al aspects. Oral and writtenpresentations.
FS 492 E\ternal Learning Experience. l—6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A leaming experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by the student and approved by a faculty adviser. the prospectiveemployer. the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
FS 493 Special Problems in Food Science. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements with prospective employers mi-st be initiated by the student andapproved by a faculty adviser, the prospective employer. the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
FS 495 Special Topics in Food Science. I 3. F. S. Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally available in regular course offeringsor for offering nevv courses on a trial baSlS.

FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE SCIENCES

FW (FOR, 20) 221 Conservation of Vatural Resources. 3(3-0-0). F,S. Sum. Importance of natural resources and their role in human environment.PhySical. biological and ecological principles underlying sustainability ofnatural resources with attention to consequences of human impacts whilemeeting society needs.
FW 311 Wildlife Inventory and Management. 4(l 9 0). Sum. Coreq:FW 312 and FW 313. Field e\ercises involving natural resource inventory,habitat relationships. community structure and analysis. population estimation,forest mensuration and silviculture. GIS and GPS. habitat manipulation, andfield identification ofhabitats and animals. Taught off-campus at l—lill Forest.4 week reSidential camps with side trips. Overnight trip. Additional chargesfor room and board.
FW 312 Fisheries Techniques and Management. 1(0—3 0). Sum. Coreq:FW 31] and FW 313. Field exercises in aquatic environments emphasi/ingassessment of habitat, fish, invertebrates. plants. and ecological relationshipsto form the basis of describing and solvmg management dilemmas. Taughtoff campus at Hill Forest. 5 day residential camp. Local trav cl required tovarious aquatic ecosystems. Additional charges for room and board.
FW 313 Mountain Wildlife Ecology and Management. lt0-3-0). Sum.Coreq: FW 3]] and FW 312. Visit d fferent mountain communities along an
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elcv ation gradient from 2.000 to 6.000 feet and observe changes in plant andanimal communities. Discuss vvildlife and fisheries management issues,interact vvith agency personnel responSible for managing mountain fisheriesand wildlife One vv eck field trip to the North Carolina mountains. Additionalcharges for room and board.
F“ (Z0) 353 \Vildlife Management. 0(0 0 0). F. Preq: Z0 150.Describes historical development from empirical practices to the scientificAmerican system. The princ1ples ofmanagement. protection. and conservationof those \\ arm-blooded vertebrates of aesthetic. spOit OI food values in urban.rural and v\ ilderness areas.
FW 403 Urban Wildlife Management. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: JuniOistanding. Issues facing vvildlife in uibanizing landscapes and the generalcourses of action to minimize the negative effects of urbani/ation on nativewildlife. Large—scale planning and zoning for roads, developments and openspace; meso-scale planning and landscaping of nevv neighborhoods and otherdevelopments; and small scale landscaping for backyaid habitats. CoeXistencebetvveen wildlife and humans in uiban environments and management of\\ ildlife damage to human property.
FW (FOR) 404 Forest Wildlife Management. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: 9 hrs.Biological Sciences. Relationships betvveen forest and vvildlife managementand the effects of silvicultural systems on wildlile. Species habitatrequirements, forest wildlife management techn‘ques. and forest vvildlifepolicies and economics.
FW (Z0) 420 Fishery Science. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: ZO ISO. Coreq: ZO260 or BO 360. Role of fish in aquatic ecosystems. fish biology. fish ecology.fisheries management and eonsen ation. EmphaSis on aquatic ecosystems andfood webs. life history and ecology ofimportant sport and communal fishes.population and community dynamics. and theory and piacticc of fisheriesmanagement and conservation. Case studies lrom freshwater. estuarine andmarine systems.
FW (Z0) 423 Introduction to Fisheries Sciences Laboratory. 1(0 30). F. Coreq: FW (Z0) 420. General anatomy and identification of commonfreshwater. estuarine and marine fish. functional morphology. age and growthanalyses. fish health and diets. Computer analyses of bioenergetie andpopulation dynamics.
FVV (Z0) 430 Fisheries and Wildlife Administration. 3(3—0-0). S.Preq: PS 20], PS 202; FWtZOHZO, FW(ZO)353. Describes and compares theadministrative structures and programs of federal and state fish and vvildlifcagenCies and develops an understanding of the basis on which these agenciesfunction. Ev aluatcs the interrelationships that fisheries vvildlife prochsionals.special interest groups, public agencies and legislative bodies play in icsourcemanagement programs.
FW (FOR) 485 Natural Resources Advocacy. 3(2 3 0). f. S. Preq:ENG 333. Jr. or Sr. Level vv ith at least l0 hours ofbioloav. Analysis of natuialresources problems as they affect management ageneies and user groups.Emphasis on profesSional attitudes. policies. and communication skills neededfor management of sensitive iialuial resource issues. Guest pi‘ofesSionalssharing their perspectives on dealing effectively vv ith natural resource clientelegroups. Student discussions. team projects, technical presentations eitingpopular articles on natural resources subjects.
FW 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F. S. Preq: SophomOiestanding. A learning evperienee in agiieulture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources vvhieh are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a laeulty adviser. the prospectiveemployer. the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic (lean priOito the experience.
FW 493 Special Problems in Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences. 1 o. F. S.Preq: SOPl‘lOmOIC standing. \ learning experience in agriculture and lifeseiences within an academic framework that utili7es campus faCilitics andresources. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers mtist beinitiated by student and approved
F“ 495 Special Topics in Fisheries and Wildlife Science. 3. l‘, S.Offered as needed to present materials not normally available in regular courseofferings or for offering of nevv courses on a lfltll basis.



GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS ‘I
CC 101 Engineering Graphics I. Ill 2 0). 1 . S Graphical representationand soltitioii of 31) and 31) spatial pioblcms. Linphasis on de\elopment oflogical and analytical approaches to problem solution (omcntional methodsof graphically describing si/c and shape to represent basic mechanicalelements. Includes practical engineering dra\\ ng applications.
CC 120 Foundations of Graphics. 1(2 3 (t). 1 . S. Sum. Introductorycourse pio\iding orientation to language of graphics foi students majoring inany field. Designed to help de\elop ability to use C AD \\ ithin the context ofaconcurrent design process to understand ho\\ e\cryday objects aic designed.analy led and created. 1‘ mphas‘is placed on LICCISIOII'mdklng processesin\o|\cd \\ 1th creating geometry and de\elopment of modeling stiatcgies thatincorporate intentions ofdesignei.
GC (IE) 210 Introductory Engineering Graphics for IndustrialEngineering. It] 3 (1). F. S. PTCLIZ I: II) Cicdit can be gi\en for only one 01the follomng: (if 101. (1C 120. or (1(‘ IE 210. Introduction to the graphicalrepresentation and solution of 21) and 3D spatial problems. Conventionalmethods using computer based tools to graphically describe 2D and 3Dobjects rele\ant to the field of 11;. ()\er\ie\\ of the fundamentals andapplications of computer graphics and computer-aided design. Includespractical 1E dra\\ ing applications
CC 211 Introductory Engineering Graphics for Mechanical andAerospace Engineers. 1(3-3 tt). 1‘. S. Preq: F 115. Credit can be goen foronly one of the follooing: GC 101. GC 120. or GC 211. Graphicalrepresentation and solution ol'ZD and ID spatial pioblems rele\ ant to the fieldof mechanical and aerospace engineering using sketching and computenbasedtools. Lomputei aided design in the engineering deSign and manufacturingprocess. Piactical mechanical and aerospace engineering dra\\ingapplications.
CC 250 Engineering Graphics II. 3(2 2 0). F. S. Sum. Preq‘ GC 120 orCC 210 oi CC 211. Ad\anced engineering graphics concepts and analyticalskills rele\ant to the preparation of design. detail, and assembly productiondra\\ings for communicating technical data utili/ing 3D & 1D sketching.instruments. and CADD methods. General manufacturing materials andprocesses. and the representation of commonelements. and structural components. fasteners. basic machine
CC 320 30 Spatial Relations. 3(7-2«O). F. S. Preq: G(. 101 or CC 120 orGC IE 110. Analysis and solution of three-dimensional space problemsutilizing graphic prinCiples oforthogonal pl'O]CCIlOn techniques. Application ofstudies of lines; surlaces; solids; surface intersections: surface de\ elopment:meters: and ci\ i1. mechanical. and geographical structures.
CC 350 Applied CAD D and Geometric Controls. 1(2—3—0). F. S. Sum.Preq: GC 120 or GC IE 210 or GC 311. Techniques for producmg mid le\elcomputer models of indi\idua1 parts and assemblies of parts. Application ofconventional tolerancing and geometric tolerancing and dimensioning.Investigation of design for manufacture and CAD CAM (ComputerAidedDeSIgn Computer Aided \Ianufacture) processes. Com entions andstandards for technical dra\\ ing documentation.
CC 410 Concepts 01' Desktop Publishing. 3(2-3—0). F. S. Sum. Proyidesan introduction to the concepts of electronic document production andexplores the software packages in\ 01\ ed in producing documents for print andelectronic media. Structured for public school teachers and lay people. Thecourse introduces basic standards and concepts ofpage layout.
CC 420 Visual Thinking. 3(2 2 0). F. S. Designed for Engineering andtechnical students. De\ elop isual thinking skills through a series of exercisesusing various \isual media. Integrates and stresses drawing and constructionactivities essential to usual thinking. Emphasis on direct obsenation (seeing).mental imageiy and sketching that is based upon three dimensional space.Deyelops students' \ isual and dra\\ ing skills and provides for their applicationtoward solting open ended spatial problems. Intended for the scientific andtechnically Oiiented student.
CC 450 Adyanced Graphics Usage with CAD. 3(2 2 0). F. S. Preq: GC350 or GC 230. Ad\ anced applications of3-dimensional solid modeling toolsin technical and engineering enuronments. Theory and application of
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manulacturing databases detelopcd with 3 D modeling tools.and management of 3 I) geometry using modeling software.application of? 1) modeling technology.
DevelopmentEmphasis on

(K' 496 Special Topics in Graphic Communications. 1 4. F. S, Sum.’lopical study in areas ofcurrent interest and need to students and or needs ofcurricula scned by Graphic Communications.
G(' 498 Independent Study in Graphic Communications. 1-4. F, S, Sum.Preq: GC 120 or GC 2111 or GC 211 & Consent of Instructor. Independentstudy in areas ofcurrent interests and needs ofstudents in the field ofGraphicCommunications and the \ isual sciences.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

GD (ID) 102 Graphic and Industrial Design Fundamentals. 6(9-2—0).S. Preq: D1" 101. College of Design majors only. Introductory studio infundamental two-dimensional and three-dimensional concepts of graphic andindustrial design. Basic design prinCiples and invention of Visual and spatialform “1111111 contexts rele\ ant to design ofcommunication and products.
CD 200 Graphic Design Theory and Practice. 30 O O). S. Ane\amination of theories and critical perspectives shaping graphic practice.The course includes a discusSion ofcontemporary design strategy in busmessand the role of\ isual communication in the information age.
GD 201 Graphic Design Studio 1. 6(0 9 0). Preq: DF 101, DF 102.Coreq: GD 217 and GD 217L. Principles and language of graphic design.Analysis. organi/ation. imention of mo dimensional form for the purpose ofcommunicating information. concepts. emotions. Varied means of graphicrepresentation are explored.
CD 202 Graphic Design Studio 11. 6(0 9 O). Preq: GD 201, GD 217.Coreq: GD 110. GD 310L. GD 317. GD 3171.. Methods and processes ofgraphic design problem sol\ing. Student exercises define communicationproblems: e\aluate analytical. synthetic. and intuiti\e approaches to problemsolung: de\elop critical thinking. oral presentation. and writing skills.Emphasis on the appropriateness offonn to a gi\ en context.
CD 210 Imaging for Graphic Design I. 3(1.50-3-O). F. Preq: DF 102.Introduction to the technical and formal issues of photography andphotomechanical processes as they relate to \isual communication:terminology; photographic history \\ ithin the context of graphic design.
GD 217 Typography 1. 3(1 4 0). Preq: DF 101. DF 102. College ofDesign majors and apprm ed minors only. Typography as a medium ofvisualcommunication. Student e\ercises focus on type as image and the relationshipbetueen usual and \erbal language; the expressive characteristics of letterforms and test explored. Terminology, typographic history. technical issuesrelated to typography.
GD 292 Special Topics in Graphic Design. I 3. Preq: Consent ofinstructor. Topics of current interest in Graphic Design. Normally used todmelop ne\\ courses.
GD 301 Graphic Design Studio 111. 6(0 9 O). S. Preq: GD 202,GD310.GD 317. Corcq: GD 410.GD 417. Graphic Design majors only. Studentsapply theoretical information related to semiotics and communication theorythrough demonstration projects. Projects center on tailoring communication toaudiences and acknowledging the role ofcontext in the interpretation of form.
GD 310 Imaging for Graphic Design 11. 3(1.30—3-0). Preq: GD 210.Intermediate photography and introduction to digital imaging as they relate to\isual communication design: simple serial imaging; using movement andpomt of \ie“: discussion of e\amples from photography and graphic designhistoty.
GD 317 Typography 11. 3(1 4 0). Preq: GD 217. E\ploration of designusing text type and typographic technology. Student exerCises explorecongruency between \isual and Herbal hierarchies. expressive use oftypographic form. format/infonnational organization problems. and technicaldetails oftypographic specification and computer layout.



GD 342 History of Graphic Design. 3(3-0 0). F. Eyents, ideas.movements. designs and individuals that ha\e historical significance andinfluence on contemporary graphic design and the graphic design profession.Concentration on graphic design ofthe last 100 years.
GD 400 Advanced Graphic Design Studio. 6(0 9-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:GD 301, GD 417, GD 342. Graphic Design majors only other College ofDesign majors by permission of department head. Advanced visualcommunication problems integrating typographic, photographic, and historicalconcepts in graphic design studio projects. Projects reflect applications withspecific audiences, contexts, and production criteria.
GD 410 Imaging for Graphic Design III. 3(150 3—0). F. Preq: GD 310,GD 310L. Ad\ anced photography and digital imaging; introduction to multimedia and narrative as they relate to visual communication design; discussionof authorship and images in culture and the communication environment.
CD 417 Typography III. 3(1-4 0). F. Preq: GD 202. GD 317. College ofDesign majors only. Systematic approaches to structuring typographic formaccording to information hierarchies. user needs, and visual expression.Application to the organization of tables, charts, books, magazmes, andcorporate identities.
GD 490 Graphic Design International Studio. 6(9—0-0). Sum. Preq:Junior standing. Define visual communication design problems and de\ elopdesign solutions in an international setting. Studio projects related to design.culture, and traditional and contemporary \isual communication. Directedstudies in history and culture, and in artifact making. Additional travel andtrip costs are required beyond registration fees. as well as appropriateimmunizations.
GD 492 Special Topics in Graphic Design. I 3. F, S, Sum. Preq:Consent of instructor. Topics of current interest in Graphic Design. Normallyused to develop new courses.
GD 494 Internship in Graphic Design. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: Juniorstanding in Graphic Design and 3.0 GPA or better and written appr0\ al ofdepartment head. Supervised field experience in graphic design offices andorganizations.
CD 495 Independent Study in Graphic Design. 1—3. F, S, Sum. Preq:Junior standing in Graphic Design and 3.0 GPA or better and “ritten approvalof department head. Special projects in graphic deSign de\ eloped under thedirection ofa faculty member on a tutorial basis.

GEOGRAPHY
GEO 200 Principles of Geography. 3(3 0 0). S. Bastc ideas in the fieldof geography. The scope of geography as an academic field explored.Emphasis placed on mastery of geographic tools, e.g., maps, globes, andmedia materials and sources. Regional study ofcontemporary world.
GEO (SOC) 220 Cultural Geography. 3(3-0—0). F, S. An in\ estigationofthe world‘s past and present cultural diyersity by studying spatial patterns ofpopulation, language, religion, material and non—material culture, technologyand livelihoods, communities and settlements, and political organization andinteraction.
GEO (ECI) 300 World Regional Geography. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: GEO200. Geography of selected industrial and Third World regions in “Inch theevolution of settlement, culture, economy and political forms are treated ingeographical perspective.

GENETICS

GN 301 Genetics in Human Affairs. 3(3—0-0). F, S, Sum. Appreciationand understanding of genetics in everyday life. Genetic perspectiye on normalhuman de\elopment, birth defects, birth control. cancer, organ transplants,intelligence, mental illness, and radiation and chemical exposure and issuesraised by applications of recently developed genetic techniques such as in \ itrofertilization, genetic engineering and prenatal monitoring.
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GN 411 Principles of Genetics. 4(4-0-0). F, S. Sum. Preq: BIO 125,Junior standing. Basic concepts and principles of prokaryotic and eukaryoticgenetics. Mendelian inheritance, polygenic inheritance, linkage and mapping,chromosome aberrations, population genetics, e\ olution, DNA structure andreplication, gene expression, mutation, gene regulation, extranuclearinheritance, bacterial and \ iral genetics, and recombinant DNA technology.
GN 412 Elementary Genetics Laboratory. 1(0-3-0). F, S. Coreq: ON411. Genetic experiments and demonstrations using a \ariety of bacterial,plant and animal organisms. Mendelian inheritance, linkage analysis,population genetics, cytogenetics, biochemical gentics, DNA isolation.electrophoresis, and Southern blotting.
GN 413 Advanced Genetics. 3t3 0-0). F, S. Preq: GN 411. Studentscannot recene credit for both ON 413 and GN 513. Biologicalmacromolecules and their interactions. Chromatin and chromosome structure.Bacteria. \ iruses. plants, animals and fungi as genetic systems. Transcription,RNA processmg, genetic code, translation, DNA replication and the cell cycle.RFLP mapping. DNA and forensics. Molecular genetics ofdisease. Genetictransformation and cloning of plants and animals. Recombinant DNAmethodology.
GN 414 Genes and Development. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: GN 411. Genes andgenetic pathways that control de\elopment in animals; overview of early,pivotal experiments in embryology and genetics: use of molecular biology,genomics and bioinformatics to study genes and de\ elopment; concentrationon four model systems; presentation and discussion of major issues inde\ elopmental biology.
GN 415 Genome Science. 3(3-0 O). S. Preq: GN 411. Complementationof modern genomics approaches \\ith classical and molecular genetics; goalsof major genome projects in animals, plants, humans. and microorganisms;genomic science opportunities at NCSU and in the Research Triangle:presentation and discuSSion ofcurrent literature; and preparation for careers ingenomics related fields.
GV 492 External Learning E\perience. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences \\ithin anacademic frameuork that utilizes facilities and resources \\l‘llCl1 are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements “Ill'l prospectne employers must beinitiated by student and apprmed by a faculty ad\iscr, the prospecti\eemployer. the departmental teaching coordinatOI and the academic dean priorto the experience.
GN 493 Special Problems in Genetics. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences \\ithin anacademic frameuork that utili7es campus facilities and resources.Arrangements must be initiated by student and appr0\ ed by a faculty adviserand the departmental teaching coordinator.
GN 495 Special Topics in Genetics. I 3. F. S. Sum. Offered as needed topresent materials not normally a\ ailable in regular cotirse offerings or foroffering of new courses on a trial basis.
‘ GREEK (FOREIGN LANGUAGE)
GRK 101 Elementary Greek 1. 3(3-0-0). F. Introduction to ClassicalGreek. Greek alphabet, basic grammar and synta\. Readings based on Greekmythology, philosophy, and literature.
GRK 102 Elementary Greek [1. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: GRK 101. A secondcourse in Classteal Greek, continuing and e\panding the work of GRK 10],and completing the study ofgiamniar. Readings from major authors includingHerodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon.
GRK 201 Intermediate Greek 1. 3(3-0—0). F, Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: GRK102. Introduction to Greek prose. Emphasis upon unprmemeiit ofreading skillthrough \ocabulary acquisition and study ofcomplex grammar. Introduction toAttic dialect through reading Plato, and Komc Greek through reading the Ne“Testament. Examination ofthe importance ol‘tlicse “orks to Western literatureand culture.
GRK 202 Intermediate Greek 11. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: GRK 201. Readingin Homers Iliad and the Ne“ Testament. Techniques of oral poetry. Study ofthe Lise of myth, and of the literary and historical significance of the Iliad.



\nal\sis of dillciciices bct\\ccn classical and Koiiic (iicck in the New'I esIamcnt.
(.‘RK (LAT) 310 Classical \lythology’. 3(3 0 0). l . (ireck and Romanmythology through the \\ritings and art of the ( lzissiczil period. Discussion ofcreation stories. the manor gods and heroes, the uncleruorld and altciliIc.Intellectual icligious and educational iolc of myth and of the most importanttheories of interpretation and classilication. /\|l Icaclings and discussion inLnglisli.
CRK 320 Greek Tragedy in Translation. 3(3-0—0). S. litigcdies olAcscliy lus. Sophocles and Iuripidcs in translation. laterary and social aspectsof iiicloidual plays and tiagic genre in fifth centuiy. fromAristophanes. Plato. Aiislotle and Seneca on Greek tiagcdy, Selections
CRK 333 Medical Terminology. 2(2 0 0) S. Study of the formation ofmedical terms Irom their Greek and Latin roots designed both to build\ocahulary and to teach the uses of a medical dictionary.
GRK 371 The Origins of American Mythology. 3(3 0 0). S. Alt.yis.(ocld). ()ial tiaditional literattue. formulaic myth composition and theliido Etiiopeaii oiigiiis of the American folk heio, Readings incltide Iliad.Gilgamesh. Sanskrit Ptiianas and Beooulf; films such as Stagecoach andSuperman.

HISTORY OF ART
HA 201 History 01' Art From Ancient Greece Through theRenaissance. 3(3—0 0). I: ~\it fiom Ancient Greece and Rome through ItalianRenaissance Major art forms of painting. sculpture. and architecture
HA 202 History of Art From the Renaissance Through the 20thCentury. 3(3-0-0). S. Art from the 1\ortliern Renaissance in Europe throughthe 20th ccnttiiy in Lurope and America: painting. sculpture and aichitectureieccnt mi\ed media techniques such as collage. and trottagc,
HA 203 History of American Art. 3(3—0-0), S. A history ofAmcricanArt (painting. setilpttirc and architecture) from the Colonial Period thiough the30111 centtiiy
HA 298 Special Topics in Art History. 3(3 0 0). I‘. S. Sum, SpeCialtopics in all history \\1th emphasis on cliionological periods such as 20thcentury art of the Italian Renaissance or on fields of art such as paintings.sculpture. photography. or aichitecturc.HA 310 History of Art and Photography. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs, History ofand the interaction betueen art and photography from the in\ention ofphotograph) to the present.
HA 320 American Decorative Arts. 3(3 0 0), Alt. yrs. History ofAmerican Art (painting. sculptuie. and architecture) from Colonial Periodthrough 20th century.
HA 395 History of Art: Study Abroad. 3(3 0 0). F. 5. Sum. TopicalHistory of Art courses taught in NC State Study Abroad piograms. (Currentlistings a\ailable in Histoty Department. Study Abioad Office and CHASSDean's Office.)
HA 401 19th Century European Art. 3(3-0-0). F. Alt. yrs. Preq: HA 201or HA 202. Major stylistic mm cmcnts of 19th century European an and thetheoretical basis for their deielopment. C0\ ers Neo Classicism. Romanticism.Realism and Impressionism. and Post Impressionism.
HA 404 Italian Renaissance Masters. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Prcq: 3 hrs. ofHA. Selected problems in the development ofltalian Renaissance art includingpainting sculpture and architecture. 1300-1550: including the pioneers Giottoand Duccio; founders of the early Renaissance: Masaccio. Donatello. andBrunellesehi; great masters of the High Renaissance: Michelangelo. Raphaeland Leonardo da Vinci. Works ofart analy/ed in terms of style. subject matteiand historical context.
HA 498 Independent Study in History of Art. 1-6. F, S. Preq: 3 hoursHistmy ofArt. Directed independent study oftopics in the HistOiy ofArt.
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ll HISTORY J
III 205 Western ('iyilization Since 1400. 3(3-0-0). F. S. A surtey ofWestern L I\. ili/ation from the Renaissance to the present.
III 207 Ancient World to 180 AD. 3(3 0—0). F. S. The ancient culturesof the Middle East. Greece and Rome. including Mesopotamian. Egyptian,Ilehrcn. Phoenicuin. (iieek and Roman societies and cultures.
III 208 The Middle Ages. 31300). I". S. Medicvil ci\ili/.ation as itemerged from the declining Roman Empire through its apogee in the 13thcentury. The transition from the classical to the medieial \yorld. the impact ofthe Germanic intlu\, the Islamic influence. the Crusades. and the political.economic. and social institutions of the Iligh Middle Ages.
III 209 Europe. Renaissance to Waterloo, 1300-1815. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Tiansition from the mcdie\al t0 modem Europe; decline of medievalinstitutions. Renaissance. Reformation and Counter—Reformation. rise ofAbsolutism. anlish |7th century re\olution. French Reyolution andNapoleonic era.
HI 210 Vlodern Europe ISIS-Present. 3(3 00). F. S. Suney of theIiistory of European societies and political systems from 1815 to the present,
HI 215 Latin America to 1826. 3(3 00). F. S. The origins anddevelopment of social. political. economic and religious institutions from pre-eonqticst times to the achie\ement of independence. The ancient Americancultures; Spain and Portugal before 1492: conquest and settlement. Spanishrule in theory and practice. economic life. the Church. land and labor: theA fi iean contribution: the Portuguese in Bra7il: the independence m0\ ements.
HI 216 Latin America Since 1826. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Somal. political.economic. and intellectual life in the 19th and 20th centuries in Central andSouth America. The social structure of the ne“ nations: 19th centuryliberalism; the force of tradition: relations “1111 Europe and the United States;economic change; caudillo rule; 20th century uphea\ als; rex olutions: politicalconflict,
H1 221 British History to 1688. 360—0). History ofthe British peoplesfrom earliest times to the Glorious Re\olution. Soc1al. political. constitutionalde\ elopments; relationship bemeen history and literature: syntheSis of Britishcultures.
H1 222 History of British Cultures and Societies. 3(3-0—0). Britishpeople from Glorious Re\ olution to the present. Social. political. constitutionaldcyelopmcnt; history and literature: growth and decline of British empire:spread of British culture.
H1 233 The World in the 20th Century. 3(3-0-0). F. S. National andintemational problems in the 20th Century Western and non-Western world:institutions and ideas at the turn of the century. origins and effects ofthe FirstWorld War. the postwar challenge to Western democratic supremacy. theSecond \\ orld War. and problems ofthe postwar period.
H1 251 Early American History. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Themes in earlyAmerican history: colonial clash and mix of culture: generation of anAmerican conSCiousness: federalism and democracy in national politics:expansion and immigration; racial and sectional d1\ISlOn.
H1 252 Modern American History. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Themes in modemAmerican history: impact of am on American foreign and domestic policy:the repercussmns of industrialization and economic modernization: continuityand change in American institutions and \alues: problem sol\ ing in pluralisticsociety.
H1 263 Asian Civilizations to 1800. 3(3-0-0). F. Introductory sun ey ofthe great chilizations of Asia; particular attention to India. China and Japan.Emphasis on comparative study of Asian religions. political systems. art. andliterature.
H1 264 Modern Asia: 1800 to Present. 3(3 0 0). S. Introductory sun eyof 19th and 20th century Asia. with attention to Japan. Southeast Asia. Indiaand China. Emphasis on cultural and political crises of the 19th century andrevolutionary transformations of the 20th century.



HI 270 \Iodern Middle East. 3(3 0 0). F. Social and political change inthe Middle East in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Decline of theOttoman empire, the rise of nationalism, the waxing and \\ aniiig of Europeanimperialism in the region. and the creation ofmodeni states and societies andtheir ideological and economic underpinnings.
HI (AFS) 275 Introduction to History of South and East Africa. 3(30-0). F, S, Sum. The African kingdoms (Lunda. Buganda. and Zulu): theEuropean encroachment; the origins of colonialism and the character ofcolonial societies and economies, South African apartheid; African protect,nationalism and independence.
HI (AFS) 276 Introduction to History of West Africa. 3(3-0 0). F, S.The history of Western Africa. Forest civilizations and the slaye trade, tradeand the expansion of Islam. colonialism in West Africa: African nationalismand the achievement ofindependenee: and postcolonial West Africa.
H1 295 First-Year Seminar in History. 3(3—0-0). Restricted to CHASSfirst year students. Topical introductory history course in the CHASS FirstYear Seminar offerings. (Current listings available in the CHASS Dean'soffice and in the History Department)
H1 300 Sophomore Seminar in History. 3(3—0-0). F. S. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory or Sophomore standing. Coreq. H58 100. History majors only.Introduction to the process of researching and \\ riting history. Techniques forlocating and interpreting primary sources. The craft of historical writing.Analysis and criticism of the \arieties of history. Basic computer literacy:basic computing terms, electronic mail. online searching of the NCSULibraries. use ofthe Internet, and \\ord processing.
HI (REL) 320 Religion in American History. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: 3 hoursof History or Sophomore standing. Representatiye people. mm ements, andthought in the major religions \\ithin the conte\t of American society andculture.
H1 321 Ancient and Medieval Science. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3 hours of historyor sophomore standing. Selected topics in the history of pre-modem sc1enceare studied for both their intrinSic interest and to gain perspectiye on thenature of modern science. Examples are taken from pre-history, Mesopotamia.Egypt, Greece. Rome. Islam. and the medie\al Christian West. \\llll thepossibility of comparisons to other cultures.
H1 322 Rise of Modern Science. 3(3-0-0). Preq: 3 hours ofhistory orsophomore standing. Science in the Renaissance and Scientific Reyolution ofthe 16th and 17th centuries. Newtonian science. Mechanics and the chemicalreyolution in the 18th century. Scientific synthesis in the 19th century:physics, chemistry, geology, and biology. 20th century rey olutions in physics.Attention is paid both to scientific ideas and to the cultural and institutionalcontexts ofscience.
HI 335 The World at War. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: 3 hours of history.Comparative history of the experience of war 0\ er time and place. Topicsinclude the interactions betneen war and society; effects on combatants andnon-combatants, cspecrally \\ omen and children; and the role oftechnology.
HI (MDS) 340 Perspectives in Agricultural History. 3(3—0 0). Preq:Jefferson Scholars Program or permission of instructor. Historical topicsrelated to the heritage of agriculture, the biological sc1ences. and therelationship among agriculture, technology, science and seeiety.
HI 341 Technology in History. 3(3—0 0). S. Preq: 3 hours of liistOiy orsophomore standing. The role of technology in society from earliest times tothe present. Major achievements in technology and an examination of thenature ofinvention, innovation and adaptation oftcchnologies and their impacton Western Ci\ ili7ation.
HI 350 American Military History. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory or sophomore standing. American military experience and itsrelationship to other historical developments. Use ofmilitaiy force in terms ofstrategy and tactics and as an element in the nation’s diplomatic, political,social, economic and intellectual life.
HI 351 US. Naval History. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: 3 hours of history orsophomore standing. The role of the US. Navy in American history. Seapower, national defense and foreign policy. The impact oftcchnology on navalwarfare and the historical evolution of missions ofthe Us. Navy.
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HI 364 History of North Carolina. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3 hours of history orsophomore standing. History of North Carolina from early Europeanexploration to the present. Features ofl\orth Carolina society \\hich made thisstate similar to and different from other southern states and the nation as a\x hole.
H] 365 The American West. 3(3-0-0). Preq: 3 hours of history orsophomore standing. A history ofthe American Frontiei \\ ith emphasis on thetrans-Mississippi West. Cycles of exploration. conquest. and exploitation ofthis region. Influence ofthe frontier in the deyelopment ofthe United States.
HI (AFS) 372 African-American History Through the Civil War,1619-1865. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3 hours ofhistory or sophomore standing. Africanbackground and continuity of the particular role. experience and influence ofAfrican Americans in the United States through the Ciy il War.
HI (AFS) 373 African—American History Since 1865. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3hours of history or sophomore standing. The history of African-Americansfrom the Reconstruction era through the Civil Rights movement ofthe 19505and 19605 to the present.
HI 395 History: Study Abroad. 3(3-0-0). Preq: 3 hours of history orsophomore standing. Topical History courses taught in NCSU Study Abroadprograms. (Current listings a\ ailable in Study Abroad Office. CHASS Dean'sOffice and History Department).
H1 400 Civilization of the Ancient Near East. 3(3-0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3hours of history. Credit for both Hl 400 and 1-11 500 is not alloned. Theci\ilization of Mesopotamia and Egypt from earliest times to the fall ofBabylon in 539 BC
HI (REL) 402 Early Christianity to the Time of Eusebius. 3(3 0 0). S.Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: One of: REL 312. REL 317. or H] 207. Groyyth anddiffusion ofearly Christianity fiom the end ofthe first century tip to the timeof Erisebius and the com ersion of Constantine (early fourth century);Christianity in its Greco-Roman emironment; Roman policy to“ ai‘dsChristianity; heterodox Christian m0\ ements; anti heretical writings: ortliod0\institutions of authority.
H1 403 Ancient Greek Ci\ilization. 3(3~0~0). Alt yrs. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. The history of the Hellenes from the Minoan c1\ili/ation throughAlexander's legacy. \\ ith readings in Herodotus and Thucy dides.
HI 404 Rome to 337 A.D.. 3(3—0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: junior standing orpermission ofinstructor. Credit “1” not be gi\ en for both Hl 404 and HI 504.The development of anCient Rome from its origins in Italy. through the rise asan Empire embracmg the entire Mediterranean World and V\ estcrii Europe. toConstantine. Christianity and the foundation of Constantinople. Examinescritically the political achie\ement of a people \\ ho iose from an obscureItalian City to a \\orld empiie. \\itli emphasis on the analysis of primarysources.
H1 405 History and Archaeology of the Roman Empire. 3(3—0 0). Alt.yrs. Preq: junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit \\ ill not be gi\ enfor both H] 405 and H1 505. Analysis of Romes rule oy er the MediterraneanWorld in the first four eenttiiies A.D. through the use of lileraiy andarchaeological sources. Special cmphasrs on imperial army and fiontiersecurity.
H] 406 From Roman Empire to Middle Ages. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq:Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit “1” not be gi\ en for both111 406 and HI 506. Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. The transitionfrom classical ciyili/ation to the basis of modern Cl\1l1/£lllOllS; the fall ofRome, the Gei manic kingdoms. By/antium. the establishment of Christianity.the birth and growth of Islam.
HI (REL) 407 Islamic History to 1798. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq: .llllllOl‘standing or permission of instructor. Credit “1“ not be giy en for both lll 407and III 507. The history of the Islamic Near East to I798. Topics include theEast Mediterranean before Islam. Muhammad and the dcyclopmcnt of Islam.sources of Muslim Civili/ation. Islamic la“. science. philosophy. art. andarchitecture, Islam in Spain. lndia. Asia. and Africa, the Crusades, theOttomans, Islam and Europe.
HI (REL) 408 Islam in the Modern World. 3(3 (1 0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3hours of history 0| religious studies. L\o|ution of modern Islam lrom |7th



century to the present. Primary emphasis on North Africa, the Middle Eastand Sotith Asia. l’rc modern lslainicatc empires, reform and revival.Historical origins ofcurrcnt issues in the Islamic world.
111 409 The Hiin Middle Ages. 3(3-0-(1). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standingor permission of instructor. Credit \\1ll not be given for both 111 409 and 111509. MCtllCVéll culture from 10111 through 13th centuries: rcvixal ofthe RomanEmpire. monastic and papal reform, rise of uni\ ersities, evolution ofrepresentatnc bodies. the Gothic style. troubadour and goliardic poetry.scholasticism. and I'CVlHll of Roman 1a“.
III 410 Italian Renaissance. 3(3—0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit “Ill not be given for both 111 410 and H1 510.Renaissance humanism. an educational ideal and an awareness of man as thesole creator in the historical world, is examined in its relationship to the Italianrepublics and princedoms ofthe 14th through the 16th century.
HI 411 The Protestant and Catholic Reformation ofthe 16th Century.3(3-0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit willnot be gix en for both 1-11411 and 111 511. The conditions and criticisms whichled to reform and the nature of the institutional and theological changesaffected by the \arious churches and sects. Special attention to Luther andCalxin.
HI 414 France in the Old Regime. 3(3—0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit will not be gi\ en for both H1 414and 1-11 514. France from the sixteenth century to the Revolution, de\elopmentof renaissance and absolutist state. social and economic change. religiousreform and Enlightenment. origins and beginnings ofthe revolution.
H1 415 The French Revolution. 3(3 0-0). Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit \\ ill not be given for both H1 415 and H1 515.Broadly based analysis of Frances first rcxolutionary era; the enlightenmentand its impact. the causes and character ofthe Revolution in France; impact ofthese e\ ents in France and Europe.
H1 418 Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Students will not receite credit for bothH1 418 and H1 518. FaSCism as a theoretical concept. rise of faSCism in Italyand Germany. seizure of p0\\er by Mussolini and Hitler, organization of theeconomy. churches. military. women. youth, and culture under thedictatorships.
H] 419 Modern European Imperialism. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit will not be gixen for both H1 419and HI 519. Historical background of European 0\ erseas expansron; its impacton the economics. politics and culture ofboth Europe and the colonized world;the Significance of imperialism and anti-colonial nationalism in shaping themodem world.
H1 420 European Diplomatic History. 3(3-0-0). S. Sum. Preq: 3 hoursof history. Credit \xill not be gixen both for H1 420 and H1 520. Suney ofmajor exents in European international relations, including the Congress ofVienna in 1815. the unification ofGermany, World War 1 and 11, the origins ofthe Cold War, European unification. and the crisis ofthe Soviet bloc.
H1 421 European Intellectual History: The Eighteenth Century. 3(3-0-0). All. yrs. Preqzjunior standing or permission of instructor. Credit \Vlll notbe gixen for both H1 421 and H1 521. Historical examination of some ofthemajor figures of the European Enlightenment, beginning with Locke andending with Kant.
H1 422 European Intellectual History: The 19th Century. 3(3-0-0).Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit vtill not begiven for both H1 422 and H1 522. Historical examination of some of themajor Figures of European thought during the 19th century. beginning with theenthusiasm of the period of the French Revolution and ending with thedisillusionment ofthe fin de siecle.
H1 423 Women in European Enlightenment. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt yrs(even).Preq: 3 hours of history, junior standing. Historical examination ofconstruction of female ‘nature‘, resources available to women writers andintellectuals, and constraints on women’s‘ education, writing and publicationduring the Enlightenment period.
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HI 425 Tudor and Stuart England. 3(3—0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given for both H1 425and HI 525. British history from the Reformation through the Civil War.Emphasis on key developments in social, political and economic life: Thedetelopmcnt of a new concept of kingship, the growing independence ofParliament. the search for religious uniformity and the changing status ofthearistocracy and gentry.
H1 429 20th Century Britain. 3(3-0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3 hours of history.British political, social and economic history since 1914, with reference to theeffects of two world wars, the growth ofthe Welfare State, Britain's decline asa power, and its search for a nevt role in the world.
H1 430 Modern France. 3(3—0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit will not be given for both H1 430 and H1 530.French history from the downfall of Napoleon I to the present, with a shortintroductory survey of the Old Regime and the French Revolution. Cultural,social and economic developments and political trends.
H1 431 Germany: Luther to Bismarck 1500-1871. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs.Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given forboth H1 431 and H1 531. Germany from the Reformation to the completion ofnational unification in 1871. Emphasizes the impact of socioeconomic changeson politics and culture.
H1 432 History of Germany Since 1871. 3(3-0—0). Alt yrs. Preq: 3 hoursof History. Credit will not be given for both H1 432 and H1 532. Germanyfrom the Reformation through national unification. Emphasis on the impact ofsomo economic changes on politics and culture.
H1 438 The Russian Empire to 1917. 3(3-0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. Russian Empire to the Revolution of 1917. Kiev Rus and the Mongolconquest, serfdom, territorial expansion, cultural insularity of the GreatRussian state in Moscow, Westemization, reform, and great power status inlSth and 19th centuries, peoples of the multi national empire, cultural,educated society. and I'E\ olutionary opposition, industrialization, rapidurbanization. war, and revolution.
H1 439 History of the Soviet Union And After. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq:Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given both forH1 439 and H1 539. Transaction not connected
H1 440 American Environmental History. 3(3—0 O). F. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. Transaction not connected
HI 441 Colonial and Revolutionary U.S. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq:Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given for bothH1 441 and H1 541. Origins of the English colonies in Americato the American Retolution. European background to colonization,merging of different cultures. effects of mercantile doctrine, causes ofrexolution.
H1 442 Creating the Constitution : Origins and Development. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: 3 hours of History. Analysis of state and federalconstitutions developed in the United States after 1776. Theories behind afederal constitution; the Philadelphia Convention of 1787; the ratificationdebate; and the bill of rights.
H1 443 U. S. Constitutional History. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit for both H1 443 and H1 543 is notallowed. The origins and growth of the U. S. Constitution from its Englishcommon law heritage to the Modern era. Federalism and judicialinterpretation; economic. social, and political movements; expansion ofconstitutional authority in the 20th century.
HI 446 Civil War and Reconstruction. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given for both H1 446and H1 546. Examination of sectional polarization ofthe 1850's, impact of thewar on both northern and southern societies, and trauma of reconstructing theUnion.
HI MGS) 447 History of American Women to 1900. 3(3 0-0). Alt.yrs. Preq: 3 hours of history. The historical experience of women in Americafrom the colonial period to 1890. Women's work, education, legal andpolitical status. religious experience, and sex roles: age, class, race, sexualpreference, and region as significant variables in women‘s experience.



HI (WGS) 448 American Women in the Twentieth Century. 3(3 0 0).Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing or permissron of instructor. Credit Will not begiven for both H1 448 and H1 548. Women 5 historical experience in America.1890-1990. Changes in \\omen's work, education. legal and political status.and sex roles, age, class. race. sexual preference. and region as significantvariables in women's experience.
H1 449 U.S. Labor to 1900. 3(3 0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit \\ ill not be gii en for both H1 449 and H1 549.History of work. workers. and working—class organizations and politics incolonial and nineteenth-century America.
H1 450 U.S. Labor Since 1900. 3(3 0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standingor permission of instructor. Credit will not be gii en for both H1 450 and H1550. History of \V Ork. workers, and ii orking class organizations and politics intwentieth century America.
H1 452 Recent America. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit will not be given both for H1 452 and H1 552.Examination of contemporary opinions and historical interpretations of majorproblems in American life since 1939. including World War 11. its social andeconomic consequences; Korea and the Cold War, big business and labor; C1\11rights and feminist movements; countercultures. Vietnam and Watergate.
H1 453 United States-Latin American Relations Since 1823. 3(3-0 0).Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit will not begiven both for H1 453 and H1 553. Analysis of periods. issues. and e\ ents inU.S.-Latin American relations since 1823: Monroe Doctrine. ManifestDestiny, Mexican and Spanish American Wars. Dollar Diplomacy, GoodNeighbor Policy, anti—Communist crusade srnce 1945, Alliance for Progress.U.S. responses to revolution. Historical perspecthe on contemporary inter-American problems on drugs, environment, debt crisis, and human rightsabuses.
H1 454 History of U.S. Foreign Relations, 1900-Present. 3(3 0 0). Preq:Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit for both H1 454 and H1 554will not be allowed. America's emergence as a world power; Ameiicandiplomatic history Since 1900; the expansion of American economic andcultural relations; the eyolution of the American foreign policy bureaucracy:and the historical forces and personalities that have shaped American relationswith other nations.
HI (AFS) 455 History of the Civil Rights Movement. 3(3 0 0). Alt.yrs.. Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit \\ 111 not be givenboth for H1 455 and H1 555. The black revolution; stages and leaders of themoxement; successes and failures in the fight for desegregation, the \ote. andeconomic opportunity; impact of CI\ il Rights movement on the United States.
HI 456 Early American Thought. 3(3-0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory and junior standing. Credit \Viii not be gl\ en for both H1 456 and H1556. American intellectual history to 1865. Influence of reformation.enlightenment, scientific revolution. capitalism and romanticism on social andpolitical order.
H1 457 Twentieth-Century U.S. Intellectual History. 3(3 0-0). Alt. yrs.Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit for both 111 457 andH1 557 is not allowed. American intellectuals and their \’1C\\S on 20th-centurytopics such as politics, culture, race and gender in historical context.
H1 458 Modern American Historical Biography. 3(3-0»0). Alt. yrs.Preq: Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit ml] not be gii en forboth H1458 and H1 558. Credit will not be given for both H1458 and 111 558.American history in the 20th century through the medium of historicalbiography.
HI (REL) 460 American Religion After Darwin. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: 3credit hours in REL or H1. Credit for both H1(REL)46O and HltREL)560 is notallowed. Major religious issues in America from the C1\11 War to the mid-19205, including science and religion, the impact of Darwin's evolutionarytheory, biblical criticism, liberalism versus fundamentalism. the churches in anindustrial society.
H1 461 Civilization of the Old South. 3(3 0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq:Junior standing or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given for bothH1 461 and H1 561. The distinctive features of the Old South as part of theregional development of United States history. Consideration of colonial
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factors in the making ofthe South. development of the plantation system andslai ery. Southern social order, intellectual and cultural life. economicdevelopment. and rise of Southern nationalism.
H1 462 Social History of the Ne“ South. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. Credit “1” not be anarded both for H1 462 and HI 562. Analysis ofthe change and continuity in the Aineiican South from the end of the Ci\ilWar through the present.
H1 467 Modern l\le\ic0. 3(3-0—0). Alt. yrs. Preq: 3 hours ofhistOiy.Major developments in Me.\icaii national life since 1821. The 19th century:the era of Santa Anna, the \\ar \\ ith the United States. the Reform. the Frenchintenention. and the dictatorship ol Profirio Diaz. The 1910 Re\olution andthe resulting transformation of Me\1eo 5 political. socml and economicinstitutions. Reading knowledge of Spanish helpful but not required.
H1 469 Latin American Reiolutions in the T“ entieth Century. 3(3 00). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing or permisston of instiuctor. Credit for bothH1 469 and H1 569 will not be gi\en. Comparatne analysts of causes.participants. process. and outcome of reiolutions in Me\ico. Boliiia. Cuba.and Central America.
H1 470 Seminar: Teaching World History. 3(2 0 0), S. Preq: 3 hours ofHistory. Introduction to historiography and themes of \\ orld hiStOiy; designedfor. but not restricted to. LTH students planning to teach \\ orld history.
H1 471 Revolutionary China. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Credit “11] not be given for both H1 471 and H1 571.China 1900 to present. E\amination of political. cultural. and some economicrevolutionary phases of China‘s 20th-centuiy traiistimation from traditionalempire to commtinism. Particular attention to post-1949 problems of nationbuilding.
H1 472 Modern Japan. 1850 to Present. 3(3 0 0). Alt. yrs. Preq13 hoursof history. Credit “11] not be gnen for both Hl 472 and H1 572. Japan‘semergence as a modern nation and world power. Topics include nation stateformation; modernization and its dislocations: democratization andauthoritarianism; imperialism. international politics. and \\ ar: postnar rcfoims;changing gender relations; popular culture; and soeial problems.
H1 473 Japan's Empire in Asia.1868-194S. 3(3 04)). F. Alt. yis.(e\ en)Preq: 3 hours of history: JuiiiOi standing. Credit \\ ill not be gncn for both 1-11473 and H] 573. An ad\ anced suncy of Japanese relations \\ 'th Asia in thenineteenth and twentieth centuries. Structures and ideologies of imperialismand colonialism; niodemi7ation. nationalism and social change; migration andmobility: resistance and collaboration: and legacies ofempire.
H1 474 Modern India. 3(3 0 0). F. Alt. yrs.(e\cn). Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. The history of the Indian sub comment. from the 16111 century to thepresent. Focus on political. economic and cultural change under the MughalEmpire and the British Raj: the problems of independent India. Pakistan andBangladesh.
HI (AFS) 475 History of the Republic of South Africa. 3(3 0 0). f. S.Preq: 3 hours of history. Credit \\ ill not be gii en for both 111475 and 111 575.Eyolution of the Republic of South Africas society. \\ith emphasis on theinteraction ofdiverse peoples and cultures. Particular attention is gii en to theperiod since 1870.
HI (AFS) 476 Leadership in \lodern Africa. 20-0-0). Alt. yrs.. Preq: 3hours of history. Rcccnt sub-Saharan African political history (excludingSouth Afiica). Oienic“ of concepts. \ocabulary. historical trends. Detailedexamination of specific African countries as case studies. such as Ghana.Nigeiia, Zimbabwe. Tan/ania.
H1 477 Women in the \Iidtlle East. 3(3-(1—0). S. Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: 3hours of HisIOIy. The varied forces influcneing 1i\ es of \\ omen in Middle Eastfrom beginning of Islam to present.
H1 478 Islam and Christianity in Sub-Saharan Africa. 3(3 0 (I). S.Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. E\pansion and interaction of Islam and Christianity insub-Saharan Africa in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. and theirinfluence and impact on the economy. politics, and s‘octcty. 'lopics‘ inclt dcmissionaiy acti\ ity. resistance to imperial authority. the role of the churches.and the influence of religion on leadership. education. nationalism. and postcolonialism.



111 (AFS) 479 Africa (sub-Saharan) in the Twentieth Century. 3(3—O-0). S, Alt. yrs.(c\cn). Preq: 3 hrs. ofhistory. Credit will not be given for bothIII 479 and 57‘). Dc\e|opments in sub-Saharan Africa during the colonialperiod, from the end of the nineteenth cenliiry to the advent of decolonizationin the earl) I960s. Interplay of political, soc1al, economic and cultural factorsin the experiences ofAI'rican peoples during this period.
111 480 Scientific Re\ olution: 1300-1700. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permission of instructor. Credit will not be given for both HI 480and H1 580. Factors behind dramatic scientific changes of the seventeenthcentury. Role of mathematics and e\periment. Interaction of the new seiencc\\ ith trends in philosophy, religion, alchemy, magic, medicine. and withinstitutional. educational, political, economic and technological factors.
H1 481 History of the Life Sciences. 3(3-0-0). Alt. yrs. Preq: Juniorstanding or permisSion of instructor. Credit will not be given for both H] 48]and Ill 58L The major ideas, methods, institutions, and individuals that havecontributed to the biological sciences from Renaissance to modern times. Theconnections betuecn the life sciences and other aspects of culture, includingthe physical sciences, religious belief, medical practice, and agriculture.
H1 482 Darwinism in Science and Society. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt. yrs(e\cn).Preq: 6 hrs. of ad\anced history. Credit will not be gi\ en both for HI 482 andHI 582. Scientific dewlopment of Daminism and its reception by thescientific community and the general public. Social impact of theories ofe\olution as rellected in Social Darwinism, eugenics, sociobiology, andrelationship of sciences to ethics and religion.
H1 483 Science and Religion in European History. 3(3 0—()). S, Alt.yrs.(odd). Preq: 3 hours of history; Junior standing. Credit will not be givenfor both HI 483 and H1 583. The historical conflict between science andreligion; crisis of religion; seicnce as a new cultural authority; political andinstitutional landscape ofsciencc and religion in Europe.
H1 484 Science in European Culture. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: 3 hours ofhistory: Junior standing. Credit “ill not be given for both H1 484 and HI 584.Relationship betneen science and culture in European history; e\aluation oftoo cultures' thesis; scientific instruments. uni\ersa| expos, science andliterature
H1 (MDS) 485 History of American Technology. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: 3hours of history. Technology in American history: the ideological. social,economic. and institutional contexts oftechnological change from the 17605 tothe present. Impacts ofnew technological systems.
H1 491 Seminar in History. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: 3 hours of history;Junior standing. Detailed investigation of selected topics in history. ConsultDepartment oinstory for specific topics.
HI 495 Honors Research in History I. 2(0 2 0). F, S. Preq: Open only toseniors in history honors program. Preparation ofthe honors thesis. Topics andprocedures to be detemiined by the student and the supervising facultymember.HI 496 Honors Research in History II. 4(0—4 0). F, S. Preq: H1 495.Open only to seniors in history honors program. Completion of the honorsthesis. Topics and procedures to be determined by the student and thesupervising faculty member.
H1 498 Independent Study in History. 1 6. Preq: 3 hours of history.Extensive readings on predetermined topics focused around a central theme.Permission ofthe department is required.

HONORS

HON 101 Honors Colloquium I. 1(0-2-0). F. Coreq: Membership inUniversity Honors Program. Permission of the University Honors Program.Introduction to Honors at NC State University for University Honors Programstudents. Development of Honors Plan of Study and discussion of issues ofconcern in higher education and relationship between education, personaldevelopment, and community involvement.
HON 102 Honors Colloquium II. 1(0-2-0). S. Preq: HON 101. Coreq:Membership in University Honors Program. Permission of the UniversityHonors Program. Introduction to Honors at NC State University for University
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Honors Program students. Development of plan for honors research projectand proposal for study abroad experience. Further reflection on purpose ofhigher education in addressing the issues and opportunities ofour time.
IION 201 Inquiry, Discovery, and the Arts. 3(3-0-0). F, S. UHP studentor permission of University Ilonors Program. A study of works ofart that treatthe theme of inquiry and discovery—its risks, its creativeness, its ambiguitiesand complexities, and its moral dilemmas. Selected works from severalmedia-theatre, music, visual arts, and film. Analysis of each work in terms ofits historical context and internal structure as well as its treatment ofthe natureofinquiry and discovery.
HON 290 Honors Special Topics - History. 3(3 00). F, S. UHP studentor permission of University Honors Program. Seminar for University HonorsProgram students, repeatable if content varies, meeting GER requirements inHistory, interdisciplinary in character and often team-taught.
HON 291 Honors Special Topics-Mathematics. 3(3-0-0). F, S. UHPstudent or permission of University Honors Program. Seminar for UniversityHonors Program students, repeatable if content varies, meeting GERrequirements in mathematics, interdisciplinary in character and often team-taught.
HON 292 Honors Special Topics-Natural Sciences. 3(3 0 0). F, S. UHPstudent or permission of UniverSity Honors Program. Seminar for UniversityHonors Program students, repeatable if content varies, meeting GERrequirements in the natural sciences, interdisciplinary in character and oftenteam—taught.
HON 293 Honors Special Topics-Literature. 3(3 0 0). F, S. UHPstudent or permission of University Honors Program. Seminar for UniversityHonors Program students. repeatable if content varies, meeting GERrequirements in history or literature, interdisciplinary in character, and oftenteam taught.
HON 294 Honors Special Topics-Philosophy or Religion. 3(3 0-0). F, S.UHP student or permission of University Honors Program. Seminar forUni\ersity Honors Program students, repeatable if content varies, meetingGER requirements in philosophy, religion, or arts, interdisciplinary incharacter, and often team taught.
HON 295 Honors Special Topics-Social Science. 3(3 0 O). F, S. UHPstudent or permission of University Honors Program. Seminar for UniversityHonors Program students, repeatable if content varies, meeting GERrequirements in the social sciences, interdisciplinary in character, and oftenteam-taught.
HON 296 Honors Special Topics—Science, Technology, Society-H&SSPerspective. 3(3 0 0). F, S. UHP student or permission of University HonorsProgram. Seminar for University Honors Program students, repeatable ifcontent varies, meeting GER requirements in Science, Technology and Society(humanistic perspective) interdisciplinary in character and often team taught.
HON 297 Honors Special Topics—Science, Technology, Society-NaturalSciences. 3(3-0-0). F, S. UHP student or permission of University HonorsProgram. Seminar for University Honors Program students, repeatable ifcontent varies, meeting GER requirements in Science, Technology and Society(natural science perspective) interdisciplinary in character and often teamtaught.
HON 298 Honors Research/Independent Study. 1-3. F, S, Sum.Permission of the University Honors Program. Research/independent Studyfor University Honors Program students. Repeatable if content differs.Research or independent study under supervision of faculty members. Projectapproval by the Honors Program Advisory Committee necessary prior toregistration.
HON 299 Honors Special Topics - Visual and Performing Arts. 3(3-0—0). F, S. UHP student or permission of University Honors Program. Seminarfor University Honors Program students, repeatable if content varies, meetingGER requirements in Visual and Performing Arts, interdisciplinary incharacter and often team-taught.
HON 341 Time Travel. 3(3-0—0). S. UHP student or permission ofUniversity Honors Program. A study of contemporary metaphysics organizedaround the topic of time travel. David Lewis, perhaps the foremost



contemporary metaphysic1an, argues that time travel is possible. His argumentis based on ingenious positions about three central topics of metaphysics,personal—identity, causation, and free will. Students will consider each ofthese topics in some detail, alvt ays with an eye to their implications for timetravel.
HON 342 Issues in Contemporary Religion. 3(3 0-0). S. UHP student orpermission of University Honors Program. An examination of major issues incontemporary religious thought, “ith particular attention to ho“ theologianshave reshaped traditional theological concepts in response to 20th-215t centurychallenges. After considering the academic study of religion and addressingthe methodological issues of the nature of religious language and the task oftheology, the course will examine the impact of recent historical and culturaldevelopments on the formulation of theological proposals and the role religionplays in shaping societal attitudes and mores.
HON 351 American Ideals in Global Perspectix e. 3(0-0—0). F. Thiscourse will examine core American ideals. how they e\olved, vshatdifferentiates them from competing ideologies. and the extent to which theyare transferable to countries with very different cultures, histories, and le\ elsof economic development. It will also critically enquire about the extent towhich the United States has been achieving its ideals and how successful it hasbeen in promoting these values globally.
HON 395 Honors Cooperative Education. 3(3—0—0). F, S. Preq: Too—semester full time in University Honors Program. Experimental \xork ingmemment or industry for Honors Program students With two semesterscompleted in Honors. Typically students work 40 hrs \\ eek \\ ith salary. Worksupervisor, faculty adViser and Honors Program Director must sign HON 395Honors Cooperative Ed contract. NC State cooperative Education requirespaper work: student must pay fee rate for a 0—5 credit hour course. No othercourses permitted along With HON 395. Student report of the independentproject is required.
HON 397 Honors Extension and Engagement. 1-6. F, S, Sum. Preq:One semester good standing in Uni\ ersity Honors Program. Opportunity forsignificant hands—on involvement in extension and engagementresearch/project as mentored by NC County Extension employees often incooperation with community employers executixes, local and govemmentofficials, and county citizens. Apprmed plan of work required withsignificant independent research/project including a reflectixe journal. a finalpaper and presentation at the NC State Undergraduate Research Symposium ora venue appropriate to the discipline. Students must provide their owntransportation.
HON 496 Honors Capstone Seminar. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Coreq: Membershipin University Honors Program. Permission ofthe University Honors Program.Honors Seminars open to Juniors and Seniors in all disciplinary HonorsPrograms, and others with permission of the University Honors Program.Repeatable if content differs. A series of seminars with differing subjects.interdisciplinary in character and sometimes team-taught, allowing ad\ancedstudents to explore topics from a multidisciplinary perspective and to applytheir knowledge to issues and problems in the present vxorld.
HON 498 Honors Research/Creatixe Project 1. 3(3—0-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: One semester in good standing in Uni\er51ty Honors Program. Openonly to University Honors Program Students. Opportunity for hands on facultymentored research/creative project. Course may be stand-alone prOjectcompleted in one semester/summer, or serve as part of a mo semester projectthat is completed at the end of Honors Research Creati\e Project 2 (HON499). Approved plan of work required with Significant independentresearch creative project culminating with final paper and presentation at theNC State Undergraduate Research Symposmm or other venues appropriate tothe discipline. Research within or outsidc the student‘s discipline may fulfillexperience.
HON 499 Honors Research/Creative Project 2. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: One semester in good standing in University Honors Program. Openonly to University Honors Program Students. Opportunity for hands—on facultymentored researcher/creative project. Course serves as final part of a two-semester project that began with Honors Research Creati\c Project I (IION498)or approved disciplinary research experience. Approved plan of workrequired with significant independent research creative project culminatingwith final paper and presentation at the NC State Undergraduate ResearchSymposium or other venues appropriate to the discipline. Research V\ ithin oroutside the student‘s discipline may fulfill experience.
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HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE ~

HS 100 Home Horticulture. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Introduction and review ofhome horticulture as it relates to the horticultural enthusiast. A generalunderstanding of plant growth, structure, and development; houseplantselection and care, selecting trees, shrubs. and flo“ ers for the home landscape,and other related topics.
HS 201 Principles of Horticulture. 3(3 0 O). F, S. Principles of plantgronth and dexelopment relating to production and utilization of fruit,vegetable, floricultural, and ornamental crops. Historical, economic, andglobal imponance ofhorticultural crops and sen ices.
HS 211 Ornamental Plants 1. 3(l-5-0). F. Preq: BIO 125. Identification,distribution, gronth, characteristics, adaptation, and usage of omamentalplants. Emphasizes bedding plants, trees. and gymnosperms.
HS 212 Ornamental Plants 11. 3(l 5 0). S. Preq: BIO 125. Identification.distribution, gronth, characteiistics. adaptation, and usage of ornamentalplants. Emphasizes shrubs, ground covers, V ines, bulbs, and interior landscapeplants.
HS (ANS) 215 Basic Agricultural Genetics. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: ZO 160,BIO 183 or BIO 125. Basic principles of inheritance in plants and animals ofagricultural significance. Transmission genetics and its effects on theusefulness of plants and animals. Basic principles of plant and animalimprovement.
HS 290 Perspectives in Horticultural Science. Itl-O-O). F. Introductionand orientation to programs in honicultural science. Discussion of currentstatus of horticulture, extension and research. EmphaSis on undergraduateprogram management, internships, graduate education, and career planning.Guest lectures. career opportunities and qualifications for employment inhorticulture and related fields.
HS 301 Plant Propagation. 4(3 3 0). F. Preq: BIO 125, or BO 200.Theoretical basis and techniques for successful asexual and sexual propagationof seed plants and terns. Influence of heredity, phytopathological infection,and emironmental conditions on success and quality of propagules. Recentdevelopments and 1mm ations in propagation techniques and methodologies.
HS 302 Gardening with Herbaceous Perennials. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt.)rs.(odd). Preq: BIO I25 or BIO 183 or B0 200. Examination of the use ofherbaceous perennials in the home garden and commercial landscapes. Topicsinclude: general plant characteristics culture and management, gardenattributes, design usage, horticultural histOIy, propagation. use of exotic(nonnativc)spec1es in the garden, heirloom roses and omamental grasses.
HS 342 Landscape Horticulture. 3(2-3-0). F, S. Introduction tocomprehenshe process for small scale landscape pr0jects. Includes gardenhistory, social and emironmental analysis, creative problem sol\ing processand the practice ol‘oral, \\ rittcn and graphic communication.
HS 371 Interior Plantscapcs. 3(2 3 0). S. Preq: B10 125 or BO 200;second semester sophomore standing. Identification, selection, installation,utili7ation, and maintenance of plants commonly used in commercial interiorsettings.
HS 400 Residential Landscaping. 6(0 9-0). F, S. Preq: HS 211, 212,342, LAR 430. Coreq: LAR 457. Equips students “ith the necessary skills tocreate functional, aesthetic, and humanistic designs for residential and othersmall scale projects. Aspects of pioblcm identification, pioject organi/ation,de51gn, execution, and cxaluation. Required field trip \\ ith fee.
HS 411 Nursery Management. 3(2 3 0). F. Preq: BIO I25, SSC 200.Junior standing. Principles and practices of production, management. andmarketing of field—grown and containei grown nursery plants. One of threescheduled weekend field trips required at students' expense.
HS 416 Principles ofOrnamentaI Planting Design. 3(2 4-()). F, S. Preq:HS 400', LAR 400. Study and practice ol~ plant selection process forornamental planting design. Plant form, line. texture, color and scale arerelated to (Iesign principles. Plant cultural rcquiiemcnts and characteristicsassoc1atcd with site microclimates and conditions to piomotc em ironmcntally



s‘enstttxe and healthy landscapes.Saturday Iicld ti ips. Hands on c\pcriencc. Two mandatory
llS 42l Physiology and Culture of Temperate Zone Tree Fruits. 1(2-3 (I). F. I’rcq: BIO 133 or Bt) 200. Physiology and culture of the majortemperate-mite tree fruit and nut crops of the Initcd States. I‘undamcntalprinciples underlying \mody plant urooth as applied to the culture ofspcctlictree~frutt eiops \\ith emphasis on crops 0! commercial importance to NorthCarolina.
[18 422 Small Fruit Production. 1(23-0). S. Alt. yrs.(C\ en). Preq: BIO125: SSC 200; HS 201. and Permission of Instructor. Importance andeconomic \alue of blackbcriies. blucbcriies. cranberries. grapes. raspberries.stranbeiiies and minor small frtiil crops in the agricultural economy of theL SA and the \yorld. Cultural requirements ol these crops and manipulation oftheir k’noon morphological and physiological trails for successful production.Six all aftei noon field trips are i‘cqutrcd.
HS 431 Vegetable Production. 40-14)). F. Preq. BIO Ili. SSC 200,Principles and practices of production and marketing of sex entecn \cgctableerops gro“ n in the U S. Additional topics include pest management. seedtechnology. lood safety. sustainable agriculture. use of genetically engineeredcr0ps. and consumer issues.
HS 440 Greenhouse Management. 3(2 0). F. Preq: SSC 200 and HS20]. Perspectixe of greenhouse systems management. Selection 01 greenhousesite. construction. heating. cooling and production systems. Emphasis ongreenhouse operations. cost accounting and analysis. Other topics: rootsubstrates. sanitation. \\ater. fertili/ation. chemical gronth regulation.temperature. light and marketing. llands-on experience in greenhouseoperations plus trips to commercial greenhouses and markets.
HS 442 Production of Floricultural Crops. 3(2 3 0). S. Prcq: SSC 200:HS 201. Production of lloricultural crops. EmphaSis on emironmentalmanipulation and scheduling of crop grooth and de\elopmcnt for targetedmarket periods. Spectfic Ilonering crops as models to demonstrate pottedtloocring plant. cut Iloyxcr. and bedding plant production systems. Hands oncrop production experience plus field trips to commercial lloricultureproduction and marketing facilities.
HS 451 Plant l\utrition. 3(3 0 0). S. Alt. yrs. (even). Preq: SSC 200. Anunderstanding of the basic mineral nutrient requ1rements. nutritionalmonitoring procedures. and fertilizer application methods in horticulturalproduction systems including those for fruits. field vegetables. fruits and\egetables under plasticulture, nursery crops. landscapes. greenhouse flouersand \egctables. interior plantscapcs. hydroponiCs. and organic farming.
HS (FS) 462 Postharvest Physiology. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: BO 42].Prehan est and posthan est factors that affect market quality of horticulturalcommodities \\ ith an emphasis on technologies to preserve posthan est qualityand extend storage life of fruits, \ egetables and omamcntals.
HS 471 Tree and Grounds Maintenance. 4(3 3 0). S. Preq: SSC 200.Principles and practices of tree and grounds maintenance. Physical (water)and chemical (fertility) properties of urban soils. Tree and shrubbery:physiology. selection. transplanting. pruning. fertilization. and protection.Weed biology and nonchemical and chemical management options.
HS 492 External Learning Experience. 1—6. F, S. Prcq: Sophomorestanding. A leaming experience in agriculture and life sciences \chin anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources \yhich are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospecthe employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty adxiscr, the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
HS 493 Special Problems in Horticultural Science. 1-6. F. S. Preq:Sophomore standing. A leaming experience in agriculture and life scienceswithin an academic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources.Contact and arrangements \xith prospective employers must be initiated bystudent and approycd by a factilty adviser. the prospective employer. thedepartmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to theexperience.
HS 495 Special Topics in Horticultural Science. 1-6. F. S, Sum.Independent study under faculty superxision of horticultural topics in the
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student's area of interest not available in regular course offerings. Offering ofncvt courses on a trial basis.

IISS l00 CHASS Computer Literacy. 0(() 0). F. S. Prcq: Departmentaldesignated computer literacy course. Computer Literacy Certification formajors in College of Humanities and Social Sciences.

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

HSS ltll CIIASS First-Year Seminar. 0(0 0 0). F. S. Coreq: CHASS-Dcsignatcd lst year Seminar Sections. CHASS Freshmen Only (0 14 hours-exclusne of AP or IB credit). First year seminar certification for majors inHumanities and Social Sciences.
H85 110 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(0-0-0). F.S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdiseiplinary seminar series \Hll‘l presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts draon from technical. academic. business andgovernment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H58 111 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(0 0-0). F.S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series with presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical. academic. busmess andgoxemment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H55 200 Introduction to Women's Studies. 3(3-0-0). F.Multidisctplinary approach to Women's Studies. Exploration of feministscholarship and research about \\ omen and gender in contemporary AmericanSOClety.
H55 210 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(0—0—0). F,S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series \tith presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical. academic, business andgmemmcnt communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H58 211 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F.S. Preq: Enrollment limited to partICipants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdiseiplinary' seminar series \yith presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drann from technical. academic. business andgovemment communities. Discu5sions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H58 294 Social Sciences Studied in an Overseas Context. 3(3—0-0).Sum. Social Sciences courses taught in NC State Study Abroad programs.(Current listings available in Study Abroad office and CHASS Dean‘s Office.)
H58 298 Study Abroad Topics in Humanities and Social Sciences. 1-6.F, S. Study Abroad Programs: selected topics in the humanities and socialsciences.
H88 310 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(2-0—0). F.S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series with presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical. academic. business andgovernment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H55 311 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F.S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series with presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical. academic, business andgoxemment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
HSS (COM) 392 International and Crosscultural Communication.3(3-0—0). S. Patterns and problems of verbal and non-verbal fomis ofcrosscultural communication. Avoidance and management of cultural conflictarising from ayyareness of characteristics of crosscultural communication.Impact on communication of differing cultural perspectives.



HSS 393 International Affairs Seminar. 3(3 0—0). F. An intensive studyof selected international issues. global dimensions and implications, leading toa major research paper.
H58 398 Scholars Seminar in Humanities and Social Sciences I. 3(3-00). F. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the Collegeprogram. Interdisc1plinary study of selected topics in the humanities and socialsciences; required of Scholars of the College students in theirjunior year.
HSS 399 Scholars Seminar in Humanities and Social Sciences 11. 3(30 0). S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars ofthe Collegeprogram. Interdisciplinary study of selected topics in the humanities and socialseiences; required of Scholars ofthe College students in theirjunior year.
H85 410 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(2-0-0). F,S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series \yith presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical, academic. business andgoy emment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
HSS 411 Humanities and Social Sciences Scholars Forum. 0(2 0 O). F,S. Preq: Enrollment limited to participants in the Scholars of the CollegeProgram. Interdisciplinary seminar series with presentations by distinguishedfaculty members and experts drawn from technical. academic, business andgoyernment communities. Discussions of major public issues and topics ofcontemporary concern.
H85 492 Seminar in Women's Studies. 3(3 0 O). S. Preq: H55 200.Examination of a topic or core area in Women‘s Studies, such as: yy omen inliterature, psychology of sex roles. changing gender relations in families,nomen's labor force participation. and the history of the \yomen‘s rightsmovement.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

ID (CD) 102 Graphic and Industrial Design Fundamentals. 6(9 2 0).S. Preq: DF 101. College of Design majors only. Introductory studio infundamental two-dimensional and three-dimenSional concepts of graphic andindustrial design. Basic destgn principles and in\ ention of Visual and spatialform within contexts relevant to design of communication and products.
ID 201 Basic Industrial Design Studio I. 6(0-9-0). F. Preq: DF 102.Coreq: ID 255, ID 318, ID 318L. Industrial DeSign Majors or permisSion ofDepartment Head. Introduction to the theories, methods, and language ofindustrial design: elementary problems in fomi and function; transitionalimplications ofhandcrafted and mass produced objects, in various materials.
ID 202 Basic Industrial Design Studio II. 6(0-9-0). S. Preq: ID 201.Coreq: ID 256, ID 418,ID 418L. Industrial Design Majors or permission ofDepartment Head. Introduction to the fundamentals of product dey elopmentand deSign with emphasis on analytical and intuitive approaches to problemsolving, technical skills, manufacturing and structural considerations in deSignof simple products systems.
ID 215 Introduction to digital Techniques. 3(3-9—0). F. College ofDesign Students Only. Introduction to the computer as a design tool forgenerating and manipulation of two-dimenSionaI raster and meter imagery:techniques in two-dimensional concept rendering; desktop publishingapplications for design and production of presentation documentation; andvisual editors for creating and managing web Sites.
ID 255 Contemporary Manufacturing Processes I. 3(3—9 0). F.Introduction to mass production processes and their influences on design.Wood, paper and metal manufacturing processes utiIi7ed in quantityproduction. Emphasis on mateiials comparison and process selection inrelation to product function, form, safety, human factors andmanufacturability. Field trips required.
ID 256 Contemporary Manufacturing Processes II. 30—9 0). S. Secondcourse in mass production processes and their influences on design. Emphasison material search and process selection in relation to form, function, humanfactors, finishes, and joining methods. Plastics and rubber and their specificmanufacturing processes utiIi/.ed in mass production.
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ID 262 Professional Practice in Industrial Design. 3(3-9-0). S. Collegeof Design Students only. Issues and situations encountered in a designpractice. Topics include patents, trademarks. contracts, and baSie marketingskills \\ ithin corporations and in free-lance design.
ID 292 Special Topics in Industrial Design. I 3. F. S, Sum. Topics ofcurrent interest in Industrial DeSign. Normally used to dey elop ne“ courses.
ID 300 Intermediate Industrial Design Digital Studio Series. 6(0-9-0).F, S, Sum. Preq: ID 202, ID 315. Coreq: ID 415. College of Design studentsonly. Individual and team oriented deSign experiences that expand upon andcombine intellectual and manual skills required for the practice of industrialdesign. Emphasis on identifying and soI\ing design pioblems throughmanipulation of design theory, application of human factors, product safetyanareness, uniyersal design piinc1ples, ecological emironmental conceins,appropriate combination of materials and manufacturing techniques, andpresentation of concepts. Extensive integration of computer technology,including 3 D digital modeling, rapid prototyping, interactiye Virtual productvisualization, and world wide web based presentation.
ID 315 Digital Product Modeling. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ID 215. College ofDesign Students Only. Progression of digital experiences that expand uponand combine the intellectual and conceptual skills required for 3—dimenSionaIdesign \isualization. Emphasis on solying design problems throughdeyelopment and manipulation of 3- dimensional form “ithin the \irtualem ironment.
ID 318 Ideation I. 3(2-2-0). The ideation process of conceiving,dey eloping and recording ideas t\\o-dimenSionaIly. These techniques definedand practiced as an extenSIon ofunderstanding the human idea motor process.
ID 400 Advanced Industrial Design Studio Series. 6(0-9—0). F, S, Sum.Preq: ID 300 or \yritten approval of the Department Head. Industrial De51gnMajors or permissmn of Department Head May be repeated. A series ofadvanced studio experiences that e\pands upon and combines intellectual andmanual skills required for the practice of industrial dcstgn. Emphasis onidentifying and solying design problems through manipulation of designtheory, application of human factors, product safety anarencss. appropriatecombination of materials and manufacturing techniques, and presentation ofconcepts.
ID 415 Ad\ anced Digital Design Processes. 3(3 0 0). F. Sum. Preq: ID215, ID 315. College of Design Students Only. Advanced concepts forplanning and e.\ccuting efficient \\01kfl0\\ practices for manufacturableproduct surfaces. EmphaSis on the0iy and application of three dimenstonalsurface modeling tools, accurate deyelopment of “III? frame geometry, rapidprototyping and animation techniques. Introduction of animations to aid withdynamic \ isual analysis ofdigital product design concepts.
ID 418 Ideation II. 3(2-2-0). S. This is an admnccd course “hichexpands the ideation process \\llIl greater emphasis directed lO\\ZIl(I thecreati\c deyelopment and recording ofconccptual design phase.
ID 445 Human-Centered Design. 3(3 0 0). f. College of Dcstgnstudents only. Introduction to the spectium of human physical and cognitivecapabilities as they relate to user interaction \HIII designed products andenvironments.
ID 490 Industrial Design International Studio. 6(0 9 0). F. S. Sum.Preq: .Iunior standing in ID, College of DcSign or cqunalent program.Approyal Study Abioad Office. Define industrial design problems anddevelop design solutions in an international setting. Studio piojects related todesign, culture, and traditional and contemporary limited and mass pioducedproducts. Focus on artifact making through directed studies.
ID 492 Special Topics in Industrial Design. 3. F, S. Sum. Picq:Consent of instructor. Topics ofcurrent interest in Industrial Design. Noi inallyused to de\ elop new courses.
ID 494 Internship in Product Design. 3 o. F. S. Sum. Preq: .luniorstanding. 3.0 GPA or better. Minimum of 6 credit houis. Supcmsed fieldmperience in product design offices, gaIIeiies, museums and other relatedorgani/ations
ID 495 Independent Study in Industrial Design. 1-3. F, S. Preq: Juniorstanding, 3.0 GPA or better in Indusliiui Design. Ma\iinum 6 credit hours



May be repeated Special projects in industrial design dc\elopcd undcr thedirection ofa faculty member on a tutorial basis.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

IE (GC) lIU Introductory Engineering Graphics for IndustrialEngineering. 3(2-2-(1). F. S. Prcq: I; 115, Intioduclion to the graphicalrepresentation and soltition of 2D and 3D spatial problems. Comcntionalmethods tising computer based tools to graphically describe 2D and 3Dobiects relevant to the field of II“. 0\CI‘\IC\\ of the ftmdamentals andapplications of computer graphics and computer-aided design. Includespractical II‘ drau mg applications.
IE 216 Manufacturing Engineering Practicum. 3(1 5 (I). l‘. S. Coreq:IF. QC 210. [lands—on e\pcrimentalion for students to learn the capabilitiesand limitations of basic manulacturmg processes. Relationships bet\\eenproduct design. quality. manufacturing planning. computer simulation.material handling systems. time and motion studies. and ergonomics.
IE 307 Real-Time Control of Automated Manufacturing. 3(2~2—0). F.S. Preq: CSC 114. IE 351. Coreq: L‘CI‘ 33I. Introduction to the concepts ofreal-time control of manufacturing processes. Design and implementation ofcontrol systems for disciete and continuous systems. PID control. FUI/ylogic. PLC ladder programming. multi-tasking computer control. E\pcriencem the use of system emulation for design and analysis.
IE 311 Engineering Economic Analysis. 3(3 04)).1‘. S. Preq: MA 141.Engineering and managerial decision—making. The theory of interest and itsuses. Equhalcnt annual costs. present north. internal rates of return. andbeneliLcost FZIIIOS. Accounting deprectation and its ta\ effects. Lconomic lot5116 and similar cost minimi/ation models. Sensitoity analysis. Costdichotomies' that \s. \ariable. and incremental \s. sunk. use of accountingdata. Replacement theory and economic life. Engineering cmmples.
[E 316 Manufacturing Engineering I — Processes. 3(2 3 0). f. S. Preq:\IAT 200: IE 216; IE CC 210. Analytical study and design ofmanufacturingengineering \\ith emphasis on mfg. and processes. Addresses the interactionof design. materials. and processing. Laboratory instruction and hands—onexperience in metrology. machining. process planning. economicJustification.and current mfg. methodologies.
IE 330 Furniture Product Engineering. 3(3—(HI). Preq: IE 210. Openonly to students pursuing BS IE. Furniture Manufacturing Option. \VoodSeience and Technology. and Industrial Design. Introduction to use andproperties of materials and construction methods used in mass production offurniture. Examines techniques of product engineering and its role indetermining product quality and manufacturability. EmphaSis on prineiples ofcomputer based product development. specification. and performancee\aluation.
IE 331 Furniture Manufacturing Processes 1. 3(3-1-0). Preq: IE330.0pen only to students pursuing BS 1E. Fumiture Manufacturing Option.Wood Science and Technology. and Industrial Design. Furnituremanufacturing technology emphasizing mass production equipmentcapabilities and capacuies. Relationship of product characteristics to machineselection and process planning acti\ ities. Introduction to computer-controlledmachining and integrated manufacturing systems.
1E 351 Manufacturing Engineering. 3(2-3-0). F. S. Preq: MAT 201. IE210. Analytical study and design of manufacturing engineering and processes.Emphasis on the interaction of design, materials. and processing. on thetechniques of metrology. machining. process planning. computer-aidedprocess control. economic justification, and state—of-the-art manufacturingtechnologies.
IE 352 Work Analysis and Design. 3(2 2 0). F. S. Preq: ST 371. Workmethods and production processes to improye operator effecti\ chess andreduce production costs. Techniques studied include operation anaIySis.motion study. \alue engineering. predetermined time systems. time study andline balancmg
IE 361 Deterministic \10dels in Industrial Engineering. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Preq: MA 303 or MA 341 or MA 405. For IE, ECE. and CSC majors and IEminors only. Introduction to mathematical modeling. analysis techniques. and
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solution procedures applicable to decision-making problems in a deterministicenvironment. Linear programming models and algorithms and associatedcomputer codes are emphasi/ed.
IE 371 Furniture Production and Inventory Systems. 3(2 3 O). F. Preq:II; 307. ST 361. Coreq: IE 430. Forecasting. inventory control. productionplanning and scheduling. and shop floor control. Organization of productioncontrol; Lise ofeomputcrs Examples from the furniture industry.
[E 401 Stochastic Models in Industrial Engineering. 3(3-0-0). F, S.I’req: ST 37]; MA 303 or MA 405. Introduction to mathematical modeling,analysts. and solution procedures applicable to uncertain (stochastic)production systems. Methodologies coyered include probability theory andstochastic processes. Applications relate to deSign and analysis of problems.capaeity planning, in\entory control. waiting lines. and system reliability andmaintainability.
IE 408 Control of Production and Service Systems. 3(3-0-0). F. S.I’req: IE 361; ST 37 I. Planning and control ofproduction and service systems.Production organi/ation tlov\ and imentory control methods: Systemsapproach.
IE 416 Manufacturing Engineering 11 - Automation. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Prcq: IE 316. Integration of design and mfg. through computeraided automated process planning. concurrent engineering. and rapidprototyping. Fixed and programmable automation in mfg. and service.Autonomous mfg. systems such as computer numerical control (CNC),industrial robotics. automated inspection. electronics manufacturing andassembly.
[E 417 Manufacturing Engineering 111 - Computer Integrated\Ianufacturing. 3(3 0 0. F. S. Preq: IE 316 or IE 331. Principles, economicjustification. implementation. and perfomiance evaluation of ComputerIntegrated Mfg. (CIM) systems. Fundamentals of group technology andcellular mfg. systems. Automation of information flow supporting themanufacturing operations using transaction processing \ia databasetechnology. Real-time control of CIM systems including data acquisition,process control. and programmable logic controllers.
IE 430 Furniture Manufacturing Processes II. 3(3 1 0). Preq: IE 331.Coreq: IE 352. A sun ey of fumiture manufacturing technology. Emphasis ison operations. production rates. and the integration of many types ofequipment into a manufacturing system.
IE 43] Furniture Manufacturing Facilities Design. 3(3-1-0). Preq: IE331. Coreq: IE 352. A sun ey of furniture manufacturing technology.Emphasis is on operations. production rates. and the integration of many typesofequipment into a manufacturing system.
IE 440 Furniture Management Analysis. 3(1 4 0). S. Preq: IE 311. IE431. IE 371. Economic deciSion making applied to the fiamiturc industry.Selection of eqmpment. materials, methods and strategy from several feasiblealtemato es studied with the aid of actual case histories.
IE (CSC) 441 Introduction to Simulation. 3(3—O O). F. S. Preq: MA242. ST 372. programming proficiency. Discrete-event stochastic simulationfor the modeling and analysis of systems. Programming of simulation modelsin a simulation language. Input data analysis. \ariance reduction techniques.\alidation and verification. and analysis of simulation output, Randomnumber generators and random \ariate generation.
1E 443 Quality Design and Control. 3(2 2 O). F, S. Preq: ST 372.Statistical methods in quality control. Control charts for variables andattributes. Process capability assessment. Role of experimentation in designingfor quality. Total Quality Management. Tools for continuous qualityimprovement. Quality Function Deployment.
IE 452 Ergonomics. 3(2 2 O). F. S. Preq: CE 214 or equivalent. Coreq:IE 352. Worker machine emironment systems, design and evaluation;applications to consumer products tools. equipment and the workplace.Consideration of anatomical. physiological and psychological capabilities andlimitations as related to systems design and human performance. Use ofanthropometrical data in design of display and control systems. Effects ofem ironmental stress upon \\ ork perfomiance. safety. and health.



IE 453 Production System Design. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Preq: IE 401.Principles and practice in design of faCilities and logistics networks.Integration of supply chain design, capacity planning, facility layout, materialhandling, and storage and warehousing issues into 0\ erall production systemdesign. Emphasis on economic justification of altematne designs and use ofcomputer software to aid design process. Group projects
IE 495 Project Work in Industrial Engineering. I 6. F, S. Preq: Jr.standing. Special inyestigations, study or research related to the field ofindustrial engineering. In a given semester several students and or studentgroups may be working in widely divergent areas under the direction ofseveral members of the faculty.
IE 498 Senior Design Project. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Preq: IE 311, 408, 441,443, 452, 453. Indi\idual or group deSIgn projects requiring problemdefinition and analysis, synthesis, specification and presentation ofa designedsolution. Students yyork under faculty supenision either on actual industrialengineering problems posed by local industrial. senice and goyemmentalorganization or on emerging research issues.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LAR 102 Landscape Architecture Design Fundamentals Studio. 6(9-2—0). S. Introductory design studio for students in the department of LandscapeArchitecture. EmphaSis on increasing awareness, understanding. andappreCiation of the context in which we fit our human made objects. i.e. theenyironment. Examination of the specific nature of places, humanmanipulation of natural and human-made elements, and the consequences ofsuch manipulation. Field trips may be included \\ ith a maximum pass throughcharge totaling $2500.
LAR 200 Landscape Architecture Introductory Studio. 6(0 9 0). F.Preq: LAR 102. College of DeSign students only. Small scale landscapearchitectural design. Site observation exerCises and visits, physical designprojects, reading and discussion. Basic skills in landscape architecture,discerning the environmental issues in deSign, understanding design process,drawing and verbally communicating issues, and idea conceptualization andrealization.
LAR 210 Digital Drawing for Landscape Architecture. 3(2-3-0). S,Sum. Digital modeling and computer aided design in landscape architecture.Integration ofdigital data in \ isualization of past, existing and future designs.
LAR 211 Digital Design Media for Landscape Architecture. 3(2 3—0).F, Sum. Principles and practices related to the use of digital applications inlandscape architectural design. Includes tno—dimensional raster imaging.vector graphics, photo simulation, and three—dimenSional modeling.
LAR 22] Introduction to Environment and Behavior for Designers.3(3—0-0). F. Integration of behavioral and environmental systems related todesign. Exploration of humane, ecologically sound design altematiy es.
LAR 222 Perception and Behavior for Designers. 3(3 0 0). S.Perceptual systems, linkages among them, and linkages between them andlanguage and culture as these affect the design process.
LAR 292 Special Topics in Landscape Architecture. 1 3. F, S. Sum.Preq: Consent of instructor. Topics of current interest in LandscapeArchitecture. Normally used to develop new courses.
LAR 400 Landscape Architecture Studio. 6(0-9-0). F. S. Preq: DF 102or written approval of department head and dean. Projects c0\ er small-scaledesign, urban landscapes, community design, and em ironmental management.Design process stressed, including attention to project organi7ation, designsynthesis and realization.
LAR 421 Environmental Cognition for Designers. 3(3—0-0). F. Basiccognitive theory as a framework for exploration of cognitive imagery; imagesofself; and developmental images ofhome, school, neighborhood, and city.
LAR 423 Concepts of Space. 36 0-0). The role of space and itsrepresentation in design is considered against an oyervictv of concepts ofspace drawn from psychology, anthropology, mathematics, art histoty, andphilosophy.
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LAR 430 Site Planning. 3t2 3 0). F. Preq: MEA 101 110 or MEA120110 or SSC 200. Technical operations and environmental landscapecontrols for site dey elopinent. Site analysis, grading and drainage, earth“ ork,hori7ontal and vertical control for road alignment. Graphic exercises.
LAR 433 Native Plants in Emironmental Design. 3(7 3-0). S. Analysisof natural processes relating to plant materials iiati\e to this region. PlantingdeSign theory. Planting design methods. Applications in a laboraIOiy setting.
LAR 443 Landscape History. 3(3-0 0). Human impact on the land ox erthe past 20,000 years: development of agriculture, commerce and industry andtheir role in changing the face ofthe earth.
LAR 444 History of Landscape Architecture. 3(3 0 0). F. The history ofdesigned landscapes. Environmental, social and cultural factors “hichinfluence human made landscapes presented “11h histoty and art of landscapearchitecture.
LAR 445 American Parks, Parkways and Estates. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq:Junior standing. Design and planning traditions of parks and parknays.Philosophical and social motiyation for establishment 01‘ national parks. Fieldtrip to Biltmore Estate and Blue Ridge Parknay.
LAR 457 Landscape Construction Materials, \Iethods andDocumentation. 3(2-3 0). S. Preq: LAR 430. Materials. standards. andconstruction methods used to implement landscape architectural designs.Development of construction documents.
LAR 465 Landscape Architecture International Studio. 6(6-0-0). Sum.Preq: Junior standing in the College of Design or equhalent program andapproval of the Intemational Study Office. Define landscape architecturalproblems and de\ elop design solutions in an international setting. E\ercisesand projects related to deSign, culture and the physical em ironment ol‘ the hostcountry. Focus on landscape architecture. gardens and urbanism studiedthrough sketching and documentation. discussion. site in\ estigation, historicalcontext, current deSign examples and design applications.
LAR 492 Special Topics in Landscape Architecture. 1 3. F. S, Sum.Preq: Consent of instructor. Topics of curient interest in LandscapeArchitecture. Normally used to de\ elop nen courses.
LAR 494 Internship in Landscape Architecture. 1 3. F. S. Sum. Preq:Jr. standing in Landscape Architecture; 3.0 GPA or better. Superyised ficlde\perience in landscape architecture office, related design office. org0\ emmental agency. Students nork in an office 01 agency for up to 12 hoursper week. A daily \tork journal and a final paper summarizing the \\orkexperience are required.
LAR 495 Independent Study in Landscape Architecture. 1 3. F. S.Sum. Preq: Jr. standing in Landscape Architectute 3.0 GPA or better.lndiy idual projects in landscape architecture de\clopccl undei the direction ot‘afaculty member on a tutorial basis.

LATIN (FOREIGN LANGUAGE) ‘IL
LAT 101 Elementary Latin I. 3(3 0 0). F. Beginning course in ClasSicalLatin, emphasizing elementary grammatical Form and basic syntax. Readingsbased on briefselections from Roman authors. including Cicero and Catullus.
LAT 102 Elementary Latin II. 3(3-0—0). S. Continuation ol‘ Latin 101.Completion of the study ofelementaiy grammai. Readings From a variety 01‘Latin authors, including te\ts on mythological themes.
LAT 201 Intermediate Latin I. 3(3-0 0). l . Preq: LA'I 102. Introductionto Latin prose and poetry. EmphaSis on meicascd reading skill. Renew ol‘grammar Fundamentals and exposure to nen and more complc\ syntax.Examination ol‘cultural significance ofreadings.
LAT 202 Intermediate Latin II. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: LAT 201. Lyric poetryof Catullus and Horace cmpliasi/ing \oeabulai’y, syntax, and techniques ol‘Latin yerse. Traditions and the e\olution ol~ lyric poetry and the s‘ocml role 01‘the Roman poet.



l. \'l‘ ((iRK) 310 Classical Mythology. 1041—0), 1'. (neck and Romanmythology through the \\i'itings and art of the Classical period, Discussion ofcreation stories, the 111:1]01 gods and heroes. the undernorld and afterlife.Intellectual religious and educational role of myth and of the most impoittinttlicoiies of iiileipietation and classification All readings and discussion inEnglish.
I1 LOGIC 1|
LOG 201 Logic. 3(3-0-0), Introduction to methods of deductiveinference. Concepts of inconsistency and entailmcnt. Truth FunctionalStatement Logic and Quantificr and Predicate Logic. Representation oflogically significant form of statements and arguments. Procedures todiseo\ er and notation to \\ I'IIL‘ do“ n prools.
LOG (\l \) 335 Sy‘mholic Logic. 1(1—0-0). . Preq: l ()(j 201 or M 225.Introduction to modern symbolic logic; the concept of proof. mathematicaliiidi ction. recuision and the iclationship bet“ ecn formal and informal theories(e\amplcs: group theory. l’eaiio arithmetic). The Godel '1 heorems and themathematical study oflogic.

MANAGEMENT

M 200 \licrocomputer Applications for Business and Accounting.1(0-20). l. S. Sum. Pieq Open to Accounting. Business Management.Economics. and Agricultural and Resource Economics majors only. Lse ofmieiocomputers in business, Applications and e\crc1scs using opciatingsystem. \\ord processing. and spicadsheet softnarc for speCific businessproblems Integration of softnaie packages to prepare business reports.
MATHEMATICS

\IA 100 Precalculus by Self Study. 3(0 70). Preq: Algebra I.Enrollment is limited to students \\ ho haye not recei\cd credit for a calculuscourse or higliei at NC State. Directed self-study of precalculus topics topicpaie students for a Mathematics Leyel 11 C Achicy ement Test in order toqualify for placement into the appropriate calculus course at NC STATE.
\IA 101 Intermediate Algebra. 4(5 0 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: Credit for MA101 is not alloii ed ifstudent has prim credit in any other mathematical course.\1A 101 may not be counted as credit tonard meeting graduation. Preparationfor MA 103.\1A 105.V1A 107.\1A 111. and MA 114. Rc\ie\\s main topicsfrom high school Algebra 1 and Algebra 11 emphasi7ing functions and problemsol\ mg. Other concepts and skills coy cred include algebraic operations.factoring. linear equations. graphs. exponents. radicals. comple\ numbers.quadratic equations, iadieal equations. inequalities. systems of equations,compound inequalities. absolute \alue in equations and inequalities.
MA 103 Topics in Contemporary Mathematics. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum.Preq: MA 101 or cqunalent completed in high school. Primarily for studentsin Humanities and Social Sciences. Illustrations of contemporary uses ofmathematics. \arying from semester to semester. frequently including sets andlogic. counting procedures. probability. modular arithmetic. and game theory.
MA 105 Mathematics of Finance. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Sum. Preq: MA 101 orequn alcnt completed in high school. Simple and compound interest. annuitiesand their application to amortization and sinking fund problems, installmentbuying, calculation ofpremiums of life anntiities and life insurance.
MA 107 Precalculus I. 3(3-1 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: Placement viaAchie\ement Test 01 MA 101. Credit is not a110\\ ed for both MA 107 and MA111. Credit for MA 107 does not count toyyard graduation for students inEngineering. PAMS. Design. Bio and Ag Engineering (Science Program). BioSci (all options). Math Edu. Sci Edu, Te\tiles, College of Management. andBS. degrees in CHASS. Algebra and basic trigonometry: polynomial. rational.exponential. logarithmic and trigonometric functions and their graphs.
MA 108 Precalculus Il. 3(3-1-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: C or better in MA107. Credit is not allowed for both MA 108 and MA 111. Also. MA 108should not be counted to“ ard the GER mathematical sciences requirement.Credit for MA 108 does not count toyyard graduation for students in
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langincciing. PAMS, Design. Bio and Ag Engineering (Science Program), 810Sci (all options). Math Edu. Sci qu, Textiles, College of Management. andBS. degrees in CllASS. Algebra. analytic geometry and trigonometry;inequalities. conic sections. complex numbers, sequences and series, solvingtriangles. polar coordinates. and applications.
MA 111 Precalculus Algebra and Trigonometry. 3(3 1 0). F, S, Sum.l’req: Placement \ia Let e1 Tyio Achiei cmcnt Test or MA 101; Credit is nota110\\ed for both MA 111 and either MA 107 or MA 108. Credit in MA 111does not count toward graduation for students in Engr., Physical & Math. Sci.Design. Biological & Ag. Engr. (Science Program). Biological Scrtalloptions).Math. L~du.. Forestry. & Tthiles. Real numbers. functions and theirgraphs (special attention to polynomial. rational. exponential, logarithmic. andtrigonometric functions). analytic trigonometry.
MA 114 Introduction to Finite Mathematics with Applications. 30-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: MA 101 or equiyalent completed in high school.Elementary! matrix algebra including arithmetic operations. imerses. andsystems of equations; introduction to linear programming including simplexmethod; sets and counting techniques. elementary probability includingconditional probability; Markm chains; applications in the behayioral.managerial and biological sciences. Computer use for completion ofassignments.
MA 121 Elements of Calculus. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: MA 107 or111 or placement \ia LC\Cl Two Achievement Test. Credit is not allovsed inmore than one of MA 121. 131. 141. MA 121 may not be substituted for MA131 or MA 141 as a curricular requ1rement. For students \\ ho require only asingle semester of calculus. Emphasis on concepts and applications ofcalculus. along \th delC skills. Algebra I‘CHB“. functions. graphs, limits.deriyatnes. integrals. logarithmic and exponential functions. functions ofse\ cral \ariables. applications in management. applications in biological andsomal sciences.
MA 131 Calculus for Life and Management Sciences A. 3(3-0—1). F. S.Sum. Preq: C or better in MA 107 or MA 111 or placement via Le\ e1 TwoAchic\ cmcnt Test. Credit not 3110“ ed for more than one ofMA 121. 131. and141. First order finite difference models: derivatives limits, poyier rule.graphing. and optimization: e\ponentia| and logarithmic functions - growthand decay models: integrals « computation. area. total change: applications inlife, management. and seem] sciences.
MA 132 Computational Mathematics for Life and ManagementSciences. 1(1 0 0). S. Preq: C or better in MA 121 or MA 131. Computationalaspects of calculus for the life and management sciences: use of spreadsheetsand a computer algebra sy stem: applications to data models. differentialequation models. and optimization.
MA 141 Calculus 1.4(4 0 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: MA 111 with grade ofCor better or placement \ ia Le\ e1 Tno Achievement Test. Credit is not allo“ edfor more than one of MA 1-11). 131. 121. First ofthree semesters in a calculussequence for science and engineering majors. Functions. graphs. limits.deriyathes. rules ofdifferentiation. definite integrals. fundamental theorem ofcalculus. applications ofderhath es and integrals. Use ofcomputation tools.
MA 222 Applied Discrete Mathematics. 3(3-0—0). F. S. Preq:Programming knon ledge. MA 141. Formal logic. Methods of proof includinginduction. Introduction to grammars and finite state machines. Recurrencerelations and asymptotic behavior of functions. Sets and counting. Booleanexpressmns and logic netnorks. Graphs and relations.
MA 225 Foundations of Advanced Mathematics. 3(3 0 O). F. S. Preq:MA 241. Introduction to mathematical proof with focus on properties of thereal number system. Elementary symbolic logic, mathematical induction.algebra of sets. relations. functions. and countability. Algebraic andcompleteness properties ofthe reals.
MA 231 Calculus for Life and Management Sciences B. 3(3 0-0). F. S,Sum. Preq: MA 131. MA 121 is not an accepted prerequisite for MA 231.Differential equations - population groyyth. 1‘10“ processes. finance andinvestment models. systems: functions of sey eral \ariables partialderi\ athes, optimization. least squares. multiple integrals; Lagrange multipliermethod - chain rule, gradient; Taylor polynomials and series; numericalmethods.



MA 241 Calculus 11. 4(3 2-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: MA 141 with grade ofCor better. Second of three semesters in a calculus sequence for science andengineering mayors. Techniques and applications of integration, elementarydifferential equations, sequences, series, power series. and Taylor‘s Theorem.Use of computational tools.
MA 242 Calculus III. 4(3 2 0). F. S, Sum. Preq: MA 241 with grade ofCor better. Third of three semesters in a calculus sequence for science andengineering majors. Vectors. vector algebra. and vector functions. Functionsof se\eral variables, partial derivati\es, gradients, directional derivatives,maxima and mimima. Multiple integration. Line and surface integrals,Green's Theorem, Divergence Theorems, Stokes' Theorem, and applications.Use of computational tools.
MA 293 Special Topics in Mathematics. 1 6. F, S, Sum. Preq: Consentof Department Head. Freshman sophomore ley e1 experimental courseofferings or directed indi\ idual study.
MA 301 Introduction to Differential Equations. 3(3-0 0). Preq: Creditfor 12 hours of calculus; primarily intended for transfer students “hosecalculus backgrounds do not include a study of first and second order lineardifferential equations. Credit not a110\\ed if MA 241 taken prenously atNCSU. First order differential equations \xith applications; second order lineardifferential equations Vtith applications in mechanics and other areaselementary matrix algebra. systems of linear equations and applications;Laplace transforms: Fourier series.
MA 302 Numerical Applications to Differential Equations. 1(1 0 0). F,S. Preq: MA 241. Numerical methods for approximating solutions fordifferential equations. viith an emphasis on Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods“1th step size control. Applications to population, economic. orbital andmechanical models.
MA 303 Linear Analysis. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Freq: MA 241. Credit notallowed if credit has been obtained for MA 301, 341 or 405. Linear differenceequations of first and second order. compound interest and amortization.Matrices and systems of linear equations. eigen values. diagonalization.systems of difference and differential equations. transform methods.population problems.
MA 305 Elementary Linear Algebra. 3(3 0—0). F. S, Sum. Preq: MA241 (vsith corequisite MA 242) or MA 231 and MA 132. Coreq: MA 242 (withprerequisite MA 241). Credit is not allo“ ed for both MA 305 and MA 405. Anelementary introduction to the essentials of linear algebra. Matrices andsystems of linear equations, determinants, Euclidean spaces as \ector spaces,linear transformations of Euclidean spaces, elementary treatment ofeigenvalues and eigem ectors. applications to numerical solutions ofequationsand computer graphics.
MA 308 College Geometry. 3(3—0-0). Preq: MA 225. The aXiomaticapproach to mathematics. Congruencies for triangles. Parallel postulate andconsequences. Right triangles. Circles, tangents. chords. Area. Coordinategeometry. Lines and planes in space. Non Euclidean geometries.
MA 314 Probability with Applications to Electrical and ComputerEngineering. 3(3-0-0), F, S. Preq: MA 242. Fundamentals of discrete andcontinuous probability: conditional probability, independence. randomvariables, density and distribution functions, expected \alue and variance,common discrete and continuous distributions, joint distributions. andintroduction to simple stochastic processes. Applications to electricalengineering; reliability of series and parallel Circuits. models for waiting timephenomena.
MA 325 Introduction to Applied Mathematics. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MA231 or MA 242. Introduces students With mtiltivariable calculus to thedifferent areas of applied mathematics. These areas “ill be fi\e thiee weekmodules, which lead to higher-level courses in the application areas. Topicswill vary. and examples of modules are heat and mass transfer. biology andpopulation, probability and finance, acoustic models, cryptography as well asothers.
MA (LOG) 335 Symbolic Logic. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: LOG 201 or MA225. introduction to modern symbolic logic; the concept of proof,mathematical induction, recursion and the relationship between formal andinformal theories (examples: group theory, Peano arithmetic). The GodelTheorems and the mathematical study of logic.
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MA 341 Applied Differential Equations I. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq:MA 242 or (MA 132 and MA 231). Credit is not allo“ ed for both MA 301 andMA 341. Differential equations and systems ofdifferential equations. Methodsfor sob ing ordinary differential equations including Laplace transforms, phaseplane analysis. and numerical methods. Matrix techniques for systems oflinearordinary differential equations.
MA 351 Introduction to Discrete Mathematical Models. 3(3—0—0). F, S.Preq: MA 224, 225, 231 or 241. Basic concepts of discrete mathematics.including graph theory, Mark0\ chains, game theory, \Vltli emphasis onapplications: problems and models from areas such as traffic flou, genetics,population grou tli, economics. and ecosystem analysis.
MA 401 Applied Differential Equations 11. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:MA 341 or 301. Credit for both MA 401 and MA 501 “ill not be given. Wave,heat and Laplace equations. Solutions by separation of \ariables andexpans10n in Fourier Series or other appropriate orthogonal sets. Sturm—Liouville problems. Introduction to methods for 50h ing some classical partialdifferential equations. Use of p0\\er series as a tool in sohing ordinarydifferential equations.
MA 402 Computational Mathematics: Models, Methods andAnalysis. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq: Fortran or C or Pascal. PhySics. Introduction tohigh performance computing and numerical modeling. Mati'i\ models andboundary \alue problems “1th an emphaSis on heat and mass transfer.Assessments of all approximations in the computational engineering andscience process.
MA 403 Introduction to Modern Algebra. 3(3-0—0). F. S, Sum. Preq:MA 225. Credit is not a110\\ed for both MA 403 and MA 407. Sets andmappings, equivalence relations, rings, integral domains. ordered integraldomains. ring of integers. Other topics selected from fields. polynomial rings.real and comple\ numbers. groups. permutation groups. ideals, and quotientrings.
MA 405 Introduction to Linear Algebra and Matrices. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Sum. Preq: MA 241. Coreq: MA 242. Credit is not allowed for both MA 305and MA 405. Linear equations operations “ilh matrices. row echelon form.determinants, \ector spaces, linear independence. bases. dimension,orthogonality, eigem alues. reduction of matrices to diagonal forms,applications to differential equations and quadratic forms.
MA 407 Introduction to Modern Algebra for Mathematics Majors.3(3-0-0). Preq: MA 225. Credit is not allou ed for both MA 403 and MA 407.Elementary number theory. eqtii\alence relations. groups. homomorphisms.cosets, Cayley 5 Theorem. symmetric groups, rings. polynomial rings. quotientfields, principal ideal domains, Euclidean domains.
MA 408 Foundations of Euclidean Geometry. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Coreq:MA 403 or MA 407. An CVamination of Euclidean geometry from a modemperspective. The axiomatic approach \\it|i alternatne pOSSibilities exploredusmg models.
MA 410 Theory of Numbers. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: One year of calculus.Arithmetic properties of integeis. CongrtienCIes. arithmetic functions,diopliantine equations. Other topics chosen from quadratic reSidues. thequadratic I‘CClpIOClty La“ of Gauss, [)l‘lmlll\C roots. and algebraic numberfields.
VIA 412 Long—Term Actuarial Models. 3(3 0 O). F. Preq: MA 241 orMA 231. Coreq: MA 421. BUS(ST)350.ST 301.ST 311. ST 361. ST 370. ST371, ST 380 0r equnalent. Long—term probability models for risk managementsystems. Theory and applications of compound inteiest. probabilitydistributions of failure time random \ziriables, present \alue models of futurecontingent cash flous. applications to insurance. health care. credit risk,environmental risk, consumer beha\ i0i and warranties.
MA 413 Short-Term Actuarial Models. 3(3 0 0). S. Pi‘cq: MA 241 orMA 231, and one of MA 421. ST 301. ST 370. ST 371, ST 380. ST 421. orequhalent. Short term probability models for risk management systems.Frequency distributions, loss distributions. the indi\idual risk model, thecollective risk model. stochastic process models of solvency requirements,applications to insurance and business decisions.
MA (CSC) 416 Introduction to Combinatorics. 3(3—0-0). S. Alt. yrs.Preq: MA 242 or CSC 224, and prolic1ency in a progiamming language. Bas1c



principles of counting: addition and multiplication principles. generatingfunctions. rectii‘si\e methods. inclusion-exelusion. pigeonhole princ1ple; basicconcepts of graph theory: graphs. digraphs. connectedness. trees; additionaltopics from: l’olya theory of counting. Ramsey theory; combinatorialoptiini/ation matching and covering. minimum spanning trees. minimumdistance. maximum lion; sieves; iiiobitis in\ersion; partitions; Gaussiannumbers and q-analogues‘; bijeetions‘ and involutions; pai1ia|ly ordered sets.
MA 421 Introduction to Probability. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Stim. Preq: MA 242or MA 231. Credit for both MA 421 and MA 314 is not allowed. Axioms ofprobability. conditional probability and independence. bas‘ic combinatorics.discrete and continuous random \ariables. jomt densities and mass functions.expectation. central. limit theorem. simple stochastic processes
MA 425 Mathematical Analysis I. 3(3-0-1). F. S. Preq: MA 225 (MA407 desirable). Real ntimber system. functions and limits. topology on the realline. contintiity. differential and integral calctilus for functions ofone \ariable.Infinite series. uniform com ergenee.
MA 426 Mathematical Analysis 11. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MA 425 and 405.Calculus of se\eral \ariables. topology in n dimensions. limits. continuity.differentiability. implicit functions. integration.
MA (CSC) 427 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 1. 3(3 00). F.Preq: MA 341 or 301 and programming language et‘liciency. Theory andpractice of computational procedures including approximation of functions byinterpolating polynomials. numerical differentiation and integration, andsolution of ordinary differential equations including both initial value andboundary \alue problems. Computer applications and techniques.
MA (CSC) 428 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 11. 3(3-0—0). S.Preq: MA 405 and programming language prol‘iCiency. MA (CSC)-127 is not aprerequisite. Computational procedures including direct and iterative solutionof linear and nonlinear equations. matrices and eigemalue calculations.function approximation by least squares. smoothing functions. and minimaxapproximations.
MA 430 Mathematical Models in the Physical Sciences. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: MA 341 or 301: and MA 405. Application of mathematical techniques totopics in the physical sciences. Problems from such areas as consenative anddissipati\e dynamics. ealctilus of \ariations. control theory. andcrystallography.
MA 432 Mathematical Models in Life and Social Sciences. 3(3 0 0). S.Freq: MA 301 or 341. 305 or 405.. programming language proficiency. Coreq:MA 421 or ST 371. Topics from differential and difference equations.probability. and matrix algebra applied to formulation and analysis ofmathematical models in biological and social science (cg. populationgrowth).
MA 433 History of Mathematics. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: One year ofcalculus. Development of mathematical thought and evolution ofmathematicalideas examined in a historical setting. Biographical and historical contentsupplemented and reinforced by study of techniques and procedures used inearlier eras.
MA 435 Major Topics in the Development of Mathematics. 3(3—0-0).Preq: MA 242. Coreq: MA 403 or MA 407 or MA 425. Great themes inmathematics. in their cultural and historical framework from an advancedundergraduate mathematical viewpoint. Biographical mathematical snapshotsof famous mathematicians.
MA 437 Applications of Algebra. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: MA 403 or 407. MA405. Error correcting codes. cryptography. crystallography. enumerationtechniques. exact solutions of linear equations. and block designs.
MA 491 Reading in Honors Mathematics. 2-6. F. S. Preq: Membershipin honors program. consent of department. A reading (independent study)course available as an elective for students participating in the mathematicshonors program.
MA 493 Special Topics in Mathematics. 1 6. F. S. Preq: Consent ofdepartment. Directed individual study or experimental course offerings.
MA 499 Independent Research in Mathematics. 1-6. F. S, Sum.Consent of Department Head. Honors Program should enroll in MA 4911-1. At
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most 6 hours total of MA 499 and 49111 credit can be applied towards anundergraduate degree. Study and research in mathematics. Topics fortheoretical. modeling or computational investigation.
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

MAE 206MA 242. Basic concepts of forces in equilibrium. Distributed forces. frictionalforces. Inertial properties. Application to machines. structures. and systems.
Engineering Statics. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Preq: PY 205. Coreq:

MAE 208 Engineering Dynamics. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: MAE 206With a grade of C or better. MA 242. Kinematics and kinetics of particles inrectangular. cylindrical. and cunilinear coordinate systems; energy andmomentum methods for particles; kinetics of systems of particles; kinematicsand kinetics of rigid bodies in two and three dimensions; motion relative torotating coordinate systems.
MAE 261 Aerospace Vehicle Performance. 3(3—0-0). S. Sum. Preq: CSC112. MA 24], FY 205, Introduction to the problem of performance analysis inaerospace engineering. Aircraft performance in gliding, climbing. level. andturning llight. Calculation of \ehicle take-off and landing distance. range andendurance. Elementary performance de51gn problems.
MAE 301 Engineering Thermodynamics I. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq:MA 242. PY 208 or 202. Introduction to the concept of energy and the lawsgoverning the transfers and transformations of energy. Emphasis onthermodynamic properties and the First and Second Law analysis of systemsand control \olumes. Integration of these concepts into the analysis of basicp0“ er cycles is introduced.
MAE 302 Engineering Thermodynamics II. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: Cor better in MAE 301 and CSC 112. Continuation of EngineeringThermodynamics I viith emphasis on the analysis of po“ er and refrigerationcycles and the application of basic principles to engineering problems withsystems invohing mixtures of ideal gases. psychrometrics. nonideal gases.chemical reactions. combustion. chemical equilibrium cycle analysis. and one-dimensional compressible flow
MAE 304 Manufacturing Laboratory. 1(0-3—0). F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding in ME. C or better in MAE 206. GC 211. This laboratory courseteaches se\ eral modem-manufacturing processes. Interaction betweenmanufacturing and design is emphasized. Students learn techniques inoperating manual and numerically controlled manufacturing machines.Students learn about other metallic and nonmetallic manufacturing processes.Safe operation ofequipment is taught and students are expected to perform thelabs in a safe manner. Students will not become certified machinists or CNCoperators.
MAE 305 Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 1. 1(0—3-0). F, Sum.Preq: Junior standing in ME. Theory and practice of measurement andexperimental data collection. Laboratory evaluation and demonstration ofcomponents of the generalized measurement system and their effects on thefinal result. Applications of basic methods of data analysis as well as basicinstrumentation for sensing. conditioning and displaying experimentalqualities. (Instruction and practice in technical report writing.)
MAE 306 Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 11. 1(0 3 0). S. Sum.Preq: MAE 305. Continuation of MAE 305 into specific types ofmeasurements. Students evaluate and compare different types ofinstrumentation for measuring the same physical quantity on the basis of cost.time required. accuracy. etc. (Oral and written presentation of technicalmaterial).
MAE 308 Fluid Mechanics. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: MA 242; MAE208 with a grade ofC or better or CE 215 or CE 213: CSC 112. Coreq: MA341. MAE 301. Development of the basic equations of fluid mechanics ingeneral and specialized form. Application to a variety oftopics including fluidstatics; in\ iscid, incompressible fluid flow design of Fluid dynamic system.
MAE 310 Heat Transfer Fundamentals. 3(3-0-0). F. S, Sum. Preq: CSC112. MA 341. C or better in MAE 301. Coreq: MAE 308. Analysis of steadystate and transient one and multidimensional heat conduction employing bothanalytical methods and numerical techniques. Integration of principles andconcepts of thermodynamics and fluid mechanics to the development of



practical com ecti\e heat transfer relations rele\ ant to mechanical engineers.Heat transfer by the mechanism ofiadiation heat transfer.
MAE 314 Solid Mechanics. 3(3—0-0). F. S, Stim. Preq: MAE 206 “ith agrade of C or better, MA 242. Coreq: MAT 201. Concepts and theories ofinternal force, stress, strain, and strength of structural element under staticloading conditions. Constitutive beha\ior for linear elastic structures.Defiection and stress analysis procedures for bars, beams, and shafts.Introduction to matrix analysis ofstructures.
MAE 315 Dynamics of Machines. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Pieq: MAE 208with a grade of C or better, CSC 112 the analysis and design of machine andmechanical components. Coreq: MA 341; and a ME, AE major. Application ofdynamics to the analysis and design of machine and mechanical components.Motions resulting from applied loads, and the forces required to producespecified motions. Introduction to mechanical \ ibration, free and forcedresponse of discrete and continuous systems.
MAE 316 Strength of Mechanical Components. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Sum.Preq: MAE 31-1 with a grade ofC or better, CSC 112. Coreq: MA 341; and aME, AE, NE major. Analysis and deSign of mechanical components based ondeflection, material, static strength and fatigue requirements. Typicalcomponents include beams, shafts. pressure \essels and bolted and weldedjoints. Classical and modem analysis and design techniques. Computeranalysis using the finite element method. Material and manufacturingconsiderations in design.
MAE 355 Aerodynamics I. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: \IIAE 261, MA 341.Fundamentals of perfect fluid theory \\ ith applications to incompressible flopsover airfoils, wings, and flight \‘ehicle configurations.
MAE 356 Aerodynamics II. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MAE 355 and a grade ofCor better in MAE 301. Concepts ofthermodynamics. compressible fluid I10“,and shock waves With application to computing the aerodynamiccharacteristics of airfoils, \\ ings and flight configurations at high speed.
MAE 357 Experimental Aerodynamics I. 1(0 3-0). F. Preq: MAE 261.MA 341. Coreq: MAE 355. Subsonic “ind tunnel, instrumentation, dataacquisition techniques. technical report preparation. Experiments lI1\Ol\Cpressure and force moment measurements of \arious aerospace \ehiclecomponents with supplemental flow Visualization.
MAE 358 Experimental Aerodynamics II. 1(0 3-0). S. Preq: VIAE 357.Coreq: MAE 356. Adtanced stability and control experiments in the subsonic“ind tunnel and external compressible flo“ experiments in the supersonic\\ ind tunnel.
MAE 365 Propulsion I. 3(3 0 0). Preq: VIAE 355 and a grade of C orbetter in MAE 301. One dimensional internal fiou of compressible fiUIdsincluding: isentropic flou, normal shocks, I10“ \\ll.l1 friction, simple heataddition. Applications to air-breathing aircraft propulsion systems and 0\ erallperformance of air-breathing engines.
MAE 371 Aerospace Structures I. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: MAE 261, MAE314 with a grade of C or better. Determination of appropriate analysistechniques for Aerospace Structures. Introduction of goveming equations andselected solutions for typical structures. Use ofthese concepts in the design ofa representath e structural component.
MAE 403 Air Conditioning. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MAE 302, MAE 310,MAE 308. Design of a complete air conditioning system for a budding.Introduction, Design Objectiies Building Description, Revie“ ofPsychrometrics and Air Conditioning Processes, Cooling and Heating LoadCalculation, Space Air diffusmn, Duct Lay out and DeSign, EquipmentSelection, Pipe Sizing, Life-cycle Cost Analysis.
MAE 404 Refrigeration. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: MAE 302. Thermodynamicanalysis of the \apor compression cycle; optimi/ation of multiple e\aporatorand multiple compressor systems; commereial refrigeration load calculations:desirable properties of refrigerants and brincs, piping arrangement and si7ing.
MAE 405 Mechanical Engineering Laboratory III. 1(0 3-0). F, S. Preq:MAE 306. Final undergraduate COLIISC in mechanical engineering laboratorysequence. Experimental investigation of measurement problems 111\ olvmgtypical mechanical engineering equipment systems. Design and application ofa measurement system to a specific problem.
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MAE 406 Energy Consery ation in Industry. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: MAE302, MAE 310, IE 311. Application of energy conseiyation principles to abroad range of industrial situations \\ith emphasrs on typical equipmentencountered as well as the effect of recent enVironmental regulations. Topicscoy ered include: steam generators. pollution control. \\ ork minimization, heatrec0\ eiy, steam traps, industrial \entilation, electrical energy management,and economics. Field trip to conduct tests and e\aluate operation at threeNCSU steam plants.
MAE 407 Steam and Gas Turbines. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MAE 302; MAE308 or MAE 355. Fundamental analysis of the theory and de51gn ofturbomachinery fio“ passages; control and performance of turbomaehinery:gas turbine engine processes.
MAE 408 Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals. 3(3 0 0). F.Preq: MAE 302. Fundamentals common to intcmal combustion engine cyclesof operation. Otto engine: carburetion, combustion, knock, exhaust emissionsand engine characteristics. Diesel engine: fuel metering. combustion, knock,and performance. Com entional and altername fuels used in internalcombustion engines.
MAE 410 Com ectiye Heat Transfer and Fluid F10“. 3(3 0 O). 1', S,Sum. Preq: MAE 301, MAF 308. Coreq: MAE 310. Integration of principlesand concepts of thermodynamics, fltnd mechanics, and heat transfer to thedevelopment ofpractical com ectne heat transfer and mass transport relationsreley ant to mechanical engineering. Typical applications include boilers,condensers, piping. pumps, and heat exchangers.
MAE 411 Machine Component Design. 3(3—O 0). F. Preq: MAE 315,MAE 316. Application of the piinciples of solid mechanics and materialscience to the analysis and dCSign of spec1fic machine components includingscrews, bearings, gears, transmiSSion de\ ices. brakes, clutches. couplings. flywheels, cams, etc.
MAE 412 Design of Thermal System. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: \4AE 302,MAE 308, MAE 310. Applications of thermodynamics. fluid mechanics, andheat transfer to thermal systems with an emphasis on system dcsrgn andoptimi7ation. Design oflieat exchangers. Analysis ofcngineering economics,including time \alue of money, present and future \\ orth, payback petiod.internal rates ofretum, and cost benefit analy SIS. RC\ ie\\ ofcomponent modelfor pipes, pumps. fans, compressors, turbines. evaporators, condenseis andrefrigeiators. Simulation methods for finding the operating pomt for thermalsystems. DeSIgn ofthermal systems through methods ofoptimimtion.
MAE 415 Analysis for Mechanical Engineering Design. 3(3 0 0). F, S.Preq: MAE 302, 308, 310. 315. 316, ECE 331, and senior standing in ME.Integration of the physical sciences, mathematics. and engineeiing to sol\ereal \\orld deSign problems. Emphasis on open ended pioblems “hich containsuperfluous information and or insuffcient data. Solution techniques focus onproblem definition, reduction to a soliablc system, and dmclopinent of adesign response. Formal written communication of results.
MAE 416 Mechanical Engineering Design. 4(2 6 0). F, S. Pieq: MAC304. Coreq: MAE 412. MAE 415. Teanmork. independent learning andcommunication skills are emphasi/ed in this capstone course. Teams ofstudents experience mechanical engineering design through: problemdefinition, in\ estigation, brainstorming, focus, critical re\ icu, design, analysis,prototype construction and testing. Design for manulacturc is encouragedthroughout the process by hating students build their own prototypes.Communication skills are de\ 0 oped through reports and presentations.
MAE 421 Design of Solar Thermal Systems. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MAI:308, MAE 310. Coreq: MAE 410. Analysis and design of acti\e and passi\esolar thermal systems for residential and small commercial buildings. Solarinsulation, flat plate collectors, thermal storage, heat exchanges. contiols,deSIgn, performance calculations, economies. Site emluation, shading, suncharts, and types of passi\e systems. Ileating load analysis. O\er\ie\\ ofphotmoltaics. On-site evaluation ofNCSL Solar llotisc.
MAE 435 Principles of Automatic Control. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Pieq: MA34l. Study of linear feedback control systems using transfei functions.Transient and steady state responses. Stability and dynamic analyses ustngtime response and frequency response lCCl1nlqllCS. Compensation methods.Classical control theory techniques for determination and modification ofthedynamic response of a system. Synthesis and design applications to typical



mechanical engineering control systems. lnliodtiction to modern controltheory.
MAE 442 Automotiw Engineering. 3041—1)). S l’icq: Senior in MAIL.fundamental aspects ofautomotne engineering. 1.xamincs \arious automoti\esystems (engine. brakes. etc.) as \\c|l as their interactions in such areas assafety and performance Current practices and deyclopment for the future.
M \E 452 Aerodynamics of V/STOL \ chiclcs. 3(3 (1 (l) l’req. MAI.356. lntrodtiction lo the aerodynamics and peiforinance of \ertical and shorttake off and landing \ehielcs, \erodynamics ol piopcllers and rotors. IlighIilt de\ lCL‘is.
MAE 453 Introduction to Space Flight. 3(3 0 0). l , Preq: PY 205; MA341 oi MA 303 undamcntal aspects of space flight including latinch \ehielcperformance and design. spacecraft characteristics, 1“ o body orbitalmechanics. earth satellites. interplanetary ll‘tl]CClOI cs. atmospheric entry. andatmospheric heating.
l\I\F 455 Boundary Layer Theory. 3(3 0 0) 1‘. l’req, MAE 355.lnti‘oduetion to the Na\ier Stokes thiations and boundaiy layerappimnnations for incompiessiblc flow Calculation techniques for laminarand turbulent botindaiy layer parameters \iliich affect lilt. drag. and heattransfer on aerospace \ chicles Discussions ofcompressible flo\\s.
MAE 456 Computational \lethods in Aerodynamics. 3(3-() 0). 15. Altyrs Preq: MAE 35o Coreq‘ \lAE 455, Introduction to computational methodsfor sol\ ing e\aet lltiid CLIUJHLHIS. Emphasis on de\e|opment of thefundamentals of lInllC difference methods and their application to \ iscous andiii \ isctd flo\\ s.
MAE 461 Dynamics & Controls. 3(3110).S Preq: MA 341. MAE 206\\ ith a grade of( oi better. Dynamics and linear feedback control ofaerospaceand mechanical systems Lonccpts from linear system theory. kinematics.particle dynamics. first and second—order systems. system dynamics.\ibrations. and computational techniques, Feedback control by root locus.i\yquist. Bode plots. seno mechanisms. gain and phase margin. andcompensation. Control system design emphastzed.
MAE 462 Flight Vehicle Stability and Control. 3641-01. F. Preq: MAE261. 461. Longitudinal. directional and lateral static stability and control ofaerospace \ehicles. Lineiali/cd dynamic analysis of the motion of a Sl\degree-oilfreedom flight \ehicle in response to control inputs and disturbancethrough use of the transfer function concept. Control of static and dynamicbehm ior by \ehicle design (stability deriy ati\ es) and or flight control systems.
MAE 465 Propulsion 11. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: MAE 365. Performanceanalysis and destgn of components and complete an breathing propulsionsystems.
MAE 466 Experimental Aerodynamics [11. 1(1) 3 0). F. Preq:\/1AE 355.Coreq: MAE 455. MAE 475. Laboratory experiments in intemal compreSSiblefl0\\ and boundary layeis in conjunction \\ith \IAE 455 and MAE 475,Topics include no7zle flows. constant area duct flons. component overallperformance ofa gas turbine. and boundary layer analysis.
MAE 469 Controls Laboratory. 1(0—2-0). F. Coreq: MAE 461 or MAE435. Laboratory C\pCI‘lmCl'llS demonstrate the essential feattires of classicaland modem control theory for single—input and single-output systems.
MAE 472 Aerospace Structures 11. 3(3-0-0), S. Preq: MAE 371. Acontinuation of MAE 371; deflection of structures, indeterminate structures.minimum “eight deSign fatigue analysis and use of matrix methods instructural analySis. Selection of materials for aircraft construction based onmechanical. phySical. and chemical properties.
MAE 473 Aerospace Vehicle Structures II Lab. 1(0-3-0). S. Preq: MAE371, Coreq: MAE 472. Demonstration and application of the concepts thatha\e been presented in MAE 371 and MAE 472. Fabrication techniques andthe deSign and construction ofa structural component will be emphasized.
MAE 475 Propulsion I. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MAE 356 and MAE 301. One-dimcnsional. internal. compressible floyx including: isentropic flovt. normalshocks. flo“ with friction and simple heat addition. Applications to air-breathing aircraft propulsion systems. Performance. analysis and design ofcomponents and overall performance ofair breathing engines.
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MAE 476 Rocket Propulsion. 3(3-0-0), F. Preq: MAE 356 or MAE 302.Study of chemical rockets This includes n0//le theory, flight performance.thermochemical calculations, and component and system analysis and design.
MAE 478 Aerospace Vehicle Design 1.3(1 6-0). F. Preq: MAE 356, 472.(‘oreqz MAL 462.465.Ayai1able only to seniors in the Aerospace EngineeringCurriculum A synthesis of preyiously acquired theoretical and empiricalknthlcdge and application to the design of practical aerospace \ehiclesystems.
MAE 479 Aerospace Vehicle Design [1. 4(1 9 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: MAE478. A continuation of MAE 478. DCSigns are refined and the vehiclesconstructed and instrumented by the students. A flight test program isdesigned and carried out in cooperation \Vlil’l MAE 525 students.
MAE 495 Special Topics in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. 11. Preq: Consent of instructor. Offered as needed to present nevs or specialMAE suchet matter,
MAE 496 Lndergraduate project work in Mechanical and AerospaceEngineering. 1 6. F. S. Stim. Preq: Completion ofall reqUired MAE 300 levelcourses. Coreq: \AAE 415 or MAE 478. Departmental approxal required.1ndi\idual or small group proyect in engineering. comprismg the design of anequtpment or system stemming from a mutual student—faculty interest: asubstantial final report tproyect) containing calculations. drawings andspecifications must be produced. Altematiyely, indiyidual or small groupundergraduate research e\ol\ing from a mutual student faculty interest: aconference or scientific journal paper must be submitted for publication.

I— 4
MB 103 Introductory Topics in Microbiology. 1(1-0-0). S. Introductionto scope and objecti\ es of uni\ erSity education. EmphaSis on microbiology.Career opportunities. computers. and university resources.

MICROBIOLOGY

MB 200 Microbiology and World Affairs. 3(3-0-0). An integrated andcomprehensn 6 study of the microbial “Ofld and its influence on global eventsand human affairs.
MB 351 General Microbiology. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum. Preq: One biologycourse: (BIO 125.810 181. 183 or ZO 150) and one organic chemistry course:(CH 221 or CH 220). Rigorous introduction to basic principles ofmicrobiology for students in biological and agricultural sciences and for allstudents planning to take further courses in microbiology.
MB 352 General Microbiology Laboratory. 1(0 3 0). F. S, Sum. Coreq:MB 351. Laboratory experience in general microbiology. Aseptic technique.isolation and identification ofbacteria. staining and microscopy. Enumerationof bacteria and \ iruses.
MB (FS) 405 Food Microbiology. 3(3—0—0). Preq: MB 351.Microorganisms of importance in foods and their metabolic activities. Sourceof microbial contamination during food production. processing and storage.Microbial spoilage; foods as meters of human pathogens. Physical andchemical destruction of microorganisms in foods and the kinetics involved.Com ersions of raw foods by microorganisms into food products.Microbiological standards for regulatory and trade purposes.
MB (FS) 406 Food Microbiology Lab. 1(0—2-1). Coreq: FS (MB) 405.Laboratory experience to complement FS MB 405. Skills in detecting andquantitating microorganisms and their toxins in foods. Application of colonyand direct microscopic counts. most probable numbers. enzymeimmunoassays. nucleic aCid probes and computer modeling are used tounderstand the numbers and types of microorganisms or microbial endproducts in foods. Laboratory safety and oral and written reports areemphasized.
MB 409 Microbial Diversity. 3(2-3-0). S. Preq: MB 351. Molecular,biochemical and e\ olutionary diversity of the microbial world, includingBacteria (a.k.a. eubacteria), Archaea (archaebacteria), and unicellular Eucarya(eucaryotes). E\01utionary perspectiye on microbial relationships. molecularmethods ofstudy. and classical and modem biotechnological methods utilizingthis genetic diversity to meet the needs ofour own species.



MB 411 Medical Microbiology. 3(3-0 0). F. Freq: MB 351.Comprehensive study of microbial pathogenesis and mammalian hostresistance. Diagnosis, pre\ ention, and therapy of common human diseases ofmicrobial origin.
MB 412 Medical Microbiology Laboratory. 1(0-3 0). F. Preq: VIB 351.Laboratory experience to complement MB 4|1. Techniques of detection,grouth and identification of bacteria and viruses relexant in clinicalmicrobiology laboratories. Good laboratory practices (GLP) and safetystressed.
MB 414 Microbial Metabolic Regulation. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: MB 351,BCI—I 451. An integrative perspective on bacterial physiology and metabolismthrough an analysis of metabolic regulatory functions.
MB 455 Microbial Biotechnology. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: MB 351, ON 411.Introduction to industrial microbiology with focus on biotechnology includingdevelopments employing recombinant nucleic acid and monoclonal antibodytechniques. Bioremediation. industrial enzymes, transgenic plants.biopestieides, medical diagnostics, recombinant vaecmes production ofimportant secondary metabolites. and other topics. Field trips to localbiotechnology companies.
MB 461 Introduction to Molecular Virology. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: MB351, MB 411. Introduction to principles of molecular \irology. Overvie“ ofclassification and nomenclature. \irus structure. interaction of \iruses withcells, organisms (immunology. pathology). and populations (epidemiology).Detailed case studies from mayor groups of \iruses; picomaviruses.togaviruses, orthomyxoviruses, retroviruses, poly omat iruses. andherpe5\ iruses.
MB 490 Seminar in Microbiology. 1(1 0 0). F, S. Preq: MB 351 andsenior standing. Library research on current topics in all areas ofmicrobiology. Presentation of research results orally and in the form of amajor term paper.
MB 492 External Learning Experience. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences \\ithin anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are extemal tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospectiie employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty adyiser. the prospectheemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
MB 493 Special Problems in Microbiology. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life seiences \\ithin anacademic frame“ ork that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements “ith prospecthe employers must be initiated by student andapproved by a faculty adviser, the prospective employer, the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
MB 495 Special Topics in Microbiology. 1 3. F. S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally available in regular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on a trial basis.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
MDS 101 Introduction to University Education I. It] I 0). F.Developmental and academic topics to assist students in making rationaldecisions about majors: including issues between high school and college.learning styles, career decision making, assessing motivation and \alues,overview of university majors and diversity.
MDS 102 Introduction to University Education II. 1(1 1 0). S. Prcq:MDS 101. Continuation ofMDS 101
MDS 103 Images of the Future. 3(3-0-0). Basic principles of futuresstudies; history, problems, limitations, and methods of forecasting; questionsofchange, quality oflifc, complexity, technology, and values.
MDS 104 The Experience and Interpretations of Freedom. 3(3-0 0).Interdisciplinary introduction to freedom as a basic theme in history. culture,and personal life. Focus on interplay between the experience of freedom andits various interpretations.
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MDS 105 A Systems Approach to the Uniyerse. 3(3 0 0). Systemsapproaches to pioblems in physical, soc1al, and behauoral sciences andtechnology. Concepts of general systems (interactions between systemsfunctioning). EmphaSIS in interdisciplinary problem sol\ing methods andcritical questioning.
MDS (WGS) 200 Introduction to Women's and Gender Studies. 3(3-0 0). F. Introduction to “omen's and gender studies as an interdisc1plinaiyfield spanning the humanities. social sciences. and natural sciences. Study ofhistorical perspectn es and contemporary understanding of \\ omen and gender.Theory, systematic analysis. and e\perimental accounts used to explorecomplexities of gender, and other identity determinants. mechanisms of poo erand priy ilege, and a\ cnues for social change.
MDS 201 Environmental Ethics. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Interdismplinaryconsideration of “ays in which field of study coupled “Illl peisonal culturalvalues contribute to“ ards either sol\ ing or compounding en\ ironmentalproblems; pr0\ ides frame“ ork for process of making ethical deciSions.
MDS (STS, \\GS) 210 “omen and Gender In Science andTechnology. 3(3—0-0). F. Interdisciplinaiy introduction to the lCClpl‘OCEllrelationships between scientific technological research and contenipmaiyunderstanding of gender. Special emphasis on soc1al factors influencingscientists and engineeis in their professions.
MDS 211 Eating through American History. 3(3-0-0). F. Examinationof cultural and scientific forces that ha\e shaped our ielationship \\ith food.Seicnce and politics 01 (llelftl’) recommendations. Inlluche, 0\cr time, ofeconomic. social and political conditions on food piepaiation. preference andnutritional knouledge. Role of religion. family. tiadition and personalexperience in shaping eating attitudes and behaHOIs. Roles played only by\\ omen in American food culture.
MDS (STS) 214 Technology and Values. 3(3 0 0). F. Intioduction to therelations of technology and society. Emphasis placed upon the nature 01technology. contrasting attitudes to“ aids technology, technology‘s re alien tothe indnidual and to \alucs, and to the future relations of technology andsociety.
MDS 220 Coastal and Ocean Frontiers. 3(3 0 0). F. InterdisCiplinaryapproach to current issues. scientific concepts. management strategies andfuture trends concerning the coasts and the oceans. Required neckend fieldtrip.
MDS (AFS) 240 African Civilization. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum. Aninterdisciplinary study of centers ofAfrican Ci\ili/ation fiom antiquity to the1960s. Such centers include anc1€nt ngpt. I\ubia. Axum. Ghana. Mali.Songhai, Kilwa, Malinda. Sofola. Zin/ibar and Monomotapa.
MDS (AFS) 241 Introduction to African—American Studies 11. 3(3-0O). F, S, Sum. Second in a two semesters sequence til the interdisCiplinai'ystudy 0| sub Saharan Africa, its arts, culture. and people. and the African-American experience.
MDS (ARS) 251 The Arts of a \\ orld Capital: London. 3(3 0 0). Sum.MultidisCIplinary course introducing students to the ai‘chitcctiiic and museumsand the mus1cal, dance, and theatrical perlormanccs ol London. llistot ical andsocial context ofthesc \\ orks ofart. The infrastructure in London that makesits unusual artistic \ itality and quality possible. Taught in London.
MDS 252 Vienna in 1900. 3(3 0 0). Sum. Intertlisciplintiiy study of .111.architecture. mus1c and theater in turn-oflute-century Vienna and of thepolitical and seicntific thinking that suirountlcd these arts. Taught in \ icnna.
MDS (STS) 257 Technology in the Arts. 3(3-0-0). I‘. The interactionbetucen technology and the arts \\ ith an emphasis on developments inWestern art of thc [\VellllClll century. Ilistoncal and emerging issues include:sound and film recordings, the addition of sound to films, the impact of filmsand tel0\ ision on theater. the impact ofiadio, computer applications to music,the isual arts, and literature.
MDS 258 Mathematics and Models in Music. 3(3 0 0). S. Lsc ofmathematics and modcls in thc composition of ueslern music of \tiiious timeperiods \\lll1 an emphasis on lhc l\\Cl1llClll century. Critical analysis oftri\ intand non ll'lVldl uscs of mathematics; differentiation lictuecn mathematics as



an analytical tool and mathematics as a compositional tool. Survey of modelsincluding geographical. grammatical. and graphic.
MDS 259 The Arts and Politics. 3(3-0-0). F. Interactions bctueen the artsand politics. Specific instances and types of political art from the past and thepresent. Patronage. censorship. propaganda. art in times of “ar. the artistsoptions and poucrs. aesthetics and eritic1sm.
MDS 295 Special Topics in Multidisciplinary Studies. l-6. F. S. Sum.Detailed in\ estigation ol‘an interdisciplinary topic. Topic and mode ofstudy tobe determined by faculty member and or teach team.
MDS (STS) 30] Science and Chilization. 3(3—0-0). F. S, Sum. Prcq:Soph. standing. An inquiry into the seientit'ic achie\emcnt and cultural impactof three different. but interrelated. models (or paradigms) of understanding theworld and man‘s place in it; the Ancient-Medimal model ot‘Aristotle, Ptolemyand Aquinas: the 17th century model ofNC\\t0iiian physics; and the emerging,but fragmentary. 20th century model based upon the new physics of Einstein.Planck and Heisenberg.
MDS (STS) 302 Contemporary Science. Technology and HumanValues. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: Soph. standing. InterdisCiplinary cyaluation ofrecent and potential influences of current scientific and technologicalde\elopments on society. Emerging soc1al. ethical. and intellectual issuesinclude: The adequacy of contemporary scientific frameworks; the relationsamong science. technology, and society; the social consequences of seientificand technological applications. and human prospects and possibilities.
MDS (STS) 303 Humans and the Environment. 3(3 0 O). F. S.Interactions among human populations in the biophysical system and theemironment. Emphasis on current issues. ecological principles and theirrelationships to basic biophysical processes; conSiders food. populationdynamics. public land and common resources. renewable natural resources.pollution. “ater resources. energy and non—renen able resources.
MDS (STS) 304 Ethical Dimensions of Progress. 3(3-0-0). F.Multidisciplinary examination of traditional westem notion of progress.focusing on ethical issues raised by concept of progress. and connectionsbeineen science. technology and society. Places relationships such asengineering and social responsibility \\ithin the context of present dayredefinitions of the notion ofprogress.
MDS 305 Peace in the Global Village. 3(3-0—0). F. Examination of peacein multidisciplinary terms-anthropological. psychological. political,philosophical. em ironmental and religious; consideration ofhuman propensityfor cooperation as well as aggressiveness: dialogue lectures. case studies.workshops and round table presentations on past and present human groupingsthat succeeded in attaining peace; possibilities for peace in the future.
MDS (MUS) 306 Music Composition with Computers. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Sum. Preq: Some knowledge of music or computer science (cg. CSC 200) orconsent of instructor. Survey of the theory and history of computer mu5ic,compositional algorithms. digital synthesis techniques. composition of at leastone computer muSic work a computer assisted composition for traditionalinstruments. a piece for computer music on tape, a real-time piece, or a piecethat combines tape and instrumentts).
MDS (WGS) 310 Women's and Gender Studies Internship. 3(3-0-0).F, S. lntemship program. Introduction to careers that deal specifically withwomen‘s issues. Ten-hours-per-“eek work at a nonprofit or governmentalorganization. Contextualization of that experience through additionalacademic requirements.
MDS (STS) 320 Ethics in Engineering. 3(3—0—0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Engineering in American culture and the emerging ethical issuesconfronting the profession: corporate responsibility. personal rights, whistleblowing. conflicts of interest. professional autonomy, risk assessment,sustainable development. and the place and puipose of Engineering codes ofethics.
MDS (STS) 322 Technological Catastrophes. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq:Sophomore standing. Interdisciplinary examination of the human,organizational and technical factors contributing to the causes and impacts ofrecent technological accidents such as the Bhopal chemical leak, the spaceshuttle Challenger explosion. the Chernobyl nuclearaccident, and the ExxonValdez oil spill. Evaluation of risk assessment, risk perception and risk
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communication strategies. Constderation of options for living with complextechnological systems.
MDS (STS) 323 World Population and Food Prospects. 3(3-0-0). S.Examination of the dynamics of population sim and food needs, production,distribution and utilization. Consequences of inadequate nutrition and foodchoices, efforts to increase the compatibility of effective food productionsystems and alternate crops and cropping systems examined.
MDS (STS) 324 Alternathe Futures. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Perspectives onpossible alternative futures as well as the cutting edge of the present. Natureand likelihood of various alternatives. Methodology and limitations offorecasting, selected futurist issues and interactions betvteen present andposmble future technologies and human \alues.
MDS (STS) 325 Bio-Medical Ethics: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry.3(3-0—0). F, S. Interdisciplinary examination and appraisal of emerging ethicaland social issues resulting from recent advances in the biological and medicalsciences. Abortion, euthanasia. physician assisted su1cide. compromisedinfants. aids, reproductiwe technologies, and health care. Focus on factualdetails and value questions. fact value questions, fact-value interplay, andquestions ofimpact assessment and policy formulation.
MDS (STS) 326 Technology Assessment. 3(3-0-0). S. Impacts oftechnologies as they are applied in society. Description and forecasting ofeffects. interactions. and potential irreversibilities.
MDS 327 Modern Art—Modern Literature: 1880-1980. 3(3-0-0). S.Interrelationship of art and literature, 1880 1980. from classic Modemmoxcments to contemporary Post—modem movements; major figures, such asPicasso. Ernst. Magritte. De Kooning. Warhol. and Kiefer in art and O'Neill,Woolf, Faulkner. Beckett. Sartre. and Vonnegut in literature.
MDS 328 Sexuality and Values. 3(3 0 0). F. Interdisciplinaryexamination of \alue issues related to sexual behavior and identity,pornography. homosexuality, and abuse.
MDS 330 Black Popular Culture. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Sum. Amultidisciplinary examination of contemporary black cultural expression infilm, music, art. and the media. Emphasis on race, class. gender, and politicaldiscourse.
MDS (H1) 340 Perspectives in Agricultural History. 3(3-0-0). S.Historical topics related to the heritage of agriculture. the biological sciences.and the relationship among agriculture, technology. science and society.
MDS (AFS) 342 Introduction to the African Diaspora. 3(3—0—0). S.Exploration of the global experiences of people of African descent.Geographical areas include the Americas, Europe, Asia, and the Caribbean.Exploration ofthe web of interrelated histories, social dynamics, and politico-economic processes affecting and reflecting world cultures and histories.Foundational course for the exploration of methodological issues andtheoretical concerns in the field of African Diaspora Studies.
MDS (AFS) 343 African Religions. 3(3 0-0). S. Alt. yrs.(odd).Examination of African Religions on the African continent and throughout theAfrican Diaspora. Focus on traditional religious practices. Afi'icanrefomiulation of Islam and Christianity. New Orleans and Haitian vodun.Cuban Santeria. and Brazilian Candomble. Designed to de—mystify Africanreligion \\ ithout divesting it of its cultural uniqueness and richness.
MDS (AFS) 344 Leadership in African American Communities. 3(3—0—0). F, S. Historical. cultural and political examination of the dynamics ofleadership in African American communities. Focus on structure ofLeadership in the context of gender. ideology, and style. Interdisciplinaryexamination of impact of leaders on broader American society.
MDS (AFS, PSY) 345 Psychology and the African AmericanExperience. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: PSY 200 or PSY 201. Historicaland cultural examination of the psychological experiences of AfricanAmerican experience from pro-American times to the present. Focus onmental health. personality, identity development, racism. oppression,psychological empowerment and an African centered world \ iew. Discussionofcontemporary issues within the African American community.



MDS (AFS) 346 Black Popular Culture. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Amultidisciplinary examination of contemporary black cultural expression infilm, music, art, and the media. Emphasis on race, class, gender, and politicaldiscourse.
MDS 351 Arts, Ideas and Values. 3(3 0 O). F. An examination of theway works of art embody a particular understanding of \\ hat is real and what isworthwhile and shape their \ iewers' ideas and \ alues. Case studies approach.
MDS 352 Dress, Style, and Change. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: Junior standing.Interdisciplinary course focusing on historical and cultural principles of styleas related to dress and fashion. Examination of fashion and stylistic trends incycles of dress.
MDS 353 Arts and Cross Cultural Contacts. 3(3 0 0). S. Study of worksof art that allude to or combine two or more traditions. Examples from film,dance, music, theater and visual arts. Analysis ofthe role of the exotic in art.The role of arts of multiple traditions in inaugurating new artistic moy ements,such as Ming landscape painting. Impact ofelectronic media on contemporarymulticultural arts. such as Nepali pop.
MDS 401 The Contemporary City: Problems and Prospects. 3(3 0 0).S. Preq: Sophomore standing. Interdisciplinary examination of the social andphysical characteristics of the contemporary city and problems which citiesface. Topics include urban design, social relationships, education.transportation, crime and violence, and urban psychology. Alternativesolutions to various urban problems examined.
MDS (STS) 402 Peace and War in the Vuclear Age. 3(3-0-0). S. Aninterdisciplinary examination of contemporary wars and international conflict,arms, races, nuclear strategy and defense policy, arms control, theories andstrategies of peace.
MDS (STS) 403 Seminar in Technology and Society. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt.yrs. Preq: MDS STS 413; STS or STB major. Capstone course for the Science,Technoloy, and Society major. ReView of the princrpal theoretical andempirical issues ofthe field. Research project focused on each student‘s STSspecialty.
MDS (STS) 405 Technology and American Culture. 3(3-0-0). F, S,Sum. An interdisciplinary study ofthe role of technology in American culturewhich examines the ideological, political, social, economic, and institutionalcontexts oftechnological change from the l760's to the present, and exploresthe cultural impacts ofnevi technological systems.
MDS (STS) 406 Conservation of Biological Diversity. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq:Junior standing and one year of Biological Science. Population biologyconcepts fundamental to understanding the properties of the objects ofconservation. Genetic diiersity in agriculture. forestry, and animal breeding;the ethical and international policy issues in presen ation and management.
MDS (AFS, PS) 409 Black Political Participation in America. 3(3 0-0).F. African American political participation in the United States; politicalculture, socialization, and mobilization, \th a focus on the interactionbet“ een African Americans and actors, institutions, processes, and policies ofthe American political system.
MDS (STS) 410 Toxic Substances and Society. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Interdisciplinary evaluation of past, present and future effects oftoxic substances in the environment. Addresses various dimensions of toxicsubstances; special emphasis on ways to minimize ad\ erse effects incontemporary and future societies.
MDS (STS) 412 Entering the 2]st Century: Agricultural,Technological & Environmental Perspective. 30 0-0). S, Alt. yrs.(odd).Systems approach to predictions about the world in the 2lst century from theperspectives of agricultural and emironmental studies. Attention to foodproduction, fisheries, forests, water, energy, material resources for fuel,climate, and population. Guest lectures and class projects.
MDS (TAM) 414 Textiles and Society. 3(3 0—0). Alt. yrs. Sophomorestanding. Historical and seeiological study of the textile and apparel industriessince the Middle Ages with emphasis on lSSO-present. Changes in industrycomposition, corporate structure, production technology, work organi7ation,and labor-management relations. Impact on communities, workers, and theenvironment. Long range trends and implications.

MDS 415 Peruvian Amazon Ecology and Ethnology. 2(2-0—0). Sum. Afield/lecture course, located on the Amazon, near Iqtiitos, Peru, is presented bya team of scientists and specialists in ornithology, ecology, entomology, andanthropology. Coursework is diyided into pre trip readings, onsite fieldexperiences and lectures; and post trip reflection and application. This cotirseis designed for, but not restricted to precollege teachers and informal educator,e.g., in museums and parks. as a general introduction to tropical systems.Additional tra\ el and trip costs are required beyond registration fees as well asappropriate immunization.
MDS (AFS) 442 Issues in the African Diaspora. 3(3 0 0). F, Alt.yrstodd). Multidisciplinary exploration of the interrelated histories, socialdynamics, and politico economic processes of the experiences of people ofAfrican descent throughout the \\orld. Particular focus on the experiences ofslavery. artistic expression,gender practices, and the impact ofthe nation state.
MDS (STS) 451 The Practice of Science and the Arts. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: Junior standing. An introduction to the practice of scientists and artists interms of the beginning of their projects, their modes of moving fom ard, theirgoals. and the nature of completeness in their \\ ork. The relation of art andscience in theory and practice.
MDS (STS) 484 Cross Cultural Technology Transfer. 3(3-0-0). F.Technology transfer into cultures with different \alues and traditions. Specralattention to the role of local and international organizations and to gender andemironmental concems. Case studies: crop science, water, energy, forestresources, banking, information technology
MDS (HI) 485 History of American Technology. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: 3hours of history. Technology in American history: the ideological. social,economic, and institutional contexts of technological change from the 1760'sto the present. Impacts ofnew technological systems.
\IDS (STS) 490 Issues in Science, Technology, and Society. 3(3-0-0).F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior standing. Examination ofa significant issue, method,or historical episode in the area of science, technology, and society.
MDS (STS) 491 Independent Study in Science, Technology, andSociety. 3(3—0~0). F, 5. Sum. Preq: Permissmn ofinstructor and STS ProgramDirector. Independent imestigauon and discussion of a selected topic inscience, technology, and society.
MDS (WGS) 492 Theoretical Issues in Women's and Gender Studies.3(3—0—0). S. Preq: MDS 200. Examination of feminist theory. Study offormatne texts in modern feminism, draun from \ arious disciplines \\ ithin thehumanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. In depth exploration offeminist perspectives on issues of race, claSs, gender, sexuality. “ork andmothering. among others. Analysis of local and global cultural practices usingfeminist theoretical frameworks.
MDS (WGS) 493 Special Topics in Women's and Gender Studies. 3(30 0). F. Examination of \arying topics on women and or gender from amultidisciplinary perspectiie.
MDS 495 Special Topics in Multidisciplinary Studies. 1-6. F, S.Examination ofselccted topics ofan interdisciplinaiy nature.
MDS 496 Topics in Film and Interdisciplinary Studies. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Detailed examination of film within interdisciplinary contexts. Specific topics\\ ill \ary from semester to semester.
MDS (AFS) 497 Topics in African-American Studies. 1(3-0-0). F, S.Prcq: MDS 240. Multidismplinary examination of selected topics in African-American studies.
MDS 498 Independent Study in Multidisciplinary Studies. I 3. F, S.Preq: Permission of instructor. Independent in\ estigation and discussion of aselected topic ofan interdisciplinary nature.

MARINE, EARTH, AND ATMOSPHERIC
SCIENCES

MEA 100 Earth System Science: Exploring the Connections. 4t} 2 0).S. Preq: Competence in high school algebra and chemistry. An introduction to



the processes of and linkages among mami components of planet Earth.Gcosphere, hydrosphere. atmosphere, biosphere as dynamic andinterdependent systems. Influence of human activity on earth systems.Optional \\ eekend field trip.
MEA 101 Geology 1: Physical. 3(3-0-0). F, S Sum. I’req: Recommendedthat MEA 110 be taken concurrently. Systematic consideration of processesoperating on and helo“ the earth's surface and the resulting features oflandscape, earth structures. and earth materials. Occurrences and utilization ofthe eaitli‘s physical resources.
MEA 102 Geology 11: Historical. 3(3—0—0). S. Prcq: MEA 101.Recommended that MEA 1 1 1 be taken concurrently. The second semester ofthe basic introductory sequence in geology. Utilization of the principles ofgeology to reconstruct and understand the earth's history. Geologic events thatcause modification of the earth‘s crust, emphasizing North America. Ilistory oflife and the environmental significance of changes in animal and plant lifethrough geologic time.
MEA 110 Geology 1 Laboratory. 1(0-3-0). F, S, Sum. Coreq: MEA 101.Scientific methodology applied to the study of common rock formingminerals, common rocks. topographic maps. geologic structures andgeological maps. Field trips.
MEA 111 Geology 11 Laboratory. 1(0-2—0). S. Coreq: MEA 102.Reconstruction and interpretation of ments in the history of the earth.Interpretation of sedimentary rocks, construction and interpretation ofgeological maps. identification of fossil organisms and utilization of fossils inthe reconstruction ofearth history.
MEA 120 The Dinosaurian World. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt yrsteven). Evolutionand ecology ofdinosaurs related to broader features ofEarth history, includingplate tectonics, paleoclimatology. mass extinction and the long-term effects ofnatural selection.
MEA 121 The Dinosaurian World Lab. 1(0 2-0). S, Alt yrs(even).Coreq: MEA 120. Companion to lecture course on SThe Dinosaurian World.$Adapti\e Significance of osteological characteristics. ecological correlates ofbody “eight and physical environmental \ariables, and concepts relating tonatural selection, fitness, biodiversity and changes in the planetaryenvironment on various time scales. Discussion, specimen demonstrations andproblem solving.
MEA 130 Introduction to Weather and Climate. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq:For non majors only. Explores the structure, physical causes. and climatologyof weather systems including the jet streams, mid—latitude cyclones,hurricanes. thunderstorms. and tomadoes. Clouds and precipitation, airpollution, climate modification. optical effects (rainbou s, halos) and weatherinstruments. Weather systems and forecasting techniques are illustratedthrough daily weather map discussions.
MEA 135 Introduction to Weather and Climate Laboratory. 1(0—2—0).F, S. Coreq: MEA I30. Experiments include effects of air pressure change ontemperature and density (gas law); measurement of atmospheric moisture;formation of clouds and hail; effects of variable solar heating. Graphicaldisplay and interpretation of data; weather instruments and obsenations;weather map analysis; forecasting principles.
MEA 140 Natural Hazards and Global Change. 3(3 0 0). The scienceof natural hazards and global change: the impact on human civilization ofevents in the lithosphere, atmosphere, biosphere, and hydrosphere (e.g.,earthquakes, hurricanes, red tides, and floods), and the impact of humans onthe global environment (e.g., global warming).
MEA 200 Introduction to Oceanography. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: Highschool physics, chemistry, algebra, trigonometry and biology or equi\ alent.The ocean as a part of our emironment including interactions betweenatmosphere and ocean, ocean circulation, physical and chemical properties ofsea \\ ater, marine geology and marine biology.
MEA 210 Oceanography Lab. 1(0-2 0). F, S. Coreq: MEA 200.Complements the lecture course in Oceanography. Numerous demonstrationsand resource materials visualize basic oceanographic concepts such asgeological processes operating in the marine realm, the chemical properties ofseawater, oceanic circulation, tides and waves, as well as processes affectingthe biology of the oceans.
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MEA 213 Fundamentals of Meteorology. 2(1—2-0). F. Coreq: MA 141.Introduction to the discipline ofand opportunities in meterology, atmosphericvertical structure, motion, and pressure systems,jet streams; global circulation;air masses and fronts; mid-latitude cyclone structure and evolution.
MEA 214 Fundamentals of Meteorology II. 2(1-2—0). S. Preq: MEA213. Introduction to moisture variables, adiabatic processes, thermodynamicdiagrams, stability, clouds and precipitation, thunderstorms, tornadoes, andhurricanes, air pollution, global climate change, ozone hole.
MEA (Z0) 220 Marine Biology. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: MEA 200 or BIO181. Introduction to marine plants and animals, their adaptations to life in thesea and ecological interactions in selected marine environments (e.g. coralreefs, deep sea, salt marshes). Interactions of man with the sea: food from theseas, biology of diving. Optional trip.
MEA 250 Introduction to Coastal Environments. 3(3 0 0). Preq: MEA200/210 or MEA 101 110. A global survey of coastal habitats, the processesthat shape these dynamic environments, and the physicochemical controls thatregulate their indigenous biological communities.
MEA 251 Introduction to Coastal Environments Laboratory. 1(0-2-0).Coreq: MEA 250. Complements the lecture course Introduction to CoastalEnvironments (MEA 250). Experiments invohing the physical, chemical andbiological processes that shape a variety of coastal environments.
MEA 268 Marine Paleontology. 4(3—2-0). F. Preq: B10 181. MEA 102.Exolution of marine life traced through geologic time, accenting the functionalsignificance of adaptations and the history of marine ecosystems. Requiredfield trips.
MEA 300 Environmental Geology. 3(3-0-0). Preq: MEA 101 or MEA140. or SSC 200. Geologic aspects ofthe environment; man‘s effect upon andinteraction with the various geologic processes; geologic considerations inland-use planning, waste disposal. and effective use of the earth's naturalresources; geologic risks and hazards. Required field trip.
MEA 311 The Global Atmosphere. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: PY 205 or 211 &MA 141. Coreq: MEA 213 & 313. Physical basis for weather and climate.Regional and global climate change; earth-sun relationships; solar energyincident to and modified by the atmosphere; terrestrial radiation; transports ofheat and water vapor; surface and global energy balance; general circulation ofthe atmosphere; climate classification.
MEA 312 Atmospheric Thermodynamics. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: PY 208;MEA 31 1. Coreq: MA 241, MEA 214 & 314. Atmospheric thermodynamics:equation of state for mixture of gases; first and second laws ofthermodynamics; diabatic and adiabatic processes for dry and moist air;measurement and phase changes of w ater vapor. Atmospheric statics: staticstability of moist air; vertical acceleration.
MEA 313 Weather Measurements and Analysis I. 1(0-3-0). F. Coreq:MEA 213 & 311. A laboratory course supplementing material in MEA 311.Solar and terrestrial radiation; atmospheric attenuation; surface energybalance; general circulation and transport of heat and water vapor; climateclassification.
MEA 314 Weather Measurements and Analysis II. 1(0—3 0). S. Preq:MEA 311. Coreq: MEA 214 & 312. A laboratory course supplementingmaterial in MEA 312. Meteorological data fields and their mathematicalexpression; objecthe analysis; measurement and calculation of moisturevariables: moist and dry adiabatic processes; static stability; effects ofradiation and vertical motion; vertical cross sections.
MEA (ET) 320 Fundamentals of Air Pollution. 4(3-3-0). S. Preq: MA121 or MA 131 or MA 141, CH 201, PY 131 or PY 201 or PY 205 or PY 211.Air pollution sources, and the influence of natural and anthropogenicprocesses on the atmosphere. Roles of local, state and federal governments inair pollution control and importance of the Clean Air Act and it amendments.Techniques for measurement of atmosphere pollutant concentrations anddetermination of local and regional air quality. Required field trips mayextend beyond class time.
MEA (CH) 323 Earth System Chemistry. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: CH 201.Coreq: B10 181 or any MEA course. Chemistry ofthe earth with an emphasison the interactions ofthe biosphere, geosphere and atmosphere. The origin and



chemical evolution of the solar system, chemical cycles in the en\ironment,and the impact of man on biogeocliemical processes.
MEA 330 Mineralogy and Optical Mineralogy. 5(3 6 O). F. Prcq: MEA101. Coreq: CH 101-102, MEA I 10. Fundamentals of crystallography, crystalchemistry. and crystal physics. Introduction to minerals as naturally occurringsolid-state materials. Characterization and identification of minerals on thebasis of crystallographic features, physical and chemical properties, geologicoccurrence, phase relations, and uses. Determination of the optical propertiesof non-opaque minerals, \\ith emphasis on petrographic thin sections.Systematic re\ ien ofrock—fonning minerals. Required \\ eekend field trip.
MEA 369 Terrestrial Paleontology. 4(3-2 0). S, Alt yrs(odd). Preq: BIO181, MEA 102. Evolution of terrestrial life traced through geologic time,accenting the functional significance of adaptations and the history ofterrestrial ecosy stems. Required field trips.
MEA 384 Paleoecology. 3(3 0 0). F, Alt yrs(odd). Preq: \IEA 268 andMEA 369. Methodologies in paleoecology. Effects of preservational bias,interpretations of the dynamics of ancient communities. and comparisons \\ ithliving communities. Required field trips.
MEA 400 Earth Systems Simulation Modeling. 4(3 3 0). S. Preq: Seniorstanding ES,NR,MEA curricula. Conceptual ecosystems modeling. dynamics.parameterization, boundary conditions, data integration, \alidation,interactions bem een sub systems, and anthropogenic coupling. Constructionof simulation models usmg programmable blocks for quantitatne Simulations.Develop modeling skills and illustrate simulations ofscience and managementquestions through focus on a watershed-m er-coastal system (\Jeuse Rixer-Pamlico Sound)
MEA 405 Climatologicali Data Analysis. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MEA 311and ST 380. Probability and statistics applied to climatology and meteorology.Discrete and continuous probability distributions of meteorological \ariablesexamined. Regression analysis applied to weather forecasting. Forecastverification. Smoothing and filtering processes. Introduction to time seriesanalysis. Elementary deCision theory.
MEA 410 Introduction to Geologic Materials. 4(3 3 0). S. Preq: MEA101; CH 101-102. Basic principles of mineralogy and petrology. Commonrock-forming and ore—forming minerals. Introduction to igneous, metamorphic.and sedimentary environments and rocks. Description and classification ofcommon rocks and minerals. Required field trips.
MEA 411 Marine Sediment Transport. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq: MEA 101 orMEA 200, MA 241, FY 20] or PY 205. Credit not alloucd for both MEA 411and MEA 562. Quantitathe study of sediment transport in the marineenVironment including an introduction to fluid mechanics and sedimenttransport theory. Discussion of the processes and products of sedimenttransport in specific marine environments from estuaries to the deep sea andinterpretation ofsediment transport processes from sedimentary structures.
MEA 412 Atmospheric Physics. 3(3 0 O) S. Preq: MA 242, PY 208 orequivalent. PhySical and analytical descriptions of atmospheric aerosols,clouds fogs, and precipitation processes; si7e distribution and sources ofatmospheric aerosols; impact of aerosols on visibility and climate;microstructure of warm and cold clouds and their interaction “Ill'l solar andterrestrial radiation; collision coalescence and ice phase mechanisms ofprecipitation Formation; atmospheric electricity; planned and inadveitentweather modification; \\ eather radar; atmospheric optics.
MEA 415 Geology of Economic Mineral Deposits. 3(2-3—0). S, Alt yrs.Preq: MEA 330; MEA 440 and 450 recommended. The nature, geologicsetting and geographic distribution of economic mineral depOsits. Topicsinclude both metallic and industrial minerals and the \arious geologicprocesses that work to produce them. Laboratory vxork Vt ith economic mineralsuites from famous mining districts of the world. Two to three weekend fieldtrips required.
MEA 417 Geology of Fossil Fuel Deposits. 30-0 0). Preq: MEA 410 orMEA 450, MEA 451, PY 211 or PY 205. introduction to applications ofgeological and geophysical prinCIples in the exploration, evaluation andeprOitation ofthe earth‘s fossil energy resources.
MEA 421 Atmospheric Dynamics 1. 3(3 l-O). F. Prcq: MA 242, PY 208,MEA 312, 314. Meteorological applications of fluid kinematics: di\ergencc,
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VOIticity, deformation, advection, mass continuity and \eitical motion.Atmospheiic dynamics: the equation ofinotion on a iotating earth; componentequations in Cartesian. polar spherical and piessure coordinates. Scaleanalysis and Simplifications. Cases of hori7ontal 110“: geostiophic andgradient \\ ind, ageostrophy and acceleration; thermal \\ ind and \orticity.
MEA 422 Atmospheric Dynamics 11. 3(3 1 0). S. Preq: MEA 421.Vorticity and potential vorticity equations; dynamics of synoptic scalemotions; quasi-geostrophic theory; atmospheric \\a\cs including shallowwater, internal gra\ity, inertia-grmity, and Rossby “mes; finite differencemethods; numerical neather prediction; atmospheric instabilities includingstatic, Kel\in l—Ielmholtl. menial, symmetric. barotropic. and baroclinicinstabilities.
MEA 430 Scientific Concepts and Global Problems. 3t3 0-0). F, S.Preq: Sophomore standing. Major problems facing human population causedby conflict between its growth, its consumption and the earth's finiteemironment. Focus on scientific concepts and dynamics gmerning theseproblems, their interrelationships. their causes, and their consequences.Partieipatory learning through group discussions and student-initiatedresearch.
MEA (CE) 435 Engineering Geology. 3(3 0 0). S. Prcq: MEA 101 andJunior Standing in Colleges of Agrictilttirc and Life Sciences, Engineering.Natural Resources, Physical and Mathematical Seicnces or Textiles.Application of both geology and geotechnical engineering to engineeringprojects. lllustiations of rele\ ant mateiials properties and techniques utili/cdin describing subsurface conditions.
\IEA 440 Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology. 4(3-3-0). S. Preq: MEA330. The study ofrocks formed by the crystalli/ation ofmagmas (igneous) andby the recrystallization of e\istiiig rocks (metamorphic), \\ith emphasis on“hole-rock and mineral composnions, classification. petrogiaphy, handsample and thin-section identification. and the rock origins in teims of magmagenesis and emplacement and tectonics. field trips are ieqtiired.
MEA 443 Weather Analysis and Forecasting 1. 4(1 3 2). f. Pieq: MEA421. AnalySis and forecasting of mid latitude neather systems \\ ith emphaSison Simplified models and methods. Barotropic model. Rossby \\ aies;baroclinic structure, upper le\ e1 \\a\e emlution, forecasting; surface cycloneevolution, Stitcliffe Petters‘sen model. Numerical computation methods;numerical weather prediction and operational models, subicctnc and ob]ccti\ 0analysis ofincteorological fields.
MEA 444 Weather Analysis and Forecasting II. 48-71—118. Preq: MEA443. Analysis and forecasting of mid—latitude “eathei systems \\ ith emphaSISon simplified models and methods. Barotropic model, Rossby \\a\ CS.baroclinic structure. Lipper-le\ el \\ me e\ olution, forecasting; suifacc cycloneevolution, Stiteliffe—Pettcrss‘enmodel. Numeiical computation methods,numerical \\ eather prediction and operational models, subjecti\e and objectneanalysis ofmeteorologieal fields.
MEA 450 Introductory Sedimentary Petrology/Stratigraphy. 403-0).F. Pi'eq: MEA 330. Properties, classification, geologic occurrences. and onginofminerals and rocks formed by physical, chemical. and biologic pioecsses atand near the earths surface. Prineiplcs of di\ision of stratified terrains intonatural units, c0irelation of strata, interpictation ofdepositional emironmentsand facies. Required field tiips.
MEA 451 Structural Geology. 4(3 3 0). S. Prcq: MFA 330 01 MFA 411).BaSic piinciplcs of geometric, kinematic and dynamic analysis as applied tofractures, shcai zones, folds, and fablics of dcloimcd rock bodies. Consideisboth biittle and ductile realms of the crust liom misroscalc to iegionaltectonics. Required mernighl field trips.
MEA 455 Micrometeorology. 1(3 0 0). F. Prcq: MEA 422 or MAE 308.Energy budget heal the eaith's sui face: soil temperatures and heat transfer; airtemperature, humidity, and \\ ind distiibut on in the planetary boundary layer;fundamentals ol \ISCOLIS lions and turbulence; semiempirical theories ofturbulence; exchanges of momentum. heat and inoisttiic in the atmosphericsurface layer; uir modification due to changes in surface piopcrtics;agricultural and forest mieromcteorology.
MEA 459 Field Investigation of Coastal Processes. 50-34)). Prcq: MEA250 and 25]. Coastal LOIIC pioccsscs and dynamics \\ith emphasis on theforeing factors that regulate changing coastal landlorms. the ecology and



physicochcmical character of coastal ocean “titer-masses, seabedmorphologies, landscape acadcmes, etc. Field obsenalions and licldtechniques \\Ill be emphasi/ed iti tidal freshwater coastal \yctlands, estuaries.barrier island. tidal inlets. continental shchcs and shelf-margin habitats.Additional feeds required.
MEA 460 Principles of Physical Oceanography. 3(3-() 0). 1:. Preq: MA242. Coreq: l’Y 20? or PY 208. L redit is not allou ed for both MEA 460 andMEA 540. Introduction to principles and practices of pliystcal oceanography.Equation of state of seawater; energy transfer to the ocean by thermal,radiatiye and mechanical processes; the heat budget; oceanic densitydistribution; oceanic boundary conditions; consen ations equation; air-seainteraction; global lluxes and general description of major ocean currents.
MEA 461 Undergraduate Cruise Experience. 1(1 0 0). F, S. Coreq:MEA 200 or MEA 220. Broad exposure to planning and execution ofoceanographic research operations. including demonstration of techniques andequipment regularly used aboard ships and familiarization \Hlli acquisition andprocessing of oceanographic data \ia preparation for and participation in ademonstration crutse under the guidance of NCSU oceanography facultymembers.
MEA 462 Observational Methods and Data Analysis in MarinePhysics. 3(2 2 0). Preq: MEA 460. Practical experience in the observationaltechniques used by physical oceanographers. Basic instrumentation described.emphasuing principles rather than detailed descriptions. Both direct andindirect techniques used to define the three dimensional circulation of theocean as a function oftime.
MEA (PY) 463 Fluid Physics. 3(3 1 (l). Preq: MA 341 and FY 208.Credit is not allmi ed for both MEA 463 and MEA 700. Dem ation ofthe basicequations goveming fluid motion in a rotating coordinate system. Equationsinclude consenation of mass or the continuity equation, the momentumequations. the thermodynamic energy equation, and the vorticuy equation.Application to Simplified oceanic lions \\lIlCli include surface gravity waves,ineitial motion. geostrophic motion. Ekman dynamics. and vorticity dynamics
MEA 464 Ocean Circulation Systems. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: PYtMEA) 463.Dynamical processes g0\ eming ocean circulation. Driving of ocean currentsby the atmosphere, currents on a rotating spherical earth. Mid—ocean gyre,\yestem boundary currents. equatorial current systems. and polar Circulation.Currents in coastal regions and shallow-“ater processes.
MEA 465 Geologic Field Camp 1. 3(3»0-0). Sum. Preq: MEA 440, 450.451. First part of si\ “eeks out of-state summer field camp. Both MEA 465and MEA 466 must be taken in the same summer. Geological field instrumentsand techniques. Geological field mapping of various geologic structures andterrains within areas of little deformed sedimentary strata. Additional feesrequired.
MEA 466 Geologic Field Camp II. 3(3-0-0). Sum. Preq: MEA 465.Second part ofsix “€6le out—of state summer field camp. Both MEA 465 andMEA 466 must be taken in the same summer. Ad\anced geologic fieldtechniques. Geologic field mapping in areas of complexly deformed rocks.Areas of volcanic. plutonic, or metamorphic rocks commonly mapped.Regional field trips between field stations. Additional fees required.
MEA 467 Marine Meteorology. 30—0 0). S. Preq: MEA 422 or MEA460. Basic equation and concepts. Re\ie\\' of ocean and atmosphericcirculations. Ocean mixed layer, air-sea interaction and coastal ocean andmeteorological processes, marine boundary layer and cloud processes.
MEA 468 Invertebrate Paleontology and Biostratigraphy. 4(3-3-0). F.Preq: MEA 102 and MEA 111, or 20 402. Study of fossil invertebrates andtheir applications to problems and concepts of paleoecology, correlation ofstrata, evolution and broader concepts of earth history. Required field trips.
MEA 469 Ecology of coastal Resources. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: MEA 250;MEA 220. Anthropogenic impacts on estuarine and coastal marineecosystems. Suney of basic biological, phystcal, chemical and geologicalmechanisms underlying habitat-specific functioning, followed by discussion,in—class presentation, and critique of real and hypothetical case studiesinvolving anthropogenic impacts.
MEA 470 Introduction to Geophysics. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: PY 208 or 212.Structure of the earth, a dynamic and evohing entity, as inferred from
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scismology, graVity, magnetism and heat llow. Geodynamic processesresponstble for continental drift; plate tectonic theory; regional geophysics ofselected areas.
MEA 471 Exploration and Engineering Geophysics. 3(3-0-0). Preq: PY208. Credit may not be received for both MEA 471 and MEA 570.Geophysical methods applied to exploring the earth's shallow sub-surface.Principles of gravtty, magnetic, electrical, and seismic exploration surveys.Planning, conducting, and interpreting geophysical surveys.
MEA (CH) 473 Principles of Chemical Oceanography. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: CH 201 202, MEA 200. Credit is not allowed for both MEA 473 andMEA 560. Chemical processes that control the composition of the oceansincluding discussions of chemical equilibria, biological cycling of nutrients,tracers of ocean circulation, minor and trace element distributions, and thechemical history ofthe marine em ironment.
MEA (CE) 479 Air Quality. 3(3—0—0). S. Preq: CE 373,CE 382; or CHE311(CHE Majors); or MEA 421 (MEA Majors). Coreq: ST 370 or equivalent;ST 380 (MEA Majors). Credit is allowed only for one of CE/MEA 479 orCE MEA 579. Introduction to: risk assessment, health effects, and regulationof air pollutants; air pollution statistics; estimation of emissions; air qualitymeteorology; disperSion modeling for non reactive pollutants; chemistry andmodels for tropospheric o7one formation; aqueous-phase chemistry, includingthe Sacid rain: problem; integrated assessment ofair quality problems; and thefundamentals and practical aspects of commonly used air quality models.
MEA 481 Principles of Geomorphology. 3(2-2-0). Preq: MEA 101 andMEA 1 10. Landforms and the processes responsible for their origin. Emphasison the geologic principles imolyed in interpreting the origin and evolution ofvarious landforms, and discussion ofNorth American geomorphic process.
MEA 491 Seminar on Selected Geologic Topics. 2(2-0 0). S. Preq:Senior standing in GYS. GYA. or GPY. Study and discussion of selectedtopics from the geological literature. Preparation of a major library researchpapen
MEA 493 Special Topics in MEAS. 1-6. F, S. Preq: Consent ofdepartment. Directed individual study or experimental course offering.
MEA 495 Senior Seminar in the Marine Sciences. 1(1-0 0). F.Discussions of selected topics from the marine literature. Marine scientistsfrom the public and private sectors introduce students to career options.Strategies for findingjobs and graduate programs are presented.

MS 101Enrollment limited to freshman and sophomore students only. This courseintroduces students to fundamental components of service as an officer in theUnited State Amiy. Initial lessons form building blocks of progressive lessonsin values. fitness, leadership and officership. Classroom instruction includesSlife skillsS including physical and mental fitness. communication theory, and

Introduction to Leadership and Values I. 1(1-1-0). F.

interpersonal relationships. Upon completion, students will be prepared toreceive more complex leadership instruction.
MS 106 Map Reading. 1(1-1 O). S. Enrollment limited to freshman andsophomore students only. Basic map reading techniques: determination ofpresent location through the use of intersection and resection procedures;information for outdoor activities, ranging from competitive orienteering tooccasional backpacking.
MS 201 Intermediate Leadership Theory I. 2(2-1-0). F. Instruction isorientated on communication and leadership theory using practical exercise toapply communications and leadership concepts. Critical Slife skills$ and theirrelevance to success in the Army are stressed. Upon completion of thiscourse, students will understand fundamental principles of leadership, and beprepared to intensity practical application in subsequent coursework.
MS 202 Intermediate Leadership Theory II. 2(2—1-0). S. Preq: MS 101.This course focuses on the purpose, roles, and obligations of commissionedofficers. Coursework vsill include origins of Army institutional values andpractical application in decision-making and leadership. Upon completion ofthis course, students will possess and understanding of leadership and



officership. demonstrate the ability to apply these skills. and be prepared forthe Advanced Military Science Program.
MS 301 Military Leadership and Training VIanagement. 3(2 3-0). F.Preq: ROTC ady anced course cadets. Organizational leadership and processesin the Amry; leadership activities and key management functions.Management and conduct of group training activities
MS 302 Intermediate Small Unit Tactics. 3(2 3 O). S. Preq: Ady ancedCourse Cadet. Planning, organizing and executing military operations at thesquad and platoon level. Focus on the leader's actions, map reading. andnavrgation.
MS 401 Advanced Military Science - Leadership and SystemsManagement. 3(3 2—0). F. Preq: MS 301. MS 302. A cotirse designed tofamiliarize the student With the fundamentals of staff operations andprocedures, military correspondence. and the US. Army training managementsystem. Also included are the Officer Personnel Management and OfficerEyaluation Report systems (OPMS OER), the Army logistics system,mobilization and deployment, and intelligence electronic war fare.
MS 402 Advanced Military Science Military Justice, Ethics andProfessionalism. 3(3 2 0). S. Preq: MS 401. The role of military justice, theUniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and the procedures foraccomplishing certain legal actions. Ethics and professionalism ofthe otfrcercorps. Also included are counseling techniques and continued preparation forthe transition from cadet to commissioned officer. Emphasis on studentinteraction and small group exercise practical application.

MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
MSE 200 Mechanical Properties of Structural Materials. 3(3-0 2). F. S.Preq: CH 101 and the first course in engineering mechanics. Not for materialsmajors. An introduction to the atomic and grain structure of structuralmaterials and their properties with emphasis on mechanical properties ofmetals; plastic deformation, cold and hot working and heat treatment of metalsand alloys; residual stresses, fatigue. creep and corrosion phenomena:structural polymers and composites: physical examination and nondestructnetesting of materials and structural components.
MSE 201 Structure and Properties of Engineering Materials. 3(3 0-2).F, S. Preq: CH 101. Introduction to the fundamental physical principlesgoverning the structure and constitution of metallic and nonmetallic materialsand the relationships among these principles and the mechanical, physical andchemical properties of engineering materials.
MSE (BME) 203 Introduction to the Materials Science ofBiomaterials. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: C or better in CH 101. CH 102 and FY 205.This course introduces fundamental physical princrples governing thestructure, processing, properties and performance of metallic, ceramic andpolymeric materials. Relationships are deyeloped defining how mechanical,physical and chemical properties are controlled by microstrrrcture andchemistry. Material failure modes are developed “ith an emphasis onbiocompatibility and the applications performance of materials in the humanbody. Basic aspects of material biocompatibility are presented, leading intostudies ofthe current and future applications ofbiomaterials.
MSE 210 Materials Characterization Laboratory. 2(1-3-0). S. Coreq:MSE 201. Concepts and applications of basrc materials characteri/ationtechniques, including diffraction, microscopy (optical and electron). thermalanalysis. mechanical testing techniques, and spectroscopic analysis ofmaterials.
MSE 225 Chemistry of Polymeric Materials. 2(2—0-0). Preq: CH 201.Bonding in molecular solids, structure and nomenclature of organiccompounds relevant to polymers, nomenclature of polymers, polymeri/ationof reactions and mechanisms for step growth polymerization, chainpolymeri7ati0n, copolymerization, and coordination polymerization.
MSE 230 The Impact of Materials on Civilization. 3(3 0 0). S.Exploration of the role of materials in the development of modern industrialcivilizations by putting technology into a historical context and examining theadvances made possible by innox ations With materials starting with the Stoneage. Basic concepts in materials science and engineering which focus on the
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relationship between processing, structure, properties and pertormanCc.Material classes c0\ered include metals. ceramics, polymers. composites andsemiconductors.
MSE 301 Equilibrium and Rate Processes. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: MA 241.Coreq: MSE 201. Re\ie\\ of classrcal thermodynamics and thermodynamicrelationships. Use of statistical methods of describe entropy and otherthermodynamic properties. Description of \apor-, liquid-. and solid-phaseequilibrium in unary and other multicomponent material systems. Treatmentof ideal and nonideal solution beha\ior in inorganic alloys and organicpoly mers. Application of gas phase reaction kinetics and identification of thecriteria required for reaction equilbria.
MSE 310 Computer Applications for Materials Engineering. 2(1—3-0).F. Computer applications for processing and analyzrng materials data andperforming materials desrgn and modeling calculations.
MSE 321 Phase Transformations and Diffusion. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MSE330. Types. mechanisms. and kinetics of solid-state phase transformations arepresented with selected applications of solid state translormations.Mechanisms ofdiffusion and techniques for diffusion calculations.
MSE 324 Polymer Characterization Laboratory. 1(050 1.30 i). F.Coreq: MSE 425 for MSE mayors. Laboratory C\perrments designed toillustrate the preparation and characteri/ation of polymer matcria s. including:polymer sy nthesis, molecular \\ eight measurement. microscopic e\amination.thermal properties. mechanical properties. and permeability.
MSE 330 Crystal Chemistry and Phase Equilibria. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq:MSE 301. Structure of engineering materials from electronic to atomic andcrystallographic considerations. Structural imperfections and their effects onproperties. Applications 01 thermodynamic principles to the construction anduse of phase diagrams in materials sy stems. De\ elopmcnt ofand correlation ofmicrostructure “11h phase diagrams.
MSE 331 Electronic Properties of \Iaterials. 3(3—0 0). S. Preq: MSE330. Coreq: MSE 333. Treatment of the role ofelections and electron energy(band) structures in determining the fundamental properties of materialselectrical. magnetic, optical. and thermal. Introduction to quantum mechanics;Brillouin 7ones; band structures Theoretical and phenomenological basis ofeach property as manifested in \arious classes of materials; examples anddemonstrations oftechnologrcal applications.
MSE 333 Electronic Properties Laboratory. 1(() 3-0). S. Preq: MSE330. Laboratory experiments demonstrating major electronic properties of allclasses of materials; electrical conduction (temperature and defectdependence); characteri/ation of semiconductors; optical measurements andcharacterization; magnetic beha\ior and piopcr't'es: electron beam techniquesused to characterize dcx ices.
MSE 350 \Iechanical Properties of Materials 1. 36-04)). Preq: MSE201, MA 341. Coy ers fundan‘rcntal topics in stress analysis and mechanics ofmaterials including statics and structures, elastrcrty. plasticity, fracture.fatigue. testing methods, and engineer rng applications.
MSE (NE) 409 Nuclear Materials. 3(3 0 0). l“, Preq: MSE 201.Properties and selection of materials for optimum design of nuclear steamsystems Implications of radiation damage to reactor materials and materialproblems in nuclear engineering 0\ ei\ic\\ of nuclear steam systems. crystalstructure and defects. dislocation theory, mechanical properties. radiationdamage, hardening and embrittlcmcnt due to radiation c\posure and problemsconcerned “11h fission and fusron materials.
MSE 423 Introduction to Materials Engineering Design. 3(1 ()-0). F.Preq: MSE 435, 434. 450 and sen or standing in MSE Coreq: MSE 4H.MSET 430. Materials selection in engineeringy design in\ol\ing lecture,cooperative and problem based learning techniques. Loursc stresses credlncthinking, problem-sohing methodology. interdependence of design “ithanalysis and evaluation. teamnork and sharpening of communication skills.Real industrial problems are introduced later “hich are anaIy/ed by studentlearns. Wcll de\cloped proposals are submitted to sponsors \\hich definefuture work under MAT 424.
MSE 424 Materials Science and Engineering Design Project. 3(1 64)).S. Preq: MSE 423, 430. 43 I. 435. 434. 430 and senior standing. Dcs'gn projectin materials screncc and engineering requiring problem dclinition and analysis.



synthesis. and presentation of a designed solution. Students work in groups\\ith a faculty ad\iscr on problems submitted by local industrial sponsors oremerging research issues that represent the major specialty areas includingceramics. metals. polymers. or electronic materials.
MSE 425 Introduction to Polymeric Materials. 3(3-t) 0). Preq: MSE225. MSE 301. Coreq: MSE 324. Covers fundamental concepts in polymerseienec. engineering and design including molecular weight distributions.polymer physical sti‘uctuie. morphology. crystalline and amorphous polymers.structure property relationships, \ iscoelastiCity. and rubber elasticity.
MSE 430 Physical Metallurgy Laboratory. 1(0-3-0). F. Corcq: M51:43 1. Selected microstructures in ferrous and non ferrous metals are examinedusing optical and scanning electron microscopy and interpreted. Mechanicalproperties measurements are made on some of the same alloys in order todC\ clop structure-property relationships.
MSE 431 Physical Metallurgy 1. 3(3-()-()). F. Preq: MSE 321, 450.Coreq: MSE 430. Application and design of selected metals and alloys in atheoretical and practical context. Relationships between mechanical behaviorand alloy chemistry, microstructure. and processing CorrOSion resistance;fatigue failure; creep; brittle fracture. Design ofspccilic microstructures.
MSE 434 Ceramic Engineering Laboratory. l(0~3—0). S. Coreq: MSE435. Ceramics are processed and examined in the laboratory. Topics includesintering. grain growth, mechanical propcnies and deSign using brittlematerials and \arious characterization techniques relating processing to thede\ elopmcnt of microstructures and properties.
MSE 435 Physical Ceramics. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: MSE 201, MSE 210.Coreq: MSE 321. MSE 434. Physical and chemical nature of classical andmodern ceramic materials. Emphasis on crystal structures, defect structuresand microstructures. and their collecthc effects on thermal. mechanical andelectrical properties.
MSE 440 Processing of Metallic Materials. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq: MSE 321,MSE 450. Corcq: MSE 431. Credit for both MSE 440 and MSE 540 is notalloncd. Fundamental concepts of solidification and their application tofoundry and welding practices: metal forming concepts applied to forging,rolling. extrusion, drawing. and sheet forming operations; machiningmechanisms and methods; powder metallurgy; advanced processing methodsincluding rapid solidification and mechanical alloying.
MSE 445 Ceramic Processing. 3(2-3-0). Preq: MSE 434. 435. Credit forboth MSE 445 and MSE 545 is not allowed. Ceramic processing of powdersincludes ponder synthesis. characterization. mixing, and size reduction.Theoretical aspects include particle packing. particles in suspension, and someaspects of surface chemistry. Forming methods include compaction. casting,and extrusion. Firing and smtcring are examined.
MSE 450 Mechanical Properties of Materials II. 3(3 0 0). Preq: MSE350. Plastic no“, fracture and or failure phenomenon in solids are treated interms of fundamental deformation mechanisms with emphasis on the role ofcrystal defects and microstructure. Tensile, creep and fatigue modes ofdeformation are included, along with design considerations and applicationsin-practice
MSE (CHE) 455 Polymer Technology and Engineering. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: MSE 425. This course will cover commercial polymers, polymer blendsand miscibility. dynamic mechanical behavior, Boltzmann superpositionprinciple, ultimate properties of polymers, polymer rheology and processing,recycling and design and selection of polymeric materials. Guest instructorsfrom industry will give presentations on contemporary topics in polymertechnology and engineering. Field trips are required.
MSE 460 Microelectronic Materials. 3(3-0—0). Preq: MSE 331. Creditfor both MSE 460 and MSE 560 is not allowed. Processes and characterizationtechniques relevant to microelectronic materials science and technology.Boule growth, wafer preparation, oxidation. epitaxial growth, dopingtechniques, metallization, and de\ ice applications of elemental and compoundsemiconductors. Electrical, structural and chemical characterization ofsemiconductors is included as well as materials considerations relevant todevice fabrication.
MSE 490 Special Topics in Materials Engineering. 1-4. Preq:Permission of Instructor. Offered as needed for the development of new
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courses in materials engineering, including areas such as metals, ceramics,polymers, or microelectronic materials.
MSE 491 Materials Engineering Seminar. 1(1-0-0). Preq: Sr. standing.Survey of topics relevant to job placement for seniors including: resumes,career opportunities, writing and speaking skills, and interview skills. Writtenand oral presentations by students. presentations by faculty and guests,practice interviews, and critiques.
MSE 495 Materials Engineering Projects. 1—6. F, S. Preq: JR or STstanding. Departmental approval required. Application of engineeringprinciples to a specific materials engineering project by a student or smallgroup of students under supervision of a faculty member. A written reportrequired.
MSE 500 Modern Concepts in Materials Science. 3(3—0 0). Preq: Grad.standing. Fundamentals of structure, structure modification and properties ofmaterials with emphasis on structure—property relationships and modern theoryof solids.

MEDICAL TEXTILES
MT 105 ‘ Introduction to Medical Textiles. 3(3-0-0). F. Coreq: CH 101and MA 131 or MA 141. Credit not allowed if previous credit for TT 105.introduction to the structures and methods of production of polymers, fibers,yams and fabrics used in medical applications. Survey of the performancerequirements of current medical textiles and healthcare products used in healthcenters, as surgical implants and as consumer products. Overview of thestructure, organization and integration of the medical textile, medical deviceand phamiaceutical industries within the healthcare sector.
MT 323 Introduction to Theory and Practice of Medical Fiber andYarn Formation. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: PY 211 or PY 205, FCC 203 or CH 221.Introduction to the manufacture of fibers and filament yarns used in medicaltextiles. It includes the flow behavior of polymeric materials as it relates tofiber formation. It also includes the application of fiber forming theories tosynthetic and biopolymeric fibers used in medical textiles. The commonmethods of yarn manufacture are introduced.
MT 381 Medical Textile and the Regulatory Environment. 3(3 0-0). S.Preq: Junior standing. The course will focus on the legal and regulatoryenvironment as it impacts the design, manufacture, marketing and distributionof medical textiles and healthcare products. Fundamentals of legal theory,contract law, intellectual property. licensing, product liability and the Foodand Drug Administration will be coxered, providing the student with theability to recognize and understand the legal issues involved with the medicaltextile supply chain.
MT 386 Medical Textiles Supply Network. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: MT 105,TMS 210 or (TT 221 and TT 252), TAM 380, ZO 160. Credit cannot be givenfor both MT 386 and TAM 486. Study of the supply system for medicaltextiles and healthcare products among organizations and firms, includinginfonnation requirements that are exchanged between producers,manufacturers, distributors, retailers, clinicians, institutional and individualusers. Consideration of the market system. product pricing, channels tomarket. product lead times and the role of product managers. Modeling andsimulation ofsupply networks \\ ill also be studied.
MT 435 Evaluation of Medical and Protective Textiles. 3(3-0—0). S.Preq: Senior standing. TMS 211 or equivalent, PY 211 0r PY 205. Scientificprinciples and practices involved in the testing and qualification of theprotection and comfort performance of medical and protecthe clothing.
MT 452 Formation, Structure and Assembly of Medical TextileProducts. 3(2—3—0). F. Preq: MT 323, TMS 210 or (TT 221 and TT 252). PY208 0r PY 212. Braiding, weaving. knitting and nonwoven technologies in thedesign, patterning, formation and assembly of medical textiles and healthcareproducts. Specialized laminating, finishing joining, cleaning and sterilizingtechniques for conversion of textile structures into medical products.Structure/property relationships in terms of physical, chemical and biologicalperformance of medical textiles and healthcare products.
MT (FCC) 471 The Chemistry of Synthetic and Natural Bipolymers.3(3-0-0). F. Preq: CH 220 or CH 221. Introduction to natural and synthetic



biopolymers used for biomedical applications. Goals and challenges ofbiomaterials selection for biomedical engineering. Polymer concepts ofpolymerization and characterization. Sources synthesis. chemical and physicalproperties and degradation mechanisms are described Polymer classesinclude: polysaccharides, proteins. polyesters, polyurethanes, polyanhydridesand polyethers.
MT 482 Healthcare Product Management. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MA 231or MA 241, ST 311 or ST 361, MT 386 or TAM 380. O\ ervie“ and analysisof the entire health care complex. the markets, the needs. and especially theuse of medical and biotextile products to meet these needs. Study of theproduct design, production, and distribution systems for medical textiles andbiotextiles and other healthcare products. Covers roles of all organizationsincluding designers, inventors. producers. buyers, consumers and users. Studyof differences in regulatory systems, product testing. manufacturing qualitycontrol systems, and distribution and tracking systems.

MUSIC

MUS 100 Instrumental Music. 1(0-3-0). F, S. Preq: Satisfactorily passingaudition. The study and performance of instrumental music. Repertoiredependent upon instrument and level ofinterest and accomplishment.
MUS 101 Beginning Class Piano I. 1(0 3 0). F. S. Introductory course forstudents with no previous piano experience. Music notation, chord formation,keyboard techniques. and ensemble playing. Reading and playing deyelopedthrough folk, popular. and classical repertoire.

I NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
NE 201 Introduction to Vuclear Engineering. 2(2-0-0). F. Preq: MA241. PY 205. An introduction to the concepts. systems and application ofnuclear processes. Topics include radioactivity, fission, fusion, reactorconcepts, biological effects of radiation. nuclear propulsion, and radioaethewaste disposal. Designed to give students a broad perspectiye of nuclearengineering and an introduction to fundamentals and applications of nuclearenergy.
NE 202 Fundamentals of Vuclear Energy. 4(3 2 O). 5. Sum. Preq: PY208. Coreq: PY 407. Introduction to nuclear energy. Topics includeradioactiyity, radiation detection. interaction of radiation with matter, nuclearreactions, fission, quion, nuclear reactors. radiation safety and protection. andlaboratory measurement ofnuclear radiation.
NE 235 Nuclear Reactor Operations Training. 2(1-3—0). F. Does notcount towards NE graduation requirements. Princ1ples of nuclear reactoroperations. Lectures to coy er basic nuclear engineering theory pertaining tofission reactor operations; laboratory sessions to provide hands on trainingwith the PULSTAR nuclear reactor including facility pre startup checks,approach to criticality, steady state operations, and measurement of variousoperating parameters. Qualified students may opt to enter training and studyfor the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission exam to become federallylicensed nuclear Reactor Operators.
NE 301 Fundamentals of Nuclear Engineering. 40 2 O). F. Preq: MA341,CSC 112(or equivalent), C or better in NE 202. Introductory course innuclear engineering. Neutron physics, reactor operation, and reactordynamics. Basic principles underlying the design and operation of nuclearsystems, facilities and applications. Laboratory sessions include neutrondetection and measurement, reactor instrumentation. and reactivitymeasurements.
NE 400 Nuclear Reactor Energy Conversion. 4(3-2—0). S. Preq: MAE301 and a C or better in NE 301. Coreq: MAE 308. Introduction to theconcepts and principles of heat generation and rcmmal in reactor systems.Power cycles, reactor heat sources, analytic and numerical solutions toconduction problems in reactor components and fuel elements, heat transfei inreactor fuel bundles and heat exchangers. Problem sets emphasi/c designprinciples. Heat transfer lab included.
NE 401 Reactor Analysis and Design. 4(3—2 0). S. Preq: C or better inNE 301. Coreq: MA 40]. Elements of nuclear reactor theory for reactor com
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design and operation. Includes one-group neutron transport and multigroupdiffusion models, analytical and numerical criticality search, and fluxdistribution and calculations for homogeneous and heterogeneous reactors.slowing down and thermalization models and transient isotopics. LaboratOIyobsen aliens and ceirelation of reactor measurements with theory.
NE 402 Reactor Engineering. 4(3 2 0). F. Preq: MAE 303, NE 302, NE401. A course in thermal-hydraulic design and analysis of nuclear systems.Single and t“ o-phase 110w, boiling heat transfer, modeling of fluid systems.Design constraints imposed by thermal—hydraulic considerations are discussed.A thermal hydraulics laboratory included.
NE 403 Nuclear Engineering Design Projects. 3(2 3 0). S. Preq: NE401. NE 402. PI‘OJCCIS in design of practical nuclear engineering systems.Preliminary deSigns deyeloped by teams with advice by faculty as needed,“ith reports presented in oral and written form. Current and future systemsemphasized. and use ofeomputers encouraged.
NE 404 Radiation Safety and Shielding. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: NE 301 witha grade of C or better or NE 419. Radiation safety and environmental aspectsof nuclear pow er generation. Radiation interaction, photon attenuation.shielding theory and design project, external and internal dose evaluation,reactor effluents and release of radioacthity into the environment,transportation and disposal of radioactive \\ aste; and environmental impact ofnuclear pow er plants.
NE 405 Reactor Systems. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: NE 401. Coreq: NE 402.Nuclear power plant systems: design criteria, design parameters. andeconomics. Topics c0\ cred include: PWR. BWR. core deSign. primary loops,auxiliary and emergency systems; containment. reactor control and protectionsystems, accident and transient beha\ iors.
NE (MSE) 409 Vuelear Materials. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: MAT 201.Properties and selection of materials for optimum design of nuclear steamsystems. Implications of radiation damage to reactor materials and materialproblems in nuclear engineering. 0\ eniew of nuclear steam systems, crystalstructure and defects. dislocation theory, mechanical properties, radiationdamage. hardening and embrittlement due to radiation exposure and problemsconcerned “11h fiss10n and fusion materials.
NE 412 Nuclear Fuel Cycles. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: NE 401 and NE 402.Processing of nuclear fuel \\lll1 descriptions of mining, milling. conversion.enrichment, fabrication, irradiation, reprocessing. and paste disposal. In-coreand out ofcore nuclear fuel management design. including obiecthes.constraints. decisions and methodologies. Nuclear power plant and fuel cycleeconomics.
NE (PY) 414 Electromagnetism 1. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PY 203 or 208.MA 341. First semester ofa t\\o semester sequence. An intermediate course inelectromagnetic theory using the methods ofvector calculus. Electrostatic fieldand potential, dielectrics, solution to Laplace’s and Poisson‘s equations.magnetic fields ofsteady currents
NE (PY) 415 Electromagnetism II. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: PY 414. Acontinuation of FY 414. Electromagnetic induction. magnetic fields in matter.Maxwell‘s equations, “ave guides. radiation.
NE 418 Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: ECE221 or ECE 331. Instiumentation and supporting systems required for controland protection of a nuclear power plant. Radiation measurement. processmeasurement. and reactor operating principles used to dey clop instrumentationrequirements and characteristics. Requirements and implementations ofinstrumentation. control and protection systems for pressuri/cd and boilingwater reactors. Design and implementation issues include power supplies.signal transmisSion, redundancy and diversity, response time. and reliability.
NE 419 Introduction to Nuclear Energy. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: PY 202 orPY 208. Not open to majors in Nuclear Engineering. Electrical powergeneration from nucleai fission, fundamental aspects of fission chain reaction,and reactor design. Reactor types, their static and dynamic characteristics andinstrumentation. Reactor operation and safety. Nuclear fusion and fusionreactor development.
NE 491 Special Topics in Nuclear Engineering. 1 4. Preq: Consent ofInstructor. Detailed coy erage ofspecml topics.



NE 504 Radiation Safety and Shielding. 3(3 0 0). |-‘. l’req Nli 40| orN1‘ 520.
H NATURAL RESOURCES ‘
NR 100 Introduction to Natural Resources. 2(I 3 0) 1‘. Open toNatural Resources. l‘oi‘cst Management and University Undesignatcd studentsonly. Orientation to natural resotii‘ccs management. Case study of a currentnaltiral rcsouree management issue including biophysical. economic. soCIaIand political dimensions field experience \\ith local natural resouices issues.Career orientation and counseling.
NR 300 Natural Resource Measurements. 4(2 (3 0) S Freq: BO360 36). CH 30! 202. MA 23!. FY 21 I. SS( 200. ST 311. Theory andpiactiee of measuring. analy/ing. and describing the characteristics of naturalecosystems. Sun cying and mapping. in\cnlory of \egetation. sods. \\II(iIlfChabitat. and hydrology. Sampling. data analysis. and presentation ofdata. Useof geographic information systems to store. analy/e. and presentemironmental data. lntensnc instrtiction and practice in commtinication oftechnical information
NR 301 Practicum for Professional Development 1. 1(1-0—0). F. Freq:NR IOU. Junior standing. NR majors only or \\ith instructor consent.Instruction in protessional report \\riting and presentation. resume preparationand intenic“ slsills. professional ethics and practices. job searching skills".ie\ic\\ and critique of professional seminars and documents from NR 50]students: piepaiation foi summer work C\pericncc.
NR 360 Internship Experience. 3(0—10-0). F. S. Sum. Freq: NR 301.Internship c\per1encc \\ith a natural resource agency or company. \/lostintemships require \\ orlsing and In ing off-campus.
NR 400 Natural Resource Management. 4(3-3-0). S. Freq: ARE 336and either ST 31] or ST 330; and senior standing. Theory and practice ofintegrated natural resource management. Quantitathe optimi7ation. economicsof multiple-use. compounding and discounting. optimal rotations. linearprogramming. Public and pr1\ ate management case studies and team proyects.
NR 401 Practicum for Professional Development II. 1(1 0 0). F. Freq:NR 360. NR majors only or with Consent of Instructor. Preparation andpresentation ofjournal on summer work e\perience. final report and oralpresentation of summer \\ ork acti\ itics; instruction in presentation techniques:re\ ie“ and critique ofseminars and documents: mentoring NR 30] students.
VR (FOR) 420 Watershed and Wetlands Hydrology. 4(3-3-0). F. Freq:SSC 200. BO 360. Credit will not be gn en tor both FOR(NR)420 andFOR(NR)520.. Princ1ples of hydrologic seicncc; classification and assessmentof “atersheds and stream net“ orks; hydrologic. erosion. and water qualityprocesses in natural and managed watersheds; wetlands hydrology: hydrologicmeasurements and data anaIySis; applications of hydrology and water qualitymanagement for forest agriculture. and urban ecosystems; watershedrestoration. Emphasis field study of watersheds and hydrologicmeasurements. T\\o weekend field trips are required.
NR 421 Wetland Assessment. Delineation and Regulation. 3(2 3 0). S.Prcq: SSC 200. BO 360. FOR 212 or BO 405 and FOR 420. Credit will not begiven for both NR 421 and NR 521. Wetland definitions and systems ofclassification and functional assessment; methods for assessing ecologicalfunctions ofwetlands; identification and delineation ofjurisdictional wetlandsin accordance With US Army Corps of Engineers procedures; application offederal and state regulatory programs. Fi\e Saturday field trips are requtred.
NR 484 Environmental Impact Assessment. 4(2—0 4). F. Freq: FOR 212or BO 405. NR 300 or FOR 274. Coreq: FOR 353 or FOR 554. Impactassessment princ1ples, practices, and their evolution. Lectures and fieldpracticums conceming problems addressed by em ironmental assessmentpractitioners. Practical implications of current regulatory requirements,especially endangered species and wetlands.
NR (FOR) 491 Special Topics in Forestry and Related NaturalResources. l-4. F. S. Freq: Consent of Instructor. Independent (or group)study or research ofa forestry or related natural resources topic with a facultystipcry isor ofthe students cliOice. Also courses offered on atrial basis.
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l NAVAL SCIENCE

NS 100 Midshipman 4/C Naval Science Laboratory. 0(() l 0). F. S.Military drill. courtesics and honors. elements of unit leadership, phySicalfitness and professmnal dctclopment of the prospectne Naval Marine CorpsOfficer. Required ()fMIdSIilmen 4 C.
NS 110 An Introduction to Na\al Science. 2(2-0—0). F. Fundamentalorientation to thc NED. a1 Senicc emphasi/ing the miSSion. organization.regulations. customs and traditions. broad warfare components of Navy andthc major challenges facing today's Na\y and Marine Officers.
NS 200 Vlidshipman 3/C Naval Science Laboratory. 0(0 1 0). F, S.Continuation ofNS IOU. Required ofMidshipmcn 3 C.
NS 210 Leadership and Management. 3(3-0-0). F. Assists students inacquiring know ledge and dexeloping the cognitive processes necessary tomake dcctsions in the practice of management. The student will learn thetraditional foundations of management \KhIIC developing decision skills toapply this knowledge in a real-world setting. The major focus is centeredupon global management. ethics and social responsibility. total qualitymanagement. and cultural diyersity.
NS 220 Naval Ships Engineering Systems. 3(3-0 0). S. Introduction tothe application ofengineering principles in the research. development. design.construction. and operation of ships. weapons systems. and ocean structures.with emphasis on thermodynamic processes and energy conversions.
VS 300 Midshipman 2/C Naval Science Laboratory. 0(0 1 0). F. S.Preq: Junior standing. Continuation ofNS 200. Required ofMidshipmen 2 C.
NS 310 Navigation. 4(3 2 0). F. A comprehenshe study of the theory.principles and procedures of ship navigation. mmements and employment.Course includes mathematical analysis. spherical triangulations and practicalwork in\o|\ mg Sight reduction. sextant. publications and report logs.
NS 320 Naval Operations. 4(3~2—0). S. Freq: Junior standing.Components of general nay al operations. including concepts and application oftactical formations and dispositions. relatiye motion. maneuvering board andtactical plots. rules of the road and naval communications.
NS 330 Esolution of Warfare. 3(3-0-0). Freq: Junior Standing. A sun eyofthe molution of w arfare through the study ofselected campaigns and classicbattles with special emphasis on the principles of war. the military impact ofleadership. and the es olution oftactics. weapons. and weaponry.
NS 400 Midshipman I/C Naval Science Laboratory. 0(0—1—0). F. S.Freq: Senior standing. Continuation ofNS 300. Required ofMidshipmen 1 C.
NS 410 Naval Weapon Systems. 3(3-0-0). F. An introduction to theconcepts and properties of electronic. physical. electromagnetic andmechanical systems to foster an understanding of the theory and principles ofoperation of shipboard \\ eapons systems. emphasizing types of weapons andfire control systems. capabilities and limitations, theory of target acquisition.identification and tracking. trajectory principles. and basics ofordnance.
NS 420 Naval Leadership and Management 11. 3(3-0-0). S. Freq:Senior standing. Skills and abilities needed for competence as a commissionedofficer in the area of human resources management. nayal personnelmanagement. material management. and the administration ofdiscipline.
NS 430 Amphibious Warfare. 3(3-0-0). S. Alt yrs. Freq: Seniorstanding. A survey ofthe projection of sea power ashore w ith special emphasison the eyolution of and innovation in amphibious warfare in the 20th Centurythrough the study ofhistorical amphibious landings and campaigns.

NUTRITION
NTR (ANS. FS) 301 Introduction to Human Nutrition. 3(3 0-0). F. S.Sum. Freq: Sophomore standing. Food science majors may use as a freeelectiye only. Functions. dietary sources and deficienCies of essential nutrientsin humans; a balanced diet: role of nutrients in heart disease. cancer.



hypertension, osteoporosis: weight control and eating disorders;vegetarianism; food safety; dietary supplements; government regulation offood supply; food quackery.
NTR (FS) 400 Principles of Human Nutrition. 3(3 0 O). F, S, Sum.Preq: CH 220, CH 221; ZO 160 or BIO 181 183. Credit will not be given forboth NTR (FS)4OO and NTR 500. Overview of fields of Nutritional Sciences;functions of nutrients in the human body; sources and properties of nutrients;relationships of food industry practices to nutrition.
NTR (ANS, PO) 415 Comparative Nutrition. 3(3 0 O). F. Preq: Preq:CH 220 or both 221 and 223. Principles of nutrition, including theclassification of nutrients and the nutrient requrrements of and species forhealth, growth, maintenance and productive functions.
NTR (ANS) 419 Human Nutrition in Health and Disease. 3(3 0 0). S.Preq: ANS 230, or ANS/FS/NTR 301 or FS/NTR 400 or ANS/NTR/PO 415.Junior standing. Current concepts regarding, and physiological bases of theroles of nutrition in the prevention and treatment of acute and chronic diseasestates in humans \\ ith emphasis on the process of scientific discoy ery, readingof original research and transformation of research findings to public policy.
NTR 490 Nutrition Seminar. 1(1 0—0). S. Preq: Junior standing. Locationof recent literature in the library and discussion of current topics in nutrition.Guest lectures on career opportunities and jobs available in the fields ofhumanand animal nutrition. Use of computer databases to conduct a literature searchon the chosen topic. Preparation and presentation of a final oral report,including an abstract and effectiy e \ isual aids.
NTR 492 External Learning Experience. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sc1ences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approyed by a faculty adyiser, the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience
NTR 493 Special Problems in Nutrition. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources. Contact andarrangements With prospective employers must be initiated by student andapproved by a faculty adviser, the prospectiye employer, the departmentalteaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to the experience.
NTR 495 Special Topics in Nutrition. 1 3. F, S, Sum. Offered as neededto present materials not normally available in regular course offerings or foroffering of nevy courses on a trial basrs.

POLYMER AND COLOR CHEMISTRY

PCC 105 Introduction to Polymer and Color Chemistry. 3(2-2-0). F.Introduction oftopics related to Polymer and Color Chemistry, e.g. computers,library, PCC curriculum, advisrng and elective section, introduction to textileinformation, fiber forming polymers, color, fundamental chemistry, periodictable, acids, bases, solutions, learning and study techniques, laboratorytechniques.
PCC 106 Introduction to Polymer and Color Chemistry 11. 3(3 0-0). S.Preq: PCC 105. Introduction of topics related to Polymer and ColorChemistry, e.g. atomic interactions and molecular bonding (ionic, covalent,London, polar), molecular structures, small molecules and polymers (natural,synthetic and biopolymers), inorganic chemistry basics. equilibria in solutions,weak acid/base systems, buffers, acidity alkalinity, pH, introduction to organicchemistry basics, functional groups, introduction to chemical kinetics,polymerization kinetics, as well as special topics presented by various Polymerand Color Chemistry faculty.
PCC 203 Introduction to Polymer Chemistry. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:CH 101, TC 105 or TT 105. Organic reaction princrplcs necessary tounderstand the preparation, properties and chemistry of polymers. Synthesis,applications and behavior of common classes of polymers with emphasrs onthose materials used in the textile industry. The chemistry and structure ofnatural and man—made fibers.
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PCC 301 Technology of Dyeing and Finishing. 4(3-2-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: PCC 105 or PCC 203. Basic principles and procedures for thepreparation, dyeing, printing, and finishing of natural and man—made fibers.The chemical nature ofdyes and fastness properties and the chemical nature offinishes used to impart specific end—use properties.
PCC 302 Technology of Textile Wet Processing. 4(3 2 0). F, S, Sum.Preq: TT 105 or TC 105, TMS 221, CH 101, PY 211 or PY 205. Introductionto the science and technology used in textile wet processing. Topics includepreparation, dyeing, printing and finishing of textiles, basics of colorgeneration and measurement. Emphasis mainly on cotton, wool, nylon andpolyester. Laboratory includes experiments in wet processing and a project onstatistical analysis of fabric defects.
FCC 305 Introduction to Color Science and Its Applications. 3(2—2 O).S. Preq: PY 212 or PY 208. and TC 301. Basic principles and applications ofcolor science. Physical, physiological and psychophysrcal aspects of color,color perception, color specification, color measurement and color control.Laboratory and computer color graphics e\ercises to aid understanding ofcolor science.
PCC 310 Textile Preparation and Finishing Chemistry. 3(3—0 0). F.Preq: PCC 301. Topics in textile “et processing. Chemical mechanisms andunit operations in fabric preparation and finishing.
PCC 320 Textile Dyeing and Printing. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: PCC 301.Coreq: CH 223. Topics in coloration of textile fibers; chemical and physicalmechanisms in textile dyeing and printing.
PCC (TAM) 401 Manufacturing and its Impact on Safety, theEnvironment, and Society. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: Junior standing. Relationship ofsociety to safety and emironmental aspects of manufactured products.Quantifying manufacturing risks. Protectiye methods, e.g. administratiye,engineering, personal, treatment, pollution pre\ention. Social factors, e.g.political, regulatory, legal, consumer attitudes, public policy, perceptions.Understanding comple\ social issues, especially situations “ith conflictinggoals. Critical comparison of options for risk reduction, and selectingreasonable (hopefully optimal) courses of action in complex and uncertainsituations. Unsol\ ed problems of industry and society (eg. greenhouse effect).Relationships of ethics, laus and regulations to manufacturing.
PCC 402 Introduction to the Theory and Practice of Fiber Formation.3(3-0-0). Preq: Senior standing: TC 203, PY 208 or 2I2, MA 242, CH 201.Flow beha\ior of polymeric materials as related to the formation of fibers bymelt, dry and “et extrusion. Elementary theories ofdrawing and heat setting.Application offiber-forming theories to synthetic and cellulosic fibers.
PCC 403 Carpet Industry. 3(3 0 0). F, Alt yrs. Preq: PCC 301 or 302,TT 22l, 241 and 251 or TMS 210 or TE 301 and 302 and senior standing. Srstanding. An overvieyy of all aspects of carpet production and marketingincluding fiber properties and selection, yarn formation, carpet formation,dyeing and finishing, design, quality assurance and testing, marketing, andenvironmental issues. Instruction provided by industry professionals. Mayinclude a field trip.
PCC 407 Wet Processing Operations and Quality Control. 3(1 6 0). S.Preq: PCC 310, PCC 320, TMS 210, and CH 431 or TC 44]. Pilot scale batchand continuous \yet processing. Selection and use of processes and qualitycontrol tests.
PCC 412 Textile Chemical Analysis. 3(2-3-0). S. Preq: PCC 301; CH431 or TC 441. Application of certain techniques of analysis to fibers, textilechemicals and textile processes; ultraviolet, visible and infraredspectrophotometery; chromatography; \iscometiy; interfaeial tension;calorimetric, gra\imctric and mechanical thermalanalyses. Emphasis onsolving problems of analysis involying such processes as sorption, solution,difquion, crystalli7ation, etc.
PCC 442 Theory of Physico—Chemical Processes in Textiles II. 3(0 0-0). S. Preq: TE 303, CH 331, or CH 431. Second semester ofa mo semestersequence. Ideal and non-ideal solutions, colligative properties. Electrochemistry, dyeing isotherms, chemical kinetics, surface chemistry, theory ofrepellcncy and other special topiCs.
PCC 461 Introduction to Fiber Forming Polymers. 4(3-3-0). F. Preq:C11 223. Formation and properties of fiber forming polymers. Step—groyyth and



chain—gronth polymerization. Survey of formation techniques for man—madefibers. Relationships between chemical structure and physical properties ofnatural and man—made fibers.
PCC 466 Polymer Chemistry Laboratory. 3(2 6 0). Preq: TC 441 or CH431', Senior standing. Synthesis and characteriIation of polymers;thermodynamics of rubber elasticity and gelation: spectroscopic, thermal andscattering techniques for polymer analysis. The processing of polymers intofibers and films.
PCC (MT) 471 The Chemistry of Synthetic and Natural Bipolymers.3(3—0—0). F. Preq: CH 220 or CH 221. Introduction to natural and syntheticbiopolymcrs used for biomedical applications. Goals and challenges ofbiomatcrials selection for biomedical engineering. Polymer concepts ofpolymerization and characterization. Sources/synthesis, chemical and physicalproperties and degradation mechanisms are described. Polymer classesinclude: polysaccharides, proteins, polyesters, polyurethanes, polyanhydridesand polyethers.
PCC 490 Undergraduate Research in Polymer and Color Chemistry.F. S, Sum. Preq: PCC 301; PCC 261 CH 461; and TE 303, CH 331 or CH 431.Intended for PCC majors. Faculty supervised individual research forundergraduates in PCC. Students must find an ad\isor from within thedepartment \\ ith whom to work on a regular basis.
PCC 491 Seminar in Polymer and Color Chemistry. 1(2-0-0). F, S.Sum. Preq: Senior standing. 1ntended for PCC majors. Familiarizes student“ith the principal sources of polymer and color chemistry literature andemphastzes importance of keeping abreast of developments in the field.Emphasizes fundamentals oftechnical writing. Arranged.
PCC 492 Special Topics in Polymer and Color Chemistry. 3(3-0—0). F,S, Sum. Preq: Permission of instructor. Presentation of material not normallyavailable in regular course offerings or offering ofnew courses on a trial basis.Credits and content detcmiined by faculty member in consultation with theDepartment Head.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PE 101 Fitness and Wellness. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Benefits anddevelopment of a personal fitness and wellness program; training principlesand guidelines for cardio respiratory activities and weight training, fitness andwellness components and misconceptions, nutrition, weight control, stressmanagement, and contemporary health issues. Satisfies the Fitness andWellness one-hour requirement for graduation.
PE 102 Fitness Walking. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Benefits and developmentof a personal physical fitness and wellness program. Knovsledge, attitudes,and skills necessary for participation in a lifelong fitness “alking program asan activity to improve health and fitness. For people of any age, gender,background and skill level. Satisfies the Fitness and Wellness one-hourrequirement for graduation.
PE 103 Water Aerobics. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Individual under medicalcare must have prior approval from physician before registering for the course.Benefits and development ofa personal physical fitness and wellness program.Individually paced vsater exercise program designed to increase cardiovascularendurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and flexibility. Satisfiesthe Fitness and Wellness 1 hour requirement for graduation.
PE 104 Swim Conditioning. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PE 215 orequivalent skills. Benefits and development of a personal physical fitness andwellness program. Swim techniques that maximize fitness gains and minimizeinjuries. Variety oftraining methods including all levels ofintensity. Satisfiesthe fitness & wellness one-hour requirement for graduation.
PE 105 Aerobics and Body Conditioning. 1(0 2-0). F, S, Sum. Benefitsand development of a personal fitness and wellness program. Exerciseprescription, safety precautions, proper cardio respiratory exercise technique,muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition.Lectures and discussions on nutrition, weight control, and stress management.Satisfies the Fitness and Wellness one—hour requirement for graduation.
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PE 106 Triathlon. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Preq: PE 221 or equivalent skill.Benefits and development ofa personal physical fitness and wellness program.Swim, cycle and run techniques that maximize fitness gains and minimizeinjuries. Bicycles and ANSI approved helmets need to be provided by thestudents. Satisfies the fitness and wellness one-hour requirement forgraduation.
PE 107 Run Conditioning. 1(0-2—0). F, S, Sum. Benefits anddevelopment of a personal fitness and wellness program. Emphasis on avariety of training techniques, including all levels of intensity. Satisfies theFitness and Wellness one-hour requirement for graduation.
PE 108 Water Step Aerobics. 1(2—0 0). F, S, Sum. An individually pacedwater aerobics exercise program designed to increase cardiovascularendurance, muscular strength and endurance, and flexibility. Conducted inchest-deep water on aquatic steps.
PE 109 Step Aerobics. 1(0-2—0). F, S, Sum. Fitness through use of basicinformation, skills and techniques ofa safe step aerobic program.
PE 214 Beginning Swimming. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Swimming skills forthe non-swrmmer that are essential for survival in the water.
PE 215 Advanced Beginning Swimming. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Preq: PE 214 orequivalent skills. Continuation of Beginning Swimming: development of basicstrokes, learning new strokes, and survival skills.
PE 216 Soccer. 1(0—2 O). F, S, Sum. Soccer with emphasis on skillsde\e10pment, playing strategies, and rules ofthe game.
PE 218 Adapted Physical Education. 1(0-2-0). F. S. Preq:Documentation of medical restriction. For students with medical problemswho are unable to take regular Physical Education classes. Designed forstudents with physical or medical problems, accommodating individual needsand limitations. Repeatable up to four semesters.
PE 219 Gymnastics. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Fundamentals of gymnastics for menand women. Coed: tumbling and vaulting; men's events: parallel bars andpommel horse; women's events: balance beam and uneven parallel bars.Safety and spotting.
PE 221 Intermediate Swimming. 1(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PE 214 orequivalent skill. Emphasis on five swim strokes: Freestyle (front crawl),breaststroke. elementary backstroke, backstroke (back crawl), sidestroke.Deep-water skill development (di\ es, treads, underwater swims). Emphasis onincreased cardiovascular fitness.
PE 223 Lifeguard Training. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Preq: PE 221 or equivalentskills. Advanced techniques of Lifeguard Training vtith American Red Crosscertification upon completion of course requirements. Optional fee assessedfor certification.
PE 224 Water Safety Instructor. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Preq: Currentcertification in Lifeguard Training or Emergency Water Safety. Designed toqualify students for a Red Cross Water Safety Instructor's rating. Optional feeassessed for certification
PE 226 Skin and Scuba Diving I. 2(1—2 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PE 221 orequivalent skills. Basic theory and skills related to skin and scuba diving.Emphasis on equipment, diving maladies, safety and physical conditioning fordiving. Additional fee assessed for the open water experience andcertification.
PE 227 Scuba Diving II. 2(0-1—0). F, S. Preq: PE 226 or basic scubadiving certification. Scuba skills development, first aid, CPR and open waterrescues.
PE 228 Springboard Diving. 1(0—2-0). F, S. Preq: PE 215 or deep watertread for 10 minutes and swim 5 laps(250 yds). Development of thefundamental skills of one—meter springboard diving.
PE 229 Skin & Scuba Diving Open Water Training. 1(0-2—0). F, S,Sum. Coreq: PE 226. Instruction and supervision in transfer of Skin and ScubaDiving skills and knowledge from the pool and classroom to the open waterenvironment. Out-of—class fieldtrips required. Additional fees rangingbet“ een $1 10 to $275 depending upon dive location.



PE 232 Track & Field. l(0 2-0). F. Develops knouledge. skill andinterest in track and field e\ ents.
PE 233 Clogging. l(0-2-0). F. S. An entiy/ level dance course stressmgthe fundamentals of traditional and preciston clogging. Emphasis on basicfoot movements, combinations and individual freestyle.
PE 234 Country Dance. 1(0 2 0). F, S. American Heritage dances, Tevastwo-step, and Western Square Dance.
PE 235 Beginning Karate. l(0-2-0). F, S. Introduction to traditionalJapanese karate: kihon (basic punching. striking, blocking. and kickingtechniques); kata (formal drills); yakusoku kumite (pie-arranged sparring); anddemonstration of ji yu kumite (controlled free sparring). Karate uniformrequired.
PE 236 Advanced Karate. l(0-2-0). F, S. Sum. Preq: PE 233 orequivalent. Ad\ aneed training in Wado ryu Japanese Karate. EmphaSis oninstruction in advanced striking. blocking. and kicking techniques. Threeadditional Pinan Katas. Introduction to multiple step pre-arranged Kumite.
PE 237 Weight Training. l(0 2 0). F. S. Sum. Pr0\ ides essentialknowledge of the Principles of Muscular Strength development and anopportunity to acquire skill in a variety of progressive resistance exercises.
PE 238 Wrestling. 1(0 2 0). F, S. Wrestling skills. safety considerations,and conditioning factors necessary for moderate competition in a combati\esport beginning skills through more ad\ anced techniques
PE 239 Self Defense. l(0 2 0). F, S. BaSic self-defense skills andtechniques. Skills eoyered include falls. kicks. punches, and escapes; pluspsychology of phySIcal and sexual assault. Physical contact between studentsand instructor.
PE 240 Social Dance. l(0—2-0). F. S. Sum. Basic steps and fundamentalsofleading and following in the F0.\ Trot, Waltz. Cha-Cha, Shag, and one othercurrent popular dance form
PE 242 Badminton. l(0 2 0). F, S. Sum. Skills development. strategiesand rules of Singles and doubles play.
PE 243 Bowling. l(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Instruction in ball selection, grip.stance, approach, delivery, bowling etiquette. safety precautions. rules,scoring, terminology, and general theory of spare eoyerage. Additional feeassessed.
PE 244 Fencing. l(0-2-O). F, S. Dex elopment of offenshe and defensiveskills; emphasis on rules, courtesy, and strategy of bouting.
PE 245 Golf. l(0 2 0). F, S. Sum. Fundamentals ofgolf: grip. stance.alignment. swing. Rules and etiquette on the course.
PE 246 Handball. l(0-2-0). F, S. Skills development, iules and strategiesfor singles. cut-throat. and doubles play of four \\ all handball
PE 247 Roller Skating. l(0 2 0). F. S. Fundamental and intermediateskills of skating: starting, turning. stopping. Emphasis on balance,coordination, and endurance skating.
PE 248 Squash. l(0 2 0). F, S. Skill development and strategies ofplay.Equipment selection, safety, history, and rules.
PE 249 Tennis 1. l(0-2-0). F, S, Sum. Basic tennis skills on grips,footuork, groundstrokes, service. Rules and basic strategy for singles play.Introduction to volleys. Iobs, overheads. and doubles.
PE 250 Tennis II. l(0-2—0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PE 249 or cquhalentexperience. Reyiew basic tennis skills on grips. footwork. groundstrokcs, andservice. Stroke production in\olved in more aggressheoffenswe style ofplay: approach and volley, spin serve and kick scne. Emphasis on halfvolleys, lobs, overheads, and supplemental shots. Active drills and point playsituations for aggressive Singles and doubles play
PE 25] Target Archery. l(0 2 0). F. S, Sum. Shooting fundamentals.safety, selection, and care of equipment.
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PE 252 Downhill Skiing. l(0 2 0). S. Skills and techniques in doxinhillskiing. Emphasis on safety control. and proper equipment selection. On slopeinstruction held at selected ski site during semester break. Four classroomsessions on campus prior to trip. Additional cost to student approximately$200.00.
PE 253 Orienteering. l(0-2 0). F. S. Navigating on foot from definedpoint to defined point, \xith use of map and compass in the shOitest possibletime.
PE 254 Beginning Equitation. l(0—2—0). F. S. I-lunt seat equitation, careof horse and tack, and control skills at the “alk. trot and cantcr. Meets offcampus once a \\ eek. Additional fee assessed.
PE 255 Basic Canoeing. l(0-2-O). F. S. Preq: Pieq: PE 214 or equivalentskills. Instruction and experience in flat-“ater canoe skills; emphasizmgpaddling skills, safety, flat and moving \\ ater tra\ el techniques and properequipment selection. Plan and participate in a required “eckend fieldtripcosting approximately $25.
PE 256 Racquetball. l(0—2—0). F. S, Sum. Skill development. strategiesand rtiles of singles. doubles and cutthroat play.
PE 257 Backpacking. l(0 2 O). F. S. Designed for students \\ith little orno backpacking experience. Safe and environmentally sound campingpractices. Equipment/clothing, first aid and safety management ageneies, landna\ igation. and trip planning. Too \\ eckend field trips required.
PE 258 Basic Rock Climbing. l(0 2 0). F. S. Sum. Instruction and directexperience for the beginning rock climber. Emphasis on safe rope systems forbelaying and basic moy ement on rock.
PE 259 Intermediate Rock Climbing. l(0-2-0). F, S. Preq: PE 258.De\elopment of intemiediate rock climbing skills and practices including:climbing safety. belaying techniques. anchor systems, partner and self rescue,rappelling and ascending techniques, minimal impact climbing. and Climbinghazards.
PE 260 Intermediate Equitation. l(0 2 0). F. S. Preq: BeginningEquitation or equn alent. Ad\ anced techniques. theories and performance inequitation. Additional fee assessed
PE 26] Basketball. l(0 2 0). F. S. Offensi\e and defensi\e skillsdexelopment and systems of teamwork. Cmerage of strategies. history andrules ofthe sport.
PE 262 Introduction to Whitewater Canoeing. l(0-2-0). F. S. Preq: PE255 or equivalent; ability to pass suim test. Instruction and direct e\periencein fundamental \\hite\vater canoeing skills. Basic paddling strokes andmaneuyers for use on \yhiteuatcr. river safety, basic ri\er rescue. equipmentselection and care. and cm ironmental ethics. Additional fee assessed.
PE 263 Tap Dance. l(0-2-0). F, S. Entry! IC\CI (lance course stressingfundamental moyemcnts of tap. Emphasis on foundation skill mmements.rhythmic exercises, and the relationship ofmm ement to music.
PE (DAN) 264 Ballet. l(0 2—0). F, S. Beginning IC\ el ballet techniquecourse. Fundamental ballet concepts and \oeabulaiy introduced thiougli barreand center exercises and combinations.
PE 265 Softball. l(()-2~O). F, S, Sum. Basic skills. rules. and strategies forplaying softball.
PE 266 Ultimate Frisbee. l(0-2—0). F. S. Emphasis on skill dewlopmcnt,aerobic fitness and spirit of competition. Includes flight dynamics. \aiiousthrowmg and catching techniques. oflcnsne skills, dcfcnsiw skills.equipment, strategies. and rules ofthe game.
PE 267 Flag Football. l(0—2—0). F, S. An introduction to the skills,history. rules and strategy ol'flag football.
PE 268 Advanced Clogging. l(0 2 0). F. S. Preq: PE 233 or equiialent.Experience in advanced Appalachian clogging techniques.



PE 269 Volleyball I. 1(020) I, S. Sum. Volleyball fundamentalssetting. passing. set'\ tug. spiking. coutt moiement. and game stiategy.
PE 270 \olleyball ll. Ittl-Z ti). I. S. I’req: Pl. 269 or equivalent.Adumccd techniques. theories attd strategies ol \olleyball.
PE 27] Varsity Sports. [(0 2 it) I“. S. l’rcq' 1 hr. ol l’.l . credit. l’oistudent athletes oii a teatn sponsored by the Athletic Department for one boutof Physical Education. for students on a team sponsored by the AthleticDepartment. (‘oui‘se not repeatable
PE 273 Jan Dance. [(0 2 (t). F. S Beginning le\el ia/l dance techniquecourse co\ eting basic ‘a// skills in “arm up e\ercises. combinat ons, andcompositions. ('oncctitiation on learning and pcrlorming combinations to tanstyles.
PE (DAV) 274 Modern Dance l. ltll-Z-(J), l‘. S. lntrodtictioti ofmmement and dance concepts and techniques through theory and analysis.impro\ tsation and eotnpositioit. slructuted dance e\ercises combinations.
PE (DAV) 275 \lodern Dance ll. Ht) 2 (l). f. S. Pteq: PL l) \N 274 (orpermission of insttuctot). continuation of Modetn Dance 1. l-mphasis ondesign of body in space. moy emctit qualities and mustcality through stittcttiiedtechnical e\ercis‘es and combinations.
PE 276 \\hitc\\atcr Rafting. lttl 2 (l). I". S. Sum. Preq: Pass s\\im testWhiteuater railing skills and ptacttces emphast/ttig safe ri\ er tra\e|. minimalimpact l‘l\ et‘ camping techniques. and ttip planning Additional fee assessed.
PE 277 \Iountain Biking. 1(0 2 0) f. S. Sum. Bike handling. minimalimpact trail riding skills. safety. fitness. basic maintenance and repair. andequipment selection. Students proiidc theii oun bike. helmet. protectiieequipment. and clothing.
PE 279 Yoga. [(0 2 ti). l. S. Yoga p0stures tot all ages and |e\els.Breathing exercises. emphasis on physical yoga. utili/ing a \iide \artety ofpostures: standing. sitting. fornard bends. back bending. imertcd. misting.balances and ICld\illloli.
PE 282 Adianced Aerobics and Leadership. 1(0-3-0). f. S. Preq: PE23| or PE 230. Safe and effectne high-Ion impact aerobics program \sithemphasts on student choreography and leadership. de\ elopment of indi\ idualexcretsc prescription. and related health topics
PE 283 Mountaineering. 1(0-1-0). S Preq‘ PE 253 or equivalent skills.Instruction and e\pertence in alpine climbing skills cmphasi/ing snow and icetra\ el. safety. land nai igation. \yinter ha7ard e\aluation. minimal impactcamping skills. and equipment selection. Three full day classroom sessionsbefore the trip requtred. Planning and partiCipating in a t\\ elve day field triprequired. Approximate cost ofSthJ \\ ill be assessed.
PE 295 Special Topics in Physical Education. 1(0 2 0). F. S.Examination ofsclected topics ofphysical education.

COACHING (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
PEC 201 Coaching Baseball/Softball. 2(2 0 0). S. Theories. techniques.and strategies ofcoaching baseball so ftball.
PEC 202 Coaching Basketball.strategies ofeoaching basketball. 20 0 0). F. Theories. techniques. and
PEC 203 Coaching Football.strategies ofcoaching football. 2(2-0—0). F. Theories. techniques. and
PEC 204 Coaching Golf. 2(2-0-0). S. Theories. techniques. and strategiesofcoaching golf.
PEC 205 Coaching Soccer. 2(2-0-0). F. Theories. techniques. andstrategies of coaching soccer.
PEC 206 Coaching Swimming and Diving. 2(2 0 0). S. Theories,techniques and strategies ofcoaching so imming and divmg.
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PIC( 207 Coaching Tennis. 2(2-0-0). S. Theories, techniques, andstrategies ot coaching tennis.
PEC 208 ('oaching 'l rack & Field/Cross—Country. 2(2—0-0). S.'Iheoiies. techniques. and strategies oi coaching track and field and cross—country
PEC 209 (‘oaehing Volleyball. 2(2-() 0) F. Theories. techniques. andstrategies oi coaching \olleyball.
PEC 2]] Strength Training and Conditioning. 2(1-2-0). F. S. Thiscourse does not constitute credit tot\ard meeting the minimum uni\ersityPhysical ldLication requirements. Knouledge and skills necessary fordesigning and implementing strength and conditioning programs.
PEC 30| Coaching Practicum. 1(04 0). F. S. Preq: 15 hours of PE. Aseyen neck practical coaching e\perienee in a Junior high school or highschool setting. Specific placement will depend upon the \arious playingseasons for the sports imob ed.
PEC 381 Athletic Training. 3(2 1 0). F. 8. Sum. Preq: PEH 280 or PEH224i or (PR first aid Certification Incidence. causes. prei cation and treatmentof sports related lli_[Ul‘lUS Conditioning tor sports. injury recognition andcyaluation. taping techniques. first aid care. treatment and reconditioning.
PEC 477 Coaching Concepts. 3(2 1 O). F. S. Sum. This course does notconstitute credit touard meeting Physical Education requtrements. Practicaland theoretical concepts essential to the preparation ofcoaches.
PEC 478 Principles of Sports Science. BB 0 0). F. S. Sum. BaSlCprinCiples oi human anatomy. physiology. and biomechanics and theirrelationship to athletic coaching.
PEC 479 Sport Management. "5(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Planning. organizing.leading. and e\aluating \\llliln a sport conte\t: fundamentals of accounting,budgeting. economics. marketing. strategic planning. ethics. and their use insport settings: techniques of personnel. facility. and sporting eventmanagement.

FITN ESS (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
PEF 214 Methods of Group Exercise Instruction. 2(1 2 O). F. S. Preq:Any IUO le\el PE course. Course does not constitute credit toward meetingPhysical Education GER requirement. A core course in teaching methods andconcepts of multt training and condition in group exerCise. equtpment andcurrent rends; partiCIpation in selected aetn ities deStgned to promote Fitness;planning programs for phy Steal fitness for educational institutions and soc1alagCnClCS.
PEF 303 Fitness Practicum. 1(2-0-0). F. S. Preq: Permission ofInstructor. Course does not constitute credit toward meeting the physicaleducation requirement. A 10 week practical fitness specialist experience in afitness specific setting within the triangle area.
PEF 334 Principles of Exercise Programming. 3(3-0—0). F. S. Sum.Preq: PEC 478. Course does not constitute credit toward meeting the PhysicalEducation requtrement. Fundamentals and scientific principles necessary toplan. deSign. implement. and e\ aluate indi\ idual exercise programs.

GOLF (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

PEG (PRT) 210 Golf Management I. l(2 0 O). S. Preq: PRT [56.Emphasis on concepts. techniques. and practices of teaching golf skills:understanding the Professional Golfers‘ Association Constitution: rules ofgolf.golftoumament operations; and golfcar fleet management.
PEG 211 Golf Management II. l(l-0-O). F. Preq: PRT PEG 210. PGMMajors only. Advanced concepts. techniques. and practices of teaching golf;golfer de\ elopment programs, golfclub design and repair.



HEALTH SCIENCES (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)
PEH 212 Alcohol, Drugs and Tobacco. 2(2-0—0). F, S. This course doesnot constitute credit toward meeting the Physical Education GER requirement.Theories of drug use. pharmacology, tolerance, dependence. nicotine, alcoholusage, alcoholism, sedative hypnotics. narcotics, amphetamines, cocaine.marijuana, hallucinogens. steroids and treatment.
PEH 213 Human Sexuality. 2(2 0—0). F, S, Sum. Physiological andpsychosocial aspects of human sexuality. Emphasis placed on health relatedtopics of birth control. pregnancy, childbirth, abortion and sexually transmitteddiseases. Concepts of gender acquisition, sexual values, and sexual moralitydiscussed as related to the promotion ofhealthy lifestyles \\ ithin contemporaryAmerican culture.
PEH 280 Responding to Emergencies. 2(2-0-0). F, S. Sum. Does notsatisfy the physical education requirement. Information necessary to evaluatevital signs and bodily fiinctions as related to emergency response; training toevaluate and react correctly to most emergency situations “hich might arise.and to perform temporary medical care and the follow up action as indicated.Optional fee assessed for certification.
PEH 281 First Responder. 3(2 l-O). F, S. Sum. Knonledge and skillsnecessary to respond appropriately in an emergency. Adx anced skills in firstaid and CPR (adult, child. and infant. pocket masks and oxygen use) fulfillsrequirements for First Responder (depending on local protocol).
PEH 285 Personal Health. 2(2-0-0). F, S. This course does not constitutecredit toxxard meeting the Physical Education GER requirement. Behaxiorchange, wellness. stress management. cardimascular diseases, alcohol andtobacco use, cancer, infectious diseases. arthritis, human sexual response.sexual assault, contraception, and sexually transmitted diseases.
PEH 286 Nutrition, Exercise and Weight Control. 2(] 2 0). F, S.medical request. A nutrition, exercise and weight management programemphasizing the basics of proper nutrition and exercise. Emphasis on lifestylechanges and their relationship to appropriate weight management.
PEH 287 Stress Management. 2(2—0 0). F. S. This course does notconstitute credit t0\\ard meeting the Physical Education GER requnement.Impact of stress upon the psychological and physiological function of thebody. Exploration and interaction with stress management techniques.

OUTDOORS (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

PEO (PRT) 214 Introduction to Adventure Education. 3(3-0-0). F.History and philosophy, social psychology of ad\ enture, theories ofad\ enture,benefits, risk-taking behavior, current rends and issues, research andevaluation, and model programs. Field trip required. Students are responsiblefor their own transportation for field trip.
PEO (PRT) 215 Principles and Practices of Outdoor Leadership. 3(3-0-0). S. Principles and practices of leadership in adventure education andrecreation programs: group management, trip planning, staffing, groupdynamics, health and safety issues, risk management and other relevant topics.
PEO 216 Backcountry Skills and Techniques. 2(2-0-0). Sum. Skills forbackcountry trayel and camping. Techniques for planning, organi7ing andleading backcountry trips. Course will be conducted between spring andsummer session. To include an 8 day outing. Approximate cost to student:$150.00.
PEO 217 Challenge Course Programming. 2(l—2-0). F. S. Participantslearn about ropes and group initiatite courses; yariety of adventure acthitiesincluding Nevx Games, initiatives and high and low ropes course events.Safety and risk management issues and facilitation techniques presented anddiscussed.
PEO 302 Practicum Experience in Outdoor Programs. 2(() 4-0). F, S,Sum. Preq: PEO 2l4, PEO 215, PEO 2l6, PEH 280 or equhalcnt. Short term,supervised opportunity for students to participate in leading an outdoor actiy ity
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course or program. Integration of academic preparation with its application ina field setting.
SPORTS (PHYSICAL EDUCATION)

PES 291 Officiating Basketball. 1(1 0 0). S. Rules, interpretations,Signals and mechanics of officiating basketball. Out of class offiCIatingrequired.
‘ PHILOSOPHY M

PH] 205 Introduction to Philosophy. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Introduction toselected problems of enduring philosophical importance. including such topicsas the nature of morality. knovxledge, human freedom. and the existence ofGod. Content varies \\ ith different sections.
PHI 214 Issues in Business Ethics. 3(3-0-0). F, S. An analySis andevaluation of major issties in business ethics. Topics include the socialresponSIbility/ of busmess; social justice and free enterprise: the rights andduties of employers, employees. manufacturers, and consumers; duties to theemironment. the \yorld‘s poor, future generations, and the victims of pastinjustices; the moral status ofthe corporation; and the ethics ofadx ertising.
PH] 221 Contemporary Moral Issues. 3(3—0—0). F. S. Philosophicalanalysis and theory applied to a broad range of contemporary moral ISSUCS,including euthanasia, suicide, capital punishment, abortion. war, famine relief.and environmental concems.
PHI 250 Practical Reasoning. 3(3—0-0). Analysis and criticism of bothdeducti\e and inducti\e argument. Deduction \alidity and soundness indeductive arguments; definition and the clarification of meaning; disproof bycounter-example; common fallaCies. Inductixe arguments: polls and samples:correlations and causal connection. Conceptual and empirical theories andhypotheses. Arguments discussed \\ ith a minimum of formalization.
PHI 275 Ethics. 3(3-0-0). E\amination of traditional questions ofphilosophical ethics: Vl hat are the principles of moral conduct? What sort oflife is \\ orthy of a human being? Includes both classic and contemporaryliterature.
PH] 298 Special Topics in Philosophy. 3(3—0—0). Selected studies inphilosophy that do not appear regularly in the curriculum. Topics “ill beannounced for each semestei in which the course is offered.
PHI 300 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. 3(3 00). Westernphilosophy of the anCient world and Middle Ages, “ith special emphasis onPlato and Aristotle.
PHI 301 Early Modern Philosophy. 3(3 0 0). Western philosophy ofthel7th and 18th centuries. including such philosophers as Descartes, Hobbes.Leibni7. Locke, Berkeley, Hume. and Kant.
PHI 302 19th Century Philosophy. 3(3-0-0). F. Western philosophy ofthe l9th century, including such philosophers as Kant, Hegel. Schopenhauer.Kierkegaard. Marx, and Nict7sche.
PH] 305 Philosophy of Religion. 3(3—0-0). The existence and nature ofGod, including such topics as traditional proofs of God. skeptical challenges toreligious belief. miracles. the problem of evil, faith and reason, and religiousexperience.
PHI 306 Philosophy of Art. 3(3 0 0). Preq: One philosophy course otherthan LOG 201 or 335; or one course in \ isual and performing arts. Analysis ofthe concepts and theories encountered in discusSion of art in such a \xay as toilluminate the nature of \\ orks ofart. csthetic experiences, and art criticism.
PHI 309 Contemporary Political Philosophy. 3(3-0-0). Preq: Onephilosophy course. Current theories about basic concepts in politicalphilosophy. such as libCity. equality, justice. natural righis, and democracy,\\ ith spec1al attention to disputes concerning the nature ofajust social order.



PIII 310 I‘l\istentialism. 3(3—(1—(1) l'. Philosophy of l‘xISlCIIIIIllISIII.including such thinkers as Kiei‘kagaard. Niet/sche. Doestoevsky. Sartre.lleitlcggci. and ( amus.
PIII 311 Philosophical Issues in Medical Ethics. 3(3 (1(1) I’req: One 01.the tollouing: 1’111 275. 309. 312. 313, 321. 322 or 375. Such issues as themoiality of abortion. suicide. and euthanasia; the meaning and function oftheconcepts of health. illness. and death; psychological inter\ ention. paternalismin medicine; consent and medical e\perimcnlation: and the allocation ot‘scarccmedical resources. Consideration o1 indi\idual rights and fairness. Emphasison conceptual clarity and the assessment of moral pr iiciplcs.
PHI 312 Philosophy 01‘ La“. 3(3 0-0). F. Fundamental legal issues suchas \\ hat constitutes a la“ 01 legal system. Jtistilications ol legal interference\\11l1 iiidi\idu.il libeity. Philosophical legal issues illustrated by specdic legalcases,
Pl“ 313 Ethical Problems in the Law. 3(3~()—11). Preq: PIII 275. 321 or375. E\plorcs uses of the legal system. including such topics as the deathpenalty. plea-bargaining. legali/ing euthanasia. censorship. Good Samaritanla“ s. the insanity defense. ci\ il disobedience, and preferential treatment.
PHI 31-1 Issues in Business Ethics. 3(3 0 (1). An analysis and e\aluationot~ major issues in business ethics. Topics include the soCIal responsibility ofbusiness; socml lusticc and tree enterprise: the rights and duties ol’employers.employees. mantilactureis. and consumers. duties to the emironment. the“orlds poor. future generations. and the \ictims of past IIIJUSIICCS‘. the moralstatus ol‘the corporation: and the ethics ofad\ ertising.
PHI 330 Metaphysics. 3(3 1) 0). Preq: One course in philosophy.Metaphysical pioblems: distinction bct\\ een appearance and reality. nature ofspace and time. lice \\ ill and determinism. mind and body. nature ot‘identity.
PHI 331 Philosophy of Language. 3(3~()-(1). Preq: One course inphilosophy. Introduction to traditional and modem accounts of the relationsbet\\een language and reality. the nature of truth, problems of intentionalityand propOsitionaI attitudes.
PHI 332 Philosophy of Psychology. 3(3 (HI). Preq: One course inphilosophy or one course in psychology. Problems and c0ntr0\ersies thatoverlap the boundaiy betueen philosophy and psychology: the mind bodyproblem. bcha\ iorism \s. cognitiusm. the prospects for artificial intelligence.and language and the questions of innate knoxy ledge.
PHI 333 Theory of Knowledge. 3(3 0 0). Preq: Oiie course inphilosophy. AnalySis of such central concepts as knouledge. belief. and truth.and the nu estigation of the prinCipIes by \\lIICl‘I claims to knoyyledge may bejustified.
PHI 340 Philosophy of Science. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum. Nature of sciencehighlighted by differences bet“ een science and pseudoscience. relationshipsbetueen seicnce and religion. and roles of purpose directed (teleologicalexplanation) and causal explanation in physical life and soc1al sciences.
PHI 375 Ethics. 3(3-0—0). F. S. Examination of traditional questions ofphilosophical ethics: What are the principles of moral conduct? What sort oflife is worthy of a human being? Includes both classic and contemporaryliterature.
PHI 415 Life Science Ethics. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: One course in PHI. Creditwill not be given for both PHI 415 and PHI 515. Recent pork in normatheevaluation of human actions affecting living things. Advanced readings inmoral theory, comparathe value assessment. and public policy.
PHI 422 Philosophical Issues in Environmental Ethics. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: PHI 422: One course in PHI. Credit may not be recei\ ed for both PHI422 and PHI 522. No one who has received credit for PHI 322 can receivecredit for either PHI 422 or PHI 522.. Ethical questions about the em ironment:in particular. “hat obligations we haye to the enxironment. Topics: animalrights, obligations to species and ecosystems. intrinsic \s. extrinsic value. andpolicy implications of moral judgments.
PHI (PSY) 425 Introduction to Cognitive Science. 3(3-0-0). Preq: Oneupper-level course in either PHI. PSY, CSC or Linguistics. Credit cannot begiyen for both PHI PSY 425 and PHI PSY 525. Philosophical foundations andempirical fundamentals of cognitive science, an interdisciplinaiy approach to
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human cognition. Topics include: the computational model of mind, mentalrepresentation, cognitive architecture, the acquiSition and use ot‘language.
PIII 440 The Scientific Method. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: One upper-levelcourse in philosophy. Credit cannot be given for both PHI 440 and PHI 540.Detailed examination 01 core issues in the philosophy of sc1ence: theconfirmation of scientific theories, IaISification, projectibility, the nature ofscientific explanation. laws 01' nature. and causation.
PHI 450 Software and the Ethics of Ownership. 3(3 0 0). 5, Altyrstodd). ()I‘Icred on line only; on—campus attendance required for final exam.Credit cannot be given for both PHI 450 and PHI 550. The rightness or\yrongncss‘ oI treating computer programs as private property, for the purposes01 marketing and regulating excluding use. Brief look at lavt of patent andcopyright.
PHI 494 Writing in Ethics. 1(1 2 (I). Preq: PHI 250. LOO 201 or 335 andone other course in philosophy. Coreq: One of PHI 275.298. 306, 309, 311.313. 321. 322. 375 or 498. A substantial paper in ethics. assigned by theinstructor ol‘the corequiSitc.
PHI 495 Writing in History of Philosophy. 1(1 2 0). F. S. Preq: PHI250. LOO 201 or 335 and one other course in philosophy. Coreq: One of PHI29X. 300. 301 or 498. A substantial paper in history of philosophy. assigned bythe instructor 01‘ the corequisite.
PHI 496 Writing in Contemporary Philosophy. 1(1 2 0). Preq: PH1250.LOG 201 or 335 and one other course in philosophy. Coreq: One of PHI 298,305. 306, 330. 331. 332. 333. 340. 425, 440. 498. A substantial paper incontemporary philosophy. aSSigned by the instructor ofthe corequisite.
PHI 498 Special Topics in Philosophy. 1—6. Preq: Six credits in PHI.Detailed in\estigation of selected topics in philosophy. Topics determined byfaculty members in consultation “Ith head ofthe department. Course may beused for indi\ iduali/ed study.

PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

PMS 100 Perspectives on Learning. 1(1 1 0). F. Undergraduates inCollege of Physical and Mathematical Seiences. The campus computing andinformation emironment: |e\e|s of Ieaming; recognition and application ofgood reasoning: academic and career resources and opportunities.
PMS 295 Special Topics in Physical and Mathematical Sciences. 1-3. F,S. Sum. Preq: Consent of Associate Dean. Special topics in physical andmathematical sciences at the early undergraduate level. Available as directedindividual or group study.

POULTRY SCIENCE

PO 201 Poultry Science and Production. 4(3-3—0). F. S. Preq: B10 125.Fundamental principles of brOiler. turkey and egg production including poultryphySiology. breeding. incubation. housmg. nutrition. disease control.management and marketing.
PO 290 Poultry Seminar. 1(1-0-0). F. Preq: Sophomore standing.Exploration of topics related \\ ith current and future potential to influence thepoultry industry. Guest lectures from industry representatives will include:vertically integrated poultry production, primary breeders. marketing, animalhealth. \eterinary medicine as it relates to poultry. allied equipmentmanufacturers. and management of poultry companies. Special emphasis onsummer internships and career services.
PO 301 Evaluation of Live Poultry. 2(1-3-01. S. Preq: PO 201.Experience in evaluating li\e poultry for production and breeder stockpotential. EmphaSis on techniques and criteria used in selecting poultry for usein commercml production units.
PO (ANS. ES) 322 Muscle Foods and Eggs. 3(2-2-1). F. Preq: ZO160.810 ISI.BIO 183, or BIO 125. Processing and presening fresh poultry.red meats. seafood. and eggs. Ante and post-monem events as they affect



quality, yield, and compositional characteristics of muscle foods. Principlesand procedures involved in the production ofprocessed meat items.
PO (ANS, FS) 350 Introduction to HACCP. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Offeredonly as a world wide web course through the Office of InstructionalTelecommunications. Introductory course on the Hazard Analysis and CriticalControl Points System (HACCP) which is designed to decrease hazards infoods. An International HACCP Alliance approved curriculum which coy ersprerequisite programs. A step—by step approach for de\ eloping andimplementing a HACCP plan for USDA regulated food processing plants.
PO 351 Grading and Evaluation of Poultry Products. 2(1-2 0). F.Preq: PO 201. Principles of grading and evaluation ofpoultry products such asdressed broilers, turkeys, shell eggs, candled eggs and broken—out eggsaccording to USDA guidelines.
PO 405 Avian Physiology. 4(3-3-0). F. Preq: CH 220. Principles of avianphysiology integrating physiological functions and anatomical structures oforgans and organ systems. Practical problems assoc1ated with poultryproduction. The importance of maximizing growth and producti\ity viaexploitation of environmental influences on physiological systems.
PO 410 Production and Management of Game Birds in Confinement.3(2 3—0). Preq: PO 201. ‘Vlanagement principles associated with the successfulpropagation and rearing of game birds, ornamental birds and waterfowl inconfinement. Housing and pen requ1rements, nutrition, disease control andregulatory issues included.
PO (ANS, NTR) 415 Comparative Nutrition. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: CH220 or 221 and 223. Principles of nutrition, including the classification ofnutrients and the nutrient requirements of and metabolism by different speciesfor health, growth, maintenance and productive functions.
PO 420 Turkey Production. 2(1 2 0). S. Preq: PO 201. Principles andcurrent practices of turkey production.
PO 421 Commercial Egg Production. 2(l 2-0). F, S. Preq: PO 201.Principles and current practices of commercial egg production.
PO 422 Incubation and Hatchery Management. 2(1 2 0). F. Preq: PO201. PrinCiples and current practices of hatching egg production, incubation,and hatchery management, beginning with the placement of broiler breederchicks on the breeder farm and ending with the placement of chicks at thebrooding facility.
PO 423 Broiler Production. 2(1 2 0). F. Preq: PO 201. Principles andcurrent practices of brOiler production; encompassing nutrition, management,poultry health and related areas.
PO (ANS) 425 Feed Mill Management and Feed Formulation. 3(2-3—0). S. Preq: POtANS,NTR) 415 or ANS 230; CH 220 or 221. Feed millmanagement, feed ingredient purchasing, inventory, storage, and qualityevaluation, computerized feed formulation, feeding programs for poultry andswine, feed mill design, equipment, maintenance, operation, safety, state andfederal regulations pertaining to feed manufacture.
PO 430 Poultry Breeding. 3(2 2—0). S. Preq: PO 201. Application ofreproductive and genetic principles to the reproduction of poultry breedingstocks.
PO 492 External Learning Experience. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approted by a faculty adviser, the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
PO 493 Special Problems in Poultry Science. 1-6. F, S. Preq:Sophomore standing. A learning experience in agriculture and life scienceswithin an academic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources.Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must be initiated bystudent and approved by a faculty adviser, the prospectiye employer, thedepartmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to theexperience.
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P0 495 Special Topics in Poultry Science. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally ax ailable in iegular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on a trial basis.
PO 505 Physiological Aspects Of Poultry Management. 3(3 0 0). S.Preq: PO 201, PO 405 or grad. standing. Application of physiologicalprinciples to modem poultry management. Poultry physiology related tomanagement topics including nutrition, housing, ventilation, disease, heatstress and lighting programs.

PLANT PATHOLOGY

PP 315 Principles of Plant Pathology. 4(3 3 0). F. Preq: BIO 125.Fundamental principles of plant pathology with empha51s on disease etiology,nature of pathogenesrs, ecology of liost/parasue interaction, epidemiology ofplant diseases, current strategies and practices for integrated disease control.
PP (FOR) 318 Forest Pathology. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: BIO 125 or B0 200.Major diseases of forest trees and deterioration of wood products emphasizingprinciples of plant pathology; diagnOSis; nature, physiology, ecology, anddissemination of disease causing agents: mechanisms of pathogenesis;epidemiology and environmental influences; principles and practices ofcontrol.
PP 492 External Learning Experience. 1 6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning e\perience in agriculture and life seiences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are e\ternal tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and apprmed by a faculty adyiser. the prospectiveemployer, the depaitmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
PP 493 Special Problems in Plant Pathology. 1-6. F, S. Preq:Sophomore standing. A learning experience in agriculture and life scienceswithin an academic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources.Contact and arrangements with prospectne employers must be initiated bystudent and apprmed by a faculty adviser, the prospectiye employer, thedepartmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean prior to theexperience.
PP 495 Special Topics in Plant Pathology. 1 3. F, S, Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials not normally a\ ailable in regular course offeringsor for offering of new courses on atrial baSis.

PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

PRT 150 Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management Orientation.3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum. Coreq: PRT 132. Introduction to PRTM Department,programs and facilities, the profesSIon and opportunities in the deliyery ofpark, recreation and tourism sen ices. Students will complete a 30-hour fieldexperience.
PRT 152 Introduction to Parks, Recreation and Tourism. 3(3 0 0). F,S, Sum. Coreq: PRT 150 for PRT majors only. lntioduction to the professronalfield of recreation by presenting the basic principles, fundamentals andconcepts of recreation as related to such factors as recreation histOIy andobjectives, soctological and economic aspects of recreation. leadershipqualities and facility pr0\ ision; and settings for organi7ed recreation in modemsocrety.
PRT 156 Professional Golf Management Orientation. 3(3-0—0). F. PGMMajors only. Oyeniew of the golf industry and introduction to the conceptsand practices of effecti\e golf management including turfgrass management,golf shop operations, food & be\erage control, customer scr\ ices, personnelmanagement, and tournament operations. Theoretical foundations forunderstanding leisure behavror and the parks, recreation and tourismmanagement profess10n.
PRT 200 Leisure Behavior, Health and Wellness. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Leisure as a lifelong resource for human satisfaction and fulfillment; itspotential for physteal. mental, social and emotional growth and emotional



gi'o\\tli and de\ clopmcnt oftlic 1|](li\ idual. Leisure opporttinity areas presentedand e\ aluated.
PRT (PEG) 210 Golf Management I. 1(2-0—0). S. Preq: PRT 156.Emphasis on concepts, techniques. and practices of teaching golf skills;understanding the Professional Golfers' Association C onstitution; rules of golf,golftournament operations; and golfear fleet management.
PRT 211 Golf Management II. 1(1-0—0). F. Preq: PRT PEG 210. PGMMajors only. Admnced concepts, techniques. and practices of teaching golf;golfer deielopment programs, golfclub design and repair.
PRT (PEO) 214 Introduction to Adventure Education. 3(3 0 0). F.History and philosophy, social psychology ofadienture, theories ofadvcnturc,benefits. risk—taking behavior. current reads and issues. research ande\a1uation. and model programs. Field trip required. Students are responstblefor their own transportation for field trip.
PRT (PEO) 215 Principles and Practices of Outdoor Leadership. 3(3-O-O). S. Princtples and practices of leadership iii adventure education andrecreation programs: group management. trip planning, staffing, groupdynamics. health and safety issues. risk management and other re1e\ ant topics.
PRT 220 Commercial Recreation and Tourism Management. 3(3 0 0).F. Preq: PRT 152. Commercial recreation and the tourism industry. includingits origin. present characteristics. behmioral foundations and societal impacts.Emphasis on recreation administration in the commercial sector.
PRT 238 Inclusive Recreation. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PRT 152. Knowledge,attitude aiiareness and resources needed to include people with disabilities orchallenges in parks. recreation and tourism programs and sen ices. Currentlegislation. issues and trends.
PRT 250 Management of Park and Recreation Facilities. 3(2»2—0). F. S.Preq: PRT 152. Management prineiples applied to park, recreation. sport areasand facilities. Emphasis on operational efficiency. quality service. fiscalresponsibilit) and maintenance management. Laboratory pr0\ ides forapplication ofmanageinent and maintenance principles.
PRT 266 Introduction to Sport Management. 3(3-0—0). F. Introductionto concepts and practices ofeffeetive spon programming and management atthe professional. collegiate and community levels. O\er\iew of variousprogram delivery systems such as fitness, instructional sport. infonnal sport.and intramural sport. Examination of management elements of sportprogramming. including planning, personnel. finance. facilities. risk andliability and marketing.
PRT 315 Organization and Administration of Adventure Programs.3(3—0-0). S, Alt yrstodd). Preq: PRT 152. Overview of the organizational andadministration of ad\enture programs and senices, professional standards,programming. management. staffing. budgeting, public relations. liability andrisk management.
PRT 320 Convention and Visitor Services. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PRT 152.An examination of the programmatic issues of prmiding visitor senices forconventions, meetings. group tours and special events. The focus is on theplanning and delii cry of visitor service programs designed to enhance visitorexperiences in a community.
PRT 350 Outdoor Recreation Management. 3(2-3-0). F. Preq: PRT 152.Concepts and methods of outdoor recreation planning and managementexplored with emphasis on the public sector. Current issues relative torecreation provision identified and debated.
PRT 358 The Recreation Program. 3(2 3—0). F, S. Preq: PRT 152.Theoretical and applied approaches to the recreation program planningprocess. Basic elements of programming using a variety of recreationalsettings and diversity of practical experience.
PRT 359 Leadership and Supervision in Recreation. 3(2 2 0). F, S.Preq: PRT 250. Systematic principles for managing human resourcecomponent ofparks, recreation and tourism organizations. Leadership, groupdynamics, human resources planning and organizing, employee recruitment,selection and supervision.
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PRT 365 Arts Management in Recreation. 3(2 2-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Introduction to arts management in recreation programs; emphasison the importance and benefits of arts to the individual and community.Understanding and appreciation of the role of the ans in a comprehensiverecreation program plan. Emphasis on arts management principles includingphilosophy, fiscal, technical and phySical community resources.
PRT 375 Internship Orientation. 1(0 1-0). F. Preq: PRT 152 anddepanmcntal approxal. Preparation for recreation and park internship.Resume writing. interiiewing skills, cover letters and internship searchtechniques and resources.
PRT 380 Analysis and Evaluation in Parks, Recreation. 3(2 2—0). F, S.Preq: 300-IC\cl Statistics course; CNR 134; PRT 359. Examination of thesteps invohcd in analyzing and estimating the impact of recreation and parkssenices. Includes relevant issues and useful approaches for systematicanalysis. Emphasis is placed on an understanding and development of varioustypes of systematic evaluation designs. Activities leading to the analysis anddevelopment of performance reports to assess and improve managerialoperational efficiency are covered.
PRT (BUS) 406 Sports Law. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Junior standing.Fundamental principles of la“, especially tort and contract law, applied tosports Situations. Analysis of liability of sports personnel in various rolesincluding participant, coach. promoter, trainer and official. Analysis ofcommon la“ court decisions in sports contexts well as key state and federalstatutory legislation such as civil rights and antitrust.
PRT 407 Services, Facilities and Event Marketing. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq:PRT 358. BUS 360. Credit will not be given for both PRT 407 and PRT 507.Examination of marketing methods as applied to Parks. Recreation, Tourismand Sport Management facilities and programs. Aspects of advancedmarketing: market research. marketing strategy and revenue-generation in bothpublic and private settings.
PRT 420 Resort Planning and Management. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: PRT152. Theory and practical applications of planning. accommodationsmanagement, food and beverage operations. recreation programs andmanagement in the resort industry.
PRT 442 Recreation and Park Interpretive Services. 3(2-3-0). F. Preq:Junior standing. The principles and practices of environmental and historicalinterpretation. Personal (attended) and non—personal (unattended) interpretivecommunication techniques. Comprehensive planning and implementation ofinterpretive programs. and equipment and facilities used in environmental andhistorical interpretation. One ovemight field trip required.
PRT 451 Principles of Recreation Planning and Facility Development.3(2 3 O). S. Preq: PRT 358. Planning acthities analyzed as decision-makingprocesses. Identification, interpretation, evaluation and utilization of data andresources necessary for recreation planning. Planning principles applied in theanalysis of proposed and existing recreation sites.
PRT 453 Administrative Processes of Recreation/Park Organizations.3(3-0-0). F. Preq: PRT 359. Basic administrative processes; the internalorganization of the recreation/park department; board and executiverelationships; legal foundations and legal liability considerations; personnelpractices and policies; and public relations administration.
PRT 454 Parks and Recreation Finance and Administration. 3(3-0 0).S. Preq: PRT 359. Recreation and park fiscal administration, sources offinance for operating and capital expenditures, revenue activities, financialplanning, budgeting, expenditure policies, auditing and planning for recreationand park services, decision making tools. legal aspects of administration.
PRT 455 Personnel and Administrative Practices for Zoos andAquariums. 3(3-0-0). F. Personnel and administrative practices identifiedwith zoos and aquariums. Administrative philosophy and application,organizational structure, personnel management, fiscal procedures,communications. specific administrative problems.
PRT 456 Issues in Golf Management. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: PRT 156. PGMMajors, Senior standing. Critical analysis of issues in professional golfmanagement; integration of knowledge. theory and experience from coursepork and internship experiences; preparation for completion of the



Professional Golfers' Association of America‘s Golf Professional TrainingProgram.
PRT 458 Special Events Planning. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: PRT 358.Theoretical and applied approaches to the planning of special events.Components and considerations of event planning, applied to variousrecreational settings. participation in a community special event is required.Attendance at professional conference also required.
PRT 462 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems. 3(3—0-0). F,S. Preq: CNR 134. Ov ervievv ofthe operations and functions ofcomputerizedspatial display and map analysts processes (Geographic Infomiation Systems),production of effective computer-generated maps and spatial displays,concepts for spatial modeling Extensive independent leaming and computerexperiences including on-line virtual laboratory sessions.
PRT 475 Recreation and Park Internship. 8(0-27 0). F, S, Sum. Preq:PRT 350. PRT 358, PRT 359, PRT 375, PRT 380. Provides prospective park,recreation and leisure service professionals a 400 hour (ten week) learningexperience in a selected agency or organization. under the joint supervision ofa qualified manager and a university internship supervisor.
PRT 477 Park, Recreation and Tourism Management. 3(3—0-0). F. S.Preq: Senior standing. Mtist be taken during student's last semester ofcoursevvork. Integration of knovv ledge, theory and methods from courseworkand experience; development and presentation of comprehensive operationaland management problems and plans. Designed to encourage students tofunction as professionals and to relate areas of specialty to the broader Parks,Recreation and Tourism Management professmn.
PRT 491 Special Topics in Recreation. 1-3. F. S. Sum. Preq: Consent ofdepartment. Investigation and analysis ofa problem associated with recreationresources.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

PS 101 Internet Research. MO 2 0). F, S. Sum. Tools and Techniques forconducting lntemet research and electronic literature reviews. Documentationand ethics of usmg and Citing information sources.
PS 102 Data Analysis. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Sum. Statistical AnalySis ofgovernmental and survey data. lntroduction to data sets and collecting,computeri7ing and analyzing political and social data.
PS 103 Designing Political Web Pages. 1(0 2 0). F, S, Sum. Principlesof effective Internet communication in political professions, for constituencycontact and grassroots mobilization, and use of Web documents by politiCiansand political organizations. Design of Web page documents and creation oflntemet directories.
PS 200 Workshop in Political Science. ltl-O-O). F, S. Restricted toPolitical Science Majors. Core questions in political science using currentpolitical issues. events and debates as examples. Emphasis on methods ofinvestigating political questions and the role ofvalues in political debates.
PS 201 American Politics and Government. 3(3 0-0). F, S, Strin.Analysts of American political institutions and processes, including theConstitution, political culture, campaigns and electiors, political parties,interest groups, the media, the president, Congress, the federal courts. andpublic policy. Discussion of contemporary and controversial issues inAmerican Politics. EmphaSis on placmg current issues in comparative andhistorical perspective vv here relevant.
PS 202 State and Local Government. 30 0 0). F, S, Sum. State andlocal governments within the context of the American federal system. Specialemphasis on federalism, the constitutional legal relationships bctvvccn stateand local governments, and the institutions, organi/ational forms. and politicalprocesses in American state and local gov cmment.
PS 204 Problems of American Democracy. 3(3 0-0). F. Politicalproblems in America from the perspective of political theory. Democracy,economics and politics, racial and se\ual equality, Cl\ll disobedience, andindividual freedom.
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PS 205 Lavv and Justice. 3(3 0 O). f, S, Sum. Role oflavv from practical.political and theoretical perspective; linkages between lavv and justice inaddressing social problems, such as gun control; drug legalization: civildisobedience; Oender equality: and property rights: the impact of media onpublic perceptions oflavv andjustice.
PS 231 Introduction to International Relations. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Evolution of relations among nations and of the roles of the United Nationsand other international institutions, including changes in the vvorld politicalsystem since the end ofthe Cold War.
PS 236 Issues in Global Politics. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Selected problems facingthe world community, related political issues, and international responses tothem, including international trade. economic development. wars, armscontrol, ten-orism. ethnic conflict, human rights, status of vv omen, populationgrovvth, food security, and environmental degradation.
PS 241 Introduction to Comparative Politics. 3(3 0 0). l‘. lntrodiictorycomparative analysis of a selected variety of political systems alvvaysincluding some developed democracies, some communist states and somedeveloping countries. A minimum familiarity vvith the American politicalsystem is assumed.
PS 298 Special Topics in Political Science. 1-6. Evperimental course atthe freshman and sophomore lev els.
PS 301 The Presidency and Congress. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: PS 20].Historical development, selection. and internal Olganization ofthe Presidencyand Congress. Discussion of the relations between the branches and theinfluence of public opinion, interest groups and parties on the federalgov eminent. Analysis ofthe legislativ e process.
PS 302 Campaigns and Elections in the US Political System. 3(3—0—0).F. Preq: PS 201. Campaigns and elections in the United States vvith emphasrson presidential and congressronal primary and general elections. Developmentoftheoretical propositions concerning hovv and why people vote, how and whycandidates campaign, and behaVIoral reasons underlying candidates' successesand failures. Special emphasis on the role of the mass media in the electoralprocess.
PS 303 Race in US. Politics. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt. yr(ev en). Preq: Sophomorestanding. Race in American politics with emphasis on the African-Americanpolitical experience: civil rights legislation. voting rights. politicalrepresentation, campaigns and party politics, survey attitudes, and publicpolicies including affirmative action.
PS 305 The Justice System in the American Political Process. 3(3 0-0).F, S. Sum. Criminal justice process and civil justice system in the Americanjudiciary, including court organization and legal professionals such as police,attorneys and judges; formulation and implementation of poliCies by lavvenforcement and the courts; impact ol political system upon police, attorneysand judges; interaction between public and legal professionals in judicialdeciSion making. Students who have successfully completed PS 306 or PS31 l may not receive credit for PS 305.
PS 307 Introduction to Criminal Lavv in the United States. 3(3 0 0). F.S. Princtplcs underlying the criminal lavv in the United States andclassification of crimes, criminal act, factors affecting criminal responsibilityand various types ofoffenses. Obscrv ation of state and federal court sesstons.
PS 308 Supreme Court and Public Policy. 3(3 0~0). S. The role oftheSupreme Court in American politics, with emphasis on the LISC of litigation asa form of political activity. Readings include relevant court cases as vvell asdescriptions ofthe Stipremc Court in action.
PS 309 Equality and Justice in United States Lavv. 3(3-0-0). S, Altyrstodd). Equality and justice in American lavv; federal and state courtinterpretation ofconstitutional and statutory lavv. Topics include racial justice;prisoners' rights and just punishments; nontraditional families andreproductive technologies; gay rights; immigration lavv: criminal justicepractices.
PS 310 Public Policy. 3(3 0-0). Introduction to public policy lormulationand analysis, including agenda setting strategies. problems of legitimntion. theappropriations process, implementation, evaluation, resolution, andtermination.



PS 312 Introduction to Public Administration. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Administration in city, state and national governments: effectiveness andresponsheness, in\o|\ement in policy areas, and issues of ethics andresponSibilities.
PS 314 Science, Technology and Public Policy. 3(3-0-0). S. Societalimpacts of seience and technology. Structures and processes for formulation,implementation. evaluation of United States seience and technology policy.Political implications of selected issues in science and technology policystudies.
PS 315 Public Leadership. 3(3 0 0). S. Nature and varieties of politicalleadership by elected and appointed officials in govemment, officials andvolunteers in nonprofit organi/ations, and leaders of political mmements andcommunity groups draining on literature in political science, sclfassessmentof student‘s leadership characteristics and examination of outlets for politicalleadership actii ity.
PS 320 U.S. Environmental Law and Politics. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Emergence ofthe en\ ironmcnt as an issue in United States politics. La“ andpolicy pertaining to air and water pollution. land-use, water, encrg), toxicsubstances, and wildcmess. Roles of national and state governments,seientists, corporations, and citi/cns groups in addressing environmentalproblems.
PS 331 U.S. Foreign Policy. 3(3-0-0). F, S. The content, formulation, andexecution of U.S. foreign policy during the postuar period, with concentrationon major issues and trends, the instruments for implementing foreign policy,and analysis ofthe policy-making process.
PS 335 International Law. 3(3-0-0). S. Purpose and effectixeness ofinternational la“. including the rights and duties of sovereign states, peacefulsettlement of disputes. laws of war, humanitarian la“ and role of non-stateactors. EmphaSis on formal legal reasoning and political analysis.
PS 336 Global Environmental Politics. 3(3-0-0). F, S. lntemationalpolitics, laws, and policies pertaining to global emironmental problems in therealms of population. pollution. climate change. biological diversity, forestsoceans. fisheries, Antarctica. and outer space.
PS 339 Politics of the World Economy. 3(3 0 0). S. Politics ofinternational trade and payments. including barriers to trade, disputesettlement. multinational corporations, financial crises, international economicinstitutions and the problems ofeconomie underdevelopment.
PS 341 European Politics. 3(3 0 O). F. Comparative analySis of theinterests. institutions and processes that determine political stability andeconomic security in Europe, including the political and economicdevelopment of Europe, the role of parties and party politics, the institutionsand politics ofthe European Union.
PS 342 Politics of China and Japan. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Politics, publicpolicy, and foreign affairs of China and Japan.
PS 343 Government and Politics in South Asia. 3(3-0—0). F. Survey ofgovernment structures, politics, foreign policies and economic policies ofIndia, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Democratization; religious, ethnicand sectarian conflicts; nuclear proliferation; Kashmir conflict; and economicdevelopment.
PS 345 Governments and Politics in the Middle East. 3(3-0—0).Historical. geographic, religious, and political-economic factors of the MiddleEast. Particular attention is gi\ en to the internal politics of selected countries,as well as issues ofinternational concern.
PS 361 Introduction to Political Theory. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Natureand purpose of politics, as treated by such writers as Plato, Aristotle, St.Augustine, Machiavelli, Locke, Rousseau, Mill, Marx, and Nietzsche.
PS 362 American Political Thought. 3(3-0-0). S. American ideas andinstitutions as viewed from the perspective of great American politicalthinkers, such as Frederick Douglass, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison,Alexander Hamilton, Henry David Thoreau, Abraham Lincoln, FranklinRoosevelt, Frederick Douglass, and Malcolm X.
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PS 371 Research Methodology of Political Science. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum.Preq: ST 311 or (ST 30| and ST 302); (PS [01,PS 102, and PS 103) orequivalent. Research methods in SOCiaI Science and quantitative analysis inpolitical science and public policy including research design, data collection,statistical analysis and computer applications.
PS 391 Internship in Political Science. 1-6. F, S, Sum. Preq: Consent ofinstructor. Internship in a governmental agency, interest group, or likeorganization involves seminar or formal report.
PS 401 American Parties and Interest Groups. 3(3-0-0). S. Americanparties and interest groups as instruments for mobilizing electorates, shiftingpublic opinion and setting political priorities. The role ofparties and interestgroups in operating and financing elections. Strategies, tactics and problemsofpartics and interest groups influencing elected officials, bureaucrats and thepolicy process.
PS 406 American State Politics. 3(3—0 0). Comparative study of thepolitics and policies of the fifty American states. Socioeconomic and politicalvariations and state response to intergovernmental domestic programs.Analysis of state policy in economic development, environment, health,housing, education. transportation, criminal justice and regulation.
PS 408 Urban Politics. 3(3—0-0). Examination of politics in small towus,cities, counties, and urban regions including political development of cities,groups in urban politics, g0\ emmental institutions, local government officials,citizen participation, suburban de\ elopment, metropolitan reform, andintergovernmental relations.
PS (AFS, MDS) 409 Black Political Participation in America. 3(3-0-0). F. African American political participation in the United States; politicalculture, socialization, and mobilization, with a focus on the interactionbetween African Americans and actors, institutions, processes, and policies ofthe American political system.
PS 411 Public Opinion and the Media in American Politics. 3(3—0—0).Preq: PS 201. Nature, content, origins. and effects of public opinion in theAmerican political system; role ofthe mass media in articulating and shapingpublic opinion: issues concerning measurement of public opinion.
PS (SOC) 413 Criminal Justice Field Work. 4(2-8-0). F, S. Preq:Acceptance in criminal justice option; senior standing; SOC 306 and PS 311.Supervised observation and experience in a criminal justice agency. Study ofrelationships between ongoing programs and relevant political andsociological theory and research. Weekly seminars, small groups, andindividual conferences. Presentation of an integrative report.
PS 415 Administration of Justice. 3(3 0—0). F. Preq: PS 311 and juniorstanding. Credit will not be given for both PS 415 and PA 515. Politics andadministration in the American system ofjustice.
PS (WGS) 418 Gender Law and Policies. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Nine hoursof Political Science or Permission of Instructor. Law and policy pertaining tocontemporary gender issues. Examination of agenda setting, policy formation,implementation, judicial interpretation and evaluation of selected issues, suchas reproductive policies, equal employment and sexual abuse.
PS 431 The United Nations and Global Order. 3(3—0 0). F. Preq: PS231 or PS 236 or PS 335. United Nations in contemporary world politics.Functions and operation of central organs, commissions, and specializedagencies. Role in addressing global issues including peacekeeping, armscontrol, human rights, economic and social development, and environment.
PS 433 Global Problems and Policies. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: PS 231 or PS236 or PS 241. Critical analysis of issues and events in world politics,including terrorism, drug trafficking and money laundering, transmission ofinfectious diseases, democratization, globalization and economic development.
PS 437 U.S. National Security Policy. 3(3-0-0). Preq: PS 331.Formulation and implementation of United States national security policy,including its military, political and economic dimensions. Historical evolutionof US policy primarily from the end of World War 11 through the end of theCold War and to its contemporary context.
PS 443 Seminar in Latin American & Caribbean Politics. 3(3-0-0). S.Preq: Six hours of political science including PS 231. Credit cannot be given



for both PS 443 and PS 543. Comparative political development in LatinAmerica and the Caribbean. Emphasis on democrati7ation and implicationsfor US foreign policy.
PS 445 Comparative Systems of La“ and Justice. 3(3-0 0). Preq: PS311 and junior standing. Credit \yill not be gi\ en for both PS 445 and PS 545.Legal culture and administration ofjustice in various countries and in the US.Emphasis on the impact of legal ideology on crime, political justice, policeadministration, corrections and judicial process
PS 462 Seminar in Political Theory. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: PS 361 orconsent of instructor. A special area in political theory through selected texts.independent research, and seminar reports. Topics \ary from year to year, suchas ancient and modern political thought, democratic theory. and politicaltheory in literature.
PS 471 Public Opinion Research Methodology. 3(3-0 0). F. S. Sun eyresearch methodology in public opinion polling, campaign management,media and market research. needs assessment and program e\ aluation. Topicsinclude questionnaire design, suney sampling. computer applications, anddata analysis.
PS 490 Readings and Research in Political Science. 1-6. F. S. Preq:Consent of department. Extenshe readings or research in political sc1enceunder direct faculty supervision.
PS 492 Honors Readings and Thesis in Political Science. 3 6. F. S.Sum. Preq: Admission to Honors Program and Consent of Instructor.Admission to Honors Program and Consent of Instructor. Independent readingand preparation ofan honors thesis in political science.
PS 498 Special Topics in Political Science. 3 6. F. S. Preq: Six hours PS.Detailed investigation ofa topic. Topic and mode of study determined by thestudent and a faculty member.

YCHOLOGY
PSY 200 Introduction to Psychology. 3(3<0-0). F, S, Sum. Suryey ofbasic principles for the understanding of behavior and experience includingdevelopment, learning, cognition, biological foundations. perception,motiyation, personality, behayior abnormalities. measurement of individualdifferences. and soc1al processes. The \alue of seientific obsenation andexperimentation to the development of psychological understanding isemphasized.
PSY 201 Controversial Issues in Psychology. 3(3-0 0). F. Freshmenonly. Students will explore contemporary controyersial issues \\ithin se\ eralareas of psychology (biological, human development, cognitive processes.mental health, psychological treatment, and soual psychology) and encounterthe diverse approaches used by psychologists and other scientists. Studentswill have the opportunity to refine and use their critical thinking skills as theyinquire into basic psychological concepts releyant to issues they help selectand vtill practice confronting differing opinions responSibly and respectfully tofully contribute to and gainfully receive from the university community.
PSY 220 Orientation to Psychology. 1(1-0—0). F. Orientation for neiy orpotential Psychology majors. AnalySis of expectations and demands of thepsychology degree programs. Exploration ofthe challenges and opportunitiespresented by various post- baccalaureate educational and career options.
PSY (ST) 240 Introduction to Behavioral Research I. 3(3 0 0). F, S,Preq: PSY 200. Coreq: PSY (ST) 241. For PSY and HRD majors only.Introduction to quantitatiye methods in psychology, including measurement,experimental control, validity, and fundamentals of research design.Discussion ofdistributions and statistical inference.
PSY (ST) 241 Introduction to Behavioral Research I Lab. 1(0-2—0). F,S. Preq: PSY 200. Coreq: PSY (ST) 240. For PSY and HRD majors only.Students design, analyze and report a variety ofsimple experiments.
PSY (ST) 242 Introduction to Behavioral Research II. 3(3-0 0). F, S.Preq: PSY (ST) 240. Coreq: PSY (ST) 243. For PSY and IIRD majors only.Continuation of PSY (ST) 240. Ethics of Research in Psychology. Techniquesfor the development of research proposals. Statistical techniques for data
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analysis including non parametrics, one-way and too-way ANOVA andintroduction to correlation and regression.
PSY (ST) 243 Introduction to Behavioral Research 11 Lab. 2(0 4 O). F,S. Preq: PSY (ST) 240. Coreq: PSY (ST) 242. For PSY and HRD majors only.Design and analysis ofa major research project.
PSY 307 Industrial and Organizational Psychology. 3(3 0 0). F. S,Sum. Preq: PSY 200 or 201, juniors and seniors. Surveys the application ofpsychological theories and methods to problems in\ olving people in workingsettings. Topics include: organizational and management theory; workmoti\ ation and job satisfaction; job and organizational analysis; performanceevaluation; personnel recruitment, selection. and placement; and personneltraining and de\ elopment.
PSY 311 Social Psychology. 3(3 0—0). F, S, Stim. Preq: PSY 200 or 201.Theory and research on how indiy iduals respond and are iesponded to in socialsituations. Topics include attitude formation and change, affiliation,attraction. self and interpersonal perception, interpersonal relationships,aggression. helping behay ior. intergroup behavior. and group dynamics.
PSY 312 Applied Psychology. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq: PSY 200 or 201.Coy ers CII\ erse areas of psychological practice, related methods and ethicalissues. Includes illustratiye cases of psychological practice in health,education, \VOFI\ settings, la“, sports. consumer markets, and cross-culturalsettings. Explores profeSSional roles and contributions in the contexts ofsocial. organizational and technological change.
PSY 340 Ergonomics. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PSY 200 or 201. Concepts fromergonomics, emironmental psychology, and cognitiye psychology relatedthrough design examples to problems of e\ eryday living. Criteria ofefficiency, comfort and safety e\ aluated relati\e to the design of activity,products. and the em ironment. TopiCs include: \ isual and auditory perception.information processing, physical activity, noise and lighting, work spacedesign, \\ Oikload, and product design.
PSY (AFS. MDS) 345 Psychology and the African AmericanExperience. 3(3 0 0). F. Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: PSY 200 or PSY 201. Historicaland cultural examination of the psychological experiences of AfricanAmerican C\perience from pre-American times to the present. Focus onmental health, personality. identity development, racism, oppressmn,psychological empoyyerment and an African centered \\ orldy 1e“. Discussionofeontemporary issues \\ ithiii the African American community.
PSY 350 Human Resource Development Skills. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Coreq: PSY 495, COM 112. For HRD majors only. Theoretical,conceptual and inten ention principles of human resource developmentpractice in public and pl‘I\ ate settings; ethics and \alues; individual, group andorgani7ational beha\ior; assessment methods: intervention methods.Emphasis on applying princ1ples to internship settings.
PSY 370 Personality. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: PSY 200. Major personalitythe01ics. Definition of personality associated with each theory as \\el| as theassumptions and principles used in accounting for human heha\i0r. Theoriesey aluated considering recent research.
PSY 376 Deyelopmental Psychology. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PSY200, 201 or 304 or EDP 304. Behavioral development during the life span,including study of current theories and project Viork \vith persons at \ariousstages ofthe life cycle.
PSY 400 Perception. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Sum. Preq: PSY 200 or 201, Juniorstanding. Anatomy and physiology of the major sensory systems, theirrelationship to central structures of the brain, important and or commonpathological conditions. Basic issues and techniques of psycliophySics.Perceptual phenomena and theory, with an emphaSis on topics in two andthree- (limenSional spatial perception, including the perceptions of si7e. depthand motion. Consideration of perceptual phenomena in practical settings.
PSY (WGS) 406 Psychology of Gender. 3(3~0-0). F, S. Preq: PSY 200,201 or HSS 200. Credit cannot be gi\en for both PSY 406 and PSY 506.Current the0iy and research on percei\ ed and actual biological, social,eognitiye, personality, and emotional similarities and differences of men andwomen throughout the lifespan. The construction and consequences of genderin our society and others.



PSY 410 Learning and Motiiation. 3(3-0-0). I‘. Preq: PSY 200; Juniorstanding. Introduction to the primary laboratory research areas in learning andmotiyation: classical conditioning. operant conditioning. \erbal leaining. driyetheory, and the role ol‘ moliycs mehasis upon research on conditioning andits inotiiational processes as the loundations l'or techniques in heha\iormodification. I;\timinalion ol‘ both the uses and limitations ol‘ currentinloriiiation on leaining and motiiation.
PS\ 420 Cognitive Processes. 3(341-0). F. S. Sum. Preq: PSY 200; Juniorstanding. Introduction to research and theory in cognition, including suchtopics as memory. acquisition and use ol language. reading. problem solving.reasoning. and concepts.
PS1 (PHI) 425 Introduction to Cognitiye Science. 3(3 0 0). I: Preq:One upper-l0 cl course in either PHI. PSY. CSC or Linguistics. or permissionol‘ instructor. Philosophical loundations and empirical lundamentals ofcognitiic science. an interdisciplinary approach to human cognition. Topicsinclude: the computational model 01‘ mind. mental representation. cognitiyearchitecture. the acquisition and use ol‘ language.
PSY 430 Biological Psychology. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: PSY 200 and eitherBIO l25 or IM: Junioi standing. Biological mechanisms of behayior.including elementary neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. sensory and motorprocesses. and their application to motiiation. learning. and psychologicalprocesses.
PSY 436 introduction to Psychological Measurement. 3(3-0~0). S. Altyrs Prcq PSY 240—2“ or equnalent. The basic princ1p|cs of psychologicalmeasurement. including elementary statistical concepts. reliability. andvalidity. Emphasi/es measurement in the seience of psvchology. Applicationof measurement principles to a \\ ide \aricty ofmcasurement problems.
PSY 470 Abnormal Psychology. 3(34) 0) S. Sum. Preq: PSY 200 or 304or EDP 304. Common psychological disorders of children and adults.Historical and theoretical perspectiycs on abnormal behavior; issues ofassessment and classification. etiology. symptoms. and treatment ot‘disorders.
PSY 475 Child Psychology. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq: PSY 200 or 304 or EDP304; PSY 376. Theories. methods. and phenomena 01‘ child psychology andapplication ol‘ this information to the enhancement of child deyelopment.Multiple aspects of deyelopment. including physical. cognitive intellectual.and social emotional dmelopment. lrom conception to adolescence. EmphaSison recent research findings in deyelopmental psychology.
PSY (EDP) 476 Psychology ofAdoIescent Development. 3(3 0 0). F. S.Sum. Preq: PSY 200 or PSY 304 or EDP 304. Theories. prinCiples. and issues01‘ human psychological de\e|opment emphaSi/ing adolescence. Cognitive.social. and phySical changes: their interaction. Implications for teaching andparenting adolescents.
PSY 491 Special Topics in Psychology. 3t3 0 0). F. S. Preq: PSY 200.Exploration in depth ol‘ ad\anced areas and topics of current interest inpsychology.
PSY 495 Human Resource Development Practicum. 3 8. F. S. Preq: Jr.standing. For HRD majors only. Supervised practicum in a human resourcedevelopment organization during two consecuthe semesters. Application ofhuman resource development knowledge and skills.
PSY 498 Psychology Honors Seminar. 3(1 4-0). As needed. Preq:Permission of department: HRD and PSY honors students. Must take mosemesters. Seminar and independent study under faculty direction. Providesthe undergraduate psychology honors students \\ ith an opportunity to practiceskills in designing. conducting. and evaluating research. The student. \\ orkingclosely \\ ith a faculty advisor. designs a research approach to a patticular bodyof literature. accumulates appropriate data. and analyzes and evaluates the data
PSY 499 Individual Study in Psychology. l—6. F. S. Preq: Permission ofthe Department. Coreq: PSY 495 for HRD majors during their work semester.Individual research project (literature reyieyy. experiment. sury ey. field study)open to any undergraduate. under the direction 01‘ a Psychology Departmentfaculty member.
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PHYSICS

PY 101 Perspectives on Physics. 1(1-0-0). F. Preq: Course available forPhysics majors only. Orientation to the current practice of physics. includingdiscussion of historical background. scientific Viewpomt, current topics, andcareers in physics. Visits to departmental research laboratories.
PY 123 Stellar and Galactic Astronomy. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Introductory,descriptive survey ol stars. galaxies and cosmology. designed primarily fornon science majors. Exotic recent discoveries such as quasars, pulsars, andblack holes “I” be included. Complements PY l24, Solar System Astronomy.Companion laboratory course PY I25.
PY 124 Solar System Astronomy. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Introductory.descriptive sunev of the solar system designed primarily for non sciencemajors. including current results from space probes. history of astronomy. andthe motions of the moon. stars. and planets in the night sky. Complementarycourse covering stars. galaxies and cosmology (PY I23). Companionlaboratory course (PY 125).
PY 125 Astronomy Laboratory. 1(0-2-0). F, S. Coreq: PY 123 or 124.Introduction to astronomical obsening. Twelie exercises includeastronomical instruments; the nature of light: Kepler's and Neyyton‘s laws ofmotion; the constellations. planets. binary stars. stellar clusters. and galaxies.Use ofsmall telescopes to observe celestial objects.
PY 126 Computer-based Astronomy Laboratory. 1(0 2-0). F. S. Coreq:PY 123 or PY l24. Ten computer based laboratory exercises in astronomy.Celestial coordinates. motions of celestial objects. and bright stars andconstellations. Simulated obsening of planets. stars. and gaIaXies. with datareduction and analysts.
PY 131 Conceptual Physics. 4(3—2 0). F. S. Sum. Fundamentals ofphysics from a conceptual rather than a mathematical \ieyi point. Applicationsot‘ phys1cs to e\ eryday phenomena and experiences. Numerousdemonstrations and discovery-based laboratory. Mechanics. properties ofmatter. heat. sound. electricity and magnetism. light and relativity.
PY 133 Conceptual Physics: Optics. 4(3—2-0). F. S. Fundamentals ofoptics From a conceptual rather than a mathematical Viewpoint. Applicationsof optics ranging from ey eryday' phenomena to modern optical devices: fromrainbows to lasers. Numerous demonstrations and discoy cry-based laboratory.Properties of light. color. optical dey ices. light in the atmosphere. vision inanimals and man. light in modern physics. light in the cosmos.
PY 201 Uniy ersity Physics I. 4(3-2-1). F. Coreq: MA 141. First course ofthree-semester sequence for students majoring in physical and mathematicalsciences. Calculus used throughout. Principles of classical Nentonianmechanics e0\ ered in detail.
PY 202 University Physics II. 4(3-2-1). S. Preq: PY 201. MA 141.Coreq: MA 241. Second course of three semester sequence designed primarilyfor students majoring in physical and mathematical sciences. Calculus usedthroughout. Principles ofelectricity and magnetism c0\ ered in detail.
PY 203 University Physics 111. 4(3 2 I). F. Preq: PY 202. MA 241.Coreq: MA 242. Third course of three—semester sequence designed primarilyfor students majoring in physical and mathematical sciences. Calculus is usedthroughout. Principles of wave optics and modern physics are coyered indetail.
PY 204 General Physics. 3(3 0 0). Preq: MA 141. Credit cannot beearned for both PY 204 and FY 203. Introduction to physics. including thestudy of mechanics. sound, heat. and themiodynamics. The analyticalapproach is employed \\ ith emphasis on problem solving. Identical to PY 205.except that there is no laboratory. Offered only through Independent Study byExtension.
PY 205 Physics for Engineers and Scientists 1. 4(3 2-0). F. S. Sum.Preq: MA 141 with a grade of C or better. First semester of a two semestersequence in introductory physics. \yith laboratory. A calculus-based study ofmechanics. sound and heat.



PY 206 General Physics Laboratory. 1(0 2-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: PY 204.Enrollment subject to approval of Physics Department, and limited to students“he have passed PY 204. Not open to students having credit for FY 205.Approximately ten e\periments taken from the fields of mechanics, sound,heat and thermodynamics
PY 208 Physics for Engineers and Scientists 11. 4(3 1—0). F, S, Sum.Preq: PY 205 (C or better) and MA 241 (C or better). Credit not allovs ed formore than one of FY 208, PY 202, and FY 212. Second semester of a twosemester sequence in introductory physics, with coordinated laboratoryproblem solving experiences. A calculus-based study of electriCity.magnetism, optics and modern physics.
PY 211 College Physics 1. 4(3 2 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: MA 107 or MA111. Credit not allow ed for more than one of FY 211, PY 201 or PY 205. Firstsemester of a two-semester introductory sequence in non calculus physics.with laboratory. Mechanics, heat, V1 ave motion and sound.
PY 212 College Physics II. 4(3 2 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: MA 107 or MA111. Credit not allowed for more than one of FY 212, PY 202, and FY 208.Second semester of a two-semester introductory sequence in non calculusphysics, with laboratory. Electricity, and magnetism, light, modern physics.
PY 299 Special Problems in Physics. 1—3. F. S, Sum. Preq: Consent ofdepartment. Study in experimental or analytical topics in classical and modernphysics.
PY 328 Stellar and Galactic Astrophysics. 3(3 0—0). S. Preq: PY 202 orPY 208. Introduction to the study of stars, galaxies, and the universe. Stars andstellar evolution; interstellar medium; galaxies and galaxy clusters;cosmology. Recent developments in the understanding of neutron stars, blackholes, active galaxies, quasars and inflationary cosmologies.
PY 341 Space Time Physics. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: PY 203 or 407.Introduction to space time physics in accordance Wllh Einstein 5 special theoryof relativity; time dilation, min paradox, Doppler effect, relatixistic spacetravel, four-vectors, relatiyistic momentum and energy conservation laws inhigh energy physics. Consequences of Einstein‘s gravitational theory incosmology; models of the expanding universe, neutron stars, black holes andthe Sbig bangS hypothesis.
PY 401 Quantum Physics I. 33 0 0). F, S. Preq: PY 411. Anintroduction to the basic principles of quantum physics with an emphasis onselected applications to atoms, molecules, solids, nuclei and elementaryparticles.
PY 402 Quantum Physics II. 3(3 0 O). F, S. Preq: FY 41]. Anintroduction to the basic principles of quantum physics with an' emphasis onselected applications to atoms, molecules, solids, nuclei and elementaryparticles.
PY 407 Introduction to Modern Physics. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: MA242, PY 208. Credit not allowed for both PY 203 and FY 407. Majordevelopments in modem physics: special relati\ity, origin of the quantumtheory, atomic and molecular structure, radioactiy ity, properties of nuclei.
PY 411 Mechanics I. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PY 203 or 208, MA 341. Firstsemester of a two-semester sequence in particle and continuum mechanics atthe intermediate level. Focuses on single particle dynamics: ElementaryNewtonian mechanics, harmonic oscillator, central force motion, consen ationlaws, motion in non-inertial frames, Coriolis and centrifugal forces,Lagrangian dynamics, Hamilton‘s equations.
PY 412 Mechanics II. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: PY 411. Second semester ofatwo-semester sequence in particle and continuum mechanics at theintermediate level. Focuses on dynamics ofsystcms ofparticles and continua:Center of mass, collisions, rigid bodies, inertia tensor, principal axes, stressand strain tensors, mechanical properties of fluids and solids; Waves indiscrete and continuum systems, coupled oscillators, normal modes, elementsofspecial relativity.
PY 413 Thermal Physics. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: PY 203 or 407, MA 341. Anintroduction to statistical mechanics and thermodynamics. The statistical studyof physical systems emphasi/ing the connection between the statisticaldescription of macroscopic systems and classical thermodynamics. Concepts
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of heat, internal energy, temperature and entropy. Classical and quantumstatistical distributions.
PY (NE) 414 Electromagnetism 1. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PY 203 or 208,MA 341. First semester ofa t“ o-semester sequence. An intermediate course inelectromagnetic theory using the methods of vector calculus. Electrostatic fieldand potential, dielectrics, solution to Laplace's and POisson's equations,magnetic fields of steady currents.
PY (NE) 415 Electromagnetism II. 3(3 0-0). S. Preq: PY 414. Acontinuation of FY 414. Electromagnetic induction, magnetic fields in matter,Maxwell‘s equations, ii ave guides, radiation.
PY 452 Adi anced Physics Laboratory. 3(1-4-0). F, S. Preq: Seniorstanding. Senior PhySics students only. Introduction to laboratory electronicsand instrumentation. E\periments in mechanics: electromagnetism:electronics; optics: and atomic, nuclear, plasma and solid state physics.
PY (lVIEA) 463 Fluid Physics. 3(3 1 0). F. Preq: MA 341 and FY 208. Aderiiation of the basic equations goveming fluid motion in a rotatingcoordinate system. Equations include consen ation of mass or the continuityequation, momentum equations, thermodynamic energy equation and thevorticity equation. Application of equations to simplified oceanic flows whichinclude surface gra\ity wayes, inertial motion, geostrophic motion, Ekmandynamics and vorticity dynamics.
PY 499 Independent Research in Physics. 1 6. F, S, Sum. Preq: Consentof department. Study and research in phySics. Topics for experimental ortheoretical in\ estigation.

REGLIGION fl
REL (FLH) 10] Elementary Biblical Hebrew I. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Theelements of grammar and syntax essential for a reading know ledge of BiblicalHebrew. Reading is drawn primarily from the Book of Genesis and someattention given to exegetical method.
REL (FLH) 102 Elementary Biblical Hebrew II. 3(3—O 0). F, S. Preq:REL (FLH) 101. A continuation of REL (FLH) 101 with inCieased emphasisupon reading selected prose passages.
REL (FLH) 201 Intermediate Biblical Hebrew I. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq:REL (FLH) 102. Continuing de\ elopment ofmcabulary and understanding ofgrammar and syntax through reading ofselected prose and poetic passages inthe Hebrew Bible. Exegetical matters are conSIdered,
REL (FLH) 202 Intermediate Biblical Hebrew II. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Preq:REL (FLH) 201. Exclusixe attention devoted to reading and interpretingselected prose and poetic passages in the llebrc“ Bible.
REL 298 Special Topics in Religion. 3(3-0-0). Selected studies inreligion that do not appear regularly in the curriculum. Topics “1” beannounced for each semester in “111011 the course is offered.
REL 300 Religious Traditions of the World. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. MajorEastern and Western religious traditions With attention to their basic teachingsand practices as \\el| as to the historical, geographical, soeial, and politicalsettings in which they have arisen and developed.
REL (SOC) 309 Religion and Society. 3(3 0 0). Preq: 3 er. in SOC, 200level. Religious beliefs, practices, and organi/ations addressed as socialphenomena. Stnictural functionalism, conflict, and subjectiyism as theoreticalorientations for undeistanding inlluences between religion and society.Relationship of religions to family, gmernment and economy and to somalCll\ isions, conflict and change.
REL 311 Introduction to the Old Testament. 3(3 0 0). Study of OldTestament books, examining their content, background and development.Comparisons of the biblical material “1111 other Ancient Near Easternliterature. Assessment of contributions from archeology and literary studies toclarifying the text.
REL 312 Introduction to the New Testament. 3(3—0-0). Literary andhistorical study of the Ne“ Testament in its Jcnish and Greco-Roman



contexts. Special attention to distinctnc characteristics of the Gospels andtheir relationships, early controversies “llh Judaism and the emergence ofchurch structure and teaching.
REL 314 Introduction to Intertestamental Literature. 3(3-0-0).lntcrlcstameiital literature in the context of Jew15li history, institutions andbeliefs ofthe lntcrtestamcntal Period (ca. 300 B.(‘.-ea. IOO A.D.)
REL 317 Christianity. 3(3—0-0). Development of Christianity from itsorigins to the present; events, persons, ideas, beliefs and practices which weremost significant in this development.
REL (H1) 320 Religion in American History. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: 3 hoursof History or Sophomore standing. Representathe people, movements andthought in the major religions within the context of American society andculture.
REL 323 Religious Cults. Sects, and Minority Faiths in America. 3(3-0-0). F. Religious cults, sects and minority faiths in America, includingMoniionism, Christian Science and Jehovah's Witnesses. Also covers suchalternate groups as the holiness charismatic movement and the UnificationChurch. Origins, development and teachings oftliese groups within the contextofAmerican culture and religion.
REL 326 The Catholic Traditions. 3(3 0-0). S. The history, basicteaching and cultural influences of Roman Catholicism and EasternOrthodoxy.
REL 327 Issues in Contemporary Religion. 3(3 0-0). Responses ofcontemporary Western religious thinkers to critics of religion and tochallenges posed by the 20th century including the Nazi Holocaust, socialinjustice (liberation theologies - black, feminist. Third World), ecologicalcrisis. threat ofnuclear \\ arfare, and conflicts between religions.
REL 331 The Hindu Tradition. 3(3-0-0). Basic religio-philosophicalconcepts, social institutions, and indi\idual practices of Hindu chilizationfrom earliest Vedic times to the present. Focus on major traditions: Action(karma), Knonledge (jnana), and Devotion (bhakti), “ith emphasis ondisciplines (yoga), myth, symbol. and art.
REL 332 The Buddhist Traditions. 3(3—0 0). History and structure oftheBuddhist tradition analyzed through the $three jewels$: the Buddha, theMonastic Community (sangha), and the Teachings (dhamia). Emphasis onfundamental religio philosophical concepts, social history and ritual practicesof Southem Buddhism, early Mahayana development, and Tantric ideals.Growth ofthe traditions in China and Japan.
REL 333 Chinese Religions. 3(3-0 0). S, Alt. yrs.(odd). Survey ofChinese religions from prehistoric times to present. Confucianism, Daoism,primary Buddhist schools in China, spirit possession, divination and popularreligious worship.
REL 334 Japanese Religions. 3(3 0—0). F, Alt. yrs.(e\en). Survey ofvarious strands of Japanese religious life from prehistoric times until present.Kami worship; primary Buddhist schools in Japan; Japanese Christianity;Confucianism; and New Religions.
REL 350 Introduction to Judaism. 3(3-0-0). S, Alt. yrs.(odd). A surveyof Jewish religious traditions from the bible through the present day.Evolution of major religious ideas through classical texts including torah,Talmud, philosophical and mystical literature, and contemporary fiction.
REL (HI) 402 Early Christianity to the Time of Eusebius. 3(3 0 0). S,Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: One of: REL 312, REL 317, or H1 207. Growth anddiffusion of early Christianity from the end of the first century up to the timeof Eusebius and the conversion of Constantine (early fourth century);Christianity in its Greco-Roman environment; Roman policy towardsChristianity; heterodox Christian movements; anti heretical writings; orthodoxinstitutions of authority.
REL (HI) 407 Islamic History to 1798. 3(3-0 O). Preq: 3 hours ofhistory. Credit will not be given for both H1407 and HI 507. The history oftheIslamic Near East to 1798. Topics include the East Mediterranean beforeIslam, Muhammad and the development of Islam, sources of Muslimcivilization, Islamic law, science, philosophy, art and architecture, Islam inSpain, India, Asia and Africa, the Crusades, the Ottomans, Islam and Europe.
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REL (HI) 408 Islam in the Modern World. 3(3-0-0). Preq: 3 hours ofhistory or religious studies. Evolution of modern Islam from 17th century tothe present. Primary emphasis on North Africa, the Middle East and SouthAsia. Pre-modem lslamicate empires, reform and revival. Historical originsofcurrent issues in the Islamic world.
REL 423 Religion and Politics in 20th Century America. 3(3-0—0). S,Alt. yrs.(odd). Preq: one 300—level course in religion, philosophy, or history.Issues and problems in religion and politics in the United States since 1900.Historical, theoretical, sociological, and cultural approaches to religion andpolitics. Inquiry into the relations between religion and the state. Responsesofrcligious traditions to American social and political issues.
REL (H1) 460 American Religion After Darwin. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: 3credit hours in REL or H]. Major religious issues in America from the CivilWar to the mid—l920s, including science and religion, the impact of Darwin sevolutionary theory, biblical criticism, liberalism versus fundamentalism, thechurches in an industrial society.
REL (STS) 471 Darwinism and Christianity. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt. yrs.(even). Preq: One course in religious studies, biological sciences, philosophyof science, or history of science. Evolutionary biology and Christianity.Darwin's evolutionary theory; neo Daminism; conflicts between evolutionarytheory and Christian thought; methodological parallels and differencesbet“ een science and religion; proposals for divine action in an evolutionaryworld.
REL 481 Myth, Metaphor, and Religious Imagination. 3(3 0-0). Preq:300-level course in REL, HI, or ENG. Mythology from world religions;history ofthe academic study of mythology in 19th-20th centuries; disciplinedtechniques for interpretation of myth. including historical criticism, ritualstudy, structuralism, hermeneutics, psychoanalytic theories, Marxist andfeminist criticism, and post-structural approaches; nature and role of metaphorin mythic language and religious imagination
REL 484 Myth and History in Religious Biography. 3(3 0-0). Preq:300 level course in REL, H1, or ENG. Cross cultural typology of religiousbiography, including sacred biography, hagiography, confessional biography,autobiography, and myth; structure and function of myth in creating thebiographical image of religious subjects; herrnenentic theory andmethodological strategies for reading and interpreting individual life histories;multiple case studies including Buddha, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, Lutherand Krishna-Caitanya.
REL 491 Advanced Readings in Theological and Religious Literature.3(3—0 0). Preq: 300-level course in Religion and consent of instructor. Coursemay be used for individualized study programs by arrangement with theinstructor. Critical analysis of advanced theological works; close reading ofprimary texts; methods of interpretation (hermeneutics).
REL 496 Seminar in Religious Studies. 3(3-0 0). Preq: 300-level coursein Religion and consent of instructor. Open primarily to Religious Studiesmajors and minors. Advanced research and writing in selected topics;application of contemporary and historical methods for the study of religion;hermeneutic theory.
REL 498 Special Topics in Religion. 1—6. Preq: 6 hours REL. Detailedinvestigation of selected topics in religion. Topics determined by facultymembers in consultation with head of the department. Course may be used forindividualized study programs.

SOCIOLOGY
SOC 202 Principles of Sociology. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Introduction tosociology. Analyses of key processes and institutions including interaction,inequality, organization, socialization, and social change. Includes coresociological concepts, methods, and theories.
SOC 203 Current Social Problems. 3(3-0 0). F, S, Sum. Examination ofsocial problems linked to structures of economic, political, gender and racialinequality; including poverty, disease, racism, sexism, unemployment,psychological distress, educational failure, environmental destruction andviolence. Possible solutions vievi ed from a variety of perspectives. Includescore sociological concepts, methods and theories.



SOC (WGS) 204 Sociology of Family. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Sum.Contemporary American family structures and processes and theirdevelopment. Focus on socialization, mate selection, marital adjustment anddissolution. Includes core sociological concepts, methods, and theories.
SOC 205 Jobs and Work. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Sum. Work experience in termsof intrinsic and extrinsic revv ards fOi vv orker. Work experience as intersectionof occupation, industry. organization. region, and time period. Research skillsfor comparing job options to individual goals. Includes core sociologicaltheories. concepts and methods.
SOC 206 Social Deviance. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Sum. Social processes in thecreation and maintenance of deviant populations: classification, objectificationof social meanings, functions of subcultures and social outcomes of thedeviance-ascription process. Includes core sociological concepts, methods, andtheories.
SOC (GEO) 220 Cultural Geography. 3(3 0-0). F. S. Investigates theworld's past and present cultural diversity by studying spatial pattems ofpopulation. language, religion. material and non material culture, technologyand livelihoods. communities and settlements and political organization andinteraction.
SOC 241 Sociology of Agriculture and Rural Society. 3(3-0-0). F. S.Application of sociological concepts. methods, theories and styles of reasoningto major social problems facmg rural America. Changing structure ofagriculture; social impact of agricultural technology: rural community grovvthand decline; rural industrialization. rural poverty. natural resources andenvironmental issues in rural America. Includes core sociological concepts.methods, and theories.
SOC (ANT) 261 Technology in Society and Culture. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Processes of social and cultural change vvith a focus on role of technologicalinnovation. Cross cultural emphasis. Workplace changes and soeietal risksassociated with technological innov ations. Special attention to the role ofscientists and engineers in socio cultural change. Topical case studies applycourse concepts and principles. Core sociological and anthropologicalconcepts, methods. and theories.
SOC 300 Social Research Methods. 4(3-2—0). F. S. Sum. Preq: 3 er. inSOC 200 level. Coreq: ST 311. Basic methods of soc1al research, researchdeSign. sampling, data collection. measurement, and analySis: the relationshipbetween theory and research. Laboratory exercises on computer applications.
SOC 301 Human Behavior. 3(3—0—0). F, S, Sum. Preq: 3 er. in SOC, 200level. The development ofpersonality as a consequence of social interactionsand behavior of individuals in social contexts. Processes of learning.socialization, soc1al perception, organization, stability and change of attitudes.norms, norm formation and conformity, social roles and role strain.interpersonal attraction, and intergroup and intragroup relations.
SOC (WGS) 304 Women and Men in Society. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq: 3 er.in SOC, 200 level. A sociological analysis of vvomen and men incontemporary American society. Perpetuation of and change in genderstratification using sociological concepts. theories and research. Hovv genderexpectations developed and transmitted. Historical data and research ondiversity in American society used for analysis ofcauses and consequences ofgender inequality.
SOC (AFS) 305 Racial and Ethnic Relations. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:3 er. in SOC, 200 level. Study ofthe nature of the relationships among racialand ethnic groups in soc1eties around the world but viith emphasis on theUnited States. Explores topics such as inequalities of wealth, povver, andstatus, racism, conflict, and social boundaries among groups. Current trends inintergroup relations are discussed.
SOC 306 Criminology. 3(3-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq: 3 er. in SOC. 200 lev el.Study of processes \vhereby behavior is defined as crime and persons areidentified as criminals. Includes a sociological investigation ofagencies of lavvenforcement, adjudication, corrections and prevention; patterns of criminalbehavior; explanations of variations in criminality \vith emphasis onsociocultural and sociopsychologieal theories.
SOC (REL) 309 Religion and Society. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Preq: 3 er. in SOC.200 level. Religious beliefs, practices and organi/ations addressed as soc1alphenomena. Structural functionalism, conflict and subjectivism as theoretical
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orientations for understanding influences betvv een religion and society.Relationship of religions to family. government, and economy and to socialdivisions, conflict and change.
SOC 310 Managers. Work, and Organizations. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum.Preq: Any ZOO-lev el SOC, SOC 205 recommended. Seeiological analysis ofmanagers, who they are, and \\ hat they do. How recent changes in the US.economy have altered managers' vv ork. Hovv managers influence and adapt tothe organizational env ironment. Relationship of management and labor in theproduction process.
SOC 311 Community Relationships. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Sum. Preq: 3 er. inSOC. 200 level. Institutions, organizations and agencies found in moderncommunities; social problems and conditions with vvhich they deal: theirinterrelationships and trends tovvard comprehensne planning.
SOC 342 International Development. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: 3 er. in SOC.200 level. Sociological explanations of the causes of development andunderdev elopment and origins of the present vvorld system vvith emphasis onlesser-developed countries. Recent global changes in the \vorld Situationincluding the increasing internationalization and inteidependence of allcountries.
SOC 351 Population and Planning. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: 3 credits in SOC atthe 200 level. Effects of births, deaths and migration on population size,composition and distribution. Socioeconomic and political implications ofdemographic change. Impact ofaltemative policies on demographic processes.
SOC 381 Sociology of \Iedicine. 3(3 0 0). f, S. Preq: 200 levelSeeiology. Use of theory and empirical studies to understand the socialetiology of disease health practices, practitioners, and institutions. and thespecial area of mental health. Historical as vvell as contemporary examples ofsoc1al influences on, and effects of, health throughout the vvorld, btit especiallyin the United States. Core sociological concepts, methods, and theories.
SOC 400 Theories of Social Structure. 3(3-0-0). F. 5. Sum. Preq: 3 er. inSOC. 200 level. Contributions of Durkheim, Marx, Weber and others tocontemporary macro level seeiological theories. Origins and development offunctionalist and conflict approaches. Theories of social solidarity. classstructure, the state. bureaucratization, ideology. Uses oforiginal \\ orks.
SOC 401 Theories of Social Interaction. 3(3 0 0). F. S, Sum. Preq: 3 er.in SOC, 200 level. Contributions of Weber. Simmel. Mead. Homans. Goffmanand others to contemporary micro-level sociological theories. Origins anddevelopment of symbolic interaction, ethnometliodology. exchange theory anddiamaturgy. Theories of the self, social construction of reality. emotions,interpersonal relationships. Interrelationship of theory and research: use oforiginal \\ orks.
SOC 402 Urban Sociology. 3(3-0-0). Preq: SOC 300 or equivalentresearch methods course. Urban soc1al structures emphasizing determinantsand consequences of changes in urban places and life styles. Current urbanproblems and various approaches to urban social planning.
SOC 404 Families and \Vork. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: SOC :00 level. SOC 300or equivalent research methods course. Soeiological analysis of the interplaybetween economy and family. Hovv men and \\ omen make decisionsregarding vvork and family. Theory and research techniques appiopriate to thesttident ofvvork/family conflicts.
SOC (WGS) 407 Sociology of Sexualities. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: 3 hoursSOC 200 level, 300 level, or equivalent research methods course. Explorationof sexuality in a soc1al context. Relationship betvveen sexuality. gender, andpovv er in the US. Historical trends in behaviors and identities: socialmovements and sexual issues; current behavioral trends. Some issues covered;identity, social construction. sexual meanings.
SOC 410 Sociology of Organizations. 3(3-0—0). Preq: 3 er. in SOC. 200level, SOC 300 or equivalent research methods course. Application ofsoc10|ogical theories to study of organizational structures and pioeesses.Speeial attention to control and coordination, relations vvith otherorgani/ations, and decision making.
SOC (PS) 413 Criminal Justice Field \Vork. 4(2-8-0). F, S. Preq: SOC306 and PS 305, Senior standing in Criminal Justice option. Supervisedobscrv ation and experience in a criminal justice agency. Study of relationships



between ongoing programs and relevant political and sociological theory andresearch. Weekly seminars, small groups and indivtdual conferences.Presentation ofan integrative report.
SOC 414 Social Class. 3(3-0-0). Preq: SOC 300. The universality ofsocial inequality, its bases and consequences. Relationship of social inequalityto social class, life chances, life styles and social mobility. Theories andresearch methods pertinent to the study ofsocial class.
SOC 4l8 Sociology of Education. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt yrs. Preq: SOC 300 orequivalent research methods course. Application of sociological theories toeducation, relating processes of stratification, socialization and organization.Sociological analysis of classrooms and learning. Connections of schoolingwith family, community and work. Cross—cultural and US. research.
SOC 425 Juvenile Delinquency. 3(3—0—0). F. S, Sum. Preq: 3 er. in SOCZOO-level; SOC 300 or cquixalent research methods course. Nature and extentofjuvenile delinquency; measurement problems; and biogenic, psychogenicand sociogenic theories of delinquency causation. Policy implications ofdelinquency theories for treatment and prevention. Evaluation oftreatment andprevention programs.
SOC 427 Sociology of Law. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: 3 er. in SOC ZOO-level;SOC 300 or equi\alent research methods course. Sociological concepts,theories and research of law as social control. Social forces behind thecreation, maintenance and application of law in American Society.
SOC 428 Formal Institutions of Social Control. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: 3hours SOC 200 |e\el; SOC 300 or equtvalent research methods course.Development, structure and behavior of formal institutions of social control inthe United States (police. courts. corrections); divergent philosophies ofpunishment that guide the juvenile and adult criminal justice system,dimensions of inequality that influence processing decisions and effectivenessof formal institutions in controlling \ iolations oflegal norms.
SOC 429 Data Analysis in Criminology. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: SOC 300,SOC 306. ST311 or equivalent research methods course. Analysis ofquantitative data in criminology. Relationship between theory and research,operationalization and measurement. Computer coding of social covariates.Descriptive and inferential analysis. Writing research reports.
SOC 430 Community and Crime. 3(3 0-0). 5. Preq: 3 credits in SOC 200level; SOC 300 or equivalent research methods course. Neighborhooddevelopment, structure and processes as related to delinquency, crime andcriminality. Divergent theories ofthe effect ofneighborhood context on crimeand crime on neighborhood processes. The interaction of person andneighborhood context. Implications of community processes for socialcontrol.
SOC 440 Social Change. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: 3 er. in SOC, 200 level; SOC300 or equivalent research methods course. Sources, processes andconsequences of social change on macro and micro levels. Applications ofclassical and contemporary theories to historical and modern examples ofsocial change in international, national, regional, community, and institutionalsettings. Examples of empirical studies and appropriate methodologies foreach level ofanalysis.
SOC 445 Inequality. Ideology, and Social Justice. 3(3-0 0). F. Preq: 3hours of ZOO-level SOC and SOC 300. Systematically addresses the questionof why people believe what they do about the legitimacy of inequality;explores the role of self-interest, secular and religious values, considersspecific types of ideology such as meritocracy, racism, sexism, colonialism;applies various theories to explain patterns of belief; looks at the role of mediaand propaganda in shaping beliefs.
SOC 450 Environmental Sociology. 3(3-0-0). F, Alt yrs(odd). Preq: 3hours SOC 200 level, SOC 300, or equivalent research methods class.Systematic relations between natural environment and human societies.Dependency on the natural world. Population technology, cultural andeconomic influences on ecosystems. Development of environmentalism andalternative models for understanding threats and potentials. currentenvironmental issues and considerations oftheir global contexts.
SOC 465 Social Aspects of Mental Health. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: SOC 300.A survey of the role of social environment and life experiences in mentalhealth and mental disorder, focusing on the link between social inequality and
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emotional inequality. Topics include the social construction of mental illnessand the classification process, social distribution of mental health,explanations ofmental health differences. Special emphasis on adolescent andadult traumas that shape the life course.
SOC 492 External Learning Experience. 1—6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A leaming experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes facilities and resources which are external tothe campus. Contact and arrangements with prospective employers must beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty adviser, the prospectiveemployer, the departmental teaching coordinator and the academic dean priorto the experience.
SOC 493 Special Problems in Sociology. l-6. F, S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources.Arrangements must be initiated by student and approved by a faculty advisorand departmental teaching coordinator.
SOC 495 Special Topics in Sociology. 1—3. Offered as needed to presentmaterials not normally available in regular course offerings or for new courseson a trial basis.
SOC 498 Independent Study in Sociology. l-6. Preq: Six hours SOCabove the 200 level. A detailed investigation ofa topic in sociology. Topic andmode of study determined by the faculty member(s) in consultation with thedepartment head.

SOIL SCIENCE

SSC 185 Land and Life. 3(3-0-0). F. Land quality and the social,economic and political practices of societies utilizing different land resources.The underlying physical reasons for land quality differences and landmanagement options for technological, primitive and developing societies.Stresses macro and micro scale societal responses to land quality.
SSC 200 Soil Science. 4(3—3—0). F, S. Preq: One semester of collegechemistry. Fundamentals of soils including origin, composition andclassification; their physical, chemical, and biological properties; significanceofthese properties to soil-plant relationships and soil management.
SSC (BAE) 323 Water Management. 3(2 0 2). F. Preq: Junior standing.Water management principles applied to agriculture; hydrologie cycle, runoff,surface and sub-surface drainage, soil conservation measures to reduce erosionand sedimentation, irrigation, pond construction, open channel flow, waterrights and environmental laws pertaining to water management. Emphasis onproblem solving
SSC (BAE) 324 Elementary Surveying. 1(0-3-0). F. Preq: Juniorstanding. Theory and practice of plane surveying to include measuringdistances as well as record keeping differential leveling, profile leveling,topographic mapping, stadia surveying and the use of these tools inagricultural applications.
SSC 332 Environmental Soil Microbiology. 3(2 3—0). S. Preq: BIO 181or equivalent and SSC 200 or equivalent. Analysis of the effects of soilenvironments on microbial growth. Relationships and significance ofmicrobes to mineral transformations, plant development, and environmentalquality. Management ofsoil microorganisms in different ecosystems.
SSC 341 Soil Fertility and Fertilizers. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: SSC 200, BIO125. Principles of managing plant nutrition for crop production, fertilizermaterials, crop fertilization, soil fertility maintenance and managementpractices for optimizing fertilizer use; soil and plant tissue testing as diagnostictools in nutrient management.
SSC 342 Soil Fertility Laboratory. 1(0—3—0). F. Coreq: SSC 341. Soilsampling and analyses for acidity and nutrient content. Calculating lime andfertilizer recommendations and calibrating fertilizer Spreaders. Discussion offertilizer materials and calculation of least cost blends. Computer programs toconfirm recommendations and least cost blends. Field trip to a fertilizerdistributor and to a fertilizer user.



SSC 361 Role of Soils in Environmental Management. 3(2-3 0). S.Preq: SSC 200. Importance of soils in land application of municipal. industrialand agricultural Vt astes; onsite disposal of domestic n astewater;bioremediation of contaminated sites; erosion and sedimentation control; farmnutrient management; and nonpoint source \y ater pollution.
SSC (BAE) 435 Precision Agriculture Technology. 3(2-3-0). S. Alt.yrs(e\'en). Preq: Junior or Senior standing. Credit may not be received forBAE SSC 435 and BAE SSC 535. O\er\'iew of technology a\ailable forimplementation of a comprehenshe precision agriculture program. Topicsinclude computers, GPS. sensors, mechanized soil sampling, variable ratecontrol system, yield monitors. and postharvest processing controls.Applications of preeision agriculture in crop planning, tillage, planting,chemical applications, harvesting and postharvest processing.
SSC (BAE, CS) 440 Geographic Information Systems in ProductionAgriculture. 3(2-2 0). S. Preq: SSC 341. Fundamentals of the globalpositioning system, geographic information systems, and site-specificmanagement. Geospatially located soil sampling strategies will be addressedas well as appropriate interpolation methods for point-sampled data. Thecourse \yill e0\er \ariable rate fertilizer recommendation models and thetechnology necessary for yariably applying fertilizer. Spatial measurement ofcrop yields.
SSC 452 Soil Classification. 4(3 4 0). S. Preq: SSC 200. Genesis.morphology, and classification of soils; characterization of soils according totheir diagnostic properties: interpreting soil use potential: emphasis on NorthCarolina soils and their taxonomv; field exerCise in soil mapping and siteex aluation'. sey eral field trips. one oy'emight.
SSC 461 Soil Physical Properties and Plant Growth. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq:SSC 200. Soil physical properties and their influence on plant growth andenvironmentally sound land use; soil solid pOiOSity-density relationships. soilwater. heat and air relations and transport. Principles and applications ofthesetopics using current literature in agronomy, turf, horticulture, water quality.waste management and urban land use.

STATISTICS ll
ST 101 Statistics by Example. 3(3-0-0). Credit 1 0t allowed if student hasprior credit for another ST course. Sampling. experimental design, tables andgraphs, relationships among variables, probability. estimation. hypothesistesting. Real life examples from the soctal, physical and life sciences, thehumanities and sports
ST (PSY) 240 Introduction to Behavioral Research 1. 3(3 0 0). F. S.Preq: PSY 200. Coreq: PSY (ST) 241. For PSY and I-IRD majors only.Introduction to quantitative methods in psychology, including measurement,experimental control. validity, and fundamentals of research design.Discussion ofdistributions and statistical inference.
ST (PSY) 241 Introduction to Behavioral Research I Lab. 1(0 2 0). F.S. Preq: PSY 200. Coreq: PSY (ST) 240. For PSY and HRD majors only.Students design, analyze and report a \ ariety of simple experiments.
ST (PSY) 242 Introduction to Behavioral Research II. 3(3 0 0). F, S.Preq: PSY (ST) 240. Coreq: PSY (ST) 243. For PSY and HRD majors only.Continuation of PSY (ST) 240. Ethics of Research in Psychology. Techniquesfor the deyelopment of research proposals. Statistical techniques for dataanalysis including non-parametrics, one—\tay and two way ANOVA andintroduction to correlation and regression.
ST (PSY) 243 Introduction to Behayioral Research II Lab. 2(0-4-0).F. S. Preq: PSY (ST) 240. Coreq: PSY (ST) 242. For PSY and HRD majorsonly. Design and analysis ofa major research project.
ST 30] Statistical Methods I. 3(3-0—0). Preq: MA 141 and either PMS100 or E 115. Contemporary description and analysis of single samples ofdata. Graphical data presentation methods for determination of patterns andrelationships among variables. Classical and robust alternative methods forsingle sample data summary procedures. Probability concepts. sampling, andexpectations. Confidence interval and hypothesis testing for sample mean andproportion. Computer use emphasized.
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ST 302 Statistical Methods II. 3(3 1 0). Pieq: ST 30]. Confidenceintenals and hypothesis testing with graphics in multiple samples and or\ariables cases: tests f0i means proponions of mo independent groups,analysis of variance for completely randomized design, contingency tableanalysis. correlation, single and multiple linear regressmn; design ofexperiments \yith randomized blocks. factorial design and analysis ofcox ariance. Computer use emphasized.
ST 311 Introduction to Statistics. 3(3-0-0). Credit not allowed if studenthas prior credit for another ST course or BUS 350. Examining relationshipsbet“ een txxo variables using graphical techniques, simple linear regression andc0irelation methods. Producing data usmg expeiiment design and sampling.Elementary probability and the basic notions of statistical inference includingconfidence intery a1 estimation and tests of hypothesis. One and mo sample t—tests. one-\y ay analysis of\ariance, inference fOi count data and regressmn.
ST (BUS) 350 Economics and Business Statistics. 3(3 1 0). F. S, Sum.Preq: MA 114; College of Management majors must ha\e passed SoftwareApplications Proficiency Requirement. Introduction to statistics applied tomanagement. accounting, and economic problems. Emphasis on statisticalestimation. inference. Simple and multiple regression. and analysis ofvarianec.Use of computers to apply statistical methods to problems encountered inmanagement and economics.
ST (EC) 351 Data Analysis for Economists. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: BUS ST350. Tools for describing and analy7ing data as used in economics.Probability. random \ariables. sampling. point and intenal estimation.Hypothesis testing and regression analysis \yith emphasis on economicapplications.
ST 361 Introduction to Statistics for Engineers. 3(3 0 O). F, S. Sum.Preq: College algebra. Credit not allowed for both ST 36l and ST 370 or ST380. Statistical techniques useful to engineers and physical scientists. Includeselementary probability, frequency distributions. sampling \ariation, estimationof means and standard de\iations, basic design of experiments, confidenceinten als. significance tests. elementary least squares eur\e fitting.
ST 370 Probability and Statistics for Engineers. 3(3-0-0). F. S. Preq:\/IA 241. Credit not allon ed for both ST 370 and ST 361 or ST 380. Calculus-based introduction to probability and statistics “11h emphaSis on \Ionte Carlosimulation and graphical display ofdata on computer \\ orkstations. Statisticalmethods include point and intenal estimation of population parameters andeune and surface fitting (regression anaIySis). The prinCiples of e\perimentaldesign and statistical process control introduced.
ST 371 Introduction to Probability and Distribution Theory. 3(3-0-0).F. S. Sum. Preq: MA 24]. Coreq: MA 242. Bastc concepts of probability anddistribution theory for students in the phySical sciences. computer science andengineering. PI‘OHClCS the background necessary to begin study of statisticalestimation. inference. regression analysis. and analySis ofyariance.
ST 372 Introduction to Statistical Inference and Regression. 3(3 0 0).F. S. Sum. Preq: ST 371. Statistical inference and regresSion analysisincluding theory and applications. Point and inten a1 estimation of populationparameters. Hypothesis testing including use of t. chi-square and F. Simplelinear regression and correlation. Introduction to multiple regression and oneway analysis ofyariance.
ST 380 Probability and Statistics for the Physical Sciences. 3(3 0 0). F,S.. Preq: MA 24]. Ciedit not allowed for both ST 380 and ST 361 or ST 370.Introduction to probability models and statistics wth emphasis on MonteCarlo simulation and graphical display of data on computer laboratoryworkstations. Statistical methods include point and intenal estimation ofpopulation parameters and curyc and surface fitting (regression analysis).
ST 421 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics I. 3(3 0 0). F. Pieq:MA 242. First ofa t\\o semester sequence of mathematical statistics. primarilyfor undergraduate majors and graduate minors in Statistics. Introduction topiobability. unhartale and multiyariate probability distiibutions and theirproperties. distributions of functions ofrandom \ariables, random samples andsampling distributions.
ST 422 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics 11. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq:ST 421. Second of a tho-semester sequence of mathematical statistics.primarily f0i undergraduate majors and giaduate minors in Statistics. Randomsamples. point and intenal estimatOis and their properties. methods of



moments. ma\imum likelihood. tests ol hypolhcscs. elements ofnonparametric statistics and elements ofgciicral linear model theory
ST 430 Introduction to Regression Analysis. 3(3 0 (I) l'. Prcq: ST 302.l\lt\ 305 or MA 405. Regression analysis as a flexible statistical problemsol\iiig methodology. Matrix reyicw; \ariable selection; prediction;multicolincarity; model diagnostics; dummy variables; logistic and non linearregression, Izmphasi/es use ofcoinpulcr.
ST 43] Introduction to Experimental Design. 3(3 0 0) S. Preq: ST 302.Experimental design as a method for organi/ing analysis procedures.Completely randomi/ed, randomi/ed block. factorial. nested. latin squares.split plot and incomplete block designs. Response surface and covarianceadjustment procedtires. Stresses use ofcomputer.
ST 432 Introduction to Suncy Sampling. “5(3 0 (I). S, Prcq: ST 302.Design principles pertaining to planning and execution of a sample sur\ey.Simple random. stratified random. systematic and one and mo stage clustersampling designs. Emphasis on statistical considerations in analysis ofsamplesun ey data. C lass pr0jeet on design and execution ofan actual sample sur\ cy.
ST 4.35 Statistical Methods for Quality and ProductivityImprm cment. 3(3 () (I). F Preq: ST 302. Use of statistics for quality controland productnity iinprm emcnl. Lontrol chart calculations and graphing.process control and specification; sampling plans; and reliability, Computeruse \\ ill be stressed for performing calculations and graphing.
ST 445 Introduction to Statistical Computing and Data Management.3(3 (l 0). S. Coreq: ST 302 Lsc ofcornputers to manage. process and analyzedata. Concepts of research; data management. ICL and utility programs; useof statistical program package for data analyses and graph production; and\\ riting statistical programs to perform simulation experiments. Major paperrequired.
ST 495 Special Topics in Statistics. l-6. F. S. Sum. Preq: Consent ofInstructor. Offered as needed to present material not normally ayailable inregular departmental course offerings. or for offering nen courses on a trialbaSIs.
ST 498 Independent Study In Statistics. l-6. F. S. Sum. Preq: Six hoursof ST and Consent of Department. Detailed in\estigation of topics ofparticular interest to ad\ anced undergraduates under faculty direction.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY. & SOCIETY

STS (MDS. WGS) 210 Women and Gender In Science andTechnology. 3(3 00). F. Interdisc1p|inary introduction to the reciprocalrelationships bemeen scientific technological research and contemporaryunderstanding of gender. Specral emphasis on social factors influencingscientists and engineers in their professions.
STS (MDS) 214 Technology and Values. 3(3 0 0). F. Introduction to therelations of technology and society. Emphasis placed upon the nature oftechnology. contrasting attitudes t0\\ ards technology, technology 5 relation tothe individual and to values, and to the future relations of technology andsoc1cty.
STS (MDS) 257 Technology in the Arts. 3(3—0—0). F. The interactionbemeen technology and the arts \\ ith an emphasis on de\ elopments inWestern art of the twentieth century. Historical and emerging issues include:sound and film recordings. the addition ofsound to films. the impact of filmsand te|e\is10n on theater. the impact of radio. computer applications to music,the \ isual arts. and literature.
STS (MDS) 301 Science and Civilization. 3(3 0 0). F. S. Sum. Preq:Soph. standing. An inquiry into the scientific achievement and cultural impactofthree different. but interrelated, models (or paradigms) of understanding theworld and man's place in it; the AnCicnt-Medieyal model of Aristotle, Ptolemyand Aquinas; the 17th century model ofNewtonian physics; and the emerging.but fragmentary, 20th century model based upon the ne\\ physics of Einstein.Planck and Heisenberg.
STS (MDS) 302 Contemporary Science, Technology and HumanValues. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: Soph. standing. Interdisc1pl1nary evaluation of
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ieccnt and potential inlluences of current scientific and technologicaldevelopments on society. Emerging sOCial, ethical. and intellectual issuesinclude The adequacy of contemporary scientific frameworks; the relationsamong science. technology, and soc1ety; the social consequences of scientificand technological applications, and human prospects and possibilities.
STS (MDS) 303 Humans and the Environment. 3(3-0-0). F, S.Interactions among human populations in the biophySical system and thecnyironmcnt. Emphasis on current issues, ecological principles and theirrelationships to basic biophySical processes; considers food, populationdynamics. public land and common resources. renewable natural resources.pollution. “ater resources. energy and non—renewable resources.
STS (MDS) 304 Ethical Dimensions of Progress. 3(3-0-0). F.Multidisciplinary examination of traditional western notion of progress,focusing on ethical issues raised by concept of progress, and connectionsbetween science. technology and society. Places relationships such asengineering and social responsibility uithin the context of present dayredefinitions ofthe notion ofprogrcss.
STS (MDS) 320 Ethics in Engineering. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: Juniorstanding. Engineering in American culture and the emerging ethical issuesconfronting the profession: corporate responsibility. personal rights, whistlebloyying. conflicts of interest. professional autonomy. risk assessment,sustainable de\elopment. and the place and purpose of Engineering codes ofethics.
STS (MDS) 322 Technological Catastrophes. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq:Sophomore standing. Interdisciplinary examination of the human,organi/ational and technical factors contributing to the causes and impacts ofrecent technological accidents such as the Bhopal chemical leak. the spaceshuttle Challenger explosion. the Chernobyl nuclear accident, and the ExxonValde/ Oil spill. Eyaluation of risk assessment. risk perception and riskcommunication strategies. Consideration of options for liying “ith complextechnological systems.
STS (MDS) 323 World Population and Food Prospects. 3(3-0-0). S.Examination of the dynamics of population size and food needs, production,distribution and utilization. Consequences of inadequate nutrition and foodchoices. efforts to increase the compatibility of effectiye food productionsystems and alternate crops and cropping systems examined.
STS (MDS) 324 Alternative Futures. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Perspectives onposSible altemative futures as well as the cutting edge of the present. Natureand likelihood of \arious altematives. Methodology and limitations offorecasting. selected futurist issues and interactions between present andpossible future technologies and human \alues.
STS (MDS) 325 Bio-Medical Ethics: An Interdisciplinary Inquiry.3(3-0-0). F. S. Interdisciplinary examination and appraisal of emerging ethicaland social issues resulting from recent ady ances in the biological and medicalsciences. Abortion. euthanasia. phy sician-aSSisted suicide, compromisedinfants. aids. reproductixe technologies, and health care. Focus on factualdetails and value questions. fact-\aIue questions. fact-value interplay. andquestions ofimpact assessment and policy formulation.
STS (MDS) 326 Technology Assessment. 3(3-0-0). S. Impacts oftechnologies as they are applied in society. Description and forecasting ofeffects. interactions. and potential irreyersibilities.
STS (MDS) 402 Peace and War in the Nuclear Age. 3(3-0-0). S. Aninterdisciplinary examination of contemporary wars and international conflict.arms. races. nuclear strategy and defense policy. arms control. theories andstrategies of peace.
STS (MDS) 403 Seminar in Technology and Society. 3(3 0 0). S. Alt.yrs. Preq: MDS STS 4l3; STS or STB major. Capstone course for the Science.Technology. and Society major. Review of the principal theoretical andempirical issues of the field. Research project focused on each student‘s STSspecialty.
STS (MDS) 405 Technology and American Culture. 3(3-0-0). F. S,Sum. An interdisciplinary study ofthe role of technology in American culturewhich examines the ideological. political. social. economic. and institutionalcontexts of technological change from the 1760's to the present. and exploresthe cultural impacts of ne\\ technological systems.



STS (MDS) 406 Conservation of Biological Diversity. 3(3-0-0). S. Prcq:Junior standing and one year of Biological Science. Population biologyconcepts fundamental to understanding the properties of the objects ofconservation. Genetic diversity in agriculture, forestry, and animal breeding;the ethical and international policy issues in preseivation and management.
SOCIAL WORK

SW 201 Community Social Services. 4(3-3-0). F, S. Study of socialsenices typical of American communities including services to children,families, and older persons, and sen ices in mental health, criminal andjuvenile justice. and industry. 40 hour pre professional placement required.intern liability insurance required.
SW 290 The Development of Social Welfare and Social Work in theUS. 3(3-0-0). F. Coreq: SW 201. Traces the history of major policy andprogram detelopment in American seeial welfare and the emergence anddevelopment of professional social work.
SW 300 Social Work Research Methods. 3(3 0—0). F, S. Preq: SW 201.Coreq: ST 311 or consent of instructor. Social Work Majors or Minors.Principles and methods of basic social work research. Substantiye researchknowledge and research methodology. Research ethics within the context ofsocial work purposes and \alues. Formulation of problems for study thataddress the social needs of diverse groups.
SW 307 Social Welfare Policy: Analysis and Advocacy. 3(3 0 O). S.Preq: SW 290. Social welfare policy analysis and soc1al work advocacy skillde\ elopment. Recent changes in national and state social welfare policies andprograms in major areas such as welfare, housing, health and mental healthcare, juvenile justice and rural de\ elopment.
SW 310 Human Behavior Theory for Social Work Practice. 3(3 0 0).S. Prcq: SW 201 or consent of instructor. Theory regarding human socialfunctioning for students intending to practice SOClal work. EmphaSis onbiological, psychological, social and cultural factors in human life.
SW 312 Multicultural Social Work. 3(3 0 0). F, S. Junior standing orpermission of instructor. Prepares students to work with di\ erse groups ofpeople residing in United States. North Carolina, and globally including mom]and ethnic groups and other populations defined by gender, sexual orientation,income, physical and mental ability, age and religion. Utilizing the strengthsand empowerment models, emphasis is placed on defining and de\elopingskills for culturally competent social work generalist practice through studentsself examination, experimental Ieaming, and critical reading ofclass material.
SW 320 Social Work Practice 1. 4(3-3-0). F, S. Prcq: SW 310. SocialWork majors only. First ofa three—course sequence on generalist social workpractice. Professional values, ethics, roles and interviewing skills. Includes a40—hour pre professional placement and intern liability insurance required.
SW 405 Social Work Practice 11. 4(3 3 0). F, S. Preq: SW 320. Coreq:SW 480 SW 408. Second ofa three-course sequence on generalist social workpractice. Theory and practice methods with individuals, families and smallgroups. 40 hour pre-professional placement and intern liability insurancerequired.
SW 408 Social Work Practice 111. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Freq: SW 320. Coreq:SW 405. Social Work majors only. Third of three course sequence ongeneralist social work practice. Theory and practice of effecting plannedchange in and with communities and organizations.
SW 412 Social Work in Schools. 30 0 0). F. S. Prcq: Nine credits inSocial Work courses, including SW 320. Models and roles relevant to schoolsocial work practice. Cooperative work with school personnel in theidentification, prevention and treatment of social, emotional and behavioralproblems of children and interventive techniques with parents and communitygroups. For indi\ iduals preparing for soeial work practice in the public schoolsand for school social workers seeking licensure.
SW 413 African American Families: History, Tradition, andCommunity. 3(3—0-0). S, Alt yrstodd). Prcq: Sophomore standing.Characteristics, traditions, history and strengths of African American familiesand their relationship to other social institutions, social advocacy and social
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policy development. African centered worldxiew and relevant theorypertaining to best practice with African American families.
SW 414 Social Work Practice in Health Care. 3(3-0-0). F, Sum Altyrs(e\en). Prcq: SW 201 or permission of instructor. Practice skills andknow ledge required of social workers in health care settings. MultidiSCiplinary team work in health care. Social components of major illnessesand disabilities, including pre\ ention and rehabilitation. Emotional, cultural.economic and social factors in health and illness. Health needs of specificpopulation groups.
SW 415 Child Welfare. 3(3—0—0). S, Alt yrs(e\en). Prcq: SW 201 orconsent of instructor. Social work practice with children and families.Emphasis on child welfare programs and the de\ elopment of assessment andcase planning skills. Methods of protectne sen ices. adoption, and foster careare studied.
SW 416 Substance Abuse and Social Work Practice. 3(3 0-0). F. Preq:SW 201 or consent of instructor. Seeial Work practice regarding methods forpre\ ention, identification. assessment, treatment. and relerral of persons Withalcohol and other drug related problems.
SW 420 The Legal Aspects of Social Work. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: Soc1alWork majors and minors. Legal em ironment of the social work profession.Relationships among legal processes. the deli\ eiy of social work sen ices andclient problems.
SW 480 Preparation for Field Work. 1(1-0-0). F. S. Prcq: SW 320.Coreq: SW 405. SW 408. Social Work Majors. Introduction to aspects of fieldplacement process and necessary skills for a successful internship.Application. inteniew, ethical practice. documentation, supenision andIeaming contract. lntem liability insurance required.
SW 490 Field Work in Social Services. 12(3-32~0). F. S. Preq: SW 405.SW 408, SW 480. Social Work majors only. Supen ised placement in a socialsenice organi7ation: application of social work knowledge and skill. Weeklyintegrative seminar. Intern liability insurance required.
S“ 495 Special Topics in Social Work. 3(3—0 0). F. S. Sum. Detailedimestigation of a topic in soc1al work. Topic and mode of study determinedby faculty member.
SW 498 independent Studies in Social Work. I 6. F, S, Sum. Preq:Nine credits in soeial work courses. Must be Junior or Senior with a major orminor in Social Work. Independent or small group study of a social workpractice or social welfare area.

TEXTILES
T 101 Introduction to the College ofTextiles. 3(2 0-0). f. Introductiontopics related to the College of Te\tiles. the textile industry. all te\tilecurricula, adusing, academic skills, teamwork. research and personnelin\o|\ ed in the college.
T 102 Introduction to Product Evolution. 2(2-0—0). F. S. Studentse\plore the new product deyelopment (NPD) process through analysis ofcasestudies of how textile products are dCSigned and de\ eloped f01 a \ariety ofsectors of our economy. including automotne, medical, industrial, furniture,and clothing. Students develop critical thinking skills as they read a \ariety oftexts and respond usmg se\ eral forms of w riting techniques.
T 110 Textiles Scholars Forum. 0(2 0 0). F. S. Prcq: Enrollment limitedto partiCIpants in the Te\tiles Scholars Progiam. Interdisciplinary seminarseries with presentations by distinguished faculty members and e\pcrts drawnfrom technical, academic, business and government communities. Discussionsofmajor public issues and topics ofeontcmporary concern.
T 200 introduction to Textiles. 3(3-0-0). S. Not open to studentsrequired to take TT 105; open to transfer students. Survey of tC\tiIcs includingtechnical and economic histOiy of the industiy; physical and chemicalprocesses imolved in producmg textile products from raw materials; uniqueaesthetic, physical and chemical properties of textiles and how these propertiesare determined by raw materials and production processes; and influence ofproperties oftextile materials on their utiIi/ation and pci I‘orinancc.



T 210 Textiles Scholars Forum. ()(2-0-0). F. S. Preq: Enrollment limitedto participants in the Textiles Scholars Program. Interdisciplinary seminarseries \\ itli presentations by distinguished faculty members and experts drawnfrom technical, academic, business and government communities. Discussmnsof major public issues and topics ofeontemporary concern.
T 491 Ilonors Seminar in Textiles. 1(0-0-0). F, S. Preq: By invitationinto Honors Program in Textiles. A seminar on current university andindustrial research in the field of textiles.
T 493 Industrial Internship in Textiles. 3(3—0—0). F, S, Sum. Preq:Textile core courses. Limited to three hours per student. Paid professional—level “ork experience in textiles, relating academic training in science andtechnology to industrial practice under professional guidance. Written andfinal oral presentation used for grading.
T 495 International Collaboration in Textiles Research. 1-6. F, S,Sum. GPA of2.75 or better and JR standing. Directed undergraduate researchin Textiles and or Apparel related areas that requires collaboration “11hstudents at an institution abroad. The research project is structured as aninternational team project in an applied field that allows students in differentcountries to “ork together using various communication tools. Students shallarrange international contacts and mm ide a \\ ritten proposal ofthe project tothe undergraduate administrator or course coordinator prior to registration.
T 497 Independent Research in Textile Engineering, Chemistry andMaterials Science I. 3(0—9—0). F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior standing in TECS; 2.8GPA; course coordinator‘s approx a1. independent research in TextileEngineering. Chemistry and Materials Science topics through experimental.theoretical and literature studies. Written and oral reports required.
T 498 Independent Research in Textile Engineering, Chemistry andMaterials Science 11. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Preq: T 497; course coordinator'sapprmal. Independent research in Textile Engineering, Chemistry andMaterials Seience topics through experimental, theoretical and literaturestudies. Written and oral reports required.

TEXTILE & APPAREL MANAGEMENT
TAM 170 Textile Design Orientation. 1(0—2—0). S. Orientation coursedeSigned to present the breadth and scope of the Textile Design professiontogether with future opportunities in this field.
TAM 217 The Business of Textiles. 3(3—0-0). F, S. Preq: TT 105. Studyof the structure and organization of the integrated textile complex and itsstrategic functions. Critical stages involved in the manufacture of textile andapparel products. Fundamental aspects of cost management and finance asrelated to the integrated Textile Complex. One Saturday attendance during thesemester is required.
TAM 271 Computer-Aided Textile Design. 3(1-4-0). S. Preq: DF 101 orADN 1 1 1. Credit not allowed for students enrolled in TT curriculum with theexception of the dual degree in the Bachelor of Art and Design and BS inTextile Technology. Introduction to the operation of design software forwoven, knitted and printed textiles. Adobe Photoshop. Pointcarre‘ andMonarch programs will be taught. Peripheral equipment essential to thedesign process will be included. Field trips to area textile design centers.
TAM 315 Pattern Development & Pre-Production. 3(2-2-0). F, S. Preq:TAM 217. Concepts and practices for the design and development of basicapparel items, beginning with selection of fabric and other raw materials andextending through flat pattern development, pattem engineering, andgeneration of prototype garments. Provide techniques for development ofstyled patterns, which address issues of body measurements, body shape,comfort and fit.
TAM 316 Apparel Production II. 3(2-2-0). S. Coreq: TAM 315.Principles of apparel manufacturing including computerization of the design,marker making and production areas; spreading and cutting technology;apparel assembly systems; production systems evaluations; fusing andpressing.
TAM 317 Computer—Aided-Design for Apparel. 3(1-3-0). F, S. Preq:TAM 315. Introduction to the operation of industry design software for
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apparel & other sewn products. U4ia and/or Artworks visual design programs,Gerber Accumark or Lectra pattern design programs, and other programs usedby the industry to create, market or Visualize products will be taught.Peripheral equipment essential to the design process will be included.
TAM 380 Management and Control of Textile and Apparel Systems.3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: TT 252 or TT 251 and TT 241 or TT 341. Managementapproaches, practices and basic economic considerations in the development,production and distribution of industrial and consumer textile and apparelproducts.
TAM 382 Principles of Soft Goods Marketing. 3(3-0—0). F. Preq: EC201. Credit not allowed for both TAM 382 and BUS 360. Principles ofmarketing textiles in the consumer goods sector. Emphasis on marketsegmentation, product strategy, pricing decisions, promotion and channels ofdistribution. Interface between textile manufacturers and those producingapparel and upholstered furniture. Marketing channel for apparel to theretailer.
TAM 384 Visual Merchandising Principles and Management. 3(2-2-0).S. Preq: TAM 217. Coreq: TAM 382. Junior standing or higher. Study andapplication oftechniques in the effective display of merchandise, from fiber tofinished product. The focus of the course placed on the integration oftextileand apparel product characteristics, target market characteristics and the latestmerchandising technology and concepts.
TAM (FCC) 401 Environmental Aspects of the Textile Industry. 3(3-0 0). S. Preq: Junior standing. Environmental pollution sources and effects,occupational safety and health. and typical problems specific to the textileindustry. Survey of natural and synthetic fiber pollution problems with casehistories. Techniques for pollution control by source reduction and treatment.Safety and health management for hazards in the industry.
TAM (MDS) 414 Textiles and Society. 3(3-0-0). Alt yrs. Sophomorestanding. Historical and sociological study ofthe textile and apparel industriessince the Middle Ages with emphasis on 1850-present. Changes in industrycomposition, corporate structure, production technology, work organization.and labor-management relations. Impact on communities, workers, and theenvironment. Long range trends and implications.
TAM 415 Apparel Product Development. 3(1-3—0). F. Preq: TAM 316and TAM 317. Introduction to various methods of generating patterns formass-produced apparel with emphasis on $flat patterns design techniques.Relationship of body configuration to pattern shape, specifications to garmentsize and fit, standards for judging fit, distinctions between case and stylefullness, and design analysis procedures are included.
TAM 416 Apparel Production 11]. 3(2 2-0). S. Preq: ST/BUS 350 or ST361; TAM 316. Traditional and non traditional workplace designs for textileand apparel production. Applications of computerized predetermined timestudy, work measurement, and line balancing techniques as productionoptimization tools in labor-intensive environments. Emphasis on computerapplications for simulation and management of apparel production. productdata management, payroll, and incentive systems.
TAM 420 Retail Buying & Merchandise Management. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: TAM 382. Junior standing. Introduction to the factors of the buying andselling process which affect profit at the retail level. Management of profitfactors to improve profit performance in a merchandising organization.Survey of the practices, procedures, and form that track merchandisingdecisions and aid in planning to meet profit goals.
TAM (TT) 431 Quality Management and Control In TextileManufacturing. 3(3-0—0). F, S. Preq: TT 252 or TT 251 and TT 241 or TT341 and ST 311 or ST 361. Principles of quality and process management andcontrol in textile/apparel manufacturing with emphases in quality managementsystems, quality costs, statistical control chart procedures, process capability,acceptance sampling, and optimal process and product design andimprovement methods.
TAM 480 Production Management Decisions for Textile Operations.3(2-2-0). F, S. Preq: TAM and ACC 220 and ST 311 or ST 361 and MA131+MA 132 or MA 141. Quantitative techniques for decision-making andmanagement in a textile/apparel environment.



TAM 481 Product Costing in the Textile and Apparel Industry. 3(2—2-0). F, S. Preq: TT 221, TT 241. TT 251,TAM 218 or equix alent, TAM 380 andACC 280 or for TT majors JR standing. Capstone course covering cost issuesin yarn manufacturing. fabric formation. finishing. apparel production andretail operations. Traditional and acti\ ity based costing systems will beaddressed. Reley ance of costing to managerial decisions as \\ ell as costreduction strategies will be emphasized.
TAM (BUS) 482 Textile VIarketing Management. 3(2-2 0). F, S. Preq:TAM 382 or BUS 360, TAM 380. Coreq: TAM 380. The development andstate ofthe art of current textile marketing management theory and practice arecox ered in classroom sessions. Management lab sessions include experiential,marketing games. and role-playing exercises. Current industry practice andgox emment relations are stressed.
TAM 483 Textile and Apparel in International Trade. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: EC 201 or ARE 201 or EC 205. Course presents the textile and apparelindustries in the global setting oftrade and markets.
TAM 484 Management Decision Making for the Textile Firm. 3(3 00). F. S. Preq: TAM and EC 201 or ARE 201 or EC 205. Economic,institutional and entironmental settings \yithin which management decisionsare made. including in depth analyses of specific issues and problem areasaffecting the textile industry. Special emphasis on strategic management andtopics of current interest and significance.
TAM 485 Textile Computer Integrated Manufacturing. 3(3-0-0). F.Preq: TAM 380. Survey of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) systemsin the textiles and apparel industries. Topic discussed include: computer aideddesign (CAD); computer aided manufacturing (CAM): computer aidedengineering (CAE); material handling systems; automation and robotics;information systems; and lntemet resources.
TAM 486 Total Quick Response in the Textile Industry. 3(3-0—0). S.Preq: TAM 380. Survey of planning and control strategies in the IntegratedTextile Complex for creating a Total Quick Response environment. Casestudies of textile operations with field trips to textile manufacturingcompanies.
TAM 487 Textile and Apparel Labor Management. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq:Sr. standing. Labor management problems. Emphasis directed toward role ofproduction superx ision in textile and appaiel plants. Study ofNLRB decisionsand court opinions in\ Oh ing textile and apparel corporations.
TAM 490 Development Projects in Textile and Apparel Management.1 3. F, S, Sum. Preq: Junior standing and 2.75 GPA. Courses may be takentxtice provided projects are different subject matter. Directed research inTextile and Apparel Management through experimental. theoretical andliterature studies in textile and apparel—related problems.TAM 491 Special Topics in Textile and Apparel Management. 1 3. F,S. Preq: Sr. standing. Special topics related to textile and apparel management.
TAM 494 International Industrial Internship in Textile Management.3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: At least FL 202 or equivalent for internships in non-English speaking countries. Minimum GPA 2.5. Junior Standing. Professionallevel work experience in textile management abroad, relating academictraining, international textile management and technology to industrial practiceunder professmnal gu1dance. Grading based on w ritten report and oralpresentation.
TAM (TT) 499 Textile Senior Project. 4(2 4 0). F, S. Senior standing.Course should be taken in the last semester of the Senior year. It cannot besubstituted by other project courses. This is a project—based course to be takenin the last semester of the Senior year. In this capstone course the studentswork in cross-functional teams to research and solve applied problems intextile related fields. The results of the projects vyill be presented formally atthe end ofthe semester.

TEXTILE ENGINGEERING
TE 105 Introduction to Textile Engineering Practice. 2(2-0 0). F.Coreq: E 115. Emphasis on engineering design approaches. team baseddesign, total quality and real \iorld constraints. Development of leadership
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and team“ ork skills and oral and written communication skills. Emphasis onpreparation for academic success.
TE 201 Textile Engineering Science. 4(3-2-0). S. Preq: MA 24], FY 205and CSC 114 or CSC 116. Structure, physical and mechanical properties offibers; structure of assemblies. Structure property relations. Laboratoryexercises in characterization of fiber properties.
TE 205 Textile Engineering Systems. 4(3 2 0). S. Preq: C or better inCSC 114 or CSC 116 and PY 208. Coreq: MA 341. An holistic systemsengineering approach to modeling electrical and mechanical systems. Basiccircuit principles. the analysis of simple filters, examples of DC motors androtating machinery. Laplace Transforms, block diagrams and matrix algebra.
TE 301 Textile Manufacturing Processes and Systems I. 4(3-2 0).Preq: MAE 206, MA 242. Engineering analysis oftextile structures. especiallyyams. Unit processes of production, handling and packaging. Productionsequences, intermachine effects, machine design and their consequences onthe textile product.
TE 302 Textile Manufacturing Processes and Systems 11. 4(3-2—0).Preq: TE 301. CSC 114. Mechanisms used in the production oftvoven. knittedand nonwox en fabrics. Design and operation of these mechanisms and theirimpact on the fabric. System dynamics of the dilferent fabric formingprocesses.
TE 303 Thermal Processes in Textile Engineering. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq:MA 242. PY 208. Introduction to the concept of energy and the la\\sgoveming the transfer and transformation of energy. EmphaSis onthermodynamic properties and the First and Second Law analy51s of systemsand control volumes. Emphasis on textile processes. Analysis of baSic powercycles.
TE 305 Textile Instrumentation and Control. 3(3 0-0). Preq: MA 341.TE 205. Linear feedback control systems usmg transfer functions. Transientand steady state responses using root-locus. Bode plots and Nyquist diagrams.Classical control theory techniques to determine and modify the dynamicresponse ofa system. Emphasis on textile applications and processes.
TE 401 Textile Engineering Design I. 4(3-2-0). Preq: TE 302. Thedesign process including initial specification. design constraints. sources ofinformation and design strategy. Dex elopment of fact-finding ability in areasunfamiliar to the student. Analysis of existing designs and the dex elopment ofimproved or nexx deSigns.
TE 402 Textile Engineering Design II. 4(2-4-0). Preq: TE 401.Application of textile engineering prinCiples using team approach to design.construct and analyze novel engineering solutions to textile industry problems.Evaluation ofdesign to assess the impact on worker. industry and society.
TE 403 Mechanics of Fibrous Structures. 3(3 0 0). Preq: TE 201, TE302. MA 341. MAE 314. Mechanics of fibrous structures including fibers.yarns and fabrics. Transyerse isotropy of fibers: tensile. bending, and shearbehavior offabrics.
TE 404 Textile Engineering Quality Improvement. 3(3-0-0). Preq: ST370, TE 302. Defining and quantifying quality of textile products: qualityimproy ement using statistical process control (SPC) and design of experiment(DOE) techniques.
TE 440 Textile Information Systems Design. 4(3 3 0). F. Preq: TE 305.Textile information system design, real world constraints. Princtplcs ofhardy/tare. software. security and ethics issues. EmphaSis on solx mg a realworld problem.
TE 463 Polymer Engineering. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: TE 201. Coreq: TE 303.Chemical and physical properties of polymers and fibers: thermodynamics ofcrystalli7ation, time dependent phenomena, fracture mechanics and theology.Adx anced topics in extrusion.
TE 466 Polymeric Biomaterials Engineering. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: PY 208;TC 203 or CH 2200i 22]; MAE 206. ln-depth study ofthc engineering destgnof biomedical polymers and implants. Polymeric biomatcrials. includingpolymer synthesis and structure, polymer properties as related to designingorthopedic and \ascular grafts. Designing textile products as biomatcrials



including surface modification and characteri/ation techniques. Bioicsorbablepolymers.
TE (BME) 467 Mechanics of Tissues & Implants Requirements. 3(3-(1018, Picq: /.() lot) oi BIO lhl. MAI; 31—1. Application ol'ciigincering andbiological principles to understand the structure and perlormancc of tendons.ligaments. skin. and bone; bone mechanics: \iscoelastieitv of soil biologicaltissues; models of soft biological tssues: mechanics of skeletal muscle. andtissue-dcrncd dcyices \\e1| intcilliccs between natiic tissues andt1\ {INsynthetic (Icy ices.
TE 492 Special Topics in Textile Engineering. 3. F. S. Preq:Permission of insliuctoi. Presentation of material not normally available inregular cotiise offerings oi offeiing of nc\\ courses on a trial basis. Credits andcontent determined by faculty member In consultation \yith the DepartmentHead.

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

TED 115 \\ ood Processing. 4(2 4 0). F. S. BaSic knoulcdge and skillsneeded to design and construct functional \\ ood products. Includes a study oftools. materials and processes used to machine. form. assemble and finish“ood products Laboratory actnitics in the design and constrtiction of \\ oodproducts. Teaching techniques are discussed.
TED 122 \Ictals Technology. 4(2 4 0). f. S. Introduction to metal layout.cutting. machining. forming. fabricating. finishing processes. and currenttechnologies including composite materials. Experience in myacetylene andare yielding. sheet metals. bench metals. heat treatment. and foundry \\ork.
TED 221 Construction Technology. 3(1-4-0) S. ()xcryieyy ol strtieturesand their construction. Dramngs and models completed in a laboratoryem ironment to simulate construction methods.
TED 246 Graphic Arts Technology. 40 4 (1). Basic prinCIples assoeiated\\ith using electronic publishing. offset lithography. screen printing. andphotography for isual communication. Basic understanding of hon \ isual artand technology princ1plcs are combined to communicate effectiiely usingphotographic and print media.
TED 351 Ceramics: The Art and Craft of Clay. 30. 2 0). Contemporaryand historical e\amp1cs of the dl'l and craft of ceiamics “Ill be studied.EVpCrlCHCCS in designing ceramic forms and expressing indiyidual ideasthrough the medium ofclay.
TED 359 Electronics Technology. 3(2 2 (I). Preq: Junior standing. Directcurrent. altemating current. and semiconductors. Measurement and circuitbeha\ ior. E\perimentation \\ ith application eircuus.
TED 384 Computer Applications in Industry. 3(1-4 0). S.Computerized control systems used in industry including computers andcontrollers. automated machines. and robots. Students deSign and operateautomated systems.
TED 430 Manufacturing Technology. 3(1-4-0). F. Preq: CC 120. TED115 or TED 122. Manufacturing organization. product design. and productionsystem deSIgn. Students design. operate and evaluate a small scalemanufacturing system.
TED 461 Communication Technology. 3(2 2 O). Preq: CC 350, TED246 and 359. Technological means of communication and their present andpotential historical impacts on society. culture. economy. politics. ethics andthe environment. Lab experiments. radio and television production. anddevelopment of learning activities for middle school and secondary schoolstudents.
TED 476 Transportation Technology: Energy and Power. 3(1-4-0). F.Preq: MA 111. PY 231. Theoretical and practical aspects of transponation.Topics include energy. energy com ersion. transmission. and control;transportation systems and industries; and conscn ation of energy. Emphasison laboratory testing, experimenting. dmcloping; and on the use ofequipment.
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TED 490 Special Problems in Technology Education. 1-6. F. S. Preq:Junior leye standing and permission of Instructor. Supeniscd, independentinvestigation in a defined area ofintercst in Technology Education.
TEXTILE MATERIAL SCIENCE

TMS 210 Yarn and Fabric Formation and Properties. 4(3-2-0). F.Preq: TC 105. Corcq: PY 205, or 2| 1. The basic concepts of yarn formation.“caving. knitting. and nonuoyen fabric formation. Emphasis on structureproperty relationship. Impact on product performance.
TMS 211 Introduction to Fiber Science. 3(2-2-0). F. S. Sum. Prcq: TT105. TC 105 C‘oreq: MA 131 or 141. Properties of fibers related to type andchemical structure. Fiber classification and identification. Reaction tomoisture. stress strain properties. and methods of measuring physicalproperties. Relationship bet\\een polymer structure. fiber properties andtitili/ation.
TMS 460 Physical & Mechanical Properties of Textile Materials. 3(3-()-0). F. Preq. MA 230 or MA 241. FY 21]. TMS 21 1. Structural and physicalproperties of fibers. yarns and fabrics. including mechanical. thermal. optical.frictional. electrical and moisture properties. Relationships between structure,properties and performance.
TMS 471 Textile \Iaterials Design I. 3(1-4-0). F. Functional textilemateiials design. modeling techniques and fault analysis methodologies.Product dey elopment from initial design phase. testing. analysis. to prototypeproduction. Proyect \\ ill be completed in TMS 472.
TMS 472 Textile Materials Design 11. 3(1-4-0). S. Preq: TMS 471.Ad\anccd elements of lC.\lll€ materials deSign and de\elopment. Processstructure-property relationships of manufacturing processes. Risk andreliability. Design. testing. analysis. and prototype production. Completion ofproject started in TMS 471.
TMS 492 Special Topics in Textile Materials Science. 1 3. F. S. Preq:Permission of instructor. Presentation of material not normally available inregular course offerings or offering ofnew courses on a trial basis. Credits andcontent determined by faculty member in consultation with the DepartmentHead.

TOXICOLOGY
TOX 201 Poisons. People and the Environment. 3t3 O 0). S.Introduction to the fascinating \\ orld of chemical poisons including their manyand \aried effects on people as \\ ell as the environment. Lcam how and whypoisons have played an important role in history. ho“ to critically evaluate thechemical risk information reported in the media. and the underlying principlesofSthe basic science ofpoisons.S
TOX 401 Principles of Toxicology. 4(4 0 I). F. Preq: CH 220 or CH 221:BIO 181 or ZO 160. Introduce students to the baSic principles oftoxicology.Will cover the history and scope of the field; absorption. distribution.metabolism and elimination of toxicants: types and mechanisms of toxicaction: carcinogenesis; emironmental toxicology as well as human andecological risk assessment.
TOX 415 Environmental Tmicology and Chemistry. 4(4-0-1). S. Preq:CH 220 or CH 221; BIO 181 or ZO 160 recommended. Pr0\ ides students withan appreciation and understanding of the principles of enyironmentaltoxicology and chemistry including the sources. fate. and effects of chemicalsin the en\ ironmeiit: emphasis on contemporary problems in human health andthe cm ironment.
TOX 490 Seminar in Environmental Toxicology. 1(1-0-0). S. Preq:TOX 401. Presentation of research findings by invited scientist: presentationof literature research by students; guidelines for presenting oral and posterpresentations at scientific meetings.
TOX 495 Special Topics in Toxicology. 1-3. F. S. Sum. Offered asneeded to present materials unayailablc in regular course otTerings or foroffering new courses on a trial basis.



TOX 499 Undergraduate Research in Toxicology. 1-3. F, S, Sum. Preq:Sophomore standing or higher. Research for students in Toxicology. In lieu ofa syllabus. student and professor “ill prepare a contract \xhich details theresearch and how the results w ill be disseminated.
TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY

TT 105 Introduction to Textile Technology. 3(3 0-0). F, S. Introductionto Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management. Structures andproduction methods for fabrics, yarn, and fibers. Introduction to the nature ofpolymers and the characteristics of polymers which make them useful forproducing fibers that are practically and aesthetically desirable. Design of endproducts as well as fundamental economic and supply chain issues.
TT 203 Materials, Polymers and Fibers Used in Nonwovens. 3(3—0-0).F. Preq: MA 141 or equivalent, PY 205 or equivalent. Credit vvill not be givenfor both TT 203 and TMS 211. Fundamentals of raw material used innonwoven processes. Raw material production, chemical and physicalproperties of nonvv oven raw materials and assessment of material properties.Introduction of structure property relationships for these materials and howthese relationships influence end use applications.
TT 221 Yarn Production and Properties I. 2(2 0 O). F, S, Sum. Preq:TT 105. Coreq: MA 131 or MA 141; PY 211 or PY 205. The techniquesavailable for manufacturing yarns from staple fibers. A review of yarnnumbering and fiber properties. The principles involved in opening, cleaning,blending. drafting, misting and winding. Short and long staple spinningsystems including a review of opening and cleaning lines, carding, dravvframes. roving frames and different spinning machines. Filament yamprocessing.
TT 252 Formation and Structure of Textile Fabrics. 4(3-2-0). F, S.Preq: TT 221. Fundamentals ofthe conver510n of fibers and yarns into woven,knitted, and nonwov en fabrics, and fabrics conversion systems. Introductionto u ov en. knitted and nonvv ov en fabric design structure. Structure, property,and performance relations of textile fabrics. Testing and evaluation of textilestructures.
TT 305 Introduction to Nonwoven Products and Processes. 3(3 0 0).F, S. Preq: TT 203 or TMS 211 and i'CC 203. Coreq: TT 252. Fiberweb nonvv ov en fabrics produced directly from fibers or their precursors.Physical and chemical nature oflocal bonding and fiber entanglement. Viableprocesses for producing these fabrics. Economic justification for process andproduction. Product/process interaction. Plant visits whenever posSible.
TT 321 Yarn Production and Properties 11. 3(2-2-0). F, S. Preq: TT221. Fiber and machine interactions in blending, carding, drawing andspinning. Drafting theories and the influence of fiber and machine variableson irregularity. The role of twist on yarn structure, properties andproductiVity. Developments and limitations in processing technology.
TT 331 Performance Evaluation of Textile Materials. 4(3 2 0). F, S.Preq: ST 311 or ST 361, TMS 211, TT 221, TT 252 or TT 25], FY 211 or PY205, and MA 231 or MA 241. Standards, principles and effects of testconditions in measuring basic physical and mechanical properties of textilematerials. Design oftest and interpretation oftest results in relation to end useperformance, product development, process control, research and developmentand other requirements.
TT 341 Knitted Fabric Technology. 3(2-2-0). S. Preq: TT 252 or TT241. Review of knitted fabric production techniques. Technology of moreadvanced weft and \varp knitting. Jersey and rib fabric modificationtechniques, yarn knitability and productivity, yarns, creels, patterning andmachinery developments, manufacture and properties of warp knit fabrics suchas mesh, laid-in, weft insertion and plush. Quality measures, measurementand standards, defects and problem solving. Management of knittingoperations.
TT 351 Woven Fabric Technology. 3(2 2 0). F, S. Preq: TT 252 or TT251. Technology of producing woven fabrics including yarn preparation forweaving. Process control and automation in weavmg. Fabric development,design and management ofweaving operations.
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TT 370 Technical Fabric Design. 4(3 2-0). S. Preq: Tvvo courses out ofTT 341, 351 and 305. Properties of vvovcn, knitted and nonvvoven fabrics.Computer techniques and other methods ofreproducmg structural designs andmeans of designing fabrics to specifications. Laboratory consists of projectsinvolving design analySis and testing.
TT 371 Woven Textile Design. 3(1 4—0). S. Preq: TT 252. For studentsadmitted to DeSign Minor only. Design and production of woven fabrics.Exploration of various basic structures, color and textural effects.Development of design abilities through hand production methods, includingan introduction to Computer-integrated Design systems and an awareness ofindustrial processes.
TT 372 Knitted Textile Design. 3(1 4—0). F. Preq: TT 252. For studentsadmitted to DeSign Minor only. Design and production of hand and machine-knitted fabrics. Exploration of basic structures, color and textural effects.Development of design abilities through hand- and machine-productionmethods, including an introduction to Computer-integrated Design Systemsand an awareness of industrial processes.
TT 405 Advanced Vonwovens Processing. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: MA 241 orequivalent, PY 208 or equivalent, TT 305. Mechanisms used in the productionof nonwoven materials. Design and operation of these mechanisms. Processflow, optimization of process parameters, influence of process parameters onproduct properties.
TT 406 Bonding Fundamentals in Nonwovens. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq: TT405, MAE 308, MAE 310. Fundamentals of fluid mechanics and heat transfermechanisms during the bonding of nonwovens. ln-depth description ofhydroentangling, thermal bonding and needle punching techniques. Modelingmethods and laboratory work are assigned.
TT 407 Characterization Methods in Nonwov ens. 3(2-2-0). F. Preq: ST361 or equivalent, TT 405. Fundamentals of methods used in evaluatingproperties and perfonnance of nonvvovens. Assessment of thermal,mechanical, m0isture transport and barrier properties of nonwovens.Reliability and interpretation oftest results.
TT 408 Textile and Apparel Technology and Management. 0(0 0 O).S. Preq: TT 407. Fundamentals of nonwov en product development. In depthknowledge of the materials, processes and non“ ovens products. DeSIgn of aset of experiments intended for product dev elopment. Students \\ ork in teamsto deSIgn, fabricate and ev aluate nonvv oven products.
TT 421 Developments in Yarn Manufacturing. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: TT321. A critical appraisal of developments in yarn manufacturing, \\ithemphasis on their influence on process and product quality and range.
TT 425 Textured Yarn Production and Properties. 3(2 2 0). F. Preq:TT 331. Structure and properties of continuous filament yarns. Examineresponse to elevated temperature and variables for texturing methods ofproducing bulked, textured and torqued yarns. Testing of yarn behaviors anddiscussion of problems encountered during processing.
TT (TAM) 431 Quality Management and Control In TextileManufacturing. 3(3 0 0). f, S. Preq: TT 221, TT 251, TT 331 and ST 361 orBUS 350. Principles of quality and process management and control intextile apparel manufacturing with emphases in quality management systems,quality costs, statistical control chart procedures, process capability.acceptance sampling, and optimal process and product design andimprovement methods.
TT 441 Advanced Knitting Systems and Fabrics. 3(2—2-0). F. Preq: TT341. Loop forming concepts and mechanisms of complex warp and “011-knitted fabrics. Structural design and limitations, potential applications andknitability. AnalySIS of mechanical systems and tensioning forces on labricformation. The effect on dimensional and mechanical properties.
TT 451 Advanced Woven Fabric Design. 3(2~2—0). S. Preq: TT 252 andTT 351 or TAM 371. Design and production requirements for highlyspecialized woven fabric structures. The laboratory activities “in include aproject on design from concept to final production and finishing.
TT 470 Jacquard Woven Fabric Design. 3(1 4 0). F. Preq: TT 252. TT371 or by Permission of Instructor. This course is dedicated to the study ofJacquard woven fabric design and sti'uctuial technology through the use of



CAI) as both an aesthetic and technical tool, and \\III culminate in eachstudent producing a unique fabric collection based upon his her developed area0 ‘intcrcst. Jacquard design for many dilferent end uses is addressed, from artfabrics to unique specialty products. /\ lield trip in this cotirse w1|1 requirepersonal transpottation.
TT (1 \M) 499 Textile Senior Project. 4(2 4 0). 1', S. Senior standing.Course should be taken in the last semester of the Senior year. It cannot besubstituted by other protect courses. This is a project based course to be takenin the last semester of the Senior year In this capstone couisc the students\\orl\ in cross-lunctional teams to research and solye applied problems inte\ttle related fields. Ihe rcstilts of the protects “Ill be presented formally atthe end ofthe semester.

VETERINARY SCIENCE

YMF 401 Poultry Diseases. 4(1 3 0). S. Concepts 0! factors contributingto or causing disease, disease cycle, host responses, and general approaches topic\ ention and control including7 management and biosectirity methods,immuni/atton. and medication. RCCOL’nlllOli. diagnosis. pre\entton, control,and treatment of economically significant infectiotts and noninfectiousdiseases infecting poultry.
\’i\lF 420 Diseases of Farm Animals. 3(3-0-(1). S. Preq: Junior standingPathology of bacterial, \iral. parasitic, nutritional. thermal and mechanicaldisease processes lor tarm animals. This emphasts practices for prC\ enlion andcontrol ofeaeh thSCLISL‘.
\'t\lS 490 Special Topics in Veterinary Medicine. l—o. Preq: Appimal ofdepartment. L ndcrgraduate students only. Offered as needed to cover ne\\ orspecial subject matter \\ithin the scope of \cterinary medtcme at theundergraduate Ie\ cl.

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
WGS (MDS) 200 Introduction to Women‘s and Gender Studies. 3(30 0). f. Introduction to “omen's and gender studies as an interdisciplinaryIield spanning the humanities, soctal setenees and natttral sciences. Study ofhistorical perspeethes and contemporary understanding ofoomcn and gender.Theory. sy stematic analysis and experimental aceounts used to explorecomplexities of gender. and other identity determinants, mechanisms ofpowerand pm ilege, and a\ enues for social change.
WGS (SOC) 204 Sociology of Family. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Sum.Contemporary American family structures and processes and their(1e\e10pment. Focus on soc1a|ilation, mate selection, marital adjustment anddissolution. Includes core sociological concepts. methods, and theories.
WGS (\IDS, STS) 210 Women and Gender in Science andTechnology. 3(3—0—0). F. Interdisciplinary introduction to the reciprocalrelationships betueen scientifictecltnological research and contemporaryunderstanding of gender. Special emphasis on social factors influencingscientists and engineers in their professtons.
WGS (SOC) 304 Women and Men in Society. 3(3—0—0). F. S. Preq: 3 er.in SOC, 200 Icyel. A sociological analysis of “omen and men incontemporary American society. Perpetuation of and change in genderstratification ttsing sociological concepts. theories and research. Ho“ genderexpectations de\eloped and transmitted. Historical data and research ondi\ersity in American society used for analysis of causes and consequences ofgendet inequality.
WGS (ENG) 305 Women and Literature. 3(3 0 0). S. Nineteenth- andtxtentiethccntury \\omen’s‘ literature, as shaped by the intersecting andcompeting claims of gender, race, sexuality, and culture. Focus on fiction,accompanied by critical readings from American studies, feminist literarycriticism. and postmodern theory.
WGS (MDS) 310 Women's and Gender Studies Internship. 3(3 0 0).F. S. Internship program. Introduction to careers that deal specifically with\\ omcn‘s issues. Tcn-hours-pcr-\\ cek \\ ork at a nonprofit or g0\ ernmental
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organi/ation. LontextuaIi/ation of that experience through additionalacademic rcqutrements.
WGS (ENG) 327 Language and Gender. 3(3—0-0). S. Preq: ENG 11],ENG I 12. Introduction to the use of language by men and women. Researchin Linguistics and Women's Studies addressing issues such as the acquisitionof gender~diflerentiatcd language, gender and conversational interaction,sexism in language, gender issues in soctety, and the relationship betweenlanguage, gender, and other social constructs (e.g., class, culture, andethnicity).
WGS (MUS) 360 Women In Music. 3(3-0-0). S. The role of women inmusic as patrons, teachers, composers, and performers, placing them withinthe soctal, economic, and political framework to Which they belong. EmphaSison Western Art Music and the role of \\ omen in popular music. No prevrousformal training in muStC is rcqutred.
WGS (COM) 362 Communication and Gender. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq:Junior Standing; COM 112. Effects of gender on the interpersonalcommunication process. Construction of gendered identities viacommunication practices. Examination of theories of gender and the role ofgender in organiaational. institutional, and media communication practices.
WGS (PSY) 406 Psychology of Gender. 3(3-0-0). F, S. Preq: PSY 200.201 or HSS 200. Credit cannot be given for both PSY 406 and PSY 506.Current theory and research on perceived and actual biological, social,cognitive. personality and emotional Similarities and differences of men and\\ omen throughout the lifespan. The construction and consequences of genderin our society and others.
WGS (SOC) 407 Sociology of Sexualities. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: 3 hoursSOC 200 l€\ e1. 300 le\el, or cquiyalent research methods course. Explorationof sexuality in a social context. Relationship betueen sexuality, gender andpower in the US. Historical trends in behaviors and identities: soc1almovements and sexual issues: current behayioral trends. Some issues coy ered;identity. sootal construction. sexual meanings.
WGS (ENG) 410 Studies in Gender and Genre. 3(3-0-0). F. This courseexamines the ways in \xhich Vt riters have re\ ised the literary genres to includegendered experience. It \\ ill focus on a different generic area. such as poetry.fiction. drama or autobiography, depending on its instructor.
WGS (PS) 418 Gender La“ and Policies. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: Nine hoursof Political Science or Permission of Instructor. Lau and policy pertaining tocontemporary gender issues. Examination of agenda setting. policy formation,implementation, judiCial interpretation and e\ aluation of selected issues. suchas reproducttye poliCies, equal employment and sexual abuse.
WGS (ANT) 444 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Women. 3(3-0-0). 5.Alt. yrs.. Preq: 3 hours cultural anthropology. Comparison of “omen in ayariety of societies: \xestem and non westem: hunting and gathering toindustrialized. Cross-cultural perspective on the similarity and diversity ofwomen‘s statuses and roles. Effect ofgender on soetal position
WGS (H1) 447 History of American Women to 1900. 3(3-0 0). Alt yrs.The historical experience of \\ omen in America from the colonial period to1890. Women 5 work, education. legal and political status, religiousexperience, and sex roles: age, class, race. sexual preference. and region assignificant variables in women’s experience.
WGS (H1) 448 American Women in the Twentieth Century. 3(3 0 0).Credit will not be given for both H1 448 and H1 548. Women's historicalexperience in America, 1890 1990. Changes in \tomen‘s \\ ork. education,legal and political status, and sex roles, age, class, race, se\ual preference andregion as significant variables tn women‘s experience.
WGS (MDS) 492 Theoretical Issues in Women's and Gender Studies.3(3 0 0). S. Preq: MDS 200. Examination of feminist theory. Study offomiative texts in modem feminism, drawn from various disciplines within thehumanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. In depth exploration offeminist perspectives on issues of race. class, gender. sexuality, \york andmothering, among others. Analysis of local and global cultural practices usingfeminist theoretical frameworks.



WGS (MDS) 493 Special Topics in Women's and Gender Studies. 3(30-0). F. Examination of varying topics on women and/or gender from amultidisciplinary perspective.
WOOD AND PAPER SCIENCE

WPS 100 Introduction to Pulping & Papermaking. 1(0-3-0). F.Introduction to the paper industry and the Pulp & Paper Science Curriculum.Oy erView of pulping and papermaking processes including plant tours andlaboratory exercises. T\\o Saturday field trips to paper mills required.Concepts of professional de\ elopment including resumes, interviewing. andsummerjob placement procedures.
WPS 104 Introduction to Wood Products. 2(2-0-0). F. Introduction toCollege of Natural Resources and University services, including libraries,computer labs, Leadership Development Series. Awareness of size andCl1\ ersity of wood industry, career potential. Setting career goals. educationaland professional development goals.
WPS 201 Pulping and Papermaking Technology. 3(3-0-0). S. Sun ey ofthe pulping and papermaking processes. Coy ers characteristics of wood anddifferent types of fiber. key equipment and process variables for pulping,bleaching and chemical recovery processes. \yith emphasis on the kraftprocess. Papermaking \ariables and equipment, particularly on a Fourdriniermachine, secondary fiber processmg, and aspects of printing and cmertingdiscussed.
WPS (FOR) 202 Wood Anatomy and Properties. 3(2 3 0). F. Preq:hone. Formation, anatomy and properties of wood. Structural features ofsoft“ oods and hard“ oods and the relationships among anatomy, physiology,physical and mechanical properties. Variability, naturally occumng defects.and wood deterioration are discussed and related to wood utilization.Techniques on hand lens and microscopic identification of“ ood.
WPS 203 Wood Physical Properties. 4(3-2-0). S. Physical properties ofwood, including spec1fic gravity, dimensional behavior, stress and set,psychrometry, thermal. electrical and moisture relations.
WPS 205 Wood Products Practicum. 5(5 0 0). Sum. Preq: WPS 202 01203. Preparation of drawings and bill of materials for a furniture item. Partsare machined, assembled, and finished. Lumber grading, drying, and gluingprinciples. Four to five days are spent Visiting industries to prowde anappreciation for products and processes. The student IS responSible for roomand board: transportation is provided.
WPS 210 Wood Products Internship. 1(1-0-0). F, S, Sum. Preq:Completion of summer practicum. Experience in the forest products or relatedindustries \\ ith a departmentally selected employer.
WPS 211 Pulp and Paper Internship. 1(1 0 O). Preq: Completion ofsoph. year. Experience in the pulp and paper industry. Problem solving in anindustrial setting to gain insight ofpulp and paper technology. Written reportrequired.
WPS 212 Paper Properties. 3(2-1.50-0.50). F. Preq: WPS 201.Measurement and characterization of the structural, mechanical, and opticalproperties of paper and board. Effect of raw materials and manufacturingprocesses on structure and properties. Case studies on troubleshooting productquality variations.
WPS 240 Wood Products. 3(3-0-0). F. Introduction to forest productsindustries, including the economic importance, current manufacturingtechnology, raw material requirements and the future ofthe industries.
WPS 242 Wood Fiber Analysis. 20 0 0). F, S. The macro andmicrostructure of wood and the relationships of anatomical structures to thephysical properties ofwood and paper.
WPS 301 Wood Processing 1. 4(3-2—0). F. Preq: WPS 202 or WPS 203;WPS 205. The processes of drying, gluing and finishing “00d. Insect, fungal,and thermal degradation of wood. Drying procedures, glued wood products,furniture and panel finishing and treatments to prevent biological and thermaldegradation. Current industrial cqtiipment and processes.
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WPS 302 Wood Processing II. 4(3 2 0). s. Preq: WPS 202 or WPS 203;WPS 203. Theories and techniques of processing ra“ wood into useableproducts. Principles ofoperation of current industrial wood milling eqtupmentincluding primary and secondary processing. Machining of reconstituted woodproducts.
WPS 309 Wood Products Processing: Facilities and Infrastructure.3(3 0-0). S. Preq: WPS 205. Wood Products production methods — simulation,optimization, and plant layout. Plant infrastructure hydraulics, compressedair, electrical, dust e\traction.
WPS 322 Wet End and Polymer Chemistry. 4(3 3 0). F. Preq: WPS212, CH 221. Prepares students to solye problems related to chemical usage onpaper machines. Subjects include vyater chemistry. paper machine operations.fibers, fillers, alum, sizing agents, polyeleetrolytes. collmdal interactions.strength agents. dyes. strategies to optimize retention, dcvyatering strategies,strategies to achieve more uniform paper, strategies to improye productionrates, recycling aequeous coatings. and \\et end chemical process control.
VI PS 332 Wood and Pulping Chemistry. 3(3 0 O). Preq: CH 221, 223;PY 205, P\ 208; CH 331 or CH 431 or CHE 315. Introduction tocarbohydrate chemistry focusing on the structure and reactiyity of “oodpolysaccharides, hemicelluloses and cellulose and on the chemical structure oflignins and “00d evtraetn es. Special emphasis on the chemical reaction 01wood components occurring in pulping and bleaching processes.
WPS 344 Introduction to Quality Control in Wood Products. 3(3 0 O).S. Preq: ST 361. Statistical quality control techniques applicable to themanufacture of wood products. Control chart techniques for monitoringdefects, defectives and measurements. Acceptance sampling procedures.Examples from the \\ ood products industries \\ ill be used.
WPS 350 Wood Products Literature. 2(2 0 0). S. Preq: Completion ofWPS 205. Exploration ofthe \\ ood products literature: use oflibrary ser\ices.oral and written repons, \yith emphasis on independent study.
WPS 355 Pulp and Paper Unit Processes 1. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: CHE 205mm a C or better. Not open to PPT-Chemical Engineering Concentrationstudents. Selected topics in chemical engineering as applied in the pulp andpaper industry. Emphasis on computational practice.
WPS 360 Pulp and Paper Unit Processes 11. 3(3 0 1). S. Preq: WPS 201,WPS 355 or CHE 31 I. Application of chemical engineering principles to theanalysis of pulp and paper unit processes. EmpliaSis on practical problems influid dynamics, heat transfer, mass transfer and theimody namics. Problemsolution techniques include hand calculation and computer simulation tools.
WPS 371 Pulping Process Analysis. 3(1~3—0). S. Preq: \VPS 201.Preparation and e\a1uation ofdiffcrcnt types of wood pulp. A new \iood ra\\material is selected each year \\ith the purpose of studying and criticallyevaluating the principal pulping and bleaching variables.
WPS 415 Senior Research Projects. 3(1 (Ml). F. Preq: WPS 371 andDepartmental Approval. Multi tasls problem sol\ mg. Under faculty guidance,student groups \\1ll select proyect. dcyelop experimental design, carry outexperiment and analyze results. Mayor \\ riting and oral presentations required.
WPS 416 Process Design and Analysis. 3(3 04)). S. Preq: WPS 360.Corcq: WPS 417. Destgn, management, and analysis of technical proiects.Emphasis on concepts and techniques used in economic analysis of piojccts.Use of computer simulation for process design and cost analyses. Tcmprojects to analy7c cost and operating feasibility of proposed major millmodification. Written and oral presentations required throughout the semester.
WPS 417 Process Design and Analysis Lab. 1(0-2 0). S. Coreq: WPS416. Application of modeling and simulation techniques for the analysis ofpulp and paper processes. Computer simulation models used to study pioecss\ariable interactions and process modifications. Oral presentations of casestudies and team project assignments required.
WPS (FOR) 423 Forest Machinery and Systems. 312 3 0). F. Preq:Junior standing in FOR, W1) or BA E. Applications ofcngincciing pi meiples toproblems in forest operations: p0\\ or sources; testing; rating and capabilitiesof forest machineiy; power requirements and tItili/..ition efficiencies: effects ofvehicle dCSign parameters on stability, safety, and operation under load;traction (Icy tees and \chiclc mechanics.



\\ PS 441 Wood Mechanics. 4(3-3—(1), I“. Preq: MA 231, PY 212. WPS203, Introduction to orthotropie elasticity. Shear elfcct on beam deflections,\\ood based composite beams. Shear and bending stress distribution incomposite beams. I‘ILISIIL‘ stability. Influence o1 density. moisture content.load direction. temperature and load duration on mechanical properties ofnood ('rccp and mechanosoiptnc crecp. (nading lor structural applications.AIIO\\dI7IC stresses. Stiuctuial fasteners
WPS 444 Wood Composites. 3(3 (1 (I). S. Preq: Senior standing In WoodProducts. \Ianufacture. properties. and processing 01 wood based composites.(ominodity products ~ p1y\\ood. particleboard. \yaler board. and orientedstrand board as \\e1| as specialty composite products.
\\ PS 450 Wood Industry Case Studies. 2(1 (13) S, Preq: Sr. standing inVi P. Piesentalion of ieIc\ant Wood Industiy problems in\olying materialselection. processing and managerial techniques. Causes of in use failures of\\ ood products and means ofpicy cnlion.
\\ PS 465 Paper Physics and Product Design. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: SeniorStanding in PPT. Study of fundamental knouledge on the structure andproperties of fibers and fibrous products. and the related physical andphysiochcnitcal mechanisms. Product design exercises “III apply thefundamental understanding to specific end use reqturements.
“'PS 472 Paper Process Analysis. 3(2 2 21.8. Preq: WPS 216. 310, 371.Product analysis. matei Ials selection. process planning. manulacture of varioustypes of paper using pilot plant equipment. finished product testing andcomparison \\1th standard products. Machine unit operations. materials 110“balances. energy balances performed on operations. Team assignments \\ith\\ mum and oral presentation of results.
\\ PS 475 Process Control in Pulp and Paper. 3(2-3—1). F. Preq: Sr.Standing in PPT. Coreq: “PS 410. 0\ er\ IQ“ of the \arious aspects of controlincluding process modeling. design 01 control loops and stability analysis tnpulp and paper Emphasis on distributed digital control (DDC), includinghands on programming and control loop de\ elopment on aDDC computer,
\\ PS 482 Projects in \\ ood Products. 2(02 (1). F, S. Sum. Preq: Seniorstanding in WP lndi\ idual library or laboratorv research projects selected andconducted with the appro\ a1 and guidance of faculty.
WPS 491 Special Topics in Wood and Paper Science. 1 4. F. 5. Sum.Independent study of management or technology problems selected “ithfaculty appro\ a] or the offering ofcxperimental courses

ZOOLOGY
Z0 150 Animal Diversity. 4(33 (J). Classdicauon of animals.maeroemlution. systematics. and phylogeny. including relationship to otherkingdoms. Patterns of di\erSifieations in body destgn and relationshipbet“ ecn body destgn and cm ironment. \\ ith emphasts on invertebrate animals.Study selected animal assemblages.
ZO (BIO) 160 Introduction to Cellular and Developmental Zoology.4(3 3—0). S. Sum. Basic concepts and princtples of cellular and de\elopmentalzoology \\ 1th emphasis on the physical basis oflife. the cell as the fundamentalunit of life and the mechanisms in\olved in the de\elopment of multicellularanimals.
lo 212 Basic Human Anatomy and Physiology. 4(3 3 0). F. Sum.Preq: BIO 125 or BIO 183 or 20 150 or 20 160. Major emphasis on structureand function of the muscular. skeletal. Circulatory and nen ous systems ofhumans.
20 (MEA) 220 Marine Biology. 3(3-0-0). Preq: MEA 200 or BIO 125.Introduction to marine plants and animals. their adaptations to life in the seaand ecological interactions in selected marine cmironments (eg. coral reefs.deep sea. salt marshes). Interactions of man \yith the sea: food from the seas.biology of di\ mg. Optional trip.
ZO (FOR, FW) 221 Conservation of Natural Resources. 3(3 0 0). F,S. Sum. Importance ofnatural resources and their role in human environment.Physical, biological and ecological principles underlying sustainability of

natural resources With attention to consequences of human impacts whilemeeting society needs.
Z0 250 Animal Anatomy and Physiology. 4(3 3—0). Preq: 20 150 and(Z0 160 or 1310 125 or BIO 183). Roles of physical laws, enVironmentaIchallenges. and evolutionary history in shaping animal structure and function.Selected examples lrom invertebrates and vertebrates. Laboratory in anatomyand physiology, hypothesis generation and testing and data analysis andpresentation.
ZO 260 Evolution, Behavior, and Ecology. 4(3-3—0). Preq: ZO 150 forZoology mayors; BIO 125 or cqutvalcnt for non—majors. Principles ofevolution. animal behawor. and ecology. Mechanisms of microevolution andspeciation, modes. and variation in animal behavior, and population,community. and ecosystem level processes. Methodology and logic ofC\0ILll10n. behaVior and ecology and applications to conservation andmanagement issues,
Z0 295 Special Topics in Zoology. 1-4. Preq: BIO 125 or BIO 183 orZO 150 or ZO 160. Experimental offerings in Zoology.
20 315 General Parasitology. 3(2-3-0). S. Preq: ZO 150 or 20 160 orBIO 125 or BIO 1‘43. General principles of parasitic symbiosis. Emphasis onlife cycles. epidemiology, and pathology of major parasites of humans anddomestic animals.
ZO (FW) 353 Wildlife Management. 3(3-0-0). F. Preq: ZO 150.Historical development of Wildlife Management from anecdotal, observationalpractices to modern. scientific approaches used around the world. Principles ofpopulation analysis. management, protection and conservation of animals.particularly those of conservation, aesthetic, sport or food \alues in urban,rural and \yildemess areas. Ethics of hunting and trapping. Contradictoryobjecth es challenging modern wildlife managers.
Z0 361 Principles of Embryonic Development. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ZO150 0r ZO 160 or BIO 125 0r BIO 183. An integrated study of descriptiye andexperimental embryology. Development of both invertebrates and vertebratesat Ieyels oforganization from molecular to organismal.
20 370 Des elopmental Anatomy and Histology of the Vertebrates I.3(3 0 0). F. Preq: 20 150 or ZO 160 or BIO 125 or BIO 183. Corcq: ZO 375.An integrated study on the embryonic de\ elopment, gross anatomy.microanatomy and phylogeny of vertebrate organ systems: surface andconnectne tissues. the skeleton and the muscular system.
Z0 371 De\ elopmental Anatomy and Histology of the Vertebrates II.3(3—0 0). S. Preq: 20 370. Coreq: 20 376. Credit is not allowed for both ZO371 and 20 405. An integrated study on the embryonic development, grossanatomy. microanatomy. and phylogeny of vertebrate organ systems; thecirculatory. respiratory, digestiy e, urogenital. endocrine. and nervous systems.
ZO 375 Developmental Anatomy and Histology Laboratory 1. 2(0 60). F. Preq: ZO 150 or ZO 160 or BIO 125 or BIO 183. Coreq: 20 370.Vertebrate organ systems utiliztng dissections of preserved specimens andmicroscopic examination of embryos and tissue preparations; early embryonicdevelopment. surface and connectne tissues. the skeleton and muscularsystem.
20 376 Developmental Anatomy and Histology Laboratory II. 2(0-6-0). S. Preq: 20 370 and 20 375. Coreq: 20 371. Vertebrate organ systemsutilizing dissections of presen ed specimens and microscopic examination ofembryos and tissue preparations; late embryonic development and thecirculatory. respiratory. digestive. urogenital. endocrine. and nervous systems.
20 402 Invertebrate Zoology. 2(2—0 O). S. even yrs. Preq: ZO 150.Survey of invertebrate phyla. excluding the Protista. emphasizing theirfunctional biology.
lo 403 Invertebrate Zoology Laboratory. 2(0-6-0). S, Alt. yrs.(cven).Preq: ZO 150. Examination ofliying and preserved invertebrates to study theirdistinguishing characteristics and to observe anatomical modifications forfunction.
Z0 405 Functional Histology. 3(3—0-0). Sum. Preq: BIO 183 or 20 150and 20 160. Offered by Distance Education Only. JR or SR standing. Creditnot aIIo“ ed for both ZO 371 and 20 405. Offered only as a distance education



course via the intemet. Functional l-listology describes the cellular structure oftissues and organs. Human organs are emphasized, with brief considerationgiven to variation in other mammals. Tissue and organ structure is related tofunction, including examples of malfunction (histopathology). The course isespecially appropriate for students planning a career in veterinaiy science,medicine, or allied health fields.
lo 410 Introduction to Animal Behavior. 3(3—0—0). F. Preq: 20 150 orZO 260 or Consent oflnstructor. Studies of animal behavior in \eitebrates andim ertebrates including physiological mechanisms and adapti\ e significance.
20 (BO) 414 Cell Biology. 3(3-0—0). S. Preq: ZO 160 or ZO 250 or BIO125 or BIO 183. The chemical and physical bases of cellular structure andfunction with emphasis on methods and interpretations.
lo 419 Limnology. 4(3-3-0). F. Preq: BO 360 or ZO 260. Credit in bothZO 419 and ZO 519 is not allowed. Structure and function oflakes and ponds.including physical, chemical and biological controls of productivity andspecies composition of aquatic plants and animals, and effects ofpollution onwater quality. One local weekend field trip is required.
20 (F‘V) 420 Introduction to Fisheries Science. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: ZO150. Coreq: ZO 260 or B0 360. Role of fish in aquatic ecosystems, fishbiology. fish ecology, fisheries management and conservation. Emphasis onaquatic ecosystems and food webs, life history and ecology of important sportand commercial fishes, population and community dynamics, and theory andpractice of fisheries management and conservation. Case studies fromfreshwater, estuarine and marine systems.
20 421 Principles of Physiology. 3(3 0 0). F, S, Sum. Preq: CH 223, 20250 or equix alent. A comprehensixe suney of the processes in\ olved in thefunction of specialized cells, tissues and organ systems. Emphasis on baSicconcepts with orientation toward mammalian and human systems
20 422 Biological Clocks. 3(3-0-0). S. Preq: ZO 250 or equi\ alent orConsent of Instructor. Coreq: Credit in both ZO 422 and ZO 522 is notallowed. The anatomy, physiology, and de\ elopment of biological clocks in a\ariety of organisms, including humans.
20 (FW) 423 Introduction to Fisheries Sciences Laboratory. 1(0-3-0). F. Coreq: FW (ZO) 420. General anatomy and identification of commonfreshwater, estuarine and marine fish, functional morphology. age and grouthanalyses, fish health and diets. Computer analyses of bioenergetic andpopulation dynamics.
20 (ENT) 425 General Entomology. 0(0—0—0). F. Sum. Preq: ZO 150 orequivalent. Explores the science of entomology by focusing on the baSicprinciples of systematics, morphology, physiology, development, beha\ior,ecology, and control of insects. Field trips proyide opportunities to collectinsects and study their adaptations to a wide variety ofnatural em ironments.
20 (FW) 430 Fisheries and Wildlife Administration. 3(3 0 0). S.Preq: PS 201, PS 202; FW (20) 420. FW (Z0) 353. Describes and comparesthe administrative structures and programs of fedeial and state fish andwildlife agencies and develops an understanding of the basis on \xhich theseagencies function. Evaluates the interrelationships that fisheries-wildlifeprofessionals, special interest groups, public agencies and legislative bodiesplay in resource management programs.
lo 441 Biology of Fishes. 3(3—0-0). F. Preq: BO 360 or 20 260.Behavior, eyolution, phySiology and ecology of fishes, emphaSi/ing theiradaptations for life in streams, lakes, and oceans.
Z0 442 Biology of Fishes Laboratory. 1(0 3-0). F. Preq: BO 360 or ZO260. Coreq: ZO 441. Field and laboratory exchises with the common fishspecies and communities of North Carolina. Field trips to local streams andlakes plus weekend trips to coastal, estuarine. and mountain habitats.
20 450 Evolutionary Biology. 3(3 0 0). F. Preq: A0 205. 20 208. ON411 recommended. Principles and patterns oforganic evolution. Origin of life,patterns of genetic \ariability vyithin populations; adaptations. naturalselection, and the formation of species. The living world as an historicalprocess governed by diverse principles oforganization.
ZO 460 Aquatic Natural History Laboratory. 2(() 4 0). S. Preq: BO360 or 20 260. Field and laboratory study of taxonomy and emironmental
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adaptations of fresh“ ater protists, plants, and animals. Ecology of principlefresh“ ater ecosystems, effects of pollution, and examples of consen ation.Establishment of fresh“ ater aquarium \\ith local organisms. Weekend fieldtrips required
20 480 Laboratory Techniques in Cellular Biology. 3(1-6 0). F, S.Preq: ZO 160 0r BIO 125 or BIO 183 and CH 223. Selected laboratorytechniques in modem biological research including immunochemistiy, animalcell culture, light microscopy. and detection and isolation of recombinantproteins.
lo 488 Neurobiology. 3(3 0 0). S. Preq: ZO 250. Overview of theneurosciences, with a focus on fundamental pi inciples in the function,structure. and de\ elopment of the nen ous system. Topics includeneuroanatomy, electrical signaling, synaptic transmission. senSOiy and motorsystems, neural development, neural plastiCity, and complev brain functions.Multiple levels ofanalysis. from molecular to beha\ ioral, \\ itli an emphasis onthe mammalian ner\ ous system.
20 492 External Learning Experience. 1-6. F. S. Preq: Sophomorestanding. A learning experience in agriculture and life sciences within anacademic frameuork that utilizes facilities and resources “hicli are e.\tenial tothe campus. Contact and arrangements \yith prospectixe employers intist beinitiated by student and approved by a faculty aduser, the prospectncemployer and the departmental teaching coordinator prior to the experience.
Z0 493 Special Problems/Research Exploration. 1 6. F, S. Preq:Sophomore standing. A learning experience in agriculture and life scienceswithin an academic framework that utilizes campus facilities and resources.Contact and arrangements with prospecthe employers must be initiated bystudent and approx ed by a faculty ad\ iser. the prospectiie employ ei, and thedepartmental teaching coordinator prior to the experience.
20 495 Special Topics in Zoology. l 3. F. S. Offered as needed fordevelopment of neu courses in \arious areas ofzoology.
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